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A B S T R A C T

The thesis is divided into seven chapters and is mainly devoted to 

an analysis, in formal terms, of the grammatical categories of mood, 

polarity, tense, person, number, transitivity and aspect that need to be 

set up for a synchronic description of the verbal piece in Nzema.

The introductory first chapter presents a general classification of 

the verb as a linguistic unit in the grammar, the characteristic phonological 

features of the verb word and its grammatical features; and, as a convenient 

reference, a summary of the grammatical categories set up together with the 

systems of their terms is provided.

Chapter 2 presents, as a necessary background, a phonetic and 

phonological description of the speech sounds of Nzema.

The remaining chapters 3 - 7  contain the main body of the analysis 

of the grammatical categories. Chapter 3 deals with the three terms of 

indicative, interrogative and imperative set up within the category of Mood.

Chapter 4 considers the category of Polarity in its specific 

relation to imperative mood clauses and treats together the two categories 

of Polarity and Tense as they relate to indicative and interrogative mood 

clauses. In the description of the various tense forms and their distinctive 

features, two contexts, marked by a nominal phrase or pronominal subject, 

are selected for the examples.

Chapter 5 presents together the closely-related categories of 

Person and Number.

Chapter 6 deals with the sets of grammatical relations between the 

verb and any items that may follow it in the clause by means of the seven



terms: transitive, complex transitive, intransitive, complex semi

transitive, semi-transitive, ditransitive and relational within the 

category of Transitivity. A sub-classification of the verbs capable 

of occurring in each transitivity clause-type is also provided.

Finally, Chapter 7 treats the tripartite distinction between 

normal and ingressive, dynamic and stative, and causative and non-causative 

within the category of Aspect.
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C H A P T  E R '1

INTRODUCTION

The term ’verbal piece’, now well-established in linguistic 
studies, is usually used to refer to the verb word (with or 
without any affixes) and any other items in grammatical relation 
to it that may jSe££ew it in the same clause* In this sense, it 
enables me to deal not only with the verb word but also with 
other elements of clause structure syntactically related to it, 
since the exponents of some of the categories set up extend 
beyond the verb to include these other elements and are syntactic 
as well as morphological features.

In this introductory chapter, a tentative attempt is made 
to present a general classification of the structural pattern 
of the verb as a single linguistic unit* Within the verb as a 
unit in the grammar, we shall, first of all, distinguish between
1) single-word or mono-morphemic verbs, which we shall term 
simple verbs and 2) multi-word verbs, we shall designate as 
complex verbs.

1 * Simple verbs
Simple verbs are of I) mono-syllabic, II) disyllabic,

III) tri-syllabic, or IV) quadri-syllabic structure. Statis
tically, mono- and di- syllabic simple verbs are more numerous 
than tri- or quadri - syllabic simple verbs.
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I) Mono-syllabic simple verbs are all of GY structure:

II)

a) di/di/ 'to eat' f) tu/tu / 'to uproot'
b) te/ti/ 'to tear' g) no/nO / 'to drink'
c) se/se/ 'to carve' h) kpo/lrpo/ 'to bark'
d) fs/fe/ 'to tire' i) to/to / 'to buy1
e) da/da/ 'to sleep*
Disyllabic simple verbs are o.f. a) CW, b) OYGY, 

or c) CVMJV structure:
a) C W  verbs: a) die/d(i)Je r 'to receive'

b) tia/t(i)ja / 'to walk, toddle'
c) fea/f(x)ja / ' to hide'
d) tuo/tuwo / ' to proceed*

■ e) nua/nllwS / 'to extinguish*
f) kpoa/kpUwS / 'to sweep*

b) CVCV verbs: a) butu/butu / 'to stoop'
b) nyeke/nylks / 1 to peel *
c) rele/rele / 'to dry'
d) dwaz o / gywazC / ' to stand, wake up
e) sukoa/sukwa / * to learn*
f) tunwue /tupwer / 'to wake up*

c) CVNCV verbs :a) tende/tShde / 'to speak*
b) kanvo/kaiopvc / 'to praise'

III) Tri-syllabic simple verbs
Tri-syllabic verbs are rare and are represented by 
the three itemsj-

^  r r t~  th ® r / f C ^ r A f ^ y  (tfecTk

v U ^ t t n ' t c .

X  . n r  a *  u f U A i .  ^  ' ^ • r c W l5 '7 o a  ^  f- H
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( a) dumua /dumuTŵ ; / or dimua /diimtw§L / 'to go ahead1 CY-CVV
iK( b) gyabele /gyabali / ’to bend, meander’

CY-CYGY
( c) asolo /aselU / ’to be different'

V-CYCY
The first item, which has two possible forms in free 

variation, may historically have been derived (with consequent 
vowel change in accordance with the vowel harmony) from the 
mono-syllabic verb di ’to occupy, to go* and the place adverbial 
moa/mUwa/ 'far'; it is here analysed as a fused complex lexical 
item of CY-CYY structure.

The second item is also regarded as representing a fusion 
of two mono-morphemic verb stems: gya ’to parcel out* and bele
'to bend’ and, therefore, analyzable as of CY-CYCY structure.

The third item may be regarded as an irregular verb; it '
is a stative verb, for which the categories of tense, person and 
number are not statable; it is. possible in indicative and 
■interrogative mood clauses but not in imperative mood clauses
and exhibits polarity as in:

/ \ * *(1a) asolo Kofi o ze
(lit. different Kofi's father. Kofi has adifferent father)

(1b) ansolo Kofi o ze
(Kofi’s father is not different)

1. Thelverbal form di/li 'to occupy, to be, go' occurs in 
similar complex lexical items:
1a) odi me nyunlu 'he goes in front of me’
1b) oli me nyunlu 'he is in front of me'
2a) odi me nzi 'he follows me'
2b) oli me nzi 'he is behind me'
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IV) Quadri-syllabic simple verbs
Quadri-syllabic verbs are equally rare and are 

represented by the following items:
(la)

(lb)

(Ic)

belabela

nwonlonwonlo

nwunlonwunla

or

or

or

/bolebola [ *  
/bebala (

/panl&r) 92110“ f  
/riUrjanlU /
/ >*V — 'V i/rtanloT]anla / 
/popanla j

rto deceive1

*to tickle*

'to frighten*

All three quadri-syllabic verbs are used transitively 
and take only human or animate object noun phrases* On syn
chronic grounds, all three verbs are regarded as fossilized 
reduplicated forms. Firstly, they copy the morphological and 
phonological shape of reduplicated verbs of CV1V-CVLV structure 
formed from a sub-type of disyllabic simple verbs distinguished 
as CVLV structure* With the quadri-syllabic verbs (la-c) above, 
compare the reduplicated forms of the CVLV verbs (ila-c) below:
(ila) kelahela / kelehsla *to bid farewell*

or I  kehela
(lib) minliminli / manlimanli *to lose’

or / mimanli
(lie) munlomunla / manlomanla *to frown*

or / momanla
Secondly, as the above examples show, the quadri-syllabic 

verbs have each an alternative three-syllabled pronunciation 
like the reduplicated forms of disyllabic verbs of CVLV structure.

And thirdly, the quadri-syllabic verbs have the same tonal 
pattern as the reduplicated form of any disyllabic simple verb:

1 .  F o r  cm t > f  o f  f r  ( 3  ^

<x . f p r  <k  v f  //Ce & j \ t m o - / - r  o s
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(2a) olebelabela be
(be is deceiving them)

(2b) olsbizebiza be
(he is asking them)

(3a) okebelabela be
(he will deceive them)

(3b). okebizebiza be
(he will ask them)

MORPHOLOGY
Before discussing multi-word verbs, a word must be said,

.

at this stage, about (a) the internal morphological structure 
of some simple verbs, (b) reduplication of simple verbs, and 
(c) various nominal iz at ion processes involving simple and 
reduplicated verbs*

(a) Internal morphological structure of some simple verbs 
• » There exist in the language a small number of morphologically 

related pairs of verbal forms, which are semantically and 
syntactically related. One verbal form in each pair may be 
regarded as the verb stem and the other verbal form, which is 
derived from the verb stem by suffixation, is analyzable as 
verb stem plus suffix. Generally speaking, the suffixed verbal 
form requires one place1 more than the corresponding verb stem, 
and clauses involving the suffixed verbal form and the corres
ponding clauses involving the verb stem are related as causative 
to non-causative. It is also to be noted that the suffixed 
verbal forms are disyllabic verbs of I. CW, II. CVNV, or 
III. CVLV structure, whereas their corresponding verb stems are



mono-syllabic GY simple verbs. The following is a complete list 
of such pairs of verbal forms, with an indication of the differeni 
transitivity clause-types into which each ?nember of a pair can 
enter:

Yerb stem Verb stem + suffix Suffix
Transitive hitransitive
1. fio/n8r/ I. GYY noa/nUwa/ /-wa /

(to drink) (to make drink)
2* zq/z5/ soa./sOway /-V£? /

(to be wearing/' 
carrying on head)

(to put on/carry 
. on head)

Intransi tive Transitive
3 * nu/nu'/ mia/nifwg:/ /~w£ /

(to go off) (to put vfC, 
t o ext inghi sli)

4. se/si/ sea/s(i; j.a/ /"D? /
(to pass) (to allow to pass)

5. bo/bb/ II. CYNV1 bone/bon( x)/ /-n(i)/
(to smell, 
stink)

(to smell, reek of)

6, sia/synf s I an e / s yarn (x) j /~n(T)/
(to return) (to make return)

We might also include the pair of verbal forms:
^°ne 'approaching the other side ’/ko ’to go'; II* bane 

y 1 approaching this side'/ba ’to come1? and TII, tone' ’to 
sell’/to 'to buy*. It should -be mentioned that, in the case 
of items (i-Il), the suffixed verbal form is a stative 
’verbid’, whereas the corresponding verb stem is a dynamic 
verb of motion.
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Verb stem

7. be/hi/ IIIU CVLV
(to be
invulnerable)

3 em.i--transi t ive

8. dvm/gywu/
(to descend)

9* fo/fU/
(to climb)

10. te/tx/
(to be sitting., 
seated)

11. gyi/gyi/
(to be standing)

Verb stem * suffix 5n

benle/benli/ /~
(to make
invulnerable)

Complex
Semi-transitive

dwul a/ gyw ol a/ /■
(to make descend)

fola/fola/ /'
(to make climb)

tenia Vtonla/ /■
(to sit, seat)

gy ini a/gyanlS/ /■
(to stand)

1* The suffixed verbal form has the alternative sr-el 
tenia/1 onl&/

ffix

nil/

la / 

la / 

nl§i /

■nl& /
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It should he mentioned that the suffixed verbal form in 
each pair of verbal forms is--a dynamic verb, whereas the - -
corresponding verb stem may be stative (indicated by under
lining) or dynamic (all other items). The following paired
examples involving items (1), (3) and (10) illustrate:

*  *  * # , *  *(4a) Akye enloa o ra Kofi nzule (ditransitive,causativej
(Akye has given her son Kofi dynamic)water to drink)

(4"b) Kofi snlo nzule ( transitive, non-
(Kofi has drunk some water) causative,,dynamic)

(5a) Akye snlua senle ne (transitive, causative^
(Akye has put out the fire) dynamic)

(5b) senle ne snlu (intransitive, non-
(the fire has gone out) causative, dynamic)

(6a) Akye gdenla Kofi ebia ne anu (complex semi-transitive
(Akye has sat Kofi down in causative, dynamic)

the chair)
(6b) Kofi de ebia ne anu (semi-transitive, non-

(Kofi is seated in the chair) causative, stative)

It was noted above, and the above paired examples confirm, 
that clauses involving the suffixed verbal form and the corres
ponding clauses involving the verb stem are, as a rule, related 
as causative to non-causative. With item (5), however, the
suffixed member can occur in a transitive clause and the corres
ponding verb stem in an intransitive clause, the transitive and 
intransitive clauses are in this case not related in terms of the 
aspectual opposition causative/non-causative,- as the following -
paired examples illustrate:

* * *(7a) Kofi anwo bone nza , -. . (transitive, dynamic)
  -------- .(Kofi smells of drink)___ _____________4, Ih. c l ( t it £p|C.f A&f TV*- h lfb  'ihih£G-cS t fc f  f

(t* < £ ' o r ?  . W b r J j '  (Kp jT&sn-jL

■fs/i ■& th



(7b) Kofi anwo bo (intransitive, stative)
(Kofi smells)

(b) Reduplication
Almost all simple verbs of mono-syllabic or disyllabic 

structure may undergo reduplication; tri-syllabic verbs are . 
incapable of reduplication and quadri-syllabic verbs, as already 
mentioned, are fossilized reduplicated forms. We distinguish 
two types of reduplication: (i) fossilized and (il) non
fossilized reduplicated farm.
(l) Ron-fossilized reduplicated verbs are formed from mono- 
morphemic verb stems that are free forms in the language. The 
following are some examples of non-fossilized reduplicated forms:

Verb stem Reduplicated form
a) CV verbs: tu/tu/. ’to uproot’ tudu/tudu/

wo/wO/ ’to give birth’ wowo/wUwO/
so/so/ ’to peck’ suso/suso/
bo/bo/ 'to beat; to break1 bobo/bObo/
ti/ti/ 'to pinch* 'V •'S.tindi/tandi/
fe/fi/ 'to vomit1 fefe/faf1/
se/se/ 'to carve1 sise/sose/
pe/tpe/ 'to cut* pepe/tpotpe/
da/da/ 'to sleep’ deda/doda/
gua/gwae/ 'to place; to pour' gugua/gugwse/
gya/gyse/ 'to marry' gyigya/gyigyse/
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Verb stem 
b) C W  verbs: 
die/d(i)je/ 
tia/t(i)ja/ 
tia/t(i)ja/

fea/f(i)ja/ 
tuo/tuwo/ 
nua/mTwE-i/ 
kpoa/kpOwit/

b) CVCV verbs: 
butu/butu/ 
nyeks / ny ike / 
keda/keda/ 
suko a/sukwa./ 
muni, a /m anl §:/

c) CVRCV verbs 
nr ens e / Tjanz e / 
kpomgba/kp&rpigba/

Reduplicated form

'to receive'
'to walk'
'to tred on, 
ki ck1

'to hide'
'to proceed'

di elie/d(i j)el(i)j e/ 
tiedia/t(i j)ed(i)ja/ 
,tietia/t(ij)et(i) ja/

feevea/f(ij)sv(i) j a/ 
tu o du o/1(uw)oduwo/ 

o extinguish 'nuonlua/n (hv/)QhliIwa/
* to sweep1 kpo okpoa/kp (uw) okpOwa/

f 4.

•to peel*
'to put ’
'to imitate* 
'frown'

bu ti ibutu/bu tubu tu/ 
nyekenyeke/nvxke nyike/
. ke dahe da/ked s h ada/ 
suko ezukoa/sukwe zukwa/ 
muni omunla/m (shl) cTmenl§:/ 
muni emunl a/m (ehl) dmonl &/

'to be 
•to sew'

nr enz enrenze/panz erjenz e/ 
kpomgbskpomgba/kpOrpigbskpOmgba/

In the above examples of non-fossilized reduplicated forms, 
the constituent segment to the right(underlined in selected
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examples) is regarded as the verb stem and the constituent segment 
to the left is the reduplicative prefix.
(il) fossilised reduplicated forms have no mono-morphemic verb 
stems as free forms in the language, fossilised reduplicated 
forms are either (i) quadri-syllabic, and copy the shape of re
duplicated forms of disyllabic verb stems of CVLV structure; the 
above quadri-syllabic verbs exemplify; or (ii) disyllabic, and 
copy the shape of reduplicated forms of mono-syllabic CV verb 
stems; the following are some examples:

kyikyi/kyokyi/ 'to rub off1
sisi/sosi/ 'to cheat*
sese/sosi/ 'to make accounts'
wowo/wOwU/ 'to wash, rinse'
kpokpa/kpUkpa/ 'to smear, anoint'

The function of reduplicated forms 
The grammatical categories that may be set up for a 

description of verbal pieces involving verb stems are also 
applicable to those involving reduplicated forms; but reduplicated 
forms, as distinct from verb stems, usually denote multiple 
activity (i.e. multiple 'actions' in the case of dynamic verbs, 
and multiple 'states* in the case of stative verbs).

1* The multiple activity may be grammatically indicated 
'by a plurality of subject as the following paired examples 
involving the dynamic verbal form i) gyinla 'to stop' and 

. its stative verbal form ii) gyi 'to be standing' illustrate:
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* *(8a) nrenya ne egyinla
(the man has stopped)

9 * *(8b) merili. ne mo sgyinlegyinla 
(the people have stopped)

(9a) baka kpole ko gyi azule ne anu
(there is one hig tree standing in the river)

*  *  * *  * *  #(9h) mbaka mgbole doonwo .gyigyi azule.ne anu
(there are many big trees standing in the river)

In the above examples, the (a) clauses denote a single 
activity performed by one actor, the subject referent, whereas 
the (b) clauses denote multiple activity performed by more than, 
one actor*

ii. The multiple activity may be grammatically indicated 
by a plurality of object, as in the following examples with tu 
*to uproot1 and buke *to open1:

(10a) yedu baka kpole ko
(he has uprooted one big tree)

(10b) yedudu mbaka mgbole doonwo
He haiSt uprooted many big trees)

(11a) yebuke alenke ne ye do nwols
(he has opened the door and left it ajar)

(11b) yebukebuke nlenke ne mo yegua nwole
(he has opened the doors and left them ajar)

The above (a) clauses denote a single activity performed 
by one actor upon one object; the (b) clauses, on the other 
hand, denote multiple activity performed by one actor upon many 
objects. With particular reference to (ll(a-b)), it Is to be noted 
that the principal verb buke fto open1,, which takes a singular 
object noun phrase, co-occurs in (11a) with the auxiliary verb to,
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whereas the reduplicated form huhebuke ’to open’, which takes a
plural object noun phrase, co-occurs in (11b) with the auxiliary
verb gua; it will be unacceptable to substitute one auxiliary
verb for the other in the different grammatical contexts. The
verb gua ’to put1 may, in certain contexts, be regarded asthe
suppletive reduplicated form of to ’to put, place’, as the
following clauses illustrate:

(12a) yedo_ buluku ne ekponle ne azo
(he has put the book on the table)

(12b) yegua ye mbuluku ne mo ekponle ne azo 
(he has put his books on the table)

The verb gua may also collocate with mass nouns, as in:
(13a) yegua nzule ekponle ne azo

(he has put water on the table)
We shall never attest the verb to_ in collocation with mass nouns,
as in :

(13b) *yedo nzule ekponle ne azo

(ill) In clauses involving a singular subject noun phrase with
or without a singular object noun phrase, the multiple activity
denoted* by the reduplicated verb may be understood as a repetition
of actions, as in the following examples with ti/tindi ’to pinch1:

(14a) Kofi edi me
(Kofi has pinched me)

(14b) Kofi elstindi me
(Kofi is pinching me all over)

In similar contexts, the_multiple activity may be understood
as a repetition of actions performed at more than one time or at
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different times, as the following clauses involving the redupli
cated forms gyinle.gyinla ’to stop1 (of the verb stem gyinla) and 
toto ’to fall sick1 (of the verb stem to):

(15a) ogyinlegyinlahle adenle nu
(he stopped several times- on the way)

(15b) onwo toto ye somaa
(lit. he keeps falling sick, he is sickly)

(IV) In some cases,, the reduplicated form-, has a slightly 
different meaning from the corresponding verb stem:

i. nea Ho look atT nesnlea Ho look for, search1
ii. nya Ho bend (fish)' nyenya Ho fold1
iii. kpu Ho smoke' kpumgbu Ho fumigate’
iv. we Ho swim1 wewe Ho grovel on the ground’
We shall say no more here about reduplication and leave to 

another occasion a detailed study of reduplication and the 
features which mark it in Nzema.

(c) Nominalisation of Verbs
In a footnote, Lyons (1966: 232) makes the observation, 

originally supplied by E. K. Brown and P. M* Postal, that nin a 
number of West African and American-Indian languages, the 
majority of the nouns appear to be derived from verbs by means 
of productive syntactic processes1’. With particular reference 
to the Kwa sub-family (of which Nzema is a member) of West 
African languages,'with which the present writer is familiar, 
it is certainly not the case that a majority of the nouns are 
derived from verbs. What is certainly the case in Nzema, as in 
other members, is that some nouns are derived from verbs by
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productive morphological processes and the opposite process 
(observable, for example, in English) of deriving verbs from 
nouns is largely unattested.

In what follows the various processes of nominal!zation 
and adjectivization from verbs are presented with exemplification.

Three main types of nominalization (including adjectivi- 
zation) may be distinguished:

A) prefixation by a vowel, with or without suffixation;
B) prefixation by a nasal consonant (symbolized as N and 
homorganic with the stem-initial consonant of the verb), with or 
without suffixation; and 0) suffixation.
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Albminali z ati on
Type 
A. I. i

Structure
a + verb

Meaning 
I. place

Examples
1. a-sone 

(church)

II. activity

2. a-zie
(cemetary)

3* a-kposa
(to go about 
selling)

4. a-sande
(disper-'
sion)

5* a-hua 
(union)

III. ’result' 6. a-foto
(that which (a mashed 
results food)from the
activity 7* a-yiaof the verb) ( „ \(meeting)

A.I.ii a + verb + le I. activity, 
purpose

A^I.iii a + verb + lee I# place

8. a-gya-le 
(marriage)

9. a—wo-ls
(childbirth)

10* a-bia-lee 
(bathroom)

11* a-wie-les 
(the end)

12. a-do-lee
(sunset,

- west)

Verb
sone
(to baptise) 
sie
(to buy, keep
kposa 
(to roam)

sande
(to scatter) 

kua
(to gather)
f oto 
(to mix)

yia
(to meet) 
gya
(to marry) 
wo
(to give 
birth)

bia
(to have a 
bath)

wie
(to finish) 
to
(to fall)



Type Structure
A.II.i e/e + verb
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Meaning 
1, 1 state*

A.II*ii e + verb + Is

II. result

verbal
1noun

A.Il.iii e + verb + lee I. result

A. II* iv e + verb + le I. result

imules Verb
e-hyia kyia
(pover (to be in
ty) need)
e-siane siane /
(mishap) (to pursue 

stealthily)
e-da ta
(flatus
lence)

(to flatulate

e-hu-nle ku
(killing) (to kill)
e-kposa-le kposa
(roaming) (to roam)
e-ve-lee fe
(vomit) (to vomit)
e-la-lee da
(dream) (to sleep)
e-bu-le bu
(half) (to break)
e-wu-le wu
(death, (to die, toillness) be ill)

1. Almost all verb stems and their reduplicated forms have verbal 
noun forms. Verbal nouns may enter into a genitive construc
tion with a preceding possessive noun phrase * and such a 
genitive construction may be (i) a subjective genitive, usually 
with an intransitive verb (e.g. su 'to cry* with the verbal 
noun forms-zu-nle 'crying*; and exemplified by me szunls ye 
ezeleke 'my crying is amusing* which is derivable from melssu 
... *1 am crying* ...*> (ii) an objective genitive, usually 
with a transitive verb (e.g. ku fto kill* with the verbal noun 
form s-hu-nle 'killing’); and exemplified by me shunle £nU 
aze *my killing is not easy', which has a different under
lying structure: A  elsku me ' A  is killing me*.
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Type Structure Meaning Examples Verb
B. I* if + verb - I. activity 22. n-zela — ssla

(marching) (to drive away)
23 • m-gbosa kposa

(walk, (to roam)
stroll)

II. result 24* m-gbakye kpakye
(division, (to divide) 
branch)

25* m-gbokye kpokye
(crumb, (to break
fragment) off)

B. I.i if + verb + I. activity 26. n-doa-nls toa
le/ls (reporting)(to report)

27. n-yila-le yila 
(blessing) (to bless)

28. n-gyegye-lg gyegye

(trouble, (to bother, 
bother) trouble)

B. I.ii it + verb + II. activity 29* m-gboda-le kpoda
le/ls instru- (pacifica- (to pacify)

ment tion)
30. m-gbagye-ls kpaye

(appella- (to give 
tion) appellation)

III. activity, 31. n-(d)afe-l| dafe state
(sleep) (to sleep)

32* n-gyehys-ls kyehye
(agreement,(to arrange) pact)
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Type Structure Meanings Examples Verb
B. I.iii if* + verb +~ I. Inanimate 33* n-rela-les kela

lee (message) (to sendsuiting & ' aqaB6\from or message;
affected 
by the action 
of verb

34* n-geha-lee keha
(rumour, (to say)gossip)

35. n-gyehye-les kyehye
(plan, (to arrange)
arrange
ment)

36* n-gyekye-les kyekye

(parcel (to bind,
package) tie)

37* m—(b)uke—lee buke

0.1* verb + vo(le) 1
( animate noun)

(page of 
a book)

(to open)

38. sels-vo(le) sele
(priest,
beggar) (to pray, beg)

39* kpo-vole kpo
(enemy) (to hate)

40. sie-vole sie
(one who 
keeps) (to keep)

1. Agentive nominalization, like the verbal noun formation, is a 
productive process. It should also be mentioned that the 
agential suffix -vo(ls) may also be added to nouns. Thus with 
the noun kpoma ’walking stick’, for example, we find kppma- 
vo(le) ’linguist , standard-bearer’.
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Ad.iectivization
Type Structure Meaning
A. I.i a + verb I, state,

activity

A.I.ii e + verb + le/ke I* state?
activity

B. I. it + verb I* state,
activity

• 1* verb + lira/lera I* state

Examples
1• a-sele

(beggary,begging)
2. a-lumua

(first
begin
ning)

3. s-zulo-le
(frightening)

4. s-ve-le
(tiring,tired
ness)

5* e-zele-ke
(amusing,
laughter)

6. n-zisi
(a cheat, 
cheating)

7* n-dondo 
(toasted)

8. n-gyehye 
(fried)

9* wu-lira 
(rotten)

10. we-lera
(dried,
dry)

11. kpolo-
lera
(rotten)

Verb.
sels 
(to beg)

dumua
(to go ahead) 

sulo
(to fear) 

f e
(to tire) 

sele
(to laugh) 

sisi
(to c heat)

tondo 
(to toast)
kyehye 
(to fry)
wu
(to rot, die) 
we
(to dry up) 

kpolo 

(to rot)
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2. Multi-word verbs
We are lie re concerned with word sequences or combinations 

of a simple verb and another element or elements that may reason
ably be treated as single linguistic units. We may sub-classify 
multi-word verbs, in respect of the word class of the lexical 
item following the simple verb word in such combinations, into
A) verb + noun word combinations, which we shall distinguish as 
complex verbs; the noun word in complex verbs may be regarded 
as I) object noun phrase or II) locative adjunct; and
B) verb + verb combinations, which we shall distinguish as 
verbal groups; and 0) various combinations of type A, which 
we shall distinguish as compound verbs.

2.A.J Gomplex verbs
In the examples which follow, the (a) clauses involve the 

complex verbs: (i) fa sya 'to get angry* (16a); (ii) di butule 
'to quarrel* (17a); (iii) die menle 'to rest* (18a); and the (b) 
clauses are transitive clauses involving simple verbs:

(16a) ovale sya
(he got angry)

(16b) ovale eya
(he took a hundred)

(17a) belsdi butule
(they are quarrelling)

(17b) belsdi awule
(they are eating rice)

(18a) medie me menle 
(l am resting)

(18b) medie me buluku ne 
(I want my book)
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What distinguishes the (a) examples involving complex verbs 
from the (b) examples which involve a verb followed by a nominal 
object in a transitive clause is that in the (a) examples there 
is greater semantic and syntactic cohesiveness such that the two 
elements can scarcely be said to be independently variable#

The following criteria may serve to distinguish them:
I) If the object noun phrase can be questioned, then 
it is variable independently of the verb or an ordinary 
nominal object* Thus in respect of (l6a-b), the object 
may be questioned by (Q*l) ovale nye? .'how many did he 
take?' to produce the following answers:

(16a.I) * ovale eya
(I6b*l) ovale eya 

  (he took a hundred)
And in respect of (l8a-b), the object may be questioned by
(Qoll) nzone a edie a 'What do you want?1
with the following answers:

(18a.I) * medie me menle
(I8b.l) medie me buluku ne 

(I want toy book)
With the (a) examples the object noun phrase cannot be
questioned, whereas with the (b) examples the object can
significantly be questioned to produce meaningful answers.

II) As a rule, the object noun phrase occurring within 
a complex verb may hot be modified by the definite article 
ne 'the', a determiner eyeka 'this', or an adjective.
Thus alongside (17a), we shall not attest:
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(l7a.l) * beledi "butule ne
whereas alongside (17b) wes hall find:

(I7h.l) beledi awule ne (they're eating the rice)
And with (l8a~b), the object noun phrase in the transitive
clause (18b) may be modified by the adjective fofols 'new1,
but not the object in the complex verb in (18a):

(18a.i) * medie me menle fofole
(l8.bl) medie me buluku fofole ne

(I want my new book)

III) Generally speaking, the noun words which occur in 
complex verbs do not have plural forms•

IV) The simple verb in such complex verbs is restricted
to s imple verbs of either mono-syllabic CV or disyllabic 
C W  structure, whereas there is no such restriction on the 
verb word in a transitive clause; that is, verbs of mono-,
di-, tri-, or quadri-syllabic structure may occur in a
transitive clause.

V) As a rule, complex verbs take only animate subject 
noun phrase, whereas the subject noun phrase in a transitive 
clause may be animate, or inanimate.

Vi) The noun phrase occurring in complex verbs is, as
a rule, either an inanimate or an inalienable noun, where
as the object noun phrase in a transitive clause may be 
animate, inanimate or inalienable.

Classification of Complex verbs (verb + object noun phrase 
The noun word in Uzema may, on formal grounds, be sub

divided into:



i) alienable nouns (e.g. slska ’box*) and II) inalienable 
nouns (e.g. enyele ’eye1)* For immediate purposes, the 
following criteria may serve to distinguish the two sub-classes 
of nouns

I) In Nzema, two sets (l~Il) of possessive pronouns
may be distinguished:

Set I Set II
Inalienable nouns Alienable nouns

1st pers. sing. me me ’my'
2nd " " e wo 'your'
3rd 11 11 o ye 'his, her.

its *
1st " plur. ye ye 'our'
2nd " H

be be 'your,3rd " " their'
As the above presentation shows, the 2nd and 3rd person 

singular terms in the possessive pronominal system are a two- 
form unit each, one form in each case being 'mono-phonemic' and 
the other 'bi-phonemic'; the mono-phonemic forms (i.e. £ 'your'
and o 'his, her, its') belong to one paradigmatic set (Set I),
and the bi-phonemic forms (wo 'your' and ye 'his, her*) belong
to the -same paradigmatic set (Set II). The other terms have
one form each« It is also to be noted that the 2nd person and 
the 3rd person, plural possessive pronouns are identical in shape.

In a genitive construction, inalienable nouns select the 
mono-phonemic members, whereas alienable nouns select the bi- 
phonemic members of the 2nd and 3rd person singular possessive 
pronouns:
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Inalienable noun: Alienable noun: 
eleka ’box’

(19.It) wo eleka ’your box*(19.la) s nye 1 your eye*
(19.Ic) o nye ’his, her, its (19.Id) ye eleka ’his, her

II) Inalienable nouns are either three-or two-form lexemes. 
In .the case of three-form inalienable nouns (e.g. snyels 
’eye’), in addition to the non-possessed form which occurs 
in subject or object position they exhibit in a genitive 
construction two other possible forms, depending on whether 
the possessive nominal is definite (i.e. post-modified by 
a determiner or an adjective) or indefinite (i.e. an unmodi
fied noun or a possessive pronoun). Alienable nouns on 
the other hand, are morphologically invariable in a 
similar genitive construction*.

(19a) snyele hia

eye box1

(the eye is precious)
(19b) bendone enyele

(they don’t sell the eye)
(20a) me nye (20.Ib) me elska ne 

(my box)(my eye)
(20b) ye nye (20.Ib)

(our eye)
(20c) be nye (20.Ib)

(their eyes)
(21a) Kofi anye (21.Ib)

(Kofi1 eye)
(21b) ib) nrcnya ne eleka ne 

(the man’s box)(the man’s eye)

ye eleka ne 
(our box)
be eleka ne 
(their box)
Kofi eleka 
(Kofi’s box)
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As the above examples show, the inalienable noun enyele 
'eye* exhibits three different morphological shapes in the 
different syntactic contexts* We shall distinguish the non
possessed form enyele *eyeT occurring either as subject in (19a) 
or object as in (19b) as the absolute form* The nominal root
form nye which occurs in the genitive construction (20a-c) we
shall distinguish as the possessed root form in contradistinction 
to the other possessed form anye occurring with a definite 
possessive noun phrase in (2la-b), which we shall refer to.as 
the prefixed possessed form*

On the other hand, the inalienable noun nzi fthe back1,
which may be regarded as a nominal root, is a two-form lexeme.
It has only the possessed root form, nzi, as in:

(22a) sua nzi
(back of a house)

(22b) o nzi
(his/her back)

and the prefixed possessed form, anzi, as in:
(23a) sua ne anzi

(the back of the house)
(23b) Kofi anzi .

(Kofi's back)
(23c) Wrenya ne anzi

(the back of the man)

III) In their referential meaning, inalienable nouns 
denote parts of the body (and may also be used to make 
'local1 distinctions) or are kinship terns... Other 
criteria may be adduced to distinguish inalienable nouns
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from alienable nomas, but for immediate purposes, the above 
criteria serve to distinguish the two sub-classes of noun# 
The object noun phrase in a complex verb (i.e. verb + noun 

word combinations) may be either (a) an alienable noun or (b) an 
inalienable noun* We may, therefore, sub-classify complex verbs 
in terms of (a) verb + alienable noun and (b) verb + inalienable 
noun.

In the discussion of complex verbs which follows, I shall 
begin with a consideration of verb + alienable noun combinations 
which are sub-classified syntactically and then morphologically, 
move to a descrix^tion of verb + inalienable noun combinations, 
which are treated in terms of verb + corporal inalienable nouns 
and verb + local inalienable nouns, then move to a treatment of 
verb + locative adjunct combinations and end up with a general 
semantic classification of complex verbs.

Syntactic classification: Complex verbs (verb +
alienable noun) '
Syntactically, complex verbs, which are verb plus alien

able noun combinations, can be divided into two main groups 
(A - B), with sub-divisions within each groups

G-roup A. 1 consists of those complex verbs which -.cannot 
admit another noun phrase between the verb word and the following 
object noun phrase; and G-roup A. II consists of those in which 
the object noun phrase may enter into a genitive construction 
with a possessive nominal such .that the entire genitive construc
tion is analyzable as the object noun’phrase#
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G-roup B. I consists of those complex verbs which can admit, 
between the verbal element and the object noun phrase, another 
noun phrase, usually animate, which may be regarded as the 
indirect crbject; and G-roup B. II consists of those which are also 
capable of admitting an indirect object noun phrase, which is a 
genitive construction consisting of a possessive nominal plus the 
possessed form of the 1local* inalienable noun nwole fself, 
exterior*; we shall refer to such indirect object noun phrases 
involving the reflexive marker nwole as the reflexive dative* 
Members of G-roup B (i - II) are regarded as ditransitive complex 
verbs*.
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G-roup A. I : Qoirrplex verbs (verb + alienable noun)
The following are some examples of Group A. I complex verbs

1. te kpoke 'to be fit, healthy1
2. tu adenle 1 to travel’
2T. si agole ’to dance *
4. to edwene ’to sing (a song)’
5. bo done ’to toll a bell*
6. bu namule ’to start a village’
7. di ekpa ’to do work*
8. di gua 'to trade1
9. di amanee 'to exchange me ssages *
10. di adwelie 'to converse *
11. di butule ’to quarrel1

Items (1 - 7) usually take, a isingular subject noun
as in. the following examples involving items (3) and (6):

(24a) raale ne elesi agole
(the woman is dancing)

(24b) nrenya ne bule ye namule wo eke ne
(the man built his village in that place)

Items (8 - 11), on the other hand, usually take a plural
subject noun phrase as in the following examples involving
items (9) and (11);

, ,  ̂ ■*(25a; egya nee sysvole ne eledi amanee
(ray father and the stranger are exchanging messages)

(25b) Kofi nee Akye eledi butule
(Kofi and Akys are quarrelling)
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G-rouu A. II: Complex verbs (verb + alienable noun)
Members of this sub-set-include:

12* di agya 'to inherit'
13* bo duma

15* si epe
14* tua kaks

16, te ebole

'to mention (the name of) ' 
'to pay for (the price of)' 
'to hold -wake-keeping for1 
* to bo ther, haras s'

17* tu ahonle 'to frighten'
The use of item (12) is illustrated by the following pair 

of clauses:

As the above clauses show, the possessive nominal in the 
object noun phrase is animate and non-co-referential with the 
subject noun phrase. With members of this sub-set the possessive 
nominal in the object noun phrase may be regarded as the affected 
participant. With item (14)> the possessive nominal in the object 
noun phrase may be inanimate, as in:

(Kofi has paid (the price Cf)for the book)
It Is to be noted that the noun words in items (16 - 17) are 

names, of parts of the body but are regarded as alienable nouns 
since they do not have the properties of inalienable nouns; for 
example, in a genitive construction, they select the bi-phonemic 
forms wo 'your' and ye 'his, her' of the 2nd and 3rd person

(26a) Kofi ball Ama agya
(Kofi will inherit Ama)

(26b) Kofi bali ye agya
(Kofi will inherit him)

. * * * * + • *(27) Kofi edua buluku ne kake
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singular possessiYe pronouns rather than the mono-phonemic
forms e 'your* and o 'his, her1 and are morphologically
invariable, as the following examples with item (17) show:

(28a) Kofi dule Akye ahonle 
(Kofi frightened Akye)

(28b) Kofi dule wo ahonle
(Kofi frightened you)

(28c) Kofi dule ye ahonle
(Kofi frightened him/her)

G-roup B«I: - Di transitive Complex verbs (verb + indirect object' “f alienable noun
Members of the sub-set of complex verbs include:

1* wa amonle fto curse *
2. da ase 'to give thanks'
3- kpa kysle 'to beg, entreat*
4» yia adenle 'to meet*
5- bo ewoke 'to make a promise*
6* kye shone 'to starve, fast*
7. tu foie 'to give advice*
8. bo amanee 'to report *
9. su kpolera 'to dispute, argue, to challenge

Items (1 - 8) usually take a singular subject noun phrase 
as in the following examples with items (6) and (8):

(29a) Kofi bole Akye ewoke ks obado buluku yeamaa ye
(Kofi promised -Akye that-he will buy*a book- for her)

(29b) Kofi ebo o se amanee
(Kofi has reported it to his father)

Item (9) may take a singular subject.,noun phrase as in:
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(30a) Kofi zule Akye kpolera 
(Kofi challenged Akye)

but may also take a plural subject noun phrase as in:
/ / *  a(30b) Kofi nee Akye zule kpolera 

(Kofi and Akye argued)

G-roup B.Ii: Di transitive Complex verb (verb + reflexivedative f alienable noun
Members of this sub-set of ditransitive complex verbs 

include:
10* fa eya *to be angry*
11* ka elalee *to dream*
12. bo nzekue *to gossip*
13* bu mgbonda *to make accounts, think about*

As. noted above, members of this sub-set,optionally.take 
a reflexive dative. Thus with item (10), we shall attest:

(31a) Akye eva Kofi anwo eya
(Akye is angry with Kofi)

(31b) yeva o nwo sya
(she is angry with him)

(31c) yeva me nwo sya
(she is angry with me)

(31d) yava e nwo eya
(we are angry with you)

As the above examples show, it is a characteristic feature
of .such .verbs that the-subject noun phrase and .the possessive
nominal in the reflexive dative can never be co-referents*

With the same item we shall also find:
(31e) Kofi eva sya

(Kofi is angry)
in which no reflexive dative occurs*
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Morphological classification: Complex verbs (verb +
alienable nounT
Morphologically, we may sub-divide complex verbs into two 

main groups:
1) those in which the (alienable) noun word is non-derived; 

items (1 - 17) of Group A above exemplify this morphological 
sub-class, and no further examples need be given; and 2) those 
in which the noun word is a nominalization of a'simple verb.
Two such nominal!zations may be distinguished: (a) the internal
constituent structure of the first type of nominalization is 
made up.of: a nominalizing prefix s- + verb stem + nominalizing
suffix -le and is exemplified by the following complex verbs:

Verbstem Nominali zati on

1. fa ekpols 'to hate* kpo 'to hate* e-kpo-le 'hating
2. fa sluals .'to asso- dua

ciate with'
'to walk, 
proceed1

s-lua-le 1walk
ing*

3* Is enrian- *to be nriandi Tto run 
dils running* s-nrian- 'run- 

di-le ning
b) the second type of nominalization is made up of a nominalizing 
prefix a- + verb stem, and is exemplified by the following 
complex verbs: ■ ■-

Verb
stem Nominalization

4* bo asande 'to dis
perse, 
scatter *

sande 'to scatter* a-sande 'dis
persion '

5« ko afea 'to con- fea 'to hide* a-fea 'hiding! spire *
6. di.as.oa 'to carry soa 'to- carry* a-soa 1 carry

ing*"things 
about for sale *
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Verb
stem Nominalization

7* tu agyinla 'to take gyinla 'to stand1 a-gyinla 1 stancounsel, ding’deliberate '
8* di alma 'to kua 'to ga- a-hua 'gather-unite' ther, ing

toge- together ' ther'
Of the above complex verbs (1 - 8), items (l) and (8) may 

take another noun phrase between the verbal element and the 
nominalization, as in:

(32a) ovale me ekpols la, yehye
(since he started hating me, it has been long)

(32b) maa mendu wo agyinla 
(let me consult you)

Items (2), (4) and (8), on the other hand, take a plural subject
noun phrase:

(33a) me nee ye vale eluale la, yehye
(since I and he started to associate, it has been long)

(33b) sonla moo no nza la, be nee ye engo afea
(a person who drinks, you and he don't conspire)

(33c) bemaa yeli ahua 
(let us unite)

Morphologically, we can sub-divide complex verbs, in respect 
of the verbal element, into two main groups: (1) those in which
the verbal element is a reduplicated form; the corresponding 
mono-morphemic verb stem may not be capable of entry into such 
combinations, which therefore serves' as a synchronic means of 
distinguishing reduplicated verbs‘from their simple verb stems#
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Examples of complex verbs which involve reduplicated verbal 
elements include:

Simple verb stem
1. tudu leaks ’to pay off debt’ tu ’to uproot
2. tondo awule 1 to treat or nurse sickness * to ’ to cook, 

roast’
3. bubu sdanls ’to fold cloth’ bu ’to break’
4. tindi awule nu ’to pick foreign 

matter out of rice *
ti ’to pinch’

5* suosua amonle ’to undo a curse’ sua ’to tear u]

2) those in which the verbal element is a mono-morphemic verb 
stem; items (1 - 20) of G-roup A above exemplify this morpholo
gical sub-class.

Complex verbs (verb + inalienable nouns)
Among inalienable nouns, as.a sub-class of nouns, a number 

of sub-sets can be distinguished on formal grounds, which we 
shall not go into here.

With particular reference to inalienable nouns which can 
occur in complex verbs, however, two sub-sets may be distinguished: 
1a) three-form inalienable nouns (e.g. enyele ’eye*) which are 
body-part names and are designated ’corporal1 inalienable nouns 
and 1b) two-form corporal inalienable nouns (e.g. nzi ’back’, 
nyunlu ’face^ , front1, bo ’lower or under part’) which can also 
be used to make ’local’ distinctions; and 2) the three-form 
’local’ inalienable nouns (i.e. i* zols ’top’ ii. nuhua ’inside, 
interior’, iii. nwo Is ’exterior, self’) which are sometimes 
referred to as postpositions.
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Complex verbs (verb + Corporal inalienable nouns)
In clauses involving such complex verbs, the corporal 

inalienable noun characteristically enters into a genitive 
construction with a possessive noun phrase, which may be animate 
or inanimate. We may therefore, sub-classify such complex verbs 
in terms of A) those in which the corporal inalienable noun 
can enter into a genitive construction with an animate possessive 
noun phrase and B) those in which the corporal inalienable 
noun; can enter into a genitive construction with an inanimate 
possessive noun phrase.

Members of sub-class A include 1. sia nsi 'return* and 2. fue 
nzi * to support1, as exemplified in the following clauses:

(34a) mezia me nzi
(I have returned)

*(34b) mefua e nzi
(I support you)

It is to be noted that in (34a) involving item (1), the pro
nominal subject and the possessive pronoun in the object noun 
phrase are co-referntial, whereas in (34b) involving item (2), 
the pronominal subject and the possessive pronoun in the object 
noun phrase are not, and can never be, co-referential. On the 
basis of this syntactic difference, two sub-sets may be distin
guished among complex verbs of sub-class A* Sub-set A. I consists
of such complex verbs as 1. sia nzi 'to return1, of which the
corporal inalienable noun can enter into a genitive construction 
with an animate possessive noun phrase which is co-referential 
with the subject noun phrase of the clause; and Sub-set A.II
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consists of complex -verbs like 2. fua nzi ‘to supports of
<V/<t£ A/ore . ,which the corporal inalienable noun can enter into a genitive

construction with an animate possessive noun phrase which is, 
however, non-co-referential with the subject noun phrase of the 
clause. Members of the first sub-set (A.i) include:

1. sa enele •to deny1
2. die esale * to rest, disengage1
3. die enyele * to amuse oneself’
4* mia enyele *to endeavour, make an effort*
5* soho egyake ‘to go to the toilet’
6. mua enloanle ‘to shut up, keep quiet*
7. ye enloanle (nu) * tc> brag, boast*
8. di etile ‘to enjoy oneself*
9* di etile (nwo) ‘to. be independent*
10. sia nzi ‘to return, turn back*
11. die menle ‘to rest *
12. tu bo ‘to set out, start on a journey*
13* nwu nyunlu ‘to suffer (adversity)*

The following clauses (35 ~ 56), with items (2) and (12) 
respectively, provide further illustration:

(35) medie me sa ekyii
(l am having a short rest)

(36) ye&ule ye bo anloma 
(we set out yesterday)

Members of the second sub-set (A.Il) include:
14* die enyele fto entertain, amuse1
15* buke enyele Civilize*
16* fa egyake ‘to take after*
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17* ye enloanle (zo) Ho interpret for*
18. kile bo Ho disclose the antecedents of*
19* fua nzi Ho support, agree with(somebody*s statement)1
20. tu bo Ho engage*

Item (14) may occur in a transitive clause and a corresponding
intransitive clause:

(37a) Kofi slie Akye anye (causative, transitive)
(Kofi has entertained Akye)

(37b) • Akye anye ©lie (non-causative, intran-
(Akye is amused) sitive)

which may be related as causative to non-causative.
Further illustration of the uses of members of this sub-set 

is provided by the following clauses with items (16), (18) and 
(20):

(38) Kofi sva o ze agyaks
(Kofi takes after his father)

(39) Kofi ehile Akye abo
(Kofi has disclosed the antecedents of Akye)

+  +  * / /  ̂ / > /(40) Kofi shodu Kenlamo bie abo ks ohu Akye
(Kofi has gone and engaged a Malam to kill Akye)

As noted above, sub-class B consists of complex verbs, of 
which the corporal inalienable noun may enter into a genitive 
construction with an inanimate possessive noun phrase which 
cannot be co-referential with its subject noun phrase which is 
usually animate* Members of this sub-class include:

21. tu bo , 'to exhaust, finish*
22. bo bo Ho begin, start*
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23. leu enloanle fto weaken the power of1 
Ho answer .question1 
Ho understand1 
Ho explain (the meaning of)1

24* ye enloanle
25* te ho
26. kile ho

Item (21) may he exemplified by the following pair of clauses:
* *  *  *(41a) Kofi edu naa ne aho

(Kofi has finished the wine)

It is to he noted that (41a) is related to (41b) by the 
pronominalisation of the inanimate possessive noun phrase in the 
nominal object. It is aLso to be noted that the complex verb 
tu bo has at least three different senses: i. Ho set out1,
ii. Ho engage1, and iii. Ho finishf and belongs, in its 
different senses, to the sub-sets set up; that is, in its first 
sense, it belongs to sub-set A.I, in its second sense to sub-set 
A.II, and in its third possible sense to sub-class B. Consequently 
a clause like (41b) above may,-in isolation, be at least three- 
ways ambiguous. With the first meaning, the animate possessive 
pronoun in the object noun phrase is co-referential with the 
animate subject noun phrase; with the second meaning, the 
animate possessive pronoun is not co-referential with the animate 
subject noun phrase; and in its third meaning, the possessive 
pronoun is inanimate and, therefore, cannot be co-referent with 
the animate subject noun phrase. The different senses of the 
complex verb tu bo correlate with different syntactic properties.

The uses of items (24 - 26) may be exemplified by the 
following pairs of imperative mood clauses:

(41b) Kofi edu o bo
(Kofi has finished it)
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(42a) ye me edwsks ne anloa 
(answer my question)

(42b) ye me 6 nlda
(answer me it (the question))

(43a) "bo raodenle te me edwske ne abo
(try and understand my statement/case)

(43b) bo modenle te me 5 bo
(try and understand me)

(44a) kile me edweks ne abo
(lit. explain me the matter. explain the 

matter to me)
(44b) kile.me 6 bo

(explain it to me)
In (42a - 43a) above, there is one object noun phrase 

(underlined), which is a genitive construction; in (44a), 
however, there is an Indirect object followed by an object noun 
phrase, which is also a genitive construction but of a different 
constituency. All three complex verbs may admit an indirect 
object as exemplified in the (b) clauses.

1. A comparison of the Nzema clause and Its English equivalent 
shows a difference in the ordering of the objects. In Nzema, 
as in other Ghanaian languages, the indirect object precedes, 
the direct object of this verb. With the English verb 
'explain*, however, the object precedes the indirect object. 
It is this difference in the ordering of objects coupled 
with the habit of transliteration from the first language 
that accounts for such deviant sentences as 'explain me the 
meaning1, which are attested in Ghanaian and, indeed, West 
African spoken and written English.
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Nominalization: (Terb + alienable noun) V. (Verb +
inalienable noun) "* •

Complex verbs involving alienable nouns are readily 
nominalizable by a productive morphological process. Ihe internal 
constituent structure of such nominalizations may be presented 
as: alienable noun + (nominalizing prefix ~e) + verb + nomina
lizing suffix -le. The following examples illustrate:

Complex verb 
1* si agole

Meaning Example
fto dance1 1. acti

vity
2* di gua ’to trade1

3- to edwene ’to sing (a song)1

agole-(e)-zi-le

gua-(e)-li-le

edwene-(s)-do-le

1 dancing1
’ trad
ing’

’sing
ing*

Eorms with the nominalizing prefix may be regarded as 
emphatic, whereas the alternative forms without the prefix may 
be regarded as un-emphatic.

Complex verbs involving inalienable nouns are not so readily 
nominalizable; and this formal difference further serves to 
distinguish the two sub-classes of complex verbs* It should be 
mentioned, however, that a few complex verbs involving Inaliena
ble nouns have nominalized forms, as the following examples 
Illustrate:

Complex verb
4* ye snloanls (nu) 

(to boast, brag)
5* te sbole

Meaning Example
I. acti- a-nloa-nu-ye-le

vity (boasting, bragging)
II. acti- a-bo-de-le vity,state (worry, wearisome)
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Conrplex Terb
6. te bo

(to understand)

7 • nwu nyunlu 
(to suffer)

III. activity, 
result

Example
n-dele-bs-bo
(explanation, faculty for understanding)
a-nwu-be-nyunlu
(suffering, mishap, 
misfortune)

A comparison of the nominalizations (1 -3) and (4 - 7) 
shows that the nominalizations of the two sub-classes of complex 
verbs differ in constituency.

Complex verbs (verb + 'local1 inalienable noun)
Three sub-sets may be distinguished among such complex 

verbs. The first sub-set consists of complex verbs which may 
take an animate or inanimate subject noun phrase and, as a rule, 
do not allow the insertion of a noun phrase between their 
constituent elements.

Members of the first sub-set include:
1. tukue nuhua 'to burst into tears1
2. tea nuhua 1 to shout, bawl *
3. PS nuhua *to pass 1
4. nyia nwols f to be ready to leave; to 

act in addition'
3. dwu zole *to arrive, come (of time, 

event, fashion)1
6. kpa nwols * to be past (of time, event, fashion)*
1* .'solo zols * to be in line1
8. ko zole 'to progress, develop1
9- gyi zole * to' continue, pursue; to be on*

Items (1 - 4) characteristically take animate subject



noun phrase and may he exemplified by the following clauses 
with items (2) and (4):

(45) beda ne nwunle awule ne la, odeanle nu(hua) 
(when the child saw the thief, he shouted)

(46) sysvole ne enyia nwo(is)
(the stranger is ready (to leave))

Items (5-6), on the other hand, take an inanimate subject 
noun phrase, as the following example' with item (6) illustrates:

(47) edweke eyeka yekpa nwo(is)
(this matter is past)

Items (7 ~ 9) may take an animate or inanimate subject noun
phrase, as the following clauses involving item (9) illustrate:

(48a) nrenya ne gyi zo(le) dedee aledwole
(the man continued on his journey until 
night-fall)

(48b) mele moo konle ne gyi zo(le) esesebe la
(when the battle was on fiercely)

As the above examples (45 - 48) show, the local inalienable
noun may; take the (possessed) root form (nu (45), nwo (46 - 47),
zo (48) ) or the corresponding absolute form (nuhua, nwols, zole).*
Utterances involving the (possessed) root form may be regarded
as unemphatic and those with the absolute form as emphatic#

The second sub-set consists of complex verbs which
characteristically take only animate subject noun phrase and
may admit, between the verb and the Inalienable noun, an animate
noun phrase or an inanimate noun phrase which enters into a
genitive construction with the inalienable noun#

Members of this second sub-set include:
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10* so zole fto add to*

12* te zole
11* to zole

13. so nuhua

fto add something to a purchase1 
fto reduce the price of1 
fto help (with)1

The following clauses with item (10) illustrate the characteristic 
properties of members of this sub-set:

It is to be noted that in (49a) where the inserted noun 
phrase is definite and inanimate, the inserted noun phrase forms 
a genitive construction with the inalienable noun, which takes 
the prefixed possessed form azo* In (49b), which is related to 
(49a) by the pronominalization of the possessive noun phrase, 
the inalienable noun takes the (possessed) root form zp_ or the 
absolute form zole. On the other hand, In (50a) where the 
inserted noun phrase is animate and definite, the inalienable 
noun takes the (possessed) root form, which also occurs in (50b) 
where the Inserted definite noun phrase is pronominalized by ye 
fhim*. Ihese different features serve to distinguish an 
inanimate from an animate noun phrase.

Members of the third sub-set include:.

(49a) Kofi zole sysvole ne ezukoa ne azo
(Kofi added to the strangerfs money)

(49b) Kofi zole zo(le)
(Kofi helped him out)

(50a) Kofi zole syevole ne z£
(Kofi added to (the money of) the stranger)

(50b) Kofi zole ye zo (Kofi helped him out)

14* tua zole Tto cover, copk*
Ho obey (instructions)15* di zole
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16. kponle zols 1 to agree to, acceptT
17. so zole 1 to continue (e.g. a story)*
18* bo nwole *to multiply, to add to1
19. wo nwole *to carry on with*

ro O • funvua nuhua 1 to go into (case)*
21* fedevede nuhua * to go into, investigate1
22. kile nuhua Ho explain,(difficulty)*
25. ki1ehile nuhua * to explain, elucidate 

(difficulty)*
Members of this sub-set characteristically take an 

animate subject noun phrase and also allow the insertion of 
an inanimate noun phrase which enters into a genitive construc
tion with the inalienable noun* The following example (51a) 
with item (14) illustrates:

(51a) Kofi edua nza ne azo
(Kofi has cocked the wine)

(51a) above is related by the pronominalization of the definite
inanimate possessive nominal to (51b) below:

(51b) Kofi sdua zo(is)
(Kofi has copked it)

We might compare (49 - 5l(a-b) ) above with the following
clauses (52 - 55(a~b) ), which involve the complex verb 24* maa zolg
*to lift up, raise1* This item may take an inanimate object
noun phrase, as in:

(52a) Kofi smaa ebia ne Z£
(Kofi has raised up the-chair)

(52b) Kofi smaa zo(is)
(Kofi has raided it up)

or an animate noun phrase, as exemplified in:
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(55a) Kofi emaa nrenya ne zo
(Kofi has lifted up the man)

(55b) Kofi emaa ye zo
(Kofi has lifted him up)

It is to be noted that with item (24), the inalienable 
noun takes the (possessed) root form, whether the object noun 
phrase is inanimate (52) or animate (55). There is a problem 
here in determining the grammatical relationship between the 
verb and the local inalienable nouns in such complex verbs as 
10* so zols Ho add to1 in (49 “ 50), 14. tua zols Ho cover* . 
in (51 )> and 24. maa zols Ho raise* in (52 - 55)*

The solution which is offered here, albeit tentatively, 
is that in Instances where the inalienable noun takes the pre
fixed possessed form as in (49a and 51a) the complex verb is
analyzable as verb + object noun phrase, and that in instances
where the inalienable noun takes the (possessed) root form as 
in (50a, 52 - 55) the complex verb is analyzable as verb + 
adjunct. In either case, there are formal ̂ criteria for distin
guishing inanimate from animate noun phrases.

Kominalization of complex verbs (verb + local 
inalienable nounsT " ’’
. Complex verbs which involve local inalienable nouns are 

characterised by a type of nominalization, the internal consti
tuent structure of which is:

nasal consonant prefix (homorganic with the stem-initial 
consonant of the verb) + verb + the (possessed) root form of 
the local inalienable noun.

The following examples illustrate:
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Complex verb '
1* ko zols

(to progress)
2. to zole

(to add to)

Meaning
I. activitv

II. instrument: (inanimate noun used 
for the 
action of 
the verb)

Examples
n-go-zo
(progress)
n-do-zo
(addition, allowance)

3• tua zole
(to cover, 
put lid on)

4* so zole
(to continue 

add to)
5* kile nuhua 

(to explain)
6. kilehile nuhua 

(to explain)
7* bo nwole

(to multiply)

III. activity, 
Instrument

n-dua-zo 
(lid, cover)

n-zo-so 
(continuation

n-gile-nu
(explanation)
n-gilehile-nu 
(explanation)
m-(b) o-nwo 
(multiplication)

Group 2A. II: Complex verbs (verb + locative adjunct)
Complex verbs involving noun phrases which may be regarded 

as locative adjuncts denoting location, can be divided into 
two sub-sets: (a) those which cannot admit an object noun'-
phrase, and (b) those which can admit an object noun phrase 
between the verb and the locative adjunct.

Members of the first sub-set include:
1* gyi nzi

2. gyinia/gyi egyake nu

*to support* (lit. * to 
stand behind somebody)
*to act on behalf of 
somebody’ (lit. *to 
stand in somebody’s foot
steps)
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3. di nzi/nyunlu 'to be behind/in front
of somebody*

4* gyi egyake nu 'to act on the spot,
there and then’ (lit.*to be standing in one's 
foot steps')

5* te aze 'to be alive, living*
6. da aze (negatively) '(not to be easy' (lit.

'not to be lyding down*)
7* ka aze 'to be left behind*
8. bo aze 'to lose one's wealth*
9. ka bone nu (negatively) 'to be:* out, come out

(lit. 'not to remain 
in a hole')

With items (1 - 3), the noun phrase may enter into a genitive
construction with a possessive nominal which cannot be co-refe-
rential with the subject noun phrase of its clause, as the
following example with item (1) shows:

*(54) megyi e nzi
(lit. I stand behind your back. I support you)

With item (4)* the possessive nominal in genitive construction 
with the noun phrase must be co-referential with the subject 
noun phrase of its clause:

(55) ogyi o gyake anu 5duale kake ne 
(there and then, he paid the debt)

The noun phrases occurring in'the complex verbs (items 1 - 4)
involve corporal inalienable nouns. The noun phrases in items
(5 - 9), which are place adverbials, may not enter into a

i

genitive construction. The following clauses with items (6) 
and (9) illustrate:

(56) sonla ehunle enla aze
(lit. the killing of a person does not lie 

down, murder is not easy)
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(57) etane enga bone nu
(lit. evil does not remain in a bole, evil 

will out)
Clauses sucb as (56 - 57) above are analyzable as semi-transitive. 
Members of the second sub-set include:

10. ka aze *to reduce the intensity of (light,sound)T
11. bo aze *to bring down, dissipate the wealth

of somebody1
12. bsls aze !to humble oneself*
13* to ebo nu *to prove too much for* (lit. *tothrow into the bush *)

and may be exemplified by the following clauses with items (10) 
and (13):

(58) ka kenlanee ne aze 
(dim the lamp)

(59) egyima ne edo nrenya ne sbo nu
(the work has proved too much for the man)

Clauses such as (58 - 59) are regarded as complex semi-transi
tive.

Semantic classification of Complex verbs 
Semantically, three sub-classes may be distinguished 

among complex verbs.
(l) The simple verb and the noun word are fused into a 

new idiomatic combination, the composite meaning of which is not 
normally deducible from the individual lexical meanings of its 
component parts. Examples' of members of this semantic sub
class are.;.
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1. kpa kysls 'to beg, entreat'
(lit# 'to doff hat')

2# da ase 'to thank' (lit. 'to lie down')
3* die enyele 'to entertain; 

to be entertained*
Men shnu^tC,

(lit. 'to amuse the eye*)
go behind *)4. ko amozi 'to pgtss=mensis-t

'to ge-M>o the 
toifbHr*

(lit. 'to
5. soho egyake (lit. 'to accompany 

the leg*;
6. kpula esale 'to eat, to have 

meals *
(lit. •to kno ck the 

hand against*
7. tua kake 'to punish* (lit. 'to pay debt *)
8# so nuhua 'to help' (lit. 1 to hold inside 

of)
(il) The simple verb and the noun may he regarded as 

retaining their individual lexical meanings# The individuality 
of the component elements appears in possible contrastive sub
stitutions# The following examples illustrate:

1* The verb to in the sense of Ho throw, lay' 
collocates with many nouns:

i# to ksle 'to give a blow'
ii* to etu 'to shoot a gun*
iii. to ate 'to play marbles*
iv* to dame 'to play draughts
V. to ekpa ■Jto_lay mat'
vi# to kolonvia 'to lay an egg'

2. The verb fa 'to take' also collocates with a number 
of nouns:

vii# fa ekole 'to take seed, to be pregnant'
viii. fa eya 'to get angry'
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3* The verb tu meaning 'to uproot' collocates with 
different nouns as in:

ix. tu bo 'to set off'
x. tu bo 'to exhaust, to finish'
xi. tudu kake 'to redeem debt, to pay off

debt'
4. The verb nyia 'to obtain, get' collocates with the 
following nouns:

xii. nyia amanes 'to make a loss, to incur
debt'

xiii. nyia eya 'to get angry*
5* The verb die 'to accept, receive, get* collocates 
with a number of nouns, examples of which are:

xiv. die menle 'to rest* (lit. 'to receivethe breath')
xv# die esale 'to rest, disengage' (lit.

to take off the hand*)
xvi. die anwoma 'to take a breather* (lit.

to take wind')
6. The verb bo 'to tell, deliver, say* also collocates 
with a number of nouns which denote discourse, as in:

xvii. bo ewoke 'to make a promise'
xviii. bo amanee 'to give a message'
xix. bo nkomo 'to converse'

(ill) With other complex verbs, the noun alone may be 
regarded as retaining its individual lexical meaning, and the 
verb serves to,' convert the noun into a different grammatical 
word class:

xx* bo elane 'to go md*
xxi. bo modenle 'to try, endeavour'
xxii. sua ehane 'to set a trap*
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In certain cases, the individuality of the noun 
word appears in possible collocations of different verbs 
with the same noun word, as in:

xxii (a) te foie !to heed advice'
(b) tu foie * to give advice t

xxiii(a) yia adenle 'to meet (on the way) '
(b) tu adenle 'to travel'

xxiv (a) suosua amonle 'to undo a curse i
(b) wa amonle 'to curse, put a curse on

In the above paired examples, the (a) complex verbs 
exemplify•sub-class (ll), and the (b) complex verbs exemplify 
sub-class (ill)#
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2 .B: Verbal Groups
It is generally acknowledged that one characteristic 

feature of African languages is their use of constructions 
involving a series of two or more verbs which are not joined hy 
a co-ordinate conjunction and agree in mood, tense, person, 
polarity and auxiliaries. Such constructions have heen labelled 
serial verbal construction. The following sentences involving 
three full verbs exemplify serial verbal construction:

(60a) Icye boane ne tone ye (imperative, 2nd
tua wo kaks person singular)

(catch the goat sell it 
and pay your debt)

(60b) yehye boane ne yedone ye (perfect tense,
yedua ye kaks positive)

(he has caught the goat 
sold it and paid his debt)

(60c) otekyele boane ne 6tetonenr (perfect, negative) 
le ye otetuale ye kaks

(he has not caught the goat sold it and paid his debt)
(eoa) Kofi shye boane ne edbne ye (perfect, positive

edua ye kaks with nominal phrase
(Kofi has caught the goat subject)
sold it and paid his debt)

As the above examples show, the three verbs co-occuring 
in the sentence concord in (imperative and indicative) mood 
(60a~b), tense (60b), person (SOb-c)#and polarity (60c-d) as
well as in respect of the preverbal perfect tense prefix marking
a nominal phrase subject (60d). It would appear that there 
is greater syntactic and/or semantic cohesiveness or unity 
between some verbs in a series than in others. In instances
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where the verbs in a series are marked by a greater degree of
a cccohesiveness, the domain of an ingressive aspect marker, if

present, is restricted to the first verb word in the series.
Thus alongside the following imperative mood clauses involving
the two verbal items 1. so nea fto taste, sample', and 2. ka kile
1 to tell to':

(61a) so enkoane ne nea 
(taste the soup)

(6ib) ka edweke ne kile Kofi 
(tell Kofi' the matter)

we., shall attest the corresponding clauses in the itive^ingressive
aspect:

(62a) kozo enkoane ne nea
(go and taste the soup)

* * * *(62b) koha edweke ne kile Kofi
(go and tell Kofi the matter)

We shall never find:
(63a) *kozo enkoane ne konlea
(63b) *koha edweke ne kohile Kofi

The corresponding perfect tense forms of (62a-b) are:
(64a) yehozo enkoane ne yenlea

(he has gone and tasted the soup)
(64b) yehoha edweks ne yehile Kofi

(he has gone and told Kofi the matter)
The repe.tition of the aspect marker in both verb words ..will
result in unacceptable clauses as in:
. , „ (65a) *yehoso enkoane ne yehonlea ... .

(65b) *yehpha edweke ne yehchile Kofi
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In instances, however, where there is less or no syntactic 
cohesion between the verbal items in the series, the ingressive 
aspect marker may be repeated in all the co-occurring 
verbs,. Thus alongside:

(66a) yehye boane ne yedone ye yedua ye kake
(he has caught the goat sold it and paid his debt

we shall find:
(66b) yehohye boane ne yehodone ye yehodua ye kake

(he has gone and caught the goat gone and sold
it and gone and paid his debt)

It is also possible to find, in the case of constructions involving
a series of verbs between which there is less or no syntactic
cohesion, two different co-occurring ingressive aspect markers
(i.e. both itive and ventive):

(66c) yehohye boane ne yeradone ye yehodua ye kake
(he has gone and caught the goat and has come
and sold it and gone and paid his debt)

Among verbs in a series, then, we shall distinguish two 
main types:

(I) Those exemplified by 1. so nea ’to taste* sample ’ and 
2* ka kile ’to tell to1 in (61a-b), which usually consist of two 
simple verbs, between which there is a greater syntactic and/or 
semantic unity such that an aspect marker is restricted to only 
the first member; we shall designate such instances as verbal 
groups.

(il) Those exemplified in (66a-c), which consist of two 
or more simple verbs, between which there is less syntactic or 
semantic unity such that any aspect marker may be repeated in 
each member; we reserve the term ’serial verbs’ for such instances
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We shall say no more about serial verbs and leave to another 
occasion detailed description of serial-verbal construction.

With particular reference to verbal groups, we shall refer 
to the first member of the group as the principal verb, and the 
second member as the auxiliary verb; and the segment of the 
construction containing the principal (or first) verb, we:shall 
designate as the principal constituent, and the second segment 
containing the auxiliary (or second) verb as the auxiliary 
constituent*

We shall further sub-categorize verbal groups in terms of 
(i) close-knit collocations and (ii) loose collocations,

i. Close-knit Collocations
The verbal groups 1. bu sia Ho waylay; to hide1 and 

2° fa kys Ho forgive' exemplify what is here termed a close- 
knit collocation. The following constructions illustrate their 
uses:

(67a) Kofi ebu. ezia Akye
(Kofi has waylaid Akye)

, I

(68a) Kofi eva Akye etane ehye ye
(Kofi has forgiven Akye her sin)

Alongside (67a), we shall never find:
(67b) *Kofi ebu

nor (67c) *Kofi ©zia Akye
Similarly,-alongside (68a) we shall neither attest:

(68b) *Kofi eva Akye etane
nor (68c) *Kofi ehye ye
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With, a close-knit collocation, then, the omission of the auxiliary 
constituent or of either constituent results in an unacceptable 
clause.

Secondly, constructions involving a close-knit collocation 
are not referable to an underlying conjoined structure. Thus a 
clause like (67a) is not derivable from a pair of sentences of 
the type (67b) and (67c) above.

We shall say, then, of such verbal groups that are
characterized by such properties that their component members
are syntactically and semantically fused into a close-knit
collocation such that the meaning of the entire verbal group is
not deducible from the individual lexical meanings of their
members. The semantic unity in such close-knit collocations can
often be show by the possibility of substitution with a simple
or single-word verb. Thus, for example, the simple verb fea
’to hide* may substitute for item (1) in its second possible
sense of *to hide1. And thirdly, such close-knit collocations
ax̂ e capable of a type of nominalization which involves no
nominalizing affixes. Thus item (2) has the nominalized form
fakys forgiveness1, as exemplified in:

(69) fakys fa kpals ba sua so
(forgiveness makes for welfare in a town)

ii. Loose Collocations
Examples of loose collocations are:' 5* sia fa ’to 

take back, x^eappoint, re-engage’ and 4. tone maa ’to sell to’.
The use of item (3) is exemplified by:
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(70a) Kofi szia eva Akye
(Kofi has taken Akye back)

With a loose collocation, it is possible to omit one constituent
without producing an unacceptable clause. Thus alongside (70a)
we may find:

(70b) Kofi ezia
(Kofi has gone back)

and (70c) Kofi eva Akye
(Kofi has taken Akye)

Similarly, alongside (71a) below involving item (4)?
(71a) Kofi edone ye sua ne emaa Akye

(Kofi has sold his house to Akye)
we; shall, with the omission of the auxiliary constituent, attest:

t *  * *(71b) Kofi edone ye sua ne
(Kofi has sold his _hoii.se)

Generally speaking, then, with a loose collocation the auxiliary
constituent or either constituent can be omitted without producing
an unacceptable clause. And for this reason, constructions
involving loose collocations are more readily referable to uni er-
lying conjoined structures. Thus (70a) above may be derived from
a pair of sentences of the type:

(70&#l) Kofi ezia
(Kofi has gone back)

(70a.Il) Kofi eva Akye
(Kofi has taken Akye) ~ ' '

Similarly, (71a) is derivable from a conjoined structure con
sisting of a pair of clauses:

(71a.I) Kofi edone ye sua ne
(Kofi has sold his house)

(71a. II) Kofi gva ye sua ne emaa Akye
(Kofi has given his house to Akye)
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Verbal groups which, are characterized by such syntactic 
properties are distinguished as loose collocations. The term 
Tloose collocation* is here used to signify that, although the 
principal verb and the auxiliary verb co-occurring within such 
verbal groups lack semantic unity or keep their individual lexical 
meanings, they exhibit a certain degree of ’ syntactic cohesion 
in that the order in which they occur is fixed, and a given 
principal verb may not co-occur with any other auxiliary verb 
within the same transitivity clause-type. Thus, the principal 
verj? tone *to sell* co-occurs with the auxiliary/ verb maa ’to 
give* (which corresponds to the English preposition *to!) in the 
ditransitive verbal group tone maa ’to sell to’ and may not 
select any other simple verb as its auxiliary verb within a 
ditransitive clause. Similarly, the principal verb ka ’to say* 
selects as its auxiliary verb the simple verb kile ’to show’
(which is equivalent in this particular collocation to the 
English preposition ’to’) or is seleetionally restricted as a 
ditransitive verbal group to the auxiliary verb kile. It is in 
this sense that verbal groups such as items (3 - 4), which 
exemplify a loose collocation, are said to exhibit syntactic 
cohesion rather than semantic unity.

Characteristic properties of verbal groups
Verbal groups are characterized by the following properties:
(l) As already mentioned, any ingressive aspect marker 

is, as a rule, restricted to the principal.verb. Thus corres
ponding to: ■

(72a) yeha edweke ne yehile Kofi
(he has reported the matter to Kofi)
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we shall find with itive-ingrassive asuect:
(72b) yeli6ha edwske ne yehile Kofi

(he has gone and reported the matter to Kofi) 
and with ventive-ingressive aspect:

(72c) yeraha edwske ne yehile Kofi
(he has corae and reported the matter to Kofi) 

The repetition of the ingressive aspect marker in both the 
principal and the auxiliary verb results in an unacceptable 
clause. Thus alongside (72a), we shall neither find;

(72d) * yehoha edweke ne yehohile Kofi 
nor (72e) * yeraha edwske ne -yerahile Kofi
(il) The linear order in which the principal verb and the

auxiliary verb co-occur within a particular verbal group is 
fixed and unalterable.

(ill) As a rule, verbal groups take animate subject noun 
phrase. The verbal group bu sia in the sense of 'to rebound uponT 
is exceptional in taking an inanimate subject noun phrase, as in:

f \ * * * *(73) wo ayile ne babu asia wo
(your fetish will rebound upon you)

(IT) As a rule, a definite inanimate object noun phrase 
occurring after the principal verb, is not pronominalisable by 
ye ’it1, as the following pair of clauses with the verbal group
ka kile !to 3?eport to1 illustrate:

(74a) . yeha edweke ne yehile Kofi
\

(he has reported the matter to Kofi)
(74b) yeha yehile Kofi

(he has reported it to Kofi)
We might, therefore, say that the principal verb in a 

verbal group, regarded as a simple verb, belongs to the sub-class
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zation of a definite inanimate object noun phrase* The principal 
verb tone fto sell* occurring within the ditransitive verbal 
group tone maa !to sell to1 is exceptional in favouring pronomi- 
nalization, as the following pair of clauses illustrate:

(?) Both verbs co-occurring within verbal groups, and, 
therefore, such verbal groups themselves, are dynamic. For 
example, the stative verbal form vea !to be hidden* cannot 
substitute for its dynamic verbal form fea 'to. hide* within 
the complex semi-transitive verbal group fa fea 'to hide'. In 
this connection, it is to be noted that a clause containing a 
verbal group in which the auxiliary verb is a dynamic verbal 
form, may* be related to a corresponding clause involving the 
stative verbal form as a causative to a non-causative. The 
following related pair of clauses involving the verbal group 
fa fea 'to hide* and the stative verbal form vea 'to be hidden* 
illustrate:

(75a) me done sua ne memaa Kofi
(l have sold the house to Kofi)

(75b) medone ye memaa Kofi
(I have sold it to Kofi)

(76a) Kofi eva buluku ne svea (complex semi
transitive, causa
tive, dynamic)

esumi ne abo
(Kofi has hidden the
book under the pillow)

(76b) buluku ne vea esumi ne abo (semi-transitive, 
non-causative, 
stative)

(the book is hidden under
the pillow)
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(Vi) Verbal groups, particularly close-knit collocations, 
are characterised "by a type of nominalization which does not 
involve anjr nominalizing affixes. The following examples 
illustrate:

Verbal group Nominal!zation
1. so nea fto taste; 

to test* s onea 1 examination1

2. die di Tto believe in, trust1
*diedi !faith, belief1

3. fa kys •to forgive1 fakye 1 forgiveness1
A • ye kile •to show, reveal * yekile •revelation, vision1

5. di wula •to incite; instigate1 diwula •incitement, 
instigation1

As tha above examples show, the syllables of the auxiliary
verbal constituent have high tones within the nominalisation.

Transitivity sub-types of verbal groups
As with simple verbs, complementation may or may not 

occur with verbal groups. Where no complementation is possible, 
we- distinguish an intransitive verbal group. Among verbal groups 
which require complementation, we shall distinguish transitive, 
complex semi-transitive, semi-transitive and ditransitive on- 
the basis of the type of complementation.

The different transitivity types of clauses involving 
verbal groups will be discussed, along with simple verbs, in 
Chapter 6 on transitivity.
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2. C:___Compound verbs
Combinations which are here termed as compound verbs are 

exemplified by the following:
1. ka bo nuhua 'to reconcile'
2. die to nuhua 'to accept, believe (a statement)to trust1
3a. buke to nwole ' to leave (door) ajar'
3b. bukebuke gua nwole 'to leave (many doors) ajar'
4- fa sia zole 'to join'
5. fa wula esale nu 'to entrust1
6. bu enyele gua zole 'neglect, to turn a blind eye to'
As the above examples show, compound verbs, like verbal

groups, consist of a principal verb and an auxiliary verb.
Structurally, three sub-sets may be distinguished: (i) those
like items (1 - 4-)* in which the auxiliary verb is followed by
a .'local' inalienable noun; (ii) those like item (5)> in which
the auxiliary verb is followed by a locative adjunct (which is
a genitive construction consisting of a possessive Corporal*

roof
inalienable noun plus the (possessed)^ form of a 'local1 inalien
able noun); and (iii) those like item (6), in which the 
principal verb takes as its nominal object a corporal inalien
able noun and the auxiliary verb is followed by a local inalien
able noun. It is to be noted that item (l) alone takes animate 
plural object noun phrase occurring after the principal verb, 
as in:

(77) yeha be yebo nuhua
(he has reconciled them)
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Item (2), on the other hand, may take an animate or inanimate 
object noun phrase occurring after the principal verb, as .in:

(78a) yelie Kofi yedo nuhua 
(he trusts Kofi)

(78b) medie loya Kofi edwske ne meto nuhua 
(i believe Lawyer Kofi's statement)

All the other items (5-6) take inanimate object noun phrase,
occurring, in the case of items (3 - 5) , after the principal
verb and, in the case of item (6), occurring after the auxiliary
verb*

Item (3) is regarded as exemplifying a loose.collocation, 
since - alongside:

(79a) vebuke alenke ne yedo nwole
(he has left the door ajar).

and (80a) yebukebuke nlenks ne mo yegua nwole
(he has left the doors ajar)

we shall find, with the omission of their respective auxiliary
constituents:

(79b) yebuke alenke ne
(he has opened the door)

and (80b) yebukebuke nlenke ne mo
(he has opened the doors)

All the other items exemplify close-knit collocation. We may
exemplify with item (6), as in:

. * * *  * *(81a) ‘ Kofi sbu 0 nye egua edweke ne azo
(Kofi has neglected the matter) 

alongside which, we shall not find:
(81b) * Kofi ebu o nye 

It is to be noted that in (81a) above, the subject noun phrase
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and the possessive pronoun in the object noun phrase occurring 
after the principal verb are, and must Jpe, co-referents.

Phonological and Grammatical features of the verb 
The simple or single-word verb is characterised by the 

following phonological features:
(I) All simple verbs are marked by a stem-initial conso
nant, which may be a nasal or non-nasal consonant; that 
is to say, no simple verb begins with an initial vowel 
syllable * or a syllabic nasal consonant.
(II) The constituent syllables of a simple verb do not 
contain a long vowel or a sequence of two like vowels 
realizable in speech as a long voVel.
(ill-) With simple verbs, the phonological feature of 
nasalisation (rather than tone as in the case of noun 
words") is lexically distinctive. The following pairs of 
simple verbs are distinguished by nasalisation alone:

1. The irregular verb asolo 'to be different* is the only 
-verb that begins with a vowel prefix. _ . _

2. "The nominals: adals/adale/ 'liar* and adanls/adahls/
'mendicant, beggarly* are. distinguishable by nasalisation 
and are the only pair of nominals known to the present 
writer which are lexically distinguished by nasalisation.
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Non-nasalised Nasalised
a) QY verbs: 1. su /sii / Ho measure * fvSU' /su / •to cry, 

weep *
2. to /tU / •to throw1 to /to / •to cook*
3. twi/kywi/ •to grate• twi/kywi/ •to wring, 

drip *
4* fe /fi / •to vomit• fe /fi / •to loot*
5. ka /ka / •to bit e • ka /ki: / •to say*

b) CYY verbs:6. sua/suwa/ •to set a trapf
sua/ s£rw§:/ •to tear, 

to prop against *
7• toa/tOwa/ •to pursue * toa/tuwa/ •to report*
8. tia/t(i)3a/ •toto

walk;
kick’

tia/t(T)ja/*to count*

9. fea/f(i)ja/ •to hide • fea/f(i)ja/*to cook soup*
c) CYItY verbs: 10* kpula/ 

kpela/
• to in3ure• kpunla/

kpenlS/
* to be
quiet, to direct 
against1

11 . kpola/ kpola/
•to visit' ' kponla/

kpSnlg:/
*to fix*

12. tili/tali/ •to be blunt1 tinli/tenll/
•to press*

13. bele/beli/ •to bend* benle/
bsTnlf/

•to make 
invulne
rable *

As the above examples show, lexical distinction by means of 
nasalisation is restricted to mono-syllabic GY verbs and di
syllabic verbs of CVY or CVLV structure. And it is also to be 
noted that simple verbs of the same syllabic structure, unlike 
noun words, are not classifiable in respect of their tonal 
rattern.
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(l~V) With verts, consonant mutation as a phonological 
feature of reduplication may serve- as one synchronic means 
of distinguishing the different senses or meanings of 
lexical items. The following examples illustrate:

Vert stem
14a. tia/t(i)ja/ 'to walk,toddle'
14h. tia/t(i);ja/ 'to kick'

Reduplicated form
tiedia/ 'to walk,t(ij)ed(i)ja/ toddle1
tietia/ 'to kick't(ij)ed(i)ja/

15a* sua/sdrwd;/ suozua/ 'to prop
against' s(uw)ozdWa/ against1

'to prop

15t. sua/sitw§:/ 'to tear' suosua/ 'to tear'
s (uw)os-QWa/

16a* kpolo/kpolo/ lto put
dress on 
or off

kpolomgbolo/ 'to te loose' kp (ol )oTpigtolo/

16b. kpolo/kpolo/ 'to bruise' kpoloknolo/ 'to bruise'
kp(ol)okpolo/

(V) hip -rounding as a prosodic feature of a stem-initial 
syllable containing the close back rounded vowels/u,u/ 
may be extended into the following syllable, if the conso- 
nant element of the latter syllable is realized (i) as the 
voiced bi-labial plosive/b/ (symbolized as B) co-occurring 
in the same syllable with either the unrounded front, 
half-close vowel /e/ or the -unrounded open, central^vowel 
/a/, or (ii) as the voiced bi-labial nasal consonant /m/ 
(symbolized as ..M) co-occurring in the same syllable with 
the vowel /a/. The feature of lip-rounding is stated as 
w-prosody and indicated outside the round brackets either
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as a subscript when functioning as a syllable prosody of 
the stem-initial syllable or as superscript when functioning 
as a syllable-initial prosody of the following syllable, 
and any nominal vowel prefix is represented in the phono
logical formulae by a* And if, for present purposes, we 
adopt a three-term vowel system (instead of the two-term 
system proposed in the general phonological analysis of 
vowels proposed in Chapter 2), and symbolize the front 
half-close vowel /e/ by E and the open, central vowel /a/ 
by A (without indicating syllable prosodies relating to 
unrounded lips), we might formularise this feature of 
extended lip-rounding by two phonological rules of the. 
type:

Simple verb words and noun words are distinguished in 
respect of this particular phonological feature, since verb 
words (9 - 10) exhibit only the second type of extended lip- 
rounding, whereas noun words (1 - 8) exhibit both types. The 
following examples illustrate-;

(la) H [(BE)] — H W(BE) / H |ci)w _
(lb) 1 [(BA) ]  B W(BA) / H/lij] (Cl)w
(II)

Type la:

Type lb:

1. sube /sube/ ‘soup* H W(BE)
2. adube/asdube/ 1 mould* H w W(BE)

3. duba /duba/ ‘mortar* H
4* aluba/^luba/ ‘beans1 H
5* toba /tuba/ ‘bottle1 L
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6. koba /kOba / 'hook* L |j[Cl)w W(BA) J 
Type II,:

7* duma /dihn§:/ ’name* H £(Cl)wJ L ĵw(MA)̂ j
8« nwoma/rjUma/ '1 e arning' I j}ci)w W(MA)J
9. fuma /fffiaa / 'to swell' H Jj[CT)wl L Q'(MA)
10. noma /nUma/ 'to sink, L |(Cl)w W (MA)1

dive * *-
( V i ) As mentioned above, verbs can be converted into 
nominals by productive morphological processes, whereas 
verbs cannot be derived from nouns.

In addition to these characteristic phonological 
and morphological features of the verb word, the verb as 
a linguistic unit, which may be single-word or multi-word, 
is defined by the grammatical categories of mood, polarity 
tense, number, person, transitivity and aspect that need 
to be set up for a synchronic description of the verbal 
piece* Some of these grammatical categories, namely 
number and person, are also statable for the nominal 
piece; but along with the other grammatical categories, 
they constitute a set of defining grammatical features of 
the verb as distinct from other word classes, for example, 
the noun.

For ease of reference, these grammatical categories 
together with the systems of their terms are summarised 
below: '
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SUMMARY: categories of the verbal piece in nzema

CATEGORY I; Mood
1) Indicative; 2) Interrogative; 3) Imperative:

Direct/Indirect*
CATEGORY II: Polarity
l) Positive; 2) Negative.
CATEGORY III: Tense
Tense 1, Habitual; Tense 2, Present; Tense 3, Continua- 
tive; Tense 4> Durative; Tense 5» Progressive; ^Tense 6, 
Future I; Tense 7? Future II; Tense 8, Perfect; Tense 9, 
Pa.st; Tense 10, Consecutive.
CATEGORY IV: Number
1) Singular; 2) Plural.
CATEGORY V: Person
1) First person singular and plural
2) Second person singular and plural
3) Third person singular and plural? Impersonal.
CATEGORY YI: Transitivity
1) Transitive; 2) Complex transitive; 3) Intransitive;
4) Complex semi—transitive; 5) Semi-transitive;
6) Ditransitive; 7) Relational.
CATEGORY VII: Aspect
1) Ingressivity: Normal/lngressive; Ingressive: Itive/

ventive.
2) Stativity: Dynamic/Stative.
3) Causativity: Causative/Non-caiisative.
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C H A P T E R  2

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

The phonetics and phonology of Nsema are fairly well
4documented , and in this chapter only those aspects of Nsema 

phonetics and phonology need he dealt with that will supply the 
necessary background for the description, including the tran
scription, presented in subsequent chapters.

Vowel articulation
Nzema has ten vowel sounds. In the current orthography, 

the ten vowel sounds are represented by seven vowel letters, of 
which the three letters, e, a, o (i.e. Nos. 2, 4 and 6 respec
tively) have two phonetic values each as shown in Table 1 below:

Orthography Transcription for vowel sounds
1. i / i /
2. e / i /

e / e /
3. e / e /
4* a / 83 /

a / a /

1. See in particular: (1) Chinebuah, I. K. (1962). A Phonetic
and Phonological Study of the Nominal 
Piece in Nzema. Unpublished Masterfs 
thesis, University of London.

(2) Mock, C. C. (1969). The Grammatical 
Units of the Nzema Language: A
Systemic Analysis. Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, University of London.
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Transcription for vowel sounds
/ U /

7
o
o

/ O /
/ o /

Table 1

The approximate tongue position for the ten -vowel sounds 
of Nzema, in relation to the accepted positions of the Cardinal 
Vowels, are shown on the vowel diagram as Table 2 below:

PROMT CENTRA!. BACK

(u)

HALF-CLOSE

FRONT BACK

HALF-CLOSE

HALF-
OPEN

OPEN

The dots represent Cardinal Vowel positions 
Enclosed vowels represent Nzema vowels

Table 2
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Distribution of Towels

(i) All the ten vowel.:.sounds occur in monosyllabic CV (i) 
verb stems, and in disyllabic OYOY verb stems (ii), they may 
occur either in first or second position, as illustrated 
by the following examples:

1. / i / i. di /di?/ 1 to eat'
ii. fiti/fiti?/ * to make a holeT

2. / I / i. fe /fi?/ * to vomit ‘
ii. bede/bidi?/ 'to struggle‘

3. / e / i. ' se /se?/ 'to carve'
ii. kele/kele?/ 'to become erect'

4. / e / i. pe /tpe?/ ‘to cut'
ii* bete/bets?/ ‘to crush'

5. / 35 / i. nyia/nyS?/ ‘to obtain*
ii* kakyi/kaskyi?/1 to change'

6. / a / i. nya /nya?/ ‘to bend fish'
ii. kpata/kpata?/'to strike on the head

7- / u / i. tu /tu?/ ‘to uproot'
XI. butu/butu?/ ‘to stoop, overturn'

8. / o / i. to /tU?/ ‘to throw'
ii. koto/kUtU?/ ‘to kneel ‘

9. / o / i. so /so?/ ‘to peck; bear fruit'
ii. kolo/kolo?/ ‘to melt'

10. / 0 / i. ko /ko?/ 'to go'
ii. foto/foto?/ ‘to knead'
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In disyllabic verb stems, the vowel / se / usually occurs in the 
first syllable before syllables containing the vowels /i, u /:

1. leakyi / kaekyi? / T to change1
tanli / tSnir? / 'to scorch1

2. kanduu / kSndu: / 1 protruding1
(ii) Of the ten vowels, a set of foitr, comprising
1. the front half-close vowel /e/; 2. the front half-open
/e/; 3- the half-open central vowel /so/ and 4* the open
central vowel /a/, occurs with low tone in initial position 
as nominal prefixes. Back vowels, as a rule, never occur
in initial position.

1. / e /
2. / e /
3. / se /

4 * / h /

1 chair1 
'box*
' clan1
'kente cloth'

ebia /ebia / 
eleka /elelca / 
abusua/ssbusuwa/ 
aboka /aboka /

Of the set of four vowels, only the central vowels / se, a / 
function as plural formative prefixes.

Singular
sua /suwa/ 'house1 
kila/kela/ 'mouse/ 
bole/bUls/ 'stone* 
kels/kole?/ 'blow*

1 . /  S3 /

2. / a /

Plural
azua /sezuwa/ 
ahila/eshala/ 
awole/awOle/ 
aheIs/ahels?/

Phonological analysis of vowel sounds
The phonological analysis of the ten Nzema vowels presented 

here is in terms of the prosodic approach to phonological analysis
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The illustrative verbal pieces which follow are all 3rd 
person singular progressive tense positive forms and provide one 
instance of vowel harmony or the syntagmatic relation between the 
vowel qualities in successive syllables. The uniform constituent 
structure of the verbal pieces is made up as follows: pronominal
subject (written as o) + progressive tense prefix (written as >-ls-
+ the verb stem.

(1a) olepi /oletpi?/ 'it (the soup) is thickening*
(1b) olspe /oletpi?/ fhe is struggling'
(2a) oletu /oletu?/ •he is moving*
(2b) olsto /oletu?/ 'it (the hen) is laying*
(3a) olsse /olese?/ 'he is carving it*
(3b) olsse /olese?/ 'he Is cracking it'
(4a) olefo /olefo?/ 'he is sucking*
(4b) olefo /olefo?/ 'he is anointing*
(5a) olenyia/olenyss?/ 'he is getting1
(5b) olenya/ olenya?/ 'he is bending the fish*

In the above examples, the transcription /o, 0/ of the 
3rd person pronominal subject (uniformly written as o) and 
/le, le/ of the following progressive tense prefix (also uni- 
formly written as -le-) indicates a difference in pronunciation.

The half-close.back vowel quality /o/ regularly occurs as 
the pronominal subject where the vowels in the verb stems are 
the Set I vowels: /i, u, e, o, se/ (the (a) examples). The more 
open vowel quality /o/ regularly occurs as the pronominal subject 
where the vowels in the verb stems are the Set II vowels: /i, U,
e, o, a/ (the (b) examples).
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Similarly, the vowel in the progressive tense prefix is 
realised as the front half-close vowel quality /e/ where the

(the (a) examples) and as the more open vowel quality /e/ where
/

the vowels in the verb stems are the Set XI vowels: /x, u, a,
o, $/ (the (b) examples)*

Phonologically, if the ten vowel sounds occurring in the 
verb stems are generalised by V, two degrees of openness may be 
distinguished; namely, a close V element symbolized as I for 
the close front or back vowels /i, i; u, 0/ (examples 1 - 2  
(a-b)) and non-close V element symbolized as E for the mid front 
or back vowels: /e, e; 0 0 / (examples (3 - 4(a~b)) as well as for
the open central vowels /se, a/ (examples (ba-b)).

In each of the above examples, there is a mutual dependence, 
irrespective of the stem-initial consonants of the verb stems, 
between the vowel qualities in the syllable of the pronominal 
subject, the progressive tense prefix and the verb stems, such 
that it is possible to group the ten vowels occurring in 
the verb stems into five sets of pairs? i/x, u/u, e/e, 0/0, 
se/a, the first member of each pair having a closer quality than 
the second member which has a more open quality- And in order 
to differentiate phonologically between the members of each pair 
a two-term syllable prosodic system, H-/L-prosody, is set up.

vowel quality, a higher tongue position or advanced tongue-root 
in contradistinction to the phonetic exponents of L-prosody, 
which include opener or lax vowel quality, lower tongue position

vowels in the verb stems are the Set I vowels: /i, ii, e, o, m/

The phonetic exponents of H-prosody include
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or non-advanced tongue-root. In the phonological formulae, the 
symbols, H and 1, are written outside the square brackets.

The third dimension of vowel quality, which has to do with 
the rounding or unroxtnding of the lips during the articulation 
of a sylable involving a vowel, is dealt with in terras of a two- 
term syllable or word prosodic system, y-/w-prosody, which is 
stated, in the analysis adopted here, for only the close Y element 
- I, and a three-term syllable or word prosodic system, y-/w-/o- 
prodody which is stated for the non-close Y element -E. The 
phonetic exponents of y-prosody include unrounded or spread lips 
associated, as an articulatory feature, with syllables involving 
the front close or half-close vowels, and the phonetic exponents 
of w-prosody include rounded lips, associated as an articulatory 
feature, with the back close or half-close vowels, and 0-prosody 
is realized phonetically as neutral lips, associated, as an 
articulatory feature, with syllables involving the open central 
vowels. In the phonological formulae, the symbols, y, w, 0, are 
written outside the round brackets to indicate that it is a 
feature of the syllable as a whole.

With particular reference to the o'nen central vowels 
/as, a/, it would seem analytically possible to set up a third Y 
element symbolized as A. There is, however, clear formal 
evidence in support of the approach adopted here; that is, the 
approach which treats the front or back half—close vowels as well 
as the open central vowels as the same Y element-E.

Eor instance, in redurlic cited forms of verb stems, the open 
central vowels may be realized either as the front vowels /e, s/ 
or the back vowels /o, o/, as the following examples illustrate:
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Yerb stem 

1a) nyia/nyae/

b) tia/t(i)ja/

c) biza/biza/ 

2a) nya/ny^/

b) boda/bUda/

c) fea/f(r)ja/

3a) fula/fola/

Red. form Red. form Yowel(i) (IT) relation

b) sua/suwa/

4a) kpola/ 
kpola/

b) tpoa/tdwa/

'to set 
on edge
'to walk1 tiedia/

nyinyi a/ /nyinye:
nyinyS/ nyS/

t(ij)ed(i)ja/

'to ask1 bizebiza/ 
bizebiza/

'to bend' nyenya/ /nyinye: 
nyxnya/ nya/

'to in- bodsboda/ 
jure' bodeboda/
'to bide' feevea/

f(rj)ev(i)ja/

'to col
lect '

fulovula/ 
f(al)ovsla/

(or fulevula/
f(ol)evsla/

'to set suozoa/ 
trap * s (uw) o zuwa/
'to brush kpolokpola/ 
off*

se/e 

a/e

a/e

a/o

a/e)
a/o

a/ o
kp(ol)okpola/

'to re-?. toodoa/ "
port' t(dw)odOwa/

In view of t his r elation, it w ould seem analytically more 
desirable to treat together the front or back half-close and 
half-open vowels /e, e; o, o/ as well as the open central vowels 
/ee, a/ in terms of the same Y element -E and to deal with 
differences relating to the articulatory feature or lip positions 
by means of the three-term system, y~, w~, or 0-prosod3x; set up.
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The above phonological analysis of the ten vowel sounds 
of the language is summarized in Table 3 below:

V Element ! Word/Syllable prosody Syllable prosody
H I»

Close I i I y (Front)
u 0 w (Back)

e e y (Front)
Ron-Close E 0 0 w (Back)

86 a 0 (Central)

Table 3
In the phonological structure of the ten examples (l"5(a-.b)) 

which follows, the consonant element in the syllable of the 
progressive tense prefix -Is is represented by the symbol R:

(la) olepi /oletpi/ H C (E)w (BE)y ( C l ) y J

(1b) olepe /oletpi/ * t (E)w (RE)y (Cl)yJ
(2a) oletu /oletu/ H l"(E)w (RE)y (Cl)wJ
(2b) oleto /oleto/ * "(E)w (RE)y (Cl)wj
(3a) olese /olese/ H j'(E)w (RE)y (CE)y]
(3b) olese /olese/ i !"(E)w (EE)y (GE)yj
(4a) olefo /olefo/ H [(E)w (RE)y (GE)W1
(4b) olefo /olefo/ L  i (E)w (RS)y (CE)wJ
(5a) olenyia/olenysB/ H (E)w (HE)y (CE)sj
(5b) olenya/ ol eny§:/ 1 ”(E)w (RE)y (CE)sj
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On the "basis of the phonological analysis of the relation
ship of vowel qualities in the ten examples, two types of mono
syllabic verb stems may be distinguished and specified as H—type 
or L-type; that is, the H-type or L-type of feature is regarded 
as a characteristic of the verb stem and the vowel in the 
pronominal subject or the syllable of the progressive tense pre
fix is assimilated to the H-type or L-type feature which 
characterizes the verb stem. If the stem-initial consonants are 
generalized by C, as in the above phonological formulae, the ten 
verb stems in the verbal pieces may be specified in terms of H- 
t3rpe or L-type, as set out below:

H-ibype L-tvne
(’1a) pi /tpi / H {jCIh ] 11)) pe /tpi / L o H

 

1__
1

(2a) tu / tu / H [(Cl)w3 2b) to /to / L
(3a) se /se / H [(CE)yj 3b) ss /se / L [<«*■]
(4a) fo /fo / H £(CE)w ] . 4b) fo /fo / L
(5a) nyia/nyss / H L(CE)aJ 5b) nya/nya / L p a . ]

Hasalization of vowels
The following generalization can be made in respect of

vowel nasalization:
a) Vowels are predictably nasalized when they precede or 
follow the nasalized frictionless continuant or naso-lateral 
consonant /nl/ and also when they co-occur in the same 
syllable with a preceding nasal consonant. This type of 
predictable nasalization has been traditionally designated 
as dependent1 nasalization in contradistinction to
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'.independent* nasalization which is realizable in forms or 
syllables which do not contain nasal consonants or the 
nasalised frictionless’ continuant*

Ab) As a rule, no voiced non-nasal consonants (including 
semi-vowels) co-occur in the same syllable with nasalized 
vowels.
c) The front and back mid vowels /e,e; o, o / do not, 
as a rule, occur dependently or independently nasalized and 
are always oral, particularly in mono-syllabic CV and di
syllabic CVY verb stems; that is, there are no verb stems 
which are distinguished by contrasts between oral and 
nasalized vowels of this set, and there are no verb stems 
which contain a nasal consonant followed by a nasalized 
vowel from this set.
d) All other vowels may be independently nasalized when 
they co-occur with voiceless (non-nasal) consonants, which 
are restricted to the voiceless plosives /t, tp, k, kp/, 
affricates /ky, kyw/, fricatives /f, s, sy/ and the 
labialized fricative /fw/ .

1. The only exceptions are: 1. gya/gyg/ 'to be enthused'; 2. be/
bx/ 'to be well cooked; to be invulnerable'; and 3* bo/bb/
'to smell'. Items (2 - 3) are the intransitive, stative verbal 
forms of the transitive, dynamic verbal forms: 2a) benle/
bohli/ 'to make invulnerable1 and 3a) bone/bon(i)/ 'to smell 
o f  respectively.

2. The only known contrasts involving a vowel of the set are:
1a) bo/b'o/ 'to beat; to break' and 1b) bo/bb/ 'to smell (for 
which see footnote (1) above).

3- With /fw/ independent nasalization is not lexically distinctive
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Independent nasalization, particularly in mono-syllabic CV 
and disyllabic CVT verb stems in which the C element is phone
tically realized as one of .the set of voiceless consonants may be 
lexically distinctive; and, as already mentioned in the Intro
ductory chapter, lexical distinction -by independent nasalization 
is a characteristic feature of verbs as distinct from noun words. 
The following examnles illustrate:

CV verbs:
hon-nasalized
1. to /to /
2. ta /ta /
3. pe ,/tpi /

’to throw'
'to shine'
'to struggle*

4* ka /ka / 'to bite'
5* kpa/kpa / 'to shave'

6. kye/kyi /

7. twi/kywi/
8. fu /fu /
9. fo /fO /
10. fi /fi /

11. fe /fi /
12. su /su /

13. sa /sa / 

14- sia/syse /

'to catch; 
to bind'

'to grate'
'to blame*
'to climb'
'to grow'

'to vomit*
'to measure; 
to compete'

'to collect; 
to castrate'

'to return1

Rasalized 
to,/tU / 
ta /t§: /
pe /tpi /

ka /ka /
kpa/kpa /

kye/kyi /

twi/kywi/ 
fu /fa■ / 
fo /fU / 
fi /fi /

fe /fi / 
su /sh" /

sa /sa /

sia/sy^ /

'to cook*
'to flatulat
'to drip; ti
stop raining '

'to say'
'to drive 
away'

'to grow fat

'to wring'
'to dig hole’
'to offend1
'to beat, 
hit1

'to loot*
'to cry'

'to hang up'

'to become 
watery*
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Non-nasalized
CYY verbs: 15. tia/t(i)ja/ Tto walk,

. kick*
16. soa/sOwa / !to carry-

on the 
head1

17* fia/f (i);ja/ 'to carry-
baby *

18. fea/f(i)ja/ 'to hide1

Nasalized
tia/t(i)ja/ 'to count' 

soa/sUwa / 'to send*

fia/f(i)ja/ 'to un
thread ’

fea/f(i)ja/ 'to cook 
soup'

e) Nasalization may also be lexically distinctive in 
the case of disyllabic CVLY verb stems in which the medial 
I element is realized as the oral frictionless continuant 
/l/ or its nasalized variety /nl/, as the following examples 
illustrate:

Non-nasalized
CYLY verbs:19. bele/beli/ 'to bend,

twist'

Nasalized
benle/benli/ 'to make

invulnera
ble'

20. kpula/kpela/ 'to reach; kpunla/kpehla/ 'to direct
to hurt' against1

21. tili/tsli/ 'to become tinli/tenliT/ 'to press'
blunt'

22. fola/fola/ 'to make
climb'

f onla/f enlsi/ 'to mix'

23. fili/fali/ 'to buy on finli/fenli/ 'to breathe
credit in phlegm*
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Reoresentation of Nasalization
In the current orthography, nasalization of the Trowel is 

usually not indicated hy any symbol. It should be mentioned, how
ever, that in verbal nouns (which involve the nominalizing suffix

I

-le), some inalienable nouns which have a 'droppable* suffix (usually 
-le) and a few alienable nouns with a final -le syllable, the 
preceding nasalized syllable is indicated by placing the letter 
n after the syllable. The following examples illustrate:

Nasalized Verb Stem Verbal Noun form
1a) ka /kg / 'to say* ehanls/shale/
b) mia/m(i)ja/ 'to press' emianle/em(i)jale/
Inalienable Noun

'saying'
pressing

2a) enloanle/enlUwale/ 
b) ebutuanle/ebutuwale/
Alienable Noun 
3a) hanls/hale/
b) koanle/kwale/

'mouth' 
'buttocks'

'sore *
'hoe'

Such sequences of two letters nl (of ’vhich the first letter 
n has phonological significance) should be distinguished from the 
digraph nl, which is used in the orthography as well as in the 
transcription adopted in this thesis to represent the naso-lateral 
or nasalized frictionless continuieant /ill/. And also in the 
transcription used in this thesis both dependently and indepen
dently nasalized vowels have been symbolized by the I*P*A* symbol 
^ placed over the symbol of the nasalized vowel.
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Vowel sequences
Generally speaking, successions of two vowels are phonetically 
uttered and perceived as a sequence of two separate, unlike vowel 
sounds, each hearing a separate tone* Such vowel sequences are 
phonologically’ahalyzable as VV; that is, as two separate sylla
bles or a sequence of two different V elements.

In slow deliberate speech, a junctural semi-vowel glide is 
echaracteristically uttered and perceived between the first and 

second syllables and may be a /w/-like glide or a /j/-like glide 
appropriate to the junction*

There are twelve such vowel sequences in the language. The 
linear arrangement of vowels in such sequences is. constrained in 
such a way that not all vowels can occur as the first or second 
element. On the basis of the vowel quality of the first element in 
the sequence, three types (A-C) may be distinguished among such 
vowel sequences.
Type A : Where the'.first element is a close front vowel, which

may be either /i/ or /i/. Each sub-set is exempli
fied by three items of which the third, where possible, 
is a verb word*

I 1. I  ie /
* *

1. debie /deb(i);je / Something*
2. Mieza /m(i)jeza / 'a boy's name*
3* tie /t(i)je / 'to listen1

II / ia /
4- ebia /eb(i)^a / 'chair'
5* biala /b(i)jala / 'any, every1
6. fia /f(i)ja / 'to carry (child)'
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III / ie /
7* dddee /dad(i)je / 'knife'
8. Fames / n t *V'\ . ■ / 'a boy's name'

IV / ia /
9* bosea

*
/bOs(i)ja / 'loan '

10. mokyea
*

/mSky(i)ja / 'hearth'
11. f ea / f (i) j a / 'to hide'

In Type A Towel sequences, the junction between the 1st and
£second elements Is charaderised, in slow deliberate speebh, by 

a glide of a strong /j/-like quality* In normal speech, however, 
the first vowel is elided and the preceding consonant is pata- 
lized; hence the transcription adopted here for such sequences.
It is to be noted that vowel sequence Type A. Ill - I.e. /is/ “does 
not occur in verb stems.
Type B : Where the 1st element is a close back vowel, which may

'gossip' 
fyam1

'profit '
'bellows *

'shed'
'hernia1 
'proceed'

be either /u/ or /o/.
I. / ue /

+ + +
12. nzekue /nzekuwe /
13. elue /eluwe /

II. /Os/
14. nvasoe /nqvasOws /

*
15* evalo& / evalOwe /

III. /uo/
16. ebuo /ebuwo /
17* tuoks /tuwoke /
18. tuo /tuwo /
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/Oo /
19* etwiboo/ekywibOwo/ 
20 stofoo/sidfOwd/

1 sharpenerT 
Accidental death1

/ua/
21. sua /suwa /

*
22. duals /duwale /

'house'
1 tail'

VI
23. mua /muwa /

/Ua/
24* s?oa /szOwa /
25* toals /tUwale /
26. soa /sOwa /

*a hoy's name'
'penis'
'to carry or wear on head'

'to cover'

In Type B sequences, rounded lips as a feature of the f irst 
syllable may continue through the second syllable, as exemplified 
by the Type B. XII examples (16-18) and Type B. IV examples (19- 
20) or give way to unrounded lips as a feature of the 2nd syllable, 
as exemplified by Type B. I - II (examples 12-13) and Type B. V - V] 
(examples 21-26).

The junction between the first vowel and the second vowel in 
Type B sequences is characterized, in slow deliberate speech, by a 
glide of a strong /w/-like quality? and unlike in the case of 
Type A sequences, the first vowel in Type B sequences may not be 
elided in-normal speech; hence the different transcription adopted 
for Type B sequences.

It is also to be noted that Type B. I - II, and B. IV sequences 
do not occur in verb stems*
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Type C : Where the first element is a front half-open vowel /e/
or an open central vowel /a/; the second element in Type 
0 sequences is restricted to the front half-close vowel 
/i/.

I. /ex/
27- ehee /s&eji / *yesf
28* mgbeeba /pmgbejiba / ’a kind of shell fish*

II* /ax/
*  *

29* dsbae /dsbapjx / kin.-the past or olden days*
30. zehae /zstaaji / fthis*
Type C vowel sequences, like those of Type A, are characterized 

by the presence of an unrounded vowel in both the first and .second 
syllables. Type C sequences are, however, different in that the 
junction between the first and second vowels is charaterized by 
a weak /j/-like glide and the vowel in the first syllable may not 
be elided; and in forms where the sequence Is final (as in (27; 
29—30), the final vowel /i/ may be pronounced very short and the 
semi-vowel glide is pronounced*

It is also to be noted that Type 0 sequences do not occur in 
verb words. Of the total number of twelve vowel sequences, only 
six occur in C W  verb stems; that is, 1* Type A* I /ie/, 2. Type
A.II /ia/, 3* Type A.IV /ia/, 4* Type B.Ill /no/, 5* Type B.V /ua/, 
and 6. Type B. YI /t3a/.
Phonologically, two sub-types of C W  verbs may be set up and dis
tinguished as I. H/l JT(CIE)y/w^ and II. H/L ]~(0l)y/wJ Tj |^(E)aJ

If, however, we adopt a three-term V system instead of the two—term 
system proposed in the general analysis of the vowels, we might 
represent the two sub-types of C W  verbs as I* CIE and II. CIA 
respectively.
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There are about forty C W  verbs in the language, of which CIE verbs, 
which are fewer, account for only seven of them, and the 
remaining thirty-three are CIA verbs* Table 4 below sets out 
the distribution of the phonetic realizations of the C element 
in relation to the six vowel sequences occurring in C W  verbs. 
Charateristic features of CIE and CIA verbs

QBefore describing the charcj<teristic feautres of each sub-type, a 
word must be said about the features of C W  verbs in general. 
Firstly, it is a general feature of C W  verbs that both syllables 
are either nasalized or non-nasalized; that is, for all C W  verbs 
n-/n-prosody is statable as an element of structure of the word 
as a whole. As a rule, both syllables occur nasalized where the 
C element is realised as a nasal consonant or a voiceless conso
nant; no voiced non-nasal consonant co-occurs with a nasalized 
vowel sequence.
Secondly, the reduplicated forms of CYY verbs have at least two 
possible pronunciations, as the following examples illustrate:

CYY verb stem 
1 • sua /suwa / 'to prop against' suozua i./suwozuwa /

Red. Form

ii./s(uw)ozuwa/
2. doa /dUwa / 'to wet' dooloa i./dUwolUwa /

3* die /d(i)je / 'to receive'
i i./d(Ow)oiuwa/ 
i./dijelije / 

ii./d(ij)el(i^/
4* tea /t(i)ja / 'fo shout' teedia i./txjsdija /

ii./t(i j)sd(i)ja
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C I E I A

1. i-e 2. u-o 3. i-a, •vi-a 4.I-a, i-a 5. u-a, u-a. 6. U -a,U -£

PLOSIVE:
Labial b + + + + + .

tp; - - — + - - - - — -
kp. - - - - — — — — - -h

Apical t + + + + + + - + +
d + + - - — — + — + -

IDorsal k - - - - ~ — - + - +

AFFRICATE:

Dorsal ky - - — + + - — - - i
i

FRICATIVE:

Labial f . + - + + + + + — -
i

Apical s -f - - - - + + + + +

NASAL:

Labial m - — - + - — - + - —

Apical n — —

1

— — + - + __ +

Table 4
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In examples (1-2), in which the first vowel element is realized 
as the hack close vowels /u, u/, the two possible pronunciations 
of the reduplicated forms are either i. four syllabled or ii* 
three-syllabled* On the other.hand, in examples (3—4) in which the 
first vowel element is realized as the front close vowels / i, i/, 
the alternative pronunciations of the reduplicated forms are either
i. four-syllabled or ii* two-syllabled#
Thirdly, with C W  verbs (1*4) which are characterized as a whole 
by nasality and in which the C element is realized as a voiceless 
(non-nasal) consonant, the syllable(s) of the reduplicative prefix 
is usually non-nasalized, although both syllables of the stem 
retain, within the reduplicated form, the feature of nasality. In 
the reduplicated forms of all C W  verbs In which the C element , is 
phonetically realized as a voiceless (and, for the matter, also as 
a voiced non-nasal) consonant, we need to set up only n-prosody 
for the reduplicative prefix, whereas for the verb stem in such 
reduplicated forms we need to set up n—/n—prosody. (ikr both 
the stem, in which the C element is realized as a nasal consonant, 
and its reduplicated form, n-prosody is statable as an element, of 
structure of the word as. a whole.)
In this connection, it is perhaps significant to note that the 
vowels which occur in the second syllable of the reduplicative 
prefix are•the mid vowels / e,sj o,o/, which as already noted, 
never occur nasalized.

In respect of the second and third features, QYY verbs resemble 
disyllabic CVLV verbs, particularly those in which the medial L 
element is phonetically realized as the nasalized frictionless
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continuant or naso-lateral /nl/ (e.g. 1* sinla /sanlst / !to thread* 
whose reduplicated form: sinlezinla may be sa.id either as i. 
/salesanla / or ii* /sCol^ezianla /; and 2*tenia /tonla. /*to sit*, 
■Whose reduplicated form: tenladenla may also be pronounced either 
as i. /teledanla / or ii* /t(al)sdsnla /. Note that in each case, 
the reduplicative prefix is characterized by the absence of nasality 
whereas the stem occurring within the reduplicated form is charac
terized by the presence of nasality)*
Fourthly, the d/l mutation, exemplified in (2-3)> is exhibited by 
the reduplicated forms of only CYV verbs and, therefore, serves 
to distinguish 077 verbs from mono-syllabic CY verbs and disyllabic 
CYCY or CYNCV verbs.
I* CIE verbs : (where the sequence is from a close V element - I 
to the opener Y element - E.)
The following are the seven GYY verbs which exemplify the CIE sub- 
type :

1* bie /b(i)3e / •to urinate'
2. tie /t(i)j e / Tto listen*
3. tuo / tuwo h ’to proceed *
4* die /d(i) / •to receive *
5* duo /duwo h •to proceed'
6. ■ fie /£(i)j e / •to be well pounded'
7. sie /s(i)je / 'to keep, bury; to donate

- at a funeral*

1* The two ixens: 3* tu.o/tuwo/ and 5* duo/dnwo/are free 
variants.
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characteristic features of CIE verbs include:
CIE verbs are characterized only by H-prosody; that is, 
Ir™prosody does not function for CIE verb steins;
CIE verb stems are never nasalized, and there are no CIE
verb stems in which the C element is phonetically realized 
as a nasal consonant; for CIE verb stems, as distinct from 
CIA verbs, therefore, only n-prosody need be stated. In 
this connection, it Is significant to note that the second 
vowel In the sequence is the front or back half-close 
vowels /e, o/, members of the set of mid vowels which, as 
already mentioned, never occur nasalized.
As Table 4 shows, the C element is restricted, in its 
phonetic realizaations, to the voiced or voiceless plosives 
/b, d; t/ and the voiceless fricatives /f, s/.
II. CIA verbs: (where the sequence is from a close Y

element -I to the opener Y element —A)
The following are examples of OYY verb stems which exem
plify GIA sub-type:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6*

pia /tp(i)ja/ * to push*
mia i?̂ wara/m(i)ja/ *to press*
fea /f(i)ja/ fto hide*
nea /n(i);ja/ *to look*
kua /kfrw3;/ 1 to kindle *
nua /nHw§:/ *to nut out, extinguish*



7* soa /sOwa / 'to put on or carry on head'
8. noa /nUwa / 1 to give to drink'
The characteristic features of CIA- verb stems include:
a) CIA verb stems are characterized by either H—Ir-prosody 

or L-prosody; that is, there is no CIA verb stem which is 
wholly characterized by H-prosody,

b) Phonologically, CIA verb stems are further distinguished 
from CIE verb stems in that CIA verb stems, as a whole, may 
occur nasalized or non-nasalized and, therefore, n-/n-prosody 
Is statable as an element of structure of the word as a whole. 
As a rule, CIA verb stems are predictably nasalized where

the C element is realized as a nasal consonant, which is restricted 
to /m; n/ (2; 4? 6, 8). Both syllables may also occur Indepehdentl 
nasalized where the C element is realized as a voiceless non-nasal 
consonant, which may be a plosive /tp, kp, t, k/, a fricative
/f, s/ or an affricate /ky/. As Table 4 shows, the nasalized
vowel sequence /ia/ co-occurs with the set of consonants /tp, t,
f* ky/, the sequence /xa/ with the set /t, f, s/; the nasalized
vowel sequence /ua/ with the set /k, s/; and the seqi ence /Ua/ 
with the set /kp, t, k, s/.

Nasalization in CIA verb stems in which the C element is 
realized as the set of voiceless plosive and fricative consonants 
/t, f, s/ may be lexically distinctive. The following is the 
complete list of pairs of CIA verb stems which are distinguishable 
by nasalization:
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Non~nasali 2 e d Nasalized
rvi* /t/ : 1* tia/t(i)3a/ ’to walk tia/t(i)ja/ ’to count’

' kick’
2* toa/tUwa / ’to pursue, toa/tOwa / ’to report’

stay with ’
ii. /f/ : 5* fia/f(i)ja/ ’to carry fia/f(i)ja/ ’to unthread’

hahy1
4« fea/f(i)ja/ ’to hide’ fea/f(i)ja/ ’to cook

medicinal
soup’

iii* /s/ : 5* sua/suwa / ’to set sua/suwa / ’to tear;
trap’ P^opagainst’

6. soa/sUwa / ’to put on soa/sOwa / ’to send’
or carry 
on head’

c) It should he mentioned that four GIA verbs are not mono- 
•1morphemic ; each is relatable to a mono-syllabic CY verbal

form# from which it is derived by suffixation, as set o u t

below:
GY verbal form CYY verb Suffix
1. zo/zO/ ’to be soa/sUwa/ ’to put on /-wa/

wearing or carryor carry- on head’
ing on 
head’

1. We might perhaps also include the verbal form toa/tOwa/ ’to 
pursue* if relatable to to/to/ in its sense of ’to catch up
with ’
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GY verbal form OYY verb Suffix
2. no/no/ 'to drink' noa/nOwa/ ’to give to 

drink’
/~wa/

3* nu/nu/ 'tooffgo ‘ ! nua/nuwa/ 'to put out, extinguish’ /-wa/

4* se/sx/ 'to pass * sea/s(i)ja/'to allow to pass ’ /-jS/

Finally, it should he mentioned that OYY verbs behave tonally 
like other disyllabic verbs of either CYGV (e.g. kpuda ’to wash.') 
or CYNCV (e.g.: kenda ’to wait’) structure and in certain gramma
tical contexts the first syllable may contrast in tone with the 
second syllable, as the following 2nd person singular and plural 
direct imperative mood clauses illustrate:

OYY

Imperative, 2nd pers. sing.
1 • nea/n(i);ja / ’look.at

it’.

Imperative, 2nd pers. plu. 
benlea/benl(x)- ’all of
3 a/

2. soa/sUwa / ’carry it’ bezoa/bezUwa/
you, look
’all of
you, carry 
it’

CVCY : 3. kpuda/kpuda/ ’wash it’

CYNCV: 4* kends/konde/ ’wait'

bekpuda/bekpu- ’all of
da/ you, washit'

behende/behon- ’all of 
de/ you, wait

The possibility of tonal contrast between the first and second
syllables coupled with the morphological structure (verb stem +
suffix) of the four CIA verbs constitute formal criteria in
favour of regarding the succession of vowels occurring in CYY
verbs as sequences rather than as diijjfhongs.
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Current Orthograuhv and Sequences of Vowel Letters

It should "be noted that in the current orthography certain 
sequences of vowel letters, namely oa, oe, ua, and ue, occurring 
within the word before a restricted number of consonant letters 
may sometimes be realized not as a sequence of a close back 
rounded vowel and more open unrounded vowels but rather as a 
labialized consonant followed by a front or open vowel, as the 
following examples illustrate:

before fi;a' : fuandi /fwssndi /’to throw’
fo anvo anl e /fwanrjvwiihil / ’ c oward'

I. ff '
II. 'f ’

’V'

III. ’k'

IT. ’k'

V. 'k1
VI. tgt
VII. ig.
VII. ’h*
IX. *h ’

or oa t .

’oa’ ezukoa /ezukwa / ’money’
’os’ slonkoe / slUpkwe / ’snail’
’ue ' kukue /kukwe /' coconut’
'oa’ ngoaye /•ngwaje /* joke’
fua' gua / gym / 1 to pour out'
’oa’ nohoale /nohwale /'truth’
'ua ’ nuhua /nuhwa / ’the interior*
the first vowel letter, either ’o' or 'u',

may be regarded as the orthographic representation of the labia- 
lization of the preceding consonant* the former occurring, as a 
rule, in 1-type syllable and the latter in H-type (except 
No. IX) syllable.

On the other hand, the letter *i1 in a sequence of vowel 
letters before a set of consonant and semi-vowel letters is 
sometimes ■ used as the orthogranhic representation of ralata- 
lization (except No. XIII) in an H-type syllable:



XI- ’nyf
s ■before ’ia’: sia

it

sia /syse
nyia /nya>

/’to return’ 
/’to obtain,

XIII- ’ T) ’
XII- »n’

n
tr yia /jaj

nriandi . /rpfodi
wie /<-je

benumb ’ 
/’to meet’ 
/ ’ to run ’

XIV. ’w M 1ie’: wie / ’to finish’

Long Vowels
The vowels of the language occur both short and long, and 

like short vowels, long vowels may occur nasalized or non
nasalised.

The tongue positions for the articulation of long vowels 
are much the same as those for their short varieties, except 
that the lip-position for the long vowels is more neutral, 
spread or rounded, as the case may be, than that for their short 
counterparts.

The description of long vowels presented here is limited 
to non-verbal pieces? for, as already mentioned in the intro
ductory chapter, long vowels do not occur in mono-morphemic verb 
stems- long vowels do, however, occur in 'secondary* reduplicated 
forms of verb stems (e.g. i. nya/nya/ ’to bend fish’, 
ii. 'primary* redup3.3ca.ted form: nyenya/nyinya/ iii. ’secondary
reduplicated form: nyenysany a/nyinys:nya/); and in the case 
of certain tense forms and imperative mood clauses vowel lengthen
ing may be realized in junctural positions as a marker of empha
tic speech or as a feature of t he particular verbal piece. Such 
long vowels, particularly in instances where they characterize a 
particular verbal piece, will be dealt with at the appropriate 
places and treated as a characteristic feature of the particular 
verbal piece-
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Long: vowels, phono logic ally analyzable as Vi occur 
initially,, medially and finally*

I. Initial Position
Initial V: is restricted to the open central vowel

/a:/ and occurs in a very small number of noun words, 
which may be exemplified by:
1. aakolo / a:keiu / 'a kind of game1
2. aabe / a:be / ’locust*

Medial Position
Medial V: realizable as the open centra], vowel /a:/

also occurs in a limited number of noun words:
1. Daal o / da:lo / 'Elmina (a place name)1
2* abaaba / aba:ba / ‘doll1

All the vowels of the language except the front or back 
close vowels /i, i; u, 0/ occur long in medial position in 
ideophonic nouns (n), adjectives (adj. ) and adverbs (a.dv. ) and 
may be regarded as a distinctive feature of ideophones. The 
following exampl.es. illustrate:

*
1. /e:/ (a) weenyi Aie:ny( i) / * clear, bright’(adj.)

(b) kileenyi. /k9le:ny(i) / ’tall, erect’(adj., 
adv. )

/ /2* • / e i /  (a) weenye /ye:ny(i) / ’light, clear,
bright’ (adj..

.adv.)
(b) gysleenye /gyelem y ( f )  / 'well, right*

(adj., 
adv.)
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3- /se:/ (a)

(b)

saanwu /sa3:r](-Q:) / ’healthy, clean, 
neat1 (adj.)

tindaanwu /ts>hdse:T)(u) / ’confhised * (adj.,
adv.)

4* /a:/ (a) faanwo /fa:r](o) / ’vast-and wide*
(adj.)

(b) kamgbaanwo/karpigba: n ( 0) / '.Mean and lanky1
(adj. )

5* /o:/ (a) koonwu /ko:r)(u)

/o:/

(b)

(a)

(b-)

kuloonwu /k0l6:'n(u)
*

foonwo /f6:r)(u)

/ Tquietly, reti
cent; quitely’ 
(adj., adv.)

/ ’deep’ (adj.)

/ ’very straight; 
exactly’ (adj., 

adv.)
twsloonwo /kywel6srj(u) / ’sharp and

pointed* (adj.)
With the above examples (1-6), the final vowe3. is elided 

in normal speech and the syllable containing the long vowel 
(part of which is nasalized during its articulation) ends with 
a nasal consonant.

The following fossilized reduplicated forms, which are 
ideophonic adjectives or nouns, have two alternative pronun
ciations, of which the second (used in normal speech) involves 
a prolonged vowel, in medial position, with consequent syllable 
reduction:
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7* teteletetele i. /titelxtitelx / 'slippery' (adj.)
ii. /txtsliitali /

8. dweawedwedwe i. /gywigywegywxgywe/ 'grisly (of bone) '(adj.)
i i. /gywi gywe : gywe /

9. gugologugolo i. /gugelogugelo / 'unstable, weak1
(adj., adv.)

ii. /gugaloJgalo /
10. totototo i. /tOtotOto / 'measles' (n)

ii. /tut6:to /

III. Final V:, like initial V:, is rare in non-ideophonic 
it ems, and may be exemplified by the following nominal forms:

0

1. alii / Eeli:/ 'fishing net'
2. nsuu / nsu:/ 'seven
All the long Vowels except the open central vowel /se.:/ 

may occxir in final position in ideophones, which are usually 
adjectives. Such ideophonic adjectives may have reduplicated 
forms, which are normally used to express a 'higher' 
or 'superlative' degree of the state or quality denoted by the 
stems, and contain the corresponding short vowel. On the 
basis of the tonal pattern of such two-syllabled ideophonic 
nominals, two groups (A-B) may be set up:
G-roup A. Stem

01. kisii /kisi: / 'dirty,
black'*

2. nwohyee/pShyx: / 'white'
3* kposee /kpose / 'rough,

uneven

Reduplicated Form
0 0 0kisikisi/ '/kisikisi /

nwohyenwohye/pOhyinOhyx/ 
kposekpose /kposekpose/
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Stem Reduplicated Form
4 • pesd& /peso: / T e qual; neatT pesapese /pesspsss /

5* woyaa /wOja: / ’whitishT woyawoya /  /  //wUjewOje /
6. kanduu /idundu: / ’protruding’

kandukandu / ksen dukssn du /

7. nwosoo /pUsO s / 1 dry, widened' nwosonwoso
* + +

/pOsUpOsO /

8. bokoo /boko: / ’ clean; 
completely

bokobokot /bokoboko /

The reduplicated forms of members of this group have low tone on 
the first syllable followed by a succession of high tones.

G-roup B:
Two sub-sets*(l-Il) may be distinguished among members of 
Group B. Group B. I consists of those items which have 
two low tones and reduplicated forms which have a low tone 
on the first syllable followed by a succession of high 
tones; that is, their reduplicated forms replicate the 
tonal pattern of members of Group A* Members of Group
B. I include:

Stem Reduplicated Form
9. ketee ketee/kete: / ’hard,

difficult
ketekete /ketekete/1

10* mukuu /mu leu: / ’acrid
(the
smell of 
smoke)

+ + *

mukumuku /mukumuku/

11. motoo /mO to: / ’powdery, well- 
ground ’

motomoto /mOtOmOto/
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Group B. II consists of those items which, like members 
of Group B.I, have two low tones hut are different from 
members of Group B. I in that their reduplicated forms are 
characterized by low tones. Members of Group B.II include:

13. betaa /beta: / ’filthy, soft1 betabeta /batsbotH /

The representation of long vowels
In the current orthography, long vowels are usually re

presented by double vowel letters, as in the examples given 
above. The representation of long vowels b3;- double vowel 
letters is, however, not consistent; phonetically long vowels 
are sometimes represented by a single vowel letter as in 
example (la-b) below and, on the other hand, short vowel sounds 
are sometimes written with a double letter, as in example 
(2a-b) below:

Stem
12. tofoo /tofos / ’very wet’

Reduplicated Form 
tofotofo /tofotofo /

14* buzuu /buzu: / ’overgrown,
thick*

buzubuzu /buzubuzu /

1a) akoaba /alcwa:ba / 'welcome’
b) ezinra /ezrpa: / 'short*
2a) maa /ma / 'to give*
b) aakoba /akOba / 'burnt rice
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Semi-Vowels
The three (voiced) semi-vowel sounds of Nzeraa are:
1. /w/, the labio-velar semi-vowel#, spelt with the

letter 'w' as in wowo/wOwQ?/ 'to wash1 or the letters
I

’wu* as in wua/wae?/ ’to steal’;
2. /,/. the labio-palatal semi-vowel, also spelt with

the letter ’w* as in w s / m s ? ’to swim’ or the letters 
*wi1 as in wie/ge?/ ’to finish';

3* /j/> the palatal semi-vowel, represented orthographi-
cally h3r the letter *yf as in yalo/nal0?/ 'to yawn' 
or the letters ’yi’ as in yia/nse?/ ’to meet’.

Distribution of semi-vowels before vowels in Verb Stems 
There are restrictions on the distribution of the three 

semi-vowels before vowels in (verb) stems.
The labio-velar semi-vowels /w/ occurs only before un

rounded open vowels and rounded back vowels, as the following 
examples of (i) monos3?-llabic and (ii) disyllabic items

/ W  I. wua/wae/ 'to steal’
/a/ I. wa /wa/ 'to curse II. wale/wali/ 'to be

tall, long'
/u/ I. wu /wu/ ’to die’ II. wudo/wudo/ 'to

hoot at’
/o/ I. wo /wu/ 'to bear II. wozo/wozu/ ’to

child’ shake 1
/o/ II. woke/woke/ 'to

peel off’
/o/ I. wo /wo/ 'to prick’ II. woza/woza/ ’to

besmear’

illustrate:
1. /w/ before
2. " ”

3. " "

4. ” !’

5. " "
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The labio-palatal semi-vowel /q/, on the other hand, only 
co-occurs with unrounded front vowels or open central vowels., 
as in the following examples:

7- /^a/  before /i/ I* we/qi/
8.
9.

10.

/e/ I* wie/qe 
/ & / I* we/qe/

M

/a/

'to dry'
'to finish*
'to swim' II. wene/qen(x)/

'to watch1
II. ewia/eqes/ 'the 

sun'
II. swea/eqa/ 'tree

bear

Finally, the palatal semi-vowel /j/ occurs only before 
unrounded front and open "vowels, as the following examples 
illustrate:
11. /j/ before /i/ I* yi/ji/

12,

13.
14. 
15*

/x/ I. ye/ji/

'to be 
full'
'to re
move '

II- yiko/jiko/ 'to 
bel;fcch'

/ & / I- ye/je/ 'to do'
/ae/ I* yia/jgs/ ''to meet'
/a/ I- ya/ja/ 'to be at II* yalo/jalo/ 'to

logger- yawn'heads'

The distribution of the three semi-vowels before vowel 
sounds described above is summarised in Table 5 below:
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DISTRIBUTION OB STEM-INITIAL SEMI*-VOWELS BEFORE VOWEL SOUNDS

Table 5

Phonological analysis of semi-vowels

The summary of the distribution of semi-vowels before vowels 
presented in Table _5 shows that the labio-velar semi-vowel /w/ 
occurs only before unrounded open and rounded back vowels and 
that both the labio-ualatal /q/ and the palatal /j/ semi-vowels 
occur before unrounded open and front vowels;, all three semi
vowels, that is, are possible before unrounded open vowels.

It may be possible in a phonemic analysis to treat at least 
the two semi-vowels /w/ and /q/, which have In common the 
feature of labialization, as being in complementary distribu
tion - a phonological relationship which is recognised by the 
current orthography in representing both semi-vowels by the 
letter 'w'l that is, to regard the semi-vowels /w/ and / ^ /  as 
allophones of the same phoneme with labio-palatal realization 
before front vowels and a labio—velar realization before back 
vowels.
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In the phonological analysis adopted here, the three semi 
vowels are treated separately and any phonetic differences are 
dealt with in terms of a three-term system of syllable-initial 
prosodies and stated as w/q/y/. The phonetic exponents of 
w-prosody include haclaxess of tongue' position and lip-rounding 
which characterise the articulation of the labio-velar semi- 
vowel/W/the exponents of syllable-initial q-prosody include 
fronting and lip-rounding, features which characterise the 
articulation of the labio-palatal semi-vowel /q/; and the 
phonetic exponents of syllable-initial y-prosody include 
fronting and spread lips, features characteristic of the arti
culation of the palatal semi-vowel /j/.

The phonological structure of the above examples (1-14), 
all of which are mono-syllabic verb stems except (5) which is 
disyllabic, is' supplied below and each verb stem is specified 
either as an H-type of I—type. In the phonological formulae, 
the superscripts w, q or y to the left of the round brackets 
are the syllable-initial prosodies and the siibscripts w, y, 0 
to the right of the round brackets are the word or syllable 
prosodies.

E X A M P L E S
1. wua /was / ’to steal’ H [ V (S )3J

2. wa /wa / ’to curse’ J. [W(E)9j
3. wu /wu / ’to die’ H iW(l)wJ
4* wo /wt) / 'to bear child’ L [W(l)w]
5. wo Ice/woke/ •to peel off H |W (E)w(CE)y]
6 • wo /wo / ’to prick, 1 |P(E)wj

inject’
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7. we / m / 'to dry' I- D t U y l
8. wie /qe / 'to finish' H L4(E)y]
9# we /ms // 'to swim' L L4 CE)y]
10. yi / ji / 'to be full’ H ll(i)y]
11. ye /3i / 'to remove' ' 1. Lyd)fl
12. js /je / oo-p I Ly(E)yl
13* >yia /d® / 'to meet' H ty(E)31
14. va /da / 'to be at L [y(E)a]

loggerheads'

Finally, it should he mentioned as a characteristic 
feature of CTV verbs (and, for that matter, also of syllables) 
in which the C element is realized as a semi-vowel, that they 
are never nasalized, and therefore n/n-prosody does not apply.

It has already been mentioned that mono-syllabic CV and 
disyllabic OVV' verb stems In which the C element is realized 
as a voiced non-nasal consonant do not, as a rule, occur 
nasalized. This common feature in respect of characterization 
by the absence of nasality constitutes formal grounds for 
regarding semi-vowels as voiced consonants.

Consonant articulations

Table 6 below presents the consonant articulations of 
Nzema in the phonetic transcription used throughout this thesis# 
The IFA symbols for the same phonetic values are given In 
round brackets.
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All consonant letters have the qualities normally associated 
with them in the transcription of African languages except the 
following:

1- The voiceless alveolarized labial plosive /tp/ is 
written as 1p 1 as in (1) pema/tpima/ 'grass-cutter* and the voiced 
variety /db/ is written as *gb’ as in (2) agbema/adbima/ 'grass- 
cutters ’.

2. The letter 'n' has at least four phonetic values:
(i) it usually represents the alveolar nasal consonant /n/ as the
realisation of the generalised G element in a OY syllable or
specifically as the N element in nasal complexes or consonant
sequencê , where it occurs before the consonants/d; s, z/, as in

*(?) kpundi/kpundi/ ■ 1 to exercise1, (4) nsuu/nsu/ ’seven’,
(5) minzi/minzr/ ’to frown’; and the letter ’n' also represents 
the following nasal consonants as the realizations of the IT 
element in consonant sequences: (ii) the labio-dental nasal /nri/ 
occurring before the voic ed labio-dental fricatives /v, vw/, as 

kanvo/karrivO/ ’to praise’, and (7) funvoa/funjvwa/ ’to 
smell* sniff1; (iii) the palatal nasal consonant /ny/ occurring 
before the voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar affricates 
/ky, gy, gyw/ as in (8) abonkye/abonyky1/ ’goat’, (9) kangye/ 
kanygyx/ ’to harden', (10) ondwu/onygywu/ 'it’s not the correct 
number* and also before the labio-palatal and the palatal semi
vowels /q, j/, as in (11) onwe/onyqx/ ’it doesn’t dry’ and 
(12) yeanvi/.1 @:ny.1 i/ 'it's not full’; (iv) the velar nasal /p/ 
before the voiceless and voiced plosives /k, lay; g, gw/, as in
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(‘15) alenks/ alipks/ 'door’, (14) snkoane/ (s) pkwan (i ) / 'soup'
(15) kongo/kopgo/ ‘to crawl’, (16) ngoaye/pgwa.Is/ ’joke’ and 
also before the labio-velar semi-vowel /w/ as in (17) onwa/opwa/ 
’he doesn't grow tali'*

3* The letter ’m ' has three phonetic values: (i) its
normal representation of the bi-labia^ nasal consonant /m/ ms the 
realization of the C element or the N element in the consonant 
sequence /mp/'as in (18) ranaefoa/mpajifwa/ ’interest’; and in 
addition, the letter ’m ’ represents two other nasal consonants 
as the realizations of the N element in consonant sequences?
(ii) the alveolarized labial nasal /nm/ occurring before the 
alveolarized labial plosives /tp, db/, as in (19) ompe/onrntpi/
’he doesn’t struggle’ and (20) mgbema/nmdbxma/ ’grass-cutters’ 
and (iii) the velarized labial nasal /pm/ occurring before the 
velarized labial plosives /kp, gb/, as in (21) omkno/opmkpo/
’he doesn't wash it’ and (22) kpomgba/kpopmgba/ ’to sew'.

4* In addition to its representation by the letter ’n 1 
in consonant sequences, the velar nasal consonant /p/ and its 
labialized variety /pw/ have two phonologically-determined 
spellings each. The velar nasal /p/ is written as (i) ’nr’ when 
it occurs before the close front vowels /i, 1/, as in (23) nrinzi/ 
pinzi/ ’to wash up’ and (24) nrese/pisi/ ’to grin’, before the 
front and back non-close vowels /e, o/, as in (25) nrslsbs/Pelsbe/ 
'wisdom*, and (26) nr oho a/pohwa/ ’game’, and before the open 
central non-close vowels /jp, a/ as in (27) nriandi/p̂ endx/ 'to 
run’ and (28) nrals/pals/ ’weevil’ and (ii) ’nw', when it occurs 
before the close back vowel /u/, as in (29) nwu/pu/ '.to see’.
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5* The labialized velar nasal /nw/ is written as (i) 'nw1 
when it occurs before the open central non-close vowel /a/ as in

•x# ,(30)nwa /nwa / fto remit1 and (ii) ’nwu’ before the front non- 
close vowel /e/ as in (31)tunwue /tupwe / 'to wake up*.
6. In the phonetic transcription adopted here, the following 

affricates (i - iv), fricatives (v - vi) and nasals (vii - 
viii) are written as shown below :
i*/ky/ is written as Tky/ as in kye /'kye / Tto share*
ii./gy/
iii./kyw/ 
iv./gyw/

v./hy/ 
vi./hsf/ 
vii./ny/ 
viii./nyw/

" 'gy* 11 gyl /gyi / 1 to be standing
” *tw* " twi /kywi / 'to wring*
” - fdw* " dwu /gywu / *to raise up;

to reach; to 
descend *

” 'hy* 11 hye /hye / 'to force1
•v

” 'hw* " twehwe /kywxhyi / 'to puli'
” 'ny' " nya /nya / 'to bend fish’
” ’nw’ ” nwe /nywi / 'to run aground
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The double articulation consonants
A word must be said about the double articulation consonants 

represented in the phonepic transcription by the digraphs 
/kp, gb/ and /bp, db/ •

In the articulation of /kp/, the air passage is completely 
blocked by an outer closure made by bringing the lips together 
and by an inner closure between the back of the tongue and the 
velum. Both t(he outer closure at the lips and the inner closure 
at the back are made and released simultaneously. The release 
of the outer and inner closure is, generally speaking, accom-

'ipanied by inward suction due to air rarefaction. The consonant 
/kp/is voiceless and /gb/ is its voiced equivalent. The arti
culation of kp/gb may therefore, be summarized as voiceless/ 
voiced velaric bi-labial suction plosive.
In the articulation of /tu/* on the other hand, the air passage 
is completely blocked by an outer closure formed by bringing 
the lips together and by an inner closure between the front of 
the tongue and the hard palate in the alveolar region with the 
tip of the tongue down against the lower teeth* Both the outer 
closure at the iips and the inner closure on the alveolar ridge 
are made and released simultaneously* And on the simultaneous 
release- of the outer and inner closure air suddenly escaped

1. On instrumental evidence /kp/ is sometimes realized as a
pressure rather than a suction plosive as, for example, in 

* #
ekputile/ekputole?/ 'a kind of fresh wa.ter fish* or* *

*vekponle/ekponli?/ 'techie’.
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making an explosive sound with a palatal quality* The 
formation of /tp/ may, therefore, he briefly described as a

Avoiceless alveolar bilabial pressure.plosive. /db/' is the voice< 
equivalent and its production is accompanied by a reduced air 
release and palatal quality. ,

As already mentioned, the voiceless pulmonic bi-labial 
pressure plosive /p/ is rare in native Uzema words and it would 
appear that in the diachronic system it has been replaced by 
/kp/ and /tp/ in contrasting environment.
This claim would seem to be supported by a comparison with 
corresponding Akan (Twi - Bante)forms.

1. Welman (1925) identified the voiced plosive consonant
/db/ but not its voiceless variety /tp/. It is of his
torical interest to record his description of the arti
culation of /db/ and his decision, after 'discussion with 
the experts at University College#London1, to adopt the 
symbol /d/ to represent it in his 'phonetic script'. He, 
like succeding students of Hzema including the present 
writer, found this "a peculiar sound: a dental d instead 
of the alveolar d used in Ehglish; that is to say, the 
tongue touches the teeth all the way round instead of its 
tip touching the alveole or tooth-sockets or teeth-ridge 
between the teeth and the hard palate. The effect is that
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Footnotes cont’d.
in some words, especially before the vowel i, there is a 
slight suggestion of an English soft th (as in then) 
following the d sound.'55 (p. 15-16). In the introduction 
(p.13) be notes: "with regard to d, this represents a 
sound which Mr. B. B. Anaman (of Atuabo, an informant and 
student of the language who "had spent much time and labour 
on the production of a Child's Primer of the Uzima language 
and an English - Nzima manual" (p. 4) orginadJ.y represented 
by th and explained as being like the soft English th - 
in then, there, etc. For. a. time, therefore, I tried the 
phonetic symbol d, but this proved to be inexact, the 
sound having an undoubted d in it and only thereafter -a 
slight'cf (soft th ) tendency. Consultation at University 
College led to my adopting d for this sound and using d to 
represent the alveolar d, more familiar to English people, 
which is also found In Uzima." (p. 13)
The Twi forms are taken from Christaller. J.G-. (1933).
The Fante forms are taken from Mfantse Nlcasafua Ukyerewee 
Nye Ho Mbra (Fante Word List with Principles and Rules of 
Spelling). 1942.
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Twi Fante Nz ema
1. piw /piw? / piw /pyiw? ■ / pi /tpi? /

'to become -i-Vi n]r 1UAA_L IV
2. pi a /pia? / pia / pia /tpia? /

1 to push' '
3* pere /piri? / per /ptjfr / Pe /tPi? /

or pele /tpali? /
'to struggle (for) i

^ * apem / apim / apem /ap^im / apenle /atpanli? /
'a thousand'

5* puw /puw? / puw / puw? / lcpu /kpu? /
' to spew out'

6. pup /pup? / pun /pun? / kpu /kpu? /
or punu / punu /

' to spoke, expose to smoke 1
7* pono /pGno? /

t pon /pOn? / kpo /kpU? /
'to bend'

8. posaw /posaw? /POisa /posgr? / kposa /kposa? /
' to rub, grind, chew'

9* paw / paw? / pa /pa? . / kpa /kpa? /
1 to select , choose t

10. pase /pasi? / pasar /pasar? / kposa /kposa? /
' to take a walk1

11. patu /psstu? / patu / pastu? / kpadule /kp'Bdul e ? /
* owl1

12. opanyip/o p̂ ariy ip / opanyin/opwyin/ kpanyinli/kp*£nyinli?/ 
or opanyini/opasnnyini/

fan old person'
13* pap /nap / .pan /pan / mgbane /pmgban(i)/

'empty, void'
14* ampa /ampa? / ampa /ampa? / amgba..: /apmgba /

'true, truly'
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In the comparative list, examples (1-4) show that Nzema /tp/ 
corresponds to Twi /p/ and Fante /py/ before front unrounded 
vowels- It should be noted that Nzema /tp/ sounds more like the 
palatalized bi-labial plosive /py/ in Fante, but differs in having 
a double articulation.

Examples (5-12) show that Nzema /kp/ corresponds to Akan 
/p/ before bank rounded vowels (5-8) and open unrounded vowels 
(9-12). In addition, examples (13-14) show that Nzema /gb/, the 
voiced variety of /kp/, corresponds to Akan /p/ when prenasalized. 
On diachronic evidence, then, Nzema /kp/ and /tp/ are related to 
the voiceless pulmonic bi-labial pressure plosive /p/ .

It should also be mentioned that in present-day Evalueh 
(Axim) dialect of Nzema, /p/ as in psle/psls?/ * a rice farm1
corresponds to my (Esiama) /tp/ as in psls/tpsls?/ 'a rice farm*.

2 3The observations of Westerman and Bryan and Ward on these 
double articulation sounds are worth quoting here. The former 
write: !,/kp/ and /gb/ occur only before back vowels, while before-

1. It is of interest to note that Welman represents the sound 
/kp/ (which he identified but not its voiced counterpart 
/gb/) in his phonetic script by the symbol /p/ and offers 
the following explanation as regards its articulation:
"Practically as in English^ save (1) that it Is not followed 
by an aspirate, and (2) that it begins more sharply, 
especially before the vowels a, o, o, 0, u, an effect which 
may be produced by making as though to speak a k and
bringing out a p.,! (op. cit. p. 15).

2. Westerman, I. and Bryan, M. A. (1952). p. 90.
3. Ward, Ida G. (1945). P* 63-
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front vowels they are replaced hy /tp/ and /db/n. And Ward 
writes: "/tp/ is always followed hy the front'vowels, i, e, e
and none other...... Similarly, /dh/, the voiced equivalent of
/tp/, occurs like /tp/ before i, e, e, while /gb/ is. found 
before the vowels a, o, o, u.Tt On,the'basis of their comple
mentary distribution, Ward suggests that the orthography in use 
then should be simplified by discarding /tp/ and /db/ and re- 
placing them with /kp/ and /gb/ respectively.

The plosives /kp, gb/ and /tp, db/ are in complementary 
distribution, since the former occur only before back rounded 
vowels /u, 0, o, o/ and the open unrounded vowels /as, a/, where
as the latter occur only before front unrounded vowels /i, i, e, a/ 
as the following examples illustrate:

1. Hence the current spelling of the plural form 1. agbema/ 
adbima/ of the singular notin pema/tpxma/ 1 grass-cutter * 
and also 2. mgbi/nmdbi/ ^toic*.
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A n / _......,/p9̂
before! /u/ *?kpu/kpu’/ ’to spew out. 1

*

amgbu/eepmgbu */ ’sneer’

it A / kpo/kptT/ ’to wash (clothes)mgbovonle/TjmgbOvsnli *)/ ’lazy

it h i kpo/kno */ fto bark.’ mgbondolo/pmgbdndolo/ ’ bow-legged
ii /  o/ kpo/kpo'̂ ’to hate.* agbo / agbo/ ’cask’

it h /

/to/

kpa/kpa'/ 1 to shave’ amgba/ arjmgba/ ’true, truly’

it /i/ / ? / pi/tpi / ’to become thick’

u A / pe/tpi*/ ’to struggle’

tt /e/ epe/etpe/Twake-keeping*

ii /e/ pe/tpe^/ ’to cut’
On both diachronic and synchronic evidence the plosive consonants
/kp,gb/ may he regarded as velarized labials and /tp, db/ as

*1alveolarized labials; and in a phonological analysis of consonants 
may, along with other labial plosives, be^generalized by the

Ladefoged, Peter(l97l) refers to these sounds as ’labial—velar * and 
’labial-alveolarr respectively: "We will use the terms labial-velar, 
labial-palatal and labial-alveolar when describing these sounds, res
tricting the term labio-to the term labio-dental, which specifies an 
'articulation involving only one lip." (p.59)
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phonematic unit P and any phonetic differences between /kp/ 
and /tp/ dealt with in terms of a two-term syllable-initial 
w-Vy-prosody: the phonetic exponents of w-prosody being back- 
ness (or velarization) and ingressiveness (or suction) and 
q-prosody as fronting (or palatalisation) and &gressiveness (or 
pressure),
leaving aside phonetic differences in terms of v-/v-prosody, 
the phonological structure of the following mono-syllabic CV 
verb stems exemplifies the analysis suggested: 
bu /bu/ ’to break* 
bo /bo/ ’to beat* 
bo /bo/ ’to break' 
be /bi/ ’to struggle* 
ba /ba/ ’to roll'1 
kpu/kpu 11 o spew ou t1 
kpo/kpO/ ’to wash’ 
kpo/kpo/ ’to bark’ 
kpo/kpo/ ’to hate’ 
kpa/kpa/ ’to shave’ 
pi /tpi/ ’to thicken’ 
pe /tpi/ ’to struggle’
Notes on the distribution of consonants
Some notes, at this stage, would be in place on the distribution 
of consonants in initial, medial and final nosition, particularly 
in verb stems.

I

L[
C
Ltv

Pl)wJ 
PE)wJ 
PE )wj 
Pi)y] 
PE) 0 
Hf)w 
Pl)w)
Pl)w]
PE)\T 
PE)g]

H ̂ (Px)y3
I ^{PE)yJ

it
H
wlĵ

1
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a)Initial position
1) Of the plosive consonants,’only the voiceless "bilabial plosive 
/p/ (which, in.any case, is rare) and the voiced alveolarised and 
velarized labial plosives /db,gb/ do not occur in initial position 
in verb stems. The voiceless bilabial /p/ and the voiced velarized 
labial /gb/ may, however, occur initially in lexical items of other 
word classes;

1. /p/ as in the noun word uelasill /polsssoli / Enjoyment'
2. /gb/ as in the ideophonic adverbial, gbugbagbugba 

/gbugbagbugba / Unsteadily1
Both /p/ and /gb/ may also occur prenasalized:

3* mnaefoa /mpajxfwa/ Tinterest*
4* mgbseba /rpgbejiba / * a hind of shell fish*

2) Of the labialized voiceless and voiced velar plosives /kw, gw/,
the voiceless variety /itw/ occurs initially only in disyllabic verb 
stems, as in :

5* koati /kwssrfci / * to slip *
The voiced variety /gw/ occurs in initial position only in one
mono-syllabic verb stem :

6. gua /gwee/ 'to pour; to place, put*
Both may also occur prenasalized in nouns, as in :

*
7* snkoane /(s)pkwan(i) / . ’light soup*
8. ngoays /Bgwaje / 'joke'

3) All affricates occur initially; the voiceless pair /ky, kyw/ 
only before the front close vowels /i, i /. Of the voiced pair, 
the non-labialized variety /gy/ occurs only before the front 
close vowels /i, i/ and the open central vowels /as , a / and
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the labialized variety /gyw/ before front and back vowels, as 
the following examples illustrate :
9a kyi /kyi / 'to hate' 9b. kye / kyi / 'to catch, bind
10a. twi /kywi / 'to grate* 10b. , twe /kywi/ 'to puli'
11 a* gyi /gvi/ 'to be standing* 11b. gyegye/gyigvi/'to trouble*
12a. gyla/gvse/ 'to marry* 12b. gya /gya/ 'to be enthused'
13a. dwe /gywe/ 'to crush; to pain'13b.dwu /gywu/ 'to arrive;

to descend’
With the voiceless affricate pair /ky,kyw/, labialisation may be 
lexically distinctive as exemplified by (9a - 10a) above*

?-) All fricatives, except /v, vw; sy; hw, fi/, occur in initial
position. Of the set of non-initial fricatives, the voiced labio
dental pair /v,vw/ may occur pre-nasalized, as in : *

■ '■Nrf

14a* nvasoe /rqvasOws / 'profit' 14b. nvoahle /nqvwahli/'scent1.
Of the fricatives which are possible in stem-initial position, it 
should be noted that /z/ occurs only initially in two items, one 
a noun and the other a stative verb:
15a. gols /zUls/ 'top1 15b. ze /zi / 'to know1
The dorsal fricatives /hy, h/ occur initially in one mono
syllabic verb stem each:
16a. hys /hye/ 'to force* 16b. hu /hu / 'to blow air'

j) Of the nasal consonants, members of the labial set /xrj, nm, rp\ f  

do not occur in initial position in verb stems; they occur as 
the first element in consonant sequences; /tx\/ before the voiced 
labio-velar fricatives /v, vw/; /nm/ before the voiceless and
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voiced alveolarized labial plosives /tp, db/; and /rpm/ before 
the voiceless and voiced velarized labial plosives /kp, gb/; 
and, in 'such consonant sequences, they are alio phones of the 
bilabial nasal /m/ which occurs before the voiceless labial 
plosive /p/, as in (3) above*
Among the frictionless continuants /1, nl; r/, the oral and nasa
lised apical pair /l, nl/ do not occur in initial position in 
verb stems; the oral dorsal continuant /r/ only occurs in initial 
position in disyllabic verb stems and usually co-occurs with a 
voiced non-nasal apical consonant in medial position, as the 
following examples illustrate :
17a rale /rsle / ‘to dry(clothes)’ 17b* rede /ridi/ ’to struggle’
In noun words, however, /r/ may co-occur with a voiceless or 
voiced nasal apical consonant in medial position i 
18a* resee /risis / ’dry*, hard1 18b. arane /aran(i)’castle;

the government’
b) Medial position
All consonants occur in medial position In disyllabic verb stems 
except the following : the plosives /p, tp, gw/, the affricate 
/kyw/, the fricatives /fw, sy, h^, hw, h/, the nasal /nyw/(i.e* 
excluding members of the Ipbial set/nr], nm, rjm/ )* In nominals, 
however, all these consonants, except the voiceless fricatives 
/sy, h/ may, occur In medial position as the following examples 
illustrate:
1* /p/ : kapenle /kapanlx / ’scar1
2* /tp/ : apenle /atponli / ’thousand’
3* /gw/ : aguane /segwan(x)/ ’dry coconut1
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4. /kyw/ : motwe /ra okywe / 'eight’
5- /fw / : aluf uanl e /aaluf wal e / ’myrrh1
6* A m / : Ehwia /ehqija / ’a girl’s name
7. /hw / : nr oho a /pohwa / ’game, play*
8. Ayw/ : enwea /enywa / ’ sand’
9. / r / : ewolera /ewolara / ’ star&’

In medial position, the following labialized consonants:
i. the velarized labial plosives /kp, gb/ and the labialized 
dorsal consonants /kyw, gyw; hw; riw/ are ^^sually preceded In a 
verb or noun word by a syllable which contains a back rounded 
vowel, which may be close /u, 0/ or mid /o/. In the phonological 
structure of the examples, labialization is abstracted as a sylla
ble-initial prosody and symbolized as superscript w to the left 
of the round brackets and nominal vox̂ el prefixes are symbolized by 
the letter a (and realized phonetically as the front vowels /e, &/  

or the open central vowels /e s , a/). The following examples 
illustrate:
/kp/ : 1. kpukpuke /knukpuke/ ’vauour’ H rw(Cl)wW(Cl)w(CE)vn

2♦ sukpu
3* dukpane

4. kpokpa

5- sokpa 
/gb/ : 6. kpumgbu

7* kpomgbo

cob ’

/sukpu / ’to coa- H  r~(Cl)wV7(Cl)w~7
/dukpan(i)/ ’a suppor- H P(Cl)w}

ting 1 gw(CE)8(Cl)3Q
plant’

/kpokpa. / ’to an̂ ioint, I |̂w (GI)ww (CE) 
besmear’

/sukpa / ’abuse* L^(Cl)w w (CE)7^
/kpurpgbu/ . ’to draw H  [P(CIH)w w(Cl)w]

near (of 
time) ’

/kpOpmgbo/ ’to remove 1 p 7(CIh)w w(CE)w ^
p.ATm f ’r’n m
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/fw/ : 8, alufuanle/aiLuf wals / ’myrrh’

/vw/ : 9 - f unvo a / funivwu / ’to sniff, H Rci)w I w (GE)bj
smell’

/kyw/: 10. motwe /mokywe / ’eight’ Ii'T(CE)w W(CE)y~]
/gyw/: 11. kpudwu /kpugywu / 1 to wade’ H \I(0l)w W( C l ) w J

12. fudwu / fugywu / ’to search, 
examine *

, H pCl)w W (Cl)wq

13. wudwu /wugywu / ’to wade’ H |g(l)w W(Cl)~wj
14. awudwels /sewugywsle/ 13aws’ H ga w(l)wp 

Z £RcE)y(CE)yp
/hw/ : 15- nuhua /nuhwa / ’interior, inside’ £(ai)wjf l [ w(CE)ll

lb. nr oil o a / pohwa / ’game, play’ 1 r(C.E)w w(CS)e3
17. nohoals /nohwale / ’truth’ I. R c e )w  w (CE)3 (CE)yj

/pw/ : 18. tunwue /tupwe / ’to wakt? up’ H j^(Cl)w w(CE)o j

In the phonological formulae of the above examples, the syntagmatic 
relationship between successive syllables, of vhich the first con
taining a back rounded vowel is characterised by syllable w-prosody 
and the second or following syllable is characterized by syllable- 
initial w-prosody, may be regarded as exemplifying the type of 
harmony which has been termed ’labial harmony’.

The term ’labial harmony’ is used by Aoki, H. (1968: 145) to
refer to’the assimilation in respect of the feature rounding”.
He mentions .that examples of this labial harmony are to be found 
”in Turkish, and certain other Altaic languages including Azeri, 
Tuvinian, Ectmyk” and such languages of the ICwa subfamily of the 
Eiger-Congo family as Eanti (usually spelt Hants) and Igbo. He 
further notes that ’’labial harmony frequently occurs secondarily 
(my own underlining) with another type of harmony, for example in
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1Turkish the harmony is hoth palatal and labial* and in Fanti 

it is hoth horizontal^ and labial”.
¥e shall not go into the unsubstantiated implication that of 

two co-occurring or integrated harmonizing features one may be 
primarjr and the other secondary, but analyse the following data 
as further exemplification of labial harmony in Nzema.

Firstly, in medial position, the labialized velar plosive /lev// 
co-occurring in the same syllable with the raid front vowels /e, e/ 
or the open central vowel /a/ is regularly preceded in the same 
word by the back rounded vowels /u, u/- . A comparison between the 
two verb stems: i. tukue/tulcwe/ fto open1 (which is marked by
the presence of the labialized consonant /lew/) and ii. buke/buke/ 
’to open* (which is marked by the absence of /kw/) shows that the 
labialization of medial /k/ takes place under certain definite 
and generalizable conditions.

If, for present purposes, we symbolize medial /lc/ by the 
phonematic unit K, the front vowels /e, e/ by the Y element E, 
and the open central vowel /a/ by the Y element A, we may fornnu— 
larize these cases of labial harmony by phonological rules of 
the type:

1. Aoki defines the terra ’palatal’ harmony (which he attributes to 
Roman Jakobson) as ‘’harmonization in height, tenseness, or 
position of tongue root".

2. Aoki uses the term ’horizontal’ (or gravity) harmony to indi
cate that "certain morphemes have vowels imsnecifled in respect 
to the feature backness. Examples are Finnish, Hungarian, 
Altaic languages, Korean and Kanembu".

3* The back rounded mid vowel /o/ is also possible as in the one
item.: slokoe /slolcws/ ’raffia’.

(1a)
(1W
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Items, both verbs and nouns, exemplifying the first rule include:

1* tuleue /tukwe / 'to open' H jjCl)w w (k e)3
2. kukue /kukwe / 'coconut' H ]̂( GI) w W (KE)J
3. azukue / sszukwe / 'whisper' H ̂ a(Cl)w W (KE)f
4 • dokoe / dUkwe / 'something' L £(Cl)w W (KE)]
5. sokoe /sUkwe / 'to put 

down load1
L '[(Cl)w W(KE j]

6. slonkoe / elOrjkwe / 1 snail1 L £a(CIJST)w W(KE)j

And items which exemplify the second rule include: 
7 * sukoa /sukwa /
8. esukoa /esukwa /
9* asukoa /euzukwa /

It is to be noted that in (-) CIKE forms (1-6), the word 
as a whole is characterized by either H-prosody (1—3) or Ir-prosody 
(4-6) and the C element is realized as the apical plosives /t, d/, 
the apical fricatives /s, z/ the apical continuant a / and the 
dorsal plosive /k/.

With (-) CIKA forms (7-9) .however, only H-L-prosody 
functions as an element of structure of the word as a whole, and 
the phonetic exuonents of the C element are restricted to the 
apical fricatives /s, z/.

Labial harmony between successive syllables also characterizes 
forms in which the medial C element realized either as (i) the

'to learn1 H Hciiw] I, |.W(KA)j
'money' H TaCClJw] L[~W(KA)]
'prospec-' H jy(Cl)w] l[_w(KA)1
ting for 
gold in 
sandy soil1
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voiced bi-labial plosive /b/ followed in the same syllable by 
the front unrounded vowel /e/ or the open unrounded vowel /a/ or 
(ll) the bi-labial nasal /m/ followed in the same syllable by the 
open central vowel /a/ is preceded by a syllable which containing 
the bach rounded vowels /u, 0/ is characterized by a w—prosody.
If the medial consonants /b/ and /m/ are symbolized by B and M 
respectively, these instances of labial harmony may be formulafized 
by the following phonological rules:

(1a) H pBE)]------ H jgCBEyi / H r(Cl)>T] ---------
(1b) I [(BA)'],------, I, [^(EA)J / H/b jgCl)vT] --- —
(2 ) I [CtM-t]------ C t MAt| I  H//1 (CI)W ■—

Items which exemplify rule (1a) include:
1. sube /sube / Tlight soup1 H
2. adube Aedube / fmould1 H
3. awube Aswube / ’foam, lather’ H
4* Awube /aswube" / ’a girl’s name 1 H

exemplifying rule (1b) incrude:
5. toba /toba / ’bottle’ L
6. koba /kOba / ’hook’ Ii
7* akoba /akOba / ’burnt rice’ h

8. s dwo ba/s gwU b a / ’single 1 1/
9. awoba /awOba / ’pawn, security’ Ii
10. duba /duba / ’mortar’ H
11. Nuba /nuba / ’a girl’s name* H
12. aluba /ŝ luba / ’beans ’ H

W(l)w w(BETj

\(GI)w w (BA)j

['(ci)vr] iP'CBAfj 
H pa (Ol)w\ IplBA)!

items exemplifying rule (2) include:
13- noma /nSma / 'to sink, dive’ L| (Cl)w W(MA)”|
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14* snoma /anUma / ’yesterday' L Qi(Cl)w (MA) J
15* nwoma /rjOma / ’learning’ 1 [ (Ol)w W(MA)̂ J
16. anwoma /apOma / ’wind, air’ L Qa.(Cl)w w (MaT[
17. enwomanls/epOmale/ ’forehead’ L |ja(Cl)w W(MA) (OE)yJ

18. anloma / anlOma/ ’bird’ Lj~a(Cl)w w(MAf]
19. ehoma /ehOraa / ’a boy’s name’ll ^a(Cl)w W(MA)J
20. tuma /turna / 'fishing H ̂ (Cl)wl L jj^MAjQ

basket’
21. duma. /duma / ’name’ H ^
22. kuma /kumS / 'hole* H TjCl)w] 1 L_W(MA)]
23. fuma /fuma / 'to swell’ H | W (MA*)J
It is to be noted that with (-) CIBE forms, unlike (-) CIKE 

forms, only H-prosody (1-4) functions as an element of structure 
of the word as a whole; and in the case of (-) GTBA forms, 
unlike in the case of (-) CTKA forms, either ]> prosody (5-9) or 
H-L-prosody (10-12) is statable as an element of the structure 
of the word as a whole. The C element in (-) GIBE forms is 
phonetically realized as the apical consonants /d, s/ and the 
labio-velar semi-vowel /w/, whereas in (-) CIBA forms the G element 
is realized as the apical consonants /t, d; n; l/, the dorsal 
consonants /k, gyw/ and the labio-velar semi-vowel /w/.

On the other hand, (-) CIMA forms are characterized as a 
whole by either B-prosody (13-19) or H-Ir-prosody (20-23), and the 
C element is realized phonetically as the labial fricative /f/, 
the apical consonants /t, d; n; nl/, and the dorsal consonants 
/k; h; n/.

And as it was mentioned in the introductory chapter, all
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(-) GIBE and (-) OIBA forms are nouns; that is, there is no verb 
which, expounds (—) GIBE or (-) CIBA structure. On the other 
hand, (—) CIMA^ forms may be either nouns (14-22) or verbs (13, 23)

1. On the basis of the above analysis, it is suggested that 
present-day Uzema disyllabic CIA verbs, in which the first Y ele
ment-1 is realised as the back rounded vowels /u, o/, are the 
reduced forms of disyllabic verbs which were historically either 
CIBA ' or CIMA verbs; that is, GIA verbs which are not characte
rized by nasality were originally CIBA verbs, this suggestion 
being supported by the realization of doa/dOwa/ ’to wet’, which 
occurs in my speech, as doba/duba/ (exemplifying CIBA) in the Axim 
dialect of Nsema. On the other hand, GIA. verbs which are charac
terized by nasality, may originally have been CliLA verbs, as evi
denced by the realization of my speech form nua/nuwa/ as numa 
/nunia/ (exemplifying CIIfA), also in the Axim dialect, as well as 
the realization of soa/sOwa/ ’to send’ as soma/sOma/ in both the 
Axim dialect and Alcan. In either case, the labialized medial 
consonant /b/ or /m/ dropped out leaving the labialization feature 
which now occurs as a /w/- like glide between the first and 
second vowel elements.

As regards the CIA verbs, in which the first Y element-I 
is realized as the close front unrounded vowels /i, i/, these 
may historically have been GILA verbs; that is, in the cose of 
those GIA verbs which are not characterized by nasality, the L 
element in the original GILA verbs was realized as the oral 
frictionless continuant /!/ and as the nasalised variety /nl/ in 
those GIA verbs for which nasalitjr functions as an element of the 
structure of the word as a whole.
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Further exemplification of labial harmony is provided by 

the reduplicated forms of mono-syllabic verb stems of H/L g'COA)] 
or H/L h(jSA)] sub—structure. In such reduplicated forms, the 
syllable of the reduplicative prefix contains the back rounded 
vowels /u, o/ instead of the close front vowels /i, 1 /  (used in 
slow deliberate speech but realized as /a/ in normal speech) which 
usually occur in the syllable of the rediiplicated prefix of mono
syllabic verbs of H/L ’̂(CA)̂ | structure (e.g. I. fa ’to take1: 
fefa/fxfa/ and ii. nyia/nvie/ ’to set on edge’: nyinyia/nyinyse/)«
The following verb stems and their reduplicated forms illustrate: 

Yerb Stem Reduplicated Form
24* kpa/kpa/ ’to shave’ L L w (ca)] kpokpa/kpUkpa/ L  ̂‘ (G1)w

25. gua/gwes/ ’to pour;
to place

26. foa/fwa/ ’to drive
away

27* foa/fwa/ ’to scra
tch ’

28. fua/fws?/ ’to scra
tch’

29* nwa/rjwa/ ’to grow
lean ’

'(CA)]
H £ < M > ]  gugua /gugwss / H HClJw

W(CA 0
I p 7(CA)] fofoa/fOfwa / I p(Cl)w

W( C A ) ]

I rw (CA)] fonvoa/f5rr]wa/ 1 TCcifOw
P c a )'1

H (>»->] funvua/fuix]vwse/ H ̂  ( C IN) w

30. wua/wse / ,’to steal* H

31. wa /wa. / ’to grow L
tall ’

L ^ (  CAf[ nwonwa/pSnwa /

C < “ > ]
C W

<°a2
V /

wuwua /wuwaa / 

wowa /wUwa /

L \ ( C I )  
W(GA f \

H i W(l)w
wU Oii p'diw
w (a)3

1fc The present-day Nzema verb kokwa/kOkwa/ ’to polish a hearth’, 
which exemplifies CIICA, is regarded as a fossilized reduplicated 
form, on the evidence that Akan (Twi) has the verb stem kwaw and 
the reduplicated form kokwaw (an examule of labial harmony as a 
feature of reduplicated forms of mono-syllabic W(CA) verb stems in 
Akan). It. would seem, then, that in Nzema the reduplicated form ha 
survived the verb stem, which is no longer a, free form In the 
language.
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,/!/ or /nl/ Clusters

Nzema has two varieties of the voiced apical frictionless 
continuant or lateral consonant, one of which is an oral sound 
/l/ and the other, orthographically represented by the letters 
’nl’, is the nasalized variety /nl/.

Both the oral and nasalized variety only occur in medial 
position hut never in initial position. Generally speaking, 
vowels preceding and following the nasalized variety are nasalized 
hut occur non-nasalized in the environment of the oral variety.
In the phonetic transcription adopted in this thesis, the two 
sounds are represented separately as /l/ and /nl/ end vowel 
nasalization in the environment of the nasalized varietj^ is further 
indicated by the tilde.

In a. phonological analysis, however, one medial C element 
(symbolized as L) may he set up and any difference in respect of 
nasality dealt with in terms of n~/n~prosody.

A common characteristic feature of forms involving hoth 
sounds is that in normal non-emphatic speech the vocalic articu- 
lation separating the medial /l/ or /nl/ sound from the preceding 
consonant (except where it is realized as another /l/ sound) is 
reduced in duration with the result that a consonant cluster (with 
a dark /l/ as the second member) is heard. Any phonological

1. This tyoe of reduction Is imoossible where /1/ is rreceded 
by a vowel sequence, e.g. ebutuanls/ebutufoals / buttock1; 

to ale/ to wale / ’penis’
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features statable in terms of w-/y- prosody or H-/3> urosodv as
an element of structure of the relevant (preceding) syllable is
unaffected by the reduced vowel duration* It should be mentioned
that stem-medial /1/ in Nzema is diachronically related to the
Akan (Twi-Eante) /r/ sound (and the nasalised variety /nl/ corres-
ponds to the Alcan apical nasal /n%/ ) and that the process of
reduction synchronically observable in Nzema seems to have been

2 'completed in Akan and other G-hanaian languages .

Akan Nzema
/r/ 1. brs /bre / /i/ bsle/bole/ fto bring1

2 • bra /bra. / bsla/bela/ ’to come1
3* trs /trs / tele/tele/ ’to snread
4* kra /icra / kela/kala/ ’to order; 

bye1
5* kyere/kyre // kile/kale/ ’to teach,
6. fre /frs / fsle/fale/ ’to call’

/n/ 7. ano /an8 / /nl/ snloanls/*•V iVsnlUwale/
’mouth’

8* anoraa/anOma/ anloma/«*v tanlOma /
.’bird’

2.

9* nyini/nyin(i) nyinli/ ’male’
*nyahli/

G-a .and Jlwe exhibit completed cases of the process of 
reduction, Ewe in respect of /r, 1/ and G-a in respect
of /l/. Eor a description of Ewe see G-. Anske (1966)
and N. Vi Smith (1968); and for G-a see H*. M* J*
Trutenau (1969)*
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In ITzema, however, there are constraints on the incidence 
of vowel reduction such that it is only realized in the case of 
some vowels hut not In others. A reduced duration of the v> calic 
articulation is definitely realized in the non-emphatic pronuncia
tion of forms In which the syllable preceding the medial 1 element 
contains the close Y element - I. In*the examples which follow, 
the reduced vowel is transcribed as /a/ in the non-emphatic 
pronunciation in contradistinction to the emphatic pronunciation 
in which the corresponding vowel has its full phonetic value.

(a) Emphatic Speech (b) Non-Emohatic Speed
/!/ 1. I-

II.
/i/ 2. I-

II-
/u/ 3* I*,

II*

/ u /  4. I.
II*

If we symbolize emphatic/non-emphatic distinction in pro
nunciation as E/E; the phonological feature of reduced vowel- 
duration in respect of the Y element - I before the medial conso
nants /l, nl/ (symbolized by L) may be formularized as:

till /tili / 'to be blunt' /teli /
fcinli /tinli /

i 'to press1 /tanli //
sele /silx / 'to 'laugh' /sell /
senle /smli / 'fire'

*

/senli /
1-cpula /itpule /

t 'to reach; /kpela //
Injure'

kpunl a /itpunl a / 'to direct /kpeinla/

bole /bUle / 
nwonlo/pOnlO /

against; to 
be mute 1

'stone 1
'to disappear 
(of boil)1

/bale / 
/riffaio /

■
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which rule may be read as: ’in non-emphatic speech, syllables
involving the close V element - I are reduced in duration before 
the medial /±/ or /nl/'sound1.

As regards syllables involving the non-close V element-E, 
no reduction in the duration of the vocalic articulation is 
realised in the case of forms in which the syllable preceding 
medial-L contains the open central vowels /se, a/; thus only one 
possible pronunciation in either emphatic or non-emphatic speech 
is attested for the following examples:

/a?/ 5* kpali/kpesli / ’to snatch’
•V

6. tanli/tmmli / ’to scorch’

/a/ 7. salo /salu / ’to spread’
8, wale /wall / ’to be long, tall1
9* fale /fale / ’belt’

And no reduction, as a rule, is also realised in the case of 
the half-close vowels ,/e, o / , and the following items have 
only one pronunciation without vowel reduction:

/e/ 10* tele /tele / ’to spread, get worse’
gyela/gyela / ’to put on1
fele /fele / ’to boil fish’

•j
sela /sela / ’to give enema’

1. Reduction seems possible with sela/sela?/ ’to give enema*.
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h i 11 toll /toli / ’to comb’
tolo /tolo /f ’soup’
bolo /bolo i ’kenkey *
kolo /kolo / ’to melt’
kpolo/kpolo.. / ; ’to don or divest’
solo /solo / ’to line up’

In forms, however, where the V element~E is realized as 
the half-open vowels /e» 0/ vowel reduction may he realized as 
the following examples show:

/s/ 12.
Emphatic speech 
ksjjJe /ksle /
ssle /sels /

rels /role /
tv/el 0 /kywele /

ehyele/ehyels /

’to write’
’to beg, 
pray for*

’to dry’
’to scrape, 
scratch’

’a kind of bird; 
being long’

Non-emphatic speech 
/kele?/ 
/sole?/

/role?/

Zo/ 13. kpolo/kpolc / 
dwolo/gywolo / 
wolo /wolo / 
ewols/ ewols /

/kpolo?/'to rot’
’to lop off -
’to protrude, emerge* -
’ snake' -

It would seem that syllables containing the front vowel /s/ 
exhibit reduction more frequently then those involving the back 
half-open vowel /0/.

It should also be mentioned that "presence or absence of 
reduction may serve, along with other distinctive features, to
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distinguish lexical items. In the following paired examples, 
the (l) examples exhibit reduction in contradistinction to their 
corresponding (ii) examples which do not.

;echEmnha>.tic speech Non--empha.tic
14. T Pols /fule?/ ’Saturday' /fale?/

11 foie /fUle / ’monkey' -
15. I fele /fsls?/ ’to call’ /fele?/

II fele /fele / ’fish’
16. I tele /tele?/ 'to spread out’ /tele?/

II tele /tele / ’to be wide, broad’ —

Note that the members of the pair of items in exambple (14) are 
tonally distinguished; in (15) they are members of different 
word classes; and in (16), item (t) is an dynamic verb whereas 
item (ii) is a stative verb. In addition to these other distinc
tive features, presence or absence of reduction serves to dis
tinguish the Items.

The possibility of reduction may also serve, along with 
other distinctive features, to distinguish homonymous items as 
in examples (17-18) below:

Emphatic speech Non—emhhastic speech
17* I kenle/kxnlx?/ 'day'. /kenli?/

II kenle/kinlx?/ ’drum’ -

18, I kpola/kpola?/ ’to brush away' /koala?/
II kpola/kpola?/ ’to-visit’ -

Phonologicallv, however, forms exhibiting presence or absence of 
vowel reduction before /l, nl/ are analysed as OYLY; that is,
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phonologically, there are no cases of consonant cluster, and 
accordingly, in the phonetic transcrirtion, instances of vowel 
reduction are represented by’the vowel symbol / q/  to indicate 
absence of consonant clustering.

It should also be noted that there are constraints on the 
realization of the stem-initial 0 element such that only certain 
consonants in stem-initial position can co-occur with medial 
/l/ or /nl/.

a* Where the stem-initial C element is realised as the 
voiceless dorsal affricates Ay, kyw/ _(both occurring before 
front vowels), the fricatives /hy, hq/ (also occurring before 
front vowels) and the continuant /r/ (before front and open 
vowels), only the oral variety /l/ is attested in medial position, 
as the following examples illustrate!

19. kysls A y  sis / 'hat'
20. twsle Aywele / 'to scrape, ;
21. shyels /shyele // *a kind of b; 

long'
hyelehyele/hyelihysli/ 'closely'

22. rele /rele / 'to scratch'
rele /rels / 'to dry'
rale /rale / ’child'

b. The stem-initial semi-vowels /w, 3, q/, which as 
noted above never occur in a nasalized syllable, co-occur only 
with the oral variety /!/:
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23. M wulu /wolu / 1 to jump'
mil a /wol a / 'to put on'
wolo /wo 10 / 'to enter'
wol© /wele / 'bee.'
wolo 1 / wol 0 / 'to emerge'
wale /wall / 'to be long,

•■'xj-
C\l h i yila /jola / 'to bless'

yela /jola / 'to burn'
evsle /sjele / 'cold'
yalo /jalO /

f 'to yawn'
25. h / ewe Is /eqele / 'deer'

wslekoko/qsIs
le ok 0/

. 'cold'

c. It should also he mentioned that, as a rule, in forms 
where the vowel element in the first syllable is realised as one 
of the set of non-close vowels /e, s, o, o/- which ere usually 
oral “ only the oral variety /l/ follows, as in (10-13* 15-16).

As already mentioned, medial /l/ corresponds to Akan /r/.
In Akan (Asante Twi), the consonant /r/, according to Dolphyne 

(1965), co-occurs only with Initial plosives, fricatives or 
affricates but not with nasals. Tiirre is no such restriction on 
the corresponding Nzema consonant /l/ which, like its nasalized 
variety /nl/, co-occurs with nlosives (except /gw/), fricatives 
and affricates as well a.s with, the nasals /m, n, ny, r>/, as in 
the following examples in which the (a) items are nouns and the
(b) items a^e verbs:
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/m/ : (a) monle /monli / 'tears' Mole /mOls / ' Sund ay'
(b) minli /monli / 'to lose1 muni a/mania*/ 'to frown'

/n/ : (a)
*

ninli /nenli / 'mother* nolo /nolo / 'gong-gong
(b) nenle /nanl? / 'not to answer1

/ny/: (a)
*

nyinli/nyonli /■ 'male' nyila/nyala/ 'boil'
(b) nyenla/nyanla / 'to direct against1

/ T)/ : (a) nwonl om o/ipnl Om o / 'morning' nwole/rple / ' 'oil'
(b) nwo nl o /.Tjanl 0 / 'to dis-y nwoiila/ponla/ 'to roam'

appear1
It di ould be noted, however, that in noun words (underlined)
nasal consonants may co-occur with the oral variety /l/ whereas 
in verbs nasal consonants only co-occur with the nasalized variety 
/nl/.
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Syntagmatic relationship between /r/ and /l/

There exists a syntagraatic relationship between the dorsal 
frictionless continuant /r/ and the oral apical frictionless 
continuant /l/ such that in nominal as well as verbal forms in 
which the stem-initial G element is realized as /r/, the consonant 
element of the following syllable is frequently realized as /l/, 
as in the following examples:

1. raale 1 woman'
2. rale 1 child’
3* srele ’sack’
4. srelera 'old person'
5* erelake 'palm branches’
6. rele 'memory'
7. erele ' proverb'
8. ereladene 'motherly'
9. •arsis 'palm tree/nut'
10. rele 'to scratch'
11. rele 'to dry’

Conversely in forms where /l/ occurs medially, /r/ usually occurs 
as the consonant of the following syllable as in the following 
noun words:

/ f12. bslsra ’voung woman’
13. solora ’cat fish*

1, The /r/- /l/ relationship is confirmed in the ITzema version
riledio of the English word radio.
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' star'
15* kpodelera
16. ngyigyilira 'ants'
17* sendolera b o n f i r e 1

as well as in the adjectivizing suffix ̂ £lira/-lera exemplified 
in the following derivations from verbs:

This syntagmatic relationship may he regarded as an instance of 
consonant harmony in Nzema.

Further evidence of the /r/-/l/ relationship is provided 
by the mutation of stem-initial /b/ as /r/ in forms where /b/ is 
followed by /l/ as the consonant element in the next syllable, as 
exemplified by the plural form arelemgbunli * chiefsT of the 
singular noun belem.gbi.inli 1 chiefT and the rerfect tense form 
3rd person singular yersle 'he has fought1 of the verb stem be Is 
'to bring1.

that is, final syllables in polysyllabic, words and mono-syllables 
are open rather than closed syllables. In normal, unemphatic 
speech, however, final vowels co-occurring with some consonants 
and semi-vowels in final or only syllables may be e3.ided with the 
consequent realization of consonants or semi-vowels in final 
position.

1. Items (14-17) may well, be derivations from verbs in which
the constituent elements -lira., -lera, —Isra are realisations, 
according to the vowel harmony, of the same nominalizing suffix.

19* we-lera
18. wu-lira 'rotten1 (wu 'to die, rot') 

'dry' (we 'to dry' )

c. Final Position
As a rule, consonants do not occur in final position.
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Final consonants/s emi-vowels in nol vsyLlabic words

With polysyllabic words, i* the bi-labial nasal consonant 
/m/ (in nominals only), ii* the alveolar and palatal nasal 
consonants /n, ny/; (in verhs as well as nominals), iii. the 
velar nasal consonant / r \ / (in nominals only), iv. the voiced 
fricative /z/ (in verbs only), v. the labio-velar semi-vowel /w/ 
(in nominals only) and vi. the palatal semi-vowel /j/ (in 
verbs only) may be realised in final position, when the poly*/- 
syllabic words in which they occur as the consonant element of 
the final syllable are used as one-word sentences or occur in 
sentence-final position in normal unemphatic speech. In slow, 
emphatic speech, however, the full pronunciation of such poly
syllabic words marked by a final vowel, of the set of front or
back close vowels /i, i, u, o/, is used. In the examples which
follow, the (a.) items are nominals and 

Polysyllab i c word
the (b) items are verbs*
Emphatic Non-emphatic 

Pronunciation Pronunciation
/m/ : 1a) medame .’(pronoun) I, m.eT ✓/midami/ */midam ?/

komu ’monkey’ /komu / /kom? /
/n/ : 2a) boni ’which* /boni / /bon? /

ehane ’trap1 /ehani / /ehan? /
b) tone ’to sell’ /toni / /ton? /

/ny/ * y n) Masnyi ’a girl’s name 1 /many! / /mSiy? /
manye ’herring’ /manyi / /many? /

b) sonyi. ’to sieve’ /sonyi / /sony? /
bonve ’to call bj  

shouting’
/bony? / /bony? /•
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Polysyllabic word Emphatic Non—emphatic
Pronunciation Pronunciation

/n/ : 4a) koonwu Quietly,
quiet’

/ivO : Tjft / /ko :p? /

/z/ : 5b) dwazo ’to stand up

/3/ : 7b) kpaye ’to call out
about waresT

/w/ : 6a.) asawu ’a cast-net*
adaw ’conversation1

doonwo ’many /do:r)0 / /do:r)? /
/gywazU / /gywaz?/
/esssswu / /asssEw? /
/eadaswu / /eedssw? /
/kpaji / /kpaj? /

In normal speech, the full pronunciation with a final vowel
is also realised when such polysyllabic words occurring in nominal 
or verbal pieces are followed, in the case of nominal, by the 
definite article ne, ’the’ the determiner ye ’this’, or a vowel 
particle (e.g* a) and, in the case of verbs, by the pronominal 
objects me ’me’ and ye ’him, her, it’, as the full pronunciations 
of the noun or verb words in the following nominal or verbal pieces 
illustrate:

Nominal/Verbal niece Pull pronunciationof Noun/Verb word
/m?dami "S' ̂  /
/ehani j(x)? /

*/many*x n(x)? / 
/srSRSWU n(f)? / 
/tom j(i)? / 
/b ony"i m (i) ? /

8. me dame o ’it’s me
9. ehane ye ’this trap’
10, manye ne ’this herring’
11. . asawu ne ’the cast-net’
12, tone ye ’sell It’
15* bonye me ’cell me by

shouting’

15* kpaye me ’give myappellation’

14- dwazo ye stand him ur>*
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Syllabic final- consonants in mono-syllabic morrhemes

In normal, unemphatic speech, final /m, n, r\, z/ as well 
as the semi-vowel /j/ may be syllabic, when they are realised as 
the contracted form of a mono-syllabic .morpheme in sentence-final 
position. Such mono-syllabic morohemes may be the definite article 
ne ’this1, the pronominal objects me ’me’ and ye Ihim, she, it’, 
the determiner ye ’this’ or the (possessed) root forms of the 
local inalienable nouns: nu(hua) TinsideJ; interior’, nwo(is)
’outside, exterior’, zo(ls) ’top’, occurring after nouns or verbs* 
In slow, emphatic speech, such mono-syllabic items receive their 
full pronunciation with a final, vowel, as shown below in the 
unemphatic and emphatic pronunciations of the following nominal 
and verbal pieces:

Nominal/Vernal niece Unemphastic 
nr o nu n c i a t i o n

Emphatic 
pronunci at ion

1̂>. balca ne 
17'. bsda ye
18. fa ffiaa me

19. kpouds ye 
20 a. namule nu

’the tree’
’this child’ 
’give it to me’ 

’loot: for him’ 
’in a village' 

b. to nu(hu.a) ’make it loose’ 
21a. baka nwo 'outside tre
b. bo nw®(ls) 

22a. baka zo
'add to it' 
'the toilet’

b. maa zo(ls) 'lift it up'

be mentioned that the (a) examples are genitive constructions

/baka n 9 / /ba'ks n i /
/beda j 9 /• /bada j i /
/fa ma m ? // /fa ma nti /
/kpOnds U I /kpUnde ji/
/nssirule n ?/ /naj

/ / /
mule nu/

/to n ? ./ /to nu(hwa) ?/ *

/baka p 9 / /baka *nU /
/bo T) ? / /bo T)0 (is)?/
/baka z ri / /ba1:a ztf /
/ma z ? / /ma zU (le)?/

examples (20-22 (a-~b)), it should
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involving the possessed root forms of the three local inalienable 
nouns, whereas the (b) examples are verbal pieces, the unemphatic 
forms of which involve onljr the (possessed) root forms and the 
emphatic forms involve either the (possessed) root forms or the 
absolute forms.

To summarise, the elision of the final vowel as a feature of 
normal, unemphatic speech takes place under the following condition*

(a) the mono-syllabic or polysyllabic morpheme must occur 
in pre-pause position?
(b) the consonant or semi-vowel which is realised in final 
position upon the elision of the final vowel must be the 
consonant element of the final or only syllable and such 
final consonants may be syllabic in the case of mono-syllabic 
morphemes;
(c) the elided final vowel is restricted to the close V 
element-T, but the members of the set of vowels are restricted 
in their distribution: /i,. u/ occurring only after /m/,
/i, i, u/ after /n/, the front close vowels /i, 1/ after the 
palatal nasal /ny/, /i/ after the palatal semi—vowel /j/, 
the back close vowels /u, u/ after the velar nasal /r]/ and 
the labio-yelar semi-vowel /w/, and the back vowel /o/ only 
after the voiced fricative /z/.
Tire elision of the final vowel is marked by certain features: 

the elided final vowel is usually replaced by a glottal stop in 
instances where there is none in the emphatic utterance (as in 
(1) above); the voiced apical fricative /z/ is slightly devoiced; 
and there is no oral release for the resultant final nasal conso
nants. lip spread or rounding as a feature of the final syllable 
is retained.
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■Finally, mention should he made of final /m/ in a number of
compound words (e.g. nrslsbs-(a)ssm 'wise talk') whose constituent
elements consist of a native Nzema noun word (e.g. nrelsbs
'wisdom') plus assm 'talk, case, matter'*

In view of the fact that the second element assm is a free
form in Akan hut not in Nzema and that, as a rule, consonants
do not occur in final position in Nzema hut may he realized in
final position in normal unemphatic speech tinder the conditions
described above, the second element assm may he regarded as an

* 2Akan loanword (the Nzema equivalent being edweks 'talk, .case, 
matter').

In such compounds, which may he labelled 'assm-comnoundsv, 
the native Nzema noun word element may he a plural form (1—9 ) or 
a singular noun with no specific plural form (10-14). ^he process 
involves the deletion of the vowel prefix -a of the second element 
assm (as in the corresponding .Akar comuounds") and, in a few cases 
(7— 10), of the final syllable of the Nzema noun word constituent 
which has an /l, nl/ as the consonant element.

1. The Item as am occurs as the first element in the one Nzema 
word as smgbandwa 'no s ey1.

2. The Nzema equivalents of the Akan verbal pieces: 1a- ka assm
'to say some matter' and 2a. di assm 'to judge a case' are
respectively 1b. ka edwske and 2b. di edweks*•r" ' ■' ■ ■■■'■ - .. .. \ ■" ■

3 . The corresponding Akan equivalents of the Nzema, comnoimds
3a. n^oasea-ssm 'foolish talk* and 4a. nrslsbs-sem 'wisdom1
are respectively 3b. nkwasea-ssm and 4b. (a) - nyansa-ssm.
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In the following examples of 'assm - compounds', the singular 
forms of the plural noun constituents are indicated in round 
"brackets:

Assm - compounds
1. mbeda~ssm
2. mbslera-sem

3. n'goasea-sem

4.

5*

/mmsdasem / (bsda 'child') 'childish talk
/mmolerassm / (bslsra 'young 'girlish talk*

woman')
/rjgwas(i)jaslm/ (koasea 'a fool') 'foolish

talk,

mrelera-ssm

mrenva-ssm

/mmrolerasem / (srelera 'old
woman')

/mmenyassm / (nrenya 'man')

matter1
'behaviour or 
manners 
associated 
with old age

'manly deed or 
behaviour, 
associating 
with men*

6. mraals-sem /mmal e s sm / (raals 1 woman') ' womanly talk;
associating 
with women’

7- ngaku(1a)-sem /pgakolasem / (kakula 'child') 'childish talk’
8* mgbanyl(nli)-sem/rjrngbanyisem / (knanyinll 'old 'talk, manners,

person') airs, rela
ting to an 
old person; 
history, oral 
tradition'

9* mgbavo(is)-ssm /rpmgbavUsem / (icoavols 'voung 'talk, beha-
man *) viour or 

manners asso
ciated with 
the youth'
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Assm - compounds

10. munzu(le)~sem /mftnzussm / taboo; matter per
taining to bad omen

.12. ahone-sem
11. abofo-sem - /abofOsem / 

/a'bon(i)ssm /
’boast, bragging, bluff
’matters pertaining, to 
fetish’

14» nrslebs-rsem
13. ayene-sem /ajen(i)sem / 

•/polsbsssm / ’ wi s dom, wi s e talkT
’evil talk or behaviour1

It is to be noted that the syllable of the second element 
has always a high tone as in the Alcan word assm.

The Glottal Stop
The glottal stop occurs in utterance-final position or pre

pause position and does not function as a consonant phoneme in 
the language.

In final position, it is only realized after short vowels 
but never after lonn vowels. Thus in the following examples, the 
glottal stop occurs after the reduplicated forms, regarded e.s one- 
word utterances, which involve final short vowels, but not after 
the long vowels occurring in the stems:

Stem Reduplicated Form
1. komii /komi: / ’clear, clean* komikomi /komikomi? /
2. betaa /bita: / ’soft, filthy’ betebeta /bitsbita?./

The following are some of the contexts in which the glottal stop
i s par ti cud arly notice able:

(a) As mentioned above, the glottal stop usually replaces
elided final vowels;



It is realized after polysyllabic noun words, used 
as one-word utterances, if such words contain a high- 
tone syllable which may be final or non-final, as in:

Pinal high-tone syllable: -ay.ile /fsjale?/
'medicine1

4 * e dweke/e gywske ?/
, 'matter, case1

5* kuma /kuma? / 'hole

6. eya /eja? / ’leaf
farm

Non-final high-tone syllable: 7« kelata/kalata?/
'naper, letter 

*
8r. . bozonle/bUsahlx?/ 

'god'
9. bolo /bolo? / 'a

kind of food'
10, nyila/nyila? / 'boil

In 2nd person singular direc4' imperative mood clauses,
where the- glottal stop occurs in pre-pausal position
after a high tone in the case of mono-syllabic verbs
and the tri-syln abic verb dum.ua and after a low tone
in the case of disyllabic verbs:

11. ko /k6 ? / 'go'
12. sia /syce ? / 'return'
13. gyinla/gyonla? / 'stop'
14- kposa /kpUsa ? / 'chew it'

*
15* dunua /.dumuwaP/ 'go ahead'
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(a) In transitive clauses involving verbs which do not
favour the pronominalization of a definite inanimate 
object noun phrase, even though the glottal stop may 
not occur-after the corresponding transitive clause 
containing an object noun phrase:

16a. yekpo edanls ne /jikpU ed&le ni/
(she has washed the cloth)

16b. yekpo 1 /jikpO ? /
(she has washed it)

In the transcription used in this thesis, the glottal stop 
is not, for convenience, indicated, particularly since its 
occurrence is so -predictable.
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Consonant Sequences

The descriptive statement of consonant sequences presented 
in this section is restricted to mono—morphemic (verbal as well as 
nominal), structures, . Consonant, sequences in non-monomorphemic 
structures, regarded as instances of the phenomenon of consonant 
mutation in the immediate environment of a preceding nasal conso
nant, are dealt with under ’consonant mutation' (see below)*

Generally speaking, consonant sequences occurring in the 
language consist of a homorganic nasal as the first element 
followed by a plosive (examples 2-3, 6-8, 11), affricate (examples 
5, 12) or fricative (examples 1, 4?10) as the second element in 
the sequence. The nasal consonant element (symbolised as N) is 
restricted in its phonetic realizations to the set of non- 
labialized nasal consonants /m, rp, pm, n, ny, p/; that is, the 
labialized varieties /nyw, pw/ are excluded. The following 
consonant is, as e rule, voiced as in examples (1-8)

/ m Ka) nvasos /njvasUwe / ’profit’
(b) sanvs /s arrive / 1 key1

/pn/ 2(a) ngbane /pngban(i) / 'useless'
(b) amgba /apmgba / 'true'

/n/ 3 (a) ndaue
*

/ndan(i) / 'oath'
(b) nwonda /ponda / 'junction'

4 (a) nzule /nzule / 'water'
(b) Mans a /manza / 'a girl's name'

/ny/ 5(a) ngvenle
*

Arygyanllf i 'salt'

(b) vonavs /kony my e / 'guinea fowl'
A W 6(a) mgbi /nmdbi / 'long-suffering

(b) pimgbi /tpihmdbi / 'to crease'
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^  -I/p/ 7 (a) Ngonloma /pgsnlOma / 'Nkrumah (the ninth
child)1

(b) amungu /sanupgu / 'mist, fog*
8(a) ngoaye /pgwajs / 'joke'

The following homorpanic consonant may, however, be voiceless:
~ 2/m/ 9 (a) mpaefoa /mpajifwa / ’interest1

(b) kompels /kompsle / 'business company
(English loan)

1. Abercrombie,, David (1967) writes: "In many African
languages, however, a nasal and a following homorganic
stop at the beginning of a word do not form a cluster; the
nasal is syllabic as in the G-hanaian name Nkrumah, for
example." (p. 144)* While agreeing with his descriptive
statement as far as it goes, I should like to point out
that the form of the -proper name Nkrumah is both Anglicized*
and Akanized. The Akan equivalent is Akrop/akrOp/ 'the 
ninth child' derived from the cardinal numeral akrop/akrOp/ 
(or akonop/akUnOp/ 'nine'). In Nzema (the language of 
the late President of Ghana of that name) the consonant 
sequence ,/pk/ in either initial or medial position in a 
word is rare; and the consonant cloister /kr/, as already 
mentioned, is impossible. The native Nzema form giÂ en 
in example (7a) above is derived from the numeral 
ngonla/pgonla/ 'nine'.

2 . This item is a compound: mpae-foa, of which the first
constituent mpae is an Akan nominalization from the verb 
pae/pai?/ 'to break, divide'; the second constituent 
foa/fwa/ 'half, part? occurs in the same form in both 
Alcan and Nzema.
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M 10(a) nsa /ns§; / ’three’
nsia /nsija / ’six ’
nsutu /nsu: / ’seven’

M

(b) 
11 (a)

ab onsam 
enkoane

/ abhhSEtm 
/(e)r)kwan(

/*
i)/

’the devil’ 
’light soup

/fry/ 12(b) abonkye /abonylcyi / ’goat’

Consonant sequences involving a voiceless homorganic consonant 
as the second constittxent are rare in native mono-morphemic 
structures; in particular the sequence /mp/ as in example (9 ) 
is attested’ only in loan words.

Phonologically, the homorganic nasal belongs to the 
preceding syllable and the following consonant belongs to the 
following syllable as its initial consonant; that is, the 
sequence is not realized phonologicallv as a cluster. Hence the 
descriptive term ’consonant sequence1.

In forms (usually nominals) where the sequence is initial
as in the (a) examples of (1-12), the homorganic nasal is
syllabic, and since this is a predictably regular feature such
syllabic nasals are not indicated in the phonetic transcription
adopted in this thesis. Thus, for example, in the cardinal

#
numeral nsuu/nsu:/ ’seven1 (10a) , represented by the phonological 
formular HCV, the syllable division falls between the HO sequence

1. The final /m/ is evidence that the item is a loan word, 
possibly from Akan.
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that is, the initial N element realized as the apical nasal 
/n/ is syllabic and the following C element realized as the 
voiceless apical fricative /s/ is the stem-initial consonant.

■■Where, however, the sequence occurs within-the word as in 
the (b) example's of (1—7) the homorganic nasal is realized 
phonolo^'^l/^/ as the final closing consonant of the preceding 
syllable. For example, in the noun-word i. nwonda/ non da/ 
’junction’ or the verb stem ii* ken da/ken da/ ’to hang‘up *, both 
of the phonological structure QjVNOJV, the sjllable division falls 
between the NCg sequence; that is, the first syllable has the 
structure (which is always characterized by nasality) in
which the ¥. element realized in either ca.se as the anical nasal 
/n/ is the final closing consonant, and the second syllable has 
the structure C2Y (which may be characterised by the presence 
(as in ii.) or absence (as in i.) of nasality) in which the 
initial 0^ element is realized as the voiced apical stop /d/ in 
both words.

Consonant sequences only occur within polysyllabic verb 
stems; that is, the verb in Nzema is characterized by the absence 
of initial syllabic nasal (end, for that matter, of initial vowel 
syllable). Two sub-types of di syllabic CVNCV verb stems, within 
which consonant sequences occur, may be set up;

(a) XVYYV verb stems in which the stem—initial 0 element 
(symbo1i z e d as x) realized as a voiced or voiceless consonant 
and the voiced medial (non-nasal) consonant (symbolised °s Y) 
m.s”- differ rhoroloorieal 1 v in resrect of aop ^gp g p erticui 'Hon
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but may have the same or different manner of artiei3.la.tion. The 
exponents of the stem-initial C element may he the voiced plosive 
/b/ (No.1), the voiceless plosives /tp; k, kp/ (15? 2-6), the 
voiceless fricatives /f,~fw, s/ (7-10),, the voiced affricate 
/gy/ (26), or the nasals /m, rj/ (17-20). The voiced medial (non
nasal) consonant may be the plosives /d? db; gb/ (2; 15? 1? 22) 
the fricatives ,/v; z/ (27-28), or the affricate /gy/ (14-)* " *.
The following list of disyllabic verb roots of XVUYV sub
structure is well-nigh complete and has been divided into five 
groups (A-E):

Group A
1. bsnga /bsnga / 1 to go round, surround'
2. kun do /kftndo / 'to roll on the ground'
5. kpundi /kpundi / 'to stretch limbs for exercise'
4* kponde /kpSndi* / ., 'to scatter'
5- kponde ,/ /kpUnds / 'to search for'
6* kponza- /kpcfrisg: / o-p meet unexpectedly'
7. f inde /f inde / 'to get/go out, appear'
8. f ende /FSndx / ' to scatter, sprinkle'
9. fuandi / f'wandi / ' to throw1
10. sande /s§rndi / 'to disperse'
11* nriandi /Tpsndi // 'to run (away)*
Group B
12.. bondo /bdhdo / 'to dent'
13* kondo /kUndo / 'to open/bruise a wound'
14. kangye /kanygyi / 'to harden or weaken'
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Group B (cont’d)

15. pimgbi /tpinmdbi 'to crease’
16. fonda /fOnda / ’to worsen ’
17. minda /minda / T to warp ’
18. minzi /minzi / * to frown’
19. mundu /mhhdil / ito cover completely’
20. nrinzi /rjinzi / ’to wash up, rinse’

Group C
21. kpanza /kpanza: / ’to flower (of maize)’
22. 'ssmgba / serjmgba. / ’to flower, bloom (of maize)
23. nrenze /panze / ’to become pregnant’

Group :d

24. kends /kands / ’ to wai t ’
25. kenda /konda / ’to hang up’
26. gyenva /gvonnva / • / ’ to carry on shoulder1
Group E

27. ksnvo /kanpvo // ’to praise’
28. kponza /kpbnzsi / ’to shout when singing’

Generally speaking, disyllabic XVNYV verb stems are dynamic 
verbs and may be sorted into the following semantic groupings* 
items (1—11) of Group A express processes which involve movement 
of one kind or another; items (12-20) of Group B refer to pror- 
cesses which result in a change of state; items (21-23) of 
Group C refer to biological processes resulting in s. change of 
state; items (24~26) of Group D refer to localized processes; 
and finally# items (27-28) of Group E express communicative pro
cesses involving the use of the vocal organs.

1. This item exemplifies PVUBV rather than XV1TYV verb stem.
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0>) PYNBV verb stems are distinguished from XVNYV verb 
stems in that the stem-initial C element (symbolized as P) has 
the same place and manner of articulation as the medial (non
nasal) consonant (symbolized■as B) and voicelessness as a feature 
of P is related to voicing as a feature of B. The phonetic 
exponents of stem-initial consonant P are restricted to the voice
less plosives /kp, t, 3c/ and fricatives /f, s/ and their voiced 
varieties realize B* As already mentioned, the members of the 
consonant sequence occurring within the word — i.e. the nasal N 
and the following voiced consonant B - are homorganic. It is, 
therefore, a characteristic feature of PWBV verb stems that 
between the stem-initial consonant ?, the nasal conson°nt N -jr 
the sequence end the following consonant B there is a nhonologi— 
cal relationship nf consonant harmony which may be labial, apical 
or dorsal as the following examples illustrate:

I» labial consonant harmony
1 (a) funvoa /funrjvwa / ’to smell, sniff*

(b) kpomgbo /icpOnm.gbo / 'to remove corn from cob1

II. Arical consonant harmony
2 (a) tends /tonda 1 / * to talk’

(b) simzo. /sttnzo / Tto remove rafia, to roll in
(of waves)’

ITT. Dors g.l c on a onan t ha rm ony
3 (a) Deng a /kop.ga / ’to read’

(b) kongo /kOpgO / ’to crawl*
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Morphologically, PVFBY verbs are distinguished .from 
XVBYV verbs since the former are capable of secondary reduplica
tion whereas, Generally speaking, the latter exhibit primerjr 
reduplication.

Below is a comulete list (divided into four groups F-l) 
of PV1TBY verb stems with their secondary redup 11ca.tea forms:

PVNBV Verb Roots Secondary Re dual i cat ed Form--------  - - -- - -- - - -------  r r   11  ;----- - r- -  —

Group F
1. tende /tmdi^ / 'to stre- tendeende /tindimdif /

tch, stand 
on tir-toe*

2. kongo /kOpgU / 'to crawl* kongoongo /kUpgUI'pgO'f' /
3» kpumgbu/kpftrmgbil^/ 'to dravr

near.- (of 
even, time)'

4* sinze /sinze / 'to hang* sinzeenze /sinzemze^ /

Group G-
3* tenda /tender . / 'to entan- tindsenda • /tShd^indg; /

gle, be
come en- 
tabgle 
(of thread)'

6. kpomgba/kpfJrpgba / 'to sew' kpomgbsemgba/kpUrjmgbe :rpngba/
7. senza /sohzfi / 'to change senzsenza /senzs^nza. /

(dress,
money)

8. senze /sinzi / 'to become
stiff *
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PVNBV Verb Roots Secondary Reduplicated Perm

9*
G-roup H,

kpomgbo/kpUrpmgbo / ’to remove kpomgboomgbo/kpUrjmgboJTirngbo /
corn from

10 ,

11

cobf
sinzi /sinzi / ’to peel sinziinzi /sinzi:nzi

(yam, 
cassava)’

sunzo /sUnzo / * to remove sunzoonzo /siTnzoinzo
revfia’

/

/

12.
13.

G-roup I 
tends /tonds 
kenga /kopga

/ ‘to talk’
/ ’to read, 

chent’

tendsends /tendssnde 
kengsenga /kopgs :r]ga.

/
/

14-* funvoa /f'dnpvwa / ’to smell, funvoeenvoa /furyvwbirpvwa /
snit I

A common phonological feature of'disyllabi c verbs of (a) XVNTV 
and (b) PVMBV structure is that in either case the first syllable 
ending with a closing nasal consonant (i.e. (a) XVIT- and (b) PV1T-) 
is predictably characterized by nasality, but the second open 
syllable (i.e. (a) -YV and (b) -BV) is characterized by the 
presence or absence of nasality. The second syllable is non
nasalized if it contains the usually oral vowels /e, s, o, o/
(4, 12, 11, 9)? it is usually nasalized if it contains the close 
vowels /i, u) (10, 3) J and it nay occur either nasalized or non
nasalised if it contains the half-close vowels (i, o) (A. 8, 10;
E. 2 7) or the open vowel /a/ (Gr.5~6» X* 13—14) •
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Like XVNYV verb stems, PVtTBY verb stems are, as a rule, dy
namic verbs, which, in their semantic interpretation, express 
inherently repetitive (non-raoraentary) processes: semantically,
items (1-4) of G-roup F express movements of various kinds; items. 
(5-8 ) of G-roup G- refer to processes which result in a change of 
state of the affected object; similarly, items (9-11) of Groxip H 
refer to processes (of a different kind from those referred to 
by G-roup B items) which result in a change of state of the affected 
vegetable object; and finally, items (12-14) of Group I refer to 
processes associated with humans or animates and related to the 
functioning of specific body parts#

It should be interesting to speculate about the diachronic 
derivation of disyllabic P/1IBY verbs* In the first place, there 
is some T'honoior”i cel. evid°uce, -'p. respect ~*f two of the items, 
to suggest that TYFBV verbs are not reader mono-morphemic verb 
stems# The i^ems I. kongo /kb pgu ? / ’to crawl’ (lTo*2 of Gm up F) 
and ii, kenga/kopga?/ Tto read’ (ho.11 of Groun l) have the 
respective verbal noun forms:

x* sgongonls/sgOpg&le? ’crawling’ and ii. egengale/
egiggale?/ ’reading’, both exhibiting the k/g consonant 
mutation in the immediate environment of the nominalizing 
vowel prefix /0/ rather than the more regular k/Si mutation 
as in ii. ka/ka?/ ’to say': shanls/efiale ? / ’saying’ or

kundo/kxtndo?/ ’to roll’: ehundo 1 s/efiftndole?/ ’rolling’* 
Secondly, PVNBV verbs bear a close phonological resemblance 

to the primary reduplicated forms of a closed set of mono—syllabic 
verb stems of n (CV) structure. The following Is a complete list 
of such n (CY) verb stems with their primary and secondary re
duplicated forms:
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n (CV) Verb Stem Primary RED Form

1*

2.

3.

4<

6.

7.

8.

ti /ti / Ho pinch1. tindi /tindi /

to /to / ’to cook ’

kpu/kpu / ’to smoke,
expose to 
smoke T

fu /fR / Tto dig a
hole ’

5*(a) fua/fwS / Ho sera-
tchf

(b) foa/fw§ / Ho scra
tchf

se /si / Ho pass 
flow’

tondo /tOndO / 
(to roast)

kpumgbu /kpurjmgbu/ 
(to fumigate)

funvu / furri vu /

funvua /funqvYJsa /

fonvoa /fOrqvw.X /

sense /sinzi /

su /sh / Ho cry’ simzu /suns(I /

so /sO / Ho weed' sonzo /sOnzO /

Secondary
RED Form

tindiindi/ 
tindi:ndi /

tondoondo/ 
tOndumdO /

kpumgbuumgbu / 
kpupmgbil: rpigbliy

funvuunvu/ 
fRhlvuiirjvu /

funvueenva/ 
f-Crnq we: nq] v ee /
f onvo e enva/ 
f ortrprw§: hjv a /

senseenze/
sinzitnzi/
sunzuunzu/ 
sunzu inzDt/
sonzaonzo/ 
sOnzU:nzu/

The phonological features which PVNBV verbs and the 
primary RED forms of n (CV) verb stems have in common include:

a) the.presence within either word of a consonant 
sequence;

b) the first syllable In either case has a G IN structure 
(characterized by nasality), which is a characteris
tic feature of primary RED forms of monosyllabic

n (CV) verb s tems ;
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c) the initial consonant (restricted to voiceless 
plosives or fricatives) has the same place and 
manner of articulation as the medial (non-nasal) 
consonant dnd voicelessnesS as a feature of the
■initial- consonant is related to voicing as a feature 
of the medial non-nasal consonant;

d) • a phonological relationship of consonant harmony
between the initial voiceless consonant,■ the homor
ganic nasal and the following voiced consonant, the 
consonant harmony being either labial, apical or 
dorsal;

e) the syntagmatic relationship of vowel qualities in
successive syllables of PVHBV verbs copies that of 
primary RED. forms of n (CV) verb stems such that the 
entire vrord is character! r,ed by IT— or I—nro-sody*

And moTuh.ologica.lly, PV1TBV verbs behove like urinary RET) 
forms of CY verb stems, since they are only carable of secondary 
r e du r!i cat!on.

On the evidence of the phonological and morphological 
resemblances described above, it may be claimed that rVhRV verbs 
are historically fossilised (Primary) RED. forms of mono syllabi c 
n(CY) verb stems which are no lor nor free forms in Uz(_ema)*

This claim is supported by a comparison with cnrresnonding 
Ak(an) non-fossilised reduplicated forms whose mono
syllabic verb stems of 21 (CUT) structure exist in present-day Alran, 
as set out below:

1* The Akan forms are taken from Christaller. J.G-. , (1933),
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Monosyllabic Verb Stem

9a. Ale. pup /pD'p? /

'or punu/punu?/ 
b, Nz. kpu/kpIV? /

10a. Ale. pam /pgm? /

’to smoke or exnose 
to smdke *

’to sew’
or

b. Nz.kkpa /kpS?/ ”

11a. AK. kap /kap? / ’to read’
b. Us. *ks. /k§t? / "

12a. Ak. sep /s£p? / ’to cut, peel’
b. Nz.*si /si / ”

13a. Ale. sen /sen? / ’to grow stiff’
b. Fz.*se /si? / »

14a. Ac. sep /sep? /
b. :'’Nz.*-se /s^ /

'to bang’
n

Primary RED.- Do rm 

pumpup /pilmnitp /

■ kpumgbu/kpHrpigbil?/

pompam /pOmpam? /
pernpam /pimpam? /
kpomgba/kpOpmgba?/

kepkap /kiplcap? /
kenga /kipga? /

sinsep /sinsep? /
sinzi /sinzi? /

sinsep /sinsep? /
senze /sinzi? /

sens op /sinsep? /
s in z e / s in z e ? /

In the above examples, the starred Nzema monosyllabic verb 
items of (CV) structure, which correspond to Akan free forms of 
(CVN) structure, have been reconstructed on the basis of the 

Nzena items (1-8) above.
Differences between the Nzema nrimary RED, forms and their 

corresponding Akan forms include:
a) where the Nzema forms exhibit a voiced medial consonant 

following the homorganic nasal, the Akan forms have 
the corresponding voiceless consonant.
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b) the final (or stem) syllable in the Akan RED. forms 
are predictably characterized by nasality, whereas 
the corresponding Nzema forms are characterized, in 
some cases (Nos. 2b, 3b, 6b), by the absence of 
nasality; the feature of nasality may have been lost 
in the course of time.
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Consonant Mutation
The phenomenon of consonant mutation is exhibited ~h~r 

nominal pieces "as well as by'verbal pieces. The descriptive 
statement of consonant mutation presented here is restricted to 
verbal pieces, but where necessary, exemplification with nominal 
pieces is rrovi&ed; the generalised phonological statements 
made, on the basis of the operation of consonant mutation in 
verbal pieces, are, however, appl.ica.ble to nominal pieces.

Conditions favouring consonant mutation
As a rule, consonants mutate for grammatical purposes. It 

is not all consonants, however, that undergo mutation and those 
which, generally speaking, undergo mutation do not always do so
under the conditions which favour consonant mutation. When
mutation does tave niece, however, these are the favourable 
conditions: firstly, as a rule, consonant mutation affects only
stem-initial consonants; and secondly, stem-initial consonants, 
as a rule, undergo mutation in constructions where they are in 
junction with (i) a preceding nasal consonant homorganic with 
the following stem-initial consonant, and (ii) a preceding 
vowel element. Consonant mutation may, therefore, be regarded as 
a juncture! phenomenon. The following verbal pieces exemplify 
the general conditions which favour consonant mutation:

Verb Stem Perfect Tense, Fositive Mutation
1a. kakye/kakyi/ yehakye/jxfeakyi?/ k / h

(to remember) (he has remembered)
1b. seke /sski /. vezeke /jigskx? / s/s

(to spoil) (it is suoiled)
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Verb Stem Perfect Tense, Positive
1c. - di /di / yeli /jili? /

(to eat) (he has eaten it)

Mutation
d/1

Verb Stem Hab i tu al T en s e, lie gat i v e Mutati on
2a. kisa /hisa / ongisa /opgi^a? /

(to lean (it does not lean against)
against)

k/g

2b. di /di / onli /onni? /
(to eat) (he does not eat it)

d/n

A comparison between (la) and (2a) above shows that in 
(la), the stem-initial consonant /lc/ undergoes mutation as /£l/

in the immediate environment of the preceding vowel in the 
syllable of the pronominal subject, whereas in (2a) the same 
stem-initial consonant mutates as /g/ in the immediate environment 
of the preceding nasal consonant, which is the negative prefix.
And in (1c) and (2b), the same stem-initial, consonant /d/ under
goes mutation as /l/ in (lc) where it occurs before a vowel and 
as /n./ in (2c) where it occurs before a nasal consonant.

A further comparison between (1a) and (1b) shows that in 
(1a) where /k/ is stem-initial, it undergoes mutation as /fi/ in 
the immediate environment of the preceding vowel element in the 
syllable of the pronominal subject, whereas in (1b) where the 
same consonant /k/ is medial it does not exhibit mutation. 
Similarly, the sane consonant /s/ exhibits mutation as /s/ before 
a vowel element in (1b) where it is stem-initial, but does not 
exhibit mutation in (2a) where it is not stem-initial.

l/e might, therefore, set uu two main tTr̂ es nf consonant 
mutation: Tyne A mutation o“" a stem-initial consonant takes place
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in the immediate environment of a -preceding nasal consonant 
(symbolised e.s ¥ ) and Tyne B mutation is effected in the immediate 
environment of a Tir'eceding vowel element (symbolised as V). We 
shall talk in terms, then, of mutation under K/V influence.

The various instances of consonant mutation are summarized 
in Table 7 below;

Stem-initial Type A Mutation T3?-pe B MutationC element under ¥ influence under V influence
'‘1. t i. a i. a
2. f v v
3. fw _vw vw
;4* s z z
5. sy z j  z j

6. k g &
7. . ky gy II. hy
8. . las'- gw hw
9. ky w gyw hq
10. d II. n III. 1
11. n (n) nl
12. b m r

Sueclal Cases 
13* tp db
14. kp gb
15. £ g
16. hy gy
17. 1 n
18. nl n
19. r m
20. b w

Table 7
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Regular and Special Mutations
Of the mutations set out in the above Table 7, mutations 

(1-12) — except mutation*(5) - are exhibited by both nominal and 
verbal pieces and may be regarded as the regular cases. On the 
other hand, mutations (13-19) - except the kp/gb mutation (14) 
which may also characterize the reduplicated forms of a few verbs 
(e.g. /kpu/ Tto smoke’ : /kpupmgbu/ ’to fumigate’) - are restricted 
to the plural forms of a limited number of singular nouns and 
may be regarded as special cases.

It is to be not ed, as a characteristic feature of Type A 
mutation under $ influence^ that I. it converts a voiceless 
consonant Into its voiced counterpart, as exemplified by regular 
mutations (1-9) and distinguished as Type A*I; and II. it con
verts a voiced consonant into another voiced consonant, as 
illustrated by the regular mutations (10-12) and distinguished 
as Type A.II.

In resnect of its distribution, Type A mutation is exhibited, 
In the case of verbal pieces,, by 1a. tense forms, which include 
i. present tense, negative; ii. future tense I, negative; 
iii. past tense, positive 1st person singular only; iv. past 
or consecutive tense, negative; 1b. positive indirect imperative 
mood clauses, 1st person singular only; 1c. the reduplicated

structure. And in the case of nominal peices, Tyne A mutation 
is exhibited by 2a.. the plural forms of singular nouns which are 
formed by the urefixetion nf a nasal consonant; 2b. certain 
nominalIzations from verbs.

forms of mono-syllabic verbs of
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The following are some examples vox the various constructions 
which are marhed by Type A mutation. In the case of the tense 
forms, only examples with the 3rd person singular present tense 
negative are given.
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TYPE A M T TAG? TON:
1. Verbs.! Piecest ient. tense, negative; b) indirect

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

imnerative, nositive

Verb Stem a) present tense, negative
b) indirect imperative, positive

to /to / a) 
’to cook’

u)

fe /.fx / a)
’to vomit’

b)

fiia /fvka /  a)
’to scratch’

b)

su /sit / a)
’to cry’

b)

sia /syse / a)
’to return'

b)

!c? /ka / 
’to S8.V

a

b)

ondo /ondO ?
’he is not cooking it’ 

*
maa mendo /ma m8nd&? 

’let me cook it’

onve /obi vi 7
’he is not vomiting’

me a menve /mg' menjvi?
’let me vomit’

/

onvua /bhpvwse?
’he is not scratching’

maa menvua /mg miinivwea? /
’let me scratch it’

*
onzu /Qhzft? /

’he is not crying’
*maa menzu /mg mhnzu? /

’let me cry’

onzia /gnzy^? /
’he is not returning’

*maa mensia /mg mihzysB? /
’let me return’

onga /bpgg? /
’he does not say it’

maa mengo /mg mopga? /
’let me say it’

Mutation

t/d

f/v

f w/ vw

s/z

sy/sy

fc/g
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12;

Verb Stem a) present tense, negative
b) indirect imperative, nositive

7* kye /kyi / a) ongye /onygyi? /
'he does not grow .tat'

b) maa rnengŷ - /ma m onygyi*? /
'let me grow fat'

A *a) on go at i /opgwrti? /
'he doevS not slip'

b) maa mengoati/ma mftpgwamfci? / 
'let me slip'

a) ondwe /onygywi*? /
'he is not pulling'*

b) maa mendwe /ma manygyw?? /

'to grow 
- - f a t '

ko at i/kwvet i / 
'to slip'

twe /kywi / 
'to puli'

do /do / 
'to weed'

'let me pull’

a) onto /bhno?
'he does not weed it1

i*

b) maa menlo /ma mOr.no?
'let me weed it'

buke /buke / 
'to open'

a /ombuke / dtimuke ?
'it does not open'

b) maa membuke /mg imhmuke? / 
'let me open it'

Mutation

ky/gy

kw/gW

kyw/gyw

d/n

b/m
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TYPE A MUTATION:

Yerbail nieces: c) reduplicated forms of mono-syllabic
verbsI of. H/Xin t~(Cl)y/wJ or H/ln CV (CE) s 3 structure

Yerb Stem ■ ■ . ■Reduolicated Eorm Mutation
I. ti /ti / Tto pinch’ tindi /tondi / t/d

to /tl) / ’to cook’ tondo /tOndO / 
’to toast’

it

II. fu /ftr / .1 to dig’ f■unvu /fufrivxT / f/v
Ill* su /str / ’to cry, 

weep ’
sunzu /snnzu / s/z

so /so / ’to weed’ sonso /sUnzU / ti

se /si / ’to flow1 senze /sonzi / • II

IY. fua / f wS/ ’to scratch’ funvua/fannYwas/ f w/ vw
f oa/fw§c/ ’to scratch’ f onvo a/fOrpvw a/ M
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TYPE A MUTATION
Nominal Pieces: g.) -plural _iza.t ion "by -prefixing nasal consonant

Singular Plural Mutation
1* taboa I  tabUvja / ndaboa /ndabUwa / t/d

Tboard1 (or adaboa / adabUwa / )
2. felenra /feleT]a / nY£lenra/jr)volsr]§: / f/y

’ flag’

5. fuazinli/fwszanli / nvuaz ini i /rrj v w  zahXi/ fw/vw
Trag’ (or avu az ini A /sevv/inz ini i /)

4 * —

5. /
6. ksnlanes/kanlan(i) 

’lamp’
3®/ nnge^Lanee

*
/r)ganlan(i) js/ k/g

7* ekyi / ekyi 
’little 1

// ngyikyi /nygyikyi / ky/gy

8. koanls/kwale 
’hoe ’

/ nkoanle / Tjgwals / kw/gw

9* twea /kyw(i);ja / ndwea /nygyw(x)3a/ kyw/gvy
’dog’ (or ahwea /ahtf(x);ja /

0. diilcu / duku // nluku /nnuku / d/n

1.
2 •

’headkerchief’ (or aluku /esluku / )

baka /baka / mb aka Amnaka / b/m
1 tree *
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TYPE A MUTATION:

Nominal nieces: b) nominalizations from verbs

1.

3*

4.

5. 
6 •

7*

Yerbs
tafe /tafi /

’to lick, taste’

fene /fen(i’)/
’to borrow’

senza /ssnza /
' to change’

kakyi /kkkyi /
’ to‘ change, turn ’

kyehye/kyehvx /
’to roast, toast’

Nominalizations
n-dafe /ndafi /

’greedy’

n-vene /ipven (i) /
’borrowing'

n-zenza - /nzonza /
’ change, exchange’

n~gaky 11 e / NgPky ole/ 
’change’

n-gyehye /nygyehyi 
’roasted, toasted’

9* twehwe /kyweMjx /
* to pull’

10* da /da /
’to sleep’

11 * buke /buke /
’to open1

n-dwehwe /nygywshtfi’ 
’rope for climbing’

n-da /nna j

’grave’ 
m-(b.)ukslee/m(m)iik3l (a 

’page’

Mutation
t/d

f/v

s/z

k/g 

/ ’ky/gy

/ kyw/gyv;

d/n 

:);}©/ b/m
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It is a characteristic property of Type B Mutation under V 
influence that I. it changes voiceless plosive and fricative 
consonants into their voiced counterparts, as illustrated by the’ 
regular mutations (1-5), and distinguished as Type B. I. We 
include in this sub-type the k/fi. mutation (6), although the stem- 
initial consonant is a voiceless -plosive whereas its mutated 
form is a voiced fricative; and II. it may also convert a 
voiceless consonant into another voiceless consonant as in the 
case of regular mutations (7 - 9-)} which are distinguished as 
Type B.II; and III. it may convert a voiced consonant into 
another voiced consonant of a different manner of articulation, 
as in the case of mutations (10-12), which are distinguished as 
Type B.III.

Type B mutation under ¥ influence has a wider distribution 
than Type A mutation, being exhibited in the case of verbal nieces, 
by 1a. tense forms, which include: i. the continuative tense,
positive; ii. future tense I, nositive: iii. future tense II,
positive and negative; iv. re rfect tense, positive; v. past 
tense, positive '('all persons .nther than the 1st person singular); 
vi. consecutive tense, nositive; 1b. positive direct imoerative 
mood clauses, 2nd person plural; 1c. positive indirect impera
tive mood clauses (all persons other then the 1st rerson singular); 
1d. most reduplicated forms of mono-svllabic and disyllabic verbs. 
And, in the case of nominal pieces, it is exhibited by 2a. the 
nlural forms of singular nouns formed by the prefixation of a 
vowel written as a but has two phonetic values /^, a/; 2b. geni
tive constructions involving a possessive pronoun and some four 
inalienable nouns, which are kinship terms; 2c. verbal noims; 
and 2d. certain nominalisations from verbs.
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The following are some examples of these, various constructions 
whose phonological features include Type B mutation. In the 
case of the tense forms and the imperatives, only examples with 
the 3rd person singular perfect tense positive and positive 
indirect imperative mood clauses with the 3rd person singular 
are given.
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1YPE B MUTATION

1, Verbal. Pieces: a) perfect tense, positive; b) positive
indirect imperative

Verb Stem

1. to /tO / 
’to cook’

5*

fe /fi / 
’to vomit'

f ua / f vjse 
’to scratch1

su / s i x  

’to cry’

sia /syae / 
1 to return’

a) perfect tense, positive Mutation
b) indirect imrerstive, positive .. "

a) yedo /jido? 
’lie has cooked i f

b) maa odo /mo'-dO?
’let him cook i f

a) yeve jivi?
’he has vomited’

b) maa eve /mo:vi?
’let him vomit’

a) ye fua /.jiv-wse'
’he has scratched’

b) maa ovue /mo ivwieS’
’let him scratch’

a) ĵ ezu /jizu?
’he has cried’ 

b) maa ozu /mo:zu?
’let him cry’

a) y e a i a / o i zy se?
’he has returned’

b) maa ozia /mo : zy 83?
’let him return’

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

t/d

f/v

fw/vw

s/z

sy/zy
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Verb Stem

6. lea /lea / 
'to say’

7 • kye /ky i / 
!to grow fat*

8* koati/kwseti/ 
'to slip'

9. two /kywi / 
1 to null1

10. do /do / 
'to weed1

11. no /no / 
'to drink'

12. bela /bola / 
'to come'

a) perfect tense, positiveb) indirect imperative, positive

a) yeha /jifia? /
'he has said it'

b) maa oha /mo:E? /
'let him say it'

a) yehye /jihyi*? /
'he lias grown fat*

A
b) maa ohye /mfhvi?' /

'let him grow fat1

a) yehoati / g thwart i? /
'he has slipped'

b) maa oho at i /mo :hwrti ? /
'let him slip'

a) yehwe /jhmi? /
'he has pulled it1

b) maa oh we /mo:hqi"?
'let him puli'

a) yelo /jll:
'he weeded it1

b) maa olo /mo:lo?

'let him weed it'

a) yenlo /jXnlO?
'he has drunk it'

b) maa onlo /mb:nlO? 
'let him drink it'

a) yera /jira?
'he hog come1

b) mas orela /moirola? 
'let him come'

/

/

/

/

Mutation

k/h

ky/hy

kw/hw

kyw/hq

d/1

n/nl
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TYPE B MUTATION:

Verbal Pieces: d) redunlicoted for^s of i. 0V verbsii. CVV or CVCV verbs

Verb Stem 
i) tu / tu /

'to unroot' 
ii) tukue /tukwe / 

'to oren'

■Reduplicated Form
tixdu /tudu

tukuedukue /tukwedukwe /

i) su /svsu /
'to measure* 

ii) soa /s Uwa /
'to carry'

i) -
i i) ■“

i) ko /kO /
'to fight1 

i I) k en d a;' /kon.da" / 
'to hang'

i) bys /leys /
’ to share * 

ii) kviba /kî iba / 
'to twist^

suzu / sv.zu.

s o oz o a /s (Ow) os Owa /

koho A«&o

Mutation
/  t/a.

i) -
ii) fede ,/fodi / fedevede /fedivodi / f/v 

'to scratch'

i) -
ii) fuandi/fwsn di/ fnandivuandi/fw^idivwemdiy fw/vw 

'to throw'

/ s/s

/ lc/fi

kendahenda /kohd'Sftsnda /

kyehys /kyehye / ky/hy

ky i b ehv i b a /ley j b ehy 1 bp. /
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verb Stem

9. i)' twi
fto wring'

Reduplicated Form Mutation

/ twihwi /kywihqi / Ityw/hq

ii) die /d(i)je/ dielie /d(ij)el(i)je/ d/l
'to accept'

11* i) —
ii) noma. /nOma / nomanloma /piUmsnlUma / n/nl

'to sink, dive'
12. i) -

ii) -
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TYPB B M I T  ATT C M :

Nominal Pieces: a) •plural, ization by a vowel nrefix

Singular
toba /toba

funli

jua /su.wa

Plural 
/ 'bottle1 /adoba

adUba /

/ 'corpse' /avunli
frvainli /

fuazinli /iw^zanli / 'rag* /avuazinli / /
fevwrzsnli /

/ 'bouse' /azua
. 'sznwa /.

kelj

twea

drma

,/b̂ l

kyenze /kysnzi

/dxTa

/ ’blow'.

/ f nan'

Ito as ea /lavas (x) 3 a. / ' f ool'

/ k y w ( x )  ja. / 'dog'

/ 'name'

/^bele 
aP1 ole /

/ahyenrre
abyehsr /

/aboasea
ahwas(1)3a / 

/ abwea
^bu(i);ja /

/3inma 
'-nlii.m a /

beletngbu.nli/balepmgbanli/ 1 chie 1 ’ /are 1 emgbund i
nr 01 e rim gb enl i /

Mutation
t/d

■ f/v

f w/ vw

s/55

v/fi

Icy/by

kw/bw

kyw/bq

d/l

b/r
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Horn 1 na.l Pieces : b) genitive construction

i.

Absolute for^ of 
Ixxs.1 i enabl e noun

sele /sole / 
'father'

Nenitive construction

ii*. kunli Arenli / 
'husband'

iii. ninli /nanli / 
'mother'

*
nenya /nenya /

1 grandfather'

o ze /o zi
'his father'

«b \
o hu /o £ l u

'her husband'

/

/

/o nil /cT nil 
'his mother' 

o nlenva /o nlenya / 
' hi s grandf a-ther'

Mut.ntj on

s/s

k/R

n/nl
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TYPE 2L MUTATION‘

2. Nominal. Pieces: c) Verbal nouns

Verb Stem
1. to /tu /

’to cook’

2. fe /fi /
'to vomit’

5. fu a / fvjce /
'to scratch’

4* su /su /
’to cry1

5* si a. /sysa /
’to return’

6, l:a /k§T /
’to say1

7 * kye /kyi /
’ to grow fat’

8. koati/kweeti/
’to rretend’

9. twe /kvwi /
’to puli’

10. do /do /
■’to weed’

11. no /nU /
’to drink’

12 .

Verbal Noun
e-do-nla /sdule 

’cooking1

a-ve-ls /evals 
’vomiting’

e-vua.-nls /evuwiele 
’scratching’

a “ su. -nl e / e sul e 
'crying’

s- zi a-1e /e zyasle 

’returning1

s-'ha-nle /.efele 
’saying’

a-hve-nle /ehyale 
’growing fat’

s—lo—ls /el ole 
’weeding’ 

a-nlo—nls /enl.01e 
1 drinking’

Mutation
t/d

f/v

fw/vw

s/s

B y / z y

k/fa

ky/hy

kw/hw

/ kyw/hq

/ d/1

/ n/nl

I  

/  

/  

/  

/  

/  

/

e-hoati-le/ehwsstsle / 
’pretending’

e-hwi-nla/ahq ala 
’ pull .ing ’
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TYPE 3 MUTATION:
2. Nominal Pieces: d) Nominal!zations from verbs

1.

2.

5.

4.

5.

7 *

8.
o*

Verbs
ta /tlT / 
fto flatulate’

fe /fi / 
’to vomit’

sie /s(i);je/ 
’to bury’

leu a /kuwa / 
’to gather!

,*y

Nominal!zations 
*s-da /sdcC /

’flatulence’

s-ve-lee /evil(i)je 
'vomit'

a-zie /fez(i)je
’ cemetery’

a—hua /eliuwa
'unity'

kyi a /ky(i)j,a/ e-hyia /ehy(i)ja
'to be in need’ ’poverty’

10 * durrm a / dumu wa /
'to.go ahead* 

11. nea /n(?);ja/ 
’to look at'

/

/

/

/

a-luraua / selumuwa /
’first’

*
e-nlea-nles/snl(?) janl(?) j?/

rmirror

Mutation
t/d

f/v 

s/z

k/fi

ky/hy

d/1

n/nl

12.
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Special Mutations

As mentioned above, the special mutations (13-20) are, as 
a rule, exhibited by the plural forms of a limited number, in 
each cs.se, of singular nouns. The following examples illustrate 
the special cases of mutation:

Singular Plural • Mutation
13. pema /tpxm§C / ’grass-cutter' agberaa. /adbima / tp/db

14s. kpoba /kpoba / ’gold nugget’ mgb oba /rpigb oba / kp/gb

b. skpa /skua / ’mat, bed’ mgba /pmgba /
15a. hanls /liale / ’sore’ nganl s /pgals / fi/g
b. shsne / sfian (i*)/ ’trap' ngane /pgan(i) /

16. shysis / shyels / 'sparrow1 ngysle /nygvsls / hy/gv

17a. el ska /elska / ’box ’ nlska /nnska / l/n
b. alenke

+

/ali'Tflca / ’door* nlenke /nnirjke /
18. anloma /anlCma•/ ’bird’ nloma t *v/nnOma / nl/n
19a. rals /rale / ’ child’ mrale /nmale / r/m
b. srsls /arsis // 'proverb' mrsle /mmels /

20a. boke. /bOka / ’hill ’ avoka / av/Uka / b/w
ti it n (or mb oka /mmuica /

b. bo zonle/bUz3nl t/
/ ’god ’ a\*7o z o nl e /awO z an I?/
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The. special cases of consonant imitation (15-20) may he 
regarded as special or 'reversive' cases of their corresponding

example, , may he regarded as a special case of the regialar muta-

regular mutation ky— > gy >hv (7); the special l/n mutation
(17) of the regular d >.n— >1 mutation (10); the special nl/n
mutation (18) of the regular mutation n ^ nl (11); and the
special mutation r/m of the r egular mutation h ^.m--^r (12)•

The special mutation b/w (20) under V influence is restricted 
to the plural forms of a closed set of some five singular nouns, 
which are characterized hy the common phonological feature of the 
presence of a hack rounded vowel in the first syllable of the 
singular form. The copular verbal forms ho/wo ’to he in’, of 
which ho is the durative and wo the continuative tense form, may 
also he regarded as exemulifving the h/w mutation. The regular 
mutation h/r (12) under ¥ influence may also he regarded as taking 
place under a special phonological condition, since it is only 
exhibited hy forms in which the stem-initial /b/ is followed hy 
the front vowels /e, e/ before /l/; the h/w and h/r mutations 
(both under ¥ influence) may he regarded as being in comrlementary 
distribution. The following are examule s of the regular h/r 
mutation:

regular mutations (6-7? 10-12). The Sa/g mutation (15)» for

tion k - » g — (6); the special hy/gy mutation (16) of the

Singular Plural
helemghunli ’chief' arelemghunli
Verb stem Perfect tense, Positive

'to bring' versl^ 'he has brought *
'to come 'ha has come ’ 
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Immutable Gases

Attention has already been drawn to the various tense forms 
end other constructions whose exponents inclu.de consonant muta
tion under either *? or ¥ influence. All the other tenses are 
not marked by mutation end includei i. the habitual tense, 
nositive; ii* the nresent tense, positive; iii. the durstive 
tense, positive; iv* the progressive tense, positive; and
v. the perfect tense, negative. It is also to be noted that
vi. the direct imperative negative, 2nd person singular and 
plural and , vii. indirect imperative negative (al? arsons) do 
not exhibit mutation.

But even in those constructions which °re marked by muta
tion, It is not all stem-initial consonants of verbs that undergo 
mutation. Stem-initial consonants which do not exhibit mutation 
in mutation - marked constructions ^re here referred to as 
immutable cases and may be voiced or voiceless consonants.

Immutable voiced consonants
I. Of the stem-initial voiced consonants, the dorsal 
plosives: i. /g/ (occurring In GY, GYGY verb stems only)
and II. /gw/ (in GY verbs only) are regularly immutable. 
The voiced dorsal affricates: iii. /gy/ (in CY, CVCY,
and CYNCY verbs) and iv. /gyw/ (in CY, GYGY verbs only) 
are always immutable.
II. The voiced dorsal fricative /r/ (occurring in GYGY 
verbs only) is itself consistently immutable, but, as 
already mentioned, is realised as the mutated form of /h/ 
under ¥ Influence in special phonological conditions.
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III* Hie dorsal nasal consonants /ny, nyw, p, rjw/ ere 
also regularly immuiable.
IT, The semi-vorel.s /w, i{, j/ are immutabie; of Jhese, 
only the 1 ahio-velar serai-vowel /w/ is realised as the 
mu+ated form, under Y influence, of the labiial plosive /b/»
T. As already mentioned, the voiced apical plosive /d/ 
(occurring in CY, CYY, and CYCY verbs) regularly mu-‘nates 
as /n/ under W influence and as /l/ under ¥ influence. In 
reduplicated forms, however, the d/l mutation is only 
realized in the reduplicated forms of CYY verb stems (e.g. 
die/dielie *to receive*) and, therefore, serves to distin
guish CYY v~rbs from CY and CYCY verbs,
VI, The erica,! nasal /n/ . (occurring in CY, CYY, and CYCY 
verbs) mutates as /nf / under Y influence. In reduplicated 
forms, however, the n/nl mutation is restricted to the redu
plicated forms of CYY verbs (e.g. nua/nuonlua *to put off1) and 
CYCY verbs (e.g. noma/nomanloma Tto dive, sink*) and, 
therefore, serves to distinguish them from CY verb stems.
Immutable voiceless consonants
I. Of the stem-initial voicesless consonants, the ‘voice
less dorsal consonants: i* /h/ and ii. /hy/ (which,
in any case, are rare and are represented hy one item each:
i. /hu/ ’to blow air1, ii. /hye/ *to force*) are 
regularly immutable.
IIa The double articulation consonants - i.e. the voice
less alveolarized labial /tr/ and the voiceless velarized la
bial /kp/ are consistently immutable in mutation-marked tense
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forms. Both,, however, exhibit mutation in plural forms, 
end the latter alone in reduplicated and nominal!zed forms.
III. Generally- speaking, CY verb stems,- in which the C 
element is realized phonetically ?s the_voiceless consonants 
/f; s, t; k,- kv/, exhibit consonant mutation in mutation- 
marked tense forms and verbal noun forms, except the verb 
fi/fi/ ’to thrash, beat1.

In reduplicated forms, however, the labia,! fricative 
/f/ never exhibits Type B mutation under Y Influence (e.g.

fe/fefe ’to vomit’; ii. fo/fufo ’to suck’) but does 
exhibit Type A mutation under ¥ influence (e.g. iii. fu/ 
funvu ’to dig’); the auical consonants /s, t/ exhibit 
Type A mutation in GY verbs which exnound H/T?1 ĵ( CI) y / w[] 
structure °nd Type B mutation in the c^se of CY verbs of 
Hn structure; in a"1.! otter redurdu csted forms
of GY verb’s they are Immutable; and the dorsal, consonants 
/k, ky/ may or may not exhibit Type B mutation (e.g. 
iv. ko/koho ’’to go’ and v. ka/keka. ’to bite).

As a rule, the consonant in the syllable of the 
reduplicative prefix is immutable (in mutation-marked tenses 
and verbal nouns), If the reduplicated form of such GY 
verbs (i.e. those In which the C element Is realised as the 
voiceless consonants /f; s, t; k, ky/) is itself not marked 
by stem—Initial consonant mutation. The following examples, 
in which the (a) reduplicated forms are marked by mutation 
and the (b) reduplicated forms ere not, Illustrate:
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Verb stem Reduplicated
form Perfect tense Verbal noun

fu /fu / funvu /funnvu/ yevunvu /jivujipvu / e~vunvu-*le
/ evuipvule /

dug it) (digging)(to dig)

fe /fi / fefe /

(to vomit)

su /su / suzu /suzu /

(to measure)

sa /sa / sesa /sesa /

(to collect)

tu /tu / tudu" /tudu /

(to uproot)

te /ti / tete /titi /

(to tear)

lea /k?C / keha /keha /

(to say)

ka /ka / keka /keka /

(to bite)

(he has 

yefefe

(he has 

yezuzu

/^ififi / e-fefe-le
/ efifels /
(vomiting)vomited) 

/jjisuzu / e-zuzu-le 
/ ezuzule /

(he has measured it) (measuring)

yesesa /jisesa / e-sesa-le
/ esesals /

(he has collected (collecting:

yedudu /jidudu / s-dudu-le
/ edudule /

(he has uprooted (uprooting)
them)

yetete /jititi / e-tete-le
/ stetele /

(it is torn) (tearing )

yebeha / j ihoha / e-heha-nle
/ shehale /

(he said them) (saying)

vekeka /jikeka / e-keka-le'
/ ekekale /

he has bitte them) (biting)
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Verb stem Reduplicated.
form Perfect tense Verbal noun

■5a) - kye/kye/ kyehye/kyxhye/ yehyehys/j ihyihys/ e-hyehye-le /
©hyihyele /

(to share) (he has shared it) (sharing)

b) kye/ky i./ kyekye/kyikyi/ • yekvekye/j iky iky 1/ e-kyekye-el /
ekyikyols /

(to bind) (he has bound it) (binding)
Other examples of su.ch CV verbs whose reduplicated forms are not 
marked by mutation are:

/f/

/s/

Verb Stem
1. fo /fo !

2. fo /fo /

11. se /se /
12- so /so /

13. sa /sa /

’to suckT
Tto climb; 
ua.in’

round 1
Tto carve’
’to 1 ay mat; 
to crack’

!to collect1

Redu.ullce.ted form 
fufo /fufo / 
fof0 /fofO /

3. fo /fo / 1 to anoint1 f of 0 /fUfo //
4* fi /ft / ’ to grow ’ f i. f i /f if i //

5* fe /fe / 1 to tire ’ fefs / f of s /
6* f e /fi / 1 to bale out f ef e /f if i //
7. fa /fa / ’ to take 1 f efa /f of a /

oo * so /so / ’to reck1 suso /suso /
9. so /so / ’to catch1 soso /suso //
10. si /si / 1 to build; sis i /si si /

siee /sgse / 
ses? /s-so /

sesa. /sesa /

nate

in rore*
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15. to /to / o-p make loose
1.6. to /to / ’’to buy ’
17* te /te / ' to crackle'
18. te Tte ‘/ 'to watch'
19. ta! /t§: / 'to flatulate*

ro o * ko /kc // 'to trim

toto /tOto / 
tite /tote / 
tete /tots / 
teta /tatg: /

koko /kUkO / 'to gnaw*
(stick)*

ffcssilized. reduplicated forms
There are a number of fossilized reduplicated forms which, 

copy the shape of the reduplicated forms of such CY verb stems 
which are not marked by mutation. The initial consonants (in 
the corresponding syllable of the reduplicative prefix) in such 
fossilized reduplicated forms are also immutable; such initial 
consonants are: /f; s? t; k, ky/. Some of these fossilized 
redu.plicated forms may be homophonous with non-fossilized redu~ 
plicated forms of CY verb stems and in the examples which follow 
such homophonous items are supplied in round brackets with 
hyphenation to indicate morpheme boundary.

/f/ 1# fefe /fefs / 'to germinate* (/fo-fe/ *to tire*)
2. fefa /fofa / 'to dry; be (/fe-fa/ 'to pull in

pregnant' rope')

/s/ 3- sisi /sisi / 'to cheat* (/si-si/ 'to build;
pound *)

4* sese /sis^ / 'to make accounts'
5 *  sesa /sasS / rto evaporate' (/sd-sgf/ 'to hang u p * )
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/t/ . 6* teta /teta / ’to attack’
/k/ 7* kokoa /kokwa / ’to polish hearth*

/ky/ 8i kyikvi/kyakyi/ ’to ruh off’

IT* GTT verb stems, in which the C element is realized
phonetically as the voiceless consonants / f ;  s, t/, usually 
exhibit mutation in the various mutation-marked constructions 
In the following C W  verbs, however, the stem-initial conso-

*V rv,nants are immutable: i. fia./f (i) ja/ ’to unthread’, 
ii. fea/f (i) ,ja/ ’to cook soup’; iii. sua/sitw&/ ’to tear’,
iv. sea/s(i)ja/ ’to eject a stream of spit'; v. tia/ 
t(i)la/ ’to kick, tred on’.
T. The same stem-initial voiceless consonants / f ;  s, t/ 
may also be immutable in certain CYCY verbs. Tlr ee groups 
(A-C) of such CVCT verbs may be distinguished. G-rouu A 
consists of CTCT verb stems in which the stem-initial C 
element realizable as the voiceless consonants /f; s, t/ 
co-occurs with-a medial C element whose phonetic realiza
tions are also voiceless consonants, which may be i. labial 
/k, kp/, ii* apical /t, s/ or iii. dorsal /k, ky/.
Members of G-roup A include:

/f-t/:

/f-k/:

1. fiti /fiti / ’ to bore a hole’
2. fete . /fit! /! ’to nudge; knead’
3. futu / futu / ’to fight playfully’
4. f oto /f ot 0 I ’to mix ’
5. f sta." /f sta ! ’to suit, be unbecoming'
6 • f oka /fUka / ’ to be excited, angry’
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7. f eke 0r-'s0 / 'to show off, be boastful'
/f-ky/: 8. f okye /fUky e / 'to fall ill'

9* f okye /fokvi / 'to rreuare palm tree for palm wi:

/s-t/: 10. soti /soti / ■ 'to prod (with a stick)'
11. sota /sota / 'to get stuck in throat'

/s-k/: 12. suku / suku / 'to develop pus'
13. seka / sska / ' to rummage'

/s-kp/: 14. sukpu /sukpu / 'to coagulate'
15. sokpo /sokpo / 'to shake'
16. sokpa /sukpa / 'to abuse roundly, disgrace'

•-tH1-P 17. taf e /faf i / 'to taste, lick'
18. tif i /fit! / ' to rot. decompose'

/t-s/: 19. tosa / tosa / 'to get stuck in throat'
/t-k/: 20. tik° / tika ./ 1 to stop, vai t, su.8‘oend. ’

G-ron.n B consists: of CVOk verbs in which tne medial C element
is phonetically real I.zed as the oral and nasalized consonants
/I, nl/. Fembers of this "rouT) in cl.,ude the following items!

!f.t ' 1. f on], a /fOnla // ' to bother; to mix'
2. foln / folo / 'to fill syringe; to s^ip into 

hole'
3* foie /foil / 'to wren im'
4 • f inl.i /f gnl1 /4 'to e13 the in rhl e gm'

h! 5. solo / s olu / 'to fade (of material); to be 
incorrigible (of pears on)'

6. solo /solo / ' to line u"o'
7 * sole /sele /J ' to pi 1 -n r
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s. ssla /sola / ’ to drive n.vay; to take to
heels 1

9* salo / saltf ,// ’ to s'oread (of rumour) ’

10. tulu /talu / 1 to untip; to become loose’
11. tolo /talo / ’to descend (hill)’
12. tolo /tolo / ’to dilute, lose essence of
13* toli /toli / ’to comb ’
14* tili /t all / ’to become blunt’
15. tinli /tenli / ’to pr e s s on ’
16 * tele / tali / ’to slip’
17* talu /tfolu /
18. tali / tsel i / ’to carry’
19* t an li / tomli / ’to scorch’

ro O • tale /tali /
21. talo / tall) /

G-rouu C consists of CYOY verbs in which the medial C element 
is realised as a voiced c-msonent (other than /!, nl/), v/hich 
may he nasal /m,-n, ny/ of or the apical fricative /s/* Memhers 
of this gronp include:

1* fonyia/fdhy?c/ ’to rummage’
2. siane /syeeni/ ’to befall (of mishap)’
3* tima /tima / ’to become firmly fixed'
4* tasi /t'rsi / ’to carr̂ r, lift up’
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Bionologlcal analysis of consonant mutation

For a general phonological. analysis of consonant mutation, 
two main types of phonological features in a y he set up:

I* Phonological features relating to- particular organs of 
articulation which characterise (verbal or nominal) stems 
as.welloas the corresponding constructions of which they 
are constituent elements, and, therefore, serve to relate 
them*
11. Phonological features relating to manner of articulation 
which may a) characterize one but not the other: and, 
therefore, serve to distinguish them, or b) characterize 
both stems and the constructions of which the stems are a 
part and, therefore, serve to relate I-them.
Under (i), a three-term prosodic system of place of arti

culation is set up, namely i. lab5ality, ii. Apicality, and 
ii.i* Dorsal ity, and ŝ rm ho lined in the structural formulae by the 
superscri.pt capital letters: 1, A and D respectivelv.

. The phonetic exponents of L-prosodv include different kinds 
of lip articulations: bilabial consonant articulations who ch
may be plosive or nasal consonants, alveolar!zed or valorized 
labial plosives, labio—dental fricative consonants and the labio— 
vela.r semi-vowel.

The phonetic ex^oneoh^ of A—prosody include tip or tip and 
blade and blade articulati:ns, which may be nlosives, fricatives, 
fr-1’ ctionless continuants o^ nasals. f

n r
mhft nhanet-'o exnamf ° of P-prosody include 

arti’ cud all ons with contact or nerrowinm involving the bod^r of
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the ton erne, front, centre or hack (and not involving the t.i ■*-' 
m d  blade nor the line).

It Is to he noted tha.t in. consonant sequences or nasal 
cnnnlexes, occurring in the various constrnctions, 1, A, or D 
characterizes the sequence as a. whole since in the pronunciation 
the nasal and the following consonant are hornorgan!c.

Tn the grouped examples which follow, only CY ver>'s (and, 
in the case of the kw/gw and kw/hy mutations alone, a 9YCV verb) 
v7.it h l

A Negative nresent tense, hrd person p^r nil a"*̂
exemplify Tyne A mutation); and

B Positive future tense I, 3rd person singnlar (to
exemplify Tyne P mutation), 

are used to illustrate the regular mubaJ'ions• Ir the "phonolo
gical formulae, the 3rd person singular •pronominal sub;; sot 
written as p will he sjr.jo Vaai as C (and realized yhcr etic-al Ty 
as /o, o/ according to the vowel harmony) and. the tense rrefix 
ba- of the positive fixture tense I will he represented as b¥ ~
(in which the ¥ element is the vowel under whose influence Type 
B mutation takes place). Irregular coses of consonant mutation 
will be illustrated with the rlu.ral forms of singular nouns; 
vowel prefixes in singular nouns will be symbolised as E (and 
includes among its phonetic exponents, the vowels ,/e, s/)*
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f/v :

f w/vw*

h ;

tr/cib ̂ 

kp/gb:

The rhonologic?1 feature of L (abial.i

Re .mula r o a. s e s

Verb stem
I • f e /fi / 

(to vomit)

fua /fwss / 
(to scratch)

ho 
(to

T.CY

LCY A.

/ Lcv

Yer^e forms
A. onve /orrivi /

(he 1s not vomiting)
P. obave/obavi /

(he*11 vomit)

orvua/onnw33 /
(he’s not scratching)

B. cb ° vua/ cbtvwss/
(he’ll scratch)

tScy

Ob¥~CY

CIRCY

Cb¥X'CY

ombo / brnm 6 / r'~'R0 Y
(he’s not hreokinm _■? t̂

Suecini Cases

Singular Plural

^ema/tnxma/ ~!CYCY A. agbema/acTbima/ Y' 0YCY
( grass—cutter')

5. ekra /skua/ ' 
(mat)

Jo
(grass-cutters) 

!CY B# mgba /rpigba, /
(mats)

T.bole/bole / CYCY A* awole /awole /

T.YTCY

T,V“CYCY
(stone) (stones)
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I. i 1 The •"hono logical feature of A (pi call tv)

Verb stem

t/d : 7 • tu / tu /
(to uproot)

s/s : 8, su /sir /
(to cry)

s3r/sy: 9* si a. /spas / " CY
(to return)

d/n : 10. do /do / "CY
(to weed) 

d/l : "

n/nl : 11 • no /no / ACY
(to drink)

Singular

Re gular Cases
Tense forms

"CY A. ondu /bhdix. /
(he’s not uprooting) 

B. obadu /obmdu /
(he’ll uproot it)

"CY A. onsu / Snzl /
(he’s not crjr.ing)

B* obasu /obwsO: /
(he’ll cry)

A. onsia. /dhsyge /
(he’s not returning)

B. obas i a / o bn s yaE/
(he’ll return)

A, onlo / onn 5 /
(he’s not weeding it

B* obalo /obalo /
(he’ll we e d i t)

B. obanlo/obanlu/
(he’ll drink it)

Special Ca.ses

Plural
l/n 

nl /n

12. slxka/eleka/ IT'OVCY A- nlska /nneka / 
(box) (boxes)

13. an 1 o ina / an 1 Cm a/ TTCVCY A. nloma/nnOma / 
(bird) (birds)

0A¥fCY

ObY^CY

oaPcy

Cb¥ACV

0AiCY

Ob¥ACY

O^CY
A

ObY^CY

ObYACY

aPcycy

%CYCY
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I.lii The Phonological feature of D(orsallty)

Re gnlar Cases

Yerb stem Tense foxms

k/g : 14- ka /k& / ^CV A. - onga /3j}g£ / O^ICY
(to say) (he’s not saying it)

^CY B. obaha /obaJiS / ObY^CYtt
(he’ll say it)

ky/gy • 15- kye /kyx / ̂ CY A.. ongye /onygyx / 0XMCY
(to catch) (he’s not catching him)

ky/hy : ,f B. obahye /obahyi / CbY^CY
(he’11 catch him)

kw/gw : 16. koati/lcwc"t‘? / XCYCY A. on go at! / cftjgwfcrt 1 / O^YCYCY
(to slip) (he does not slip)

kw/hv; : ‘ ” Th obaho at i/obah-wrti/ Ob-Ŷ CYCT
(he’7.1 slip)

kyw/gyw: 17. twe /kywf / ̂ CY A* cndwe /ohygywf / Ô ftCY
(to null) (he’s not nulling it)

kyw/hq : ” B. obahwe /obahqf / ObY^CY
(he’ll pull it)

Special Cases

Singular Plural
6/g * 18. shone /efLan(f)/ E^OVOY A. ngene /pgan(i')/ ^HCVCT

(trap) (traps)
by/gy : 19* ehyele/shysle / E^CYCY A. ngysIs /nygvels/ ÎfCVCl

(sparrow) (s narrows)
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Add i t ional Capes

b/r : 20. bsls/bcls/ LOTCY B. obarsle/obarcle/ ObYDCYOV
(to bring)

r/m : ‘21. rale/rale/ DCVCV
(.child)

(he111 bring)

A. mrale /mm ale / ~f?CVCy 
(children)

On the basis of the above phonological analysis, we can 
make the general statement that the phenomenon of consonant 
mutation, irrespective of whether it is effected under S 
influence (Type A) or ¥ influence (Tjrpe B), preserves, as a rule, 
the place of articulation in terms of the phonologocal features 
of labiality, apicality and dorsalit^r set uu. In the additional 
cases (20—21), however, the features of labial i'fu' and dorsality 
are in contrast; that is, with +v>*> r egul ar b/r mu tat? on (20), 
effected under ¥ influence, the stem—initial consonant /b/ is 
characterised by labiality, whereas i+s mu+p.ted form /r/ ■» s 
characterised by dorsality, and with the special case of r/m 
mutation (21), effected under ¥ Influence, the stem-initial 
consonant /r/ has the feature of dorsality and its mutated form 
/m/ has the different feature of labiality.

by the feature of dorsalit’r (14—19), the stow—initi y"i consonants

Tt. is to be rated tl?.t with forms, for -!,rh'i ch the foe.tu.res 
of labiality (1—6) and aricality (7—13) are stat^b^e, the stem- 
initial consonants may be either voiceless (1-2, 4~5? 7—9) or
voiced (3, 6, 10—13), whereas in the c^se of forms characterized

in which the stem—initial consonant
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It Is also to be noted tb^t with the following voiceless 
stem-initial consonants: i. the labial fricatives /f, fw/
(1-2), ii. the alveolarise'd and velarized labial’ plosives 
/tp, kp/ (4-5), iii* the apical plosive and fricatives /\>\. s, 
sy/ (7-9), iv. the dorsal nlosives /k, kw/ (14A, 16A), and
v. the dorvsal affricates /ky, kyw/ (15A, 17A), consonant muta
tion has the effect "of changing them into their voiced counter
parts ♦

Under (ii), voicing' as opposed to plosion is stated; and 
to handle the voicing/plosion opposition, two prosodic features, 
with two terms each, are set up:

i. a two-term nrosodic feature of voice symbolized ,us 
sunerscrluts / V, of which 7—rrosod.̂ r ?s realized nhone— 
tlc?ll7r as voicing (or ^r^sence of 'voice'4 and V—rrosody 
as voicelessn°ss k r  absence of voice):
ii. a two—term nrosodic feature of ^losion sTrmbolized t?.s 
sunerscrirts l/l, of which ?-prosody is realized phonetically 
as presence of nlosion in contradistinction to P-prosody
• which is realized phonetically as absence of plosion.
Voicing is opposed to Hosion in these resoects: l) voic

ing as a feature of the (verbal or nominal) stem is related to 
absence of plosion as a feature of the corresponding construction; 
and Ii) absence of voice as a feature of the stem is related to 
rresence of plosion as a feature of the corresponding construction.

The following examrles (22—2°) Illustrate the first type 
0f relatIonshin:
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d/n •

d/1 : 

n/nl • 

b/m : 

b/r :

Re Pillar C3.ses 

Verb stem. Tense forms
22. do /do

(to weed)-
tt'

23* no /nO
(to drink) 

24» bo /bo
(to break) 

25. bels /bali
(to bring)

Tr-i-'/ "CV y :

/ v~CV

/  v?cv

/ VP/ V1cvcv

A. onlo /onn5 / 0 "Li?'CV
(he’s not weeding it)

3. obalo/obalo / O W ^ C T
(he’ll weed it)

B. obanlo/qbanlo/ ObV J'CV 
(he’ll drink it)

A. ombo /bmmo / O^iJCV
(he’s not breaking it)

B. obaxsle/obarele/ ObV^CVCV 
(he’ll bring it)

Special Oases
Sin vial a r Plural

1 /n : 26. JfT)'slene/slsn(f)/B CVCV A- nlene/nnen (f) / VPHGVCV
(boat, vehicle) (boats, vehicles)

nl/n: 27. ~ ^ ^ ’jj'nanloma/anlUma /E' "OVCV A. nl ona/nnBma / v“1 "HCVGV
(bird) (birds)

r/m • 23. raals /rale / V:PCVGV A. mraale/mmale / VP-rNCVCV
(woman) (women)

b/w : CM boka /blJka / VPCVCV A. mboka /mmOka / VPncvgv
(hill) (hills)

or B. awoka /awUka / VP ¥ -CVCV
(hills)

As the above examnles show, voicing a.s a. feature of the 
initial 0 element in the ^verbal or nom"ina'■ ) stem  ̂s re"̂ sted 
to absence of plosion as a feature of the corresponding C element 
in the tense or plural form*
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The following examples (30-37) illustrate the second 
type of the voicing-plosion relationship:'

t/d

Regular Gases 

Verb stem
VP,30. tn /tu / 

(to uproot)
CV

k/g : 31. ka /ka / VPGV
(to say)

kw/gw : 32* koati/kwBti/ ^PGVCV
(to slip)

ky/gy : 33. kye /kyi / YPCV
(to catch)

kyw/gyw: 34* twe /kywi / VPGV
(to pull)

Tense form
A. ondu /ondu / o"%PCV

(he’s not uprooting it)

B. obadu /ob^du / ObV^CV
(he’ll uproot it)

A. onga /opga / O^H PCV
(he’s not saying it)

A. ongoati/opgweeti/ 0^§P CVCV 
(he’s not slipping)

A. ong3re /onygyi / 0 % PCV 
(he’s not catching it)

A. ondwe /onygywi/ 0 % PCV 
(he’s not pulling)

Singular
tp/db : 35* pema /tpima / 7PCVCV B.

(grass-outter)

Plural
agbema /adbima / VViGVCV 
(grass-cutters)

kp/gb : 36. kpoba/kpoba / CVCV A. mgboba /pmgboba/ ^HPCVCV
(gold nugget) (golsoj.o. nuggets;
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Plural

by/gy11 37* shyele/ehysle/ E^CVCV A- ngyeIs/nygysis/ CTC'
(sparrow) (sparrows)

In the above examples, absence of voicing as a feature of the 
initial C element in the stem is related to the presence of 
plosion as a feature of the corresponding C element in the tense 
and plural forms*

i) affricates occur before unrounded front and central 
open vowels, whereas velar plosives occur before rounded 
back and central open vowels, and may, therefore, be regsnde 
as being in complementary distribution;
ii) there is no contrast between the affricate and the 
plosive modes of articulation, since only affricates are 
palato-alveolar and no plosives are articulated at the same

Additional Cases
f/v 38. fe /fi / W QY A. onve /ohyvi /

(to vomit) (he’s not vomiting)
B. obave /obavi / ObV^CV 

(he’ll vomit)
fw/vw : 39* fua /fwes / ^ CV

(to scratch)

•tr tt)A. onvua /orjvwa; / 0 CV 
(he’s not scratching)

B. obavua/obsvw®/ ObV^CY 
(he’ll scratch)

1. Che affricate consonants /ky, gy; kyw, gyw/ may be 
classified plosives for the following reasons:

place;
iii) only affricates and plosives have voiceless and 
voiced counterpartsukS m s/z-rhs
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s/z

sy/zy

k/Ii

ky/hy

kw/h'w

kyvf/hq

Verb stem

40 * su / s€r
(to cry)

. yp / v~CV

41* sia /sysB 
(to return)

/  v-cv

42. ka /kst
(to say)

43f Imre ,/kvi
(to catch)

4 4 * ko a t i/’•'ŵ ti
(to slip) 

45* two /k;n.'.rt
(to prill)

/ ?IW

/  f?ov

yr>/ cvov

/ V1''/ ■ n v

Tense forms
/ y™pA. onzu /ohzu / 0 3$~CV

(he’s not crying)
B. obazu /ohnzu / ObY^Cl

-(he *11•cry)
A. onzia /dhzy^J / O^ITCY

(he’s not returning)
B. obazia /obszy® / ObV J'CTi

(he’ll re turn)
B* obaha /obafi.8* / ObV^C^

(he'll say it)
B- obahye /cbahyi/ ObV^CV 

(he’"!/1 catch him)
p. / / V°obahoati/obaShvr^hi / ObV

CVCV
(he 'I"1, slin)

yrohahue /obahqx / ObV “07 
She'll null ̂

Urn m l

ngane /rjgan (1) / 0V07
(trms)

Sin ml  s.r

fi/g : 46, shane/eft an (1) / E^CVOV A,
(trar)

By.way of contrast with examples (22-77), it is to be 
noted t^at in these additions"1 m m s  (^8—46), voice'1 essness as a 
feature of the initial C element in the stew* 1 s related, to the 
absence of plosion (rather than to the presence of plosion as in the 
ca.se of examples (3(i'~37)) as a. feat1.’re of the 0 element in the 
tense and Plural forms, as exemplified bv (38—45) ? and second],v,
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■voicing as a, feature of the initial 0 element in the stem is 
related to presence of plosion (and not to the absence of ^losion 
as in the case of examples (22-2.9)) as a feature of the C element 
in the plural forms, as exemplified by (46).

On the basis of the above phonological analysis, three 
general statements can be made about the relationship of stems 
to their corresponding constructions in respect of the feature 
’voice1. Firstly, voicing in the stem is rela.ted to voicing 
in the corresponding construction, as exemplified by (22-29).

Secondly, voicelessness as a feature of the stem is related 
to voicing as a feature of the corresponding construction, as 
in (30-37 and 38-42),* and, as mentioned above, in the case of 
voiceless nlosive consonants (gO-36) and voiceless fricative 
consonants (38-41)» the mutated voiced consonant s homorganic 
with the voiceless stem-initial consonant.

And thirdly, voicelessness as a feature of the stem is 
related to voicelessness as a feature of the corresponding 
construction, as in (43-45)> and it is to be noted that this 
relationship is a characteristic of consonants which have the 
feature of dorsality and the type of mutation involved is, 
in each case, Type B effected under V influence.
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• The grammatical and lexica1, functions of Consonant Citation

1a. One imnortant grammatical function of consonant mu.ts.tior 
is that it serves, in part, to distinguish dynamic verbal forms 
occurring in the habitual tense from their correspondong stative 
verbal forms occurring in the continualive tense. Both tenses 
are alike in that thev do not have tense nrefixes, but are 
distinguished from one another in that the dynamic verbal form, 
in the habitual sense, is not marked bjr mutation, whereas the 
stative verbal form, In. the continuative tense, is marked by 
Type B mutation. The following naired examules illustrate:

1. t/d : (a). otenla skpa ne azo (Habitual,
(he sits on the bed) dynamic)

(b) ode skua ne azo (continuative,
(he is sitting on the bed) stative)

2. f/v : (a) ofea skpe ne abo (Habitual,
(he hides under the bed''1 dynamic)

(b) ayea ekpa ne abo (Continuative
(he is hidden under the ^ed) stative)

It is to be noted that in the case of the verbal forms tenla/de 
’to sit (or live)’ occurring in (la-b) above, the dynamic verbal 
form tenia is distinguished from the stative verbal d_e used in 
the continuative tense both nhonologicallv by Type B mutation 
and morphologically by suffixation.

Other pairs of verbal forms whose dynamic form in the 
habitual tense is nhonologicallv differentiated fro™ thei^ 
stative forms in the continuative tense by means of Type B 
mutation include:
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Hab 1 tual , dimam i c
3 * b/z  • i.

4* sv/zy:
5 * k/b :

ii

i.
ii

£oa

soho 
si a 
koto 
kisa

T to put/carry 
on bead*
Tto resemble’

/'to nl ace in’
’to kneel’
’to lean 
against'

6 * Vir/by ;

iii* kenda 'to hang’
kvis. 'to need, want’

Continuative, stative
zo 'to wearing/ *

camming on bead.
zoho ’to resemble1
zia 'to be held in
hoto 'to be kneeling’
hiss ’to be leaning

aga.ins t ’
henda ’to be banging'
hyia.' ’to be necessary,

7* d/l : 1, di ’to occupy
nosition’

ii. ds 'to bold,
grasp’

li

Is

'to be in 
nosition'
’to have’

It is to be noted that ibis phonologic*"1 distinction by means 
of* mutation is restricted in -*̂1 osive end fri cati v^ stem—ini tial 
consonants and is realizable not under ¥ influence*

We might, at this stage, compare 4-be different phonological 
means employed by Akan (Twi and Hente) and TTzema to distinguish 
dynamic verbal forms occurring in the habitual tense from their 
respective stative verbal forms occurring in the cent inn''stive 
tense:

Twi (9a) off (e)ho
(he leaves there)

(8b) ofi (s)hc„ A(. f-r'&w iMW-tLJ
Nzema:(8.la) ofi (e)ks

(he lea.ves there')
(8*lb) ovi (e)ke

(be comes from there)

(positive Habitual, 
dynamic)

(positive Continuative, 
stative)

(positive Habitual,
dvna^ j c)

(positive Continuative, 
stative)
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Twi : (9a») omfi (s)ho
(he doesn't leave there)

(9b.) omfi (e)ho ■
(he doesn't corr.e from 
there)

Nsemai (9* la) onvi (e)lce
(he doesn't leave there)

(9*lb) onvi (s)ks
(he doesn't come from 
there)

otena hoop no so 
(he sits on the table)
bte bpop no so
(he is sitting on the 
table)

Twi : (10a) 

(10b)

Nzema.: (lO,Ta) btenla skponle ne azo
(he sits'on'the table)

(10* lb) . ode ekponle ne azo
(he is sitting on the table)

(n egat iv e Ha b i tual, 
dynamic)

(negative Continuative, 
stative)

(negative.Habitual, 
dynami c)

(negative Continuative, 
stative)

(positive Habitual 
dynamic)

(positive Continuative, 
stative)

(positive HabItu a1, 
dynamic)

(positive Continuative, 
stative)

As (8a-b) show, Alcan ■ effects the differentiation tonally, whereas 
Nzema does so by consonant mutation, as in (8.1a-b). In the 
negative clauses (9a-b), Akan signals the difference tonally, 
but Nzema does not; in addition, the Akan and Nzema forms differ 
in that the Akan forms are not marked by mutation whereas the 
corresponding Nzema forms are* And in both A>an and Nzema, the 
dynamic and stative verbal forms occurring in (10a—b) are mornho- 
logicallv distinguished; and in Nzema, also phonologically 
distinguished by consonant mutation. With particular reference 
to verbal forms with voiceless stem-initial consonants which are 
not morphologically related, both Akan and Nzema make the
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distinction by phonological means, Akan hy means of tone and 
Nzema by means of mutation. With verbal forms which are morrho- 
logocally distinguished , Nzema (but not Alcan) additionally, and, 
therefore, redundantly distinguishes them by . consonant'mutation.

Also in the case of verbal forms with voic ed stem-initial 
consonants which are not morphologically related, Akan achieves 
the distinction by means of tone and Nzema by means of mutation, 
as the following examples illustrate:

Twi : (11a) oda brop'no so (positive Habitual,
(he sleeps on the table) dynamic)

(l!b) bda bpop no so (positive Continuative,
(he’s lying on the table) stative)

Nzema: (l1*Te) bda skponle ne azo (positive Habitual,
(he sleeps on the table) dynamic)

(11*Tb) bla skronle ne azo (positive Continuative,
(he’s lying on the table) stative)

With verbal forms wi th other voiced stem-initial consonant s, Akan
distinguishes them tonally, whereas Nzema. does so morrho!ogieally,
as in:
Twi : (12a) ogylna ckwap mu (positive Habitual,

(he stops in the way) d3m.am.ic)
(12b) ogyina bkwan mu (positive Continuative,

(he is in the way) stative)
Nzema: (12.1a) bgyinla adenle nu (positive Habitual,

(he stops in the way) dynamic)
(12.Ib) bgyi adenle nu (positive Continuative,

(he is in the way) stative)
On the basis of the 'above descriptions, we might sav.th'̂ t, as

1-* Additional exemplification is provided by Nzema' verbal forms: 
soa/zo Tto put or c a m r on head’ and their Akan eculvalents
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i

a rule, both, languages employ phonological means to differentiate 
dynamic verbal forms in the habitual tense from their corresponding 
stative forms in the continuative tense and that whereas Akan 
Lises tone, Nzema Lises consonant mutation.

1b. Consonant mutation is a.lso one synchronic means of distin
guishing positive habitual tense forms from positive perfect

» ' $tense forms with the 1st person singular and 1st person - 3rd
person plural pronominal subjects only.

In addition to having different temporal references and, 
therefore, .collocation with different temporal adverbials, the 
two tenses are different in that the positive hsbituial tense 
selects the Set I pronouns in cil. uding the mono-phonemic forms,
^  ’you' and o ’he, she, it’ of the 2nd and 3rd person singular 
pronominal subjects, whereas the positive p? rfect tense sel ects 
Set JJ pronouns including the corrosrond'ffty hi “-phonemic forms, 
wo ’you’ and ye ’he, she, it’.

Apart from these differences, the two tenses are alike in 
being characterized by identical intonation consisting of a low 
tone on the pronominal subject followed by tone on the
syllable(s) of the verb stem, and in not being marked by any 
tense prefix, so that with verb stems whose stem-initial 
consonants are immutable the two tense forms are, in' i^ol^tion,

Ivirtually homophonous. The following examples with the verb 
stem kpu ’to smoke (meat)’ illustrated

1. It seems, on. kina.esthetic evidence, that the fin.ol k w tone 
in clauses, particularly if they are objectless, with the -perfect 
tense ’drops’, whereas the corresponding low tone with the habi
tual tense is level; that is, the intonati^nal patterns of the 
perfect and habitual tense forms are:
/- —)/ and / - -/ respectively.
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Habitual Perfect
%1st "°ers. sinrr. mekpu/mukpu?/ wekou/miTk'?uT?/

1st

3rd

(T smoke it) (I’ve smoked it)\ \
/Vi % %plur. vekpu/j ekpu ?/ yekpu/j ekpu ?/

(we smoke it) (we’ve smoked it)
' \ % ■%” bskpu/bekpu?/ •bekpu/bekpu?/

(they smoke it) (they've smoked it)
In the ce.se of verb stems with mutabie stem-initial consonants, 
mutation partly serves to distinguish positive perfect tense 
forms, which are marked by Type B mutation, from their correspon
ding positive habitual tense forms which are not marked by 
mutation, as the following examples with the verb stems, i. ko 
’to go’ and ii. bsla ’to come!, illustrate:

i. ko 'to go’

1st rers. sing.

1 st

3rd

plur.

Habitual
meko/mOko?/ 
'I go’
veko/ jekh?/ 
’we go’
bsko/beko?/ 
’thev go’

Perfect
meho/mUlih?/ 
’I’ve gone’
yeho/jslib?/ 
'we’ve gone’
beho/bslio?/ 
’they’ve gone'

ii. bsla ’to come’
1st

1 -& t

3rd

sing. meba/msba?/ 
’I come ’

plur. yeba/jeba?/ 
’we come’

" beba/beba?/
t -m.uriev come

mera/mera?/ 
’I’ve come’
vera/jera?/ 
’we’ve gd me'
bera/bsra?/ 
’tbev’ve come’
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1c. Consonant mutation may also -serve, along with other 
synchronic means, to distinguish CV verb stems, in vhi oh the C 
element is phonetically realized as the voiceless plosive and 
fricative consonants /t, k, ky; f, s/, from their reduplicated, 
forms. As already mentioned, such CY verbs (except those which 
are characterized by nasality and/or w—prosody as a whole) have 
reduplicated forms which are not marked by mutation. The verbal 
noun forms and their mutation-marked tense forms of such CY verb 
stems regularly exhibit consonant mutation, whereas their 
corresponding reduplicated forms do not. In the illustrative 
examnles involving the verbs: i. to Tto buy1 and ii. si_
Ho round * and their reduplicated (RED.) forms, only the verbal 
noun forms and the 3rd person singular habitual (Hab.) tense 
negative (Neg.) and rerfect (Perf.) tense positive (Pos.) forms 
are given:

1. Yerbalnoun

2. Tenseforms

CY verb stem
i. to Ho buyT

sdole/sdole?/ 
(buying)

Muta
tion

t/d

RED, form
toto/tOto/

etotole/etotole?/ 
(buying)

Muta
tion

t/t

a. 3rd pers. sing.
Hab, Heg. ondo/bndp

(he doesn’t buy)
t/d

b» 3rd pers. sing.
Perf. Pos. yedo/ji&o/ t/d

(he’s bought it)

ontoto/ontDto /
(he doesn’t buy)

yetoto/iitpto/ 
(he's bought them)

t/t

t/ 1
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CY verb stem Muta'tion Red. form

3 * Yerbalnoun *

ii. sr ’to pound*
ezile/^zole/ s/z 
(pounding)

sj si/stsl/
esisile/esisele/ s/s 
(pounding)

4. Tense forms:
a. 3rd pers. sing.

Hab. Heg, onzi/dnzi/ s/z onsisi/onsfsf/ s/s
(he doesn’t pound it) (he doesn’t pound it)

b. 3rd pers. sing.
Perf. Pos. yezi/jizi/ s/z vesisi/;jisisi/ s/s

(he has pounded it) (he has pounded it)
2. Lexical distinction

a. Consonant mutation is one synchronic means of distin
guishing the following pairs of homophonous lexical items:

cause to turn back*; 2a. sua/sflwa/ fto tear* and 2b. sr.a/suwa/

In the case of the first pair of items, the distinction may 
be exemplified by their perfect tense forms: 1a. wosiane/woŝ een?/
’you’ve caused (me) mishap’, which is not marked by mutation; and 
1b. ■ wo z i an e /wo zyeeni/ ’you’ve turned (me) back’, .1 ch is marked 
by mutation. And in the case of the second, nair, the first 
member 2a.. sua/stEWgc/ ha.s the i. the 'verbal noun form: ssuanls/ 
estTwaie/ ’tearing’: ii. the reduplicated form: suosua/s(uw)os-CrwgQ
and iii. the perfect tense form: y e su a/ n 1 shv/a /, all of which 
are not marked by mutation. The second member 2b. sua/suwa/ has 
the cor re s uondin a forms: 1. szuani.e/eshw^'le/ ’fastenin''1' ’ ;

'la* siane/syseni/ ’to cause mishap’, and 1b. siane/sysen?/ ’to

to prop against P&f fa&n* *
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ii. s i i q an a./ s (uw) oadwl/; and iii. ye su a,/ i 1 suwa/ 'he "ĥ s 
fastened it’, all three forms being marked by the s/z mutation.

b. Consonant mutation may also serve-in nart to distin— 
guish the different but related senses of polysemic lexical items. 
For instance, the verb stem 1. tia/t(i)ja/ has the two related 
senses of i. ’to walk or toddle’ and ii. 'to kick or tread on’ 
In its first sense, this item ha.s (a) the verbal noun form: 
ediale/ed(i)jale/ 'walking'; (b) the reduplicated form: tiedia/ 
t(ij )ed(i) ja/; (c) the -perfect tense form: yedia/jid(i) ja,/
'he has walked1, all three forms being marked by the t/d mutation*

In Its second possible sense, the item has the corresponding 
forms: (a) etiale/et(i)jale/ ’kicking’; (b) tietia/t(ij)et-
(i)ja/; and (c) yetia/jit(i)ja/ 'he has kicked', all three 
forms exhibiting no mutation. Similarly, the verb sea/s(i)ja/ 
has at least two related senses: i. 'to allow to pass' and
ii. ’to eject a stream of spit’, distinguishable, among other 
formal, criteria, by consonant mutation, as exemplified by their 
corresponding perfect tense forms:* i. yesea nrenya ne ’he 
has allowed the man to pass’ and ii. yesia nysls ’he has 
ejected a stream of spit’.

With the verbs: 1. kye/kyi/, which may mean either
i. ’to catch’ or ii. 'to bind' and 2. kpolo/kpolo/, which 
may mean either i. . ’to take off dress’ or ii. ’to bruise 
(or reel off skin)’-, the distinction, by means of mutation, of 
their different senses can be seen in their redunllcated forms.
In its first sense, ite^ (1) k^e has the redunllcated for-* kvehye/ 
kyrhvi/ which is marked by ky/hy mutation, whereas in its second 
sense it has the reduplicated form: kyekve/kyikyI/, vhich is not
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marked by mutation. Similarly* item (2) : It polo, in its first 
sense, has' the reduplicated, form: kpolomgbclo/kp(ol)oT]riigbolo/
'to he loose (of dress)', which exhibits the kp/gb mutation under 
N influence, whereas its second sense is distinguished by the 
reduplic ated form: kpololcpolo/kp(ol)okpolo/, which does not
exhibit mutation.

■c. It was noted above as a characteristic of verbs that 
nasality (rather than tone as in the case of noun words) may be 
lexically distinctive among mono-syllabic and disyllabic verb 
stems. In conjunction with nasality, consonant mutation may 
be lexically distinctive, as the following pairs of CV and C W  
verb stems and their corresponding reduplicated forms illustrate:

Verb stem &£(?• form
1a, kmi/kpu / ' to spew out' kpukpu /kpukpu /
b. kpit/kprt / ' to 

(rr
smoke 
lest'' '

kpum gbu /kpupmab'u/ 
'to fumigate'

2a* to /tO / 'to throw' to to /to to / 1 to 
derloy'

b* to /tO / 'to cook' tondo /tondo / 'to
roast'

3a. ko /ko / 'to
(s
trim 
iticlcs) '

koko /koko / 'to 
gnaw ’

b. ko /ko / 'to fight1 koho /ko /
4a. ka /ka / 1 to bite' keks. / koka /
b. ka / k / ' to say' keha /kafifr / ' to gossip1
5a. f.ia/f (i) ja/ 'to carrychild 'fievia / f (i j)1ev(i)ja/
b. ■f* i p / e (j h  p ./ 'to unthread' f i e f i a. /f(io) ef(i)ja/
6 s,. fea/f(i)ja/ 'to hide' feevea /f(ij) ev(i)ja/
b. fee./f (i) ja/ ’ to cook medicinal, sour1 —
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Tn the above paired exemhJ es, the ( a )  member of each ^  Ar of 
verb ■’ s characterised tv +he ĥr-ê pa of nr: pal i fr t.̂.* >c,
the (ĥ  member i a cb^r^cter? sed bTr yur- ^pop^Qp -n̂ pr--1 * m-
-? p to >'p ■nn+pd tr'- +• the C Y verb ptp-np b' f̂ rr" fv>p cvy v'■'■*'* h
p + p^o An "f'b o “h p^nr - tbe GY vpy’hB t T'Pfifi’ifP nf "ngpp'l i op, o 
f ea tv. re of the verb a ten If related, to r̂eser. c° o-e ori+p+'i on 
(either Ty^e A or "p) s,s a. feature of the redunllcated f̂v*rn
vtereas with the C W  verbs, absence of nasality as ° feature of 
the verb stem ja rebated, to nresence of mu+ption (Tyne ^ only) 
as a fe-trre of the redo hi i opted form*

/ t i l t
. Tt shr-u1 d be nenticned^w511"1 the nair of GY verb s^ens 

(1?~b) , in which the G e"1 event is realized, as /hr/ (v.dv'ck, as 
noted above, is reyYerly immutab1 e in verb stems), that lexical 
di s + ir cH.on by nutation., In conjunction wi th nasailtv, can be 
seen in "hoe redunlicated f^rns puî r, iy■? th the rpfrs c** GY v^rb 
stems (2a-b; ya-b), however, in whj ch the sten-initial consonants 
/t, k/ in both members are regularly mutable (e.g. in verbal noun 
forms and mutation-marked■tense forms), lexical distinction by 
mutation, in conjunction with nasality, relates to constructions 
involving their reduplicated forms.

On the other hand, in the case of the nair of CY verb stems 
(3a-b), the G element realisable as /k/ is immutable in the (a) 
member and mutable in the (b) member. .And in the pairs of GYY 
verb stems (5r6(a-b)) the C element realizable as /f/ is immutable 
in the (b) members, but mutable in the (a) members. With these 
three pairs of items, consonant mutat5on functions, in conjunction 
with nasality, as a lexically distinctive feature in tveir redu~ 
c-ated forms as we! 1 as in the other constructions wMch -re 
regularly marked by mutation, as the following verbal noun forms 
of j tens (3a-b) and (6a—b) Ulus '.rate «
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Verb stem Verbal noun Mutalion
ko /ko / e k o 1 o / s k 01 e / *]y* f j A
(to trim) (trimming)
ko /ko / shonls /stole / k/h
(to fight) (fighting)
fea/f(i)ja/ eveale /ey(i)jale / f/v
(to hide) (hiding)
fea/f(1)3 a/ sfeanle/ef(i)^ais / f/f
(to cook soup) (cooking)

Tone and Intonation
Nzema is a tone language of Pike's level-pitch register 

type. Toe descriptive statement rresented here deals with only 
some of the main tonal and intonations! features of the language.

The term 'pitch' is here used at the uhonetic level, to 
refer to the voice register, whereas the term 'tone1 is used at 
the phonological level to refer +o the systematic analysis of 
the pitches of the voice into tone patterns; that is, pitch is 
the phonetic exponent of tone. And tonal patterns correlating 
with formally established grammatical- structures are regarded as 
intonational features and treated as a prosodic element of the 
structure as a whole.

Nzema has a two-term tonal system of high and low tone.
The tone-hearing phonological units are:

a* every syllable of CV’ or V structure occurring within
the stem of a lexical item;

b. every vowel or syllabic nasal ixefix.
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As a rule, a vowel or syllabic nasal prefix occurring in a one- 
ward sentence or a non-verbal clause bears a 1 ov; tone. Instances 
of vowel lengthening* are sometimes analyzpble a.s a sequence of 
two unidentical tone, but nay, in ^ther contexts, be realised as 
one, usually high, tone.

In order to minimize diacritical marbs only high tones are
regularly indicated'by an ajtfcute accent, low tones being warded,
where necessary, by a grave accent.

Do waster
It is a feature of the level-pitch register type of tone 

language which. Nzema exemplifies that in a verhpl or nominal 
’r'iece, where a high tone Is followed by one low tone or more which 
in turn is followed b*m another hi°*h tone the second high tone is 
rdslimed, a.s having a rhoneti os 11 ̂  lo^er ritch than the f^rst high 
tone, that  ̂s , in a tonal sccu.ence of hi °*h—low—(lowl—ĥ  ah the 
second high +‘r>ne is nredictab ^ of a lower ritch than +he first
high tone. This intonations.! "phenomenon b.as been Variously

1 2 labelled as 1 automatic downstep’ or ’downdrift’ and may be
exemplified in Nzema by the following nominal (1) and verbal
(2) pieces in which the underlined syllables bear high tones of
successively lower pitch than the first high tone:

(1) diiku fofole ^pole ne
(the big new headberchief)

/(2) Saneba felsgyinla.
(Saneba is stopping)

1 .
2 .

Stewart, J.M. (1965)
Schachter, P. and Prombin, Y* (1968)
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A second but different instance of downs4-en rentes to the second 
of fi-ro od ̂ 1=1 cen t ĥ  ton &s « Of two e d "h oen t on sec11 ê 1 t ̂ ̂ "* t ̂ 
tones (imsen?rated by a 1 ow tone), the second high tone is some
times realised as being o.f a 1 orer mtch than the immediately 
preceding high tme, as the following examples ? Ilnstre te:

- (3a) nrenva biala 
(every ^an)

(3b) mrenya tohuln 
(men's towel)

(3c) sit s. kpol_e ne
(the big house)

(4) veko mekoda
(l go and I go to sleep)

As already mentioned in the introductory chanter, lexical
distinction by means of tone is-a characteristic feature of
TJolysy1 lab j c - i.e. disyllabic and kri-syn able—noun words, as
the following examples illustrate:
I. 'Disyllabic: 1a.

II. Tri-syllabic: 5a.

1 a* foie /foie / fb. foie /fale? /
(Saturday) - (advice)

2a. eya /eja / 2b. eya /eja? /
(an g e r; him dr e d) (leaf; farm)

3a. kuma. /kumh / 3b. *kuma /kuma? /
(kenkey) (hole)

4a. kanra /kapS / 4b. *kanra /kap§? /
(slave) (fresh-water crab)

5a. ebela /ebela / 5b. ebela /ebela? /
(life) (a girl's name)

6a, anloma/anlDma / 6b.
+ *

anlosia/ahl. Otna? /
(bird) (yesterday)
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7 a. awu 1 e /csvol e /
(thief)

7"b • awule /eswale? / 
(rice)

Sa* a3rsne /aisn(i)/ 8b. ayene /ajen(x)?/
(f i rev/ood) (witch'

There ere homonyms as in (2a), and, in certain cases (e.v. 4, 6, 
8), differences in respect of a final glottal stop. In addition, 
noun v/ords of the sane syllabic structure, unlike verb stems, are 
classifiable in terms of their tonal structure. For disyllabic 
noun words three tonal classes may be set up:

Disyllabic: Class I: High - Low
Unmarked"

Disyllabic
Marked

Unmarked

1. duku / dulcu ? /
2, kusu ,/kusu? /
3- bole /bolo? /
4, tobo ,/tobo? /
6. sipe /sitpe? /

A7. sanvs /sSnyve? /*
8. kyenze/kyehzi’? / 
9* nyila /nvsla? /
10. nyane /nyanf? /

Class II: lo w ~ Hi gh

’hee.dkerchief ’ 
'cat'
’kenkey’ (food)’ 
’a kind of game* 
1 enmity1 
’key *
’pan*
’boil1 
’rain ’

11. f ale /fall / 'belt’
12. si ale /syals / 'loin cloth’
13. nrenya/rjShyg / ’man ’
14- teka /teka /

/ ’blow’
15. kuma /kumS / 'hole*
16. sonla /sonir? / 'person'
17. f els /fels? / 'fish 1
18. sya /eja? / 'leaf'
19. s ane *

/san?? / 'broom'
20, nyi an e/nyanJ? / * d i spra ce’
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Class III: Lew - Low
Marked 21. bole / o el e / ’ stone’

22. sua / srwa ! ’hou se •’
23* bane /ban? / ’wall’
24. kuma /kuma-, / ’ kenkey ’
2 5* kukn.e /kukwe / 'coconn t *
26. beds /beds? / cassava *
27* tsha /teba? / ’ toba.cco ’

Unmarked

Among tri—syllabic nouns, five tonal classes nay he distinguished* 
Tr i—s y 11 p h i c:
Unmarked : 28* tahoa /tabowa?/ ’hoard1

'towel’

Unmarked

Marked

Cl ass I: Hip\h~low-Low
OP c. <. ' * taboa /tabOwa?/
29. to hr. In /tohrlu?/
30. tends /tomde ?/

31* nansele /nan s el I ? /

Class II: T,ow-Hi nh—Low
32. slake. /elsVa? /
33. ebia /eb(i ).js?/
34 * alenke

*

j  alryks ?/
35* n. r e 1 an. d e / Tp 1 an d i ? /
36. hozonl *e /bCsenli?/
Class III: lo w-Ei gh-Hi gh
37.

* +

skponle/ekpanli/

03 • tokule ,/tokele /
39* namrle /ndiele /
40* bslsra /bel era /
41* nyevile/nydVele/

1 tumbl pr ’ •(loan-vor d )
1r en c i1 1 (1o anwo rd

’boxT 
T chair 1 
1 door1

’table1
'window'
’ window ’
’young woman' 
’ the sea’
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Tr i—s y 11 abi c 
Unmarked

Marked

Unmarked

Marked

Glass IV: low-how-High.
42. edweke /egwsks?/

*
43• shone /shcni? /
4 4 * ayil e /e?j el e? / 
45* b ovule /bowule?/ 
46. saminla/sfhiohig:?/ 
47* nre/^nnra/pezipa/
Class T: Low—low-Low

’case, matter’ 
'hunger’ 
’medicine' 
'hone 1 
' soap' 
’house-fly1

48.
49.
50.
51.
52. 
53*

kpavole /kravols?/ ’young man’ 
a saw / s s b s e w u ?  / ’cast-net’
shane /ehanf /
anloma /ahlOma /
awule /sswale /
hoane /bovanl /

’trap* 
'bird’
’ thief’ 
’goat’

Some Intonational features* ( l )  TToun + Numeral/adjective 
Within the grammatical structure: noun + numeral/adjective

(e.g. i. ko ’one’ and ii. kuole ’big, fat') disyllabic 
and tri-syllabic noun words, as a rule, retain the same tonal 
pattern tha.t they exhibit in isolation or as one-word sentences. 
There is, however, no uniform intonational pattern in the case 
of the first syllable of the following adjective word; that is, 
with some noun words the low tone of the first syllable of the 
adjective word may be raised to a high tone or remain low with 
other noun words.

a. Pigyl1at1c noun t numeral/adjective
VMth particular reference to disyllabic nouns, members 

of Class 7 (High-I'ow) do not, as a rule, favour the raising of
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the 1ovt -fore o*̂ the f o"t 1 cw^n^ s^lh’h} ° of the adjective h o
f o lev* Vi *~ -xvi 1 e T‘r’ *̂*k  ̂̂ e'̂ s (7  ̂ '",'d  ̂v"', -1*1*1 i-)'~,-i'"r>p'|̂(̂: j

(5a) ’misu kd
(one cat)

(5b) knap vpdle
( o "h -I cr c e t ̂

(6a) kyenze ^d
(one pan)

(6b) kysnze knole
(a big pan)

On J'be evidence of perception disyllabic nouns (1 — 10) ^  m.ess I 
which do not usually favour raising £re characterized b" a final 
alottpl stop in ure—p û ^p ^osition ’’■ten uttered one—vmrd 
sentences.

JVmnno' rl i_ gvT"[(o"hi a r'OnnS of - 0** PSS TT (PoW—TT'i ̂ h ̂ , i J'evv'S 
(11-15) favour raising, as the following nominal nieces with 
items (if) end (15) exemplify:

(7 a) nrenya ko
(one man)

(7b) nrenya kpole
(a fat man)

(8a) kuma ko
(one bole)

(8b) kuma kuole
(a big hole)

On the other hand, disyllabic nouns (16-20) of Class II do not 
favour raising as the following examples with items (16-17) 
illustrate:
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(9a) sonla/ ko
(or.e person)

(9b) sonla kuole
(a big person)

(10a) fele ko
(one fish)

(10b) fele kpole
(a big fish)

It is to be noted that, as in the case of 01b. s s  T nouns, members 
of Class II which do not favour raising are characterised, as 
one-word. sentences, by a final glottal stop, whereas those
members which favour raising are not characterized by glotta-
3ization*

Similarlv, among members of 01 ass TTI (Low-Low), the nouns 
(21-25) which favour raising are not characterised by a. final 
glottal stop, as the following nominal nieces with items (21) 
and (25) illustreate:

(11a) bole ko
(one stone)

(11b) bole kpole
(a big stone)

(12a) kulcue ko
(one coconut)

(12 b ) kuku e kpole
(a- big coconut)

On the other hand, items (26-27) do not favour raising and, as 
one-word utterances, are characterized by a fin.nl glottal stop:

(13a) teba kd
(one tobacco)

(13b) teba. kpole "
(a big tobacco)

(14a) beds kd
(one cassava)
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(lib) bsde kpole
(a big cassava)

In respect of this intonatinnal feature, dissyllabic nouns 
may be sub-classified in terms of (i) these nouns which favour 
the raising of the lew tone of the following syllable in the 
structure, and (li) those nouns which do not favour raising.
In terms of markedness, nouns which are exceptional i r favouring 
rousing may be regarded as marked in contradistinction to the 
more normal cases which do not favour raising and are regarded 
as unmarked, and, as already mentioned, unmarked nouns are 
characterized b̂ r glottalization whereas marked nouns are not.

b» Irl-syllabic noun + number/adjective
Tn+nnationally, tri-svllabic nouns of Class I (ligh- 

Iiow—low) and Class II (Low—High-Low) are an ike in not favouring 
raising and are, therefore unmarked; and like unmarked disyllabic 
nouns, tri-syllabic nouns of Class I - II are characterized, a.s 
one—word sentences, by glottalization. Tri—syllabic nouns of 
Class III are marked, whereas tri-syllabic nouns of Class IV - V 
may be either marked or unmarked, as the following examnles with 
items (48) and (53) illustrate:

(15a) kpavole ko
(one young man)

(15b) kpavole kpole
(a fat young man)

(16a) boane " ko
(one goat)

(16b) boane kpole . ..
(a fat goat)
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On the "basis of the above analysis, the follovinc 
” cn o ra.i.i s a t j on can b^ n?de in resrect of the intonations!! 
feature correlating vuth the grammatics] structure:

a# 'within the structure, noun words have the sere tonal 
■pattern as thev exh?"bit in isolation or as one—vrcrd 
sentences;
b. elective words following the noun are not characte
rized b̂ r a uniform intonations!. nattern; thpt is, some 
noun ■t-rcrds do, but others do not, favour the rai*=■■?nr of 
the 1'v-; tone of the first or only syllable of the following 
adjective word 5
c. hnc'o nr’̂ m vt■* ch p̂v'i‘,',r' t,oj ̂ inrr are ’̂ecarded, in
re sue ct of th 1 s n" n tone ti end feature, a.s the ’’v ’̂Ved cases 
and, as far one can deternihe by rerception, ar^ not 
characterise^ by ? final glottal stop in ^e-pause position, 
when uttered as one-word sentences*I
d. those nr-uns which do nrt, however, fa.vour rris^’rc 
are distinguished as the unmarked cases and, as a vile, 
are characterised by a final glottal stop; there is a 
relationship, then, betv/een absence of raising and presence 
of a glottal stop;
e* pairs of noun words which are lexically distinguished 
by tone are also distinguished in resuect of this intona
tions,! feature of presence or absence of raising, as the 
fo]loving examples illustrate:
i. eya ’anger; hundredT : (17a) eya ko. (17b) eya kpole

(one hundred). . (great anger.)
ii* eya 'leaf, farm’ : (13a) eya ko (18b) eya kpole

(one leaf (a big leaf*)
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i» a will e f thi ef' awule k-nole 
 ̂s. id m thi ef)

( 2 O'b.) awtil e k~oole 
(big rice)

■Both of these two tonally-distinguished items, however, favour 
raising since both are marked cases:
i. krnna Tkenkey! : (21a) kuma loo (21h) kuma kpole 

(one kenkejO (a hig kenkey)
ii. kuma 'hole1 : (22a) kuma ko

(one hole)
(22b) kuma koole 

(a big hole)

XI. Intonational feature: Foun + determiner
■'.'k'thln the grammatical structure: noun + determiner,

some determiners raise the final low tone of the immediakely 
nr e cedi nr s^Il a^le of the noun word. Such determiners include: 
i. the singular definite article ne 'the1, ii. the plural 
mo.rker rno which me~r follrw the definite article, and iii* the 
determiner ye 'this'.

Within the structure: noun + ne, the fins'1 low tone of a

raised to a high tone (H) J and in such a structure the definite

fnrmula.rize this general intonational feature by a rule of the

This rule is blocked unmarked noun words in the oense 
defined above and mar be illustrated with the followin''" nnmlna.l 
^ioces 1 nvo"1 v*ns un’T|o'r,'''‘'ad and n°rhed m̂iti ■*'ro",'>ds:

marked noun word characterised by the tonal pattern (l)lTj is

article ne 'the1 (til) regularly bears a. 1 ow ton

s
'(I) II '---------(I:)LH/------- Nt
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TUp-pVpsfj diŝ ri i obi c nonns Class 7 !T (IT') :

(23a) bols ’store* : bole ne
(27b) sue ’bouse’ : r.1p ne
TT:nvri- rke d dis^r~i 1 gh j c noun C1 ° ss 7TT (T-T.) : 
(24?) beds ’crscpv?’ : bbd^ ne
(l/’b'1 teba 't^h-ooo’ : teb^ ne

f -fcVi p p ^ t

’ tb e b.n1! p>!

I -H', r> ^ ' - p p p v p  t

1 pi-, p t n b ̂ C C O 1

1 J-u p b-’ nd ’ 
1tbe noat’

TTOT>Vp̂  — ĝ r-] "1 pi” P ^OUn flops "V" (LIL)
(?g'3 ̂ n̂3 bmp ’bir^ ’ : n̂l oir!e. ne
C?‘3h) hobne ’nort ’ : borne ne
TTnw.prhed tri-sy3.lp.bj c noun CP °ss Y (JjT.t.)
(0 c 0 ̂ p̂ rn ’net’ : as ̂,i,ru ne ’ tbe u ̂ t ’
(9 ^ h )  t r a v e l s  *y n n n o - T ^ ^ n ’ : v ^ p y n i  g r e  ■'rnnri'1’ -mo-n '

ho c- c>y es sbr>i,r, +he ■T'-or--* i r>v'-to"n0 s‘tr1 shle °f tbp
vv’1 s’"'“r'd m n  r i’r "r'ealized pr a ĥ  Rh t^re i-n tbe p i u y u m 0 p,s in 
(27p-b) o.nd (2 5e—b), whereas witb the unmarked noun words the 
final lovr— tone syllable is not raised os in (24s~b) and (26a—b)* 

\'!ithin the nrammaiica.l strn.cture: ■"lor?! noun b Oil) n
mo, the immediately preceding 3.ovr—lone syllable is regularly 
realised as a high tone, and the glmral marker mo (ME) has 
always a low tone. This intonations! fea.ture may be fnrmularized 
as:

- L  — y* -71/ --- —  ME
and exemplified bjr the following nominal riecevs:

(27a) ahyense ne ’the pans’ : 3hyer.se ne mb ’those

(27b) mgbavole ne ’the young
men ’

'his father’

nans ’
mgbp.v01 s re mb ’ the

irouth ’
(? Robnoa; 0 ze

(28b) b hu

0 se mo

’her husband’ : b hu mb

’ h i s
fathers’ 
'her
h u s b a n d s
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It should "be nd- ed that with some noun words the junction 
btween the vo we 1 e"1 ̂ pp j-  ̂f  p Hup"1 p-tri *1 phie of the v*mn
’,,Tord p-nd the rnure"1 definite arti o1 e ne t rno i s realised as r
*r'v"y'’O l  n'-. fT.o+jn Or 4-y p ■f'-, pp*1 TrQwp"! * S\T pb a o’n rr p p] pn o. r>
Vi-i (Qfh tone, 0s ^ t b e  °78w ti]0p i

(l̂ a, ̂ tjo’e^u p yip mp ^ o'£eho"'Ri mb1 'the dhl^drer’
! OQhjl ppGvi'rp np rn f / -•̂•’n p-ymh I mp ■ ftn"̂> T'on '

krith 1 n the structure: r°ur t ye, the ^nr*1 1 ow t^re p
moyVp^ ripin Yr0^d p1”1 r y  ct c,'vi"> ped hf!- the t^ral T'r~> "'"̂p-̂yi (bhT j '**
realised r " r bir?b tone and the T'ost—Tnod'ifier r̂e ’this’ (YI)
-nillre fbp definite article ne, has also s. high tone. As in 
the T'*evi'V”r> cr'Sr'0, this intonaiioral fpf>tiy0 *npy bp general1 "ed
Tpir +U o -wO p ;

(T.)T, ------- _s ( t , ; w     t t

pyri pvp»̂yi"i j r*i pd b-5?" the foil o’d o 1 nomine"1 oi °cgb :

imp rk eft d ? c,̂rl"ip bic noun C1 a.s s T(H'):
(sop) pbb ’house * : sup. ve
CiOb^ kl.V'pp ! coconut' ’ kukue T"e
T"p-n ̂ ri-ed d i ŝ r*) I a b j c n our Class I (IT} :
(31a) beds ’cassava’ : bod p. ye
(31b) tsba ’tobacco’ : teb' ye
Marked tri-syllabic noun Class V(ill:):
(3?a) enloma ’bird’ : anlome ye
(^2b) boane ’goat’ : boane ye
bumarked tri—sv 11 ah 1.c noun Class V(X-LTj) :
{ 33a) krevbls ’vomer man ’ knave 1 a ye
(̂ pb) . as aval ’cast-net’ ?sai,rl ye

’ th is house ’
’ th. 1 s c 0 c oru t ’

’ thi s ca.s seva ’ 
’this tobacco’

’this bird’
’ t b ̂ S P' O e t ’

TH-hn p ''7‘OlTp C" n p ^  *

’t h is c p s t—net’
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Intonational features correlating with verba.?, pieces will be 
dealt with in the aprroprirte places and stated, along with 
a th en features, as "'"'art ct the exponents of' the ncrticu"1 ar 
verbal piece under examination. Tt should he mentioned, however 
that intonaticnal features may serve to resolve ambiguities 
between rolysemic clauses. Fnr example, the 3rd person nlural 
nositive perfect tense and the 2nd person plural positive direct 
imperative mood clauses are alike in that both do not hove a 
(tense) prefix and may be characterized bjr Type B consonant 
mutation such that with mono-syllabic verb stems ambiguity may 
result particularly in clauses where no complementation occurs 
The following pairs of clauses involving the verb stem: dm
*to eat1 illustratei

(34a) bsli ; ( perfect tense)
(they have eaten it)

(34b) beli alee ne
(they have eaten the food)

(35a) beli (direct imperative)
(all of you, eat it)

(35b) bell alee ne
(all of you, eat the food)

In the above clauses, the (b) examples are related by the pro- 
nominalization of the definite inanimate object noun phrase 
to the. (a) examples. The two (a) clauses, which have the same 
intonation, are ambiguous as between a perfect tense interpre
tation and a direct imperative interpretation. This type of 
ambiguity is partly resolvable-by means of the intonation 
characterizing the corresponding (b) clauses where complemen
tation occurs.
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In the case of disyllabic vorhs (e.g. t i Tto waIk1)
jl so '•rithrut ccinn? euientaixon, no such ambi guity occur?
nton?tier hi one serves to distinguish the two clause.0 as

(36a) bedia
(they have walked) (perfect tense)

(36b) bedia
(a?. 1 of you.} walk) (direct imnor^J* ive
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CHAPTER 3 
Category I : Mood

Within the category of mood three terms ace set up : indicative, 
interrogative and imperative and exemplified by the following 
clauses involving the verb stem bela 'to come1:
Indicative, positive
(la) oba asone 'he comes to church' (3rd per s. sing. Habitual)
(lb) beba asond 'they come to church1 ( " " plur. ’’ )
Interrogative, positive
(2a) oba aspne 6 ? ’does he come to churchT^Srd pers. sing. Habitual) 
(2b) beba aspne p ? 'do they ccme to church?̂  n " plur. " )
Imperative, possitive
(3a) bela asohe 'come to church' (2nd pers. sing. Habitual)
(3b) berela asdne 'come to church, all of you’ ( " " plur, " )

Leaving aside the direct imperative mood clause (3a), it is to be
noted that apart from differences in intonation and the clause-final 
particle o_ which distinguishes the interrogative mood clauses (2a-b), 
the indicative, interrogative and imperative mood clauses have the 
same word structure and order. There are, however, different 
grammatical features which serve to distinguish them. With particular 
reference to the verb stem bela 'to ccme', it is to be noted that 
the imperative clauses (3a-b) are different in that they contain the 
full form of the verb stem, whereas the indicative and interrogative 
mood clauses contain the 'contracted' form ha*. In general, however, 
imperative mood clauses differ from the corresponding Indicative
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and interrogative mood clauses in making no tense distinctions.
The direct imperative mood clauses exemplified in (3a~b) are also 
different in that, in respect of the category of person, the only 
term which is applicable is the 2nd pers.. singular or plural. The 
direct imperative mood clauses are further different In having no 
subject pronoun overtly expressed in the case of the 2nd person 
singular. And as a rule, stative verbal forms cannot occur in 
imperative mood clauses.

The following clauses are the corresponding negative forms 
of the positive indicative, interrogative and imperative mood 
clauses (1^3Ca-b)) above:

Indicative, negative
da) omba asone 'he doesn't come to church'
(4b) bembd dsine 'they don't ccme to church'
Interrogative', negative
(5a) omba asine 5 ? 'doesn’t he ccme to church?'
C5b) bembd dsine 0 ? 'don't they ccme to church?'
Imperative, negative
(6a) mmaba asone 'don’t cone to church'
(6b) bemmaba asone 'don’t come to church, all of you'

In the above negative clauses, the imperative mood clauses and the 
corresponding indicative and interrogative mood clauses are alike 
in selecting the contracted form ba of the verb, and, apart frcm 
(6a), In having the same word structure and word order.

A selection frcm among direct imperative mood clauses will 
show why the category of mood figures as the highest or most general
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of the ■ grammatical hierarchy of grammatical categories 
set up for the description of the verbal piece.

(7) di ales ne Teat the food’ (Positive)

C8) mmddi alee ne 1don’t eat the food’ (Negative)
(9) da ’sleep’ (Singular, 

2nd person)
(10) bela ’ sleep, all of you’ (Plural,

2nd person)
Cll) fele Kofi 'call Kofi’ (Transitive)
(12) fele me Kofi ■ ’call me Kofi’ (Complex- 

transitive
(13) dwazo ’stand up’ (Intransitive)
C1M0 maa Kofi alee ’give Kofi some food’ (Ditransitive)
(15) 'tenia Kofi ebia 

ne anu
’•sit Kofi in the chair’ - (Complex semi- 

Transitive)
(16) tenia ebia ne anu ’sit in the chair’ (Semi

transitive)
(17) ye koonwu ’be quiet’ (Relational)
(18a) kali debie ’go and eat (something) ’ (Aspect 1, 

Ingressive)
(18b) ball debie . 'ccme and eat (something)*C " )
(19) gyinla eke • ’stand here’ (Aspect' 2, Dynamic'
(20a) dwola Kofi kuma, ne anu ’put Kofi down in the 

hole’
(Aspect 3, 
Causative)

(20b) dwo ]<nma ne anu ’descend into the hole’' (Aspect 3, 
Non-causative]

These examples show that the categories of polarity Cbut not of tense), 
number, person (in so far as direct imperative clauses are with. 2nd 
pers. pronoun subject only), transitiyfty and aspect Cin the case of
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dynamic verbal forms only) apply to imperative mood clauses as 
well as to those which are indicative and interrogative, and 
with particular reference to the different transitivity clause- 
tyres, examples (11-17) show that imperative mood clases show the 
same range and ordering of elements as indicative and interroga
tive mood clauses. Since the discussion of the other categories 
in the subsequent chapters will be mainly exemplified by indica
tive mood clauses, there is no need to say more about them here.
In what follows, further description of interrogative and impera
tive mood clauses is presented.
Interrogative clauses
A study of the various descriptions of interrogatives or questions 
shows that the classification of questions has traditionally been 
based on a set of three different criteria, explicitly stated or 
implied; they are:

(a) the type of appropriate answer expected,
(b) the presupposition of the question 5 and
(c) the presence or absence of an Interrogative word 

(or Q-item),
On the basis of the first criterion, questions are classified in 
terms of those which expect the answer ’yes/’no’ Ci.e, polar) and 
may be exemplified by;

(la) Kofi h5le 5?
(did Kofi go?)

(lb) Kofi ang5 D?
(did Kofi, not go?)
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and those which cannot be appropriately answered by ’yes’/’no’
(i,e * non-polar) ;

C2) e k e li kunici. anad awuld?

Cwill you eat kenkey or (will you eat) rice?)
(3a) Kofi hole kenle nzd?

Clit, Kofi went when, when did Kofi go?)
(3b) Kenle nzu a/yee Kofi h5le a?

(lit. when was it that Kofi went?)
(4) Kofi h3le nienwu sua zoj 

(which town did Kofi go toD

(5) Jsi befele WD e?
Cwhat is your name?)

The distinction between 1 totalT and ’partial’' interroga— 
tives would seem to imply the application of the second criterion, 
by which a question such as (3a - b) above is accounted ’partial’ 
since it presupposes that ’Kofi did go* and only asks about the 
time of his leaving, whereas such a question as (la) is distin- 
guished as ’total’ since it does not make a similar supposition.

The third criterion opposes questions such as C3-5) which 
are marked by the presence of a Q-item to all others, for example 
(1-2), which are marked by the absence of a Q-item.

Of these criteria the third is different in being syntactic 
or formal-, the remaining two are less explicit and by no means 
formal. While it may be conceded that an analysis of questions on the 
basis of the ‘type of appropriate response expected or the presupposi--

tions of the question is undoubtedly of considerable importance, it
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is important that different interrogative types should first be 
characterized by 'their formal properties and only secondarily by 
their presuppositions or the type.- of appropriate answers they 
elicit.

If we adopt the third and more formal criterion, we may- 
set up two main types of interrogative mood clauses in Nzema :
CA) those like (1-2) which do not contain a Q-item and are designated 
as'Disjunctive1 interrogatives and CB) those like (3a-b) which con-' 
tain a Q-item or a Q-piece (i.e. the element of interrogative 
clause structure which contains the Q-item) and are classified as 
1Non-disj unctive * interrogatives.

Disjunctive and non-disjunctiye interrogatiyes are further 
distinguished by their different syntactic behayiour when embedded as 
dependent or subordinate clauses into a main Cor matrix) clause such 
as menze ’I don't know1. In the following examples, the Ca) cases 
are independent disjunctive or non-disjunctive interrogative clauses, 
whereas the Cb) cases are complex sentences containing the correspond— 
ing dependent clauses :

C6a) Kofi h51e 5 ? (independent Disjunctive).
Cdid Kofi go ?)

C6b) jnenz£ se_ Kofi hdle d (dependent " I
(I don't know whether Kofi went 1 

(7a) okeli kumd anaa awuld? (independent u'
(will he eat kenkey or rice?)

(,7b) menzd 'se okeli kumd anad awuld A C dependent " 1
(X don't know whether he'll eat kenkey' or rice)',!
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(8a) Kofi hhle keiile nzu? (independent Non-disjunctive)
(when did Kofi go?)

(8b) menzd kenle mo5 Kofi hole a ( dependent it )
(J donTt know when Kofi went) 

(9a) nzdne'ati a ,obole Kofi a? C independent )
(why did he hit Kofi?)

(9b) menze dee mob ti ob̂ le Kofx a. C dependent n )
(I don't know the reason why he hit Kofi' )

As the (b) examples show , the dependent clauses , whether they 
correspond to independent disjunctive or non-disjunctive interroga
tives , are all characterized by a clause-final praticle a, which 
may be regarded as syntactic evidence in support of the classifica
tion of all these clauses as variants or sub-types of the same type 
of mood clause. There are, however, differences which correlate with 
the distinction between disjunctive and non-disjunctive interroga
tives. The dependent disjunctive interrogatives are different in 
being introduced by a subordinate conjunction or complementizer 'se 
'whether'. It is also to be noted, as a distinctive characteristic 
of the independent non-disjunctive interrogatives exemplified in C8a) 
and (9a), that when they are embedded as dependent clauses, the Q-item 
is realized as a noun word followed by the relative pronoun moo'when, 
which (whose)'.

discussion of (A) disjunctive interrogatives and then move on to CB) 
non-disjunctive interrogatives.

In the description which follows, I shall begin with a
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(A) Disjunctive interrogatives
Disjunctive interrogatives may be further exemplified by (la-b) 
and.(2a) below:

(la) ekezid anad?
(will you return?)

(lb) ekezia <5?
Cwill you return?)

Clc) ekezid anad enrezid?
(will you return or will you not return?)

(2a) ekezia ene anaa ehenjd?
(will you return to-day or to-morrow?)

(2b) ekezia ene" anaa (ekezia ) ehema?'
(will you return to-day or (will you return) 
to-morrow?).

It is to be noted -that (la) and (lb) are different in that CLa) 
contains a clause-final item anad, whereas(lb) is characterized by 
a clause-final particle 5. (la) and (lb) are, however, alike in 
that each is referable to a disjunctive clause of the type exemplified 
in (1c). Clause (2a) above, which exemplifies one sub-type of a 
disjunctive interrogative, is derivable by reduction frcm a structure 
of the ‘type exemplified in (2b). And it is because of the structural 
similarity between their corresponding underlying structures , that 
interrogative clauses such as (la-b) and (2a) are regarded as sub- 
types of the same type of disjunctive interrogatives.

The disjunctive structures CLc) and (2c) are, however, 
different in that the disjunct clauses, in the case of (lc), contrast
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in terns of positive/negative polarity, whereas they concord 
in positive polarity in the case of (2b),

Interrogatives such as. (1) may be appropriately answered 
by eheg 'yes* or kyekye 'no’. On the other hand, interrogatives 
such as (2) expect as an appropriate answer Can indicative clause 
involving) one of the two, possibly more, alternatives mentioned 
in the interrogative. On the basis of these differences, we may 
distinguish two sub-types (I-II) of disjunctive interrogatives.
Type A,I. disjunctive interrogatives such as (la~b) are designated 
as polar-disjuncrfcive and (i) are characterized by a clause-final 
item anaa or the particle 5 ; (ii) are derivable frcm a disjunctive 
structure such as (1c) in which the disjunct clauses differ in 
terms of positive/negative polarity, such structures themselves 
being attested in normal speech; Ciii) contain no Q-item; and 
Civ) are appropriately answered by 'yes'/’no'.
Type A.II. disjunctive interrogatives such as C2a) are, by contrast, 
designated as non-polar disjunctive and Ci) marked by the absence 
of the clause-final item‘anaa-:or a particle; (ii) derivable by 
reduction frcm a disjunctive structure such as C2b), also attested 
in speech, in which the disjunct clauses agree in respect of 
positive polarity-; Ciii) marked by no Q-item; and (iv) appropriately 
answered by one of the alternatives mentioned in the disjunct clauses, 
(A.I.) 'Polar 'Disjunctive 'Interrogatives

The following examples of polar interrogatives and their 
corresponding indicative mood clauses serve to show- that it is a 
characteristic of polar disjunctive interrogatives that they preserve
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the normal linear arrangement of elements found in indicative
clauses.
Polar interrogative
(1) ekegyinla Bolofo anaa?

' 'Indicative

it been a long time)
(3) ekeli debid d?

(will you stop at Axim?)
(2) erale la, yehye $ ?

(lit. since you came, has

ekegyinla Bolofo
(you will stop at Axim)
erale la, yehye
(since you came, it has 
been a long time)
ekeli debid

(will you like something to eat? )(you willlike something to eat) 
(3A.I) ehee, menreli debid

(yes, I’ll like something to eat)
(3A,II) kyekye, menreli debid

(no, I won’t have anything)
(4) enreli debie 5 ? enreli debld

(won’t you have scmething to eat?) (you won’t eat anything) 
(4A.I) ehee, menreli debid

(yes, I won’t eat anything)
(4A..II) mebCLi debid

(I will eat something)
It is also to be noted that polar disjunctive interrogatives may be 
of positive polarity as in (3) or of negative polarity as in (4).
Polar interrogatives of positive polarity may elicit either an 
affirmative/ehee ’yes’ - answer with or without a following positive 
indicative clause or a negative/kyekye Tno’ - answer with or without 
a negative clause as in (3A.I) and (3A.II) respectively. If however,
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ofthe question put is/negative polarity as in (4), it may elicit an
answer which, if negative, consists of'ghee ’yes’ plus a negative 
clause (4A.I), but if affirmative, consists only <giLf a positive clause
(4A.II).

Intonationally, the clause-final item anaa has a low tone
on the first syllable and high tone on the long vowel in the
second syllable (without a glottal stop in pre-pause position). The
vowel particle 5 (which may be oral or nasalized depending upon the
preceding syllable) has a high tone followed by a strong glottal
stop in pre-pause position. This vowel may occasionally be dropped.

Mention should also be made of three kinds of polar
interrogatives exemplified in:

(5) asoo ebahola ko (o)?
(is it really the case that you’ll be able to go?)

(6a) nwcma hia, se wonwu ye ?
(learning is important, you’ve seen it?)

(6b) se wohwu(ye) ks nwoma hia.
(you’ve seen that learning is important)

(7) S£ ekeho ?
(you’ll go, won’t you?)

The first type exemplified in C5) is characterized by a clause-initial 
item asoo with or without an accompanying clause-final vowel particle. ' ■
a--clause-final vowel parti-elo.' Such questions imply a doubt about the
truth of the corresponding indicative clause and may, for that reason,
be regarded as having a negative orientation.

The second type exemplified in (6a) consists of a positive
(or possibly a negative) indicative clause with an appended ’tag’
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question introduced by se. The TtagT question is structur^ally
a positive transitive clause in the perfect tense with the 2nd pers.
sing, subject pronoun wq ’you* followed by the verb nwu *see! and
the pronominal object ye 1 it1 , which refers anaphorically to the
preceding indicative clause. Such interrogative constructions are
transformationally relatable to the type of structure in (6b), which
is itself attested in normal speech and is analyzable as a main 

a
clause plus/sentential complement introduced by kg ’that*. This 
second type of polar interrogative indicates that the speaker has 
reason to believe that,the answer is ’yes’ and seeks by such an 
utterance confirmation of that assumption.

The third type exemplified in (7) is characterized by an 
introductory item s£ without a clause-final vowel particle. Such 
constructions are understood as an entreaty or as being persuasive, 
although native speakers usually respond to such utterances as a 
polar question.
(A. II) Non-polar Disjunctive Interrogatives

Two main sub-types of non-polar disjunctive interrogatives
may be distinguished. The first sub-type, to which attention has
already been drawn, may be further exemplified by (la) below:

(la) ekenlo meza anaa mraale nza?
(will you drink sweet palm wine or lemonade?)

(lb) ekenlo meza anaa ekenlo mraale nza ?
(will you drink sweet palm wine or will you drink 
lemonade?)

As already noted, this type of non-polar interrogative is 
not marked by a Q-item or a clause-final vowel particle, and preserves 
the order of clause-elements normal in indicative clauses.
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frcm a structure such as (Ih), in which the disjunct clauses linked
by the conjunction'anaa^ TorT are identical in structure as well
as in tense, polarity and person, and as already mentioned such
constructions may be used in normal speech. There are, however,
instances such as Clc) below:

(1c) nzule ne teto anaa yegyakyi?
(is the rain still falling or has it stopped?)

in which the disjunct clauses exhibit agreement in positive polarity,
but not in tense, the first disjunct clause being in the durative 
tense and the second in the perfect tense; and the nominal subject
in the first constituent clause is proncminalized in the second.

The second sub-type may be exemplified by. (.2a) below:
.(2a) nzone nza a/yee ekenlo a, mezd anaa mraale nza?

(what drink will you have, sweet palm wine or lemonade?)
(2b) nzone nza a/yee ekenlo a, ekenlo meza anaa (ekenlo) 

mraale nza?
(what drink will you have, will you have sweet palm 
wine or (will you have) lemonade?))

and is derivable by reduction from a structure such as (2b).
This type of non-polar disjunctive interrogative may be

regarded as a compound of two separate and structurally different
interrogatives. The first constituent resembles a non-disjunctive
emphatic interrogative in being characterized by a Q-item'nzone TwhatT

1. The conjunction anaa 'or1 is attested in.spoken register, and
anzee or anzsnye in written register, though the present writer has
heard the latter in the speech of some old women.
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occurring within a Q-piece followed by the vowel particle a 
(in free variation in emphatic interrogatives with yee) and a co
occurring clause-final vowel particle h, whereas the second con
stituent replicates the structure of a non-polar disjunctive 
interrogative of the first type exemplified in Cla). The clause-' 
medial or - final particles in the first constituent have high tone and 
there is a noticeable pause at the end of the first constituent.

Both types of non-polar disjunctive interrogatives’ are, 
semantically, alike in asking the addressee to choose from a 
restricted range of possibilities and in requiring appropriate 
answers which consist of the indicative versions of one of the two'
(or more) separate disjunct clauses or the questioned elements in it.
(B) Non-disjunctive Interrogatives

Non-disjunctive interrogatives are characterized by the 
presence of a Q-item, which may occur by itself or within a Q-piece, 
and by a clause-medial and/or clause-final particle in instances 
where the Q-element (i,e. Q-item or Q-piece) takes clause-initial 
position*, and, unlike disjunctive interrogatives, non-disjunctive 
interrogatives expect as answer an indicative clause or a reduced 
form of it supplying the missing information posited by the Q-element. 

The Q-items occurring in non-disjunctive interrogatives
include:

Cla) nwane * who’ '■
(lb) nwane ’whcm’
Clc) nwane ’whoseT
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(2) nzine *what’
duzu u

duzone u

(3) bon! ’which’
(4a) ni ’where’

nienka ’where, which place’
C4b) nienwu ’where, which (place)
(5) kenle nzu ’when, which time’
C6) eze ’how much’
(7) nye ’how many’

CO kemotl ’why’
nz5ne dti tl

duzu dti 11

(9) ke ’what*, how’
The following are some examples of non-disjunctive interrogative 
clauses matched, where possible, against their corresponding indicative 
mood clauses which may be regarded as the presuppositions assumed by 
the questioner to be true. The (a) examples are unemphatic and the Cb) 
examples are their corresponding emphatic forms,
Interrogatives ' Indicative Counterparts
(1) nwane a/yee elesu a? ' awie elesti

(lit.- who is it that is crying? Cscmeone is crying)
who is crying?)

(2a) esulo nwane? esulo ‘ 'awie
(lit. you fear whan? Whom do you fear?) (you fear someone)
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(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

(Ha)

(Hb)

(5a)

(5b)

(6a)

(6b)

(7a)

(7b)

On the 
can be

nwane a/yee esulo ye 1?
(lit. who is it that you fear him?) 
yeyela nwane bCildlcu?
(whose book has he burnt?)

nwane bCHfiku a/yee yeyela ye a? 
(whose book has he burnt?) 
etone nzone ?
(what do you sell?) 
nzone a/yee : etone ye S.?
(what do you sell?) 
evi nienwu?
(where do you cone frcm?) 
nidriwu a/yee evi d?
(where do you come from?) 
erale kenle nzu?

yeyela'awie buluku
(he has burnt someone1 
book)

etone 'deb£e
(you sell’ something)

evi eleka bie
(you ccme frcm somewhere)

erale kenle (ko) bie 
(you arrived sometime)(when did you arrive?) 

kenle nzu a/yee erale a?
(when did you arrive?) 
ovale ndanle nye?
(how many cloths did she take?) 
ndanle nye a/yee vale a?
(how many cloths did she take?)
basis of the above examples, the following general statements 
made about non-disjunctive interrogatives:

(i) the Q-element (i.e., the Q-item or Q-piece) occurs,
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. , 1 . .as a rule, in clause-final position m  non-emphatic
interrogatives , and in this position does not co-occur with 
any particles, as in the Ca) examples;- 

Cii) the Q-element may obligatorily or optionally take clause-
initial position as in the (b) examples, and in this position 
usually co-occurs with a clause-medial particle usually 
realized as a or its free varient ye£ and also a clause- 
final vowel particle a; clauses in which the Q-element is 
optionally placed in clause-initial position are distinguished 
as emphatic interrogatives;

(iii) there is no uniform word order in respect of the placing of
the Q-item within a Q-piece; that is, within the Q-piece, 
seme Q-items take first position Ce.g.i nwane ’whose’ as in 
C3a-b) ), whereas other Q-items take second position Ce,g.

‘ bye ’how many’ as in C7a-b);
Civ) as a rule? where the Q-element occurs Cas in unemphatic

interrogatives) in clause-final position the normal ordering 
of elements in indicative mood clauses is maintained as in 
the Ca) examples; but the' normal indicative order of 
elements is generally upset by the initial placing Cas in 
emphatic and seme unemphatic interrogatives! of the Q-element;

1- The clause-final placing of Q-items in unemphatic questions in 
most West African languages, along with, the habit of literal trans
lation from the first language, accounts for such questions as ’you 
saw whom?’ or iyou came when?’ which are normally unacceptable in 
English which favours initial placing of equivalent Q-items*
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Cv) on the basis of a comparison between non-
disjunctive interrogatives and their? corresponding 
indicative mood clauses, we might say that this 
type of interrogatives is, as a rule, characterized 
by the association of the Q-item with sane inde
finite element in the corresponding indicative mood 
clause.

It should be noted that the same Q-item' nwane may function in the 
clause as subject (in the sense of ’who’) as in (1) and as object 
(’whcm’) as in (2a-b) or as 'possessor1 nominal CVhose1') within a 
Q-piece as in (3a-b). Subjective nwane 'who' is restricted to 
clause-initial position and does not upset' the normal indicative 
order of elements.

In an emphatic Interrogative, the initiallŷ -placed' objective 
nwane ’whom* usually co-occurs, as in (2b 1, with a pronominal object 
ye 'him1 ? which refers anaphorically to the preceding Q-item.
Similarly, in emphatic interrogatives ? the initially-placed Q-piece 
involving the possessive nwane ’whose' (or the Q-items : nzone 
’what’ (Mb), nys ’how many’ and boni ’which’ ) may also co-occur with 
the pronominal object ye ’(him), it’ C3b) ? if the verb belongs to the 
sub-class of transitive verbs which favour the proncminalization of a 
definite inanimate object noun phrase. In such cases-, we may say 
that the initial-placing of the Q-element in emphatic interrogatives' 
does not upset the normal indicative order of elements,

It is also to be noted that, within a Q-piece,' the possessive 
Q-item nwane 'whose’ co-occurs with the prefixed'possessed from Ce.g.
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as a ) of an inalienable noun (e.g. esale ’hand* ) and in this 
connection functions like a definite or modified noun :

ccmpare ; (8a) nw&ne. dsa (whose hand)
(9a) nwfne hnwo (whose self/person)

with (10a) Kofi dsa (Kofi’s hand)
(10b) nrenyd ne dnwo (the man’s self/person)

It may well be that pieces such as (8a-9a) are relatable by reduction
to:

(8b) nwane sonla asa (which person’s hand)
(9b) nwane sonla anwo (which person’s self/person)

or that the item nwane is historically a fusion of riwa + he (the 
definite article).

It should also be mentioned that the Q-item hi ’where’ is 
restricted to clause-final position and in this position is in free 
variation with the Q-items: nienka/ 'nienwu ’where, which place’ :

(11a) ehole ni? (vhere did you. go?)
(lib) ehole nienka? ( ” )
(11c)ehole'nienwu? ( ” )

Of the three Q-items which function as locative adjuncts, nienwu is 
different in that it may also occur within a Q-piece taking first 
position:

CL2a) eyi 'nienwu'' sua' zo?
(which town' do you come from?)

(12b) edole wo buluku ne wo hleriwu efiade?
(from which shop did you buy your book?)
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As the above examples show, within such Q--pieces 'nienwu ’which’ 
co-occurs with noun phrases which can function as locative adjuncts 
in a semi-transitive’ or complex semi-transitive clauses.

Similarly, the Q-item nzone ’what’ which may occur by 
itself as in :

(13a) sdole' nzone?
(what did you buy?) 

may also function within a Q-piece occurring in first position:
(13b) sbo nzdne 1 atusua?

(which clan do you belong to?)
(13 c) ‘ hzihe edweke a 5hanle philele wo ci?

(what matter did he tell you?)
On the evidence of (13b-c), we may say that clauses such as (13a) 
derive by reduction frcm structures of the type:

(14) edole nzone debie?
(what thing did you buy?)

The Q-item eze ’how much’ usually occurs alone and in clause-final 
position:

(15) sdole ye eze?
(how much did you buy for it?) 

and does not favour an emphatic rendering, Interrogatives involving 
the Q-item nye 'how many’, which occurs in second position within 
a plural Q-piece as in (7) ̂ usually have emphatic forms, except in:

(16) bebD done nye ?
(lit. how many bells (of the clock:)they have struck? 
what’s the time?).
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We may be dealing here with a close-knit collocation.
With particular reference to the Q-items (8-9)5 it 

should be mentioned that they are exceptional in that they alone 
are restricted to clause-initial position; they are further 
different in that kanoti/nzone'-ati/ duzu ati 'why' , for what reason, 
on what account’ co-occur with 'the clause-final vowel particle 
a or e_. So far as I can make out the occurrence of either vowel
particle is determined by the vowel harmony; that is, preceding
H-type syllable usually selects the particle _e, whereas a preceding 
L-type syllable may select either a or e_:

(17) ksmoti a ebole Kofi _e (*a) ?
(why did you beat Kofi)

(18) nzdne ati a woangd a/£?
(why didn’t go?)

The Q-item (9) ke ’what’ consistently co-occurs with clause 
final vowel particle as in :

(19) ke oyele wD e?
(what did he do to you?)

(20) ke befele wD J?
(what is your name?)

It is not exactly clear what the indefinite counterparts of these 
Q-items are in indicative clauses. Perhaps their realizations when 
embedded into a main clause such as merize ’I don’t know’ may 
provide a clue:

(17a) menze mo5 ti dhole Kofi £
(I don ’t/tfie* 'reason why he beat Kofi)
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(18a) menze dee mod tl yeango a
(I don’t know the reason why he didn’t go)

(19a) menze dee mod oyele ye a
(I don’t know the thing which he did to him)

(20a) menze ke befele ye a
(I don’t know what he is called) 

or (20b) menze ye duma
(I don't know his name)

On this evidence we might say that the Q-items: kemoti/ 
nzone 'ati/ duzu ati ’why’, which question adjuncts of reason 
correspond to dee.noati>-Lit.the thing on account of which, for seme 
reason ’(18a); and that ke as exemplified in (19) corresponds to 
dee moo ti ’lit. thing which, something’ (19a), whereas for ke as 
used in (20) there is no obvious indicative counterpart.

The Q-item ke usually combines with the verb ye ’to do’ with
or without m to denote 'the way by which you do ’or' hew’ :

(21a) ke e eyele (mod) edwule aze e ?
(how did you get down?)

(21b) ke eyele (mpo) enwunle ke mewp ekd e ?
(how did find out that I was here?)

We may regard the entire Q-piece (underlined) as the Q-item, which 
may be said to question the adjunct of manner constituent as in the 
case of (21a); in (21b), which involves the suppletive dynamic verbal 
form nwu of the stative verb ze 'to know’, the question asks for the 
evidence on the basis of which the knowledge was arrived at rather 
than for the manner of knowing. It is to be noted, however that in 
its various senses, the Q-item ke regularly selects the clause- 
final vowel particle jb
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In ’minor1 interrogatives (i.e. without verbs), however, 
ksmoti selects the vowel particle _e, whereas rizone 'ati/diizu 'ati 
co-occurs with _ j

(22a) kemoti e_?
(why?)

C22b) nzine/duzu ati 5?
(.why?)

In ’minor’ interrogatives, Q-items, which may select either 5 or 
with slight differences in meaning, include: ‘ nwane ’who’'f‘rizone ■ 
’what’ and boni ’which’ :

C23a) nwdne c>?
(who is that/there?)

(23b) nwane e?
Cwho is this?)

(24a) nzine i?
Cwhat is it/the matter?)

(24b) nzine jE?
Cwhat is this?)

C24c) nzdne kdkula, J?
(what sort of child Is this?)

(25a) boni 5?
(which one?)

C25b) " boni |?
(which one is this?)

We might, at this stage, compare the Q-items‘bdnj ’which’ and lizdne 
’what’ in respect of the feature definiteness, Qn this issue, Katz
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and Postal (1964) explicitly claim that wh in a question may be 
associated with a definite element in a corresponding indicative 
or declarative clause and account for the difference between which 
and what by analyzing the Q-item which as in ’which book? ’ as 'wh 
+ the’ and the Q-item what as an 'what book?’ as ’wh a- a/some’.. They 
conclude that the Q-item which questions a definitely marked dcmain, 
whereas the Q-item what questions in indefinitely marked one (1964 ; 94), 
Apropos the same issue, Jespersen (1940 : 482) observes that ’’which 
asks for one (or more) out of a restricted number, while who and what 
ask indefinitely".

Huddleston (1971) who discusses the views of Katz and Postal 
says that the use of what indicates that ’’the range of possible 
answers is ... necessarily indefinite,,”, whereas ’’the use of which 
indicates that there is only a limited range of possibilities to be 
considered". He further notes that "the definite dcmain associated 
with which may be expressed explicitly as in ’which of the ’two models’ 
or it may be simply implicit as in ’which end Is the anterior and 
which the posterior’ ♦ He concludes that the syntactic analysis put 
forward by Katz and Postal is correct as far as it goes' but it does 
not "satisfactorily explain this semantic difference between 'which 
and what, for it does not incorporate the notion of domain or range, 
Moreover, which surely involves both definiteness and indefiniteness: 
the set of possibilities is definite, but the selection frcm this set 
is indefinite. It Is this indefiniteness that the questioner wants 
to have resolved" (21-22 ).
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Here is a sample of interrogatives in which boni may be
used:

(26)

(27a)

(28a)

(29a)

(30)

(30A)

(31)

(31.A.I) Kofi a/yee a le kpanyinli a 
(Kofi is the elder?)

(31,A.II) Kofi ,
Cit is Kofi)

It is to be noted that in (26) ahoye, the Q-item "boni 'which 
co-'occurs with a noun which is post-modified by the definite article 
ne ’the', Semantically, the interrogatiye clause C26) asks about 
one child out of a restricted number or expresses explicitly by the 
occurrence in surface structure of the definite article that there is 
a definitely limited set of possibilities to be considered.

beda ne b6ni a/yee asa £pe d?
(which child’s hand is cut?)
beda tendenle kikole bSni?
(which fair, tall child?)
nrenya boni a/yee engdlo mraalS a?
(which/doss not like women?)
ebia born a/yee ebu; a?
(which chair is broken?)
e hu a le boni?
(which one is your husband?)
me hu a le e]<yi ne
(my husband is the younger one)
boni a/yee a le kpanyinli a?
(which is the elder?!
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In the minor interrogative (27)? boni occurs in a nominal 
piece which is not modified by the definite article. Such a minor 
interrogative may be put in reply to such an utterance as;

(27b) beda tendenle kikole ne ewu
(the fair, tall child is dead) 

and may be said to ask for identificationj that is, semantically, 
the addressee is not being asked to choose frcm a definite set of 
pos s ibilities.

The negative interrogatiye exemplified in (28a) corresponds 
to a positive indicative mood clause such as :

(28b) rrrenya biala Hilo mraale
(every man likes wcmen)

This construction makes an assertion, that is, about a class of 
indefinite membership and can hardly be regarded as a question used 
to elicit objective information*

The interrogative clause (29a) may be uttered as a denial 
of the accusation;

(29b) wobu ebia ne
(you’ve broken the chair) 

and, like (28a), can hardly be regarded as a question^
The interrogatives (30) involving the equative copular 

verb' le/ le J f to be, to be equated with’ and (31) involving the 
identifying copular le J 2± ' / ’to beT both ask about a limited number 
of persons, as their possible answers (30,A) and (31,A1 respectively 
confirm. It is to be noted, howeyer, that whereas (30) is non-emphatic,
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(31) is emphatic; and an appropriate answer to (31), if major, 
repeats the particles which occur in the original interrogative 
clause, but if minor (31.A.II), the particle is realized as d, 
which as noted above is one of the favourite vowel particles in 
minor interrogatives.

Unlike the Q-item boni ?which1, the Q-item nzone Twhat’ 
never co-occurs, within a Q-piece, with a definite noun phrase (i.e.
modified by the definite article), as the following examples
illustrate :

C30)

(31)

C32)

(33)

By (30) the addressee is being asked to name one out of a fixed 
number Cseven) of clans, although this definite domain is- not overtly 
expressed by the occurrence in surf ace. structure of the definite 
article. By contrast, the use of nzone in C31) indicates an 
indefinite dcmain. C32) may be regarded as asking for a description 
or identification of any kind, and C33) has a perjorative implication 
usually absent from an interrogative. On the' basis on the above 
description, we might say that the Q-item ‘boni- *whichf is sometimes-

ebo nzone abusua?
(which clan do you belong to J what is your clan?) 
eye nzdne egyima?
Cwhat work do you do?) 
nzone buluku d/yeB edole a? .
(what book did you buy?) 
nzine kakula e?
(what sort of child is this?)
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used to question a definitely marked domain and that such instances may 
be marked in surface structure by the definite article, whereas 
•the Q-item nzone TwhatT usually indicates an indefinitely marked 
domain but that in the particular use exemplified _ in (30) it denotes 
a definitely marked domain, although this is not overtly expressed. 
Imperative mood clauses

The description of imperative mood clauses or coirmands 
presented here is restricted to the positive forms of the various 
types distinguished 5 corresponding negative polarity forms will be 
dealt with under polarity in Chapter 4*

Imperative mood clauses may be broadly sub-classified in 
terms of (A) direct and (B) indirect imperatives , and in the diŝ . 
cussion which follows the characteristic properties' of each sub-type 
will be described.
(A) Direct' imperatives
Direct imperative mood clauses may be further exemplified by the 
following clauses;

Cla) ko 
(go)

Clb) fea 
Chide1 

Clc) gyinlq 
(stopl 

C2a). Jbeho
Call of you, gol
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(2b) bevea
Call of you, hide)

C2c) begyinla
Call of you',- stop)

(3a) ' be md. nwio behb
(both of you, go)

C3b) awie biala eho
(everybody go)

The above direct imperative mood clauses are different in that in
Cla-c), no subject is expressed either by a pronoun or by a nominal
phrase, whereas in (2-3), there is a subject noun phrase, which may 
be a pronoun as in C2) or a nominal phrase as in (3a-bbK

Direct imperative mood clauses may or may not have a
subject expressed in surface structure,, tyfe may, therefore, sub--
classify direct imperative in terms of (A,f) direct imperatives'with--
out subjects and CA,II) direct imperatives' with subjects,
(A, I) Direct Imperatives without subjects ■

As already noted, this type of direct imperative mood clause p
which may be regarded as the most common, usually contains the
absolute form of a finite verb .stem Ci,e, without any affixes) and
differs frcm other (direct) imperative mood clauses in having no
overtly expressed subjects

The absence of a subject in surf ace. structure is perhaps
best accounted for by a transformation which deletes an underlying
subject pronoun e_ Tyou', as proposed by Katz and Postal (1961) % An
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alternative analysis has recently been proposed by Thorne (1966)
who suggests that the underlying subject in such 'short* imperatives
as (la) is 'you somebody’ , the vocative of the indefinite pronoun.
This suggestion is rather unconvincing and counter-intuitive. There
are clear formal criteria to support the testimony of our native 
intuition that the deleted subject is the 2nd pers. sing, pronoun
realized as 'you* (rather than, in the case of Nzema, the
alternative bi-phonemic form wo 'you').
Such supporting criteria include:

(i) The omitted 2nd pers. sing, subject pronoun _s 'you* 
has surface realization in one possible version of a 
reported positive direct imperative clause occurring 
after the verb stem se 'to say* in the main clause: -

(4a) tenia aze (direct imperative)
(sit down)

(4b) ose edenla aze (Reported " u )
(he says you should sit down)

(ii) The 2nd pers. sing, subject pronoun subject is also 
realized in the surface structure of one type of 
persuasive commands, as exemplified in the following 
imperative mood clauses with the verb stems: (a) ko *to go*',
(b) die ’to take, receive* and (c) tenia 'to sit':

(4c) |ng5
(do go)

(4d) enlie
(do take it)

(4e). endenla aze
(do sit down)
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(iii) The 2nd pens. sing, subject pronoun is realized in 
the surface structure of negative direct imperative 
clauses involving verbal groups (e.g. ka file rto tell*) 
and occurs in the auxiliary verbal element:

(If) ka kile Kofi (positive direct imperative)
(tell Kofi)

(4-g) mmaka ekile Kofi (negative " 11 )
(don’t tell Kofi)

(iv) Ditransitive and complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving a sub-class of verbs which can occur in such 
clauses have fa-paraphrases. The 2nd pers. sing, 
subject pronoun is realized in the negative direct 
imperative forms of. such fa-paraphrases and occurs in 
the second (or ditransitive/complex semi-transitive) 
verb in such constructions. The following paradigm
of ditransitive clauses illustrate:

(5a) soa Kofi Kysle (direct imperative)
(put a hat on Kofi)

(5b) fa kyele ne s6a Kofi (fa-paraphrase dir. imper.) 
(lit. take the hat put it on Kofi)

(5c) mmafa kyelc ne esoa Kofi (negative dir. imper.) 
(don't put the hat on Kofi)

The corresponding paradigm of complex semi-transitive clauses provides
further exemplification:

(5a.I) tenia Kofi ebia. ne. anu C direct imperative)
(sit Kofi in the chair)

(5b. II) fa .Kofi tenia ebia ne anu (fa-paraphrase dir. imp 
(sit Kofi in the chair)

(5c.Ill) mmafa Kofi etenla ebia ne anu (negative dir.imper
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(v) The 2nd pens. sing, subject pronoun is expressed in
the surface structure of emphatic negative ingressive
(Aspect 1) forms of direct imperatives, as exemplified
in the following clauses with the verb stem da ’to sleep’

(5d) ifimako Jk6da ■ (emphatic negative)■ (itive-ingressive )(don’t go and sleep)
C5e) mmaba ebada (enphatic negative' )

(don’ t  cane and s i^ ^ y e rrtJ y e -to g p e s s iv B  )

(vi) In a co-ordinate conjunction of direct imperative
mood clauses such as:

(6) b  na ehema woara
(go and cone to-morrow)
the overtly expressed subject pronoun wo ’you’ 
occurring in the second clause introduced by na 
must be coreferential with, albeit of a different 
. shape form, the omitted 2nd pers. sing, subject 
pronoun _e ’you’.

(vii) The 2nd pers. sing, pronoun wp ’you’ occurs as the
subject within a following formulaic expression 'wide
’you have heard’, as in :

(7a) k5, w3de
(go, you hear)

(7b) bela, wide
(come, you hear)

The above clauses (7a-b) exemplify one type of a persuasive command and 
the formulaic expression wode ’you have heard’ , which usually follows the 
command, is here termed an ’addressive’ and is analyzable as a positive 
transitive transitive clause in the perfect tense consisting of the
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pronominal subject wo and the verb stem te ’to hear* (which does 
not favour the pronominalization of its definite inanimate object 
noun phrase). The overtly expressed subject pronoun in the 
a&ressive clause must be co-referential with the emitted 2nd pers. 
sing, subject pronoun.

(viii) The Abrupt tone of direct imperatives may be toned
down by markers of politeness such as mekpa
wo kyele "I beg you, please’ , which usually precedes
the imperative mood clause, as exemplified in :

(8a) mekp^ wo kyele, k$
(I beg you, go)

The occurrence in the polite expression, which is 
analyzable as a ditransitive clause, of the pro
nominal object wo ’you’, which must be co-referential 
with the omitted subject pronoun, provides additional 
confirmation that the emitted subject must be the 2nd 
pers. sing, pronoun. It is to be noted that in 
instances such as (8a), no other pronominal object is 
possible within the ditransitive clause of politeness, 
and an imperative clause such as :
(8b) *mel<pa ye l<yele, ko 

(I beg him, go)
is unacceptable.

(ix) ' ‘ It is a characteristic property of a reflexive clause
that the subject noun phrase must be co-referential 
with the possessive pronoun in the reflexive com
plement; and in the case of those tenses which select
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1Set I subject pronouns (e.g. habitual, pro
gressive, future I, future II, positive past 
tense etc.) the subject pronoun in the reflexive 
clause is not only co-referent with, but has 
identical phonological shape as, the possessive 
pronoun in the reflexive complement, as in the 
following clauses ;

(9a) snea je nwo boe (habitual)
(you take good care of 
yourself)

(10a) ekebia nwo (future II)
(you will wash 
yourself)

(11a) ehanle nwo (past)
(lit. you bestirred 
yourself, you hurried)

Alongside (9a-lla), we shall find the following
positive direct imperative clauses:

(9b) nea e nw6 bde
(take good care of yourself)

(10b) bia e nwd
Cwash yourself)

CLIb) ka e nwo

(hurry up)
in which the only possible possessive pronouri e 
'your'in the reflexiye complement must also be co^ 
referential and identical in shape with the emitted 
subject pronoun.

See Chapter 1.
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(x) And as mentioned in the introductory chapter,
with a sub-class of complex verbs involving as 
object noun phrase an inalienable noun (e.g. 
die menle ’to rest’) the subject noun phrase must 
also be co-referential with the possessive pronoun 
in the object noun phrase5 and also in those 

. tenses which select Set I pronouns, the pronoun 
subject of a clause involving such a complex verb 
must be co-referent as well as indentical in shape 
with the possessive pronoun in the nominal object 

(12a) eledie ,_e menle
(you are resting)

Alongside the above indicative mood clause, we' 
shall attest the positiye direct imperative mood 
clause CL2b) below f

(12b) die e menle
(have a rest), 

in which the only possible possessive pronoun in 
the nominal object must also be co-referent as 
well as indentical in shape with the emitted' 2nd 
pers. sing, pronoun subject. We shall never'find, 
alongside (12a), corresponding imperative mood 
clauses involving any other possessive pronoun, 
e.g. me 'my1 as in (12c), which is clearly un
acceptable :

(12c) *die me merle
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Intonationally, this type of positive direct imperative 
clause is characterized , in the case of a mono-syllabic verb stem ,
by a high tone if it is not followed by an object or an adjunct or
by a low tone if it is followed and, in the. case of disyllabic verbs,
by low tones, whether followed or not,

It should be mentioned that it is not all clauses' which 
involve the absolute form of a verb stem that are interpretable as 
2nd pers* sing, direct imperativeŝ  Thus, for example, the following 
formulaic expressions, which are usually said with a clause-final 
particle;

(13a) tia boe o
(lit. walk well, good-bye 1 

(13b) da boe 6
(sleep .well/good night) 

are not regarded as imperatives, without the final particle, which 
may be attested, (13b) above, is two-ways ambiguous as between a 
formulaic interpretation and an. imperative interpretation of 'lit. 
sleep right, move to the other side', usually addressed to a sleeping 
partner.

1, The disyllabic verbs: 'tu6 and dd6 'proceed1, which are free
variants, are exceptional in being usually said with high tones and a 
bigher pitch range, and also the verb did 'accept it' when used to 
urge acceptance upon a reluctant addressee,
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(A. II) Direct Imperative with sub jects

The subject in this type of direct imperative may be the 
2nd pers. plur. pronoun be ’you1 , which may occur alone as in the 
following examples with the verb (a) da 'to sleep' , (b) tenia
'to sit' j and (c) mua enloanle 'to shut mouth’- :

ClM-a) bela
(sleep)

(14b) bedenla ase
Csit down)

Cite) bemua be nloa
(keep quiet) ■

or may be preceded, by a subject noun phrase, as in:
(,15a) be me nsa bela

(the three of you, sleep1 
(15b) ' be muala bemud be nl6a

Call of you, shut your mouth)
A third person subject is also possible;'

(16a). awie biala |la koonwu .
(eyerybody sleep quietly1 

CL6b) awie biala emua nl6a
(.everybody shut his- mouth)..

It is to be noted that in Cl5a-b) , the claused-initial pronoun be is 
identical in shape as well as co-referent with the pronominal subj ect
in the verb word, A comparison of Cl5b) and (16b) shows that the
possessive pronoun in the ncminal object, which is co-referent with
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the subject noun phrase, is realized as the 2nd pers. plur.
possessive pronoun be ’your’ where the subject is 2nd pers, plur,
pronoun but as the 3rd person sing, possessive pronoun o !hisT where
the subject is third person; and also with third person subject
the verb has a prefix

We might sub-classify direct imperatives with subjects into
CA,II.i) those with 2nd pers, plur. pronominal subject and (A.II.ii)
those with a third person subject.
CA.II.i) Direct imperatives 'with'2nd pers.1 plur. pronominal subject

Further exemplification of this type of direct imperatives 
is provided by the following, clauses involving verb. stems enclosed in
round brackets ;

(17 a) behO

(go)
(17b) -beli '

(.eat it) 
(17c) bekpo

(wash it) 
(18a) bedi£

(listen) 
(18b) benled

(look) 
(18c) beboa

(help) 
(19a) berela

(ocme)

(ko ’to go1)

Cdi 1 to eat ’ )

(kpo ’to wash’)

' (tie ’to listen’)

(riea ’to look')

(boa ’to help’)

(bela ’to cane’)
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(19b) belumua (dumua ’to go ahead1)
(go ahead)

(19c) bejxike • Qbulce ’to open’)
(open it )

As the above examples show, such direct imperatives are characterized, 
except in the case of immutable stem-initial consonants (e.g, (18c) 
and (19c) ), by Type B mutation under V influence, the influential ¥ 
element being realized as the vowel in the pronominal subject..

Intonationally, the syllable of the subject pronoun has a 
low tone, and the first or only syllable of the verb stem has a low 
tone followed by high tone on any subsequent syllables.

As already mentioned in Chapter 2,' this type of direct 
imperative closely resembles positive indicative mood clauses in the
perfect tense with the 2nd/3rd pers, plur. subject pronoun in respect 
of (i) the presence of Type B mutation, (ii) the absence of a Ctense) 
prefix, and (iii) intonation, such that in the case of clauses in
volving mono-syllabic verb stems not followed by an object or adjunct 
ambiguity usually results. In the following examples with mono
syllabic verb stems, the (.a) clauses are ambiguous as between a direct 
imperative reading and a positive perfect tense indicative reading?

(20a) bsho (direct imperative)
(go)

(20b) be:ho sda nu C ” u )
(go heme)

(21a) beho
(they have gone)

(perfect tense, indicative)
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(21b) bsho sila nd (perfect tense, indicative)
(they have gone heme)

(21c) kekala bid A beho sua nd ( " " u )
(they've only just gone home)

(22a) bekpo (direct imperative)
(wash it)

(22b) bekpo ninyend ne C xx 11 )
(wash the things)

(22c) mekpd be kyele, bekpo ninyend ne ( u u )
(I beg you, wash the things)

(23a) bekpo (perfect tense, indicative)
(they've washed it)

(23b) bekpo ninyend ne ( xx w u )
(they've washed the things)

Apart from the different contexts of situation in which each clause 
may be appropriately used, this type of ambiguity is partly resolvable 
by the different intonational patterns which correlate with the entire 
clause including any complementation that is supplied' as in the (b) clauses. 
As the above (b) clauses show,the first syllable of any complement 
has a high tone in direct imperative, whereas the corresponding 
syllable in the indicative clause has a low tone* The indicative mood 
clause is further distinguished since it may collocate with a time 
adverbial as- in (21c) which is excluded from the corresponding direct 
imperative', and the direct imperative mood clause may contain a 
formulaic expression of politeness as in (22c) which is precluded from 
the corresponding indicative mood clause*
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With polysyllabic verb stems , with or without complementa
tion, the two types of clauses are intonationally distinguished 
and there is no possibility of ambiguity, as the following pairs of 
clauses illustrate;

begyinla ' (direct imperative)
Cstop)
begyinlh (perfect tense, indicative)"
(theyTye stopped)
belumda Cdirect imperative)
(go ahead)
belumha (perfect tense, indicative)
(they've gone ahead)
bedenla aze Cdirect inperatiye)'
(sit down)
bsdenli aze (perfect tense, indicative)
(they'ye sat down)

With disyllabic yerb stems as in (24ahb) and C26a-b), direct imperative 
mood clauses are distinguished by a high tone on the second yerb 
syllable, whereas the corresponding syllable in the indicative mood 
clause carries a low tone; and with a tri-syllabic yerb stem, as in 
(25a-b), the direct imperative has high tones on the second and third 
syllables of the yerb, whereas in the indicative clause, the second 
syllable has a low tone and the third syllable a high tone *'
' (A.TI,ii) Direct imperatives with third person ‘subject

We shall find such examples of this sub-type of direct imperatives 
as the following:

(24a)

(24b)

C25a)

C25b)

(26a)

(26b)
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(27a) awie biala eho sua nu 
(everybody go heme)

(27b) awie biala emuafo nloa
(everybody shut his mouth)

(27c) mekpd be kyele, awie biala emua o nl6a 
(I beg you, everybody shut his mouth)

(28a) Nyamenle snlea _e nw6 zo 
(God look after you)

(28b) Nyamenle eyila wo 
(God bless you)

(28c) boe erela
(lit. may good luck ccme. wish you good luck)

Direct imperatives with a third person subject are characterized by a 
prefix s.- in the verb word, which is a marker of a nominal phrase 
subject, and, like direct imperatives with a 2nd pers. plur. 
pronominal subject, by Type B mutation under V influence, the 
influential ¥ element being realized, in the case of this sub-type 
of direct imperatives, as the vowel prefix e- in the verb word. 
Intonationally, the vowel prefix has a high tone and, as in the 
case of a direct imperative with a 2nd pers. plur. pronoun subject, 
the first or only verb syllable has a low tone followed by a high 
tone on the next syllable of the verb.

With particular reference to (27b-c), it is to be noted that 
the possessive pronoun in the object noun phrase, which is co-referential
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with the subject noun phrase, is the 3rd pers. sing, possessive 
pronoun o ’his', whereas the pronominal object in the formulaic 
expression of politeness is realized as the 2nd pers. plur, pronoun 
'be ’you'. The occurrence of the 2nd pers, plur, pronoun confirms 
that there are two or more addressees. In direct 'operatives with 
third person subject as exemplified in (27a-c), as also in the case 
of direct imperatives with a 2nd pers. plur, pronominal subject, the' 
referent of the subject noun phrase (which is clause-initial in 
Nzama) is included among the addressees.

On the other hand, with the type of operatives exemplified 
in (28a-c) the subject is obviously not included among the addressee, 
hence the non-co-referential 2nd pers, sing, possessive pronoun e_
'your’, as in (28a), We might regard this'type as more‘or less 
formulaic expressions,

It is also to be noted that a direct imperative with a 
third person subject is also intonationally distinguished' frcm an 
indicative clause in the perfect tense with a nominal phrase subject, both of 
which have in common the following features; (i) the presence of a 
vowel prefix in the verb word, and (ii) the presence of Type B 
mutation, Corresponding to the direct imperatives-' C27â bl aboye, 
we have the following indicative mood clauses' in the perfect tense:

' C29a) awie biala eho sua nu
(everybody has gone home)

(.2 9b) awie biala emua o nlda
(everybody has shut his mouth! 

which are clearly distinguished intonationally.
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The vocative noun phrase in a direct imperative with
a 2nd pers, sing. (emitted) pronoun subject may easily be confused
with the subject noun phrase in a direct imperative with a third
person subject, particularly in negative clauses:

(30a) awie biala- mmatene o nwo (Neg, direct imp. 3rd pers),
(lit. everybody don’t mind 
him, nobody should mind him,

(30b) Kofi, mmatene o nwo (neg, direct imp, 2nd pers,).
(Kofi, don’t mind him)

As the above examples show, either positive direct imperative is
negatived in the same way: by prefixing the negative morpheme ' mma
to the verb. We might, therefore, distinguish the two types of direct
imperatives; and in the following examples, the (a) clauses are
direct imperatives with a nominal phrase subject and the (b) clauses
are direct imperatives with a vocative noun phrase;

(31a) awie bidla einua nl6a (direct imp. 3rd pers,)
(everybody shut his mouth)

(31b) Kofi, mua £ nloa ( u u 2nd ” ).
(Kofi, shut your mouth)

(3.2a) mekpa be kyele, awie bidla £mua o nl6a (: ” 3rd n 1

(I beg you, everybody shut his mouth!
(32b) Kofi, mekpa wo kyele, mua e nl6a ( u 3rd u' )

(Kofi, I beg you, shut your mouth)
The two types of direct imperatives are distinguished in several respects ;

(i) direct imperatives with a nominal phrase subject are
distinguished, as already noted, by the prefix'-£-■ (which
is usually not pronounced in normal, unemphatic speech!';
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Civ)
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direct imperatives with a nominal phrase subject 
are characterized, in the case of mutable stem- 
initial consonants , by Type B imitation, whereas 
direct imperatives with a vocative noun phrase are 
not characterized by any mutation j 
the co-referential possessive pronoun in the object 
noun phrase is, in the'rase of a direct imperative 
with a nominal subjecrt, the 3rd pers* sing,, whereas 
in the case of a direct imperative with a vocative 
noun phrase, it is the 2nd pers-. singj 
where a formulaic expression of politeness occurs as 
in C32a-b), it precedes the nominal phrase subject 
C32a), whereas it follows' the yocatiye noun phrase 
C32b);
within the polite formulaic expression, the proncminal 
object is realized as the, 2nd pers, plur* bh ’you’ 
in the case of direct imperatives with a nominal 
phrase subject, and as the 2nd pers, sing., wo 'you’ 
in the case of direct imperatives' with a vocative 
noun phrase j'
and also within a clause-final persuasive addressive, 
the proncminal subject is realized as the 2nd pers.. 
plur* bp ’you’ in the case of direct imperatives with 
a nominal phrase subject, whereas it is realized' as 
the 2nd pers. sing* 'w6 ’you’ in the case of a direct
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imperative with a vocative noun phrase, as the following examples 
illustrate:

(33a) awie bidla £muao nloa, bede (direct imp. 3rd pers.)
(everybody shut your mouth, you hear)

(33b) Kofi, mua e nloa, wade
(Kofi, shut your mouth, you hear) Cu " 2nd ui )

(vii) the distinctness of the vocative noun phrase and the nominal 
phrase subject in a direct imperative is confirmed by the 
possibility of the co-occurrence of the vocative noun phrase 
with the 2nd pers. sing, contrastive subject pronoun wartn 
Tyou’ as in;
(33c) Kofi, womo mua e- nl6a

(Kofi, you shut your mouthl
(viii) the two types of imperatiyes are intonationally distinguished 

as (31a-T>) illustrate j and there is- a noticeable pause 
after the vocative noun phrase.

Type B : Indirect Imperatives mood clauses
Positive indirect imperatives may be exemplified by the following 
paradigm with proncminal subjects and clauses-' GL-5) with nominal 
phrase subjects.

Indirect' Mperatjyes' ■
Positive; A Proncminal Subject :

giag.-
1st pers. maamennla /mS, m̂ nn̂ ? J  * let 'me sleeph
3rd " maa a la /mo; la? J ■ Tlet him sleep1.
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1st pers.. maa ye la /mj ' (j)eld? / ’let us sleep’.
3rd ” maa bela /m§ " bela? / ’let them sleep’.

Positive:. B. Nominal Phrase Subject

(1) maa ICofi (e)la. ’let Kofi sleep’.
(2) maa Saneba (e)hb ’let Saneba go away’,
(3) maa Akye (s)kpddd ’let Akye wash it’.
(4) mad Akye(e)zd s£nld ne 'let Aky£- light the fire’.
(5) maa Saneba (e)kphda kyenze ne ’let Saneba wash the pan’.
As the above examples show, positive indirect imperatives are 
introduced by the formative maa/mg/.’ let1, which may be regarded as an 
impetative form of a verb, followed in linear order by the prononinal 
subject or nominal phrase subject and the yerb word with a prefix e-, 
as in the case of direct imperatives with a nominal phrase subject, 
where there is a nominal phrase subject as in (1~M, Unlike direct 
imperatives which may or may not have an overtly expressed subject, 
indirect imperatives regularly have a subject expressed either by a 
pronoun or a nominal phrase.

In respect of the category of person, we might say that 
direct and indirect imperatives complement each other and that 
together imperative clauses select Set X subject pronouns, which 
include the mono-phonemic members 'you1 and 0 ’'him, her, it’ 1 of 
the 2nd and 3rd pers.. sing, pronouns5 and this constitutes' an 
additional formal criterion in support of regarding the emitted subject

1. See Chapter 4..
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pronoun in direct imperative clauses as the 2nd pers. sing, pronoun 
£ ’you’ rather than the alternative bi-phonemic form wo ’you1 which 
belongs to Set II pronouns* It should also be noted that the 1st 
pers. sing, subject pronoun is realized as men ’me’ (rather than as 
me ’me’).

Other characteristic features of indirect imperatives
include:

(i) characterization by Type A mutation under v¥ influence 
in the case of the 1st pers. sing, pronoun men
’me’ only, the influential# element being realized 
as the hcmorganic final nasal consonant of the 
pronoun;

(ii) indirect imperatives with all other subject pronouns 
are characterized by Type B mutation under ¥ influence, 
the influential ¥ element being realized, in the case 
of pronominal subjects, as the vowel of the syllable 
of the pronoun, and in the case of a nominal phrase 
subject, as the vowel prefix eg* which marks a nominal 
phrase subject;

(iii) as regards the intonational feature which characterizes 
this type of imperative mood clauses, the introductory 
formative maa / m3. / ’let’ (said with a short vowel in 
spite of the double vowel letter) has a low tone, 
followed by a high tone on the syllable of the pronominal 
subject, and the first or only syllable of the verb has
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a low tone followed by a high tone on any subsequent 
syllables of the verb; the junction between the 
introductory formative and the 3rd pers- sing, 
pronoun may be realized, particularly in slow, 
deliberate or emphatic speech,, as a prolongation of 
the vowel of the pronoun with a rising pitch which 
is analyzable as a low-high sequence;

(iv); .'the vowel prefex e- (which may not be said in normal
unemphatic speech) has, as in the case of direct 
imperatives with a nominal subject, a high tone; the. 
verb syllables have the same intonational pattern as 
with a proncminal subject;

(v) semantically, by indirect imperatives, the speaker is 
asking for the agreement or co-operation of the 
addressee'in the proposed action and, therefore, the 
addressee who is not included within the reference of 
the subject noun phrase, is also not directly involved
in the action proposed; by contrast, in direct imperatives, 
the subject of the clause is, as a rule, the addressee 
or included within the reference of the subject noun 
phrase and is directly involved in the action that is 
demanded or requested as a performer, although in direct 
imperatives with a nominal phrase subject exemplified 
in (28afc) which may be regarded as formulaic expressions, 
the subject is not usually the addresseeCs) who is 
involved in the action called for as the affected
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or beneficiary. It should also be mentioned that 
there is semantic affinity between one type of polar 
disjunctive interfoga Lives and indirect imperatives 
which is syntactically marked as the following examples 
with.‘I c' d  lto g o 1 illustrate;
C6a) ' meng5 61

(may X go? )
(6b) maa menga

Clet me go)
In a polar disjunctive such as C6a), the speaker is- aslcing the 
permission or consent of the addressee to perform the action proposed 
and the appropriate response may be either 'yes * (granting permission/ ■ 
consent) or ’no’ (denying permission/consent!. Similarly, in the' 
indirect imperative, as already noted, the speaker is asking for the 
agreement or co-operation of the addressee in the proposed action and 
the possible response on the part of the addressee may- be' either to 
grant or to deny agreement/co-operation, This semantic affinity- 
between the two types of mood clauses is formally marked by the selection 
of the Set I 1st pers, sing, pronoun men with, accompanying Type A 
mutation.

It was mentioned above that the formatiye maa *let', to allow1, 
which introduces a positive indirect imperative, is properly regarded 
as an imperative form of a verb; for like’ any finite verb maa rlet, 
allow' may exhibit tense, person, number and polarity distinctions in 
addition to mood, as in;

(interrogative )

(imperative)
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(7a) emaa b£ko (Habitual, 2nd pers. sing, positive)

3rd

(Perfect, 3rd

(Past

(Past

3rd

3rd u negative )

(lit. you allow they go. 
you allow them to go).

(7b) omaa beko
(he allows them to go)

(7 c) yemaa beho
(he has allowed them to. go)

(7d) omaanle behole
(he allowed them to go)

(7e) ' yeammaa beangS
(lit. he didn't allow they 
didn't go.)
(he didn't allow them to go)

The above sentences are interpreted as complex' sentences consisting of 
a main (or matrix) clause involving the verb word diaa and a subordinate 
clause or sentential complement. It is to be noted' that the matrix 
clause and the sentential complement concord in respect of the 
categories of tense and polarity, but never in person.

At this stage., we may summarize the. structural types- of 
imperative mood clauses distinguished as follows':

Ccontinued oyerl
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Type Subject 1st Person 2nd Person

-n

3rd Person J
1

(A. 1)
Without - -

•t da
Suh j ect

Direct (sleep)

(Type A)
With (A*II*i) (A.II,ii)
Subject bela awie biala e-la

(sleep) (everybody sleep)

maa Kofi ela
Indirect With maa menla

.let Kofi sleep)
(Type. B) Subject (let me sleep) maa ola

- (let him sleep)

maa yela maa bela
(let us sleep) (let them sleep)



Persuasive imperatives
Persuasive imperatives normally used to urge or entreat 

consent are distinguished by clause-final formulaic expressions 
which are here termed as T addressives’.. Such persuasive addressives 
include: i. wade/woo 3 ii, egya, and iii,' 'ahaa and the use of each 
addressive is restricted to particular types of imperative mood 
clauses, which may be direct or indirect.
i. addressive : wSde 7wdo
The addressive wade ’-you have heard, you understand’, as already 
mentioned, is interpreted as a transitive clause in the positive 
perfect tense whose elements of structure are the 2nd pers.. sing, 
pronominal subject wS ’you’ plus the transitive verb te ’hear, 
understand’ (which belongs to the sub-class of transitive verbs 
which do not favour proncminalization as exemplified by the relation  ̂
ship of (a) wade edwelce he mdinieha 'la ’you’ve heard the matter'
I’ve said’ to (b) wade ’you’ve heard it’). The addressive w5b may 
be analyzed as consisting of the pronoun 'wd plus a vowel particle" o ..

The two addressives are usually appended to 2nd pers, sing., 
direct imperatives (Type A,I) addressed to children and may be 
exemplified by :

(la) di, wode
(eat it, you hear)

(lb) dijwdo
(eat it, you hear)

(2a) bela, wdde
(ccme, you hear)

(2b) bela, w5o
(ccme, you hear)
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In positive clauses as in (1-2) (a-b)) above, the addressives 
wode and woo are in free variation.. In negative imperatives, 
however, the addressive wide is more normal, as in :

(3) mmako, wide
(don't go, you hear)

The addressive wode with the appropriate 2nd pers, plur. pronoun 
be 'you1 , may also be appended to. positive or negative direct 
imperatives with a nominal phrase subject:

(4a) awie biala eye koohwu, bede
(everybody keep quiet, you hear)

(4b) awie biala mmate o nl6a nu? bede
(nobody should utter a word, you hear)

As the above negative imperatives (3 ) and (4b) show1, the clause- 
final addressive wide has always positive polarity', whether the 
imperative is of positive or negative polarity.
ii. addressive; egya
The addressive egya (which is to be distinguished fron the noun 
word egya 'my (the speaker* s)ifather.’ may be used'with the 2nd pers 
sing, positive direct imperatiye (Type A..I), as In ;

(5a) dd, egya 
(do sleep)

(5b) held, egya 
(do ccme)
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or with the 1st pers. sing, positive indirect imperative CType B): 
(6a) m£nye ko6nwu, egyd

(let me be quiet (lest I say too much)')
(6b) mdnla, egya

(let me sleep)
The above clauses (6a-b) may be relatable, by the deletion of maa, 
to their corresponding indirect imperatives:

(7a) maa mdnye kodnwu, egya 
(let me keep;- quiet)

(7b) maa menld, egyd . •
(let me sleep) 

which may be attested in normal speech,,
iii. addressive'; ahaa
One particular type of 2nd pers. sing, positive direct imperative 
in which the subject pronoun is phonologically realized in surface 
structure followed by a nasal consonant homorganic with the stem- 
initial consonant of the following verb may be regarded as a 
persuasive imperative. It may be used by a superior to an 
inferior but is also possible among equals. The addressive "ahaa. 
may be. appended to this type of persuasive imperative, particularly 
in contexts where the persuasive utterance is repeated because the 
expected satisfactory response has not been obtained :

(8a) engd sda nu
(do go home)

(8b) engd sua nu, ahaa
(do go heme, won’t you)
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(9a) engyinlh'
(do stop)

(9b) engyinla, ahaa
(do stop, won’t you)

As the above examples (8a-\b) with the verb.stem ko ’to go’ show, 
this type of persuasive imperative is marked, in the case of mut
able stem-initial consonants, by Type A mutation. The first 
syllable involving the pronoun is said on a high tone followed by 
high tones on the verb syllables. If the utterance is repeated 
with the addressive ahaa added the whole pitch range is higher*

This type of persuasive imperative Cwithout the addressive

future tense) negative with the 2nd pers* sing, which it otherwise 
resembles in respect of Ca) presence of the (negatiye) nasal prefix 
and (b) presence of Type A mutation, as the following examples with 
the verb stem da ’to sleep’ illustrate;

’tag’ ahaa) is intonationally distinguished frcm the common ■ŵ oent

(10a) enlci
Cdo sleep) (persuasive imperative)

(10b) enli
(common ̂on-trhjre tense) negatiye 1(you don’t sleep)
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CHAPTER M-

Categories II and III : Polarity and Tense

There are two terras' in the category of polarity : positive 
and negative,and ten positive tenses are distinguished. The 
category of polarity, particularly in its'relation to indicative 
and interrogative mood clauses, usually intersects with the category' 
of tense and for this reason the two-closely related categories are 
more satisfactorily dealt with to-gether, But since tense is not a 
category that is statable for imperative mood clauses, polarity will 
be discussed first in its specific relation to imperative mood 
clauses.
Polarity in Imperative Clauses

In the previous chapter, the various types of positive 
imperatives were distinguished and their characteristic properties' 
discussed. In this section particular attention Is drawn to the 
negative forms of the positive types distinguished..
(A.I) Direct imperatives without subjects

The following positive and their corresponding negative 
clauses exemplify 2nd pers. sing, direct imperatives without overtly 
expressed subject :

(a) Positive Oî  ‘ 'Negative 
‘ 'mmadaCl) dd ’ sleep ’ 

’go heme*
’don’t sleep 
’don’t go: hone * 
’don’t take it’

(2) ko sua nd irjmako sua nu
(3) die ’take It’ mmddie
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' (a) ' Positive ' Cb) ’ Negative
CM-) kpoa egyade ne 'sweep the kitchen’ mmakpoa egyade ne ’don't sweep

the kitchen'
(5) gyinla ’stop' inmagyinla ’don't stop'
(6) tenia aze 'sit down' nmdtenla aze 'don't sit

- - ' - down’
As the above examples show, the positive and negative forms of this 
type of direct imperative are alike in not having the 2nd pers, sing, 
subject pronoun expressed in surface structure. The positive is- 
negatived by the prefixation of mma (realized as Cme/or/ma/ according 
to the vowel harmony) to the absolute form of the finite verb stem,

Intonationally, the negative prefix has a high or rising tone 
and the syllables of the-verb (whether followed or not) have low tone,.' 
A.II.i) Direct imperatives with 2nd pers., plur. subject

(a) Positive (b) Negative
07) bela 'sleep, all of you' r beu'mada ’don't sleep all 

of you1.
(8) beho sua nu 'go home' bemmako sua nh ''don't go heme'-'

(9) beli£ 'take it' beirmadie 'don’t take it’
CIO) bekpoa egy&de ne 'sweep the 

kitchen' bemmakpoa egyade ne 'don't sweep the 
kitchen’

(11) begyinlci 'stop’ benmagyinla 'don't stop'
(12) bedenla aze 'sit down' bemm̂ tenlaaze 'don't sit down'-

The negative forms of direct imperative mood clauses with 2nd pers, 
plur, subject pronoun are formed by inserting the negative morpheme' 
mma between the subject pronoun be ’you’ and the verb stem. Unlike 
the positive forms which are characterized by Type B mutation , the
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negative forms are not characterized by any mutation.
The intonational feature of the negative clauses consists

of a low tone on the subject pronoun, followed by a high or rising
ontone on the negative prefix and low tones'/the verb syllables, 

whether or not complementation occurs,
(A.II,ii) Direct imperatives with third person subject 

(a) Positive ' Cb) Negative
(13) awie biala eho sda nfi awie blcila mrnako sua nti

(everybody go hone) (nobody should go home)
(14) awie bldla ezul6 awie biala mmasulo

(everybody answer) (nobody should answer)
(15) awie biala ezoma ye awie bldla mmascma ye

Ceverybody shake hands with him) (nobody should shake hands with him).
(16) awie bldla £denla aze awie biala mmatenla aze

(everybody sit down) (nobody should sit down)
As in the case of direct imperatives with 2nd pers* plur, subject,
the negatiye forms of positive direct imperatives with third person
subject are formed by the prefixation of mma to the absolute form of
the verb. The negative form differs from the corresponding positive
in not having a vowel prefix and in not being marked' by Type B
mutation. The verbal piece has the same intonation as in the
corresponding negative direct imperative with 2nd pers. plur, subject
pronoun;- -that is, the negative prefix has a high or rising tone and
the verb syllables low tones*
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(B ) Indirect' imperatives 
(a) Positive 

(17.1) maa mendenld aze 
(let me sit down)

(17.11) maa odenla aze
(let him sit down)

(17.Ill) maa yedenla aze 
(let us sit down)

(17.IV) maa bedenla aze
(let them sit down)

(18) maa Akye gzO sdnld ne 
(let Akye light the fire)

(19) maa Saneba ekpuda kyenze ne 
(let Saneba wash the pan)

The negative clauses are characterized by the negative form mntarriaa 
Tdon't let* of the introductory imperative yerb maa 'let, allow*'..

The stem-initial consonant of the verb stem in the negative 
clause , unlike in the corresponding positive clause where- Type A 
mutation (of 17,1 .a) or Type B mutation (I7iIIa-IVa) occurs, does 
not exhibit mutation, and in contexts marked by a nominal phrase 
subject as in (18-19), the verb stem in negative clauses does not 
have a prefix as in the corresponding positive clauses*

The tonal pattern of the introductory- negative verb is the 
same whether it is followed by a nominal phrase subject or a proncminal 
subject and consists of a high or rising tone on its first syllable 
and a low tone on its second syllable. The following syllable of the

(b) Negative 
liimdmaa metenla aze 
(don’t let me sit down) 
mrndraaa otenla aze 
(don't let him sit down) 
mmamaa yetenla -aze'
(don't let us sit down) 
mmdmaa b£tenla, -aze 
(don't let them sit down) 
mmetmaa Akye s5 senld ne 
(don't let Akye light the fire) 
mmcimaa Saneba kpdda kyenze ne 
(don't let Saneba wash the pan)
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pronoun has a high tone ; and the prolonged vowel of the 3rd 
pers, sing, pronoun which is realized at the junction between 
the negative imperative verb and the pronoun has a rising tone 
analyzable as a low-high sequence, and the verb syllables, in 
contexts involving pronominal subject (17), have low tone. In 
contexts, however, where there is a nominal- phrase subject, the 
verb syllables have a slightly different tonal pattern; -that is, 
the first or only syllable has a high tone followed by a low1 tone 
on the second syllable and a high tone on the third Ce«,g, mmamaa 
Kofi dumua rdonTt let Kofi go ahead1).
Polarity arid Tense

The two categories of polarity' and tense, in their relation 
to indicative and interrogative mood clauses, are more satisfactorily- 
dealt with together rather than separately, A joint -treatment is 
considered a more economical and, therefore, analytically a more 
delicate way of handling the data.*

For the illustrative examples, which are here. restricted to 
indicative mood clauses 9 two contexts have been' selected : one 
where there is a pronominal subject and the other where the subject 
is a nominal phrase. The choice of these two contexts is necessary', 
since the farms concerned display particular features with, regard 
to the junction of the different subject noun phrases and to the 
shape of the pronominal subjects,
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Ten positive tenses are distinguished, but not all of 
them have distinct negative forms; for example, there are not 
distinct negative forms for the positive habitual, present 
continuative, durative and progressive tenses: they share a
common negative tense form. Similarly, the positive past and 
consecutive tenses share a common negative tense form.

There may well be additional tenses in the language that 
have not as yet been identified. For example, we shall find 
alongside the positive clause:

Cla) crta 5kh ashne
Ore frequently goes to church) 

the following possible negative forms-?
(lb) ondâ  dngO &s5n£

(he frequently doesn’t go to church)
I

(lc) ondd as5ne h5
(lit, he doesn’t frequently church go)

Leaving aside the clause-final locative adjunctbasbhe ’church’-', 
one possible interpretation is to regard (la) above as consisting 
of a pronominal subj ect o plus a tense prefix ta followed' in the 
next element by a repetition of the pronominal subject O plus the 
verb stem ko ’to go’. Interpreted in this way, (la) above 
resembles, in respect of the repetition of the pronominal subject, 
the contrast in ton’e of the two pronominal subjects 'and the line'ar 
arrangement of elements within the verbal piece (i.e. ota oko ),' 
the possible positive progressive tense form' involving the tense 
prefix - le and the verb stems: 'dafe ’to sleep”t '
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(2) melemedafe -
(I’m sleeping)

and may for that reason be regarded as a separate tense form,
despite the different written forms.

A second possible interpretation is to regard (la) above
as a serial verbal construction - an interpretation which is
particularly supported by the first negative form (lb), in which
there is a repetition of the pronominal subject as well as of the
negative nasal prefix in both verb words. A possible count,
however, against this second Interpretation is that the lexical
item ta is. non-finite or does not usually function as a full verb
in Its own right.

And in view of the different position of the locative
adjunct asone T church1 between the two verb words as in the second
negative form (1c), a third possible interpretation would be to

1regard the entire string as a catenative piece in which the first 
verb word pnda is the catenative verb and the second verb word ho 
is the non-f inite verbal form of the full verb ko 'to go1. The same 
contrary evidence as in the case of the second interpretation equally 
applies to this third interpretation.

1. Palmer, F.R. (1965 : 15) uses the term 'catenative' to refer 
to "those full verbs that are followed by other verbal forms with 
regular rules of co-occurrence". Thus in (I) jnze asone' ye ’lit. 
he doesn't know prayer say. he doesn’t know how to pray’ , the first full verb ze 'to know’, which is followed by the second verbal form ye ’to do, say', is a catenative. The present writer distinguishes 
this type of construction as a 'catenative piece’ , of which the 
first full verb Is designated as a ’catenative verb’ and the second 
non-f inite verbal form (which may be an infinitival as in (I), a 
consecutive tense form or a nominalization from a verb) as the 'non- catenative’ verbal form.
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The burden of the above argument is in favour of regarding 
(la-c) above as exemplifying the positive and negative forms of a 
separate tense, which is not traditionally listed among the tenses 
of the language. Pending further investigation, no more will be 
said about this particular tense which may be christened the 
’frequentative * tense.

Perhaps the traditional tern 1 tense* is not the most 
appropriate term to use for this dimension of the grammar, particularly 
as some of the tenses have varied referential meanings; for example, 
the basic meaning of the positive perfect tense is past action with 
present relevance but in addition, the perfect tense may also refer 
to a present state resulting frcm past action, and to past in past as 
.the following clauses illustrate:

(4a) yebia
(he has had a bath)

(4b) yehO Bolofo
(he has gone to Axim) 

(5 a) yeloa
(he has become wet) 

(5b) yeze
(he has become mad)

(6) Membale la, (ene) yiho

(meaning: past with present 
relevance)

("

Cra

Cu

("

present state)

past in past )
(when I came, he had (then) gone)

The progressive tense may refer to present or past time (and, in the 
latter case, as also in (6) above, is usually introduced by an
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optional conjunction ene after a preceding temporal clause), as in: 
(6a) olebia

(he* s having a bath)
(6b) membal£ la, (ene) 3lebia

(when I came, he was having a bath)
And the consecutive tense cannot by itself constitute a sentence 
and usually occurs in non-inftial clauses, where it may be 
specifically introduced by the item na:

(7a) di debie na wpaho
(eat (something) before you go)

(7b) makpdnde meaho BolDfo 
(I want to go to Axim)

The term 'tense1 is, however, used to distinguish this 
particular category frcm the other categories that need to be set 
up in dealing with- this area of the grammar.

In describing the various tenses particular attention will 
be drawn to their favourite, uses and the morphological, phonological 
and collocational features which characterize them. Morphological 
characteristics include such features as the presence or absence of 
affixes and the selection of one or other of the two paradigmatic 
sets of pronominal subjects that may be distinguished.

It was noted in the introductory chapter that, on the basis 
of the 2nd pers. sing, possessive pronoun (e/wo 'your) and the 3rd 
pars. sing, possessive pronoun (O/ye 'his, her, its'), which are a 
two-'form term each, two paradigmatic sets (I-II) might be distin
guished , and that Set I possessive pronouns include the mono-phonemic 
members (i.e. e_ 'your1 and 0 'his, her, its') and co-occur, in a
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genitive construction, with nouns which may be specified as 
inalienable possessions, whereas Set II possessive pronouns 
include the corresponding bi-phonemic members (i.e. w3 ’your1 
and ye ’his, her’) and only oc-occur with alienable possessions.

Similarly, on the basis of the 2nd per s. sing, subject 
pronouns (e'/wo ’you’) and the 3rd per s. sing, subject pronoun 
(3/ye ’he, she, it’) which are a two-form term each, two correspond
ing paradigmatic sets (I-II) may be set up among the subject 
pronouns abstracted from .the various tense forms. And as in the 
case of the possessive pronouns, Set I subject pronouns include the 
mono-phonemic members (i.e. e_ ’you’ and o ’he, she, it’) of the 
2nd and 3rd per s. sing, pronouns, whereas Set II pronouns include 
their corresponding bi-phonemic members (i.e. wo ’you’ and ye 
’he, she, it’), as set out below:

.Set I ~ Pronouns Set II Pronouns
1st pers. sing. . me(n) ’I’ me ’ I, me1
2nd n TI 0 ’you' wo ’you’
3rd ti TI . 0 ’he,she,it’ ye ’he, she, it’ 

’him, her, it
1st i t plur. y€ ’we’ ye ’we, us’
2nd IT tt be ’you’ be ’you’
3rd I t IT be ’they’ be ’they, them1

The category- of person, in conjunction with the closely- 
related category of number, is specifically dealt with in Chapter 5.
For immediate purposes, it should be mentioned that Set I pronouns 
function as subject, whereas Set II pronouns may function as subject 
as well as pronominal objects, and the selection of either paradigmatic 
set of pronominal subjects is regarded as a characteristic morphological 
feature of the particular tense form.
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All positive tense forms select Set I pronouns except the 
positive perfect and consecutive which select Set II pronouns.
And all negative tense forms select Set I pronouns except the 
negative past and consecutive which select Set II pronouns; that 
is, the habitual (Tense 1), present (Tense 2), continuative (Tense 3), 
durative (Tense 4), and progressive (Tense 5) tense forms (which 
share a common negative form) as well as the two future tenses - 
future tense I (Tense 6) and future tense II (Tense 7) - are 
consistent in selecting Set I pronouns for both their positive and 
negative forms and the consecutive (Tense 10) Is equally consistent 
in selecting Set II pronouns for the positive as well as for the 
negative form. The perfect (Tense 8) and past (Tense 9) are 
exceptional in !mixingT the two sets of pronominal subjects, the 
perfect selecting Set II pronouns for the positive form and Set I 
pronouns for the negative form, whereas the past tense selects 
Set I pronouns for the positive form and Set II for the negative 
form.

With particular reference to the 1st pers. sing, pronominal 
subject. It should also be noted that it has, unlike its corresponding 
possessive pronominal form, two possible forms: either i.me or
ii.men, as a member of Set I only, and that all positive and negative 
tense forms which select Set I also select the first form me whereas 
the positive past tense alone selects the second possible form men 
(with a final nasal consonant hcmorganic with the stem - initial 
consonant of the verb, and the exponent of the influential element N of 
Type A mutation which distinguishes‘the positive past tense form with
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the 1st pers. sing, pronoun from forms with all other pronouns 
which are marked by Type B mutation).

As in the case of the possessive pronouns, the other terms 
have one form each, the 2nd and 3rd pers. plur. subject pronouns 
being identical in shape.

The phonological features to which attention need be drawn 
include the intonational features and the presence or absence of 
mutation, specifying in the case of tense forms whose exponents 
include consonant mutation, whether a particular tense is 
characterized by Type A or Type B mutation. As a rule,Type A 
mutation (under N influence)does take place, in the case of mutable 
stem-initial consonants, where the favourable condition obtains 
and, as already mentioned, is exhibited by the following tense 
forms: i.the common present negative form;- ii. negative future 
tense I; iii*positive past tense, 1st pers. sing, only; and iv. 
negative past and consecutive tenses Call persons). On the other 
hand, it is not all tense forms in which the condition which favours 
Type B mutation obtains that exhibit it. Type B mutation is exhibited 
by the following tense forms: i. the positive continuative; ii. 
positive future tense I; iii. positive and negative future tense II; 
iv. positive perfect tense; v. positive past tense Call persons 
other than the 1st pers. sing.); and vi. positive consecutive tense. 
The following other tenses do not exhibit Type B mutation, although 
the potentially favourable condition does obtain; i. positive 
habitual tense; ii. positive present-tense; iii. positive durative
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tense; iv. positive progressive tense; and v. negative perfect 
tense. Presence or absence of each type of mutation will be 
stated as part of the exponents of a particular positive or negative 
tense form.

In respect of collocational features, attention will be 
drawn, where necessary, to the time adverbials with which a
particular tense form habitually collocates and, therefore, serve in 
conjunction with other features to distinguish it. As Palmer,
F.R. (1967:192) states: "it seems to be true that often meaning cannot 
be stated for grammatical forms independently, but only combinations 
of them. Secondly, polysemy may be resolved by the immediate environ
ment and especially by the adverbials. Habituality or futurity is 
usually shown by an adverb. In this sense, futurity and habituality 
are not inherent in the verbal form itself". Thus the following 
clause with the 1st pers. sing, pronoun:

(8a) mebuke aldnke ne 
is, in isolation, at least two-ways ambiguous as between its habitual 
tense meaning of ’I open the door’ and its perfect tense meaning of 
’I have opened the door1. This type of ambiguity may be partly 
disambiguated by means of the different time adverbials which each 
particular meaning may select. In its habitual tense meaning, the 
clause may select the adverbial dahuu, ’always’, as in:

(8b) mebuke alehke ne dghuu
(I open the door always) - . :

Whereas in its possible perfect tense meaning, the selection of the . 
adverbal kekala ’(just) now' is possible:..

(8c) mebuke alehke ne kekala.
(I have just opened the door)
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In order to facilitate comparison among the various tenses, 
only the verb stem da 'to sleep' is used in the paradigms involving 
pronominal subjects', other verb stems, mono-or di-syllabic, are. 
used in clauses involving nominal phrase subjects.

Positive: Tense 1. Habitual
A ̂Pronominal subject

Sing.
1st pers. meda /m'Sda / *I sleep t*
2nd " eda / eda/ ’you sleep’.
3rd " Qda / Od a / ’he, she, it sleeps?.
Plur. -

1st pers. yeda /jeda / ■we sleep’*
2nd/3rd " beda /beda / 'you, they sleep'.

B.Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) egya da ewia z6 lmy father sleeps in the afternoo;
(2) _p ra ne su scmaa 'her child cries too much'.
(3) nrenya ne dl p5ne ko kenle ko. ’the man spends a pound a day'.
(4) Kofi dvrazo nds 'Kofi wakes up early'.
(5) Akye biza edweke scmaa 'Akye asks many questions' .
The habitual tense is used, usually with time adverbials of habituality 
- e.g. i
(i) dahuu 'everyday', (ii) alehele biala 'everyday'.

(iii) kenle ko ’daily, everyday’ , (iv) siane k6 'every month’,
(v) dapene biala 'every week, weekly’, (vi)evole biala 'every year’ - 
to make habitual time statements. In addition to Cl-5) above, the use 
of the habitual tense to make habitual time statements may be further 
exemplified by the following clauses:
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(6) SanSba to alee dahuu 
(Saneba cooks everyday)

(7) Kofi kpbla me alehele biala 
(Kofi visits me everyday)

(8) dapene biala Akye til adenle 
(every week Akye travels)

Such habitual time statements may denote an occupation or profession
(9) egya di adwinli

(my father is a goldsmith)
(10) e mo kpongba ninyeni

(lit. my mother sews things, my mother is a seamstress) 
The 3rd pers. plur. pronoun be ’they1 is used, with the 

habitual tense, as an indefinite unspecified pronoun to refer to 
’people in general’ , as in: - ■

(la) befele me Aka
(lit. they call me Aka. I’m called Aka)

(lb) bedi
(lit. they eat it. it is eaten/edible)

The habitual tense, form is characterized by:
(i) Set I pronouns (with the 1st pers, sing, pronominal

form me ’I1);
(ii) absence of a tense prefix;
(iii) absence of any kind of mutation;
(iv) absence of a prefix in the verb word in contexts with

a nominal phrase subject, as (1-5)-above illustrate;
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(v) a low tone on the subject pronoun as well as on the 
verb syllables; but in contexts with a nominal 
phrase subject, the -first or only syllable of the 
verb has a high tone followed by a low tone on the 
second verb syllable and a high tone on the third 
syllable:

(12) Saneba dumua
(Saneba goes ahead)

Positive: Tense 2. Present
A. Pronominal Subject

meda / m$dd I  'I’m just sleeping’
eda / eda / 'you’re just sleeping’
Oda / oda • / ’he, she, it is just sleeping’

Sing.

1st pers. 
2nd pers. 
3rd pers.

Plur.
1st Pers. yeda / jeda /
2nd/3rd pers. beda / deda /

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) Aka sukoa
(2) e mo bia
(3) ye kodnwCl, (na) Nana tehde

’we’re just sleeping’
’you, they are just sleeping’

’Aka is learning’
’Mother is having a bath*
’keep quiet, the chief is speaking’
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The following uses of the present tense are distinguished;
(a) the present tense is usually used to denote an action 

. that is taking place at the time of utterance, as in
(1-3) above.

(b) in its reference to an.action in progress, the present 
tense may be used to make an ironic comment, and in 
this use is specifically introduced by ‘the item 'akee 
'now', as in;
CM-) akee enriandi

(lit. now you are running)
(c) the present tense may also be used to denote a future 

happening which is anticipated in the present or regarded 
as a fixed plan or arrangement, and in this use often 
has a time adverbial of present or future reference:
(5a) ene mek5 Bolofo

(to-day I'm going to Axim)
(5b) mek5 egyima kekala

(I!m going to work right now)
(5c) ehema egya y£la ye eya ne

(to-morrow my father burns his farm)
(5d) medwenle me nw6

(I'm thinking about myself)
(d.) the present tense may also be used with future time 

reference in a conditional clause introduced by the 
conjunction se 'if, when' and marked by a clause-final
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vowel particle a, as in:
(6a) se eyevole ne bci a, fele me

(when the stranger/guest arrives, call me)
(6b) se ezuld ne t5 a, ye me nlnyene ne

(if.it is raining, remove my clothes)
(e) the present tense may be used with past time reference, 

usually with verbs of ccmmunication (e.g. (a) se 'to say' 
(b) fele 'to call'), to report a past communication:
(7a) egya se obiza wo

(father says that he sends you his greetings)
(7b) egya fele vjO

(father is calling you)
The present tense is characterized by:

(i) Set I pronouns;
(ii) absence of a tense prefix
(iii) absence of any kind of mutation;
(iv) absence of a prefix in the verb word in 

contexts which are marked by a nominal phrase 
subject;

(v) a lew tone on the subject pronoun, and in 
contexts involving either a pronominal 
or nominal phrase subject, by a high
tone on the first or only verb syllable followed 
by a low tone on the second verb syllable and a 
high tone on the third syllable:

(8) med'dmua
(I'm going ahead)
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Positive Tense 3. Continuative

A.Pronominal Subject
Sijlg.

1st pers. 
2nd " 
3rd "

mela /m̂ la/ ' I'm sleeping /lying down '
ela / ela/ r you're " ’
ola / oLaJ ’he, she, it u

Plur.
1st pers. y£la /jela/ we're u

* t2nd/3rd 11 bela /bEla/ you, they are "
B. Nominal Phrase Subject

(1) buluku ne 3A ekponle ne azo. 'the book is (lying) on the table1
(2) kyenze ne gyi ekpa ne azo. 'the pen is (standing) on the bed'
(3) eyevole ne de wo ebia ne azo.'the stranger is sitting on your chair'
(4) Kofi ze nwoma. lit.'Kofi knows learning. Kofi is learned
(5) beda ne zoho o ze. 'the child resembles his father'.
It is not all classes of verbs that can occur in the continuative and
durative tenses: these two tenses are the favourite tenses of stative1verbal forms and other stative verbs and may be regarded as the non
active tenses in contradistinction to all the other tenses in which 
corresponding dynamic verbal forms and other dynamic verbs can occur 
and may be regarded as the active tenses.

(a) The basic meaning of the continuative tense is 
reference to a state or static condition in the 
present as exemplified in clauses (1-5) above.

1. See Chapter 7 on the dynamic/stative distinction within the
category of aspect.
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(b) The continuative tense may also be used with
reference to a state or static condition in the past, 
and with such a past reference is specifically 
introduced by the item ene 'then1 where a temporal 
clause in either the present or past tense precedes or 
by the item anre 'then' (without a temporal clause) 
with the implication that the referent of the subject 
noun phrase used to. be but is no longer* in that 
particular location, as the following examples 
illustrate;

(6a) meko la, ene iSLa ekponle ne azo
(when I was leaving, it was then (lying) 
on the table.

(6b) mennwunle ye la, ene ozo kyele
(when I saw him, he was then wearing a hat) 

(7a) anre sia ekpdnle n£ cizo
(it was (lying) on the table (but is no 
longer there))

(7b) nreya zdhane anre Ode Bolofo 
(that man used to live in Axim)

The continuative tense, like the habitual tense, is characterized by:
(i) Set I pronouns;
(ii) absence of a tense prefix;
(iii) absence of a prefix in contexts with 

a nominal phrase subject;
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(iv) a low tone on the subject pronoun followed by
low tones on the verb syllables, and in contexts
marked by a nominal phrase subject, by a high 
tone on the first or only verb syllable followed
by a low tone on the second verb syllable,

. irrespective of the tonal pattern of the nominal
phrase subject;

(v) the continuative is, however, different frcm the 
habitual tense in being characterized, in the case 
of mutable stem-initial consonants, by Type B 
mutation.

It was noted, with examples, in the section on ’consonant mutation’ 
that '(Chapter 2), /there are some verbal forms in Nzema - mainly verbs of 

adornment or locative verbs - whose dynamic verbal forms in the 
habitual tense are differentiated frcm their corresponding stative 
verbalforms in the continuative tense in respect of the phonological 
feature of Type B mutation. Other dynamic (habitual)/stative (conti
nuative ) verbal forms which are distinguishable by Type B mutation 
are:
1. dua/lua ’to walk/to be walking’ ,
2* fia/via ’to carry/to be carrying’ ,
3. kye/hye 'to put on/to be wearing belt’ ,
M-. keda/heda ’to put on/to be wearing cloth1.
The verbal forms:
5. tenla/de ’to sit or stay/to be seated or to be living’ and
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6. soa/zo ’to put on or carry/to be wearing or carrying (on the
head)' are distinguished both phonologically by Type B
mutation and morphologically by the dynamic verbal form
having a suffix. By contrast, the verbal forms:

7. gyinla/gyi Tto stand or stop/to be standing1 are only 
distinguished, in the two tenses, morphologically.

There are other verbal forms with immutable stem-initial 
consonants whose dynamic verbal forms in the continuative 
tense are neither differentiated phonologically nor 
morphologically, and include such verbs of adornment as:

8. bo ’to put on/to be wearing (a headkerchief)* ,
9. mo 'to put on/to be wearing a loin cloth’ ,
10. wula 'to put on/to be wearing (dress or ring)’ as well as such 

locative verbs as:
11. gua 'to place or put/to be lying’,
12. bea ’to place across/to be lying across, and
13. butu ’to place/be lying face downwards’.
The following pairs of clauses in which the (a) examples are in
the habitual tense and the (b) examples are in the continuative
tense illustrate:

(8a) Saneba fia O diema ne
(Saneba carries her brother)

(8b) Saneba via 0 diema ne
(Saneba is carrying her brother)

(9a) Saneba soa kyele
(Saneba puts on a hat)
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(9b) Saneba zo kyele
(Saneba is wearing a hat)

(10a) Saneba gyinla adenle nu 
(Saneba stops on the way)

(10b) Saneba gyi adenle nu
(Saneba is (standing) in the way)

(11a) Saneba b$ dtfku
(Saneba puts on a headkerchief)

(lib) Saneba b6 ddiku
(Saneba is wearing a headkerchief)

The stative verbal form ze 'to know' as in (4-) above has no other 
tense than the continuative.

Positive Tense 4-. Durative
A.Pronominal Subject

Sing.
1st pers. meteda /m̂ teda / 'I’m still sleeping'
2nd " eteda /eteda / 'you’re " ” 1
3rd " Oteda /oteda / ’he, she, it ”

Plur.
1st pers. yeteda /jeteda / ’we're still sleeping’
2nd/3rd ” beteda /beteda / ’you, they are still sleeping1

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) bulfiku ne teda ekponle ne azo. 'the book is still(lying) on the table
(2) kyenze ne tegyi ekpd ne azo. 'the. pan is. still (standing) on the bed'.
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(3) eyevdle ne tete wo ebia ne azo. 'the stranger is still sitting
on your chair'

(4) membald la, sne eye vole ne tete wo ebia ne azo.
(when I eame back, the stranger was still sitting on your chair)

As already mentioned, the durative tense and the continuative tense 
constitute the favourite tenses of stative verbal forms and other 
stative verbs.

(a) With such verbs, the durative tense is used to denote 
a continuing state, static condition or quality in the 
present or past. Reference to present state or static 
condition is exemplified by (1-3) above, and (4) 
exemplifies reference to past state; and it is to be 
noted that in (4) the clause containing the verb in the 
durative tense is introduced by the item ene and there 
is a preceding temporal clause in the past tense.

(b) With a dynamic verbal form or other dynamic verbs, the 
durative tense may be used to denote a continuing 
habitual.activity, which may be an occupation or pro
fession, as the following clauses illustrate:
(5a) otesca kyele

(he still wears a hat (when it has gone out of fashion)) 
(5b) crtsko Nakeba asane

(he still attends Nakeba church)
(-5°) ofcedi adwinli ne

(he still carries on the profession of goldsmithy)
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(c) The durative tense may also be used with a dynamic 
verb to denote a past happening which is continuing 
in the present, and in this use usually collocates 
with the time adverbial of present reference: 
ene nee ene ala 'right up to this day or present 
mcment':
(6) ene ne£ ene ala, jfceka

(to this day, he.still says it)
As already mentioned, present state, static condition or

quality may also be expressed by the habitual or continuative tense; we
might, therefore, compare these tenses with the durative:

(7a) nrenya ne ls_ ezukoa (Continuative)
(the man has money)

(7b) nrenya ne tede ezukoa (Durative )
(the man has still money)

(8a) namule ne tele CContinuative)
(the village is big (i. e. essential quality) )

(8b) namule ne tetele (Durative )
(the village is still growing big (i.e. continuing state))

(9a) D ra raale ne keda edanle (Habitual )
(her daughter puts on cloth (i.e. habitually)

(9b) O ra raale ne heda edanle (Continuative)
(her daughter is -wearing cloth (i;e.atthe moment of

speaking))
(9c) Dr§ raale ne tekeda edanlê  (Durative . )•■-.>

(her daughter still puts on cloth (i.e. when it's no.
longer fashionable))



It is to be noted that the durative and the habitual are not 
characterized by any kind of mutation, whereas the continuative 
is marked by Type B mutation, as in (7a) and (9b). The above 
examples serve to show the semantic differences between these 
tenses and the formal features which correlate with these 
semantic differences.

Characteristic features of the durative tense are:
(i) selection of Set I pronouns;
(ii) presence of the tense prefix ts-; and it should 

be mentioned that with the 3rd pers. sing, pronoun
JD 'he, she, it1, the front unrounded non-close
vowel of the tense prefix is usually realized as
the back rounded non-close vowels /o,o/ before
following stem-initial syllables for which word or
syllable w-prosody is statable e.g. (a) ko Tto go*,
(b) su tto cry');
(10a) jteko /otoko I

(he still goes)
(10b) dtesu /otosu j

(.he's still crying/he still cries)
(iii) absence of a potential Type B mutation.
(iv) absence of a prefix in the verb word in contexts

which are marked by a nominal phrase subject;
(v) intonationally, a low tone on the pronoun subject, a

v— _ ' low tone on the tense- prefix followed by low tones on 
the verb syllables; in contexts with a nominal phrase 
subject, however, the prefix has a high tone and the
verb syllables have low tones as in the case of a
pronominal subject.
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Positive: Tense 5. Progressive

A, Pronominal Subject

Sing, 
1st pers. 
2nd " 
3rd '* 

Plur,

meleda / m'&Leda /
eleda / eleda /
hLeda / eleda /

1X *m sleeping1 
’you're " ’
'he, she, it is sleeping'

1st pers, yeleda / jeled̂ a /
2nd/3rd " beleda / belsd̂  /

'we're sleeping'
'you, they are sleeping’

(la) oledi debie, ¥he's eating (something)'.
(lb) bLekS sua nfu 'he's going homet

(lc) oleb.ia 0 ra. ne 'she's bathing her child'
(Id) olesukoa Kofi 'he's imitating Kofi'

Tonal Pattern I Tonal Pattern II
(2a) Oledi /oledi / /oledi / 'he's eating it'.
(2b) bLekQ / olek6 / /nlekb / 'he's going'
(2c) olebia /olebija/ /olebija / 'he's having a bath'
(2d) Olesukoa /olesukwa/ /olesukwa/ 'he's studying*
(2e) OletendS- /oletfnde/ ; /oletindl / 'he's speaking'

Positive Tense 5. Progressive 
B Nominal Phrase Subject

(3) Kofi (e)leda
(4a) eyevole ne (e)ledf debie
(4b) nrenya ne (e)lsk5 sua nu.
(5) Nan& (e)letende

'Kofi is sleeping'
'the guest is eating (something)' 

'the man is going heme'
'the chief is speaking'
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(6a) Saneba (e)lebia 3ra ne. Saneba is bathing her1 child’.
(6b) Ayke (e)lesukoa. Kofi. ’Akye is imitating Kofi1.
The progressive tense usually indicates an action that is in progress,
as in (3-6) above, rather than the completion of an action or the
existence of a state.

The action in progress may be simultaneous with the
occurrence of another action in progress at the present time, as in:

(7) melekp6 wo nlnyene 'ne la, ene womo eledf nwohoa
(whilst I’m washing your clothes, you’re playing)

The action in progress may also be in relation to the occurrence
of another action in the past, as exemplified in;

(8a) mek$ lli., ene oledi debie
(when I was leaving, he was then eating)

(8b) mengol̂  la, ene oledi debie
(when I went, he was then eating)

It is to be noted that simultaneity with present or past action is
specifically indicated by the introductory item ene and a preceding
temporal clause of present (7, 8a) or past reference (8b).

The progressive tense may also be used to indicate an action
or event that is about to begin or is ’ on the way';

(9a) ezule ne eleba
(it is going to rain)

(9b) alee elskye
(the day is downing)

(9°̂  melek6 sua zo

(I’m going to town)
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In this use, the progressive tense has more or less the same 
meaning as the present tense, and the corresponding present tense 
forms of clauses such as (9a) and (9c) are understood as being 
similar in meaning:

(10a) ezul£ ne ba
(it is going to rain/looks like rain)

(10a) mekh sua zo
(I'm just now going to town)

Characteristic features of the progressive tense are:
(i) selection of Set I pronouns;
(ii) presence of the tense prefix le-, the front un

rounded vowel of which may be realized, with the 
3rd pers. sing, pronoun D, as the bade rounded 
non-close vowels / oa3 / before stem-initial verb 
syllables which are characterized by word or 
syllable w-prosody:
(11a) aLeno / olintr /

(he's drinking it) 
tllb) oLesu / oldstt /

(he's crying)
(iii) absence of any kind of mutation;
(iv) presence of the prefix e~ in contexts with a nominal

phrase subject; and of the active (non-past, non
future) tenses so far considered - the others being 
the habitual and the present - the progressive tense 
is the only one which has a prefix in the verb word 
as a marker of a nominal phrase subject; such a
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prefix is usually not pronounced in normal, 
unemphatic speech;

(v) In order to describe the rather complex and variable 
tonal pattern of the progressive tense prefix and 
that of verb syllables following it, it may be 
necessary to set up two separate but intersecting 
contexts; that is, in addition to contexts in which 
there is (I) a pronominal subject and (II) a nominal 
phrase subject, we shall consider the intonational 
feature correlating with contexts where (A) 
complementation occurs and (B) no complementation 
occurs.

(I) Nominal phrase subject: (A) with complementation or (B) without 
complementation

(i) The prefix & which marks a ncminal phrase subject has 
always a high tone, whether complementation occurs or 
not, as in (3-6) above;

(ii) the progressive tense prefix Is- has regularly a low 
tone, whether complementation occurs or not (3-6); 
that is, the prefix jh and the tense prefix ‘le~ 
contrast tonally;

(iii) the first or only verb syllable has a high tone
followed by a .low tone on the second verb syllable, 
whether or not complementation occurs. To summarizej 
with a ncminal phrase subject, whether complementation
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occurs or not, the intonational pattern is a sequence of High
(prefix e_-) - Low (tense prefix le~) - High (1st verb syllable) -
Low (2nd verb syllable).
(II) Pronominal subject : (A) with complementation or (B) without 
canplementation

(i) The pronominal subject, as in other tense forms, has 
always a low tone, whether there is a complement or 
not (paradigm; (1-2);

(ii) the tense prefix le~ has regularly a high tone,
whether complementation occurs or not; that is, the 
pronoun and the tense prefix contrast tonally; it is
also to be noted that the tonal realization of the 
tense prefix ley is variable, being high with a pro
nominal subject and low with a nominal phrase subject;

(iii) in contexts with a pronominal subject where (A)
complementation occurs (la-d), the tonal pattern of 
the verb syllables is regular and consists of a high _ 
tone on the first or only verb syllable followed by 
a low tone on the second verb syllable - which 
replicates the tonal pattern of the verb syllables 
with a ncminal phrase subject, whether complementation 
occurs or not; in this context, then, the tense 
prefix Is- and the first verb syllable have high tones, 
although the second high tone of the verbal piece is 
of a lower pitch than the first high tone on the tense 
prefix;
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(iv) in contexts, however, where (B) no complementation 
occurs (2a-e), the tonal pattern of the verb 
syllables is variable; that is, the first or only 
verb syllable (2a-b) may be high or low, and with 
a disyllabic verb stem (2c-d), if the first syllable 
has a high tone, the second syllable has a low tone, 
but if the first syllable has a low tone then the 
second syllable has a high tone: the first and
second syllables of a disyllabic verb stem are
always in tonal contrast.

Intonationally, then, the progressive tense form is characterized 
by tonal variation in respect of the verb syllables in contexts 
with a pronominal subject where no complementation occurs.

In view of this tonal variation, it may be worth noting 
that the normal progressive tense form such as (i) melekj ’I’m 
going1 is occasionally realized in speech as well as in written 
texts as (ii) melerneka. In relation to the more normal first
form, the occasional second form may be regarded as the full
uncontracted form.

The use of the uncontracted form is attested in at least one 
written text"**:

" oftu ne buale ks , ’Mekponde ke menwu ke me nyunlu si de la
(the husband replied that: ’I should like to know what my face looks like ,

1. Aboagye, P.A.K. (1961 : 11). Sele bie kyekye e rsle, ahaa
(’Laugh and console yourself1). Accra : Bureau of Ghana Languages.
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wo mele moo melemedafe la;"
(at the time when I am sleeping;)
Welman (1925 : 103), who provides only examples with the 

1st per s. sing, pronoun, gives only the full uncontracted form 
of the positive progressive tense. The following are three of 
Welman1 s sixteen examples:

(i) melemeda / mxlemxda / I’m sleeping’
(ii) melemeko / mrlemiko / ’I’m going’
(iii) melemeba / mrlemxba / ’I’m coming’

The present writer has, on occasion, heard the uncontracted form
melemeko used and pronounced emphatically as /mxlern̂  ko j  or
unemphatically as /m̂ lemko / but with at least two possible
semantic and grammatical interpretations; that is, either with 
(a) a progressive tense interpretation of ’I’m going’ and
analyzable as pronoun me ’I’ + prefix le- + (repeated) pronoun 
me ’I’ -i- verb stem ko ’to go’ or (b) a non-progresseve interpreta
tion of ’lit. I am holding it I am going. I am taking it with me’ 
and analyzable as a ecmpound consisting of Ci) the continuative 
tense form: me + le ’I have in hand’ and (ii) the present tense 
form: me + ko TI am going’.

It is to be noted that the uncontracted form occurring 
in the corpus cited above and in Welman's examples are 1st pers. 
sing, forms only. The present writer has neither found nor heard 
the uncontracted form with any other pronoun (nor with a nominal 
phrase subject): On this evidence, we might say that the uncon
tracted form is normally used with the 1st pers. sing, pronoun
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or that the contraction is not obligatory with the 1st pers. 
sing, pronoun.

It may well be that the uncontrasted form (used only with 
pronominal subjects) is the original form which has been retained 
in certain, possibly dialectal, speech forms and in relation to 
the contracted form, accounts for the high tone of the morpheme 
le (which, as shown above, may be relatable to the stative verbal 
form le rto have1 of the dynamic verbal form de 'to hold or grasp 
in hand') and the tonal variation of the verb syllables in 
contexts where there is a pronominal subject; that is, in the 
course of the evolution of the contracted form, the morpheme le 
has assimilated the high tone of the following pronoun with 
resultant variation of the tonal pattern of the verb syllables 
in contexts where no complementation.occurs.
Common Present Negative: Tenses 1-5

A •Pronominal Subj ect
Sing

1st pers. 1 2 menla / irfanna / I don't sleep
2nd ,l enla / srrna 1 you " H
3rd " onla / Snna / he, she, it, doesn’t sleep

1, The orthographic representation used throughout is according to Essuah, J.A. (1965). ■ - '
2. The transcription with double nasals /-nn-/or/-mm-/ is phonological rather than phonetic.
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Plur,
1st pers. yenla /jenna / 1 we donTt sleep 1
2nd/3rd ” benla /benna / 'you, they donft sleep '

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(la) Saneba enla ewia zo. 'Saneba doesn't sleep in the 

afternoon'
(lb) keteke ne engyinla eke. 'the train doesn't stop here'
(2) egya ehgo sua zo ktkfila. 'father is not going to town now'
(3) Kofi enzoho o ze 'Kofi doesn't resemble his father
(3b) Sonia ehunle enla aze 'murder is not easy'
W Kofi enzukoa kekala 'Kofi is not studying now'
As already mentioned, the positive habitual, present, continuative, 
durative and progressive - i.e. the non-past, non-future - tenses 
(1-5) do not have specific negative forms and share a common 
negative form, which may be provisionally termed the 'common 
present negative'.

As with the positive habitual tense, the 3rd pers. plur. 
pronoun is used with the negative form as the indefinite unspecified 
pronoun:

(5a) benli
(lit. they don't eat.it, it's not edible)

(5b) edweke zehae, benga
(it is a taboo to mention such a matter)

(6a) nrezenra bengd, ye
(you don't kill the fly)

(6b) enyel'e bend5n£ ye :
Cthe eye is not sold)
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It is to be noted that in (6a-b) , a pronominal object substitutes 
for the nominal object if the latter is front-shifted by 
topicalization. Such substitution takes place under the following 
conditions:

(i) the object noun phrase must be animate or human, 
as in (6a);

(ii) if the object noun phrase is inanimate, the verb 
must be a member of the sub-class of transitive 
verbs which favour pronominali zation (6b).

The common present negative form has the following 
characteristics:
(i) like the corresponding positive forms, the common 

present negative selects Set I pronouns;
(ii) it is marked by a nasal consonant prefix occurring 

between the pronoun and the verb stem, which is 
homorganic with the stein-initial consonant of the 
verb;

(iii) it is characterized by. Type A mutation, the '
Influential Nelement being the negative nasal
consonant prefix;

Civ) a nominal phrase subject is marked by the prefix e-,
which is not pronounced in normal unemphatic speech;

(v) the intonational feature characteristic of the ccmmon
negative form consists of a low tone bn the syllable
of the pronoun, followed by high tones on the verb
syllables, and in contexts with a ncminal phrase subject 
the prefix marker has a high tone, the first or only 
verb syllable has a low tone followed by a high tone on 
the second and third verb syllables.
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Positive: Tense 6. Future I

A.Pronominal Subiect

mebala
ebala
Obala

/m(3)bala /
/ ebcila 
/obcila

Sing,
1st pers.
2nd "
3rd "

Plur.
1st pers. yebala /j ebcila
2nd/3rd pers. bebala /bebala

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) . bedci ne bala
(2) Kofi bazO senle ne
(3) e M  badia me.
(4) Aka badende
(5a) ghema eycvole ne bahO 
(5b) Kofi bazia ehema anzi 
(5c) kenle bie Saneba banlu

'I will sleep1 
'you. " " t
'he, she, it will sleep'

'we will sleep'
'you, they will sleep1

'the child will sleep*
'Kofi will light the fire'
*my mother will seold me'
'Aka will speak*
'to-morrow the stranger will leave*
'Kofi will return the day after 
tomorrow,

'seme day Saneba will regret it*
O nwo,

Positive future tense I denotes future action or an intended action 
to be performed some time to ccme and usually collocates with time 
adverbials of future time reference (e.g. (a) 'ehema 'tomorrow*,
(b) ghema anzi 'the day after tomorrow* , and (c) Kehle bie 'some day') 
as exemplified in (5a~c) above.
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Positive future tense I is characterized by:

(i) Set I pronouns;
(ii) the tense prefix; ba-, the vowel element of which 

is slightly lengthened in emphatic speech, and 
with particular reference to forms with the 
1st pers. sing, pronoun, it should be noted that 
in normal, unemphatic speech, the vowel in the 
syllable of the pronoun is reduced in duration 
resulting virtually in a bi-labial consonant 
sequence;

(iii) Type B mutation, the influential element V being 
realized as the vowel in the tense prefix;

(iv) absence of a prefix in the verb word in contexts 
involving a nominal phrase subject;

(v) a low tone on the subject pronoun followed, whether 
the subject is a pronoun or a ncminal phrase, by a 
high or rising tone on the tense prefix and low 
tones on the first and second verb syllables and a 
high tone on the third.

Positive Future I V. Unemphatic Positive Habitual Veritive-irigressive forms

It may well be that the future I prefix ba-, like the ventive- 
.ingressive marker ba fto cone* , is relatable by contraction to the 
verb be la ■ 'to come'» In this connection, it is suggestive that, 
with verb stems .with immutable stem-initial consonants, positive and 
negative future I forms and their corresponding unemphatic habitual 
ventive-ingressive forms are hcmophonous. With particular reference
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to their positive forms (corresponding negative forms are discussed 
later), it should be noted that, in the case of mutable stem-initial 
consonants, positive future I forms are different in being marked by 
Type B mutation. The following examples with the verb stems: (i) da 
'to sleep' (with mutable stem-initial consonant) and (ii) bia 'to 
wash' (with immutable stem-initial consonant) illustrate:
Positive Future I Positive Habitual Ventive-ingressive
(6) Dbala eke /obale kf / (8a) bbada eke / obdde kf / (unemphatic)

(he'll sleep here) (he ccmes and sleeps here)
(8b) oba dbada eke /oba dbdde kf /(emphatic) 

(he ccmes and sleeps here)
(7) Obabia eke / ob£b(i)je kf/ ■

(he'll wash here) (9a) Obabia eke / obeb(i)je kf /(unemphatic)
(he comes and washes here)
Oha obabia eke /oba 6b6b(i)je kf

(emphatic)
(he comes and washes here)

As the above examples show, in the case of verbs with immutable stem- 
initial consonants (7-9) the two types of clauses are hcmophonous; 
but with verbs with mutable stem-initial consonants (6-8), positive 
future I forms are distinguished by Type B mutation.

We might also distinguish positive future I forms from their 
corresponding unemphatic positive future tense I ventive-ingressive 
forms.
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Positive Future I

(10) obala eke / obale kf / 
(he'll sleep here)

Positive Future I Ventive-ingressive

(12a) obarala eke /obdrle kf /
(unanphatic)

(he'll ccme and sleep here)

(12b) obara yearala eke /pbara ja:le kf/
(emphatic)(he'll ccme and sleep here)

(11) obabia eke / obeb(i)je kf/
(he'll wash here) (13a) Obarabia eke / obe:b(i)je kf /

(unemphatic)(he'll ccme and wash here)
(13b) Pbara yearabia eke /.pbara je:b(i)je kf/

(emphatic)
(he'll ccme and wash here)

It is to be noted that both forms are alike in being characterized by
Type B mutation (10.-12)5 but are different in that the ventive-
ingressive form is marked by a prolonged vowel with rising tone.
Negative: Tense 6. Future I

A. Pronominal Subject
Sing.

membanla / : m(̂ )mannA /1st pers, 
2nd pers, 
3rd pers.

’I won't sleep1
embanla /smanna 

pmbanla / Smdnna

Plur.
>1st pers. yembanla / jemSnna

2nd/3rd pers. bembanla. / bemSnna
B. Nominal Phrase Subject

(1) nrenya ne embanla
(2) Kofi embangp stia nd.

'you ” tt x

'he, she, it won't sleep1

'we won't sleep'
'you, they won't sleep1

1 the man will not sleep1 
'Kofi will not go heme1
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B. Nominal Phrase Subject (continued)

(3) eye vole ne embdnli alee ne 'the stranger will not eat the food'
(4-) eya ne embanyela. 'the farm will not burn'
(5) nrenya ne embdndua ezukod ne 'the man will not pay the money'
The negative future tense I has the following characteristics:

(i) Set I pronouns, like the corresponding positive forms;
(ii) the negative tense prefix mban~;
(iii) Type A mutation, the influential N element being realized 

as the final nasal consonant of the negative prefix, 
and, in relation to the positive future tense I
prefix ba-, the negative prefix nib an- may be 
morphologically analyzable as N-jt ba + Ng with the 
initial bi-labial plosive consonant of the positive 
tense prefix undergoing Type A mutation under the 
influence of and the stem-initial consonant of the 
verb also undergoing Type A mutation under the 
influence of N̂ ;

(iv) presence of the prefix eg as a-marker of a nominal 
phrase subject;

(v) the intonational pattern consists of a low tone, as 
always, on the pronoun subject, followed by high tones 
on the negative prefix as well as on the verb syllables.
In contexts with a nominal phrase subject, the prefix e- 
has a high tone followed by a high tone, as with a 
pronominal subject, on the negative prefix; the tonal
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(v) contd. pattern of the verb syllables is slightly different
from that with a pronominal subject, and that is that the 
first or only verb syllable has a low tone (rather 
than high tone as with a subject pronoun) followed by 
high tones on the second and third syllables.

As already mentioned above, the negative future tense I forms and 
corresponding negative habitual ventive-ingressive forms, which are 
alike in being characterized by Type A mutation, are hcmophonous.
Thus in the following clauses, the (a)examples' are two-ways ambiguous 
as between a (negative) future I interpretation and a (negative) 
habitual* ventive-ingressive interpretation:

Negative Habitual Ventive-ingressive
C 8a) ombanlie/cuienn (i) j e/pnemphatic)

(he will not ccme to take it)
(8b) omba ombanlie/ omma cmenn(i)je/ 

(emphatic)
(he will not come to take it)

(9a) ombamkpoa/ommSfJmkp̂ rwS/ (emphatic)
(he will not ccme to sweep it)

(9b) omba ombamkpoa / omma
ommSgmkptlwa. / (emphatic)
(he vill not come to sweep it) 

it is to be noted that both forms are alike in being characterized 
either by Tpye A mutation as in (6a-8a) or by no mutation as in (7a-9a) 
and have similar intonational pattern. They are, however, distin
guished in that the subject noun phrase, with the ingressive forms, is

Negative Future I 
(6a) ombanlie/cmenn ( i )j e/

(he will not take it)

(7a) ombamkpoa/ 3mm§iyrikp6wS/ 
(he will not sweep it)
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usually animate or human , but may be animate or inanimate with 
the corresponding negative future tense I forms. Thus the 
following clauses with--inanimate subject noun phrases:

ClOa) eya ne embanyela 
(the farm will not bum)

(10b) ezukoa ne embanza ye 
(the money will not be enough for us) 

are only interpretable as negative future tense I forms. 
Positive: Tense 7, Future II

A.Pronominal Subject
Sing.
1st pers. mekela / mekela
2nd " eke la / eke la
3rd ” okela / okela
Plur.
1st pers. yekela / j eke la
2nd/3rd 11 bekela / bekela

B: Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) Kofi kela

!I will (probably) sleep'
'you "
'he, she, it

ii t

we
'you, they H  !1 U  t

’Kofi will sleep’
’Saneba will light the fire1 
’the man will remember if 
’mother will bathe Akye1 
’the child will lose the key’

(2) Saneba kezb senle ne
(3) nrenya ne kshakye
(4) e mo kebia Akye
(5) beda ne keminli sanve ne 
As the above clauses (1-5) illustrate, future tense II is usually 
used to denote a definite or certain future action; that is, in 
addition to its reference to futurity there is an implication of 
definiteness or certainty.
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Two special uses of future tense II may be distinguished.
Firstly, it is .used in expressing approximate numbers, as in:

(6a) menli mo3 rale la keys ke bulu
(those who turned up will be about ten)

(6b) okeye miyele ke motwe
(it’s about eight miles)

(6,c) menli mo5 rale la, kfdwu bulfi
(those who turned up will number about ten)

Secondly, it occurs in clauses which are characterized by the 
optional introductory item ke and the clause-final particle, la, 
as exemplified in:

(7a) (ke) Kofi keho suk&lu la, bLedi nwohoa
(instead of going to school, Kofi is playing)

(7b) (ke) bekezie kusu ne la, bEgyakyile ye alie ne anwo
(instead of burying the cat, they left it in the compound) 

Positive future tense II is characterized by the following features:
■ (i) Set I pronouns;
(ii) the tense prefix ke-; and it is to be noted that forms

with the 1st pers. sing, pronoun are marked by two
^  possible realizations of the tense prefix: (I) riwp

in addition to (II) ke, the first usually occurring 
with verb syllables that are characterized by word or 
syllable w-prosody with the vowel element in the 
pronoun assimilating to this feature such that w-prosody 
is statable for at least the first three successive 
syllables; all other verb syllables-i.e. for which word
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or syllable y-/ 2> -prosody is statable - select ke.
And with the 3rd pers. sing, pronoun p, the front 
unrounded non-close vowel in the prefix ke- is realized 
as the back rounded non-close vowel /o, o / (according to 
the vowel harmony) before verb syllables which are 
characterized by word or syllable w-prosody:

(8a) menwoho /m£!frjtShO /
(I shall go)

(8b) menwonlo /mir renter /
(I shall drink it)

(9a) okehD / okoho /
(he will go)

(9b) Qkenlo / okohKf /
(he will drink it)

(iii) Type B mutation as in the case of positive future I; 
(.iv) and also like positive future I forms, a ncminal 

phrase subject is not marked by a prefix;
(v) the intonational feature consists of a low tone on the 

subject pronoun, followed by a low tone on the tense 
prefix with a pronoun subject but a high tone with a 
nominal phrase subject, low tones on the first and 
second verb syllables and a high tone on the third verb 
syllable. In respect of their intonational features, 
then, the positive forms of the two future tenses are 
alike in contexts where there is a ncminal phrase 
subject, but- are different in contexts where there is a 
subject pronoun.
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Positive Future I V. Positive Future II

In addition to the morphological , intonational and semantic 
differences noted above, the two future tenses are also distinguished 
by their emphatic ingressive forms, as the following examples 
Illustrate:
Future I Future II
(10a) Obara yearala /obara ja:la/ (10b) okera okerala /okera 5ka:la / 

(heTll come and sleep) (he'll cane and sleep)
(11a) obaho yeahola / obaho ja:la / . (lib) okeho okshola/okoho 5k5:la/

(he'll go and sleep) (he'll go and sleep)
As the above examples show, the second constituent element in the case
of Future I Is a consecutive tenses form involving Set II pronoun(s), 
whereas the corresponding constituent in the case of Future II is not 
a consecutive (but a Future II) tense form and Involves Set I pronoun Cs). 

Negative: Tense 7 Future II
A Pronominal Subject-i-i-ii ■■ i ■ rn ■ i i ii i n i n a i  i~ T i r  iP ». ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Sing.
1st pers. menrela I Angela / 'I will (probably) not sleep’

or Il/ml^la/
2nd " enrela /erj £la / ’you " " " " ’
3rd " onrela 1/3 rj'Islci. / :he, she, .it" " " ’

or II/3r)Sla
Plur.

1 we 11 11 " " ’1st pers. ' yenrela /jerjelci/ ■
2nd/3rd " benrela /bê lS. / * you, they " Tt t
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B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) Kofi enrela ll<ofi will not sleepT
(2) Saneba enrezS senle ne 1 Saneba will not light the fire’
(3) nrenya ne enrehakye ’the man will not remember’
(4-) e mo enrebia Ayke ’mother will not wash Akye’
(5) bedel ne enreminli sanve ne ’the child will not lose the key’
The negative future tense II is characterized by:

(i) the selection of Set I pronouns like the corresponding 
positive forms;

(ii) the negative prefix rn?e-3 and in forms with the 1st pers. 
sing, pronoun me ’I’ as well as the 3rd pers. sing, 
pronoun 0̂ ’he, she,it’ , the vowel in the negative 
prefix is realized as the back rounded non-close 
vowels /o, o { (rather than the front unrounded non
close vowels /e, e / ) before verb syllables which
are characterized by word or syllable w-prosody and 
the vowel element in the 1st pers. sing, subject 
pronoun assimilates to this prosodic feature. In 
relation to the positive tense prefix ke- the negative 
prefix nre- may be regarded as historically derived
as follows: N + ke- »jg£ CType A mutation) >ijs

(after loss of the voiced velar plosive in the 
consonant sequence);

(iii) ' Type B mutation like the corresponding positive forms;
(iv) the prefix _e- as a marker of a ncminal phrase subject;
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(v) an intonational feature which, in contexts where there 
is a subject pronoun, consists of a low tone on the 
pronoun, a low tone (but also high tone in contexts of 
disagreement or certainty) on the negative prefix, 
a high tone on the first or only verb syllable followed 
by a low tone on the second and a high tone on the 
third verb syllable. In contexts where there is a 
ncminal phrase subject, the prefix marker has a high 
tone and the negative prefix has always a low tone 
and the verb syllables have the same tonal pattern as 
in the case of a pronoun subject.

Positive: Tense 8. Perfect
A, Pronominal Subject

Sing.
1st pers. mela /mala / ’I’ve slept (or I'm asleep)'
2nd ” wola /wola / *you’ve " (you’re " )'
3rd M yela /jlla / . 'he, she, it has slept (he, she,it is asleep)’
Plur.
1st pers. yela /jela / 'we've slept (we’re asleep) ’
2nd/3rd ” be la /bela / fyou, they have slept (you, they are asleep)’

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
<1) Kofi (e)la. ' 'Kofi has slept (or is asleep)’
(2) Saneba (e)zo senle ne *Saneba has lit the fire*
(3) eye vole he (e)dunwue 'the stranger has woken up'
(4) raale ne (e)kpcmgba teladee ne ’the wcman has sewn the dress’
(5) ei3 (e)bia Akye ■ ’mother has bathed Akys f.
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One of the referential meanings of the positive perfect tense is 
past in present; that is, it denotes an action performed or completed 
in the past which has current or present relevance. The following 
paired clauses exemplifying the perfect and past tenses serve to 
distinguish the referential meanings of the two tense forms:

(6a) egya eh3 Bolo fo
(my father has gone to Axim)

(6b) egya hole BolD fo
(my father went to Axim)

(7a) ! egya eli evole eya

(lit. my father has spent a 100 years, 
my father* s a 100 years old)

(7b) egya lile evole eya
(my father was a 100)

The use of the perfect tense in C6a) denotes that the speakers
father is at present in Axim, whereas the use of the past tense in
(6b) indicates that his father is not at present in Axim. Similarly,
(7a) involving the use of the perfect tense denotes that the speaker*s
father is alive at the time of speaking, whereas (7b) involving the
past tense denotes that Ms father is not alive at the moment of
speaking.

In its reference to past time with current or present 
relevance, the perfect tense often collocates with such time 
adverbials of present reference as (i) kekala (bie) *only just (now)* 
and (ii) ene *only to-day*, as in:

(8a) kekala (bie) a, Akye era a
(Akye has only just now arrived)
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ene a, bezone Akye a
(lit. it is only to-day they've baptized Akye.
Akye has been baptized only to-day)

It often co-occurs with the adverbial deba deba 'a long time ago';
(8c) Kofi mo era deba deba

(Kofi and the others have arrived a long time ago)
Corresponding clauses with the past tense are unacceptable; thus
alongside (8c) we shall not attest (8d) below:

(8d)* Kofi mo rale deba deba
(Kofi and the others came a long time ago)

A second possible meaning of the positive perfect tense is 
past -in past, which is specifically introduced by the item ene with
a preceding temporal clause in past tense or present tense:

(9a) mengold la, ene Akye ela
(when I went, Akye was then asleep (or had slept)

(9b) mekd la, ene Akye ela
(when I was leaving, Akye was then asleep)

In the above clauses, the conjunction ene introducing the main
clause involving the perfect tense indicates that Akye' s going to
sleep took place before my going.

Thirdly, with a sub-class of intransitive verbs the perfect
tense refers to present state resulting from past action or process,
as in the following examples with the verb stems of the sub-class;
(i)nwa fto grow lean' , (ii)sia 'to be watery’ , (iii)doa 'to be wet' ,
and (iv)ti 'to be deaf':
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(10a) oye ne enwa
(his wife is/has grown lean)

(10b) abele edoke ne ezia
(the com dough is/has beccme watery)

(10c) me ddku ne sloa
(my headkerdhief is/has became wet)

(lOd) nrenya ne anzo edi
(lit. the man's ears have became blocked., the man is deaf) 

The positive perfect tense has the following characteristic 
features:

(i) selection of Set IX pronouns;
(ii) absence of a tense prefix;
(iii) characterization by Type B mutation; the influential ¥ 

element being realized, in contexts with a subject 
pronoun, as the vowel of the pronoun or as vowel prefix 
marker in contexts with a ncminal phrase subject;

(iv) the prefix c_- as a marker of a ncminal phrase subject;
(v) an intonational feature which consists of a low tone on 

the first and second verb syllables and a high tone on 
the third. In contexts where there is a ncminal phrase 
subject, the prefix marker has a high tone when realized 
in emphatic speech and the verb syllables have the same 
tonal pattern as in contexts with a pronominal subject.

It should also be mentioned that in the perfect tense the 3rd pers. 
sing, and plur. pronouns may be used as indefinite and unspecified
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pronouns as exemplified in the following clauses:
(11a) yeha edweke ko

(it has remained one matter)
(lib) mennwunle ye la, yeli evole ko/ yehye

(it’s a year ago/a long time,since I last saw him)
(12a) bebo done nsa

(lit. they’ve struck three bells, it’s three o’clock)
(12b) begya ye

(lit. they’ve married her. she’s married)
We have already shown (in Chapter 2 and also in Chapter 3)

that, although direct imperative clauses with 2nd pers. plur. subject
pronoun and indicative mood clauses involving particularly mono-'
syllabic verbs with 2nd/3rd pers. plur. subject pronouns are alike
in respect of (a) presence of Type B mutation and (b) absence of
a tense prefix, the two types of mood clauses are intonationally
distinguished, and no more need be said here. We might, however,

\compare in greater detail the positive perfect tense and corresponding 
continuative and habitual tense forms.

The Positive Perfect V. The Positive Contiriuative 
As already mentioned, dynamic verbal forms and other dynamic 

verbs are only possible in the active tenses which include the 
perfect tense, and their corresponding stative verbal forms and other 
stative verbs in the non-active tenses which include the continuative.

The positive perfect tense and continuative tenses are 
different -in that the perfect tense (la):selects Set II pronouns, (2a) 
is marked by a high tone prefix ey in contexts with a nominal phrase
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subject, and (3a) has the basic meaning of past action with current 
or present relevance, whereas the continuative tense (lb) selects 
Set I pronouns, (2b) has no prefix with a nominal phrase subject, 
and (3b) has the basic meaning of reference to a state or static 
condition in the present or past. In spite of these differences, 
the two tenses are alike in the following respects:

(i) absence of a tense prefix;
(ii) presence of Type B mutation;
(iii) a similar intonational pattern in contexts with a 

subject pronoun (although the final low in the 
perfect tense form seems lower than that of the 
corresponding syllable in the continuative tense form);

The perfect and continuative are the only tense forms with no affixal 
exponence which are marked by Type B mutation. One result of the 
morphological and phonological resemblances noted above is that 
clauses with the 1st pers. sing, and plur. and 2nd/3rd pers. plur, 
pronouns and involving verbs of adornment (e.g. l.kye ’to put on 
(belt)’ , 2,keda ’to put on (cloth)’, 3.bo 'to put on (headkerchief)’ , 
4.mo 'to put on (loin cloth)’ , and S.wula ’to put on (dress or ring)1 , 
are ambiguous as between, a perfect tense interpretation and a con
tinuative tense interpretation:

(13 ) mehye fale
(a) I am wearing a belt . (Continuative)
*(b) I have put on a belt (Perfect)
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(14) beheda aboka
(a) they are wearing Kente
(b) they have put on Kente

(Continuative)
(Perfect)

(15) ydbo abotile
(a) we are wearing turbans
(b) we have put on turbans 
(e) we put on turbans

(Continuative)
(Perfect)
(Habitual)

It should be noted that clauses such as (15) which involve a verb stem 
with an immutable stem-initial consonant may be three-ways ambiguous; 
that is, with an additional habitual tense interpretation. This type 
of ambiguity is partly resolvable by the different time adverbials 
with which the tense forms collocate.

There is, however, a semantic relationship between the 
positive perfect tense and the corresponding continuative tense, 
particularly in clauses which involve verbs of adornment and also 
verbs of location (e.g. 1. tenia ’to sit1 , 2. koto ’to kneel’) such 
that between the perfect tense form of the dynamic verbal form and 
the continuative tense form of the corresponding stative verbal form 
there obtains a couse-and-effect relationship; that is, the perfect 
of the dynamic form implies the continuative of the stative verbal 
form, as the following- examples Illustrate:

Perfect tense form ' Continuative tense 'form
(16a) fale Cl6b)' ohye fale

(she Is wearing a belt)(she had put on a belt)
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(17a) yeheda edanle (17b) dheda edanle
(he has put on eloth) (he is wearing cloth)

(18a) yedenla wo ebia ne azo (18b) ode wo §bia ne azo
(he has sat on your chair) (he is sitting on your chair)

(19a) yehoto bakci ne anzi (19b) photo baka ne anzi(he has knelt behind the tree) (he is kneeling- behind the tree)The cause-and-effect relationship correlates with the common features
of presence of Type B mutation and, possibly, absence of tense
prefix and any differences in terms of past/non-pastness are
syntactically marked by the selection, in the case of the (active,
past) perfect tense, of Set II pronouns and of Set I pronouns in the
case of the (non-active, non-past) continuative tense.

With the sub-class of’verbal adjectives’ , the positive
continuative tensê  form (which is marked by Set I pronouns)
expresses a state, condition or quality, whereas the corresponding
dynamic verbal forms in the positive perfect tense (which is marked
by Set II pronouns) denote the ccmpletion of the process of changing
into the present state in question:

Continuative tense form. Perfect 'tense form
(20a) otele ’it is wide/broad’ (20b) yedele ’it has beccme

wide/broad’
(2la) pdo ’it (the water) is hot* C21b) yelo ’it has became hot’
(22a) odu ’he is dark1 (22b) yelu ’he has become dark’
(23a) ptenre ’it is straight’ (23b) yedenre 'it has beccme

straight’
(24a) pkyea ’it is bent/crooked’ (24b) yehyea ’it has beccme bent/

crooked’

1. The continuative tense formlof verbal adjectives have the same shape 
and intonation as the corresponding habitual tense forrrtT
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Lyons, J. (1968 : 301) has proposed a higher level category of 
state with two terms contingent and necessary: he states that ,Tif
we use the general term 'state’ to refer to location, quality, 
condition, possession, etc, we can draw a distinction between those 
states which are seen as permanently (or necessarily) associated 
with particular persons and objects and those states which are 
regarded as only temporarily (or contingently) associated with them.
Now the use of the dynamic form (expressing motion, change of 
condition, acquisition or loss) presupposes that the state in question 
is contingent (i.e. ’non-essential’ or ’accidental'), rather than 
necessary”.

In terms of thelcontingent/necessary distinction, we may 
regard, In the case of ncminal pieces, inalienable nouns or 
possessions as necessarily or permanently associated with the 
possessor and syntactically marked by the selection of Set I 
possessive pronouns, and alienable possessions as contingently associated 
with the possessor and syntactically marked by the selection of Set II 
possessive pronouns.

Similarly, in the case of verbal pieces, we may regard the 
use of stative verbal adjectives in the continuative tense as express
ing a necessary state,"quality or condition which is marked by the 
selection of Set I pronouns without mutation, whereas the use of 
their dynamic forms with the perfect tense may be regarded as express
ing a contingent states condition or quality and is marked by the • =- 
selection of Set II pronouns with Type B mutation.
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Negative: Tense 8. Perfect

A* Pronominal Subject
Sing.
1st pers. metedale /m̂ tedali / 'I’ve not slept (I’m not asleep)’

etedale /etedAli / ’you’ve " ’’ (you’re ” ” )’2nd ” 
3rd ”

Plur.
1st pers. 
2nd/3rd "

Otedale /otedalx: / ’he, she, it has not slept
(he,she,it is not asleep)

yetedale /jetedalx / ‘we've not slept (we’re not asleep)1
betedale /betshall / ‘you, they have not slept 1

(you, they are not asleep)
B. Nominal Phrase Subject

(1) Kofi (e)tsdale
(2) Saneba (e)tes5le senld ne

’Kofi has not slept(or isn’t asleep)’ 
’Saneba has not lit the fire’
’the stranger hasn’t woken up’(3) eyevole ne (e)tetunwuenle

(4) raale ne (e)tekpomgbale teladee ne ‘-ppQ woman hasn’t sewn the dress’
(5) s mo (£)tebuale Akye. ’mother hasn't bathed Akye’.

The use of the negative perfect tense indicates that, at the 
moment of speaking, the action described has not as yet been 
performed but leaves the question open whether the action may be 
performed later. Thus a clause such as:

(6a) Kofi etstuale ye kake ne
(Kofi has not paid his debt) 

indicates that Kofi has not, at the time of speaking, fulfilled his- 
obligation of paying his debt, but may or may not pay later, whereas 
a corresponding clause in the negative past tense such as:
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(6b) Kofi and&a ye kake ne
(Kofi did not pay his debt) 

indicates that the non-fulfilment of his obligation is definite.
The use of the negative perfect tense in a main clause 

specifically introduced by ene, in relation to a preceding temporal 
clause which is marked by the particle la, denotes that the action 
had not yet been performed at the time of the past action described 
by the temporal clause:

(7) egya wule la, ene betew6le wo
(when my father died, you had then not been born)

The negative perfect tense is characterized by:
(i) Set I pomouns, unlike the positive forms which 

select Set II pronouns;
(ii) the negative prefix te~ (which has the same shape 

as the positive durative tense prefix) and the 
suffix-le; the two morphemes may be regarded as one 
and the same discontinuous negative prefix. With 
the 3rd pers. sing, subject pronoun o ’he, she, it’ 
the vowel in the syllable of the tense prefix is 
sometimes realized as the back rounded non-close 
vowels /o, O / before verb syllables which are 
characterized by word or syllable w-prosody, such 
that at least the first three successive syllables 
of the verb word consisting of the pronoun, the 
negative prefix and the first or only syllable of the 
verb are'characterized by this prosodic feature;
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(iii) absence of a potential Type B mutation;
(iv) presence, as in the corresponding positive forms,

of the prefix: je in contexts where there is a nominal 
phrase subject;

(v) an intonational feature, which consists of a low 
tone on the subject pronoun followed by another low 
tone on the negative prefix, a high tone on the first 
or only verb syllable, and the suffix - le occurring 
after a mono-syllabic verb stem (whether conplementation 
occurs or not) has a low tone; but after the low tone 
of the second syllable of a disyllabic verb stem, the 
suffix has a high tone if no complement occurs, 
whereas in contexts where there is complementation the 
suffix (whose vowel element may not ■ be pronounced in 
normal unemphatic speech) has a low tone. The prefix 
marker of a nominal phrase subject has a high tone and 
the tonal pattern of the negative prefix and the verb 
word including the suffix is the same as with a subject 
pronoun.

Positive: Tense 9. Past
A.Pronominal Subject

Sing.
1st pers. menlale /m̂ nnalf. / 1 I slept ’
2nd " elale /elalf / ' you « '

\

3rd " olale /olalf /'he, she, it slept'
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Flup.
1st pers. yelale /jelalx / ’we slept’
2nd/3rd 11 belale /belali / 'you, they slept

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) Kofi lale ’Kofi slept’

'Saneba lit the fire’(2) Saneba z5le senle ne
(3) nrenya ne gyinlanle ’the man stopped
(M-) raale ne kpomgbale tsladee ne ’the woman sewed the dress'

The basic meaning of the positive past tense is reference to an 
action which took place in the past or before the time of speaking, 
and this-referential meaning is clearly shown by its habitual 
collocation with time adverbials of past time Ce*g* Ca) ' anion!
’yesterday1 , (b) anl6ma anzi ’the day before yesterday’ (c) 'she kenle nsa 
’three days ago’):

(6a) Kofi rile anldml
(Kofi came yesterday)

(6b) anldma a Kofi rile 1
(it was yesterday that Kofi came)

(7) Akye wule anloma anzi
(Aky died the day before yesterday)

(8) ene kenle nsa Akye kpoanle 
(Akye swept it three days ago)

A second possible meaning of the past tense is past in past
or reference to a past action which took place-before another past

(5) Akye biale 0 ra ne Akye bathed her child

action:
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(9) Kofi dendele wiele la, bebole be sa nu
(after Kofi had finished speaking, they clapped)

The above sentence indicates that Kofi's speaking had taken place 
before the applause.
The past tense is used with verbs of location such as (a) da 
'to lie', '(b) wo 'to be in' , and (c) tenia 'to live' to indicate
past existence or location in a place or that the referent of the
subject noun phrase used to be but is no longer in the place in
question, as in:

(10a) plale ekp6nl<5 ne azo
(it was (lying) on the table (but is no longer there))

(11a) pwale Bolofo
(he used to be in Axim)

(12a) nrenya zohane denlanle Bolofo (bie)
(that man used to live in Axim (some time ago))

Such semi“transitive clauses are understood as being similar in
meaning as clauses involving the corresponding stative verbal forms
in the continuative tense with a preceding anre:

(10b) anre - ola ekponle ne azo
(it was (lying) on the table)

(lib) anre owa Bolofo
(he used to be in Axim)

(12b) nrenya z5hSne anre ode Bolpfo
(that man used to live in Axim)

It should also be noted that the 3rd pers. plur, pronoun -
may be used as an indefinite unspecified pronoun with the positive
past tense:
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(10) bewole me Yale
(I was bom on a Friday)

The positive past tense has the following characteristic 
features:

(i) Selection of Set I pronouns, with the 1st pers. 
sing, pronoun realized as men !I!;

(ii) presence of the suffix - le of the same shape as the
negative perfect tense suffix; thus the positive past 
and the negative perfect tense, both of which are past, 
active tenses, are the only tense forms which have 
suffixal exponence.

Like the negative perfect tense prefix, the positive past 
tense suffix -le has the following characteristics:

(a) it occurs nasalized when preceded by a nasalized verb 
syllable;

Cb) in pre-pause position, the suffix is fully pronounced 
with a final vowel which may be either (i) the front 
close vowel /i/ usually realized where the preceding 
vowel of the verb is the front or back close vowels 
/i,u/ or Cii) the front half-close vowel (l) usually 
realized with preceding verb syllables containing all 
other vowels;

(c) in clauses where the verb word is followed by ah item, 
the final vowel of the suffix may not be realized in 
normal, unemphatic speech;
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(d) in instances where a positive past or negative 
perfect tense verb is immediately followed by 
another verb word of a corresponding tense, the 
entire suffix of the first verb word is elided in 
normal, unemphatic speech;
(11a) evale eh ole /eve half / (positive past tense)

(you took it away with you)
(lib) etefale etekole /etefe tekoll / (negative perfect " )

(you haven’t taken it away)
(12a) ovale okpudale /ov6 kpudali / Cpositive past tense )

(he used it for washing it)
(12b) otefale otekpudale /otefo tekpddalf J (negative perfect 

(he didn’t use it for washing it) tense)
(13a) yevale yehyele / jevCe)jehyelf / (positive past tense) 

(we turned it down)
/  /  j(13b) yetsfale yetelyele/jetef(g) jetekyelr/ (negative

perfect tense)(we haven’t turned it down)
Clauses such as (lla-b) are interpreted as canitative and (12a-b) as 
instrumental.

(e) "the closer vowel quality of the front half-close vowel /e/ 
occurring in the verb syllable hnmediately before the 
suffix -le is regularly realized as the opener vowel 
quality /e/:
(14a) buke / buke / (14b) obukele /obukslf /

(open it) (he opened it)
(15a) kile / kflle/ (15b) o'tekilele / otek̂ lelf / '

(show it) (he hasn't shown it)
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The assimilation of an H-type vowel or syllable to an L-type
vowel in the environment of a following L-type suffix exemplified in
the above positive past (14b) and negative perfect tense (15b)
forms constitutes contrary evidence to the claim made by Schachter,
P. (1971 : 37) who, drawing upon Stewart, J.M. (1967)\ observes
that "in typical African-language vowel-harmony systems, members of

ra. cpzAthe lower, or more forward set (i.e. l, e, a, o 9V  /) or vowels 
frequently assimilate to neighbouring members of the higher, or more 
forward set (i.e. i, e,<s ? o, u/ while members of the higher set 
never assimilate to neighbouring members of the lower set. This type 
of asymmetry, Stewart maintains, is characteristic of unmarked-marked 
oppositions."
(iii) positive past tense forms with the 1st pers. sing, subject 

pronoun are marked by Type A mutation, the influential N 
element being realized as the final nasal consonant of the 
pronoun men 11 ’; forms with all other pronouns are characterized 
by Type B mutation, the influential ¥ element being realized
as the vowel of the pronominal syllable;

(iv) absence of a prefix in contexts with a nominal phrase subject;

1. Stewart, J.M. (1967 ; 192) states"... Because the phonological 
relationship between unraisedness and raisedness shows a particular 
kind of asymmetry which is characteristic of unmarked/marked contrasts: 
unraised vowels are assimilated to neighbouring raised vowels on a 
large scale, while there appears to be no‘assimilation at all of raised vowels to neighbouring unraised vowels."
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(v) an intonational feature which consists, as always,
of a low tone on the subject pronoun, and in contexts
where there is a pronominal subject, low tones on
the verb syllables, but with a nominal phrase subject,
the first or only verb syllable carries a high tone 
followed by a low tone on the second verb syllable;
the suffix has a high tone in contexts where no
complementation occurs, but where there is a complement,
the suffix realized in emphatic speech has regularly
a low tone.

Negative: Tense 9. Past
A. pronominal Subject

Sing.
1st pers. meanla / mSnnli
2nd pers. woanla / wanna
3rd ” yeanla / janna
Plur.
1st pers. yeanla / janna
2nd/3rd ,r beanla / bannA

(1) Kofi anla lKofi didn't sleep’
C2) SanebA anx5 sAnlA ne ’Saneba didn’t light the fire’

C
O nrenya ne angyfnlA ’the man didn’t stop’

CM-) raale ne amkpSmgbA teladAe ne ’the woman didn’t sew the dress
(5) Akye ambia o rA ne ’Akye didn’t wash her child’
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As already mentioned, the use of the negative past, unlike the 
negative perfect, denotes that, at the time of speaking, the non- 
performance or non-occurrence of the action in question is 
definite, thus (5), for example, indicates that the washing of the 
Akye* s baby had definitely not taken place.

The negative past tense is characterized by:
(i) Set II pronouns, unlike the positive forms which 

select I pronouns;
(ii) presence of a negative prefix an-, as a comparison 

between forms with a nominal phrase subject and 
those with a subject pronoun clearly shows; and
in forms with a subject pronoun the junction between 
the vowel in the syllable of the pronoun and the 
negative prefix is realized as the vowel of the 
prefix, which may be slightly lengthened in 
emphatic speech;

Ciii) Type A mutation, the influential N element being 
realized as the nasal consonant element in the 
negative prefix;

Civ) absence of a prefix as a marker of the nominal
phrase subject;

(v) a low tone on the negative tense prefix with either 
a pronominal or a nominal phrase subject, followed 
by high tones on the verb syllables.

Positive: Tense 10. Consecutive ....
A. Pronominal Subject

Sing.

1st pers. meala / mdla /. A  Cso) that I may sleep*
2nd pers. woala / wdla / 1 " » y O U  » m t

3rd pers. yeala / jala / * " !t he, she, it may sleep*
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Plur.

1st pers. yeala /jala / '(so) that we may sleep i
2nd/3rd " heala / bala ' / * " you/they " " '

B. Nominal Phrase Subject
(1) Kofi z6ale ye kyele ne na (arrrna) ewia angfl. ye

(Kofi wore his hat so that the sun may not scorch him)
(2) Akye engo awie ezene na awie ah3 ye edee

(Akye doesn't attend anybody's funeral nor should anybody attend hers)
(3) mengole sukulu na Kofi aho

(I went to school before Kofi, (went))
(*+) eyevdle ne kp6nde awie adenla 3 nwo

(the stranger wants somebody to stay with him)
As already indicated, the form of the verb traditionally referred 
to as the consecutive tense cannot by itself constitute a sentence 
and may for that reason be regarded as non-finite. As (1̂ 4) above 
show, the consecutive usually occurs in non-initial clauses and may 
be introduced by a conjunction, which may be (i)na Cor ana )'so that, 
in order that' , (ii) na 'before' , or Ciii) na (eza) 'and then'.

The uses of the consecutive tense may, therefore, be described 
in terms of two main contexts; (A) where it is introduced by a 
conjunction and (B) where no introductory conjunction occurs.

(A)' Contexts where an introductory conjunction occurs 
Five different uses of the consecutive tense may be distinguished 

in contexts where it is introduced by a conjunction in a non-initial 
clause.
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The first use is exemplified in:
(5a) Kofi tetele aduobâ doinwo ha/ama yeamaa Akye bie.

(Kofi plucked a lot of guavas so that he might 
give Akye some).

(5b) mek5 ndends na/ama meahado ye
(I'm going quickly so that I may go And meet him)

(5c) (Akye z5le a ra ne Asa na/amma yeando aze
(Akye held her child1 s hand so that he (the child) 
might not fall)

In (5a~c) above, the action described in the subordinate clause 
introduced by na (or ama, which may be an Akan loan) and involving 
the consecutive tense is understood as the intended purpose of the 
action described in the preceding main clause. The conjunctions 
na and ama occur in free variation before clauses of positive 
polarity (5a-b), but in clauses of negative polarity 
(5c), na is in free variation with amma (which may be regarded as 
the negative form of ama).

The second use of the consecutive tense may be exemplified
by:

(6a) omkp5la awie na awie akpola ye
(he doesn’t visit anybody nor does anybody visit him)

(6b) onva awie senle na ;]%fLe ~ava ye dee
(she doesn’t take anybody’s fire nor does anybody take 
her fire)

In the type of construction exemplified in (6a-b), the preceding 
main clause and the subordinate clause introduced by na usually 
differ in polarity. Such constructions are usually understood as
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expressing a natural or logical sequence; that is, the action 
described in the subordinate clause follows as -fche consequence of the 
action of the main clause.

The third use may be variously illustrated by the following:
(7a) di debie na woaho 

(eat before you go)
(7b) da na ehema woiho

(sleep and go to-morrow)
(8) nwanlomS mekpoa ewula na eza meaho azule 

(every morning I sweep and then go for water)
(9) Akye hole ni Kofi ahakye 

(Akye went before Kofi remembered)
(10a) Kŷ se Akye dwazo na meadwazo

(Akye should wake up before I wake up)
(10b) (Kyise) oko baka zo na yeali debie

(he goes to the toilet before he eats (something))
(10c) Akye dwazo na Kofi adwazo

(Akye wakes up before Kofi (wakes up))
Generally speaking, in clauses such as (7-10) the subordinate clause 
involving the consecutive denotes an action which, in respect of a 
temporal sequence, takes place after the action of the preceding main 
clause.
There may well be additional semantic implications with syntactic 
correlation which we need not go into.

The fourth use may be exenplified by:
(11a) ohyele na yeara

(lit. he kept long before ccming. he was away a long time)
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(lib) ongye n<| Kofi azu
(lit. he doesn’t take long before Kofi cries. Kofi 
cries easily) ■

(12) ohale ekyii na. meddo aze
(lit. it left a little before I fell down. I nearly 
fell down)

Semantically, the above sentences are different in that the main 
clauses can hardly be said to denote the performance of an action; 
and (12) is different from (lla-b) in that the subject pronoun in 
the main clause is indefinite and non-specific.

The fifth possible use may be exemplified by:
(13) mengole na meando yd

(I went but didn’t see him)
(14) e nw6 yefe na kenlema a woanys a

. (lit. you may be handsome but you’re not nice)
The clauses introduced by na in the above examples are usually negative.
(14) may be regarded more or less as a formulaic expression.

(B) Contexts where no introductory conjunction occurs
Three different contexts may be distinguished here. The first is
exemplified by the (a) examples:

d^a) pt5 duku yeamaa o ye Akye (Present)
(lit. he’s buying a headkerchief so that he may 
give it to his wife Akye. he’s buying a headkerchief
for his wife Akye).

(15k) yedo duku yemaa o ye Akye (Perfect)
(he has bought a headkerchief for his wife 
Akye)
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(16a) Kofi eIe s i sua amaa o ye Akye (Progressive)
(Kofi is "building a house for his wife Akye) 

(16b) Kofi site sua maanle. o ye Akye (Past)
(Kofi built a house for his wife Akye) 

(17a) mebahye anloma meamaa wo (Future I)
»

(I will catch a bird for you) 
(17b) mekshye anlcma mekemaa wo

(I shall catch a bird for you)
(Future II)

The type of construction exemplified in the above (a) and (b) sentences 
have the following properties:

(i) the subject noun phrase in the main clause is 
referentially identical with that in the subordinate 
clause;

(ii) the verb in the subordinate clause is the same lexical 
item maa Tto give1 ;

(iii) a comparison between the (a) examples and the (b) examples
shows that a consecutive tense occurs in the subordinate 
clause if the tense of the main clause is (I) present 
(15a), (II) progressive (16a), or (III) future I (17a); 
and that where the tense of the main clause is (i) 
perfect (15b), (ii) past (16b), (iii) future II (17b) etc, 
the subordinate clause concords in tense;

(iv) the structure underlying such constructions may be 
presented, in the case of (17a) for example, as:

(17a.I) mebahye anlcma
(I will catch a bird)

(17a* II) na meava anloma meamaa wo
(then I will give a bird to you)
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(v) semantically, in this type of construction, the action 
described in the main clause is understood as being 
performed for. the benefit of the referent of the 
direct object of the subordinate clause.

The second use of the consecutive occurs in emphatic ventive- 
or itive- ingressive constructions. The examples below are itive- 
ingressive forms only:

(18a) oko yeahila (Present)
(He’s going to go and sleep)

(18b) c3o okida
(he goes and goes and sleep) 

(19a) olekS yeahpla
(he’s going to go and sleep) 

(19b) yeho yehola
(he has gone and gone and slept) 

(20a) obaho yeahpla
(he will go and go and sleep) 

(20b) okeh3 5keh5la

(Habitual)

(Progressive)

(Perfect)

(Future I)

(Future II)
(he will go and go and sleep)

A comparison of the (a) and (b) examples shows , as in the previous . - 
sentences, (15-17(a-b)), that the consecutive tense form of the 
ingressive only occurs in the second constitutuent, if the tense form 
in the first constituent is realized as (I) present (18a), (II) 
progressive (19a) or (III) future I (20a), whereas in instances where 
the tense of the first constituent is none of these three tenses, the 
second constituent agrees in tense, which may be (IV) habitual (18b), 
(V)perfect (19b), or (Vl)future II (20b).
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On the basis of the occurrence or non-occurrence of the 
consecutive tense form, we may sub-classify the active tenses into

co-occur with the consecutive and may be distinguished as the potential 
tenses and (b) those such as the habitual, future II, perfect and past 
tenses which do not co-occur with the consecutive and may be designated 
as the actual tenses.

piece, in the non-catenative verbal form after such catenative verbs 
as (i) bp modenle ’to try’ , Cii) mia snyele ’to endeavour’, (iii)kponde 
'to want’, (iv)dumua ’to go ahead’, and Cv) sele 'adenle 'to ask 
permission’. Thus with the catenative verb bp modenle ’to try’ in the 
potential tenses (e.g. present and progressive) we shall find:

(he’s trying to stand up)
But in the actual tenses (e.g. future II and past), we shall find:

(a) those such as the present, progressive and future I which

The third use of the consecutive occurs, within a catenative

(21a) pbo modenle yeadwazo
■(he’s ‘trying to stand up)

(21b) cleb5 modenld yeadwazo

(Present)

(Progressive)

(22a) bkebo modenle okedwazo. (Future II)
(he’ll try and stand up)

(22b) pbole modenle 5dwazol6 (Past )
(he tried and stood up)

The positive consecutive tense is characterized by :
(i) Set II pronouns; and it is the only tense form whose

forms select Set II pronouns
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■ (ii) a tense prefix a-, and the junction between the 
vowel of the pronominal syllable and the tense 
prefix is realized as the vowel of the prefix and 
may be slightly lengthened in emphatic speech;

(iii) Type B mutation, the influential ¥ element being 
realized as the vowel prefix;

(iv) the presence of no other prefix than the tense prefix 
a- in contexts where there is a nominal phrase 
subject;

(v) a high or rising tone on the first syllable of the 
verb word followed by low tones on the verb syllables.

Negative: Tense 10. Consecutive
ArPronominal Subject

Sing.
1st pers. meanla / mSnnd / 1 Cso) that I may not sleepT
2nd " woanla / wannA / n you " n
3rd " yeanla / jannd 1 "he, she, it " "
Plur.
1st pers. yeanla / janna / w . " we. " u
2nd/3rd." bsanla / banna'V " you, they " "
A comparison between the negative consecutive and the corresponding 
negative past tense forms shows that the negative consecutive 
tense form has the same shape and the same characteristic features 
as the negative past tense.
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Classification of the tenses

For ease of reference, the list of ten Nzema tenses is repeated 
below:

Tense 1 : Habitual Tense 6 : Future I
2 : Present 7 : Future II
3 : Continuative 8 : Perfect
T : Durative 9 : Past
5 : Progressive 10 : Consecutive

First of all, we may classify the ten tenses in terms of (A) Active, 
and (B) Non-active tenses. The active tenses are those in which 
dynamic verbal forms (e.g.. (la)gyinla 'to stand1 , stop1 , (2a)terila 
’to sit' , (3a) de 'to grasp,hold (in hand)’, and other dynamic 
verbs (e.g. (T) kpuda 'to wash’ ) can occur and they include Tenses 
(1-2) and Tenses (5-10).

The non-active tenses are those in which only stative verbal 
forms (e.g. (lb) gyi 'to be standing’, (2b) te 'to be seated’ ,
(3b) l e  'to possess, have') and other stative verbs (e.g. (5) 'ze 
’to know’) can occur and include Tenses C3—M-) : the continuative and 
durative tenses.

We may regard the distinction between the active and non- 
active tenses as one of aspect.’
(A) The Active tenses
Leaving aside for the moment the non-finite consecutive tense (10), 
we may further sub-classify the active tenses into (A.I) Past, and 
(A. II) Non-past.
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(A.T) Thp, (Active) Past tenses

The (active) past tenses are the perfect (.Tense 8) and past (Tense 9)*
The 'two past tenses differ in the following respects :

(a) the 1st pers. sing, pronoun with positive past tense 
forms is realized as men 11T and marked by Type A 
mutation, whereas the corresponding pronoun in the 
perfect tense form is realized as me1!* and marked by 
Type B mutation;

(b) the positive past tense forms select Set I subject 
pronouns and have the suffix '-le, whereas the 
corresponding perfect .tense forms select Set II pronouns 
and have no suffix;

Cc) the negative past tense forms select Set II pronouns and 
are marked by Type A mutation, whereas the corresponding 
negative perfect tense forms select Set I pronouns, 
marked by the absence of Type limitation although the 
potentially favourable conditions obtain j and are 
further distinguished by a suffix -le, which together 
with the preceding prefix -te may be regarded as one 
discontinuous negative tense affix; te-le;

(d) these formal differences may be regarded as correlating 
with differences in the referential meanings of the two 
past tenses; for whereas the past may refer to past 
action or event (e.g. ohOle anloma The left yesterday1) 
or past in past (e.g. odehlarile 'Boldfo rhe used to live
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in Axim’), the perfect tense may refer to past 
in present (e.g. yedenla aze 'he has sat down') 
or to present state resulting frcm past action 
(e.g. yeioa 'he is/has become wet').

In spite of these differences, the past and perfect tenses, regarded 
as the past (active) tenses, have the following common properties 
which serve to distinguish them from the non-past (active) tenses;

(a) the past (positive) and the perfect (negative) are the 
only tenses which are characterized by a suffix : le; 
that is, the two past tenses are the only ones whose 
positive and negative tense forms are morphologically 
distinguished, in part at least, in terms of the 
presence or absence of this suffix;

(b) the past and perfect tenses are also the only tenses 
whose positive and negative forms are distinguished 
in terms of the selection of either Set I or Set II 
pronouns; that is, the past tenses, as distinct form 
the non-past tenses, 'mix' Set I and Set II pronouns.

With particular reference to the non-finite .consecutive tense, it 
is to be noted that it is more like the past tenses than the non
past tenses. Firstly, both its positive and negative forms select 
Set II pronouns; secondly, its positive forms are like the correspond
ing perfect tense forms not only in selecting Set II pronouns, but 
also in being marked by Type B mutation, although the positive 
consecutive is different in being characterized by a tense prefix -a;
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and thirdly, the negative consecutive has the same shape as the 
negative past tense - that is, it resembles the negative past 
tense in not only selecting Set II pronouns, but also in being 
characterized by a prefix -an and Type A. mutation.

On the basis of these resemblances * between the consecutive 
and the'.past tenses, the non-finite consecutive tense may be classified 
along with the past tenses.
(A. II) The (Active) Non-past tenses
The (active) non-past tenses include; the habitual (Tense 1), present 
(Tense 2), progressive (Tense 5), future tense I (Tense 6) and future 
tense II (Tense 7 ) and are distinguished by the following characteristic 
properties:

(a) both their positive and negative forms are 
characterized by the absence of a suffix;

(b) both their positive and negative forms select Set I 
pronouns; that is, unlike the past tenses, the non
past tenses do not 'mix* Set I and Set II pronouns.

. Before going bn to further distinctions that might be made 
among the non-past tenses, I should like to discuss the possible 
correlation between the grammatical feature of the selection of a 
particular pronominal set and the feature of proximateness. It has 
already been mentioned that of the two paradigmatic sets of 
possessive pronouns that might be set up, members of Set I co
occur, in a nominal piece exemplifying a genitive construction, with 
inalienable nouns, whereas members of Set II co-occur with alienable 
nouns. In terms of markedness, we may regard alienable nouns as 
unmarked and inalienable nouns, which are about sixty in all, as the 
marked cases.
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And of the corresponding sets of pronominal subjects 
distinguished, members of Set I are selected, in verbal pieces, 
by the positive and negative forms of the non-past tenses, whereas
Set II pronouns are selected by the past tenses -i.e. , the
 ̂positive perfect tense and the negative past tense. In terms of 
markedness, we may accordingly regard the non-past tenses as the 
unmarked tense forms and the past as the marked cases.

If we also set up a deictic feature of proximity with the
two terms: proximateness and non-proximateness,.it is possible, in
the case of noidnal pieces, to regard inalienable nouns as having 
the deictic feature of spatio-temporal proximateness which is 
syntactically marked by the selection of Set I possessive pronouns, in 
contradistinciionto alienable nouns which may be specified for the 
feature of non-proximateness synatactically marked by their selection 
of Set II possessive pronouns.

Similarly, we may, in the case of verbal pieces involving 
dynamic verbs, specify the non-past tenses as being characterized 
by the deictic feature of temporal proximateness or non-pastness 
(i.e. as indicating an action that is habitual, present, simultaneous, 
or future in relation to the time of speaking as a point of reference) 
which is syntactically marked by their selection.of Set I subject 
pronouns in contradistinction to the specification of the past tenses 
as having the feature of non-proximateness or pastness (i.e. an 
action that took place before the time of speaking) which is 
syntactically marked by their selection of Set II subject pronouns.

And now to return to the Cactive) non-past tenses, which may 
further be sub-classified in terms of (A.II.i) the future tenses and 
(A.II.ii) the non-future tenses.
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(A.II.i) The Future tenses
The (active, non-past) future tenses are future I (Tense 6) and 
future II (Tense 7) and are characterized by the following
properties:

(a) the positive forms of both future tenses are
characterized by a tense prefix - i.e. - ba in the
case of future I and -ke (or nwp with the 1st pers. 
sing, pronoun in the environment of a stem-initial 
syllable for which word/syllable w-prosody is statable) •,

(b) Type B mutation; that is, there are no positive (non-'
past) tense forms which are marked by the presence of
a tense prefix of the syllabic structure CE as well as by 
Type B mutation.

In addition to differences in the phonological shape of their positive 
and negative terise prefixes, the future tenses are different in that 
Future I is Tpotential’ and the negative future I is characterized by
Type A mutation, whereas Future II is ’actual1 and the corresponding
negative future II is characterized by Type B mutation. Such 
differences may be regarded as correlating with differences in their 
referential meanings: future I refers to plain futurity, whereas
future II has an additional implication of determination or definite 
decision.
(A.II.ii) The non-future tenses
The (active, non-past) non-future tenses are the habitual (Tense 1), 
present (Tense 2) and progressive (Tense 5), which are distinguished



by the following characteristics:
(a) the positive forms of the non-future tenses (along 

with the two non-active tenses) share a common
negative form;

(b) the positive non-future tense, forms, unlike the 
corresponding future tenses 3 are characterized by
the absence of Type B mutation, although the favourable
conditions are potentially present.

The non-future tenses might be further sub-classified in
terms of CAII.ii.a) the progressive and (A.II.ii.b) the non-
progressive tenses. The positive progressive tense is the only
non-future tense that is marked by a tense prefix le- and by the
prefix e- in contexts where there is a nominal phrase subject; the
non-progressive tenses - i.e. the habitual (Tense 1) and present
(Tense 2) - are distinguished by the absence of a tense prefix and
a prefix marker of a nominal phrase subject.
Active tenses: potential/actual distinction ■

As already mentioned the active tenses may be sub-categorized
into (i) the potential tenses which co-occur with the consecutive
tense and include (a) the progressive, (b) present and (c) future 
tense I and (ii) the actual tenses which do not co-occur with the
consecutive and include (d) the habitual, (e) future tense II,
(f) perfect, and (g) past tense.

It may well be that the various sub-classes of tenses
distinguished among the active tenses have aspectual implications.
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(B) The non-active tenses

As already indicated, the non-active tenses are the continuative 
(Tense 3) and the durative (Tense 4), which apart frcm being 
the favourite tenses of stative verbal forms and other stative 
verbs, have the following characteristics:

(a) their positive forms select Set I subject pronouns;
(b) they have no specific negative form and share, with 

the non-future tenses (i.e. habitual, present, and 
progressive), a cannon negative form involving Set I 
pronouns; that is, on the basis of a common negative 
form and the selection of Set I pronouns in their 
positive and negative forms, the non-active tenses are 
closely related to the non-future tenses.

The non-active positive durative tense, which is characterised by 
a prefix -te and the absence of a potential Type B mutation, is 
distinguished from the non-active continuative tense, which is marked 
by the absence of a prefix and the presence of Type B mutation; 
and, as already mentioned, the continuative tense refers to a state, 
whereas' the durative tense refers to a continuing. state or habitual 
action.

At this stage, the classification of the various tense forms 
(T.l-9) presented above (with the exception of the non-finite 
consecutive (T.10)) may be summarized as follows:
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“ (A.I) Past
Perfect (T.8) 
(Actual)
Past (T.9) 
(Actual)

(A. II )Non-Past

(A.II.i)Future
Future ICT.6) 
(Potential) 
Future II (T.7) 
(Actual)

(A.II.ii )Non-Future—

.(A.II.ii. a) 
Progressive 

CT.5) 
(Potential)

—  (A.II.ii.b) 
Hour 
Progressive 
Habitual (1.1) 
(Actual) 
Present (T.2) 
(Potential)

—(B) Non-Active

(B.I)Continuative (T.3) 

 (B.II)Durative (T.4)
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CHAPTER 5

' Categories IV and V : Person and Number

It is convenient to 'treat together the two categories of person 
and number.

The category of person is set up for the verbal piece as 
well as for the ncminal piece, and, in either case, a six-term 
closed system of personal pronouns is established. In the verbal 
piece, the forms of the terms are located in both the pronominal 
subject prefixes (graphologically attached to the verb word with 
or without prefixes) and in the graphologically separate pronominal 
objects. In the ncminal piece, the forms of the terms are, 
syntactically, ’possessor’ pronominal prefixes (albeit graphologically 
unattached) to the ’possessed’ noun in a genitival cons'truction.
For ease of reference, the forms of the terms in the systems are 
repeated below:

Form I : Personal Pronoun (Unemphatic) Possessive Pronoun

Set I Set II Set I Set II
(1) 1st pers. sing. me(n) ’I* me ’I, me’ me me ’my’
(2) 2nd ” ” e ’you’ wo ’you’ e wo ’your
(3) 3rd " ” 0 ’he, ye 'he, she, it 0 ye 'his, her

she, it1i him,her, it* its1
(4) 1st pers. plur. ye ’we’ ye ’we, us’ ye ye 'our'
(5) 2nd ” be ’you’ be ’you’ be be ’your1
(6) 3rd ’’ ” be ’they’ be ’they, them’ be be ’their’
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The above presentation shows that there are phonemic correspondences 
between the forms of the terms in the systems. There are also 
resemblances of a grammatical and a phonological nature, which
include:

(i) the possibility of setting up, on the basis of
grammatical function, two'sets among either the
personal pronouns or the possessive pronouns. As
already noted, members of the paradigmatic Set I of . 
the possessive pronouns only co-occur, in a genitive
construction, with 'the possessed root forms of the
sub-class of inalienable nouns, whereas members of
Set II co-occur with the sub-class of alienable nouns.
Similarly, members of the paradigmatic Set I of the
personal pronouns have different grammatical functions
from those of Set IX, Members of Set I have the
following functions:
Ca) pronominal subject in positive and negative

forms of non-active and non-past active tensesj
Cb) pronominal subject in positive past tense forms

and negative perfect forms;
Cc) precede the conjunctive nee* ’and, with’ or take

first position within a conjunction of pronominal
subjects occurring with a reciprocal verb;

(d) pronominal subject in positive and negative
Cdirect and indirect) imperative mood clauses.
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By contrast, member’s of Set II are characterized by the following 
grammatical properties :

(e) pronominal subject in positive perfect and 
negative past tense forms;

(f) pronominal subject in both positive and 
negative consecutive tense forms;

(g) take second position within a conjunction of 
pronominal subjects;

(h) direct object, indirect object,and complement
(in equative relational clauses);

(ii) phonologically, they may be regarded as neutral in
respect of H-/L-type feature, but'assimilate to the
type of feature characteristic of the following 
syllable;

(iii) the 1st pers.. sing, subject or possessive pronoun,
written as meCn), has at least two pairs of four
phonetic values i.m£/m£, i i i n  accordance 
with the vowel and labial harmony; the first pair 
ml/ml involving unrounded vowels is realizable with 
stem-initial syllables for which word or syllable 
y-Va-prosody or syllable-initial y-prosody is statable:

C7a) meti /mSht /
(I grind)

(8a) menye /minyi / 
ClVe plucked)

C7b) me ti /mi ti /

C8b) me nye /mi nyi/ 
Cay eye)

(my head)
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(9a) mesa /m£sa 1 ■
(I collect)

(10a) meye /mSjS* /
(I1ye remoyed it)

(9b) me sa /m£ sh / 
(my hand)

(10b) me ye /mi?
(my wife)

and the second pair mCt/mt}' is realizable with stem-initial syllables 
for which word or syllable w-A| -prosody or syllable-initial 
prosody is statable ;

Civ)

(11a) mesua /mttsuwa/ Cllb) me sua /mtl suwa/
Cl set .it (a trap) (my house)

(12a) metoa /mttirwa/ Cl2b) me toa /mtrtOwa /
(I follow) (my penis)

(13a) mesonyi /mhsonyt/ (13b) / /■me bonye /mCt bbny(2)/
(I sieve it) (my nose)  ̂ *(14a) meko /m£3ko J (14b) me kdme /m^om(i)7
(I go) Cmy neck)

(15a) mekpa /mCTkpa J (15b) <*•meekpa /ir0kpa 7
(I'Ve shayed it) Cmy bed)

Cl 6a) rnetve ./mil kywS ./ Cl6b) me twea / mtr
kywOx) j a/

(I pull) (my dog)
.stem-initial consonant mutation, in particular Type B, 
may take place in the immediate environment of the 
preceding vowel in the personal or possessive pronoun, 
and this is another formal reason for regarding 
possessive pronouns as pronominal prefixes, although 
graphologically not prefixed to the possessed noun.
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The phonemic correspondences, as well as these resemblances of a 
grammatical and phonological nature are such as to justify the 
setting up of a category of person, rather than treating the 
items as separate lexemes.

The category of number has 'two terms; singular, which 
denotes ’one’, and plural, which denotes * two or more’, and is 
established for both ncminal and verbal pieces. A number of count 
nouns (except those with stem-initial or syllabic nasal consonants) 
as well as some 'non-essential' adjectives' exhibit morphological 
number-variationj deictic determiners (e.g. baka kpole ‘ehye ’this 
big tree1 : rnbaka mgbole ' shye 'm3 ’ these big trees1) concord in 
number j and pronouns of reference (e,g, 'ahenle ’somebody’:' ‘aherild mo 
’ some persons ’) have appropriate singular and plural forms. In 
verbal pieces, the forms of the terms in the category of number 
are located in both’the pronominal subjects and objects, Terms 
(1-3), of which seme are a two-form term, are set up as the 
singular forms in contradistinction to terms (4-6), which are 
identical in shape, and are regarded as plural forms, Other formal 
criteria for distinguishing terms (4-6) as plural forms include;

(i) the plural forms may co-occur, in either subject or 
object position, with the reduplicated forms of verbs. 
In clauses involving,,for example,the verb 'da ’to sleep’ 
(with the reduplicated form deda), we shall find with 
the 3rd pers, plur, pronominal subject either the 
reduplicated form:



(17a) bsdeda
(they’re asleep) 

or the "simple verb stem;
(17b) bela

(they’re asleep) 
whereas with the 3rd pers, sing, pronominal subject, 
we shall find only the simple verb , stem:

(18a) yela
(he’s asleep) 

but not the reduplicated form;
(18b) *yededa 

And with, the yerb tunwue ’to wake up’1 and its 
reduplicated form timmeduhwue 9the .3rd pers, plur, 
pronominal object may co-occur with the reduplicated 
form or the simple verb stem5 as in;

(19a) medunwuedunwue be
(I’ve woken them up)

(19b) medunwue be
(I’ye woken them upl 

whereas with the corresponding singular pronominal object, 
we shall find only the' verb. stem ;

(20a) medunwue ye
. (I’ye woken him up) 

but neyer the reduplicated form;
(20b) *medunwuedunwue ye
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only the plural subject pronouns can co-occur
with the stative verbal form 'lua rto be’ followed
by a cardinal numeral denoting two or more humans, as
exemplified by:

C21a) ye/belua bulu
Cwe/they are ten)

The following clause C21b) is ungrammatical :
(21) %ie/yelua ko

Cl am/he is one)
only the plural pronouns can be. attested in clauses
whose subject noun phrases contain the item miiala
• all1 or the item ms/mu T set of * followed
respectively by the appropriate cardinal numerals
'hsa/iiwio ĥree/twô :

C22a) ' ye mdala £ yehold a
(.all of us went)

C22b) ' be mdcila 'bsra
(all ofthemhaye ccmel 

■ (23a) ye me nsa d'yehold a
(all three of us went)

(23b) ‘ be me' nsa'bera
Call three have come)

C24-a) ye md nwid* a: yghole a
(both of us went)

C21b) ' bê md nwi9 her a
(both of them have ccme)
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(iv) in a reciprocal clause involving pronominal 
subject conjuncts, the pre-verbal subject pronoun 
(underlined) must be plural, even though the 
conjuncts may be singular:

(25a) me nee wo yegyale ye nwo la
(when I and you we married ourselves)

(25b) me nee ye yegyale ye nwo Id
(when I and she we married' ourselves)

(26a) e nee ye begyale be nw6 Id
(when you and he/she you married yourselves) 

(26b) O nee wo' bfgyale be nw6 Id
(when he/she and you you married yourselves) 

As the above examples show, the possessive pronoun in the reciprocal 
complement (i.e. ye/bc nwo ’our/yourselves’) is co-referent with the 
preverbal plural pronominal subject,, and the selection of the plural 
subject pronoun is determined in such a way that 1st person takes 
precedence over 2nd or 3rd person (25a~b) and 2nd person takes 
precedence over 3rd person (26a-b)j

(v) in a ditransitive clause involving, for example, 
the simple verb stem maa !to giye Cas a gift)’ 
followed, in clause-final position, by the' 
reduplicated form 'ngbko ’one each1 Cof the cardinal 
numeral'(e)ko ’one’), the indirect object can only be
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plural but never singular:
C27a) Kofi maanle ye/be ngSko

CKbfi gave us/them one each).
Clause (27a) above is to be distinguished 
from (27b) below in which the singular 
pronoun is possible and the unreduplicated 
form of the numeral occurs *,

C27b) Kofi maanle me biala k6
(Kofi gave me one of each)

The category of number , then combines with the personal pronouns 
(which may be regarded as syntactically equivalent to nouns) , but 
in a different way from that of nouns5 that is, pronouns do not 
exhibit morphologically-related number forms, as exemplified by; 
me ’I, me, my’/ye ’we, us, our’ or ye ’he, him, his’./ he ’'they, 
them, their’ in comparison with the typical regularity of

/morphological number-variation in the case of nouns: ' haka 'treey 
mbalca ’'.trefes1' or sua.’house’ j azua 'houses’*

It should also be noted that of the categories that need 
be set up for a description of the verbal piece in Nzema, the two' 
categories of person and number are different frcm the others in 
being statable for both verbal and ncminal pieces* And the category 
of person is further different in being probably the only 
grammatical category that Is definable in terms of the notion of 
participant roles or dependent to a large extent upon the meaning 
of the terms in the category: that is to say, person Is probably the 
one linguistic category that has clearly defined reference to non^ 
linguistic entities.
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In what followŝ  the characteristic properties of the 
forms of the terms in the system of personal pronouns are discussed 
and particular attention drawn to their referential meanings and 
their relation to the category of number,
1st person pronouns

Ci) The 1st pers* sing, subject pronoun, as a member of 
Set I, is unique in having two forms: ' men/me; the 
first possible form; ' men with a final nasal consonant 
hcmorganic with the stem-initial consonant of the 
verb is realized, as already mentioned, with positive 
past tense forms, all other positive Cand negative) 
tense forms selecting the alternative from me; the 
form men is also realized, but not in contrast with 
'me, in positive indirect imperative mood clauses and 
certain types of positive polar disjunctive interroga
tive s Ce,g. mengo j? Tmay I go?1),

Cii) Forms with the 1st pers, sing, pronoun 'men are
necessarily characterized by Type A mutation, whereas 
forms in the same paradigm with the. other persons are
characterized by Type B mutation,

... In(111)/instances where the 1st pers, sing, pronominal form 'me 
is immediately followed by a morpheme Cwhich may be a 
noun, verb or the future tense I prefix ha-) whose initial 
consonant element is a labial plosive or fricative, the 
vowel in the pronoun is usually reduced in duration, in 
unemphatie speech, with the result that a labial consonant 
sequence is realized.
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Civ) As already mentioned, positive future II is
expounded by the tense prefix 'ks- and the
corresponding negative form by the prefix hre-.
Forms with the 1st pers. sing, subject pronoun are
distinguished by ither prefix having two (tonally-
differentiated) possible realizations : either as
(a) nre /rp, rp / before first or only verb syllables
characterized by word or syllable y-/0-prosody or as
Cb)nw3/y.o, ip J before first or only verb syllables
characterized by word or syllable w-prosody, and in
the case of the latter realization, the vowel in the
pronoun usually assimilates to the labialization
feature statable in terms of w-prosody,

Cv) In other tense forms which have no prefixal exponence
(i.e. positive or negative habitual, present and
continuative as well as positive perfect and past),
the 1st pers. sing, subject pronoun is unique In
assimilating to the labialization feature of the
following verb syllable. statable either as word or
syllable w-prosody or as syllable-initial wr/ij-prosody,

Cvi) In sentence-final position, the'vowel in the 1st pers,
sing, pronominal object me is usually elided in
unemphatic speech resulting in a syllabic nasal ;
(28a) fa maa me J fa m3. m(£) J

(give it to mel
(28b) fa medanje J fa mSdamOSl 1 (take me tool
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(vii) The 1st person pronouns necessarily refer to human
beings j the singular is usually used by the speaker 
to refer to himself as a subject of discourse 
or identifies the speaker with a participant 
in the discourse’s topic... The plural, on the other 
hand, may be interpreted as referring to me(n) ’I’ 
in addition to one or more other persons, who may or 
may not include the addressee. It is in this sense 
of ’two or more’ that ’we1 is plural, but not 
morphologically the plural form of me(n) *1’; that 
is to say, ye does not stand in the same relation
ship to me(n) as the singular noun rrenya .’man.' does 
to its plural form mrenya ’men*.

2nd Person pronouns .
(i) The singular pronoun is a two-farm term, the selection 

of either form being grammatically determined.
(ii) In positive and negative direct imperative mood 

clauses, the plural,but not the singular, does
have surface realization. The singular, however, has 
a phonological realization in certain contexts (for 
which see the section on direct imperatives in 
Chapter 3).
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pers. plur.

(iv) In their referential meanings, the singular refers
to one hearer and the plural to two or more 
hearers*, and like the 1st pers. pronouns, the 2nd 
pers. pronouns necessarily refer to participant(s) 
in the situation of utterance, who are usually 
human beings. It is In this sense that e/wo' ’you’ 
and ber’you’ are related as singular to plural.

3rd person pronouns
(i) The 3rd pers. sing, pronoun, like the 2nd pers.

sing, pronoun, is a two-form term (i.e.' o 'he, 
she, it*or ye ’he/him, she/her, it’ 1.

(ii) In unemphatic speech, the vowel In the' singular
pronominal object ye ’him, her, it’ occurring in 
pre-pausal position is usually elided.

(iii) The 3rd pers. sing, pronoun £ is sometimes used
as an indefinite or ’empty’ subject with the copular 
verb 'ys -followed by a complement denoting a physical 
condition or sensation, as in:
(la) oy& ehone

(lit. it’s hunger. I’m hungry)
(lb) oye nafels

(I’m feeling sleepy)
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or followed by an indirect object an essential * sense-data'
adjective complement (underlined) and a sentential
complement introduced by ks ’that’:
(2a) oye me ff ke war a A

(lit. it’s to me pleasant that you’ve ccme,
I’m pleased that you’ve ccrne)

(2b) oye me nyine ke woamb̂ : a
(I’m sorry that you didn’t come)

As an empty subject, the 3rd pers. sing, pronoun
may also be used with the verb ‘wd and the
stative verbal form hia ’to be necessary’ (of the
dynamic verbal form kyia ’to be in need of'),
followed by a ke-clause, as in:
(3a) owa k£ yeko

(lit. it’s necessary that we should go. 
we ought to go)

(3b) ohia ke yeko
(it’s necessary that we: should go)

And as an empty subject, the 3rd pers. sing, pronoun
is usually used in the positive or negative perfect
tense with the verb stems- Tea', ’to remain’' and 'kye
’to be long (time)’;
(4a) yeha edweke" ko

(lit. it has remained one matter, there’s one other matter,
(4b) yeha ekyii na me£wie

Qit, it has remained a little before 1 finistu 
I’m nearly finished)
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(5a) membal£ la, yehye
(lit. since I came, it has taken a long time. 
I’ve been here a long tame)

C5b) oh ole la,3tekyeie
(he has not been gone for long)

(iv) The 3rd pers. plur., subject pronoun be ’they’ is
sometimes used in the habitual tense as the indefinite
unspecified, pronoun to refer to ’people in general’,
as in;

(6a) befele me Aka
(lit. they call me Aka. i’m called Aka)

(6b) bsdi
(it’s eaten/edible)

C6c) bekyi
(it’s a taboo/not done)'

It is also used in the past or perfect tense with
an unspecified reference to an Identifiable animate
or human being and such constructions may be rendered
in English by the' passive, which Nzema does not have,
as in:

(7a) bewole me Y£L£
(lit, they borne me on a Friday. I was born 
on a Friday)

(7b) begya ye
(lit, they have married her. She Is married)
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And also in the perfect tense, the 3rd pers. 
plur. pronoun may be used as empty subject, as in:

C8) . bebo done nsd
(lit. they've struck three bells.
It's three o*clock)

Cv) Generally speaking, the 3rd pers, sing, pronoun
is used to refer to a human being, an animal or
thing spoken about, and the plural form to two'
or more of such entities. Unlike 1st and 2nd 
pronouns, pronouns of the 3rd person do not 
necessarily refer to participants in the situation 
of utterance,.

Cvi) It Is to be noted, however, that these distinctions
are syntactically neutralized in subject position j 

. that is, a definite subject noun phrase, whether 
its referent is a human being, an animal or a thing, 
is pronominalizable by the same 3rd pers. pronoun, '
In object position, however, there is a syntactic 
distinction between animates and inanimates such 
that an animate definite object noun phrase is 
always proncminalizablewhereas a definite inanimate 
object noun phrase may or may not be proncminalizable: 
sane transitive verbs favour proncminalization but 
others do not. The 3rd pers, sing, pronoun, in 
either subject or object positlon̂ makes no distinction, 
then, between animates and inanimates, human and non-- 
human and Is sooneutral.
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Emphatic pronouns
A word must be said about other sets of pronouns which 

may be provisionally termed ’emphatic' pronouns in contradistinction 
to the personal pronouns which may be regarded as unemphatic. Two' 
sub-sets of emphatic pronouns are distinguished as intensive and 
contrastive:
Form II:Intensive Emphatic Pronouns ' 'Form 'III:Contrastive 'Emphatic 'Pronouns
1st pers. sing, me-da md ma-me ’I’
2nd n ” e-da-wd w5-mo ’you’
3rd " ,r 0-dd-yd ye-mo ’he, she, it’
1st ” plur. ye-da-ye yerme ’we’1'
2nd/3rd ” be-da-bs be-me ’they’'
The morphological constituency of the emphatic pronouns is relatable 
to the unemphatic personal pronouns, The constituent. structure of 
the intensive set may be uniformly presented' as;

Set I 1 'da -J- Set IIj and in the case of the constrastive set, if the 
added affix is generalised as (MEl, then the' constituent structure 
of the 2nd pers. sing, - 3rd pers.. plur, may be given as Set II a . 
(ME)y/w. With particular reference to the 1st pers. sing,, the 
normal arrangement of the constituent elements is reversed:
(ME)a * Set IX.

In strings where both emphatic and unemphatic pronouns 
co-occur, the normal linear ordering of the pronouns Is emphatic before 
unemphatic, and among the emphatic pronouns, contrastive before 
intensive, as the following examples illustrate;
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Ola) w5mo edaw3 ese ebabo mame medarrt£
Clit. you yourself you say you will beat me myself)

(31b) odaye nwo fdo' ye
Che too he is unwell)

As a rule, pronouns cannot occur with determiners such as the 
idefinite article ' ne 'the’ or with adjectives. The emphatic (intensive) 
pronouns are different frcm the unemphatic pronouns in that they may 
occur with the definite article or with an adjective:

02a) od%£ he a le ene
(that is so/the loti 

02b) oddye kpahyirili nd
Cold as he is)

It is also to be noted that in a narrative, the 3rd pers..
sing, intensive pronoun may have anaphoric textual reference:

(33) "Medame nolco mefua o nzi ke bemaa yehdye ayia ne wo eke.
Cl also agree that we' should go and hold the meeting there.)

Na yeha edweke ko noko moo owo ke yebo ye kpoke peneko a,
(But there remains one other matter' that we ought' to
settle now.)

' YemO a le ke, kenle nzu nee donehwele ne boni 
(That is/ on $hidh day and at what time)
yee owo ke yeye ayia ne a?1*
(ought we'to hold the meeting?)

In the above text, the 3rd pers. sing, intensive pronoun yemo ’that’-
occurring in the third sentence refers anaphorically to the ’one other
matter’ mentioned in the second sentence,'

1, The text is an extract (p..47) from a play in Nzemai J,K,Ellimah 
(1968). Ama Kodwo (Nwohoa Buluku), Accra : Bureau of Ghana Languages,
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C H A P T E R  6

CATEGORY VI: TRANSITIVITY

A set of seven kinds of syntactic relationship may be 
distinguished between the verb (with or without any affixes) and 
any items that may follow it in the same clause. These different 
syntactic relationships are dealt with by means of the seven 
terms: 1. transitive, 2. complex transitive, 3- intransitive,
4. complex semi-transitive, 5* semi-transitive, 6. ditransitive 
and 7* relational, set'up within the category of transitivity.

Since the category is applicable to the verb and its 
grammatical relationship with any Items that may follow it in 
the same clause, it would be unsatisfactory to refer to the verb 
as transitive, intransitive etc., except as an abbreviated 
reference, in this thesis or a lexicon of the language, to the 
grammatical relationships it may enter Into with any items that 
follow it in the same clause.

The description presented here is necessarily restricted 
to the seven transitivity clause-types which involve either a 
single- or multi-word verb and excludes clauses which contain 
non-finite clause objects (or catenative pieces)- or finite 
clause objects (variously referred to elsewhere in this stud:/ as 
subordinate nominal clause or sentential complementation).

The elements of clause structure abstracted from the various 
transitivity clause-types are: Subject, Verb, Object, Complement,
Indirect Object and locative Adjunct, here abbreviated- as S, V,

1* Sometimes also referred to as Dative in this thesis.
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0, 0, Ind. 0 and 1 respectively.
The different transitivity clause-types may he 

exemplified as follows:

Type 1. Transitive: (l)

n 2. Complex
transitive: (2)

11 3. Intransitive: (3)

, Y / 0,eyevols ne/sulo/twea ne
(the guest.fears the dog)

S V 0̂  Ĉ
hs / fele / eysvole ne / Kofi
(they call the guest Kofi)
S , , VKofi / elssu /

(Kofi is crying)

4, Complex
semi-transitive: (4) 3 , ' ♦ 0nrenya ne / ewula / kusu ne / 

(the man has put the cat

5* Semi-transitive: (5)

6. Ditransit!ve:

7« Relational:

(6)

Ico doled ne anu 
in the sack)

#s y
twea ne / ewolo / kodoku ne anu
(the dog has gone into the sack)

S y ind. 0 0
eye vole ne / ehye / Kofi / ku.su
(the guest has given Kofi a cat)

(7a) twea ne / le / kpole 
(the dog is fat)
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7 ^ 0
(7b) e nwo / ys / se

(you are strong)
S V C

(7c) o se / a le / Kofi
(his father is Kofi)

S, 0 (7d) eyevole ne / wo / abiales
(the guest is in the bathroom)
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TYPE li TRANSIT I'VE CLAUSE (SVO)
The following clauses involving the verb stem knonde 

Ho vrant, look for1 exemplify one transitivity clause-type 
in which complementation occurs or the verb word is in 
syntactic relationship with any items that may follow in the 
same clause:

S Y 0
(la) nrenĵ a ne / kponde / twea

(the man wants a dog)
S , Y °,(lb) nrenya ne / elekponde / twea ne

(the man is looking for the dog)
S Y 0

(ic) nrenya ne / elekponde / ye twea kpole ne
(the man is looking for his big dog)

s, Y ; 0(2) nrenya ne / elekponde / ye
(the man is looking for it)

In clauses (la-c), the verb word is followed by. one nominal 
object, albeit of different constituent structure in each case, 
and in (2) the verb word is followed by one pronominal object. 
Glauses like (1-2) in which the verb takes one nominal object 
as in (la-c) or a pronominal object as in (2) are classified 
as transitive.

Por present purposes, enough has already been said in 
the introductory chapter about complex verbs (e.g. si agole 
Ho perform a dance, to dance1) which are analyzable as simple 
verb (sjl Ho perform) + object noun phrase (agole ’dance’) 
or those like 2. tua zols Ho cover’ which are analyzable as
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and no more need be said here. The description of transitive 
clauses presented here is restricted to transitive clauses 
which involve l) simple or single-word verbs and 2) verbal 
groups.

1. Transitive clauses with simple verbs
Generally, speaking, object noun phrases occurring in 

transitive clauses may, on formal grounds, be sub-classified in 
terms of (a) animate and (b) inanimate, either of which may be
specified as definite or indefinite.

- (a) Animate noun phrase objects
As a rule, a definite animate noun phrase object is 

pronominalisable by ye ’him, her, it1, whereas a corresponding
animate noun phrase object which is indefinite is not
pronominalizable, as the following pairs of transitive clauses 
illustrate:

(3a)

and
(3b)

(4a)

and
(4t>)* Akye kponde ye

/ *Kofi elekponde nrenya / twea ne
(■Kofi Is looking for the man/dog) 

*

Kofi elekponde ye
(Kofi is looking for him/it)
Akye kponde nrenya /twea
(Akye wants a man/dog)
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(5a) Kofi elekponde raale ne
(Kofi is looking for the woman)

end
(5b) Kofi elekponde yê

(Kofi is looking for her)
(6a) Kofi kponde raale

(Kofi wants a woman)
(6b) * Kofi kponde ye

In the transitive clauses (3a-b), the definite (i.e. post
modified by the definite article ne ’the’) animate noun phrase, 
nrenya/twea ne ’the man/dog* in (3a) is replaced by the 
pronominal object ye ’him/it* in (3b). Hie corresponding 
indefinite (i.e. unmodified or modified by zero-article) animate 
object noun phrase, nrenya/twea ’a man/dog* in (4a) cannot 
be pronominalized, since alongside'(4a) we shall never attest 
(4b).

Similarly, the definite animate nominal object raale ne 
!the woman’ in (5a) is pronominalizable as in (5b), whereas 
the corresponding indefinite nominal object In (6a) is not 
pronominal!sable as the unacceptable clause (6b) confirms.

It is to be noted that the same object pronoun ye ’him, 
her, it* replaces a definite animate object noun phrase whose 
head noun is nrenya 'man' (3a), raale ’woman1 (5a) and twea 
’dog’ (3a), which in English is pronominalized by him, her and 
it respectively. As already mentioned in Chapter 5? and the 
above examples confirm, in Hzema, ■ unlike in English, the 3rd
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pers. sing, object pronoun (as well as its corresponding 
subject and possessive pronoun) is sex-neutral and does not 
make a human/non-human (nor, after transitive verbs of sub-set
A. II, an animate/inanimate) distinction.

Among transitive verbs which, only take animate object 
noun phrases three sub-sets (I-III) may be set up in terms of

(I) those which require an animate subject noun 
phrase;

(II) those which require an inanimate subject noun 
phrase which may, on notional grounds, be either 
concrete or abstract;

and (ill) those which take personal pronoun object and 
require a subject noun phrase which is a 
genitive construction involving an animate 
possessive nominal and the possessed root form 
or the prefixed possessed form of an inalienable 
noun.

Sub-set I: Animate S + V + animate 0
Members of this sub-set include:
1. gya ’to marry’ 8. sisi ’to cheat’
2. to ’to name after’ 9. bslabsla ’to deceive*
3* sa ’to castrate’ 10. nwonlonwonlo 'to tickle’

- 4* toa ’to report* 11. nwunlonvunla ’to frighten
5* toa ’to stay with' 12. boda ’to injure’
6. yia ’to meet’
7* sukoa ’to imitate*
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Taking item (7) as an example, we shall 1'ini :
*(7a) Kofi slesukoa eyevole ne

(Kofi is imitating the guest)
(?h) Kofi el'esukoa ye/me)

(Kofi Is imitating him/me 
but not, with an inanimate object:

(7c)* Kofi elssukoa sanve ne
(Kofi is imitating the key)

Sub-set IT: Inanimate S + Y + Animate 0 
Member of this sub-set include:
1. kye Ho be tight for1 (of dress)
2. mia Ho be tight for* (of dress)
3* kpolomgboloHo be loose for’ (of dress)
4* leu Ho attack, affect’
5- ka Ho attack, affect’
6. tila Ho at tank* (of mea.sl.es, yaws)’
7» tu Ho attack* (of sore)’

Items (1-3) take concrete inanimate subjects, as in the following 
claus e s wi th 11 em (3):

(8a) telades ne kpolomgbolo nrenya ne
(the dress is loose for the man)

(8b) telades ne kpolomgbolo ye/me
(the dress is loose for him/me)

Items (4"5)» on the hand, take an inanimate subject noun phrase 
which refers to a psychological (or emotional.) state:
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(9a) sya ku Kofi
(lit. anger has affected Kofi. Kofi is angry)

and
(9b) ezulole hanle ye

(fear attached him) 
or to a meteorological condition:

(9c) syele ku beda ne
(cold is affecting the child)

Such subject noun phrases as exemplified in (Sa-c) dsove, may, 
by contrast with those in (8a-b), be regarded as obstract.

Items (6-7) take subjects whose referents are diseases 
or sickness of various kinds and may also be regarded as 
abstract, albeit observable:

(10a) nzozoa sdila o ra ne
(measles have attacked her child)

(lOb) hanle edu Kofi
(a sore has affected Kofi)

Sub-set III: Genitive noun phrase + V + Animate 0 
Members of the third sub-set include:
1. ta 'to confuse'
2. ku 'to affect*
3. to 'to affect*
4* we * to pain *
5* kpakye 'to ache'
6. bubu ' to weaken *
7. yeleyela 'to pain
8. ■ keka 'to itch*
9. tindi 'to itch*
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Their use may be exemplified by items (l, 5? 9) :
Kofi, enye zo eda ye
(Kofi's eye has confused him. Kofi's confused)

*mje hi elekrakye me 
(my head is aching me)
_o nwo elstindi ye
(he is itching all over (to do something))

As the above examples (lla-c) show, in transitive clauses with 
verbs of this sub-set the possessive nominal in the subject 
noun phrase and the pronominal object are co-referential* Such 
clauses express a psychological state or sensation.

(b) Inanimate noun phrase objects
As a rule, an indefinite inanimate noun phrase object,

like a corresponding animate object, occurring in a transitive
clause is not pronominalizable,-- as the following pairs of
clauses illustrate:

*(la) Kofi ze nwoma ■ ■
(lit. Kofi knows learning, Kofi's learned)

(11a)

(lib);

(lie)

1* In spite of this common feature, there are formal criteria 
which serve to distinguish animates from inamates (for 
which see the section on identifying relational clauses).
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Kofi ze ye 
(2a) ole ezukoa

(he has money, he’s rich)
(2b)* ole ye
Indefinite inanimate pronoun object
Among transitive verbs a sub-class may be distinguished 

which may take an indefinite inanimate object pronoun expressed 
by the singular form debie 'something1 and the suppletive 
plural form ninysne ’things1. The following clauses illustrate 
their use:

(3a) eysvole ne elsdi debie
(the guest is eating (something))

and
(4a) Akye tone ninysne wo gua nu

(Aloys sells things in the market)
Alongside (3a-4a) we shall not find:

(3b)* eyevole ne eledi . * - .
(the guest is eating)

and
(4b)* Akys tone wo gua nu

(Akye sells in the market) 
hakoff, G-j (1970: 127) observes that after certain verbs 

(e.g. eat, drink) the indefinite direct object pronoun ’something’ 
is optionally deletable. Generally speaking, this optional 
rule, which applies in English, does not apply to corresponding 
transitive clauses in Ezema; that is, the indefinite insniate
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pronoun debie * something1 as well as its plural form ninysne 
’things’ is not deletable (and, being indefinite, cannot be 
pronominalised) and we shall attest the above (a) examples, 
but .not the (b) examples.

It is to be noted that the plural, but not the singular, 
form may be post-modified by the definite article ne ’things’, 
and the object noun phrase ninyene + ne ’the things’ may be 
pronominalized by the 3rd pers. sing, (rather than the plur.) 
pronoun, as in:

(3a) yedone ninyene ne
(he has sold the things)

(3b) yedone ye
(he has sold it)

Among transitive verbs which take the indefinite inanimate 
pronoun object three sub-sets (i-IIl) may be distinguished. 
Sub-set I consists of those verbs which co-occur only with 
the singular form. Members of this sub-set include:

1. di 'to eat* 5* sxxkoa * to learn'
2. ys ’to do’ 6. sulo ’to be afraid of’
3. to ’to cook1 7- bolo ’to cover’
4* ze ’to know1 8. so ’to regard’

Items (7-"8) require a subject noun phrase which is a genitive 
construction involving the possessed form of the corporal 
inaliendable noun enyele ’eye’, as in:

(6a) ICofi anye bolo debie
(lit. Kofi’s eye covets something.- Kofi is covetox
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(6U) o nve snzo debie
(he’s disrespectful)

Item (8) so_ 'to regard’ usually occurs in a negative clause 
as in (6b) above, and may co-occur with the corresponding 
indefinite animate noun sonla ’person’; thus alongside (6b) 
we shall attest:

(6c) o nye enzo sonla
(lit. his eyes doesn’t regard a person, he’s 

disrespectful)
Positive transitive clauses involving the singular form

debie ’something’ have the sjmtactic property of being negatived
in at least two possible ways. Thus for the positive clause
(7a) below with item (l) d r ’to eat’:*

(7a) odi debie
(he eats something) 

we have the corresponding negative clauses (7b-*c) :
(7b) onli debie

(he doesn’t eâ t anything)
and

(7c) onli hwee
(lit. he doesn’t eat nothing, he eats nothing at all) 

Similarly, corresponding to the positive clause (8a) below= 
involving item (2) y s {to do’:

(8a) eys debie
(you do some (household) work)
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we have the negative clauses (8b-c):
(8b) enye debie

(you don’t do any work)
and

(8c) snye hwee
(you do . no work at all)

In the above negative clauses (7-8(b-.c)), the (bO examples 
are marked, in the verb word, by a negative prefix which, as 
already noted, is a nasal consonant homorganic with the stem- 
initial consonant of the verb stem. This first type of negative 
construction exemplified in the (b) examples is distinguished 
as the ’simple negative pattern’*

The alternative negative clauses exemplified in the (c) 
examples are marked by the same negative prefix occurring 
before the verb stem and, additionally, by the indefinite 
negative nominal hwee ’nothing’, which functions in the (c) 
examples as object. This second tjrpe of. negative construction 
is distinguished as the ’double negative pattern’ and may be 
regarded as the marked form as distinct from the single 
negative pattern which Is the unmarked form.

Sub-set II consists of transitive verbs which usually co
occur with the plural form ninysne ’things’. Members of the seconc 
sub-set include:

1. lcpuda ’to wash up*. 3. kpo 'to wash (clothes)’
2. to ’to iron (clothes)’ 4* kela ’to order’
-The following positive and- negative clauses with items - • ■ 

(1-2) illustrate the use of members of-sub-set II:
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(9a) olskpuda ninyene
(she is washing up (things))

(9b) omkpuda debie
(she is not washing up)

'(10a) ole to ninyene
(he’s ironing (things))

(10b) ondo debie
(he’s not ironing anything)

On the basis of the above examples, we might say that 
positive clauses involving the plural indefinite object pronoun 
favour, in their corresponding negative clauses, the single 
negative pattern involving the singular object pronoun debie 
’something’- rather than the plural form ninyene ’things’.
Sxib-set III consists of transitive verbs like 1. kpomgba ’to 
sew’ and 2. tone ’to sell* which may take either the singular 
or plural indefinite inanimate object pronoun, as in the 
following positive clause with item (2) :

(lla) sns Akye tone debie/ninysne
- (nowadays Akye sells something/things) 

which has the corresponding nega/tive form:
(lib) ene Akye endone debie

(nowadays Akye does not sell aiything)
As the above negative clause (lib) shows, positive clauses 

involving verbs which may take the. singular or plural form 
also favour the single negative pattern involving the singixler 
obje-et pronoun rather than the plural form*
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Definite Inanimate Noun Phrase Object 
As regards definite inanimate noun phra.se objects, it 

would appear that in a transitive clause the same definite 
inanimate object may be pronominal!zed after certain verb 
words but not after others. The illustrative pairs of clauses 
(l-l(a-b)) which follow involve four different verb stems 
(l. minli 'to lose', 2. kponds Tto look for’, 3- nwu 'to find1
and 4. fa 'to take') but two definite inanimate nominal objects:
ezukoa. ne f the money' and sanve ne 1 the key' :

(la) Kofi eminli ezukoa ne
(Kofi has lost the money)

(lb) Kofi eminli ye
(Kofi has lost it)

(2.a) Kofi elskponds ezukoa ne
(Kofi is looking for the money)

(2b) Kofi elskponds
(Kofi is looking for it) - .

(3a) Kofi enwu sanve ne
(Kofi has found .the key)

(3b) Kofi snwu ye
(Kofi has found .it)

(4a) Kofi Jya sanve ne
(Kofi has taken the key)

(4b) Kofi sva
(Kofi has taken it)

On the basis of the above clauses, 'the'following descrip
tive statements can be made:
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(i) the definite inanimate object noun phrase 
ezukoa ne 'the money1 occuring in (la) after 
the verb stem 1. minli 'to lose1 is pronomina- 
lizahle as in (lb); hut the same nominal object 
occurring in (2a) after the verb stem 2. fronds 
'to look for' is not pronominal!zable, or, in 
other words, is replaceable by a zero-pronominal 
object?

(ii) similarly, the definite inanimate object noun 
phrase sanvs ne 'the key' occurring after the 
verb stem 3* nwu 'to find' in (3a) is 
pronominalizable as in (3b), but after the verb 
stem 4. fa 'to take' in (4a), the same nominal 
object is not pronominalizable as in (4b).

It should be noted that Nzema clauses such as (2b) end (4b) 
above, which are relatable by pronominal!zation to corresponding 
transitive clauses, are not regarded as intransitive in 
relation to their English equivalents which are clearly 
transitive. And on kinaesthetic evidence, such clauses as (2b) 
and (4b), in which the pronominal object does not have surface 
realization or is replaced by zero-pronominal object, are 
characterized by a stronger glottal stop marked by creaky voice 
in pre-pause position than in corresponding clauses with a 
clause-final nominal or pronominal object.

In the discussion which follows an attempt is made to 
establish the conditions under which in transitive clauses 
a definite inanimate object may be pronominal!zed.
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Mock, Carol C. (1969: 179) makes the following 
observation on this question: "This system (i.e. specifying 
the goal complement (Cg) as animate or inanimate) partially 
accounts for the deletion of the Cg which was mentioned 
earlier, because only inanimate Cg may be deleted. The actual 
conditions under v/hich inanimate Cg is deleted, however, 
relates to factors outside transitivity: only when Cg is 
realized by an unemphatic pronoun and is also clause-final in 
a simple clause, is it deleted. I1

The absence, after a sub-class of transitive verbs, of 
a pronominal object in surface structure may perhaps be 
accounted for by two transformational rules:

(l) an optional rule which pronominalizes all definite 
inanimate nominal objects and (2) an optional rule which delete 
the resultant pronominal object. The present writer assumes that 
what she means is that the second deletion rule applies if
(I) the pronominal object (in particular the 3rd pers. sing.) 
belongs to the set (i.e. Set'll) of unemphatic pronounsand
(II) the pronominal, object occurs in clause-final position in 
a s imple clause.

We shall disregard the first condition which is not 
relevant since the emphatic (intensive or contrastive) pronouns 
do not replace noun phrases. As regards the second condition, 
it is, as a rule, the ca.se that in a (simple) transitive clause 
the second rule applies to delete the pronominal object if it 
is clause-final. • -
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Thus the first pronominal! zs.ti on rule operates on a 
structure such as:

(5a) yekpomgba teladee ne
(she has sewn the dress) 

to produce the intermediate string:
(5b)* yekpomgba ye

(she has sewn it) 
in which the pronominal object, like its corresponding nominal
object, is clause-final and on which the second deletion rule
operates to produce the terminal string:

(5c) yekpomgba
(she has sewn it)

On the other hand, in the case.of structures such as 
(6a) yekpomgba teladee ne ksnlsma

(she has sewn the dress nicely) 
the pronominal!zation rule operates to produce:

(6b) yekpomgba ye ksnlsma
(she has sewn it nicely) 

but the deletion rule is blocked since the pronominal object 
is not clause-final.

It is, however, not the case that the operation of the 
rules is restricted to simple clauses; they are equally applicable 
to clauses involving verbal groups (whether loose or close-knit 
collocations) as well as to catenative pieces and serial verbal 
constructions which may not be regarded as simple clauses since 
their underlying structure may be regarded as referable to a 
conjunction of clauses.
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Thus the rules apply to a transitive clause involving 
a close-knit verbal group (e.g. die di !to believe) such as: 

(7a) medie wo edweks ne medi
(l believe your ca.se)

\to produce:
(7b) medie medi

(l believe it)
Similarly, the rules operate on a catenative piece such as 

(8a) melcpomgba telades ne mewie
(lit. I have sewn the dress finished)

to produce:
(8b) inekpomgha mewie

(l have sewn it finished)
It is to be noted that in (7~8(a—b)), the deleted pronominal 
object does not take final position in the structure in which 
it occurs.
The catenative piece (8a) above may be recomposed as:

(9a) mewie teladee ne kpomgba
(lit. I have finished the dress sew) 

on which the first pronominalization rule operates to produce: 
(9b) mewie ye kpomgba

(I have finished sewing it)
but the second deletion rule is blocked.
And with particular reference to (8-9(a-b), it is to be noted 
that the deletion .rule is applicable in the ..case, of (8a-b) 
where the deleted pronominal object occurs after the verb stem
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lcpomgba !to sew' (which, as noted above (5a-b), favours deletion 
in a transitive clause), whereas the pronominal object 
replacing the same nominal object is not deleted in the case 
of (9a.-b) where it occurs after the verb stem wie ’to finish1.

On the basis of the above evidence, it would appear that 
the deletion or retention of the inanimate pronominal object 
in surface structure is a feature of the particular verb stem 
which the object immediately 1 follows in construction and such 
features of inanimate pronominal object deletion or retention 
should be indicated in the lexicon as part of the characteristic 
features associated with verbs capable of occurring in a 
transitive clause.

It was failure to realise this that led Carol Mock 
eventually to admit that !fthis system sub-classifying the 
complement (into animate and Inanimate) is not completely 
satisfactory as it stands, because It does not account adequately 
for the occasional presence of a pronominal Cg with abstract 
reference" (l8l).

In respect of the feature of pronominal object deletion 
or retention, two main groups (A-B) may be set up among verbs 
which may, in a transitive clause, take a definite inanimate 
nominal object.

1. It is important to stipulate that the direct object noun 
phrase must immediately follow its verb, since in a 
ditransitive clause (e.g. yehile Kofi adenle ne ’he has 
shorn Kofi the way') the direct object, which does not 
immediately follow its verb, is never pronominalizable.



Group A consists of transitive verbs (e.g. minli 'to lose1
In (la-b) and nwu- 'to see1 In (3a-b) after which a pronominal
object replacing a definite inanimate object is retained. We 
shall refer to verbs of this group as transitive verbs which 
favour pronominalization.

Group S consists of those transitive verbs (e.g. kponde 
'to look for1 in (2a-b) and fa 'to take' in (4a-b) after which 
an inanimate pronominal object Is deleted and, by way of 
contrast with members of Group A, we shall refer to verbs of
Group B as transitive verbs which do not favour pronominalization.

Group A: Transitive Verbs Favouring Pronominalization 
Two sub-sets (l-Jl) may be distinguished among verbs of 

Group A* Sub-set A.I consists of transitive verbs which only 
take an inanimate nominal object and favour Its pronominalization. 
Sub-set A. II consists of transitive verbs which can take either 
811 inanimate nominal object and favour its pronominalization 
or 811 animate nominal object which, as a rule, is pronominalizable.

Taking as an example of sub-set A. II the verb stem sske 
'to spoil, destroy', we shall find with an inanimate object:

(10a) Kofi ezske skponle ne
(Kofi has spoiled the table)

(10b) Kofi szeke ye
(Kofi has spoiled it) 

and with an animate object:
(lla) Kofi szeke o ra raals ne

(Kofi has spoiled his daughter)
(lib) Kofi szeke ve

(Kofi has spoiled her)
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Thus with transitive verbs of sub-set A.II, a transitive clause 
involving the pronominal object ye ’him, her, it’ as in (10b, 11b)
may, in isolation at least, be two-ways ambiguous as between
an inanimate (10b) or an animate (lib) reference of the 
pronominal object. Verbs of sub-set A.II which favour the rrono- 
minalization of definite animate nominal objects as well as 
inanimate objects cannot serve to distinguish between animate 
and inanimate objects.

In the lists supplied below, members of each sub-set are 
further sub-divided in respect of a combination of syntactic 
and semantic features.

Sub-set A.I
Members of this sub-set include:
(la) Ergative verbs of change of state
1. bo ’to break’ 7« kpoto ’to make muddy

(of water)
2 te 'to tear' 8. - Irpuke Tto burst'’

sua 'to tear’ 9. solo 'to make fade
(of cloth)

4- bondo ’to dent’ 10. tenda ’to make tangled 
(of thread)’

fit! 'to make a
hole in'

kolo ’to melt* 11. pimgbi 'to crease’
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(lb) Ergative verbs of change of -position
1. kenda. 'to fasten'
2. minli 'to lose'
Sub-set A*II
Members of this sub-set include:
(1) Ergative verbs of change of state 
1* seke 'to spoil'
2. doa 'to wet'
3» yela 'to burn'
(2) Catenative verbs
1. wie 'to exhaust, finish'
2 se 'to know'
(5) Activity verbs of transitional events
1. nwu 'to find1 !
2. tone 'to sell'
3* kye 'to bind, catch'
Group B: Transitive Verbs not Favouring Pronominalization 
As in the case of Group A verbs, two sub-sets (l-Il) may 

be distinguished among verbs of Group B.
Sub-set ,B. I consists of transitive verbs which only take 

an inanimate nominal object and do not favour its pronominalizatior 
Sub-set B.II consists of transitive verbs which can 

take either an inanimate nominal object and do not favour its 
pronominalization or an animate nominal object which is 
usually pronominalizable* - . . .

Transitive verbs of sub-set B.II, unlike those of Sub-set
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A*II, serve to distinguish, animate from inanimate objects. 
Thus with the verb stem kakye 'to remember* we shall find 
with an inanimate object:

(12a) mekakye edweke ne
(l remember the matter)

(12b) m ekakye
(I remember it) 

but with an animate object: s
(13a) mekakye nrenya ne

(i remember the man)
(13b) mekakye ye

(l remember him) .
Sub-set 33.1
Members of this sub-set include:
(la) Activity verbs of change of state
1. bo 'to weed’ •oi—i so ’to light1
2, do ’to weed' 11. so ’to solder’
3. pe ’to pound* 12. kpo ’to wash (clothes)
Lr • ti 'to grind * 13. kpuda. 'to wash up*
5. sinzi ’to peel’ 14. kpomgba ’to sew’
6 a tondo ’to toast’ 13. wuda ’to blow’
7. kpomgbo ’to remove corn

off cob ’ 16. dua ’to sow’
8. si 'to pound’
9* kpolo 'to break open 

(groundnuts)’
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(rb) Activity verts of communication
17. ksls 'to write1
18. kenga ’to read*
19. ka ’to say'
(lc) Activity verbs of transitional events
20. no ’to drink'
21. tie ’to listen*
Sub-set B.I
(Id) Other activity verbs of transitional events
1. fe ’to struggle for: 9. fill.’to buy on

to bale out water’ credit’
2. fu. 'to dig a hole’ 10. kpulu ’to spew out
2 * gya ’to parcel out* 11. wola ’to pour’'
4. nye ’to cut down - 12. tafe ’to lick’
5. sa ’to hang up* 13. rsle ’to dry’
6. to ’to throw* 14. ye ’to remove*
7® twe ’to pull’ 15* - fula ’to collect
8. fende ’to scatter* 16. senza ’to change

(money, clot]
17. fa * to take’

.(le) Activity verbs of durational events
1. to ’to cook’
2. twe- ’to gnaw’
3. ■kposa ’to chew* ■

4. tolo ’to descend’
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(if) Activity verbs of adornment
which may ~be -used di transitively 

1* soa 'to wear (or carry) 5* bo 'to put on
on head* (turban)1

2. keda 'to put on (cloth)' 6. mo 'to put on
(loin cloth)'

3# kye 'to put on (belt)' 7* wula 'to put on (shoes)'
As already mentioned, verbs of sub-set B.I do not, as a rule,
favour pronominalization. With items (l~2l), however, a. 
pronominal object is realised in clauses where a manner 
adverbial (e.g. ksnlsma *nicel3h , bos 'well', krais 'very well' 
and moo 'very much') occurs in clause-final position. Thus 
with, item (ll) so 'to solder' we shall find, without a 
clause-final manner adverbial:

(14a) yezo kysnze ne
(he has soldered the pan)

(14b) yezo
(he has soldered it) 

but, with a clause-final manner adverbial;
(15a). yezo kysnze ne ksnlsma

(he has soldered the pan nicely)
(15b) yezo %e ksnlsma

(he has soldered it nicely)
Sub-set B.II

/Members cf the sub-set include:
0) Verbs of inert perception or cognition 

which may take a ks 'that'-clause_____
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1. kulo ’to like, love’
2. kakye ’to remember’
(2a) Activity verbs which may be

used ditransitively______
1, bisa ’to ask’
2. kile ’to show, point out*
3. die ’to receive, take’
4» sela ’to syringe, take enema'
(2b) Activity verbs of transitions.! events
1» di ’to eat, fuck’
2. so ’to peck (at)’
^ * wua ’to steal1
4- kpoda ’to separate, pacify’
3̂ nea ’to look at/after1.
6* beka 'to wind round'
7. kakyi ’to turn over’
(2c) Activity verbs of durational events
1. sulcoa ’to learn, imitate'
2. kponde ’to look for’
2. Transitive clauses vn th verbal groups
The following (a) transitive clauses involve the four 

verbal groups: 1. bu sia ’to wavla}̂ ; to rebound upon’*
2* so nea ’to sample, taste, to test’, 3* ta kpunla ’to 
flatulate at’, and 4- to bo ’to throw at’:

(la) yebu yezia nrenya ne
(he has waylaid the man)
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(lb)** yebu (nrenya ne)
(lc)* yezia nrenya ne
(2a) yezo enkoane ne yenlea

(she has tasted the soup)
(2b)*- yezo enkoane ne
(3a) ye da. yekpunla nrenya ne

(he has flatuls.ted at the man)
(3b) yeda

(he has flatulated)
(4a) 3̂ edo bole yebo nrenya ne

(he has thrown the stone at the man)
(4b) yedo bole

(he has throw a stone)
In clans e (la) involving the verbal group 1* bn si a ’to waylay’, 
there is, and can only be, one object noun phrase which occurs 
after the auxiliary verbal element. Alongside (la), we shall 
never find clause;., (lb), resulting from the deletion of the 
auxiliary constituent, nor clause (1o), resulting from the 
deletion of the principal constituent; that is, with, a 
transitive verbal group such as bu sia ’to waylay’, the 
omission of either constituent produces an unacceptable 
clause as in (lb-c). In clause (2a) Involving the verbal group 

so nea ’to taste1, the only object noun phrase occurs after 
the principal verb. And alongside the transitive clause (2a), 
we shall never attest (2b), in which the auxiliary constituent 
has been omitted.
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In clause (3a) with the verbal group 3. _ta_ kpunla fto 
flatulate at*, however, the only object noun phrase occurs 
after the auxiliary verb, and alongside (3a) we shall find 
the acceptable clause (3b), In which the auxiliary 
constituent has been omitted.

Clause (4a) involving the verbal group 4* to bo Tto 
throw at' is different in that it contains two nominal objects: 
the first, an inanimate object noun phrase, occurs after the ■ 
principal verb, and the second, an animate object noun phrase, 
occurs after the auxiliary verb. And as In the case of clause 
(3a), it is also possible with clause (4a) to omit the 
auxiliary constituent without producing an unacceptable clause, 
as the acceptable clause (4b) confirms.

,0n the basis of the different syntactic properties noted 
above, transitive verbal groups may be divided into two main 
groups (A-IB).

Group A consists of verbal, groups which can take only one 
object noun phrase and do not allow the omission of the 
auxiliary (or either) constituent. Group A may ftirther be 
sub-divided into two sub-sets (l-Il)

Sub-set A.I consists of verbal groups such as 1. bu sia 
* to waylay1 in (la), who.se object noun phrase occurs after 
the auxiliary verb; and Sub-set A.II consists of verbal groups 
like 2. so nea*to taste1, whose only object noun phrase 
occurs after the principal verb as in.(2a). Verbal groups of 
Group A are regarded as exemplifying a close-knit collocation.
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Group 33 consists of those transitive verbal groups which 
nay take either one or two object noun phrases and allow the 
omission of the auxiliary constituent. Two sub-sets (l-Il) 
may also be distinguished among members of Group B*

Sub-set B. I consists of verbal groups like 3. ta kpunla 
!to flatulate at* occurring in (3a) which can only take one 
object noun phrase occurring after the auxiliary verb and 
allow the omission of the auxiliary constituent*

Members of sub-set B.II are those verbal groups like 
4* to bo ’to throw at* in (4a) which take two object noun 
phrases, one occurring after the principal verb and the other 
after the auxiliary verb, and allow the omission of the auxiliary 
constituent.. Verbal groups of Group B are regarded as 
exemplifying a loose collocation.

.Sub-set A* I Transitive verba,! groups ,r
Members of this sub-set are rare and.are represented by 

one item bu si a, which may. mean (i) *to waylay1 or (ii) ’ta 
rebound upon1. In Its first sense, it takes an animate 
subject noun phrase and an animate object noun phrase as in:

(la) Kofiebu ezia nrenya ne
(Kofi has waylaid the man)

In its second sense, it takes an inanimate subject noun phrase 
and an animate object noun phrase, which is usually a 
pronominal object, as in:

(lb) wo ayile ne babu azia wo
(your fetish will rebound upon you)

It is to be noted that in (lb) above, the possessive pronoun 
in the subject noun phrase and the pronominal object are 
co-referential, a syntactic property which further serves to 
distinguish the two senses of this verbal group.
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This item, in either sense, is regarded as a close-knit 
collocation

Sub-set A.II* Transitive verbal groups
Members of this sub-set include:
1* twe sia ’to withdraw (statement)1
2. tu sie ’to postpone’
3. bo tela ’to step over*
4* so nea ’to taste, sample; to test’
 ̂* die di 'to believe; to trust, believe in1
6. fa di ’not to pay debt; to go scot free’

In these verbal groups the principal verb, regarded as
verb, may he used transitively, whereas the auxiliary verb, 
as a simple verb, may occur in a intransitive clause (item l), 
a complex semi-transitive (item 2) or a transitive clause 
(items 3-6) clause*

All the items take only an animate subject noun phrase. 
Items (1-2) take only an inanimate object noun phrase, as 
exemplified by

(1) owo ks loya Kofi twe ye edusks ne sia
(lawyer ICofi ought to withdraw his statement)

(2) bsdu edwsks ne beaie
(they have postponed the case)

Item (3)> on the other hand, may take an animate or inanimate 
object noun phrase:

(3a) yebo nrenya ne yedela .
(he has stepped over the man)
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(3b) yebo nzule ne yedela
(he has stepped over the pool of water)

Items (i~5) have two slightly different meanings each depending 
on whether they take an animate or inanimate object noun 
phrase. Item (4)» in its first sense of 'to taste sample1, 
takes an inanimate object noun phrase, as in:

(pa) Akye ezo enkoane ne enlea
(Akye has tasted the soup)

And in its second sense of 'to test, examine', it takes an
animat e object noun phr as e:

(4b) Akye sole nrenya ne nleanle v
(Akye tested the man)

It is to be noted that the verbal group 4* so nea ’to test, 
examinehas the nominal!sed form sonea ’examination’, which 
is relatable to its second meaning.
Item- (5) in its first sense of ’to believe’ takes an inanimate 
object noun phrase:

(pa) medie wo nwora ne medi
(I believe your story)

And with the second meaning of ’to trust, believe in’, it takes an 
animate object noun,phrase:

(5b) medie nrenya ne medi
(I believe the man)

Item (4) has also the nominalized form dledi ; ’belief' which 
is relatable to its second meaning.
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Item (6) in the sense of ’not to *nay a debt' usually takes an 
inanimate object noun phrase, as in:

(ba) nrenya ne eva ezukoa ne eli
(the man did not pay the money (that he owed))

In the second sense of ’to go scot free’, it is a relexive 
verb:

(6b) nrenya ne eva o nwo eli
(the man has gone scot free) 

and belongs to the sub-class of reflexive verbs whose 
reflexive complement’ does not contrast with a.pronominal 
object, as the unacceptable clause (6c) below confirms:

(6c)* nrenya ne eva ye eli
The characteristic prorerties of verbal groups of this sub-set 
include:

(1) As noted above, members of this sub-set only
take an animate subject noun phrase and one
object noun phrase (animate or inanimate), which 
occurs after the principal (or first) verb.

(ll) Where the definite object noun phrase is
inanimate it is not pronominalisable by ye ’it’. 

Thus, for example, clause (2) above:
(2) bedu edweks ne bssie

(they have postponed the case) 
is relatable by the pronominalisation of the object noun phrase 
to (2a) below:

_ (2a) bedu bezie
(they have postponed it)



We shall never attest:
(2b) * bedu ye bezie

which contains the pronominal object ye ’it!.
We may, therefore, say that the principal verb in transitive 

verbal groups of this sub-set belongs to the sub-class of simple 
transitive verbs which do not favour the pronominalization of a 
definite inanimate object noun phrase.

(ill) And as mentioned above, the omission of the
auxiliary constituent (or of either constituent) 
results in an unacceptable clause. Thus along
side (2), we shall never find:

(2c) * bsdu edwslcs ne 
nor (2d) * bezie
(IV) Clauses involving verbal groups of this sub-set 

(A.Il) as well as those of sub-set (A.l) are not 
derivable from underlying conjoined structures.

(Y) The two verbs co-occurring within the verbal group
are fused into a new idiomatic combination, the 
meaning of which is not dedueible from its component 
parts: the entire verbal group has acquired a new
meaning. Members of this sub-set exemplify a 
close-knit collocation.

Sub-set B.I: Transitive verbal group
Members of this sub-set are few and represented by the 

items 1. ta kpunla Tto flatulate at1 and 2. di wula ’to instigate’
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(i) Both items take an animate subject noun phrase and one 
object noun phrase, which is animate and occurs after the 
auxiliary verb, as in:
(1) Akye sda skpunla nrenya ne

(Akye has flatulated at the man)
(2) beli bewula beda ne

(they have instigated the child)
(ii) With item (1), but not in the case of item (2), the omission 

of the auxiliary constituent does not result in an un
acceptable clause. Thus alongside (1) we.shall find, with 
the omission of the auxiliary constituent, the acceptable 
intransitive clause:
(1a) Akye eda

(Akys has flatulated)
But alongside (2) we shall not find:
(2a) * bsli

(iii) The structure underlying (1) above may be regarded as 
derivable from a pair of sentences of the type:
(1*I) Akys sda

(Akye has flatulated)
(1*II) *Akye skpunla nrenya ne

(Akys has affected the man)
(iv) In view of their different characteristics, item (1) ta 

knunla is regarded as a loose collocation, and item (2)
i

as a close-knit collocation, like other instances of 
close-knit collocation, item (2) has the nominalization 
diwula ’instigation*.
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Sub-set S.II: Transitive verbal group

Members of this sub-set include:
1. tone maa 'to sell for (on behalf of)1
2. to bo 'to throw at'
3* to (edwsne) sa 'to sing (a song) .-..against1
4. ka (edweke) tia 'to say (something) against1

The following pairs of clauses involving items (1-2) illustrate:
(1a) Akye sdone Kofr sua ne smaa ye

(Akys has sold Kofi's house for him)
(1b) Akys sdone ye smaa ye

(Akye has sold it for him)
(2a) yedo bole ne yebo nrenya ne

(he has thrown the stone at the man)
(2b), yedo yebo nrenya ne

(he has thrown it at the man)
With the verbal group 1. tone maa 'to sell for' in (1a-b), 

the indefinite inanimate object noun phrase occurring after the- 
principal verb is pronominalizable by ;ye 'if as in (1b), whereas 
in the case of item 2. to bo 'to throw at' in (2a-b), the 
principal verb does not favour the pronominalization of its 
definite inanimate object noun phrase, as in (2b)*

The characteristic properties -of members of this sub-set
are:

(l) like members of Group A. II, members of this sub
set usually take an animate subject noun phrase.
But unlike members of Group A, verbal grouus of
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this sub-set take two object noun phrases; the 
first , which is usually inanimate, occurs after the 
principal verb and the second occurring after the 
auxiliary verb is usually animate, but may be in
animate in the case of item (2), as exemplified in
(3):
(3) yedo bole ne yebo ahwehws ne anu

(he threw the stone at the mirror)
(II) The principal verb may or may not favour the prono

minalization of a definite inanimate object noun 
phrase occurring after it as (1-2(a-b)) illustrate* 

(ill) And as noted above, the auxiliary constituent may
be omitted without producing an unacceptable clause* 
Thus alongside (1a) and (2a.) above, we find 
respectively:
(1 c) Akye sdone Kofi sua ne

(Akye has sold Kofi’s house) . 
and (2c) yedo bole ne

(he has thrown the stone)
There are, of course, slight differences in meaning between the 
full clause and its corresponding reduced clause. Thus by (1a) 
we understand that ’Akye sold-Kofi’s house with Kofi’s knowledge 
and consent', whereas (1c) means that 2 Akye sold Kofi's house 
probably without Kofi’s knowledge or consent’. And the full 
clause (2a) means that 'he threw a stone and the stone hit the 
man', whereas the reduced clause.(2c) means that 'the stone which 
he threw may not have been directed at anybody*.

1. With items (3~4) the principal, (or first) verb plus the
inanimate nominal object may be regarded as constituting a 
complex verb.
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(XT) Transitive clauses involving verbal groups of this
sub-set, like those of sub-set B.X., may he regarded 
as derivable from a conjoined underlying structure 
made up of a pair of transitive clauses (or possibly 
a transitive and a ditransitive clause ). Thus, 
it is suggested that (4) below:
r \ * * * *(4 ) Akye sdo bole ebo nrenya ne

(Akye has thrown a stone at the man)
is derivable from:

(4-1) Akye sdo bols
(Akys has thrown a stone)

(4. Il) bols sbo nrenŝ a ne
(a stone has hit the man)

Members of this sub-set (B. Il), like those of siib-set (B.l), are 
regarded as loose collocations. The auxiliary verbs in such 
verbal groups roughly correspond to preposition in English 
and constitute a closed set. Each auxiliary verb may not co
occur with any other principal verb: we may, therefore, say that
the auxiliary verbs are subject to rules of distributional 
restriction.

We might also include in this sub-set the compound verb 
5* buke to nwole ’to open (and leave) ajar’ (and its reduplicated 
form bukebnke gua nwols which usually takes a plural object noun 
phrase) as exemplified in:

1. Alternatively we may derive (4) from: . . .
(4-l) Akys sdo bols (Akys has thrown a stone)
(4*Il) Akye sbo nrenya (Akye has hit the man with a stone)

be bole



(!5a) yebuke alenke ne yeclo nwole 
(he has left the door ajar)

(5b) yebuke yedo nwole
(he has left it ajar)

(6a) yebukebuke nlenks ne mo yegua nwole
(he has left the doors ajar)

(6b) yebukebuke yegua nwole
(he has left them ajar)

As the above examples show, both items take an animate subject 
noun phrase and the inanimate object noun phrase occurring after 
the principal verb is not pronominalizable by ye ’it’ as in (5b) 
(nor bjr the plural pronominal object be. ’them’) as in (6b). And 
alongside, clauses (5a) and (6a) we shall find respectively:

(5c) yebuke alenke ne
(he has opened the door) 

and (6c) yebukebuke nlenks ne mo
(he has opened the doors) 

from which the auxiliary constituent has been omitted.
And (5a), for example, is derivable from a pair of underlying 
clauses of the type:

(5&.l) yebuke alenks ne
(he has opened the door)

(5* II) yedo alenjce ne nwols
(he has left the door ajar)/

The crompound verbs 5a. buke to nwole 'to open ajar’ and 5b. buke- 
buke gua nwols ’to open ajar' are regarded as exemplifying a 
loose collocation.
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RBELEXIYB CLAUSES 
Lyons, J. (1968: 361) defines a reflexive construction as

"one in which the subject and the object refer to the same person 
(or thing)."

It should be noted, however, that it is not all constructions
in which there is referential identity or co-referential relation
between the subject and object noun phrase that may be classified
as reflexive. Within the structure of the same (simple or multi
verbal) clause, co-referential relation may exist between i) the
subject noun phrase and the possessive pronoun in the object noun
phrase, and II) the possessor noun phrase in the nominal phrase
subject and the pronominal object.

\

Co™referentiality of the first type is exemplified by the 
following clauses (1—3)•

(1a) Kofi bia o nwo •
(Kofi washes himself)

(ib.l) mebia me nwo
(I wash myself)

(lb.Il) ebia e nwo
(you wash yourself)

(1b.Ill) obia o nwo
(he/she washes him/self)

(lb.TV) yebia ys nwo
- (we wash ourselves)/

(lb.V) bebia be nwo
(you/they wash your/themselves)
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(2a) Kofi nee Akye zoho be nwo
(Kofi end Akye resemble each other)

(2b.i) lezoho ye nwo
(We resemble each other)

(2b.Il) bszoho be nwo
(you/they resemble each other)

and
(3a) Kofi smua o nloa

(lit. Kofi has shut his mouth. Kofi has shut up) 
(3b) memua me nloa.

(I have shut up)
In the above clauses, the object noun phrase In each case is a 
genitive construction, in which a possessive pronoun (singular 
or plural) is in genitive relation with the possessed root form 
of an inalienable noun. In clauses (la~b) and (2a-b), the 
object noun phrase is marked by the possessed root form nwo 
’self1 of the loce.1 inalienable noun nwole 'exterior, self’, 
whereas in (3), the object noun phrase contains the head-noun 
nloa, which is the possessed root farm of the corporal 
inalienable noun enloanls ’mouth'.

A comparison of' (la-b) and (2a-b) shows that in the former 
the subject noun phrase is either singular (l.b II-IIl) or 
plural (l.b IV-V), whereas in the latter, the subject noun
phrase is necessarily plural; that is to say, in (la-b) the verb

/
word bia ’to wash1 may take a singular or plural subject and 
in (2a-b) the verb word soho ’to resemble’ necessarily requires 
a plural subject. Glauses such as (la-b) in which l) the verb



word may take either a singular or plural subject, II) the 
subject noun phrase is co-rexerential with the possessive 
pronoun in the object noun phrase, and III) the object noun 
phrase Is marked by nwo 'self are classified as reflexive; 
and since it is the object noun phrase (rather than the subject 
noun phrase as in (4a-b) below) that contains the reflexive 
marker nwols, reflexive clauses exemplified by (la-b) are 
distinguished as objective reflexive.

On the other hand, clauses such as (2a-b) in which I) 
the verb word obligatorily requires a plural subject noun phrase, 
II) the subject noun phrase is also co-referential with the 
possessive pronoun in the object noun phrase, and III) the 
object noun phrases is marked by nwo 'self* constitute one sub- 
type of reciprocal clauses, subsequently distinguished as the TUP 
(i.e . thematically undifferentiated pattern) + reciprocal 
complement.

Depending on the kind of clause of whose structure it is 
a part the object noun phrase marked by nwo 'self* is designated 
as a reflexive or reciprocal complement.

Clauses exemplified Idj (3a-b) are neither reflexive nor 
reciprocal, despite the co-referential relation between the 
subject noun phrase and the possessive pronoun in the nominal 
object. In (3) the verb mua Tto shut1 plus the corporal 
inaliendable npun enloanls 'mouth* make up a complex verb.
Co-referentiallty of the second type Is exemplified in (4-5): 

_(4a) Kofi anwo sdo ye
(lit. Kofi's self has diseased him. Kofi is ill)
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(4b.I) me nwo edo me 
(l am 111)

(4b.Il) o nwo edo ye 
(be is ill)

(4b.Ill) ye nwo edo ye 
(we are ill)

(4b.IV) be nwo edo be 
(they are ill)

and
(5a) Kofi ati elskpakye yê

(lit. ICofi's head is aching him. Kofi's got a 
headache)

(5b) me ti elskpakye me
(I've got a headache) ■

In the above clauses, it is the subject noun phrase (and not 
the object noun phrase as in (1-3) above) that is a genitive 
construction.. Clauses like (4a-b) in which the nominal 
subject is in genitive relation with the prefixed possessed form 
(anwo 'self in (4a)) or the possessed root form (nwo 'self in 
(4b)) of the reflexive marker nwole may be regarded as 
reflexive; and since it is the nominal subject (rather than the 
nominal object as in (la-b)) that contains the reflexive marker, 
reflexive clauses exemplified by (4a-b) are designated as 
subjective reflexive in contradistinction to objective reflexive 
clauses exemplified in (la-b)

On the other hand,- clauses' such as (5a—b), like clause
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(3a-b), in which the possessive nominal is in genitive relation 
with the possessed form of a corporal inalienable noun (i.e. 
etile 'head1) are not considered reflexive*

We sub-divide reflexive clauses, then, in terms of 
(l) objective reflexives and (2) subjective reflexives and in 
what follows verbs which may occur in each sub-type of reflexive 
clause are sub-classified.

1. Objective reflexives 
Two main groups (A-B) of verbs capable of occurring in objective 
reflexive clauses may be distinguished.

Croup A. Obligatorily reflexive verbs 
Members of this group are characterized by the following syntactic 
properties: l) they obligatorily require the reflexive 
complement, and IX) their reflexive complement does not contrast 
with a personal pronominal object (i.e. yê  'him/her1 or he 'them') 
Thus with the obligatorily reflexive verb nrinzi 'to wash1 we 
shall attest the past tense paradigm:

(6a) menrinzinle me nwo
(I washed myself)

(6b) enrinzinle e nwo
(you washed yourself) *

(6c) onrinzinle o nwo
(he/she washed him/herself)

(6d) yenrinzinle ye nwo
(we washed ourselves)

- (6e) benrinzinl.e be nwo
(you/they washed your/themselves)
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This verb, however, does not allow the omission of the reflexive 
complement as the unacceptable clause (7a) indicates:

(7a)* onrinzinle 
(he washed)

nor takes a personal pronominal object in contrast with the 
reflexive complement,as the ungrammatical clause (7b) below 
confirms:

(7b)* onrinzinle ye
(he washed him)

Other members of this group include:
kye file 'to unite1, 2. tu 'to show off, 3. f ele 'to 

show off, 4. bels (aze) 'to humble', 5* nu 'to regret',
6. tenrs 'to stretch oneself, have a lie-down', 7* ps ’to 
travel', 8* nyia 'to obtain (wealth)*, 9* mia 'to endeavour' 

gylnla 'to compose', 11* da (zo) 'to be naked',
12. kpa 'to undress', 13* k§, 'to hurry', 14* ka 'to start', 
15* fa di 'to go scot free!, 16. fa maa 'to sacrifice 
oneself, 17* kyikyi 'to towel*, 18. wowo 'to wash'

Of these obligatorily reflexive verbs, item (l) co-occurs with 
a plural subject noun ‘phrase as in the imperative mood clause:

(8a) bemaa yshye ye nwo file
(let us unite)

All others may take a singular or plural subject noun phrase.
Thus item (13) is possible with a singular subject noun phrase: 

(9a) nrenya ne sva o nwo eli
(the man has gone scot free)

(9b) yeva o nwo yeli
(he has gone scot free)
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as well as with, a plural subject noun phrase:
(10a) menli ne mo eva be nwo eli

(the people have gone scot free)
(10b) beva be nwo bsli

(they have gone scot free)
Items (17-18), which are fossilized reduplicated forms, are 
also possible with singular or plural subject noun phrase as 
in the following perfect tense paradigm involving kyikyi 'to 
towel':

(lla) mekyikyi me nwo
(I have towelled myself)

(lib) wokyikyi s nwo
(you have towelled yourself)

(lie) yekyikyi o nwo
(he has towelled himself)

(lid) yekyikyi ye nwo
(we have towelled ourselves)

(lie) bskyikyi be nwo
(they have towelled themselves)

G-roup B. Objective reflexive verbs
Two sub-sets (r?Il) of Group B objective reflexive verbs 

may be distinguished.
Group B.X: Implicitly reflexive verbs 
Reflexive verbs of this sub-set have the following 

characteristics:
i) they allow the omission of the reflexive comnlement
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without any change in the basic meaning of the clause; and 
II) as a rule, they may not take a personal pronominal object 
in contrast with the reflexive complement. Implicitly reflexive 
verbs in the language are few and include: 1. knuti 'to snatch 
(oneself) free1, 2. tu 'to march, proceed (en masse)1, 3- bia 
'to wash1, 4« kpokpa 'to be smear, anoint', 5- bo modenle 'to 
endeavour, try'. The use of items (1-3), for example, is 
exemplified by the following pairs of clauses:

(12a)

(12b)

(13a)

(13b)

and (14a)

(14b)

With items (1-2), the reflexive complement can never contrast 
with a personal pronominal object. Thus alongside (12a), for
example, we shall never find:

(12c) * yekputi ye
(he has snatched him free)

With the implicitly reflexive verb bia in the sense of 'to bathe', 
the reflexive complement may contrast with a pronominal object;

yekputi o nwo
(he has snatched himself free) 
yekputi
(he has snatched"himself free)

*  *  +  tysdule ye nwo twi yehole eke ne
(we marched en masse (and) went there)

*  *  *ysdule twi yehole eke ne
(we marched en masse (and) went there) 
mebia me nwo 
(l have washed myself) 
mebia
(l have washed)



thus alongside (l4a-b) we shall find:
(14c) mebia ye

(I have bathed him/her)
We might, at this stage, distinguish the obligatorily reflexive 
verb nrinzi 'to wash' from the implicitly reflexive verb bia 
'to wash, bathe'. With the verb nrinzi 'to wash', a clause 
such as

(15a) Akys nrinzinle o nwo
(Akye washed herself/him) 

is semantically two-ways ambiguous. In its reflexive interpretat
ion it means 'Akye washed herself, and in its possible non
reflexive interpretation it means 'Akye washed somebody else', 
as the acceptable clause (lpb) below confirms:

(15b) Akye nrinzinle o ra Kofi an wo 
(Akye washed her son Kofi)

And as mentioned above, the reflexive complement is neither 
deletable nor contrasts with a non-co-referential pronominal 
object (7a-b).

With the verb bia 'to wash, bathe', however, only the
reflexive interpretation is possible of clause (16) bielow
correspondent to (15a) above:

*(16) Akys biale o nwo
(Akye washed herself)

And as noted above, with this verb the reflexive complement is 
not only deletable but also contrasts with a non-co-referential 
personal pronoun object (l4b-c).
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Group B. II Optionally Reflexive Verbs
Members of ‘this sub-set may take a reflexive complement 

to denote co-reference in contrast with a non~co~referential 
pronominal object. Thus the verb to alenke nu’ to lock up1, 
for example, may take a reflexive complement:

(13) yedo o nwo alenke nu
(he has 3.0deed himself up'? 

as well as a non-co-referential pronominal object:
(3-4) yedo ye alenke nu

(he has locked him up)
In (13), the pronominal subject and the possessive pronoun in 
the reflexive complement are co-referents, whereas in (14) the 
pronominal subject and the pronominal object are not. •

Other optionally reflexive verbs include: 1. nea !to look 
after, take care of’, 2. benle ’to make invulnerable’, 3. sulo 
’to be afraid of1, 4. kulo ’to love’, 5* maa zole ’to lift up’, 
6* fa sie ’to keep’, 7- die di ’to believe1, 8. sisi ’to cheat’.

2. Subjective Reflexives
Subjective reflexives clauses may be further exemplified

by:
(15a) nrenya ne anwo ehyele ye

(the man is in difficulty)
(15b) me nwo shyele me

;(l am in difficulty)
(l£>c) 0 nwo shyele ye

• (he is in difficulty)
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(15'd) be nwo ehyele be
(they are in difficulty)

and
(16a) beda ne anwo elete ye

(the child is enjoying himself)
(16b) o nwo slsts ye

(he is enjoying himself)
As the above examples show, in a subjective reflexive clause, 
both the prefixed possessed form anwo (15a, 16a) and the 
possessed root form nwo (I5b-d), 16b) may occur, in 
complementary distribution, within the subject noun phrase.

By the way of contrast with (15-16) above, which are 
transitive clauses, subjective reflexive contractions may be 
relational clatises Involving either the copular verb le Tto 
beT, as in the following clause in the perfect tense:

(l?a) o nwo eye ye wuluwulu
(lit. his self has become to him warm, 

he is happy) 
or the copular verb ye ’to be’, as in 

(17b) o nwo ye ye fe
(lit. his self is to him sweet, he enjoys sex)

It is to be noted that with the relational clauses (l7a~b) 
there is co-referential relation between the possessive pronoun 
in the subject .noun phrase and the dative pronoun.

Semantically, subjective reflexive clauses express 
psychological states. Subjective reflexive verbs which denote
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psychological states include: 1. te ’to be enthused’, 2. dwe
’to be out of trouble’, 3* kye 'to be in difficulty!, 4* to 
’to be unwell ’, 5* dwsne ’to be in pains’, 6. wozo 'to shake, 
shiver’, 7• golo ’to faint’.

Reflexive Nominalization
It should be mentioned that verbs which occur in objective 

or subjective clause are capable of a type of nominalization 
which may l?e provisionally termed ’reflexive’ nominalization.
The internal constituent elements of such nominalizations are: 
the prefixed possessed form snwo (of the reflexive marker nwole 
’self’) + the verb (underlined) + the nominalizing suffix -Is, 
which may be omitted as in (19-20) below. The following 
examples illustrate:

Nominalization - Underlying reflexive structure-
1. Objective reflexive verbs

G-roup A

•• (13) anwodule ’bragging’ otu o nwo 'he shows off’
boastfulness

(19) anwofamaa ’self ofa o nwo omaa 'he sacrifices
sacrifice,
self-giving*

himself’

(20) anwonyia ’wealth, yenyia o nwo
riches *

’he is rich/ 
wealthy’
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Group B. I
(21) anwomial £ ’ ende avour * 

Group B. II
(22) anv/ohulole ’self-love1

2. Subjective x^eflexive verbs
(23) anwo dels ’ enthu s i asm ’

(24) anv/o dole ’illness*
(25) anwogolole ’fainting ’

omia o nwo ’he makes an.
effort1

okulo o nwo 'he loves 
himself’

0 nwo elete. ye ’he is
enthused* 

0 nwo edo ye ’he is ill* 
o nwo egolo ye ’he has 

fainted *
Simple verb stem Y. their Reduplicated Korms
The v.erh in a reflexive clause may he a, reduplicated verbal 

form, and the capability of occurrence in a reflexive clause 
constitutes one synchronic means of distinguishing a simple 
verb stem from its reduplicated form.

Objective reflexive reduplicated veijbs 
With some verbs, the simple verb stem may not occur in 

a reflexive clause, whereas its reduplicated form may function 
as an obligatory reflexive verb. Thus with the pair of 
verbal forms: nya ’to bend (fish)’/nyenya ’to fold', the simple 
verb stem is used transitively, as in:

(26a) Kofi enya fsle ne.
(Kofi has bent the fish)
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whereas the reduplicated form may function as an obligatory 
relexive verb:

(26b) Kofi snyenya o nwo
(Kofi has folded himself)

Other pairs similarly distinguished include: 1* kua ’to gather’ 
/ku oh.ua ’to prepare’, 2. sie ’to keep * /siezie ’to dress up1,
5* boa 'to gather’/bopboa ’to prepare1.

Subjective reflexive reduplicated verbs 
with other verbs, the simple verb stem may not occur in 

a reflexive but its reduplicated form may b;e possible in a 
subjective reflexive clause. Thus with the pair of verbal 
forms: ti/tindi ’to pinch’, both the simple and the 
reduplicated forms may be used transitively as in:

(27a) yedi me
(he has pinched me)

(27b) olstindi me
(he is pinching me) 

but only the reduplicated form can occur in a subjective 
reflexive clause:

(27c) o nwo eletindi ye
(he is itching all over (to do something)

Other pairs of such verbal forms include: 1. ka/keka 
’to bite*, 2, fo/fofo ’to pain’, 3* bu/bubu ’to break’, 4. yela/ 
yelsyela ’to burn’. Some members of this sub-class are capable 
of reflexive nominalisation. Thus for items (l-2), we shall find



Nominali zat ion
Underlying Subjective 
Reflexive Structure

(28) anwokelcale 1 bodily
irritation1

(29) anwofofole ’bodily pain o nwo elefofo ye ’he is

o nwo slekeka ye ’he is
itching all over

in pains
Semantically, verbs of this sub-class denote bodily sensation. 

Ron-reflexive clauses
By way of contrast with objective and subjective reflexive 

clauses, attention is here drawn to two different constructions 
involving verb words which require the possessed forms of the 
inalienable noun nwoIs ’exterior, self1 within i) the subject 
noun phrase, or II) the indirect object noun phrase.

Constructions of the first kind-, which may be intransitive 
clauses, are exemplified by the following paradigm:

(29a) me nwo eza 
(I am cured)

(29b) s nwo sza
(you are cured)

(29c) o nwo eza
(he is cured)

(29d) be nwo sza
(they are cured)

Examples of such intransitive verbs include: 1* te ’to be/
clean’, 2. nyia ’to be numb’, 3* bsla ’to come’, 4. do 'to have 
a temperature1, 5» ku 'to. be dirty’, 6. di ’to- be in trouble’,
7. du ’to be grimy’, 8. kpolo ’to be bruised’.
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Verbs of this sub-class are capable of (reflexive) nominalization. 
Thus for items (1-3), we sha.ll find the following nominalisations

Underlying non-reflexive 
Rominalization ______ structure_________
(30) anwodele 'purity, holiness' 0 nwo te ’he is clean’
(31) anwonyiale ’numbness’ o nwo snyia ’he is

benumbed’
(32) anworal! ’orgasm’ 0 nwo era ’he has come’.

{.e.. Le hos ar\ $c q  ch' mConstruction of the first kind may also be transitive, as in 
the following paradigm involving the verb stem fonle ’to be 
disgusted with:

(33a) Akye anwo evonle Kofi
(lit. Akye disgusts Kofi)

(33b) me nwo svonle ye - 
(l disgust him)

(33c) e nwo evonle me 
(you disgust me)

(33d) ye nwo evonle be .
(we disgust them)

As the above paradigm clearly shows, the possessive nominal in 
the subject noun phrase is not co-referential with the object 
noun phrase.

Members of this sub-class are represented by the two items:
1. fonle ’to disgust1, and 2. do ’to miss’, and are not capable 
of (reflexive) nominalization.

Constructions of the second kind, which may be regarded
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as ditransitive clauses, usually involve a complex verb (e.g. 
fa sya 'to be annoyed,, angry1) and may be exemplified by the 
following paradigm:

(34a) Kofi sva Akye anwo eya
(Kofi is annoyed with Aky)

(34b) yeva me nwo eya
(he is annoyed with me)

(34c) meva s nwo eya
(l am annoyed with you)

(34d) yeva be nwo eya
(he is annoyed with, them)

As the above examples show, there Is no co—referential relation 
between the subject noun phrase and the possessive nominal in 
the indirect object noun phrase. Complex verbs capable of 
occurring in this type of non-reflexive clause include: 1. 
ka elales 'to dream1, 2. bu mgbonda 'to make calculations,

■ ■ :think about', 3* bo nzekue 'to make allegations about', and are 
not capable of (reflexiv^ nominal1zation.
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■TYPE 2: COMPLEX TRANSITIVE (S V 0 C)

The following (a) clauses exemplify the transitivity 
clause-type which is classified as eomplex transitive:

S V 0 G
Akys / eha / o sa ati / bile
(Akye has coloured her finger nails black)
o sa ati eye bile
(her finger nails have become black)

S V 0 C
be / fels /nrenya ne / .Aka
(lit. they call the man Aka)
nrenya ne duma a le Aka
(the man’s name is Aka)

In the above (a) clauses, the verb word is followed by two
nominal phrases. The first nominal phrase - i.e. o sa ati ’her
finger nails’ in (1a) or nrenya ne ’the man* in (2a) - is
distinguished as the direct object, and the second as the comple
ment. In (1a) ..the complement bile ’black’ is an adjective and
is distinguished as adjective phrase complement, whereas in (2a)
the complement is realized by a noun word and is, accordingly,
distinguished as noun phrase complement.*

It is to be noted that the first syllable of the complement 
whether it is an adjective or noun nhrase, has regularly a'high 
tone irrespective of its tonal pattern In isolation.

In the case of the complex transitive clause exemplified 
in (la) above, the direct object and the adjective phrase 
complement correspond to an identifying type of relational claus

(1a)

(1b)

(2a)

(2b)
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as in (1b) which involves the copular verb eye ’has become* (the 
positive oerfect tense form of the jdentify.ing copular verb le/li/ 
’to be'); and in the identifying relational clause, the direct 
object fills subject position and the adjective phrase complement 
fills complement position.

In (2a), however, the direct object and the noun phrase 
complement correspond to the eprivative type of relational clause 
which is characterized by the copular verb le/le/’to be, to be 
equated with’ as in (2b) and in which the direct object occurs 
within the subject noun phrase in genitive relation with the head 
noun duma ’name* and the noun phrase complement functions as the 
complement.

Glauses such as (1a) and (2a) are classified as complex 
transitive and, generally speaking, have the following character
istic properties:

(i) The verb word is in syntactic relation with two 
•nominal phrases, distinguished as direct object and complement, 
which'*may be an adjective or noun phrase; the direct object, but 
not the comp3e ment, may be pronominalizable;

(ii) The direct object and the complement correspond to 
either an identifying or equative type of relational clause, in 
which the direct object fills subject position or occurs within 
the subject noun phrase and the adjective or noun phrase 
complement fills complement position;

(iii) The first syllable of the adjective or noun phrase 
complement regularly bears a high tone;



(iv) Semantically, complex transitive clauses expre.es 
either a 'resulting1 (1a) or a 'current' (2a) meaning.

As mentioned above, the element of complex transitive clause- 
structure distinguished as complement may be realized by either 
an adjective (usually co-occurring with a 'resulting' verb) or a. 

noun (co-occurring with a 'current' verb) and, on this basis, 
two main types (A-B) of complex transitive clauses may be 
distinguished.

Tyne A : Complex transitive clause
Verbs occurring in this type of complex transitive clause 

include 1. ka 'to colour, paint' and 2. twi 'to paint’, which 
may be regarded as 'resulting' verbs since they denote processes 
productive of observable results. Siich verbs usually co-occur, 
in a complex transitive clause, with an adjective phrase com
plement, as in:

, . ' ** *  *  f *  t(1) Akye sha o gyake ati bile (kisii)
(Akye has coloured her toe nails (jet) black)

(2) Kofi shwi ye sua ne anwo k ok ole (soonwu)
(Kofi has painted his house (very) red)

Such complex transitive clauses have the following additional
properties:

(i) The adjective phrase complement may be omitted with
out producing an unaccepted clause* Thus alongside the 
complex transitive clause (1) above, we may find, with the 
omission of the complement, the transitive clause:
(1a) Akye sha o gyake ati

(Akye has coloured her toe nails)
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(ii) Type A complex transitive clauses are referable to 
or represent a fusion of a transitive clause and an identi
fying relational clause, in which the direct object noun 
phrase fills subject rosition and the adjective phrase 
complement fills complement position.
Thus the structure underlying (2) is referable to a pair of 

transitive and identifying relational, clauses of the type:
(2.1) Kofi ehwi ye sua ne anwo (transitive clause)

(Kofi has painted his house)
(2,ll) ye sua ne anwo eye kokols (relational 11 )

(his house has become red)
(iii) The adjective phrase complement, even though it may 
have a morphologically-related plural form, never concords 
in plural number with the direct object which may be a 
plural noun phrase. Thus alongside (2), we may find with a
plural direct object:

'' * * • * *■
' (2a) Kofi ewhi ye azua ne mo anwo kokols

(Kofi has painted his houses red)
but not

(2b) * Kofi ehwi ye azua ne mo anwo ngokole
(Kofi has painted his hous es red)

which is unacceptable because the adjective phrase complement 
has- a plural form in number•concord with the plural direct object*

(iv) The adjective phrase complement may be post-modified 
by such items as those enclosed in round brackets in (1-2) 
above. - - • -
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Type B: Complex transitive clauses■■! * ■  . - ■w . y . >•> l m .y i H i '. .   m. ■ i n .  %-m •

Three sub-types (l-IIl) may be distinguished among Type B 
complex transitive clauses which are characterised by a noun 
pin? as e complement.

Type B.I
Complex transitives of this sub-type usually involve 

’naming’ verbs such as 1. to ’to name, christen* and 2. fele 
'to call*. The use of the first item may be illustrated by 
(la-2a) below:

(1a) Kofi donle o ra nrenya ne Aka 
(Kofi named his son Aka)

(1b) o ra nrenya ne duma a le Aka 
(his son’s name is Aka)

•* / / j* / ^(2a) nrenya ne donle ye namule ne Abolokyi
(the man named his village Abolokyi)

The second item fels 'to call' is usually used in the
habitual tense with the indefinite 3rd person plural
pronoun be 'they* in its reference to ’people in general'. The
following (a) clauses illustrate:

(3a) befsle o ye ne ikys
(lit. they call his wife Akye* his wife is called 

Akye)
(3b) •o ye ne duma a le Akve

(his wife’s name is Akye)
(4a) befele namule ne Edinla

(the village is called Edinla)
(4b) namule ne duma a le Edinla

(lthe name of. the village is Edinla)
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(5a) bsfele azule ne B?a
(the river is known as Bra)

(6a) benvsls wo Nana Brie Kpole bieko
(they donH call yon Nana Bile Kpole any longer)

(6b) te wo duma a le Nana Bile Kpole bieko
(your name is no longer Nana Bile Kpole)

.. .

Type B.I complex transitive clauses are characterized by 
the following properties:
(i) The noun phrase complement occurring in this sub-type 
may be (a) a personal name such as Alca (1a) or Aliys (3a), 
in which case the referent of the direct object is human or 
animate; (b) a geographical name, which specifically refers 
to either a city, town or village (e.g. Abolokyi (2a) and 
Edinla (4a)) or a, river (e.g. Bra (b))* and the referent of 
the direct object is inanimate; and (c) the designation for 
a specific office as in (6a), the direct object referring 
also to a human.
(ll) As the (b) clauses show, the direct object and the 
complement in this sub-type of complex transitive clause 
correspond to an equative relational clause involving the 
copular verb le/la/, in which the direct object occurs within 
the subject noun phrase in genitive relation with the head 
noun duma 'name' and the noun phrase complement functions 
as complement.
Also with the verb stem fsls Ho call1 we shall find (7a):
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(7a) menli moo (bsfele be mrale mrenya) la 
(people who (they call them men)) 

in which, case the direct object and the complement of the c omplex 
transitive clause (enclosed within round brackets.) correspond to 
an identifying (rather than an equative) relational clause 
involving the copular verb le/li/, as in:

(7b) menli moo (bele mrale mrenya) la 
(people who (they are men))

It is to be noted that in clauses such as (7a) there is singular/ 
plural number concord between the object and complement. Complex 
transitive clauses like (7a) express moral quality.

Type 3.II
Yerbs occurring in this sub-type of complex transitive 

clause include sie ’to elect, choose, make’, as in (1a) below: 
(1a) yezie ye belemghunli

(we have chosen/made him chief)
(1b) yezie belemgbtinli

(we have chosen a chief)
(1c) ole belemghunli 

(he is chief)
Complex transitive clauses of this sub-type have the following 
properties:

(i) The direct object can be omitted as in (1b) without 
changing the basic meaning of the clause;
(ii) The direct object and the complement correspond to 
an identifying relational clause;
(iii) The noun phrase complement denotes a specific office 
or task.
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Tyne B.Ill
Yerbs which occur in this sub-type of complex transitive 

iise include 1* bo ’to call1, 2. fsis Tto call’ and 3* bu ’to
.....isider, take for’, as exemplified in the (a) clauses below:

v <• + /  /  /(1 a) Kofi bole me aysne/awule
(Kofi called me a wizard/thief)

(1-b) Kofi sele me he mele ayene/awule
(Kofi told ne that I was a wizard/thief)

(2a) svelsle be ahodiawu
(■you called them murderers)

(2b.i) ezele be.ks bele ahodiawu
(you told them that they were murderers)

(2b.Il)evslsle be ke bele ahodiawu
(you called them that they were murderers) 

characteristic properties of this sub-type of complex 
:tive clause include:
(i) The noun phrase complement may be a singular noun

a (la) or a plural norni as in (2a), and in either 
; the referent of the preceding direct object noun phrase is 
■ :f human-.
rith the verb stem bo ’to call’ occurring in (1a), the 
; object noun phrase may be singular as in (1a) or plural,
.e noun phrase complement is always a singular noun (even 

h the noun word may have a regular plural form); that is , 
side (1a) above, we shall attest:
(1c) Kofi bole be ayene/awule

(Kofi called them wizard/thief) 
shall not find:
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(1&) * Kofi "bole be nyene/nwule
(Kofi called them wizards/thieves)

With the verb bc>, then, the direct object and complement 
may concord in singular number but never in plural number.

With the verb stems 2. fels ‘to call' in (2a) and 3. bu 
fto consider, take for’, the noun phrase complement may be a 
singular (3a) or plural (2a) noun and there- is singular/plural 
number concord between the direct object and complement. Thus 
alongside (2a) above in which the direct object and the complement 
are both plural, we shall find (2c) below:

(2c) evelsle ye kodiawu
(you called him a murderer) 

in which there is singular number concord between the direct 
object and complement. We shall never find with fsis:

(2d) * evslele bs kodiawu
(you called them a murderer)

The use of item (3) bu ’to consider’ may be illustrated., by: _
(3a) Akye bu wo kakula

(Aloys considers you a child)
We might distinguish the complex transitive clause (3a) above 
from (4a) below, which may be regarded as a ditransitive clause! 

(4a) . Akye bule wo koasea
(Aloys fooled you)

Alongside the complex transitive clause ,(3a) exemplifying . 
singular number concord between the direct object and complement, 
we shall find: ■



(3b) Akye bii ye ngalcula
(Akye considers us children) 

in which there is object-complement plural concord. The ditran- 
sitive clause (4a) is different in that corresponding to (4a) 
we shall not find:

(4b) * Akye bule ye ngoasea
but:

(4c) Aloys bule ye koasea 
(Akye fooled us)

The type of complex transitive clause exemplified in (3a) is 
further different in having a paraphrase which is a complex 
sentence of the type:

(3c) Akye bu wo ke ele kakula.
(Akye thinks that you are a child)

The verb word in the complex transitive clatise (3a) is a 
simple or single-word verb bu ’to consider’, whereas the verb in 
the ditransitive clause (4a) is a complex lexical item bu koasea 
’to fool’

(ii) As indicated above, complex transitive clauses of 
this- sub-type have paraphrases which exemplify a complex 
sentence of the type in (1b), (2b), or (3c). In such complex 
sentences the finite clause object (or sentential complement) 
introduced by the subordinator ke ’that1 is an identifying 
relational clause characterized by the copular verb le, and 
within the relational clause, the direct object functions as 
subject and the noun phrase complement as complement; that is- 
to gay, the direct object and the complement correspond to an
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identifying relational clause which, within the paraph: ase, is 
subordinated as a ke ’that1-clause to a reporting main clause 
containing the verb stem (l) ŝe Tto tell’ as in (1b) or (2b. I), 

C^o call’ as in (2b.Ii) or (3) bu ’to consider, 
think’ as in (3c).

(iii) Complex transitive clauses of this sub-type are used 
to report an abuse, allegation or an attitude.
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TYPE 5: INTRANSITIVE CLAUSES (S Y)

Cl.auses in which the verb is not necessarily followed by 
any nominal item are classified as intransitive. The following 
clauses are intransitive:

S V
(1) o k /  ewu

(her husband is dead)
S V

(2) Kofi / elesele
(Kofi is laughing)

We might distinguish intransitive clauses siich as (1-2) 
above from such clauses as (3a) below:

(3a) Kofi elekponds
(Kofi is looking for it)

which is rdatable to the corresponding transitive clause (3b) : 
(3b) Kofi slekponde Banvs ne

(Kofi is looking for the key)
by the pronominalization of its definite inanimate object noun 
phrase. It was noted above that a sub-class of transitive verbs, 
members of which include the verb stem kponds ‘to look for’ 
occurring in (3a~b), do not favour the pronominalization of their 
definite inanimate object noun phrase. Clauses such as (3a) 
above without an overtly expressed pronominal, object are, there
fore, not regarded as intransitive and are distinguished from 
such ‘pure* intransitive clauses as (1-2) above which, are not 
relatable to corresponding transitive clauses*

Kerbs which can occur in intransitive clauses may be 
(A) simple or single-word verbs or (B) verbal groups.
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A* Simple intransitive verbs

Eive groups (l-V) may be distinguished among simple verbs 
which characteristically occur in intransitive clauses.

Group A. I: consists of verbs such as daf e ’to s3.eep’
which can never take a nominal or pronominal object, as in:

(4) eyevole ne sledafe
(the guest is sleeping)

Other intransitive verbs of this group are:
1. yalo ’ to yawn1
2. yiko ’to belch’

Group A.II: consists of verbs which can be used intran
sitively as well as transitively with little or no difference in 
their lexical meanings- Note, however, the use of different 
(English) verbs to translate their use in intransitive and tran
sitive clauses. An example of verbs of this group is tends ’to 
speak; to scold1, as in:

(4a) Akye 6 nli badende (intransitive)
(lit. Akye her mother will talk)

(4b) Akye 6 nli badende ye (transitive)
(Akye’s mother will scold her)

Other members of this group include:
Intransitive Transitive
meaning meaning

1. su ’to cry, weep’ ’to mourn, lament’
2. tia ’to walk’ ’to tread on, kick1
_3o tea ’to shout, quarrel’ 'to scold’
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4* sele
5* nriandi

It should he noted that In transitive clauses verbs of this group 
usually take animate subject and object noun phrases.

It is to be noted that in clauses (4a-b) above, the verb 
stem tends does net exhibit any difference in shape which is 
relatable to Its transitive/intransitive use.

Generally sneaking, verb stems in the language do not 
exhibit differences in shape which are referable to the different 
syntactical relationships that hold between the verb and any 
items that may follow in the same clause.

There are, however, a limited number of morphologically- 
related pairs of verbal forms (listed in the introductory chapter) 
which can occur in corresponding transitive and intransitive 
clauses.

Group A.Ill: is represented by a pair of morphologically-
related verbal forms: bo/bone., of which the verb stem bo ’to
smell1 is used intransitively and the suffixed verbal form bone 
!to smell of1 is used transitively, as in the following pairs of 
clauses:

(5a) nrenya ne anwo bo (intransitive)
(the man smells)

(5b) nrenya ne anwo bone nza (transitive)
(the man smells-of drink)

We shall, also, find in the language other pairs of verbal-forms, 
either morphologically related by suffixation (e.g. sea ’to make

Intransitive Transitive
meaning meaning__

’to laugh’ ’to laugh at, mock’.
’to run’ ’to run away from1



pass’/se ’to pass’) or identical in shape (e.g. buke ’to open’), 
which can he used in syntactically-(as well as semantically) 
related pairs of transitive and intransitive claiis.es. Such rairs 
of verbal forms which have been labelled ergative verbs are 
different from bo/bone exemplified in (5a—b) above in that they 
may be dealt with in terms of the causative/non-causative rela
tionship discussed in Chapter 7*

Group A.IV: Verbal adjectives
Intransitive verbs of this group are distinguished by the 

following characteristic properties:
1. Generally speaking, intransitive clauses involving

such verbs have constructional analogues which are identifying 
relational clauses containing the copular verb le ’to be1 followed 
by a contingent adjective complement; hence the d escriptive term

-i’verbal adjectives’ . Thus corresponding to the intransitive 
clause (6a) with the verbal adjective do ’to be hot1:

(6a) nzule ne do
(the water Is hot) 

we shall find the Identifying relational clause:
(6b) nzule ne le wuluwulu 

(the water is hot)
2. Such verbs can occur in the non-active tenses with

stative aspect and also in the active tenses with dynamic aspect*
In the non-active positive continuative tense as in (6a) they 
denote a state or quality. In the corresponding active progressive 
tense, as in:

1. I owe the descriptive term to Palmer, W. T. c?.nd Grant, JhC.E. 
(1942: 84)
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(6c) nzule ne eledo
(the water is hecoming hot) 

they express the notion of being in the process of changing into
the particular state; and in the corresponding active perfect 
tense, they denote the completion of the process of changing into 
the state rather than the state itself, as in:

(6d) nzule-ne elo
(the water has became hot)

Three sub-sets (a-c) of verbal adjectives may be distin
guished.

Group A. TV (a): Pure Verbal Adjectives
Members of the first sub-set include (and their corres

ponding adjective complements, if any, are enclosed within 
round brackets):

1. do ’to be hot’ (wuluwulu ’hot’)
2. pi ’to be thick’ (kputaa ’thick’)

and may be regarded as the 'pure* verbal adjectives.
Group A.IV (b): Suffixed Verbal Adjectives
Members of the second sub-set are represented by the two

items:
3. wale ’to be long, tall’ (tendenle ’tall, long’)
4- zonle ’to be plentiful, (doonwo/somaa ’many’)

many ’
In addition to.the general characteristics of verbal adjectives 
described above, members of this sub-set have two morphologically- 
related verbal forms. Their positive continuative form is mor
phologically related by suffixation (and, in the case of item (4),
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also phonologically related by stem-initial Type B mutation) to 
the form they exhibit in the corresponding durative tense. In 
the common negative, and also in the positive and negative forms 
of the other tenses, only the verb stem or the non-suffixed form 
is possible. In view of the occurrence of a suffix in their 
positive continuative tense form, these items may be distinguished 
as suffixed verbal adjectives. The following clauses with item 
(4) illustrate:

(7a) nzule ne zonle (positive Conti—
(the water is plentiful) nuative)

(7b) nzule ne tsso ( 11 Durative)
(the water is still plentiful)

(7c) nzule ne anzo (common negative )
(the water is not plentiful)

(7d) nzule ne bazo (positive Future i)
(the water will be too much)

It is to be net ed that the suffixed continuative tense form as 
well as the common negative form replicates the corresponding 
past tense forms of other (regular) verbs. In this connection, 
compare (7a) and (7c) above with the corresponding positive and 
negative past tense forms of the verb stem so * to make (farm)1: 

(8a) nrenya ne zonle eya 
(the man made a farm)

-(8c) nrenya ne anzo eya
(the man didn’t make a farm)

G-roup A. IY (c): Verbal Adjectives
Members of the third sub-set of verbal adjectives include:
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-I5* tenre Ho be straight; (foonwo ’straight1)
straighten1
Tto be bent, crooked; 
bend1
Ho be bent, crooked; 
bend1
Ho be reddish; (kokole/weoonwo ’red1)
redden1
Ho be black, dark; (bile ’black, dark1)
blacken1
Ho be wide, broad; (faanwo ’wide, broad1)
spread out1

In addition to their characteristics as verbal adjectives, members
of this sub-set can be used transitively with dynamic aspect,
Thus with item (5)j we find the intransitive clause:

(9a) adenle ne tenre . (stative)
(the road is straight)

as well as the transitive clause:
(9b) tenre bulale ne (dynamic)

(straighten the iron rod)

Group A.V
Intransitive verbs of this group cannot occur in transitive 

clauses. Used intransitively in the positive perfect tense, they 
refer to a state which results from the completion of a process. 
Intransitive verbs of’ this group may be divided into four sub
sets (a-d)*

1. Items (5-7) can function as ergative verbs or occur with
dynamic aspect in corresponding transitive and intransitive 
clauses which may be handled in terms of the causative/non
causative relationship:
(la) yedenre bulale ne (transitive, causative, dynamic) (he has straightened the iron rod)
(lb) bulale ne eGenre (intransitive, non-causative,

(the iron rod has become straight) dynamic)

6, kyea 

7 • kpo

8. bolo

9. du 

10. tele
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Group A.V (a): consists of intransitive verbs which -may
be Adjectivized by the suffixation of -lira/~lera (according to the 
vowel harmony)* In the examples which follow, the intransitive 
verb stem is supplied at (A) and the 3rd person singular positive 
perfect tense form at (B), It is to be noted that the English 
glosses of the clauses in the perfect tense are relational clauses 
involving the copula he or the Resulting* copula be come/grow 
followed by an adjective or participle.

It is to be noted that the intransitive verbs (1-2) may take 
either an animate or inanimate subject noun phrase, whereas their 
adjectivized forms can only modify inanimate nouns; item (3) 
takes an animate subject noun phrase and its adjectivized form

t
modifies animate nouns; on the other hand, item (4) takes an
Inanimate subject noun - phrase- and Its adjectivized form can also 
only modify an inanimate noun.

Group A.V (b): . consists of intransitive verbs which may
be adjectivized either by suffixation, as in the case of Items

Intransitive verb Adjectivized form
1 A) w u ’to die, rot*
1B) yewu *he*s dead; it’s

rotten1
wu“lira 'rotten*

2A) we * to dry *
2E) yewe 'he's precocious;'

it's dry' -
we-Iera dry (of 

pepper) v

3A) nwa 'to grow lean*
3B) yenwa *he has grown lean* nwa-lera 'lean (of

person)'
4A) kpolo
4B) yekpolo 'it has become

rotten *
kpolo-lera 'rotten

(of fruit)
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(1-3) or by both prefixation and suffixation, as in the case of 
Item (4)* It is to be noted that the vowel aualitjr in the affixes 
harmonizes with that in the following or preceding verb syllable.

Intransitive verb Adjectivized form
IA)
IB)

2A)
233)

3A)
B)

4A)
4B)

kete
yehete

wudu
yewudu

gyibi
yegyibi

tili 
yetill

'to stiffen, harden*
'it has become stiff, kete-e 
hard1
1 to swell'
'he/it has become 
bloated'
'to become foolish*
'he's become 
foolish'

wudu-luu

'hard, 
stiff'

'bloated,
puffy*

gyibi-lito 'foolish'

'to become blunt*
'it has become blunt* ti-tili-i ’blunt; 

rough *
It is to be noted that intransitive verbs (1-2) take either 
animate or inanimate subject noun phrase, and their adjectivized 
forms may also modify animate or inanimate nouns; Item (3) 
takes only an. animate subject and its corresponding adjectivized 
form can only modify an animate noun; item (4)> on the other 
hand, takes an inanimate subject and its adjectivized form 
accordingly modifies inanimate nouns*

It is also to be noted that item (4) belongs to the 
sub-class of verb stems whose voiceless stem-initial consonant 
is Immutable*
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Group A.V (c): consists of verb stems whicli in intransitive
clauses take as subject noun phrase a genitive construction 
consisting of an animate or human possessive nominal and the 
possessed form of an inalienable noun. Each verb is restricted 
to a particular inalienable noun. Items (1-2) are capable of 
nominal!zation as indicated.

Intransitive verb
IA)
IB)

2A)
233)

3A)
3B)

4A)
4B)

5A)
5B)
6A)
6B)

It is to be 
verb stems.

si ’to be blind’
e nye ezi ’you're blind’

ti ’to be deaf1
e nzo edi ’you’re deaf’

Nominalization

anye-zi-llra-vole 
’blind person'

anzo-di-lira~vole 
'deaf person1

fi
e ti evi 

fi

'to grow'
'lit. your head is grown* 

your hair is grown’
’to grow’

e nye svi ’lit. your eye has grown.
you’re old (in years)’ 

fo 'to be wet’
o nwo syo ’he's disheartened’ 
sa ’to be healed, cured’
o nwo eza ’he's healed’ 

noted that members of this sub-set are mono-syllabic

Cf- G-roup A. Y (d) :■ consists of- intransitive verbs which, like 
members of the other sub-sets, refer, in the positive perfect 
tense, to a state resulting from the completion of a process.
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Members of this sub-set do not,, however, share the morphological 
and syntactic features of the members of the other sub-sets.

A) Intransitive verbs

1, do 'to

2, se 'to
3* kye 'to
4* fokye ’to
5. tifi * to

’to be full of fat1

6* ti ’to mature*

7* bolo ’to ripen’

8. fie

9* fo

’to be well pounded, 
ground’

’to tear easily1

10, do ’to become soft’

11, dwo ’ to grow cold ’

12, sia ’to become watery*
/

13* senze ’to be tight*

14* yi

15* to

»+to become full*

t -f-uo oe over-ripe, 
foolish *

B) Positive perfect tense 
___________ form______  i
yelo ’he/it is fatty/

fatted’
3reze
yehye

'he’s (gone):, mad’
’he has grown fat*

yefokye ’he is ill'
yetifi ’it’s rotten, 

gone bad*
’it’s mature (of 
coconut)’

’it’s ripe (of 
fruit)’

yedi

yebolo

yevie

yevo

yelo 

ye dwo

’it's well pounded 
ground1

’it tears easily 
(as a result of 
being water
logged) *

'it has become 
soft (of fruit)*

’it has gone cold 
(of hot liquid)’

yezia ’it’s watery (of
dough)’

yesenze 'it's tight (of
padlock)’

yeyi ’it’s full (of
river, recepta
cle) ’

yedo ’it's over-ripe
(of fruit)*

’he’s foolish (of , 
person)* . ; ■



It is to be noted that items (1-4) take human or animate subject 
noun phrases; items (5-14)? on the other-hand, take only inani
mate siibject noun phrase, and item (15) may take either animate 
or inanimate subject.

Items (4-5) belong to the sub-class of verb stems whose voice
less stem-initial consonant is immutable.

Group B: Intransitive verbal group
Intransitive verbal groups include:
1. golo gua ’to collapse, fall down*
2. dwazo gyinla ’to stand up, rise; get up1
3. tu tenre ’to advance, set off, leave*
4» di sie ’to decide secretly, plan’
5. si da ’to take it easy’

It is to be noted that the principal verb In these verbal groups 
may, as a simple verb, take a nominal object noun phrase and the 
auxiliary verb, as a dynamic simple verb, may occur in a complex 
semi-transitive clause, except the auxiliary verb in item (3) 
which is used transitively as well as Intransitively (see 
Intransitive simple verbs A*IV (c))• The following (a) clauses 
illustrate the use of the above intransitive verbal groups:

(1a) sua ne egolo egua
(the house has collapsed)

(1b) sua ne sgolo
(the house has collapsed)

(2a) mbie mo dwazo gyinla na betende a..
(when some people get up to speak..)

(2b) mbie mo dwazo na bstends a..
(when some people stand to speak..)



(3a) o nee o nwo arnra dule denrenle
(he and his relatives set off)

(3b) o nee o nwo amra dule
(he and his relatives left (the place))

(4a) belile beziele ke he mu nwio bsbaho Koamesuazo
(they decided secretly that both of them will go to 
the town of Koamesuazo)

(4b) *belile ke be mu nwio bebaho Koamesuazo
(5a) ĵ ezi yela

(he has taken it easy)
(5b) *yezi

With items (1-3)j it is possible to omit the auxiliary verb 
without changing the basic meaning, as the (b) examples illus
trate. Items (1-3) may therefore, be regarded as exemplifying 
a loose collocation. On the other hand, with items (4-5) the 
omission of the auxiliary verb produces an unacceptable clause 
these two intransitive verbal groups exemplify a close-knit 
collocation.

As the above examples (la~5a) illustrate, item (1) takes 
an inanimate subject noun phrase, items (2-~5) take animate 
subject nouns and item (4) a conjunction of animate subject 
noun phrases or plural animate subjects.
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REG T PROG AXi GLAUSES

In this section, the different structural sub-types of 
reciprocal clauses are described and reciprocal verbs sub- 
classified on the basis of the particular sub-type in which 
they can occur. .Reciprocal clauses regarded as instances of 
nhrasal conjunction are distinguished from sentential conjunction, 
and finally, one particular sub-type of reciprocal clauses is 
contrasted with reflexive clauses which it structurally resembles. 

Reciprocal clauses may be intransitive, as in (l-2(a-b)): 
(1a.). Kofi nee Akye honle

(Kofi and Akye fought)
(1b) ye/behonle

(we/they f ought)
(2a) Kofi nee Akye yiale 

(Kofi and Akye met)
(2b) ye/beyiale

(w e / they met)
Reciprocal clauses may also be transitive, as exemplified by 
(3a~b):

- % * + *■ * *■(3a,) Kofi nee Akye zoho be nwo
(Kofi and Akye resemble each other)

(3b) ye/bezoho ys/bs nwo
(we/they resemble each other)

The above clauses (l-3(a~b)) constitute the possible structural
sub-types of reciprocal clauses. Structurally, they are alike
in having in subject position a conjunction of noun ohrases as in
the (a) examples, which is replaceable by a "plural "pronominal
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subject, ye 'we1 or by 'they1, as in the (b) examples. In the 
transitive clause (3a.~b), the object noun phrase, distinguished 
as reciprocal complement, is a genitive construction in which the 
plural possessive pronoun be ftheir1 (or ye four*) is in genitive 
relationship with the possessed root form nwo 'self1 of the 'local* 
inalienable noun nwoIs ’exterior, self1. The plural subject noun 
phrase is formally co-referential with the plural possessive 
pronoun in the reciprocal complement.

In respect of the constituents and tonal pattern of the 
complement and the co-referential relation between the siibject 
noun phrase and the possessive pronoun within the complement, 
reciprocal clauses exemplified by the transitive clauses (3a-b) 
bear a close structural resemblance to reflexive clauses involving 
a plural subject noun phrase as in:

(4a) Kofi nee Akye ebia be nwo
(Kofi and Akye have washed themselves)

(4b) ye/bebia ye/be. nwo
(we/they have washed ourselves/themselves)

As regards the underlying structure of the reciprocal 
clauses (la-3a), each of them is referable to a pair of sentences 
rather than to a co-ordinate conjunction of sentences. Ihus the 
intransitive clause (1a) is derivable from a pair of sentences 
of the type:

(5-l) Kofi nee Akys honle
(Kofi and Akye fought)

(5*Il)Akye nee Kofi honle
(Akye and Kofi fought)
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The intransitive clause (2a), on the other hand, is derivable 
from a pair of sentences of the type:

(6.1) Kofi yiale Akye
(Kofi met Akye)

(6.II) Akye yiale Kofi 
(Akye met Kofi)

Similarly, the transitive clause (3a.) is derivable from the pair 
of underlying sentences:

(7*l) Kofi zoho Akye
(Kofi resembles Akys)

(7-II) Akye zoho Kofi
(Akye resembles Kofi)

Reciprocal clauses like (la-3a) in which the verb word 
necessarily requires a plural subject or a conjunction of at least 
two noun phrases in subject position that is referable to a pair 
of sentences and not to a co-ordinate conjunction of a correspond
ing number of sentences have been distinguished as phrasal 
conjunction.

It might be useful to compare the reciprocal clause (1a) 
involving the verb stem ko !to fight':

(1a) Kofi nee Akys honle
(Kofi and Akye fought) 

with (8a) below Involving the verb stem su 'to weep':
(8a) Kofi nee Akye zunle •

(Kofi and Akye wept)
Both (-1a) and (8a) are alike (l) in having in subject position a 
conjunction of two noun phrases and (ll) in respect of their
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elements of clause structure or the linear arrangement of their 
constituent elements* In spite of this structural resemblance, 
the two clauses are, however, different in at least two respects. 
In the first place, alongside the reciprocal clause (1a) we shall 
neither find:

(la*l) *Kofi honle
(Kofi fought) 

nor (la.Il) *Akye honle
(Akye fought)

On the other hand, alongside the different construction (8a), we 
shall attest:

(9a.l) Kofi zunle 
(Kofi wept) 

and (9a.II) Akye zunle
(Akys wept)

Secondly, (8a) is different in being referable to a co-ordinate 
conjunction of two sentences: ;

(8a*III) Kofi zunle yes Akye (noko) sunle 
(Kofi wept and Akye (also) wept)

1, Generally speaking, the conjunctive yes Tand* co-ordinates 
clauses or sentences, whereas the conjunctive nee *and / 
(with)1 conjoins noun phrases. Between the penultimate 
and last items in a list, the two conjunctives may be in 
free variation as in:
I. bsme a Is Amenlema, Edumi, Amaaku, Mea nee Alcpo (they 

a r e  )
II* menli moo eha la a le'Amenlema, Mea, Edumi, Akpo yss 

Kaku (those \\rho are left a r e ..... )
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Constructions such as (8a) above which involve at least two 
conjoined noun phrases that are relatable to a co-ordinate 
conjunction containing a corresponding number of sentences have 
been designated as sentential conjunction in contradistinction 
to phrasal conjunction as exemplified in the reciprocal clause 
(1a).

It was noted above that in reciprocal .clauses, the verb 
word necessarily requires a conjunction of noun phrases in subject 
position. The conjunction of noun phrases is not obligatorily 
required by the verb in the case of sentential conjunction and 
need not be subject; the conjoined nominal phrase may be nominal 
object as in (10) below involving the verb stem to ’to buy1:

(10) eysvols ne dole kyele nee edanle
(the stranger bought a hat and a cloth) 

which has as its underlying structure the co-ordinate sentence:
(10.1) eysvols ne dole kysle yes eysvols ne dole edanle

(the stranger bought a hat andthe stranger, bought 
a cloth)

The conjoined nominal phrase may also function as indirect 
object in a ditransitive clause as in (11) below involving the 
verb stem maa Ho give*:

(11) eysvols ne maanle Kofi nee Akye pone ngoko"̂
(the stranger gave Kofi and Akys a pound each)

which is relatable to the co-ordinate sentence:
(11.1) eysvols ne maanle Kofi pone ko yes sysvols ne maanle

(noko) pone ko
(the stranger gave Kofi a pound and the stranger 
ga.ve Akye (too) a pound)

1. ngoko ’one each1 is the reduplicated form of the numeral 
(s)ko,onei occurring in the co-ordinate sentence (11 -1)



The foregoing description shows that in the case of 
sentential conjunction. (l) the. conjunction of noun phrases is 
relatable to a co-ordinate conjunction of a corresponding number 
of sentences of the same type; (il) the conjoined noun phrase, 
as one element of structure, may function as subject, object, 
indirect object (end, for that matter, as locative adjunct in a 
semi-transitive clause). These characteristic properties serve 
to distinguish sentential conjunction from phrasal conjunction 
as exemplified in the reciprocal clauses (l-3(a-b)). It is to 
be noted that the sentential interpretation would equally apply 
if the conjoined noun phrase, as one element of structure, was 
replaced by a plural noun such as mbsda ne mo ’the children’ or
a. plural pronoun, ye ’we(us)’ or be ’they(them)’.

Classification of reciprocal verbs
Reciprocal verbs may be sub-classified on the basis of the 

structural types in which they can occur.
(12a) Kofi nee Akye eya (thematically undifferen-

(Kofi and Akye are at tlatea Pattern)
loggerheads)

(12b) ''Kofi eya Akye
(13a) Kofi nee Akys yiale (thematically undifferen-

(Kofi and Akys met) tiated Pattern)
(13b) Kofi yiale Akye (thematically differen-

(Kofi met Akye) tiated pattern)
■* / / / >(14a) Kofi nee Akye zoho be nwo (thematically undifferen*

(Kofi and ■ Akys resemble tiated F ^ e m  + *eci- 
each other) procal complement)

(I4h) Kofi zoho Akye (thematically differen-
(Kofi resembles Akye) tlated Pattern)



In the above examples, the acceptable (b) transitive clauses are 
the synonymous paraphrases of the corresponding (a) reciprocal 
clauses. The construction exemplified by the intransitive clauses 
(12a) and (13a) and the transitive clause (14a), in which the 
conjunction of noun phrases, as one element of clause, structure, 
precedes the verb word as subject and is replaceable by a plural 
iioun or pronoun, has been distinguished as the thematically 
undifferentiated pattern  ̂ (TUP).

The different construction exemplified by the transitive 
clauses (13b) and (14b), in which the noun phrase conjunets 
occur as two separate elements of clause structure - one noun 
phrase conjunct preceding the verb word as nominal subject and 
the other following the verb word as nominal object - -has been 
designated as the thematically differentiated pattern (TDP).

In the above examples, it is to be noted that the verb stem 
ya Ho be at loggerheads’ occurring in (12a) is restricted to the 
TUP. The verb stem yia Ho meet (by chance)* as in (l3a-b) and 
soho Ho resemble1 as in (l49-~h) are, however, possible in the 
TUP as well as the TDP. These three verbs are representative 
members of the sub-classes of reciprocal verbs that may be set up.

Two main groups (A and B) of' reciprocal verbs may be 
distinguished. Group A consists of such reciprocal verbs as ya 
Ho be'at loggerheads’ as in (12a), which can only occur in the 
TUP.

Group B consists of reciprocal verbs like yia Ho meet (by 
chance)1 as in (l3a-b) and soho Ho resemble* in (I4a-b), which

1. We borrow the terms from Huddleston, R.D. (1971: 75) without
necessarily subscribing to their theoretical implications.
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can occur in the TUP as well as the TDP, Statistically, red- 
procal verbs of Group A are more numeroiis than those of. Group P.

All reciprocal verbs, as clauses (l2-14(a-b)) above show, 
are capable of occurring in the TUP, which for that reason may 
be regarded as the favourite or more normal structure for reci
procal verbs. In terms of markedness, then, TUP may be regarded 
as the unmarked structure as against the TDP which is marked.

Group At Reciprocal Verbs
Group A reciprocal verbs are here roughly sub-divided, along 

some semantic parameters, into six sub-sets, . The use of a 
selected number of verbs in each sub-set is exemplified by

•isentences which are either made up or t aken from a play in Uzema 
(with page references indicated in round-brackets after each 
sentence).

Group A,Is Exchange of Communication Verbs

: 1* di adwelie 'to converse1 .
2, di amanee 'to exchange messages*
3* di fenle *to share a jargon*
4* fa adwenle 'to confer*

1, di adwelie _____ 'to converse*
(15) o ye kola nee ye df adwelie (p# 42)

(his wife can with him converse)
' ‘ ’ 2. di amanee_______ 'to exchange messages'

* * * /(16) egya nee eyevole ne sledi amanee
(my father and the stranger are exchanging messages)

1. Ellimah, J.K. (1968). Op, cit.



3* fa adwenle______ 'to confer1

(17) o nle sonla moo be nee ye fa adwenle a 
(be Is not a person who you and be confer)

Group A. II: Verbs of Oo^operatio'n or Joint Effort

5* bo nu(hua) ’to join together, co-operate; to
reconcilev

6. ko afea *to. conspire*
7. yia hu(hua) 'to hold a meeting; to have a

child outside marriage*
8. su *to compete (e#g. in games)*
9* dwudwu 1to compete (e.g* in dispute)*
10* futu ’to fight playfully*
11# ys adwenle 'to agree (in opinion), concur*
12# ye hrenya nee raale *to have sexual intercourse with'

(lit,'to act man and woman')

5• bo nu(hua) 'to join together, co-operate'
(18) y© nee be bo nu fa adwenle (p* 19)

(we and they join together confer)

6# ko afea i 'to conspire*
(19) sonla moo no naa kpole la, be nee ye engo afea o (p.22

(a person who drinks wine too much, you and ye don't
conspire)

7* yia nu(hua) 'to hold a meeting, aonfer*
(20) shyema me nee be keyia nu (p. 76)

(tomorrow I and you will have a meeting)



432

11* ys nrenya nee Ho have sexual intercourse 
raals v;i th *

(21) enee yehye wo, 6 nee wo eye nrenya nee raals (p. 33
(then he has caught you, he and you have had 
sexual intercourse).

Group A*III: Verbs of Strained Human Relationship
13* ko rto fight1
14* ya Ho he at loggerheads1
13* di hutule f to . quarrel1
16* twe mansonle Ho have litigation with*

15* di hutule_______ 1 to quarrel1
(22) Kofi nee .Akys eledi hutule 

(Kofi and Akye are quarrelling)

16* twe manzonle____ Ho have litigation*
(23) me nee ye hv/enle azels ne anwo manzonle 

(i and he had litigation ahout the land)

Group A .TV i Verbs of contact
17* yia nu(hua) Ho collide1
18. tu Ho associate with, have

contact with1
19* fa sluale Hake friends with, associate

with1
20. ho swene T(of places) to have a c.ommon

border1

18* tu______________ Ho associate with, have
contact with1

(24) saa s nee mgbanyinli tu a ..... (p. 38)
(if you and elders associate ♦...)
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19. fa eluals Ho make friends with,
associate with.1

(25) oluake me nee ye vale eluale la, yehye .... (p. 20)
("because since I and he became friends, it has 
been long .....)

20• bo swene ’(of rlaces) to have a common
border

(26) Ghana nee To go land bo ewene
(Ghana and Togoland have a common border)

Group A. V: Verbs of Parting or .Separation
21. di mgbakyenu Tto part, separate*
22. di nrelalee ’to bid farewell, say good-bye
23. di koanekoa ’to miss each other, fail to 

meet by going in opposite 
direction*

22. di nrelalee ’to bid farewell, say good-bye
(27) * + *Kofi nee Akye eli nrelalee

(Kofi and Akye have bade each other farewell)

23. di koanekoa ’to miss each other1
(28) Kofi nee Akys lile koanekoa 

(Kofi and Akys missed each other)

Group A. VI: Comparison of Equality Verbs

24* ss _______  ’to be equal (e.g. in height,
age, size)1

(29) Kofi nee Akys se tendenle
(Kofi and Akye are equal in height)
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By way of contrast with G-roup A reciprocal verbs, there are
other verbs which have two slightly different meanings, one of
which is reciprocal and the other non-reciprocal; the reciprocal
interpretation is realized in the TUP.

In the illustrative sentences which follow, the (a) examples
are non-reciprocal whereas the (b) examples are reciprocal.

I. kye: (a) *to divide among1; (b) 1 share with1
*  + #(30a) Kofi shye ezukoa ne

(Kofi has divided the money)
• (30b) Kofi nee Akye shye esulcoa ne

(Kofi and Akye have shared the money)

dwenle (nwole): (a) fto think (about) !;
(b) Ho confer with!

dwenle nwole boe
(Akye, think about it well)
me nee e nli yedwenle nwole ke .*••. (p* 8)
(l and your mother have conferred about it that . .«•)

da: (a) ’to sleep1; (b) *to sleep with1
Akye lale 
(Akys slept)
Kofi nee Akye lale
(lit. Kofi and Akys slept. Kofi slept with Akye)

tenia (and its stative form de): (a) fto live, stay1
(b) *to stay with*

(33a*I) yehodenla Bolofo
(he has gone to live in Axim)

II.

(31a)

(31b)

III.
(32a)

-(32b)

IV*
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(35a-II) ens ode Bolofo
(now lie lives in Axim)

(33b.i) lea kile ye maa me nee ye sdenla
(lit. tell him so that 1 with him stay)

(33b*II) me nee ye a de a
(I am staying with him)

V. le (stative verb): (a) fto have1; (b) *to have in
common1

Kofi 1(5 ezukoa
(lit* Kofi has money- Kofi is rich)

*  *  *  *  *Kofi nee Akye le. mrale nsa
(Kofi and Akye have three children (between them) 
me nee ye le mgbayele ...... (p. 27)
(I and he share a common jargon)
me nee ye le. bie lea
(i and he have some (matter) to dispute)

The verbal form le *to have* co-occurs with a preceding
conjunction of noun phrases depending, so far as we can make out, 
on whether the object referent can possibly be possessed jointly 
between at least.two persons.

The above items (X-K), in their reciprocal interpretation, 
may be subsumed under G-roup A.XI (i.e. verbs of co-operation or 
joint effort).

VI. tea!: (a) *to shout*; (b) *to quarrel *
(38a) stea somaa

(you shout too much)
* t * * *(38b) Kofi nee Akys slstea

(Kofi and Akye are quarrelling)

(34a)

(34b.I) 

(34b.II) 

(34-b.XII)
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711. .di;. (a) 'to eat1; (b) 'not to get on with
(negative) 1

(39a) Kofi elsdi debie
(Kofi is eating (something)

(39b) Kofi nee Aloys snli
(Kofi and Akye donTt get on)

Items (VI-VIl) above, in their reciprocal uses, may be included
in Group A*III*

VIII* wale: (a) 'to be long1 (of route); (b) Ho be
far apart

• (40a) adenle ne wale
(the road is long)

(40b) Ghana nee Abolokyi wale
(Ghana and Europe are far apart)

The verbal adjective wale 'to be' far apart1, regarded as a 
reciprocal verb, would belong to Group A.V.

Mention should also be made of some verbs which express 
processes which may be looked upon as capable of (a) solo per
formance by one- actant (i.e. woman) and (b) joint performance 
by two actants (i.e. man and woman) acting jointly. Examples 
of such verbs are £lX) wo and (X) nr eng s

IX. wo: 'to bear child1
(41a) Akye swo (mrale) nsa

(Akye has borne three (children))
(41b) ; Kofi nee Akye ewo (mrale) nsa

(Kofi and Akye have borne three (children))
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X. nrengg 'to be pregnant'
(42a) Akye elsnrenzs

(Akys is pregnant)
* * # # # J(42b) Kofi nee. Akye slsnrenzs

(Kofi and Akye are starting a baby)

In their reciprocal uses, items (IX~X) belong to Group A.II. 
Finally, mention should be made of certain verbs which relate “ to 
the playing of games by two players or teams; such verbs may 
also take (a) a singular subject noun phrase, in which case they 
refer to one player's or team's performance or (b) a conjunction 
of noun phrases to denote a two-cornered match. In the latter 
case, such verbs may be regarded as being reciprocal and included 
in Group A.II.

(43a) Kofi elefo dame/ate
(Kofi is playing draughts/marbles)

(43b) Kofi nee Ama eleto dame/ate
(Kofi and Ama are playing draughts/marbles)

(44a) anloma Kotoko lile bole moo
(yesterday Kotoko played (foot)ball very well)

(44b) anloma Kotoko nee Dwarfs lile bole
(yesterday Kotoko and Dwarfs pla3red a football match)

Group Bs Reciprocal Verbs

For ease of reference clauses (l2a-14a) are repeated here:
Group A:

/ \ * * * *(12a) Kofi nee Akye sya (TUP-reciprocal comple-
(Kofi and Akye are at ment)
loggerheads)



Group 33.1
* p + «*(13a) Kofi nee Akye yiale (lUP-reciprocal complement)

(Kofi and Akye’met) 
(13b) Kofi yiale Akye 

(Kofi met Akye)
(IBP)

Group B. II
(14a) Kofi nee Akys zoho be (IUP + reciprocal complement 

nwo
(Kofi and Akye resemble each other)

(14b) Kofi zoho Akys
(Kofi resembles Akye)

(IBP)

It was noted above that Group B reciprocal verbs, as distinct 
from Group A reciprocal verbs which can only occur in the IUP, 
can occur in the IUP as well as in the IBP.

Iwo structural sub-types of the IUP may be set up on the 
basis of the occurrence or non-occurrence after the reciprocal 
verbjof the reciprocal complement, be/(ye) nwo 'them/ (our)selves1» 
Instances such as (I2a) and (13a) where no reciprocal complement 
occurs we distinguish as IUP - reciprocal complement in contra
distinction to such instances as (14a) where the reciprocal 
complement occurs and are, therefore, characterized as IUP + 
reciprocal complement.

Within Group B reciprocal verbs two sub-sets (l—II) 
may be distinguished. Group B. I consists of reciprocal verbs 
like yia 'to meet' in (l3a-b), which can occur in the TUP- 
reciprocal complement as well as in the IBP. And Group B. II 
consists of reciprocal verbs such as soho 'to resemble' in 
(l4a-b), which can occur in the IUP + reciprocal complement 
as well as in the IBP.
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In terms of distribution, the 'TUP + reciprocal com

plement may he regarded as marked vis-a-vis the OTP-reciprocal 
complement which is unmarked. The following list of G-roup 3 

reciprocal verbs is further sub-divided along the same semantic 
parameters as those for Group A.
G-roup B.l
(a) Exchange of communication verbs 

1. bo nkomo
2. su kpolera
Terbs of contact

’to converse1 
’to argue, dispute’

3-
-4.
5*

Group B.II
(c) Verbs of co-operation or joint effort

yia
bikye
soma (o sa nu)

’to meet by chance’
’to be near’
’to shake (by the hand)*

6.
7 .
S.

9*
10.

gya
kulo
fa agonwole

ze
nwu

(d) Verbs of comparison
11. soho

'to marry*
’to love, like’
’to befriend, make friends 
with'
’to know, stick together’ 
’to see, renew connection’

'to resemble*
It should be mentioned that in the case of the complex verb 
fa agonwole ’to befriend, make friends with’ (Group B.II, 
item 8) the occurrence of the reciprocal complement (after 
the verbaT element fa) in the TUP is-optional rather then
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obligatory as the following sentences illustrate:
*

(45) Kofi .nee.-Ama vale agonwole (TUP-reciprocal complement)
(Kofi and M a  made friends)

(46a) ICofi nee Ama vale be nwo agonwole (TUP + reciprocal
complement)

Kofi and Ama befriended each other) •
(46b) yevale ys nwo agonwole la...* (p«30) ( 11 )

(since we befriended each other....)
The verb ram (Group B.II item 9) may mean (i) fto

find-* or (ll) *to see, renew acquaintanceT. In the first
sense, it is used transitively as in (47a):

>
(47a) Kofi snwu ye buluku ne

(Kofi has found his book)
I11 the second sense, it may be regarded as a reciprocal verb
requiring the TUP + reciprocal complement:/
(47b) Kofi nee Akys nwunle be nwo la, yehye

(lit. since Kofi and Akye saw each other, it has been long) 
A second syntactic feature, which distinguishes reciprocal verbs 
of Group A and Group B.l on the one hand from reciprocal verbs 
of Group B.II on the other, relates to the optional or obligatory 
occurrence of a preverbal plural pronoun in the TUP involving 
either (a) a conjunction of a pronoun and a nominal phrase, 
or (b) pronominal conjuncts, in subject position. As a rule, 
the occurrence of a preverbal plural pronoun, ye lwe’ or be



'they1, is optional with G-roup A and G-roup B.l reciprocal verbs, 
as in the following clauses in'the past tense:
G-roup A reciprocal verb: di amanee * to exchange messages'
(48a.I) me nee Akys lile amanee

(i and Akye exchanged messages)
(48a.II) me nee Akye yelile amanee

(I and Akye we exchanged messages)
(48b.i) o nee ye lile amanee

(he and she exchanged messaged)
(48b.II) o nee ye belile amanee

(he and she they exchanged messages)

Group B.I reciprocal verb: su kpolera 'to argue1
(49a.I) me nee Akys ziile kpolera

(l and Akye argued')
(49a.II) me nee Akye yezule kpolera

I and Akye we argued)
(49b.I) o nee wo zule kpolera

(he and you argued)
(49b.II) o nee wo bezule kpolera

(he and you they argued)
In the above reciprocal clauses (48-49(a-b)), all of which 
exemplify the TUP-reciprocal complement, the (i) examples are
characterized by the absence of a preverbial plural pronoun,
whereas the (II) examples are marked by the presence of the
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preverbal plural pronoun (underlined), ye 'we' in the (a.Il) 
examples or, he 'they' in the (b.ll) examples, which may be 
regarded as being in apposition-*- to the preceding plural subject* 

With Group B* II reciprocal verbs the occurrence of a 
preverbal plural pronoun is obligatory in both contexts:
Group B. II reciprocal verb: fa agonwole 'to befriend*
(50a) me nee Akys yevale ys nwo agonwole

(l and Akys we befriended each other)
(50b*l) me nee ye ysvale ys nwo agonwole

(I and she we befriended each other)
(50b*Il) o nee ye bsvale be. nwo agonwole

(he and she they befriended each other)
In the above clauses (50a-b) exemplifying the TUP + reciprocal 
complement, the obligatory preverbal plural pronoun is both 
appositional to the preceding plural subject and referentially 
identical with the possessive pronoun in the reoiprocal 
complement* It is to be noted that the preceding pronominal 
conjuncts has each a low tone whereas the preverbal plural 
pronoun has a high tone*

1- Units in apposition are usually co-referential, althoughco-referents are not necessarily in apposition, particularly
where they fulfil different syntactic functions; e*g* the
plural subject of a reciprocal clause and the possessive
pronoun in the reciprocal complement*



The Ordering Of Pronominal Qonjuncts 
The ordering of pronouns within acceptable conjunctions 

is constrained in such a way that only Set I pronominal forms 
can precede (i.e. occur in 1st position), whereas Set II ones 
follow (i.e. occur in 2nd position) the conjunctive nee 'and/ 
with*. The phonological realisations of the pronominal forms 
may be different, depending on whether they occur in 1st or 2nd 
position. The following clauses (51-53) which in-vo Ive the 
past tense form of the verb stems ko/kU/'to fight', illustrate: 

(51a)

(51b)

(52a)

(52b)

(53a)

(53b)

I) A comparison of (51a) and (51b) shows that the
1st pers. sing, pronoun me 'I1 as a member of Set I is possible 
in 1st position (51a) and as a Set II pronoun in 2nd position 
(51b); in 1st position, the pronoun is said with a final 
nasalized vowel, which is different from its realization in 2nd 
position where the final vowel may not occur In normal speech.

me nee wo honle/ me ni wo hOnli?/- 
(I and:'you fought) . *

'V  A.s nee me honle / e m  m(o) hUnli?/ 
(you and me fought) *
me nee ye honle / mo ni-: hOnli?/
(l and he/she fought) *
o nee ye honle / o ni: hOnli?/
(he/she and he/she fought)

*

ye nee be honle / je ni be hUnli?/ 
(we and they fought) 
be nee ye honle / be- nje hUnli?/ 
(they and we fought)
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In the case of the 2nd person singular pronoun, the Set I 
mono-phonemic form ^ ‘you1 can only occur in 1st position where 
it is nasalized as in (51b) and the Set II bi-phonemie form wo 
'you* is restricted to 2nd position as in (51a).

(il) A comparison of (52a) and (52b) shows that the 
Set I mono-phonemic form o, 'he, she* of the 3rd person singular 
pronoun only occurs in 1st position as in (52b) where It is 
nasalized, whereas the Set II bi-phonemic form ye 'he, she' is 
restricted to 2nd position as in (52a-b), and the junction 
between the conjunctive and the pronoun is realized as a pro
longation of the final nasalized vowel - i.e. nee ye/nx:/ 
as in (52a—b).

(ill) And on the basis of a comparison between (53a) and 
(53b), it is clear that the 1st person plural pronoun ye 'we* 
and the 2nd/3rd person plural pronoun be ' (you)/they', like the 
1st person singular pronoun, may occur in 1st position as Set I 
pronouns or 2nd position as Set II pronouns. When the 1st person 
plural pronoun ye 'we' is in 2nd position, the junction between 
the preceding conjunctive and the pronoun is -realized as a 
palatalization of the initial alveolar nasal consonant of the 
conjunctive followed by the nasalized vowel of the pronoun - 
i.e. nee ys/nje/ as in (53b).

As regards the tonal pattern, the conjunctive and the 
1st or 2nd position pronoun are all on a low tone.
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Reflexive Glauses VS. TUP + Reciprocal Complement 
It was noted above that in both reflexive clauses and the 

sub-type of reciprocal clauses distinguished as the TUP + recipro
cal complement, the subject noun phrase and the possessive pro
noun in the complement are formally co-referential and that the 
reflexive complement, particularly If it co-occurs with a plural 
subject, and the reciprocal complement closely resemble each 
other in form, tonal pattern and constituency.

There are, however, clear formal criteria which serve to 
distinguish reflexive clauses and the TUP + reciprocal complement, 
both involving a plural pronominal subject, as in (54a~b) and 
(56a-b) •

Reflexive clauses 
(54a) yebia ye nwo

(we wash ourselves)

1. English employs different complements: ’each other’/’one
another1 In reciprocal clauses as distinct from 'myself,> 
ourselves, yourselves, himself, themselves' in reflexive 
clauses. It is this close resemblance, in both form and 
constituency, between reflexive and reciprocal complements 
in most West African languages coupled with the habit of 
transliteration from the first language that accounts for 
such deviant sentences widely attested in West African 
spoken and written English as:
(i)* -They resemble themselves (i.e. each other)
(il)* They love themselves (i.e. they are in love

. . (with each other)) 
(ill)* We know ourselves (though what Is meant is:

'we know each other')
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(54b) bebia be nwo
(they wash themselves)

(55a) mebia me nwo
(i wash myself)

(55b) ebia e nwo
(you wash yourself)

(55c) obia o nwo
(he/she washes him/herself)

TUP + reelprocal complement 
(56a) yezoho ys nwo

(we resemble each other)
(56b) beg;oho be nwo

(they resemble each other)
(57a)* me z oho me nwo

(I resemble myself)
(57b)* ezoho s nwo

(you resemble yourself)
(57c)* ozoho o nwo

(he/she resembles him/herself)
Reflexive clauses and the TUP + reciprocal complement are different 
in the following respects:

I) Reflexive clauses may have a singular or plural
subject noun phrase. Thus alongside the reflexive clauses
(54a-b) we shall attest the paradigm (55a-c) involving a singular/
pronominal subject. Reciprocal clauses, as noted above, are 
marked by- a plural subject noun phrase and, therefore,
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corresponding to (56a-b) we shall never find (57a-c) which 
involve a singular pronominal subject.

II) Generally speaking, reciprocal verbs capable of
entry into the TUP + reciprocal complement can also take a 
personal pronominal object, ye 'him/her1; that is, the
reciprocal complement, as a rule, contrasts with a personal
pronominal object as in the pair of clauses:

(58a) yezoho ye nwo
(we resemble each other)

(58b) yezoho ye
(we resemble him/her)

The reflexive complement, depending on the sub-class of its 
verb, may or may not contrast with a personal pronominal object. 
With the reflexive verb bia 'to wash', for example, there is 
such a contrast:

(59a) obiale o nwo
(he washed himself)

(59b) obiale ye
(he washed him/her)

On the other hand, with the reflexive verb nr in a i Ho wash' 
there is no such contrast:

(60a) onrinzinle o nwo
(he washed himself)

(60b)* onrinzinle ye
(he washed him/her)

III)- .As a rule, .the reciprocal complement is not 
omissible; that is to say, its omission usually results in an
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unaccentable clause. Thus alongside (56a-b) we shall never 
find:

(61) * ye/bezoho
(we/they resemble)

As noted above, however, the reciprocal complex verb fa agonwole 
'to befriend1 is exceptional in allowing the omission of the 
reciprocal complement without producing an unacceptable clause, 
as in:

(62a) yevale ys nwo agonwols
(we befriended each other)

(62b) yevale agonwols
(we made friends)

On the other hand, with a sub-class of reflexive verbs the 
reflexive complement may be omitted without a meaning difference.. 
Thus alongside (59a) involving the verb bia 'to wash’, which 
favours the deletion of the reflexive complement, we shall 
find..:

(63)- - obiale
(he washed)

And corresponding to (64a):
(64a) bedule be nwo twi

(they marched en masse)
we shall attest:

(64b) , bedule twi
(they marched en masse)

Reflexive verbs which allow the deletion of the reflexive 
complement are rare and include 1. bia 'to wash', 2. tu 'to
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march, proceed (en m a s s e ) a n d  3. kputi 'to snatch oneself 
free 1.

IV) The occurrence of reduplicated verbs in reflexive
clauses can be attested and serves as one synchronic means of 
distinguishing some reduplicated verbs from their corresponding 
verb stems. Thus the verb stem boa 'to gather1 does not 
function as a reflexive verb, but its reduplicated form 
booboa 'to get ready, prepare' may as in:

(65) olebooboa o nwo
(he is getting (himself), ready)

Other pairs are 1. sie 'to keep'/siezie 'to dress up'; 2. nya 
'to bend (fish)/nyenya 'to fold'; 3. kua 'to gather1/kuohua 
'to prepare'. Reciprocal verbs of G-roup B. II (which can occur 
in the TUP + reciprocal complement) do not, as a rule, have 
reduplicated forms. Item (6) gya 'to marry» alone has a 
reduplicated form gyigya 'to marry', which is not possible in 
the TUP + reciprocal complement.
Thus alongside (66a):

(66a) yegyale ye nwo la
(when we got married) 

we shall never find:
(66b)* yegyigyale ye nwo la
Y) Finally, as noted above, some reflexive verbs are

capable of reflexive nominalization.
Generally speaking, reciprocal verbs of G-roup B. II do not allow 
such (reflexive) nominalizations. It should be noted that 
although the verb stem kulo 'to love' has a reflexive as well as 
a reciprocal use, its nominalized form anwohulols 'self-love' 
is relatable to its reflexive,use.
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TYPE 4y COMPLEX SYMT-TMIISlTIViC (sVOh) AKD
TJPE 5 '• SEMI-TRAYS ITT YE GLAUSES (SVL)

The transitivity clause-type classified as complex semi- 
transitive may be exemplified by:

S V O 1
(1) nrenya ne / ewula / kusu ne /lcodoku ne anu

(the man has put the cat in the sack)
and the different transitivity clause-type distinguished as 
semi-transitive may be exemplified by:

S V 1
(2) twea ne / ewolo / kodoku ne anu

(the dog has gone into the sack)
A comparison of clauses (1) and (2), in respect of the 

items which follow their respective verb words, shows that the 
verb word occurring in (1) is immediately followed by a nominal 
object (kusu ne 'the cat1)* which is excluded from the items 
following the verb word in (2). Both (1) and (2), however, have 
a corresponding element of clause-structure which is realised 
by the genitive noun phrase, kodolcu ne anu ’inside of the sack’ 
and is here distinguished as the locative adjunct* The locative 
adjunct, as in the above clauses, denotes a place or location.

On the basis of the above clauses, we may say that the 
locative adjunct may occur in a clause without a direct object 
as in (2), but' in instances where a direct object is present’ 
as in (1),. the usual linear arrangement is that the direct.object 
precedes the locative adjunct.
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It is also to be noted that'in clauses like (1) where a
direct .object occurs before the locative adjunct, the first
syllable of the noun phrase realizing locative adjunct lias
regularly a high tone, whereas in clauses like (2) where the
verb word is immediately followed by the locative adjunct, the
corresponding first syllable has a low tone.

Clauses such as (1) in which the verb-word is in relation
with a direct object followed by a locative adjunct are classified
as complex semi-transitive,

‘The different transitivity clause-type exemplified in (2)
in which the verb word is in direct relationship with a locative
adjunct is distinguished as semi-transitive.

The two transitivity clause-types are discussed separately,
-1but attention is drawn to any relationships that may obtain 

between verbal forms occurring in corresponding complex semi
transitive and semi-transitive clauses.

Type 4* Comulex semi-transitive (S V 0 l)
Complex semi-transitive clauses may be further exemplified 

by the following:

S V 0 1
(1) syevols ne / edenla / Akye /kuloba ne azo

(the guest has sat Akye on the chamber-pot)

1. Such relationships obtaining between verbal forms capable 
of occurring in corresponding complex semi-transitive and 
semi-transitive clauses are handled in terms of dynamic/  
stative aspect and causative/non-causative aspect discussed 
in detail in Chapter 7*
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S V 0 L
(2a) Akye / evola /kusu ne / ekponle ne azo

(Akye has made the cat climb on to the table)
S V O L

(2b) eyevols ne / hwilile /boane ne / aze
(the guest dragged the goat along the ground)

S V O  L
(3) nrenya ne / eye /bulale ne / senle ne anu

(the man has removed the iron rod from the fire) 
Complex semi-transitive clauses are characterized by the 
following properties:

(i) As already mentioned, the verb word occurring in 
complex semi-transitive clauses are in syntactic relation
ship with a direct object followed by a locative adjunct 
denoting a place or location.
(ii) As the above examples confirm, the first syllable 
of the noun phrase functioning as locative adjunct Ins 
regularly a high tone (and the different tonal patterns
of the same items in construction and in isolation
illustrate: (1) kuloba ne azo/kuloba, (2a) ekponle ne azo/
ekponle, (2b) ase/aze, (3) senle ne anu/senle)*
(iii) Generally speaking, the direct object and the 
locative adjunct co-occurring within a oomplex semi-tran
sitive clause correspond to a semi-transitive clause, in 
which the direct object functions as subject noun phrase 
and the locative adjunct occurs as locative adjunct after 
the semi-transitive verb. Tims the locative adjunct and 
the direct object in the complex semi-transitive clause
(1) above: Akye kuloba ne azo correspond to the semi
transitive clause (1b) below:
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(1b) Akye Ge kuloba ne azo
(Akys Is sitting on the chanjjer-rot)

(iv) As a, rule, In a complex semi-transitive clause a 
definite noun phrase, whether animate or inanimate, 
functioning as direct object is always pronominalizable.
Thus the animate noun phrase object Akys occurring in (l) 
above is pronominalizable by the ye lhert, as in:
(1c) eyevols ne edenla ye kuloba ne azo

(the guest has sat her on the chamber-pot)
Similarly, the inanimate noun phrase object bulale ne 
lthe Iron rod* occurring In the complex semi-transitive 
clause (3) Is pronominalizable by ye Lit*, as In:
(3a) nrenya ne eye ye senle ne anu

(the man has removed it from the fire)
The corresponding transitive clause:
(4a) nrenya ne eye bulale ne

(the man has removed the iron rod)
Is relatable b3r the pronominal!zation of the direct object
to:
(4b) nrenya ne eye

(the man has removed it) 
in which the pronominal object is not overtly expressed.
It Is to be noted that clauses such as (3a):
(3a) nrenya ne eye ye senle ne anu

(the man has removed him/it from the fire)
may be two-ways ambiguous as between an animate or inanimate
reference of the pronominal object yn *him/it*.



(v) On the basis of the relationship between such forms 
of the locative adjunct as nwole 11 e anu ’in the oil r/nu 
’in if, exemplified in the pair of clauses:
(5a) yewula o sa nwole ne anu

(he has put his hand in the oil)
and
(5b) yewula o sa nu

(he has put his hand in It/inside) 
we might say that the locative adjunct is reducible (or 
pronominalizable), particularly If the locative adjunct 
is realized.by a genitive noun phrase consisting of a 
definite noun phrase as possessor plus, as head noun, the 
prefixed possessed root form of the three local inalienable 
nouns: (1) nuhua ’interior, inside’, (2) zole ’top’, and
(3) nwole ’exterior, outside’. Thistype of reduction (or 
pronominalizabion) would seem to be contextually determined, 
being realizable In contexts where the locative adjunct 
has previously been mentioned.

Classification of complex semi-transitive verbs 
Semantically, complex semi-transitive clauses may express 

(A) the placing of the direct object referent In a position, as 
in (1) above; (B) the movement of the object referent in a 
certain direction as in (2a) or along a path as in (2b); or (c) 

the removal of the object referent away from a previous location. 
V/e may, therefore, sub-categorize complex semi-transitive clauses 
in terms of (A) locational, (B) directional, and (C) removal.

This tripartite sub-categorization, though semantic, has 
some syntactic correlation. On the basis of the sub-classes of
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verbs which can occur in each type of complex semi-'transitive 
clause, three main groups of complex semi-transitive verbs are 
distinguished: G-roup A: locational verbs, G-roup .B: Directional
verbs, and Group C: Removal verbs.

The verb word in a complex semi-transitive clause may be 
either a simple (or single-word) verb or a verbal group (or a 
multi-word verb) and in the description, clauses involving simple 
verbs are dealt with separately from those involving verbal 
groups.

for a general description of complex semi-transitive 
clauses, whether they are characterized by locational, directional 
or rein oval verbs, three main participant roles may be set up 
end designated as (l) Agentitive (Ag) - the typical function of 
the subject noun phrase which denotes the object or animate 
being that positions, moves or removes the direct object referent;
(ll) Affected (Af) - the t2rpical function of the direct object 
which refers to the object or animate being that is positioned, 
moved or removed; and (ill) location (loc) - the adverbial 
function.of the locative adjunct which denotes the place where 
the object referent is positioned, the direction in which it is 
moved or the path along which it is moved, or the previous 
position from which it is removed as a result of the vex*b action. 
Thus all three participant roles are represented in the following 
complex semi-transitive clauses, which exemplify the directional 
as- ■ in:

Ag Af loc
(6a) Akys/sdwula/Kofi/ aze

(Akye has set Kofi down)
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or the removal, as in:
Ag Af Lo c

(7a) Akye / ©lie / lades ne / JCofi asa nu
(Akye has removed the knife from Kofi’s hand) 

Alongside clauses (6a-7a) above, we shall also find:
Ag Af

(6b) Akye / edwula / Kofi
(Akve has set Kofi down)
Ag Af

(7b) Akye / elie / dades ne
(Akye has removed the knife) 

in either of which the third participant role of location is 
not overtly expressed. In the interpretation of (6b~7b), how
ever, we still understand that the verb action resulted, in 
the c ase of (6b), in the movement of the direct object referent' 
(or the affected participant) in a certain direction, and in 
the case of (7b), in the removal of the direct object referent 
from a (previous) location.
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Simple complex transitive verbs:

Group A: locational verbs
Five sub-sets (i-V) of locational verbs may be distin

guished. Generally sneaking, complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving locational verbs are characterised by the following 
properties:

(I) The possibility of inserting the formative wo 
before the locative adjunct, particularly if the noun 
phrase functioning as locative adjunct is definite. The 
formative wo is regarded as an invariable verb or ’verbid’ * 
Thus alongside the complex semi-transitive clauses (1a):
(1a) eyevols ne egua ye edanls ne ekponle ne azo

(the stranger has put his cloth on the table) 
we shall find (1b) involving the verbid wo before the 
locative adjunct:
(1b) eysvole ne egua ye edanls ne wo ekponle ne azo 

(the stranger has put his cloth on the table)
As (1b) illustrates, the verbid wo has high tone and is 
followed by a low tone on the next syllable.

(II) As a rule, complex semi-transitive clauses involving 
locational verbs have paraphrases involving the verb fay 
’to take’. Thus corresponding to (1a) above we have the 
fa-paraphrase (1c):
(1c) syevole ne sva ye edanls ne egua ekponle ne azo

(the stranger has taken his cloth (and) put it on
the table)

for the syntactic features of the formative verb wo termed 
as ’verbid’ see P. 534. We owe the term ’verbid’ to 
Ansre, G. (1966).
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In such, fa-Tjaraphrases as (1c) above, tlie verbid wo cannot 
occur before the loc ative adjunct.

It is to be noted that complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving the locational verbs 1. da lto lay1 and the dynamic/ 
stative verbal forms 2. de/ls ’to hold/to be holding or have1 
(see Group A.II below) do not have fa-paraphrases.

Group A.I: Locational verbs
Group A.I consists of two disyllabic verbal forms which 

are dynamic, and each has a mono-syllabic stative verbal form 
which is morphologically related to it by suffixation, as set 
out below:

It is also to be noted that, in either case, both syllables of 
the dynamic verbal form are nasalised, whereas the corresponding 
stative verbal form is non-nasalized and in the case of item (2), 
the positive continuative tense form de of its stative verbal 
form te is phonologically related by stem-initial Type B 
mutation to the dynamic verbal form.

The dynamic verbal form of each pair can occur in a 
complex semi-transitive clause as well as in a semi-transitive 
clause, whereas the corresponding stative verbal form is only 
found in a semi-transitive clause. The complex semi-transitive
clause involving the dynamic verbal form and the corresponding

1. gyinla/gyenla/
Dynamic Stative 

gyi/gyi/
’to stand 

2, 'tenia /tonla /
’to sit’

'to be standing 
te /ti /
’to be sitting

/-nla/
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semi-transitive clause involving the stative verbal form may be 
related as causative to non-causative. Thus with the first 
pair of verbal forms, we shall find the pair of complex semi
transitive (causative)/semi-transitive (non-causative) clauses: 

(1a) Akys sgyinla nyels 5 nloa anu (complex semi-tran
(Akye has stopped spittle in sitive, dynamic,
her mouth) causative)

(1b) nyele gyi o nloa anu (semi-transitive
(there is spittle in her mouth) stative, non

causative)
And similarly with the second pair of verbal forms we shall
find the pair of clauses:

(2a) Akys e deni a o ra Kofi kuloba zo (complex semi-tran-
(Akye has sat her son Kofi on sitive?dynamic,
a chamber-pot) causative)

(2b) o ra Kofi de kuloba zo (semi-transitive,
(her son Kofi is sitting on a stative, non-
chamber-pot) causative)

The dynamic form of each pair of verbal forms is also possible
in a semi-transitive clause, as in (ic) and (2c) below:

(1c) Akys sgyinla ekponle ne azo (semi-transitive,
(Akye has stood on the table) dynamic)

and (2c) Akye edenia ekponle ne azo (semi-transitive,
(Akys has sat on the table) dynamic)

Members of this sub-set are additionally characterised
by the following properties:
(i) As noted above, the verbid wo is possible before the 
locative adjunct in complex semi-transitive clauses involving such 
locational verbs. Tims corresponding to (1a) above we shall find:
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(id) Akys sgyinla nyele wo o nloa anu
(Akye has stooped spittle in her mouth)

(ii) As mentioned above, complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving the dynamic verbal form have fa—paraphrases. Thus 
corresponding to the complex semi-transitive, clause (1a) above 
involving the dynamic verbal form 1. gyinla * to stop1, we find.::

(le) Akye sva nyele sgyinla, o nloa .anu
(Akye has taken spittle (and) stopped (it) in her 
mouth)

Similarly, alongside the complex semi-transitive clause (2a.)
involving the dynamic verbal form 2. tenia Tto sitf we attest:

' - * ' * *(2d) Akye sva o ra Kofi edenia kuloba zo

(Akye has taken her son Kofi (and) sat (him) on a 
chamber-pot)

(iii) The dynamic verbal forms -denote the placing of the direct- 
object referent in a location and their common suffix /-nlS/ 
may be regarded as associated with location.

G-roup A. II
The^second sub-set consists of two mono-syllabic dynamic 

verbal forms, each of. which has a ■ corresponding stative verbal 
form; the stative verbal form of each pair is phonologically 
related b3r stem-initial Type B mutation to the corresponding 
dynamic verbal form:

Dynamic Stative
1. da/da/ fto lay, sleep1 /la/ 'to be lying1
2. de/de/ /to hold, grasp1 /is/ ’to be. holding;

to possess, 
have ’
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With the first pair of verbal forms, as distinct from the 
second, the dynamic verbal form can occur in a complex semi
transitive as well as in a semi-transitive clause; the correspond 
ing stative form is only found in a semi-transitive clause which 
majr be related as non-causative to the causative complex semi
transitive clause containing the dynamic verbal form:

(1a) Akys sla o ra Kofi ebia ne anu (complex semi-
(Akye has laid her son Kofi in 
the chair)

(1b) o ra Kofi la ebia ne anu
(her son Kofi is lying in 
the chair)

transitive, dynamic 
causative)

(s emi-transi tive,
stative, non
causative)

The dynamic verbal form can also occur in a semi-transitive 
clause:

(2a) Akye sla ebia ne anu
(Akye has slept in the chair)

(2b) yslale Bolofo
(we spent the night at Axim)

With the second pair of verbal forms, however*, both the dynamic 
and stative members are possible in a complex semi-transitive 
clause:

(5a) odsi ye nrelande ne .6 sa nu
(he holds his cutlass in his

(complex semi-
transitive>
dynamic)

(complex semi-
trans i tive,s tative

hand)
(5b) ole ye nrelande ne 5 sa nu

(he’s holding/has his cutlass 
in his hand)

The .following are some characteristic properties of locational 
verbal forms of this sub-set.
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(i) With verbal forms of this sub-set, the locative 
adjunct is more readily omitted. Thus alongside the 
complex semi-transitive clause (1a) above, we shall attest 
the transitive clause:

f  * *  * *(1c) Akye ela o ra Kofi
(Akye has put her son Kofi to sleep)

Similarljr, corresponding to (3a) we have:
(3c) ode ye nrelande ne

(he holds/grasps his cutlass)
(ll) As noted above, the formative wo is possible before 
the locative adjunct. Thus if we take (3a) as an example, 
we shall find:
(3d) ode ye nrelande ne wo o sa nu

(he holds his cutlass in his hand)
(ill) In respect of their underlying structure, complex 
semi-transitive clauses involving locational verbs of 
this sub-set are more readily referable to an underlying 
structure which derives from a transitive clause and a 
semi-transitive clause. Thus clause (3a):
(3a) ode ye nrelande ne 6 sa nu

(he holds his cutlass in his hand) 
is derivable from the underlying pair of clauses:
(3a.I) ode ye nrelande ne (transitive)

(he holds his cutlass)
(3a.Il) ye nrelande ne wo o sa nu (semi-transitive)

(his cutlass is in his hand)
In such instances, the complex semi-transitive clause 
represents a fusion of a transitive clause and a semi
transitive clause in which the direct object occurs as 
subjecto
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(IY) And as mentioned above, it is a distinctive 
feature of complex semi”transitive clauses containing 
locational verbs of this sub-set that they do not have 
fa-paraphrases. Thus alongside (1a):
(1a) Akye ela o ra Kofi ebia ne anu 
we shall never find the fa-paraphras e:
(4a) * Akye sva o ra Kofi ela ebia ne anu
Similarly, corresponding to (3a) above, we shall not find:
(4h) * ofa ye nrelande ne ode o sa nu

file relationship of complex semi-transitive clauses and 
possessive constructions
It would seem appropriate, at this stage, to sa}r a word 

about the relationship between complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving the dynamic/stative verbal forms de/ls and transitive 
clauses in which the stative verbal form is used to express 
possession.

It has long been observed (e.g. by Allen, W*S. (1964) snd
Lyons, Oh (1967)) that In many languages, existential and 
possessive constructions derive, both synchronically and dia-
chronically, from locatives (here referred to as complex semi
transitive or semi-transitive .clauses), and that this relation
ship is probably a language universal.

In ifzema, there is such a synchronic relation, on the one 
hand, between l) existential constructions and locatives (or 
semi-transitive clauses) and between II) transitive clauses 
expressing possession and locatives (or complex semi-transitive 
clauses), on the other.
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The first kind of relationship, which is dealt with later 
in the section on locational relational clause, may be illustra
ted by tlie use of the locational copular verb wo ’to be In, 
exist1 in the locational relational (or semi-transitive) clause: 

(5a) .ezukoa ne wo Kofi eke
(the money is with Kofi) 

as well as in the existential construction:
(5b) Hyamenle wo eke

(lit. God is there there is a God/God exists)
The copular verb wo in (5a) and the verb wo in (5b) may be
regarded as the same verb or different but horaophonous verbs. 
Clause (5a.) above expresses the existence of the subject 
referent in a particular location, whereas in (pb) the existence 
of the subject referent or an entity is asserted. And the 
relationship of the second type can be seen in the use of the
same verb da/la ’to hold (in hand), to have or possess’ in the
pair of complex semi-transitive clauses.(6a-b):

(6a) . Ye buluku ne 6 sa nu (Dynamic, Habitual
(he holds his book in tense)
his hand)

(6b) olj5 ye buluku ne o sa mi (Stative, Continuative
(he is holding his book tense)
. in his hand)

as well as in the pair of transitive clauses (7a-b):
(7a) 1 otede ezukoa (Stative, Durative

(lit. he still has money1 tense)
he Is still rich)
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(71s) ole ezukoa (Stative, Contirniative
(lit. he has money. tense)
he is rich)

In the complex semi-transitive clauses (6a-b), the placing or 
the continuing existence of the object referent in a particular 
location is asserted. It is to be noted that in such contexts 
the verbal forms ds/ls usually collocate with the locative 
adjunct o sa nu 'in his hand1, which, as already mentioned, may 
be preceded by the verbid wo ’in’.

In the transitive clauses (7a-b), however, the possession 
of the object referent is asserted without, perhaps, the overt 
expression of the third participant role of location.

Jrurther exemplification of possessive constructions 
involving the stative verbal form le 'to have, own' is provided 
by (8):

(8) ols azua bulu wo Bolofo
(he owns/has ten houses in Axim)

It is to be noted that the verbid w6 'in' is not dele table in 
such instances as (8) where it follows another stative verb as 
the main verb.

G-roup A. Ill
The third sub-set consists of two disyllabic dynamic 

verbal forms, each of which has a stative verbal form; the 
stative verbal form is phonologicaJLly related by Type B muta
tion to the dynamic form.

Members of G-roup'A. Ill ares
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Dynamic Stative
1. kenda/k3hd§:/ ’to hang* /hands/ ’to be hanging’
2. kisa /kisa / ’to lean /hisa / ’to he leaning*

against'
With verbal forms of this sub-set, the dynamic form of each pair 
occurs in a complex semi-transitive clause, whereas the corres
ponding stative form occurs in a semi-transitive clause; the 
complex semi-transitive clause containing the dynamic verbal 
form may be related as causative to the non-causative semi
transitive clause involving the stative verbal form. Thus with 
the first pair of verbal forms we shall find the related pair 
of clauses:

(1a) Kofi shenda ye kyels ne (comnlex semi-transitive, 
alenke ne anzi dynamic, causative)
(Kofi has hung his hat 
behind the door)

(1b) ye kyele ne henda alenke (semi-transitive,
ne anzi stative, non-causative)
(his hat is hanging 
behind the door)

Similarly, with the second verbal forms we shall find the
related pair of clauses:

(2a) yehisa ye kpoma ne alenke (complex semi-transitive, 
ne anzi dynamic, causative)
(he has leaned his walking 
/Stick behind the door)

(2b) ye kpoma ne hisa alenke (semi-transitive,
ne ansi • stative, non-causative)
(his walking stick is 
leaning behind the door)
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Locative verbs ox this sub-set have the following 
properties:

. (i) Locative verbs of this sub-set also co-occur with
the formative verbid wo in a complex semi-transitive
clause. Thus alongside (2a), for example, we shall find:
(2c) yehisa ye kpoma ne wo alenke ne ansi

(he has leaned his walking stick behind the door)
(il) Compile x semi-transitive clauses involving
locational verbs of this sub-set have fa-paraphrases.
Thus corresponding to (2a), for example, we shall attest:
(2d) yeva ye kpoma ne yehisa alenke ne anzi

(he has taken his walking stick (and) leaned (it)
behind the door)

(ill) The first dynamic verbal form can also occur in a
semi-transitive clause as in:
(3) ye edanls ne kenda eke ne dedee alee kye

(his cloth hangs there until next morning)
And the second dynamic/stative verbal forms kisa/hisa 
•to lean against1 can be used transitively:
(4a) nrenya ne ehisa bane ne

(the man has leaned against the wall)
(4b) nrenya ne hisa bane ne

(the man is leaning against the wall).

Group A*17
Members of the fourth sub-set also consist of pairs of 

verbal forms, one of which is dynamic and the other is stative; 
but unlike verbal forms of Group A.II-XII, the dynamic and 
stative forms of each pair have the same phonological shape. 
Members of this sub-set include:
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Dynaml c Stative
1. . gua /gym / ‘to place, /gwa / ’to be lying*

put; pour’
2. bea /b(i);ja/ ’to lay across1 /b(i)ja/ ’to be lying

across’
5. butu /butu / ’to place face /butu / ’to be lying

down ’
4* bikye/bikye/ 'to push

nearer? away’

face down*
/bikye / 'to push nearer 

away; to be 
near to'

As in the case of members of Group A. Ill, the d3rnamic form 
of each pair occurs in a complex semi-transitive clause and the 
corresponding stative form in a semi-transitive clause; the 
complex serni-transitive and the semi-transitive may be related 
in terms of causative/non-causative.

We attest the first pair of verbal forms in the pair of 
related clauses:

(1a) eysvols ne sgua edanls ne 
ekponle ne azo

(the stranger has put the 
cloth on the table)

edanls ne gua ekponle

(complex semi-transitive 
dynamic, causative)

(1b)
ne azo

(serai-transitive, stative 
non-causative)

(the cloth is Ijring on 
the table)

And the following complex semi-transitive clauses exemplify 
the use of the other locational verbs of the sub-set:

(2a) yebea baka ne adenle ne anu
(he has laid the tree across the path)
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(3a) Akys sbutu kysnze ne mokyea ne anzi
(Alevs has overturned the pan behind the hearth)

and (4a) bikye toba ne eke
(push the bottle near here)

(i) Locational verbs of this sub-set are also charac
terized by the possibility of co-occurrence with the verbid 
wo. Thus alongside (2a-4a), we shall- find respectively: 
(2b) yebea baka ne wp adenle ne anu

(he has laid the tree across the path)
(3b) Akys sbutu kysnze ne wp mokyea ne anzi

(Akys has overturned the pan behind the hearth)
and (4b) bikye toba ne wp eke

(pxish the bottle near here)
(il) And as with members of Group A. Ill, complex semi
transitive clauses involving the djoxamic verbal form may 
have fa-paraphrases. Thus corresponding to (1a) we shall 
attest:
(1c) eyevols ne sva edanls ne sgua bkponle ne azo

(the stranger has taken .the cloth (and) put (it) 
on the table)

Similarly, for (2a-4a) we shall find the corresponding 
fa-paraphrase s:
(2c) yeva baka ne yebea adenle ne anu

(he has taken the tree (and) laid (it) across 
the path)
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(3c) Akys sva kyenze ne sbutu mokyea ne anzi
(Akys has taker, the pan (and) placed (it) face 
do van behind the hearth)

(4c) fa toba ne bikye eke
(take the bottle (and) push (it) near here)

(ill) The dynamic verbal forms of items (2-4) can be
used transitively as in the following imperative mood

. clausesi
(5a) butu ye

(turn it face down)
(5b) bea ye

(lay it across)
(5c) bikye ye

(draw near to him)

G-roup A»Y
Unlike the members of the siib-sets, Groups A*I-III, 

complex semi-transitive verbs of this sub-set are djmamic 
verbs which do not have corresponding stative forms morpholo
gically and/or phonologically related to them! any related 
stative verbal forms capable of occurring in corresponding 
semi-transitive clauses are suppletive forms, as set out below 

Dynamic verbs Suppletive stative verbs
jinli.i I*ii'ifc>i irifcwup imimih I * I I |-L I 'f I r II • I r II ■ - ■ — ■iiiiimw — T I Hill y v im -

1* sie }to place, put’ gyi ’to be standing*
2. to/ ’to put on/in’ la ’to be (lying) on/in'
3* vula ’to put in’ wo 'to be in

I'he use of the first pair of verbs is exemplified by the 
following related pair of complex semi-transitive and semi
transitive clauses: .
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(1a) mezie nzule senle zo (complex semi-transitive,
(I’ve put water on fire) dynamic, causative)

(1b) nzule gyi senle zo (semi-transitive, stative
(there is water standing non-causative)./on fire)

With the second pair of verbs we shall find the rjair of related 
clauses:

(2a) yedo sanve ne skponle ne azo (complex semi-transitive,
(he has put the key on the dynamic, causative)

(2b) sanve ne la skponle ne azo (semi-transitive, stative
(the key is (lying) on the non-causative)
table)

And with the third pair of verbs we shall attest:
(3a) yewula o sa me kodoku nu (complex semi-transitive

(he has put- his hand in my pocket)dynamic, causative)
(3b) o sa wo me kodoku nu (semi-transitive stative

(his hand is in my pocket) non-causative)
(l) like members of the sub-sets, G-roup A* III-IY, 
locational verbs of this sub-set can co-occur with the verbid 
wo. Thus alongside (2a-3a) above,, we shall find respectively: 
(2c) yedo sanve ne wo skponle ne azo

(he has put the key on the table) 
and (3c) yewula o sa wo me kodoku nu

(he has put his hand in my pocket)
(il) And we shall also attest fa-paraphrases for complex 
semi-transitive clauses involving locational verbs of this 
sub-set* Thus corresponding to (la-3a) we have respectively:
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(id) meva nzule mezie senle zo
(I have taken water (and) put (it) on fire)

(2d) yeva sanve ne yedo skponle ne azo
(he has taken the key (and) put (it) on the table)

and (3d) yeva. o sa yewula me kodoku nu
(he has taken his hand (and) put (it) in my pocket)

We might distinguish the fa-paraphrase (3d) above from (4a) below:
(4a) yeva sua ne yewula o sa nu

(lit. he has taken the house (and) put (it) in his 
hand: he's entrusted, the house to him)

Desipite the resemblance between the fa-paraphrase (3̂ ) and 
ch use (4a) in respect of the linear arrangement of their consti
tuent elements, (4a) is not a fa-paraphrase of a complex semi
transitive clause. Corresponding to (4a) we shall never attest 
the complex semi-transitive clause:

(4b) * yewula sua ne o sa nu.
We .interprete (4&) as consisting of a verbal group fa wula ’to 
take (and) place' (which is a close-knit collocation) plus o sa nu 
'in his hands' (which may be regarded as locative adjunct), the 
entire verbal piece being a fixed idiomatic expression meaning 
'to entrust1.

Group B : Directional verbs
Directional verbs are dynamic verbs which either denote 

movement in an upward or downward direction or verbs of motion 
which allow a directional meaning. With directional verbs the 
locative adjunct refers to a direction/destination or a path 
rather than to a position as with locational verbs.



Three sub-sets (l-IIl) of directional verbs are distinguished 
and have the following properties:

(i) Some directional verbs such as 1. fola Ho lift up’,
2* dwula Ho set down* may co-occur with the verbid wo, 
others lilce 3* wone Ho turn downwards1 and 4* twili Ho 
drag’ do not usually co-occur with wo. Thus alongside the 
complex semi-transitive (1a), which involves the verb stem
2. dwula:
(1a) Akys sdwula Kofi kuma ne anu

(Akys has put Kofi down into the hole) 
we shall find (lb):
(1b) Akye edwula Kofi wo kuma ne anu

(Akys has put Kofi do mi into the hole)
On the other hand, corresponding to the complex semi-tran
sitive clause (2a) involving the verb stem 3* twili:
(2a) ohwilile boane ne aze

(he dragged the goat along the ground) 
we shall never find:
(2b) ohwilile boane ne wo aze
(il) As a rule, complex semi-transitive clauses involving 
directional verbs do not have fa-paraphrases. Thus along
side (la) above, we shall never find:
(1c) * Akys eva Kofi sdwula kuma ne anu.
And similarly for (2a) above we shall never find:
(2c) _x~ ovale boane ne ohwilile aze.
There are, therefore^formal criteria which serve to distin
guish locational from directional verbs*
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Group B..I: Directional verbs
Members of the first sub-set consist of two verbal forms 

which have a causative and non-causative verbal form, both forms 
of each pair being dynamic; the non-causative verbal form is 
morphologically related by suffixation to the causative form, 
as set out below:

in a complex semi-transitive clause and the non-causative member 
in a semi-transitive clause. Thus with the first pair of verbal 
forms we shall find:

And also with the second pair of verbal forms we shall find the 
related pair of complex semi-transitive and' semi-transitive 
clauses:

Causative?
dynamic dynamic 

fo /fO /

Mon-causative, Causativesuffix
1. fola /fala / /-la/

Ho lift upf 'to climb'
2. dwula/gyola/ dwu/gywu/

'to set down1 'to descend'
/“la/

The causative verbal form of each pair of this sub-set can occur

(1a) Kofi svola knsu ne skponle ne azo
(Kofi has lifted the cat on to 
- the- table)

sitive, causative, 
dynamic)
(semi-transitive,
non-causative, 
■dynamic)

and (1b) Irnsu ne evo skponle ne azo
(the cat has climbed on to the
table)

(2a) Kofi sdwula kusu ne kuma ne anu (complex semi-tran-
(Kofi has put the cat down into 
the hole)

sitive, causative, 
dynamic)
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(2b) lcusu ne sdwu kuma ne anu (semi-transitive
(the cat has descended into non-causative,
the hole) dynamic) .

(i) Complex semi-transitive verbs of this sub-set usually 
co-occur with wp particularly before a definite noun phrase 
functioning as locative adjunct. Thus alongside (1a) and (2a) 
above which involve a definite locative adjunct we shall find 
(1c) and (2c) respectively:

f r * r * r t(1c) Kofi svola Jcusu ne wp skponle ne azo
(Kofi has lifted the cat on to the table)

, f  *  ■? +  *  *and (2c) Kofi sdwula kusu ne wo kuma ne anu
(Kofi has put the cat down into the hole)

Where the locative adjunct is an indefinite noun phrase such as 
1 o anwuma hip1 or 2. aze 'down1, the verbs do not usualljr co
occur with wo*

Thus al ongside
(5a) Kofi svola o ra ne anwuma

(Kofi has lifted up his child) 
we shall not attest:

(5b) * Kofi svola o ra ne wp anwuma 
Similarly, corresponding to (4a):

(4a) Kofi sdwula o ra ne aze
(Kofi has set his child down) 

we shall not find (4b):
(4b) * Kofi sdwula o ra ne wo aze.

(ii) With directional verbs of this sub-set the locative 
adjunct is more readily omitted without changing the basic meaning 
of the clause* Thus we shall attest the following transitive 
imperative mood clauses which may be regarded as reductions:



(5a) fola ye
(lift him/her up)

(5b) dwula ye
(set him/her down)

It wras indicated above that complex semi—transitive verbs are 
three - place predicates or require three participant roles.
In interpreting clauses such as (5a-b) from which the third 
role of location is missing we still understand that the object 
referent was moved up (anwuma) as in (5a) or moved down (aze) 
as in (5b).
(iii) The structure underlying complex transitive clauses 
involving directional verbs of this sub-set is more readily 
represented as a fusion of a pair of a transitive clause and a 
semi-transitive clause. Thus the underlying structure of (2a):

(2a) Kofi ©dwula kusu ne kuma ne anu
may be presented as the pair of clauses:

(2a.l) Kofi ©dwula kusu ne (transitive)'
(Kofi has set down the cat)

(2a. Il) kusu ne wo ..kuma ne anu (semi-transitive)
(the cat is in the hole)

(iv) As nob ed above, complex semi-transitive clauses involving 
directional verbs do not, as a mile, have fa-paraphrases. Thus 
corresponding to (2a) above, we shall not find:

(6) * Kofi eva kusu ne sdwula kuma ne anu.
(v) . The two verbal forms of this sub-set express movement 
with reference to a vertical axis and contrast in terms of an 
upward or downward direction. Their causative suffix /-la/ may, 
therefore, be regarded as relating to direction In contra-
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distinction to the causative suffix /-nl§:/ occurring in the 
locational verbs: 1. gyjnla ’to stand, stop1 and 2. tenia ’to
sit’ (Group A.l) which may be associated with location or 
positioning.

We might also incliide in this group the complex verb 
maa zols ’to lift up* which denotes upward movement. This verb 
may take an animate object noun phrase, as in:

(7a) yemaa nrenya ne zo
(he has lifted the man up) 

which, is pronominalizable as in 
(7b) yemaa ye 20

(he has lifted him up) 
or it may take an inanimate object noun phrase* as in the clause 
(8a):

(8a) yemaa skponle ne zo
(he has lifted the table up) 

which is relatable by the pronominal!zation of the object noun 
phrase to (8b):

(8b) yemaa zo(ls)
(he has lifted it up)

Group B.II
The second sub-set of directional verbs consists of pairs

of verbal forms, one of which can occur in a complex semi
transitive clause and the other in a semi-transitive clause; 
the complex semi-transitive clause and the corresponding semi
transitive clause may be. related as causative to non-causative. 
Unlike the members of Group B.I, verbal forms of this sub-set 
are identical in phonological shape, as set out below:



;oq

Causative Non- c aus ati ve

<L *

3.

te /te / 
kponla/kpdhlSc/ 
wo n e /won(i) /

1. te /te / ’to strike, drop1 /te /
’to strike, plant1 /kpbnl&/
'to turn (downward)1 /won(i)/ ’to

be downward1
The use of the first verba,! forms is illustrated by the following 
pair of complex semi-transitive and semi-transitive clauses:

(1a) Akys sde beda ne aze
(Akye has dropped the child 
down)

(1b) beda ne sde aze
(the child has dropped down)

(complex semi-tran
sitive, d2/namic, 
cau.sative)
(semi-transitive,
dynamic, non
causative)

Similarly, with the second verbal forms we shall find the pair 
of clauses:

(2a) yelcponla Akys ati aze
(he has struck Akye’s head

(complex semi-tran
sitive, dynamic, 
causative)
(semi-transitive,
dynamic, non
causative)

on the ground)
(2b) Akys ati ekponla aze

(Akys’s head has struck on 
the ground)

The third pair of verbal forms are exemplified in the related
pair of clauses:

(3a) Akys swone bsda ne at! aze
(AJoys has turned the child’s 
head downward).
bsda ne ati wone azeand (3b)

(complex semi-tran
sitive, causative, 
dynamic)
(semi-transitive.

(the child’s head is (turned) 
dowakrd)

non-causative, 
stative)
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It is to be noted that the non-causative verbal forms of items 
(1-2) is dynamic as in (1b) and (2b). whereas in the case of 
item (5) it is stative as in (3b).

We might also include in this stib-set the verb 4* twe 
Tto push', which is possible in a complex semi-transitive clause, 
as in the imperative clause:

(4a) twe skponle ne eke/nehane
(push the table over here/there) 

as well as in a semi-transitive clause:
(4b) twe eke/nehane

(push over here/there)
With this verb, the complex semi-transitive clause and the semi
transitive clause are not related in terms of causative and non
causative. In both (4a) and (4b) the verb is dynamic.

Directional verbs of this sub-set are characterized by 
the following syntactic properties:

(i) As noted above, verbs of this sub-set may co-occur 
with wo, particularly before a definite noun phrase 
functioning as locative adjunct. Thus alongside (4a):
(4a) twe skponle ne eke/nehane

(push the table over here/there) 
which involves the definite deictic adjunct eke 'here’/ 
nehane ’there’, we shall find:
(5) twe skponle ne wp eke/nehane

(push the table over here/there)
On the other handy aL ongside (3a) :
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(3a) Akye ewone bsda lie ati aze
(Akys has turned the child's head downward) 

which contains the indefinite locative adjunct aze 'down', 
we shall not find:
(6) ** Akye ewone bsda ne ati wo aze.
(il) Complex semi-transitive clauses involving the 
causative verbal forms of this sub-set, like directional 
verbs of Croup B.I, do not, as a rule, have fa-paraphrases. 
Thus alongside the complex semi-transitive clause (3a), 
for example, we .shall not find:
(3c) * Akye eva beda ne ati ewone aze.

It should be mentioned, however, that with the 
complex semi-transitive clause (2a) involving the c ausative 
verbal form kponla 'to strike' we shall find the accept
able fa-paraphrase:
(2c) yeva Akye ati yekponla aze

(he has taken Akys's head (and) struck (it) on the 
ground)

By contrast, the complex semi-transitive clause (7a):
(7a) yekponla o ti aze
in which the pronominal subject and the possessive pronoun 
in the direct object are co-referential, does not have a 
fa-paraphrase:
(7b) * yeva o ti yekponla aze.
(ill) Semantically, complex semi-transitive verbal forms 
(1-3) denote downward movement; they are, how ever, 
different in that items (1-2) imply contact with a surface 
whereas item (3) does not carry with it such a supposition. 
Item (4) which denotes movement along a horizontal axis 
also implies surface contact.
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C-rour 33. III
' Directional verbs of this sub-set are represented by the 

dynamic verb twili !to drag’, which is possible in a complex 
semi-transitive clause;

(1a) oletwili ye sdanle ne aze
(he is dragging his cloth along the ground) 

as well as in a semi-transitive clause: 0
/ \ * ' * '(1b) ye sdanls ne elstwili-aze

(his cloth is trailing on the ground)
(i) As in the above pair of examples, the complex semi-tran
sitive clause and the semi-transitive clause involving this verb 
may be related in terms of causative/non-causative.
(i) With this verb there is no possibility of co-occurrence 
with wo nor of a fa-paraphrase* Thus alongside (1a) we shall 
neither find (1c) involving wp:

(1c) -* oletwili ye edanls ne wo aze 
nor the fa-paraphrase:

(id) * olefa ye sdanle ne yeahwili .aze
(iii) With directional verbs of this sub-set the locative adjunct
denotes a path rather than a direction as in the case of the
directional verbs of Group 33.I-II.

Group 0: Removal verbs
Removal verbs which necessarily occur in complex semi

transitive clauses are dynamic verbs and include:
ye ’to remove, take from/out of*
tu ’to remove (from office); to expel1
die ’to take from’
kpodi 1 to snatch1
verbs, the locative adjunct denotes the previous

1.
2.
5 * 
4-
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location of the direct object referent. The following clause
illustrates the use of item (1):

(1) yeye. o 'ss- kodoku nu
(he has removed his hand from, my pocket)

Item(2)'tu, as indicated above, may mean either l) ’to remove from 
(e.g. office)’ or II) ’to expel’. In the first sense, it is 
only possible in a complex serai-transitive clause:

(2) ysdu ye ebia ne azo
(we have removed him from (the chief’s) stool)

In the second sense of ’to expel1, the verb tu is possible in a 
complex serai-transitive clause and a semi-transitive clause 
which may be related as causative to a non—causative. The 
following pair of clauses illustrate:

(3a) hsdu nrenya ne sua ne azo (complex semi-tran-
(they have expelled the man sitive, dynamic,
from the town) causative)

(3b) nrenya ne sdu sua ne azo (semi-transitive
(the man lias left the town) ' dynamic, non-

causative)
The following clauses exemplify the use of the other items:

(4) melie dades ne 6 sa nu
(I have taken the knife from his hand)

(5) yelcpodi fele ne me sa nu
(he has snatched the fish from my hand)

Removal verbs are characterized by the following properties 
(i) Generally speaking, with removal verbs the verb fi 
’to get out, from’ is also possible before the locative
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adjunct and is therefore in free variation with the mere 
normal verbid wo. Thus alongside (3a):
(3a) bedu nrenya ne sua ne ago

(they have expelled the man from the town) 
we s h al1 attest b o th 
(6a) bedu nrenya ne bsvi sua ne aso

(they have expelled the man from the town)
and (6b) bedu nrenya ne wo sua ne azo

(they have expelled the man from the town)
As the above examples show, the verb fi in (6a) exhibits'
pronominal prefixation and (perfect) tense agreement with 
the first verb word bedu, whereas the verbid wo does not.

AOther possible differences between the two formatives are 
illustrated by the following paired examples:

( 7a.) die dades ne fi o sa nu (positive, 2nd per. sing.
(take the knife from his hand) imperative)

( 7b) die dades ne wo o sa nu (positive 2nd per. sing,
(take the knife from his hand) imperative)

(positive, 2nd per. plur.
imperative)

(positive, 2nd per.• plur 
imperative)

(positive, 3rd per. sing, 
future II)

(positive, 3rd per. sing, 
future II)

( 8a) belie dades ne bevi o sa nu.
(take the knife from his hand)

( 8b) belie dades ne wo o sa nu
(take the knife.from his hand)

( 9a) okelie dades ne oksvi o sa nu
(he will take the knife from 
his hand)

( 9b) okslie dadee’ ne wp o sa nu
(he will take the knife from 
his hand)

In spite of these differences, both are alike in correspond
ing to the English preposition 'from1.
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(10a) onrelie dades ne onrsvi 6 sa mi (negative, 3rd per. sing.
(he won't take the knife.from future IX)
his hand)

(10b) onrelie dades ne wo o sa mi (negative, 3rd per. sing.
(he won't take the knife from future II)
his hand).

As the above examples show, the verb fi and the verbid wo differ 
in three important respects: l) on the basis of (8a-b), it is
clear that the formative fi concords in mood with the first verb 
word, whereas the verbid wo does not; II) the former agrees in 
tense with the first verb word but the verbid wo does not, as in 
(9a-b')5 III) the former exhibits agreement in polarity whereas 
the verbid wp does not.

And it is because the formative wo, unlike its free variant
fi, does not exhibit agreement, in respect of person, mood, tense'
and polarity that it has been termed a verbid.

(ll) With removal verbs, the locative adjunct can be
more readily ellipted without changing the basic meaning 
of the clause. Thus the following reduced clauses, which 
may be regarded as transitive clauses, represent accept
able versions of the complex semi-transitive clauses 
(1-2; 4-5) above:
(1a) yeye o sa

(he has removed his hand)
(2a) yedu ye

(we have removed him)
.(4a) melie da,dee ne

(l have taken the knife)
(5a) yekpodi ' f sle ne

(he has snatched the fish)
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In interpreting such clauses from which the participant role 
of location is omitted we still understand that the direct 
object referent was removed from a location it previously 
occupied.

(ill) Complex semi-transitive clauses involving removal 
verbs are more read.iJ.3r referable to an underlying structure 
which represents a fusion of a pair of transitivie and 
semi-transitive clause. Thus the complex semi-transitive 
clause (1):
(I) yeye o sa me kodoku nu

(he has removed his hand from mj?" pocket) 
is referable to the pair of underlying clauses:
1.1) yeye 0 sa (transitive)

(he has removed his hand) 
l.ll) 0 sa svi me kodoku nu (semi-transitive)

(his hand is out of my pocket)
(IV) finally, complex semi-transitive clauses involving 
removal verbs do not have fa-paraphrases. Thus corres
ponding to (1) we shall not attest:
(II) * yeva 0 sa yeye me kodoku nu
In this respect, removal verbs and directional verbs are
alike but different from locational verbs.
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Complex semi-transitive verbal groups 
It was noted above that in a complex semi-transitive 

clause the direct object always precedes the locative adjunct.
In a complex semi-transitive clause involving a verbal.group, 
the direct object occurs after the principal verb (IV) and the 
locative adjunct after the auxiliary verb (AV). The following
(a) clauses with the verbal groups: 1. wola gua 'to pour (into,
on)', 2. fa fea 'to hide (in)', 3. soa lco 'to carry (to)', and 
4* 'kwe fi 'to remove, rescue ,(fxom) ' illustrate:

S PV 0 AV L
(1a) Kofi /ewola /nzule ne /sgua /kyenze ne anu

(Kofi has poured the water (end put it) into the 
pan)
S V 0 1

* * / /(lb) Kofi /egua /edanle ne /ltyenze ne anu
(Kofi has put the cloth in the pan)
S PV 0 AV I

(2a) Kofi /sva /buluku ne /svea /esumi ne abo
(Kofi has hidden the book under the pillow)
S V I

*  *  *  *(2b) Kofi /evea /ekpa ne abo
(Kofi has hidden under the bed)
. S PV 0 AV L- +  *  *  *  +  ' ,(3a) Kofi /eaoa /mbaka ne mo /el10 /sua zo
(Kofi has carried the sticks to the town)
S V I .

(3b) Kofi /sho /sua zo
(Kofi has gone to town)
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S PV 0 AV . I
(4a) Kofi '/ shwi / nrenya ne / evi / munzule nu

(Kofi lias rescued the man from danger)
S V 1

(4b) Kofi I  svi / aako ne anu
(Kofi has moved out.of the household)

Generally speaking, complex semi-transitive clauses 
involving verbal groups, like those with simple verbs, may be 
locational as in (la-2a), directional (3a) or removal (4a).
With particular reference to the auxiliary verbs occurring within 
complex semi-transitive verbal groups, it is to be noted that 
the auxiliary verb gua in (la) can, as a simple verb of dynamic 
aspect, occur in a complex serai-transitive clause as in (1b), 
whereas the auxiliary verbs fea in (2a), ko in (3a) and fi In 
(4a) can-occur In semi-transitive clauses as In (2b), (3b), and 
(4b) respectively.

Among complex semi-transitive verbal groups, then two main 
groups (A-B) may be.distinguished. Group A consists of verbal 
groups such as 1. wo la gua fto pour (into, on)1 of which the 
auxiliary verb can occur, as a full verb, in a complex semi- 
transitive clause/ Group A verbal groups are usually locational 
or involve auxiliary verbs which may be locational complex semi
transitive verbs (see Group A.IV-V).

Group B consists of verbal groups of which the auxiliary 
verb may occur In a semi-transitive clause. Verbal groups of 
Group B may be locational (e.g. 2. fa' fea !to hide in' (2a)), 
di3?ectional (e.g. soa ko *to carry to% (3a)), or removal (e.g. twe 
fi Jto remove, rescue from' (4a)) or involve auxiliary verbs which 
may be locational, directional or removal semi-transitive verbs.
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■5 auxiliary verbs in complex semi-~trans.itive verbal 
..ay be regarded as corresponding to English prepositions 
,?ia ’into, on’, ko ’to’, fi ’from’) used with loce.tive 
■; adjuncts.

mrp As Verbal groups 
ibers of this group include:

1. wo la gua ’to pour (into, on)
2. to ii ’to throw ’
3.-- fuandi » ’to throw, cast *
4* tu to ’to uproot *
5. fuandi ti ’to throw’
6. ka it 1 to kno ck *
7. dwu sie 'to ■place ’

•'4) usually take inanimate direct object noun phrase* 
of item (1), for example, may be illustrated by:
;a) yewola nwole ne yegua toba ne anu

(he has poured the oil into the bottle) 
rel':a table by the pro nominal! sat ion of the object noun 

,o:

o) yewola yegua toba ne anu
(he has poured it into the bottle)

>) above, the locative adjunct is realised by a genitive 
ase<". The locative adjunct may, .however, be a place 
1 such as lj} ’there, away’ or ase ’down1, as in the 
pair of clauses (2a~b) in which (2b) is relatable by 

minalisation of the direct object noun phrase to (2a):
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(2a) yewola nwole. ne yegua ye lo 
(lie has poured the oil away)

(2b) yewola yegua ye lo
(he has poured it away)

A comparison of (la-b) and (2a-b) shows that in instances where 
the locative adjunct is realized by a place adverbial (2a-b) 
rather than by a genitive noun phrase, the pronominal object ye 
fit (him/her)T occurs before the locative adjunct whether the 
object noun phrase is pronominal!zed or not*

Items (p-7) may take either an animate or inanimate object 
noun, phrase. With item (7)> for example, we shall find with an 
animate object:

(3a) yedwu bsda ne yezie ve aze 
(he has set the Child down) 

and (3b) 3redwu ye yezie (ye) az.e
(he. has set him down) 

or with an inanimate object:
(4a) yedwu elska ne yezie (ye) aze

(he has put the box down)
and (4h) yedwu yezie aze

(he has put it down)
(i) 3?he above examples (l~4(a~b)) illustrate one charadeteristic 
propertir of verbal groups of Group A and that is that with such 
verbal groups the object noun phrase may recur in the auxiliary 
constituent in the form of the pronominal object ye. She 
conditions which determine the occurrence of the pronominal 
object are*
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(a) the realization of locative adjunct by a pla. ce 
adverbial;

(b) with, a principal verb which takes an inanimate 
object, the pronominal object is obligatory; but 
with a principal verb which may take either an 
animate or inanimate object, the occurrence of the 
pronominal object (particularly if the nominal 
object is present) is obligatory if the object is 
animate but optional if inanimate*

(ii) With Group A verbal groups the omission of the locative 
adjunct (whether it is a genitive construction or place adverbial) 
produces an unacceptable clause* Thus alongside (1a), for 
example, we shall not attest:

(1c) ** yewola nwole ne yegua
(iii) The auxiliary constituent (with or without an object) can 
be omitted without producing an unacceptable clause; and the 
omission of the principal constituent, if a pronominal object
is present, is also possible. Thus alongside (2a) wes hall find,
with the omission of the auxilliary constituent:

(2c) yewola nwole ne
(he has poured the oil) 

or with the omission of the principal constituent:
(2d) yegua ye lo

(he has poured it away)
(iv) Complex semi-transitive clauses involving Croup A verbal 
groups are referable to- an underlying structure deriving
from a pair of transitive clause and a complex semi-transitive 
clause. Thus the structure underlying (2a), for example, is 
derivable from:
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(2a.i) yewola nwole ne
(he lias poured the oil)

(2a*II) yegua nwole ne lo
(he has poured the oil away)

It is suggested that the rules which may operate on the 
underlying structure are: (a) the obligatory pronominalization
of the second nominal object occurring after the auxiliary verb 
and (b) the deletion of the- pronominal object; this rule is 
obligatory if the locative adjunct is a genitive construction 
but is blocked in the presence of a place adverbial.
(v) Generally speaking, Group A verbal groups are loose 
collocations.
(vi) As a rule, with verbal groups neither the occurrence of 
the verbid wo before the locative adjunct nor a far*paraphrase 
is possible.

Group B; Verb groups
Three sub-sets (l—III) may be distinguished among Group B 

verbal groups.
Group B.is locational verbal groups '
Members of the first sub-set include:

1• fa fea Ho hide*
2. fa tua Ho stick1
3. fa sia Ho stick1

and are characterised by fa Ho takex as a principal verb and
by a dynamic auxiliary verbal form which has a stative verbal 
form capable of occurring in a semi-transitive clause. With 
members of this sub-set, we shall find corresponding pairs of a
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complex semi-transitive clause containing the verbal group and 
a semi-transitive clause containing the stative verbal form of 
the dynamic auxiliary verb; such pairs of clauses may be related 
in terms of the causative/non-causative opposition. Thus with 
item (l), for example, we shall find the pair of clauses:

(la) yeva abua ne yevea esumi ne abo (complex semi-

With verbal groups of this sub-set, the omission of either 
constituent results in an unacceptable clause, and such verbal 
groups may be regarded as close-knit collocations.

We might also include here such compound verbs as 4* fa 
wula (ssale nu) Ho place (in one’s hands), entrust’ and 5* fa 
to (nyunlu) Ho place before*. Taking item (4) as an example, 
we shall find the pair of causative/non-causative clauses:

(2a) mefa sanve ne mewula e sa nu (complex semi-

By contrast with (la-b) above, the causative/non-causative 
relationship obtaining between the verbal group fa wula (2a) 
and the different lexical item wo (2b) may be regarded as 
effected by lexicalization.

(he has hidden the pipe.'.under 
the pillow)

(1b) abua ne vea esumi ne*abo
(the pipe is hidden under the 
pillow)

transitive, causa
tive, dynamic)
(semi-transitive,
non-causative,
stative)

(I leave the key in your hands/ 
care)

(2b) sanve ne wo s sa nu

transitive, causa
tive, dynamic)
(semi-transitive,

(the key is in your hands/care) non-causative
stative)
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Group B.II: Directions,! verbal groups
Members of this sub-set include:

1. soa ko 'to carry (to)'
2. twe finde 'to pull (to)'

and may be exemplified by:
(1a) nrenya ne szoa mbaka ne mo eho sua zo

(the man has carried the sticks to the town) 
and (1b) yehwe mbaka ne mo yevinde sua zo

(he has moved the sticks to the town)
(i) With Group B.II verbal groups the locative adjunct is 
more, readily omissible. Thus alongside (1b), for example, we 
shall, attest:

(1c) yehwe mbaka ne mo yevinde
(he has moved the sticks out)

(ii) The auxiliary constituent can be omitted without producing 
an unacceptable clause. Thus with the omission of the auxiliary 
constituent from (1b), we shall find:

(1d) yehwe mbaka ne mo
(he has moved the sticks out)

(ill) Complex semi-transitive clauses involving verbal groups 
of this sub-set may be regarded as derivable from a pair of 
clauses (one of which, unlike with Group A verbal groups, is 
not an acceptable surface clause). Thus the structure under
lying (1b) ip referable to:

(tb.l) yehwe mbaka ne mo
(he has moved the sticks out)

(1b.II)--yevinde mbaka ne mo sua zo

(he has taken the sticks to the town)
(iv) Group Bhll verbal groups exemplify loose-collocation.
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Group E.IIl: Removal verbal groups
. Like simple removal verbs, removal verbal groups are lev/ 

and include:
1. ye fi ‘to remove, save (from)'
2. twe fi 'to pull out of, rescue (from)'

Their use may be illustrated by:
(1a) Kofi sye o ze evi evsls nu

(Kofi has saved his father from suffering)
(lb) yehwe nrenya ne yevi munzule nu

(he has rescued the man from danger)
It was noted above that with simple removal .verbs the verbid 
wo or its variant full verb fi is possible before the locative 
adjunct; that is, alongside the following complex semi-transitive 
clause v/ith the simple removal verb die 'to take, remove*:

(2a) yelie nrelande ne 6 sa nu
(he has taken the cutlass from his hand) 

we shall find either (2b):
(2b) yelie nrelande ne wo o sa nu

(he has taken the cutlass from his hand)
or (2c):

(2c) yelie nrelande ne yevi p,::ssrhlu
(he has taken the cutlass from his hand)

(i) With verbal groups, the auxiliary verb fi (and 
no other verb seems possible as the auxiliary verb) cannot be 
replaced by the verbid wo. Thus alongside (1b) we s hall not find 

(1 c) * yehwe nrenya ne wo munzule nu 
.find also with-verbal gxoups the auxiliary verb fi is not 
omissible#
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(ii) It was also noted above that with simple removal 
verbs, the locative adjunct is omissible. The omission ol th« 
locative adjunct, in the cose of removal verbal gronnc, rr.su1 to 
in an unacceptable clause. Thus alongside (1b), for example, 
we shall not attest

(1d) * yehwe nrenya ne yevi
(iii) The auxiliary, but not the principal, constituent 

is omissible; and complex semi-transitive clauses, e.g. (1b), 
involving removal verbal groups, like those with directional 
verbal groups (Group B.II), are referable to a rair of 
sentences of the typet

(1b.l) yehwe nrenya ne
(he has pulled the man)

(1b.Il)*yevi nrenya ne munzule nu
(he has taken the man out of danger)

(iv) like directional verbal groups, removal verbal 
groups may be regarded as loose collocations.
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TYPE 5: SEMI—TRAITS ITIVE CLAUSES
As mentioned above, clauses in whieli the verb word Is in 

direct relationship with a locative adjunct are classified as 
semi-transitive and may be exemplified by clauses (1-3) below;

(1a)

(1b)

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(3)

The verb in a semi-transitive clause may be djnaamic as 
in (la), (2a~b) and (3) or stative as in (1b) and (2c) and, 
generally speaking, the locative adjunct denotes a place In the 
sense of a position or location, a direction or destination, 
and a path or passage. In Its semantic Interpretation, a semi
transitive clause may express: a) the positioning (with
dynamic verbs as in (1a) or the static existence (in the case 
of stative verbs as in,(lb) of the subject referent in a 
location; B) the movement (with dynamic verbs of motion) of 
the subject referent 'towards a destination as in (2a) or the

S Y I>
*  *ye / denia / ebia ne azo 

(he has sat on the chair)
S V £
o / de / ebia ne azo
(he is sitting on the chair)
yeho Bolofo
(he has gone to Axim)

+ j- *  *wo sdanle ne sistwill aze
(your cloth is trailing on the ground)

* * *olua nyevile so
(he is proceeding on the sea) 
yedu aako ne anu
(he has moved out of the household)
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motion (with dynamic verbs (2b) or stative verbs (2c)) of the 
subject referent along a path/passage* or C) the movement 
(with, as a rule, dynamic verbs as in (3)) of the subject 
referent from a previous location.

Semi-transitive verbs may accordingly be sub-classified 
in terns of A) locational, "R) directional, and C) removal verbs

Semi-transitive clause V. Transitive clause 
In both semi-transitive and transitive clauses, the verb 

word is in direct relationship with a noun phrase. In order 
to determine the characteristic properties of semi-transitive 
clauses, it might be useful to distinguish the two transitivity 
clause-types.

The same verb word (e.g. fo Tto climb1) may function in a 
semi-transitive clause (1a):

S V L
(1a) ye / vo / baka ne azo

(he has climbed to the top of the tree)
(1b) yevo zo(le)

(he has climbed to the top of it) 
as well as in a transitive clause (2a):

S V 0
(2a) ye / vo / baka ne

(he has climbed the tree)
(2b) yevo
The above semi-transitive clause (1a) is relatable by 

r>ronominalisation to clause (lb). The transitive clause (2a) 
is also relatable bj  the pronominalization of its nominal object 
to clause (2b), which is clearly different from (lb).
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V>y way of contrast, the sane lexical item, if a geogra
phical name, (e.g. Bolofo 'Axiri') may be nominal object in a 
transitive clause as in (3a) or loca.tive adjunct in a semi
transitive clause as in (4a) :

(3a) oze Bolofo
(he knows Axim)

(3b) oze namule ne
(he knows the village)

(3c) oze ye
(he knows it)

(4a) olal(e) Bolofo
(he spent the night at Axim)

(4b) olale namule ne azo
(he spent the night at the village)

(4c) * olale zo(le)
As nominal object in a transitive clause as in (3a), the item 
Bolofo is replaceable by another noun phrase, namule ne 'the 
village* as in (3b) which is pronominalizable by ve *it* as in 
(3c). IJlien the same item functions as locative adjunct in a 
semi-transitive clause as in (4s), it can only'be replaced by 
another locafive adjunct, e.g. namule ne azo 'at the village* 
as in (4b), which may not be pronominalizable as the unaccept
able clause (4c) indicates.

If a different locative adjunct substitutes for Bolofo 
as in (5a):

(5a) olale. eknonle ne azo
(he slept on top of the table)
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tlie locative adjunct may "be reducible (or pronominalizable), 
as in (5b) :

(5b) olale zo(ls) ■
(be slept on top of it)

The pronominal object ye can never replace a locative adjunct 
nor can the (possessed) root form zo or the absolute form of 
the local inalienable noun zole Hop* rep lace a nominal object.

We shall also find the same item (e.g. Nzema), in 
different senses, functioning either as nominal object in a 
transitive clause (6a) or as locative adjunct in a semi-tran
sitive clause (7a) :

(6a) bste Nzema
(they understand Nzema)

(6b) bete Nzema. anee ne
(they understand the Nzema language)

(7a) bs&vra Nzema
(they have arrived in ITzema)

(7b) bedwu. Nzema maanle nu
(they have arrived in Nzema'land)

As the above examples show, when the item Nzema, in the sense 
of 'the language1, realizes nominal object in a transitive clause 
as in (6a) the clause may be expanded by the addition of the 
aupositional noun phrase anes ne 'the language1 as in (6b). .
When the same item, in the same of Tthe ethnic area', functions 
as locative adjunct (7a), its clause may be extended by the 
addition of another locative adjunct as in (7b). There are, 
therefore, clear formal criteria for distinguishing the different 
transitivity/ clause-type s.
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Locative adjunct
the characteristic element of semi-transitive (and, for 

that matter, also of complex semi-transitive) clause structure 
distinguished as locative adjunct may he: A) a noun word
(derived or non-derived) or B) a noun phrase, usually a genitive 
construction. within each of the two main grours of locative 
adjunct, sub-classes may he set up.

Sub-class A*is Geographical place names
The locative adjunct may he a geographical place name of 

specific reference which may be a town: 1. Bolofo 1Axim1; a
linguistic or ethnic area within a country: 2. Uzema 1Hsemaland1
a country: 5- Ghana; or a continent: 5* Abolokyi ’Europe1,
as in.:

(1 a) yegyinlanle Bolofo
(we stopped at Axim)

(ih) elone ne sdwu Nzema
(the army has arrived in Nzemaland) 

(1c) yeho Ghana/Abolokyi
(he has gone to Ghana/Europe)

Sub-class A.II: Comnass points
The locative adjunct may refer to one of the four main

compass points:

2 .

1 scnzepdries - * the east1 (lit. the place where the
sun (ssnzsne) rises (tudu))

ssnzendoles - fthe west’ (lit.- the place where the
sun s ets (to))

nviake 5 h. nyevile nu !the south’
(lit. the lower (lit. in the sea)

part)
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4(a) solo (b) anmirna (lit. urr-er ^rt;;
(c) ebo mi (lit. in the .forest) - Hlie north'

the following sentences illustrate:
(2a) azule ne la sua ne kandiba (rao5 hone sanzgndolee,

nehane la
(the river lies on the outskirts of the town, 
which are towards the east over on the other 
side of the town)

(2b) Upper Volta la Ghana anwuma
(Upper Volta lies to the north of Ghana)

Sub-class A.Ill: Names of places
The locative adjunct may be the name of a place vhich may 

be: l) an institutional or functional building such as 1. sukulu
'a school', 2. asoniti 'hospital', 5. efia.de 'shop, jail',
4* egylma 'office, work', 5* as one 'church'; II) part of a 
-household such as 6. egya.de 'kitchen', 7* asalo 'hall', 8. sua- 
kunlu 'bedroom' (lit. inner part of a house), 9. ablaJes 
'bathroom'; and III) cosmological, such as 10. ewiade 'the 
world', 11. anwoma nyunlu 'skv , heavens', 12. sbolo 'the here
after '.

The following clauses exemplify the use of members of 
this sub-class:

(3a) ola asopiti/efiade
(he/she is in hospital/jail)

(3b) ' owo egyade/abiales
(he/she is in the kitchen/bathroom)

(3c) bsko sbolo a, bemba
(when one goes to the hereafter, one doesn't return
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Sub-class A.IYt Place adverbials
Place adverMals may be: a) del tic and definite, and

contrast in terras of proximity to the speaker (’proximate1) 
and remoteness from the speaker ('non—nroximate') with reference 
to a horizontal axis:

Proximate Hon-proximate
1. eke 'here' eke ne ’there’
2. nehae ’this place’ nehane ’that plane’

b) place adverbials which denote relative position such as
anwuma ’tip* and 4« aze 'down , on the ground’ which contrast 

along a vertical axis; and c) place adverbials which express 
the relative rosition of at least two or groups of persons or 
objects such as 5* amozi ’behind’, 6. avinli ’between, in the 
midst of, 7* ahane ’aside’ and 8. faako ’side of’, 9* mo a 
’far’, 10* In ’there’.
■ - Phe following clauses exemplify the use of place adverbials

(4a) yera eke
(he has come here)

(4b) yeho nehane/lo
(he has gone there)

(5a) onla aze
(lit. it is not lying down: it is not easy)

(5h.) ogyi ahane
(he is standing to one side)

It should be noted that the lo captive adjunct may also be a 
combination consisting of members of AI-IY plus the deltic 
place adverbials (A.IY.a):
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(6) owo Tarkwa ske/nehane (A. I + A. IV. a)
(lit. he is in Tark we here/there)

(7) azule ne la sua ne kandiba moo
kone ssnzsndoles nehane la. (A. II + A. IV. a)
(the river lies on the outskirts 
of the town which are towards 
the east over on the other side 
of the town)

(8a) yeho efia.de lo (A. Ill + A. IV. a)
(he has gone to the shop there)

(8b) vewole egyade eks ne ( )
(he has gone into the. kitchen there)

(9) gyinla ahane eke (A.IV.c + A.IV.a)
(stand on this side)

B« Noun phrase
The noun phrase functioning as locative adjunct may be a 

genitive construction which contains as head-noun (a) the possessed 
root, or (b) the prefixed possessed root of two sub-classes of 
inalienable nouns-:

I. The three-form ’local’ inalienable nouns:
1. zols ’superior, top, on'
2. huhua 'interior, inside, in'
3. nwole 'exterior, outside, at/near’

The following clauses illustrate:
(1a) odp ebia zo

(he is sitting on a chair)
(1b) ode ebia ne azo

(he is sitting on the chair)
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(2a) ogyi kuma nil
(he is standing in a hole)

(2h) ogyi kuma ne anu
(he is standing in the hole)

(3a) namule ne la azule nwo
(the village lies near a river)

(3h) namule ne la sgule ne anv/o
(the village lie s near the river)

Some such genitive constructions involving the possessed root 
have almost fused into compound words or simple items:

(lit. on top of a. tree)
(lit. on top of house)
(lit. on ton of sand)
(lit. inside of trade)
(lit. inside of a house) 
(lit. inside of forest) 
(lit., outside of house) v

II. The two—form inalienable nouns which denote parts 
of the human body but are also used to make ’local1 distinctions:

4a. baka zo ’toilet’
4b. sua zo ’town’
4 c« . eiiwea. zo ’seashore
5a. gua nu ’market ’
5b, sua nu ’home 1
5c. ebo nu 'farm’
b. a.l ie nwo ’outside, 

compound

1.
2.
3.
4*

bo
nzi
nyunlu
kunlu

’under part’
1backr
’face, front’ 
’belly, inside’

as exemplified in:
(4a) ogyi baka bo

(he is standing under a tree)
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(4b) ola ekponle ne abo
(it is lying under the table)

(5a) egvi me nyunlu
(you ere standing in front of me)

(5b) ogyi sua ne anyunlu
(it is standing in front of the house)

Certain genitive constructions also involving two-form
inalienable nouns have fused into compound words:

5- anwoma nyunlu 'the sky* (lit. 'the face of
the wind1)

6a. banekunlu ’bathroom' (lit. 'the inside of
wall')

6b. suakunlu 'bedroom' (lit. ’the inside of
- ■ • house’)

And we shall also find combinations consisting of genitive
constructions plus the deictic place adverbials; as in the
following clauses:

(6a) ola ekponle zo lo
(lit. it is on the table there)

(6b) owo gua nu nehane
(he/she is in the market there)

(6c) yeho sua fofole nwo 15
(he has gone near the new house there)

* *  *(7) ogyi sua nzi ske ne
(he/she is standing at the back of the house there)

Adjunctive nominal nieces
One characteristic property of locative adjuncts is their 

occurrence in nominal nieces provisionally termed 'adjunctive 
nominal pieces'and are'exemplified by the following:
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(1) eke azua
(lit', here houses:' houses here)

(2) ‘Rolofo akutu
(Axim o range s)

(5) azule nu fels
(freshwater fish)

As the above examples show, such nominal pieces consist of a head 
noun, (underlined) pre^-modified by a locative adjunct. Irrespective 
of the tonal pattern of the head noun in isolation, it hears in 
such nominal pieces a high tone on its first .syllable.

Such nominal pieces are referable to underlying structures 
which consist of the head noun post-modified by a relative clause 
which,--apart from the discontinuous relative pronoun moo...la 
'who, which1, usually consists of one of a closed set of semi
transitive verbs (e.g. 1. wo 'to be in', 2. vi ’to be from',
3. gua 1 to be lying', 4* ko 'to go' and 5- dua 'to proceed') 
plus the locative adjunct.

llie following examples are grouped according t o the semi
transitive verb involved in the underlying structure.

G-roup A: Locative cocular wo?

(1) Horninal piece Underlying.structure
(1) eke azua azua moo wo eke 1a.

(houses here)
(2) nehane azua 

(houses there)
(3) ebo nu nane 

(wild animal)
nane moo wo ebo nu la

azua moo wo nehane la
(houses which are here)

(houses which are there)

(animal which is in the forest)
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Nominal piece Underlying structure
( 4)- sue nu eke edweks edweks moo wo sua nu eke la

(domestic matter) (matter which is this house)

Group B: Verb vi:
( 5) Bolofo akutu akutu moo vi Bolofo la

(Axim oranges) (oranges which come from Axim)
( 6) azule mi fels fels moo vi azule nu la

(fresh-water fish) (fish which comes from river)
( 7) nvevile nu fsls fsls moo vi nyevile nu la

(sea-water fish) (fish which comes from the sea)
( 8) me kunlu rale rale moo pU me kunlu la

(my own ch ild) (a child who' comes from my stomach)
Group C: “Verb gua: -

( 9) me sa zo amra mrale moo gua me sa zo la
(my relations/ 
dependants)

(children who are on nty hand)

(10) o bo avile avile moo gua o bo la
(her mist beads) (beads which are around her wais-t)

Group D: Verb ko:
(11) sua zo adenle adenle moo ko sua zo la

(homeward path) (path which leads homeward)
(12) sbo nu adenle adenle moo ko sbo nu la

(path leading to 
the farm)

(path which leads to the farm)

Group E: Verb dua
(13) anwuma slene elene moo dua anwuma la

(an aeroplane) (a ship which flies in the sky)
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he follow lakoff, G, (1970: 122-3) in suggesting that the t wo
ruH es which operate upon the underlying structure to produce the 
adjunctive nominal piece are (i) the optional VJH-llLETICN and
(ll) the obligatory ADJ (Adjunct)-SHIPT rule, in that order.
Their operation on example (1) may be w esented as follows:
I) azua moo wo eke la -- > azua eke (bjr WH-DEIETION)

(houses which are here) (houses here)
II) azua ske ----- > eke azua (by ADJ- SHI FT)

(houses here) (here houses)

Classification of semi-transitive verbs
As mentioned above, three main groups of semi-transitive 

verbs may be distinguished: A) locational verbs, B) directional
verbs and C) removal verbs. The verb in a semi-transitive 
clause may be a simple verb or verbal group and will be treated 
separately.

Simple semi-transitive verbs:.

Group A: Locational Verbs
locational verbs may be dynamic or stative, and the 

locative adjunct co-occurring with such verbs, generally speaking, 
denotes a position or location rather than a destination or path. 
Six sub-sets (i-Vl) of 1 ational verbs may be distinguished.

Sub-set-A.I
Members of the first sub-set consists of two pairs of 

verbal forms which have a dynamic a.nd stative formj the stative 
verbal form is morphologically related by suffixation (and, in 
the case of the stative verbal form of item (2), its positive



continuative tense form is also phonologically related by Tvr.e 
mutation to its dynamic form).

Dynamic Stative
1. gyinla 'to stand; to stop1 gyi 'to be standing
2. tenia 'to stay; to sit' te 'to be staying;

. to be sitting'
Both the dynamic and stative forms can occur in semi-transitive
clauses; but the dynamic verbal form may also occur, as a
causative verb, in a complex semi-transitive clause (see Group
A*I complex semi-transitive verbs).

With the first pair of verbal forms in the sense of 'to
stand 1 vre s 3ial 1 find (1 a~b) and (2a-b):

(1a) ogyinipnle ebia ne azo
(he stood on the chair) -

(1b) ogyi skponle ne azo
(it is standing on the table)

and (2a) megyinla bs gyake anu
(lit. I have stood in your leg: on your behalf)

(2b) megyi e nzi
(lit. I'm standing behind you: I support you)

And the second sense of 'to stop’ may be exemplified by (3a-b):
(3c) yegyinlanle Bolofo

(we stopped at Axim)
(3b) yegyi ske ne dedee done nsa

(we waited/stopped there till three o'clock)
The second pair of verbal forms in the sense of 'to stay' are
exemplified by clauses (4 a-b) :
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(4-e) nrenya ne denlanle Bolofo (Past tense)
(the man. stayed/used to stay 
in Axim)

(4b) nrenya ne de eke (Continuative " )
(the man lives/is staying here)

And in the sense of 'to sit' (2a-b) and (3a-b)
, „ V ' '  * * *(pa; Kofi e deni a w o ebia. ne azo (Perfect tense;

(Kofi has sat on your chair)
/ /  * * *(5b) Kofi dje wo ebia ne azo (Continuative " )

(Kofi is sitting on your chair) 
and (6a) nrenya ne sdenia aze (Perfect " )

(the man has sat down)
(6boT) nrenya ne d£ aze (Continuative " )

(the man is alive)
(6b, II) nrenya ne tste aze (Durative 11 )

(the man is still alive)
It should be mentioned in respect of (6a-b) that whereas (6a) 
expresses the positioning of the subject referent in a. specific 
place, clauses (6b.I-Il) express the existence of the sizbject 
referent. The synchronic relationship between (6a) and (6b) 
provides further evidence of the relation noted above of existen
tial constructions to locatives (or semi-trensitive clauses).

Sub-set A.XX
Members of the second sub-set also consist of pairs of 

verbal forms, of which one is dynamic and the other stative; 
the stative verbal form of each pair is phonologically related 
by Type B stem-initial consonant mutation to the dynamic form:
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Dynamic Stative
1. da o-p spend the night * la 'to be 1 y 1 p~ 1
2. di ' to be, occupy' li ' to be, occupying
3. koto ' to kneel' hoto 'to be kneeling'
4* f ea o-p hide' vea ' to be hiding'

Also with members of this sub-set both the dynamic and stative
forms are possible in semi-transitive clauses* The fir st rair
of verbal forms are illustrated by:

(1a) yelale Bolofo (dynamic)
(we spent the night at Axim)

(1b) buluku ne la ekponle. ne azo (stative)
(the book is lying on the table)* \

With the stative member we shall also attest:
(1 c) azule ne la ne kandi.ba , (Continuative tense)

(the river lies on the outskirts 
of the town)

(1 d) sne nee sne ala azule ne tsda
azua. nwio ne avinli (Durative " )
(to this day the river still lies 
between the two towns)

And with the verbal forms 2* di/li we shall find:
(2a) (yeko ebo nu a) odi me nzi/nyunlu

((when we are going to the farm) he walks behind/in 
front of me)

(2b) sne oli me nzi/nyunlu
(then he was walking behind/in front of me)
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Sub-set A. Ill

locational verbs of this sub-set are stative verbal forms 
which are phono logic ally related by 'lype B stem-initial consonant 
mutation to their corresponding dynamic verbal forms which may be 
comulex semi-transitive simple verbs (see Group A.Ill complex 
semi-transitive verbs) or verbal grouus (Group B.l). Members of 
the sub-set (with their dynamic forms enclosed in round brackets) 
include:

1. henda (kenda. ) fto hang1
2. hisa (kisa •) ’to lean against’
3* zia. (fa sia) ’to stick under/in
4 0 dua (fa tua.) ’to stick in’
3* vea (fa fea) ’to be hidden’

The following clauses (1-5) illustrate the use of each verb:
(1) me duku ne henda alenke ne anzi

(my he&dkerchief is hanging behind the door)
(2) ye kpoma ne hisa alenke ne anzi

(his walking stick is leaning behind the door)
(3) ye kysle ne zia 0 nvolomanu

(his hat is held under his armpit)
(4) 0 sa dua o nloa anu

(his/her hand is sticking in his/her mouth)
(5) sanve ne vea alenke ne abo

(the key is hidden under the door)
Sub-set A. IV
Members of the fourth sub-set are also stative verbal forms 

which have corresponding dynamic forms tised in complex semi
transitive clauses (see Group A.IV complex semi—transitive verbs);
the stative and dynamic verbal forms have the same phonological 
shape. Verbs of this sub-set include:
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1. gua 'to be lying'
2. bea 'to be lying across
3- butu 'to be lying face 6 own' 

'to push nearer/away; to4* bikye
be near to'

The use of items (1-3) may be exemplified by the following clauses:
(1) ye edanle ne gua. ekpa ne azo

(her cloth is lying on the bed)
(2) swols bea adenle ne anu

(there is a snake lying across the path)
(3) kyenze ne butu mokyea ne anzi

(the pan is lying face down behind the hearth)
With the verb 4* bikye, the dynamic as well as the stative form 

* * is possible in a semi-transitive clause. The dynamic form is
exemplified by the imperative mood clauses (4a-b).

(that particular village is near Axim)
Sub-set A.V,
Members of this sub-set consist of stative verbs which do 

not have corresponding dynamic verbal foms capable of occurring 
in complex semi-transitive clauses; they include: 1. tulu 'to 
float* and 2. the locational copular verb wo 'to be in/at'*

(4a) bikye eke
(come closer here) 

(4b) bikye nehane
(push over there) 

The stative form occurs in (4c):
(4c) namule z 5hane
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The first item may he exemplified by:
(1) kyels bie tulu azule ne anye

(there is a hat floating on the river)
The locational copular verb wo, which is dealt with in 

the section on relational clauses, may be here exemplified by: 
(2a) o ra raale ne wo Bolofo

(her daughter is in Axim)
(2b) otebo Bolofo

(she is still in Axim)
(2c) owale Bolofo

(he used to be in Axim)

Group A* 71
This sub-set consists of dynamic verbs which include:

1* dwu 'to arrive', 2. kys 'to stay long', 3. ka 'to remain, be 
left', *4. to 'to fall', sokos 'to settle, stay1, 6. kpofo 
'to aquat* as in the following illustrative clauses:

(1) odwule Bolofo anloma
(he arrived in Axim yesterday)

(2) ohysle Abolokyi
(he stayed long in Europe)

(3) me kyele ne eha kale ne anu
(lit. my hat has remained in the car: I've left my
hat in the car)

(4) nrenya ne edo aze/bula ne anu
(the man has fallen down/into the well)

(5) yezokoele Kofi eke
(we stayed in Kofi's house)

(6) Kofi skpofo aze
(Kofi has squatted on the floor)
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Group B: Directional verbs
Directional verbs -us ed in semi-transitive clauses are 

dynamic verbs of motion which denote movement towards a destina
tion or other verbs (dynamic or stative) which allow a directional 
meaning- The locative adjunct co-occurring with such verbs 
denotes a destination or path rather than a position.

Three sub-sets (i-IIl) may be distinguished:
Sub-set B.I
The first sub-set consists of two non-causative verbal 

forms with corresponding causative verbal forms used in complex 
semi-transitive (as well as transitive) clauses; the non-causa
tive form of each pair is morphologically related by suffixation 
to thec ausative form (see complex semi-transitive verbs Group B.l)

Non-causative Causative
1* fo *to climb* fola *to lift up*
2. dwu *to descend* dwula *to set down*

The following additional examples illustrate their use:
* . *  *  * 0 *(1) Kofi svo skponle ne azo

(Kofi has climbed on to the table)
(2) Kofi sdwu kuma ne anu

(Kofi has descended into the hole)
The first item f^ *to climb, but not the second, dwu ’to descend*, 
may take a.nominal object in a transitive clause as in:

(3) Kofi svo baka/bo'ka ne
(Kofi has climbed the tree/hill)
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Sub-set B.II

She second sub-set consists of verbal forms which are 
identical in shape with their corresponding verbal forms used in 
complex semi-transitive clauses; the semi-transitive verb and 
its corresponding complex semi-transitive verb may be related as 
non-causative to causative (see complex semi-transitive verbs 
Group B*II)* They include:

Non-causative
1. te
2. kponla
5 • wone

Causative
te
kponla
wone

Tto strike, drop1
Ho strike, plant*
'to turn/be down

ward T
and are exemplified in the following clauses:

(1) kekelebetele ne ede aze
(the lizard has dropped to the ground)

(2) o sa skponla aze
(his hand has struck the ground)

(3) o ti wone aze
(his head is turned downward)

The verb in (3) is stative, but those in (1-2) are dynamic.
We might also include in this sub-set the dynamic verb 

4* twe/kywi/ fto push* as exemplified in the imperative mood 
clause:

(4) ^we eke/nehane
(push over here/there)

Sub-set B.Ill
The third sub-set consists of dynamic verbs of motion 

which, unlike those of Group B.I-II, do not have corresponding 
verbal forms used in complex serai-transitive clauses; they
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include: 1. wolo 'to enter1, 2. noma 'to dive, sink', 3. salo
'to spread', 4* makyi 'to turn* 5* ko 'to go* and 6. bela 'to come
Items (1-4) are exemplified by the following clauses:

(1a) kila ne ewolo bone ne anu
(the mouse has gone into the hole)

(2a) beda ne enloma azule ne abo
(the child has sunk to the bottom of the river)

(3a) edweke ne esalo sua ne azo
(the rumour has spread through the town)

(4a) yemakyi o sa bene zo
(he has turned to the left)

And with items (5-6) we shall find:
(5a) yeho gua nu/nehane

(he has gone to the market/there)
(6a) yera sua nu/eke

(he has come home/here)
With verbs of this sub-set the locative adjunct can be.more 
readily ellipted without changing the basic meaning. Thus 
alongside (la-4a), for example, v/e shall find:

(1b) o kome ansi swolo
(the back of his neck has gone out of sight)

(2b) elene ne enloma
(the boat has sunk)

(3b) edweks ne esalo
(the rumour has spread)

(4b) yemakyi
(he has turned)

And with items (5-6), we shall find, along with (5a-6a) above, 
the following clauses in which the locative adjunct has been 
omitted:
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(5*0 ye^o
(lie has"'gone)

(6h) yera
(he has come)

Glauses such as (5b-6b) may he used in contexts in which the 
locative ajunct has- been previously mentioned.

In respect of the verb ko ’to go1, however, it should he 
mentioned that it usually co-occurs with a set of non-omissible 
noun words which may be regarded as locative adjuncts of purpose. 
The verb ko fto go * plus the locative adjunct may be regarded as 
complex verbs or fixed collocations.

Morphologically, two sub-sets of such locative adjuncts 
of purpose may be distinguished: (A) t̂hose like 1. awole
’child-bearing1, 2. agyals ’marriage1, 3* agyinla ’deliberation’, 
4* adidi ’pasturing’, 5* mbubu ’raid’, which are nominal!zations 
from simple verbs (e.g. 1. wo ’to bear child’, 2. gya ’to marry’, 
5* gyinla '’to deliberate*) or reduplicated verbs (e.g. 4. didi 
’to eat’ and 5« bubu ’to break1) and may he exemplified by:

(7a) o ra raale ne hole awole/agyals la....
(when his daughter went for child-hearing/marriage) 

(7b) boane ne eho adidi
(the goat has gone pasturing)

(7c) bsho~agyinla
(they have gone for deliberation/to take counsel)

As (7c) shows, clauses involving agyinla usually have a plural 
subject.
(B) Those like 4* azule ’water’ (cf. azule ’river’), 5. aysne
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’firewood’, 6. asawu ’fishing’ (cf. asawu ’fishing net*),
7* anongonle ’temporary separation from husband’, which are non
derived formatives and are exemplified hy:

(8a) yeho azule/aysne/asawu
(he has gone for water/firewood/fishing)

(8b) o ye ne sho anongonle
(his wife has gone away temporarily)

It should also be mentioned that the two verbs of motion:
5. ko ’to go’ and 6. bsla ’to come’ are deictic in their referen
tial meaning and usually contrast in terms of motion away from 
and towards the location of the speaker with reference to either 
a vertical axis as in:

(9a) owulu 6ko anwuma
(he jumps he goes up)

(9b) owulu 5ba aze
(he jumps he comes down) 

or a horizontal axis:
(10a) yeho o se anwo nehane (lo)

(lit. he has gone to his father’s side (there))
(10b) yera me nwo eke

(lit. he has come to my side here)
In connexion with the deictic reference of these two verbs, 

mention should here be made of the corresponding stative verbal
forms: 5a. kone ’approaching/towards the other side* and 6a. bane/
’approaching/towards this side* - roughly equivalent in their 
meaning to the prefixes ultra-/trans- ’on or to the other side 
of’ and cis- ’on this side of’ of Latin origin -..which are
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respectively derived by the suffixation of -ne/-*n3T/ from the
verbs 5- to *to go1 and 6« ba fto come* (the contracted form of
bela *to come1)*

The nse of hone, for instance, is illustrated by the 
following sentences (without tonal marking) in which the r elevant 
item occurs within the relative clauses enclosed within round 
brackets:

(11a) Edukusuazo wo Menwodobesuazo anzi (moo kone Ehzemetianu 
nehane la)

(the torn Edukusuazo is at the back of the town
Menwodobesuazo (which is towards the other side
of the town Enzemetianu)

(11b) azule ne la sua ne kandiba (moo kone senzendoles 
nehane la)

(the river lies on the outskirts of the town (which 
are towards the east over on the other side of 
the town))

(11c) Menwodobesuazo dule hole sua fofole ne foa ko ekyil 
(moo kone senzendudulee la))

(The town Menwodobesuazo moved a little to the side 
of the new township (which is towards the west))

As against (l1a***c), compare (12) in which the constituent relative
clause contains the perfect tense form of the verb stem dwu 'to
react1s

(12) Menwodobesuazo dule hole sua fofole ne (moo edele 
-̂e&ee shodwu azule ne anloa la)

(The town Menwodobesuazo moved to the new township 
(which has spread and reached right up to the 
mouth of the river))
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The above sentences (l1a-c) illustrate some of the syntactic 
properties of the stative verbal form, kone (and, for that matters
also of the other stative verbal form bane)*

i) In all three sentences, the verb word kone occurs 
within a relative clause; its occurrence in any other 
structure has not so far been attested.
II) In the structure of which it is a constituent element 
it is usually in direct relationship with a Ice ative adjune* 
and, therefore, functions like any semi-transitive verb 
such as dwu 'to reach1 occurring in a similar grammatical 
context in (12), with which it may validly be compared.
III) In (12), the verb dwu is in the perfect tense and
occurs after the main verbs dule hole 'moved and went' 
which are in the past tense. -On the other hand, the verb 
word kone in (11c) does not exhibit perfect tense form, 
although it occurs after the same main verbs in the past 
tense; and it retains the same form in (11c) as in (I1a-b) 
where it occurs after a main verb in the eontinuative 
tense. In relation to the verb dwu, the verb word kone 
may be described as invariable In respect of the category 
of tense. Such verbal forms as kone (and bane) which are 
invariable in respect of tense (and/or the c ategories of 
polarity, mood, person) have been designated as 'verbid* 
(Ansre,-£: 1966).
IY) It was noted at (ill) above that the verbid kone, 
like a semi-transitive main verb, is usually followed by 
a locative adjunct. It may, however, be followed by a 
temporal adjunct (e.g. alesbahye 'dawn') as in:
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(13) 'be'bole dons nna (moo ok one alesbahye la)
(when it struck 4 o'clock (as it was approaching 
dawn))

Y) ~ Like most verbs, the verbid kone may, in certain 
contexts, exhibit pronominal prefixation as in (13) above, 
though not in (I1a-e).
?l) The suffix -ne/-ni/ occurring in the verbid kone 
and bane may be regarded as relating to the directional 
meaning associated with the verbs of motion ko 'to go' 
sa1̂  ^sla * to come * *
Sub-set B. XV
Members of this sub-set include the dynamic verbal form 

1a) dua *to proceed, walk, sail' and its stative verbal form 
1b) lua 'to be proceeding' and the dynamic verb 2) twili 'to 
trail'. The first item is only used semi-transitively, but the 
second item in the sense of 'to drag' may occur in a complex 
semi-transitive clause.

With verbs of motion of this sub-set, the locative adjunct 
denotes a path or passage rather than a destination.

The dynamic verbal form dua is exemplified by the impera
tive mood clause:

(1a) dua adenle nu
(walk along the main road) 

and the indicative mood sentence:
(1b) (oko egyima a) o dua aze

(lit. (when he's going to work) he proceeds on 
ground.. he walks)
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With the stative verbal form lua we shall find:
(1c) benwunle ke meli lua nyevile so

(they saw that a ship was sailing on the sea)
The use *>f the verb twili in a semi-transitive clause is 
illustrated by (2) below:

(2) wo edanls ne slstwili aze
(your cloth is trailing along the ground)

G-roun C: Removal verbs .
’Removal1 verbs indude the dynamic verb 1. tu ‘to leave,

move from1 (which has a corresponding causative verbal form used 
in a complex semi-transitive clause - see Group C) and the dynamic 
verbal form 2a) fi ‘to leave, get out of’ and its stative form 
2b) vi,

With members of this sub-set, the locative adjunct denotes 
the previous location of the subject referent.

With the first item tu we shall find:
(1) aako ne anu

(he has left the household)
The dynamic verbal form fi is exemplified by the positive direct
imperative mood clause, as in:

(2a) fi beleragbunli sua nu eke 
(leave the chief’s house) 

and the negative conditional clause:
(2-b) saa woanvi eke kekala a...

(if you don’t leave here now...)
The.use of the stative verbal form vi which, in such sentences 
as (3) below, is roughly equivalent to the English preposition 
‘from1 is illustrated by:

(3) egya vi Abolokyi era
(lit* my father leaving/from Europe has come, my 
father has come back from Europe).
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The stative verbal form is used, to express place of origin as in: 
(4a) ovi Bolofo

(he comes from Axim)
(4*>) me nee ye vi sua lco azo

(X and he come from the same town)
Both verbs may occur without a locative adjunct. Thus along
side (D above we shall attest:

(1a) yedu
(he has left/moved out)

And with the dynamic verbal form fi we shall find:
(5a) siane ne evi

(the moon has appeared) 
and with its reduplicated form:

(5b) absls ne efifi
(the maize has germinated)

Semi-transitive verbal groups
Semi-transitive verbal groups are few and may, like 

simple verbs, be either locational like 1. bu sia Ho hide1, 
gua Ho boil overT or directional such as 5. sia ko Ho 

return (away from the speaker)1, 4* sia bsla Ho return (towards 
the speaker)1. Generally speaking, the auxiliary verb may, as a 
simple verb, occur in a semi-transitive clause.

-The following clauses illustrate their characteristics: 
(1a) yebu yezia kpoke ne anu

(he has hidden in the thicket)
(1b) yebu yezia

(he has hidden)
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(1c)* yezia kpoke ne anu 
(2a) yezia yeho Ghana

(he has returned to Ghana)
(2b) yezia yeho

(he has returned)
(2c) yeho Ghana

(he has gone to Ghana)
(2d) yezia

(he has returned)
(i) As the (a) clauses show, with verbal groups the 
locative adjunct occurs after the auxiliary verb; and 
the locative adjunct may be omitted, particularly in 
contexts where it has been previously referred to, as 
exemplified in the (b) example's.
(il) With the locational verbal group (item 1), the 
omission of the auxiliary (or either) constituent results 
in an unacceptable clause, as (1c) illustrates. On the 
other hand, with the directional verbal groups (items 2-4) 
the omission of either constituent does not result in an 
unacceptable clause, as (2c-d) illustrate.
(ill) Clauses involving item (1) are not referable to an 
underlying conjoined structure. On the other hand, clauses 
involving items (2-3) may be regarded as derivable from an 
underlying conjoined structure. Thus the structure under
lying (2a), for example, is derived from a pair of intran
sitive and semi-transitive'clauses:
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(2a.I) yezia
(he has returned)

(2a.II) yeho Ghana
(he has gone to Ghana)

On the basis of their different characteristics, item (1) is 
regarded as a close-knit collocation; and the semantic unity 
between the component verbal elements of this item is confirmed 
by the possibility of its substitution by the simple verb fea 
fto hide1. Items (2-4) are, however, regarded as loose 
collocations.
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TYPE 6: DITRANSITIVE CLAUSE (S Y ind. 0 0)
Clauses such as:

S Y 0
('i) Akye / eheda / edanls

(Akye has put on a cloth) 
in which the verb word is in syntactic relation with one (nominal 
or pronominal) object have been classified as transitive.

By way of contrast, the different transitivity clause- 
type illustrated by:

S Y ind.O 0
(2a) Akye / eheda / Kofi / edanls

(Akys has put on Kofi a cloth)
S Y ind.O 0

(2b) Akye / eheda / ye / edanls
(Akye has put on him a cloth)

S Y ind.O 0
, ^ * + +(3) eyevole ne / ehye / Kofi / boane

(the guest has given Kofi a goat) 
in which the verb word is in relation with two objects is dis
tinguished as ditransitive.

The first nominal object (e.g. Kofi as in (2a)), which is 
characteristically human or animate (though this is not always 
the case) and pronominalizable as in (2b), is traditionally 
distinguished as indirect object. The second, clause-final 
nominal object which, as in (2-3), is indefinite, inanimate (2) 
or animate (3) and typically non-pronominal!zable is distinguished 
as direct object. The first syllable of the direct noun phrase 
object, if it has a low tone in isolation or as a one-word 
sentence, regularly bears a high tone.
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A comparison between the transitive clause (1) and the 
ditransitive clause (2), both of which involve the simple verb 
stem Ice da ’to put on1, further indicates that a simple verb 
which takes an object need not also be followed by an indirect 
object, but in a ditransitive clause such as (2-3) where both 
direct and indirect object must be present, the usual linear
arrangement of the objects is that the indirect object precedes
the direct object.

It was mentioned above that the indirect object Is 
characteristically human or animate. This is not always the case 
as for example in the ditransitive clauses (4-5(a-b)) below with 
the complex verb wula golu *to score a goal*.

(4a) Arsenal ewula Chelsea (golu) nsa
(Arsenal has scored Chelsea three (goals))

(4b) Arsenal ewula be (golu) nsa
(Arsenal has scored them three (goals))

(5a) Nigeria (ma) wulale Ghana (ma) (golu) nsa
(Nigeria(ns) scored Ghana(ians) three (goals))

(5b) Nigeria(ma) wulale ye (golu) nsa
(Nigeria(ns) scored us three (goals)

In the above ditransitive clauses, the indirect object may 
be regarded as a colie ctive noun which refers to a fixed number 
of persons united in a common endeavour and is pronominalizable 
by a plural pronoun, either be 'them* as in (4b) or ye 'us1 
as in (5b) where the speaker identifies with the group.

It was. noted above that the direct object is usually an
r

indefinite noun phrase as in (2-3) above and non-pronominalizable. 
With a sub-class of ditransitive verbs (e.g. kile !to show, dis
close1) the direct noun phrase object may be definite as in:
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* m * *(6a) Akye ehile Kofi sanvs ne
- —  (Akye has shown Kofi the key-)-

A definite noun phrase object occurring in a ditransitive
clause with a simple verb is, however, not pronominalizable and
alongside (6a) we shall not find:

. (6b) * Akye ehile Kofi ye . ...
(Akye has shown Kofi it)

And corresponding to ditransitive clauses involving a sub-class
of ditransitive simple verbs (e.g. kye 'to give (as a gift)* we
shall find fa-paraphrases. Thus alongside:

(7a) eyevole ne ehye Akye sua
(the guest has given Akye a house)

we shall attest the fa-paraphrase:
(7b) eysvole ne eva sua ne ehye Akye

(lit. the guest has taken the house (and) given (it)
to Akye: the guest has given the house to Akye)

which is relatable by pronominal iz at ion to:
(7c) eysvole ne eva ehye Akye

(the guest has given it to Akye)
in.which the pronominal object is not overtly expressed since

i
the verb stem fa belongs to the sub-class of verbs which do not 
favour pronominal!zation.

The fa-paraphrase (7b) differs from its corresponding 
ditransitive clause (7a) in at least two respects: (i) the
direct object noun phr0.se is definite (i.e. post-modified by the 
definite article ne 'the.') and. (ii) the direct object precedes 
the indirect object.
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We might, at this stage, compare equivalent English and 
Nzema ditransitive clauses (involving ditransitive simple verbs) 
in respect of the ordering of objects.

The English equivalent of the Nzema ditransitive clause 
(7a) may be given as:

(8a) The guest has given-Akye a house 
which has the prepositional paraphrase:

(8b) The guest has given a house to Akye 
in which, like the Nzema fa-paraphrase (7b), the ordering of 
objects is 'direct object before indirect object1. On the basis 
of this resemblance, we might say that the Nzema fa-paraphrase 
•corresponds to the English prepositional paraphrase and that the 
second (or the. di transitive) .verb (e.g. shys in (7 b-c)} occurring 
in the Nzema fa-paraphrase roughly corresponds to the English 
prepositon 'to*.
o loosely, one might say that a ditransitive clause expresses 

the notion that the subject referent serves somebody (the indirect 
object) s o k e  thing (the direct object), whereas the corresponding 
(prepostional/fa-)paraphrase Indicates that the subject referent 
serves something to somebody.

Transitive Y. Di transitive
There are clear formal distinctions as to whether the items 

following a verb word constitute one object in a transitive 
clause or two objects in a ditransitive clause. In the illustra
tive clauses (9a~b), both of which involve the complex verb bo 
amanes 'to give nev/s', the (a) example is regarded as transitive 
and the (b) example as ditransitive.
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s y o
(9a) Kofi / ebo / ye amanee/ Kofi (s)bo 3a mah(i)je/

(Kofi lias given his nev/s)
S V ind.O 0

(9b) Kofi / ebo / ye / amanee/ Kofi (s)bo 3(1), amah(x)je/
(Kofi has given him/her nev/s)

In-the transitive clause (9a) the possessive pronoun ye/31/ ’his*
s \ x %and the following heed noun amane s/amen(I) je/ ’nevis ’, which are

in,genitive relationship, constitute :o.ne nominal object; end the
junction between the two constituent items is realized in normal
speech as /ja man(f)je/ with a high-low tone sequence. Secondly,
there can be no possibility of a pause between the items. And
thirdly, the subject noun phrase and the nossessive pronoun in
the nominal object are co-referential.

In the ditransitive clause (9b), however, the pronoun ye
’him/her’ is the indirect object, end the following noun word is
regarded as the direct object; that is, the two items following
the verb word in (9b) constitute two separate elements of clause-

*

structure. In normal speech, the indirect, (pronominal) object, 
ye/j(1)/ ’him/her’, may be said without the final vowel; and the 
junction between the two contiguous clause-elements Is realised

' S N \in normal sueech as /j(i), aman(x)je/ with a low-high tone 
sequence, which is clearly different from the tonal realization 
of the different structure exemplified in (9a).

Secondly, a pause (indicated by a comma) is clearly notice
able after the indirect object. And thirdly, in the ditransitive 
clause (9b), there is not, and can never be, a co-referential 
relationship between the subject noun phrase and the indirect 
(pronominal) object.
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Additional formal criteria may be adduced to distinguish 
between the nominal object-occurring in the transitive clause 
(10a) and the objects in the ditransitive clause (10b) below, 
both of which involve the complex verb tua leaks ’to pay (debt/ 
wages)1, also analyzable as verb (tua ’to pay1) + object noun 
phrase (hake ’debt/wages’):

S Y 0
(10a) Kofi / edua / ye leaks ne/ Kofi (e)duwa ja kake n(i)/

(Kofi has paid his debt)
S V Ind. 0 0

* (10b) Kofi / edua / ye / kake/ Kofi (e)duwa j(iOY kake/
(Kofi has paid him/her wages)

In the transitive clause (10a), the Items following the verb word' 
constitute one nominal object, in which the possessive pronoun 
yd/jo/ ’his’ is in genitive relation with the head i>oun kaks/kake/ 
’debt1, post-modified by the definite article ne/n(i)/ ’the*.
The genitive relationship is intonationally marked by the low- 
high tone sequence; and the possessive pronoun can never be said 
v/ithout the final vowel or with a pause after it. And as in the 
transitive clause (9a), the subject noun phrase and the possessive 
pronoun in the nominal object are co-referential.

In the ditransitive clause (10b), the items following the 
same verb word constitute two separate elements of clause- 
structure: the pronoun ya ’him/her’ said'differently as /j(i)/
is the Indirect object and the following noun word kaks/kake/ 
’wages’ is the direct object. The direct object in the ditran
sitive clause is different since it is not post-modified, and 
the indirect (pronominal) object may be said without the final 
vowel but with a noticeable pause after it*
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The similar international pattern correlates with different 
syntactic structures in the two clauses: a genitive relation
ship in the transitive clause (10a) and an indirect-direct object 
relationship in the ditransitive clause (10a), And the subject 
noun phrase and the indirect (pronominal) object are not co- 
ref erential*

The ditransitive clause (10b) might also be distinguished 
from the transitive clause (11a) below:

S V 0
*  *  *  #(11a) Kofi / edua / ye kake

(lit, Kofi has paid its price, Kofi has paid for it) 
which is relatable by pronominalisation to s uch a transitive 
clanse as: S V 0

(11b) Kofi / edua / kusu/buluku ne kake
(Kofi has paid for the cat/book)

In addition to some of the differences noted above, the transi
tive clause (11a) is different from the ditransitive clause (10b) 
in that with the transitive clause the nominal object can be 
deleted without changing the basic meaning; thus alongside 
(Ha-b) we shall attest:

(11c) Kofi edua
(Kofi has paid)

And although in the transitive and di transitive, clauses the 
subject noun phrase and the pronoun ye are not co-referential, 
the possessive pronoun in the .transitive clause (11a) may have 
either animate or inanimate reference as in (11b), whereas the 
corresponding indirect pronominal object in the ditransitive 
clause (10b) can only have human reference.
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Complex transitive V. Ditransitive
We have described as complex transitive those clauses in 

which the verb word Is followed, as also in ditransitive clauses, 
by two objects distinguished as direct object and complement.
The first syllable of the adjective or noun phrase complement in 
a comple x transitive clause, like that of the object noun phrase 
in a ditransitive clause, regularly bears a high tone. In spite 
of these resemblances, there are formal criteria for. distinguishing 
between the two transitivity clause-types.

(i) It was noted, in respect of complex transitive 
clauses, that certain verbs require that the direct object and 
the noun phrase complement should concord in number; there can 
never be a relationship of number concord between the indirect 
and direct objects in a ditransitive clause.

(ii) It was also mentioned, as a characteristic property 
of complex transitive clauses, that the direct object and the 
complement usually correspond to an identifying or equative 
relational clause. Wo such relation exists between the two objects 
in a di transitive clause. By contrast, with members of a sub
class of ditransitive verbal forms the indirect and direct object 
in a ditransitive clause correspond to subject and object noun 
phrase respectively in a transitive clause; such a ditransitive 
clause and the corresponding transitive clause may be related in 
terms of the causative/non-causative aspectual distinction. Thus, 
for example, the Indirect and direct object occurring in the
ditransitive clause:
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S V ind.0 0
(12a) Akye / ezoa / Kofi / kysle (ditransitive, cau-

(Akye has put on Kofi a hat) sative, dynamic)
correspond to subject and object noun phrase respectively in the 
transitive claus e:

S Y 0
(12b) Kofi / zo / kyele (transitive, non-

(Kofi is wearing a hat) causative, stative)
(iii) And as the above pair1 of clauses illustrate, the 

verbal forms occurring in such syntactically-(and semantically-) 
related ditransitive/transitive clauses may be handled in terms 
of the aspectual distinctions of causative/non-causative and 
dynamic/stative? such aspectual distinctions are not applicable 
in the case of complex transitive clauses.

(iv) hitransitive clauses involving a sub-class of 
ditransitive verbs have constructional analogues which have been 
termed fa-paraphrases. Ho such paraphrases can be attested for 
complex transitive clauses.

Classification of ditransitive verbs
The verb word which characteristically occurs in a di

transitive clause may be a (1) simple or single-word verb,
(2) complex verb (analyzable as verb + object), and (3) verbal 
group*

In the description which follows, ditransitive clauses 
are dealt with in that order.

1-o - Di transitive Simple- ver-bs-
Three main sub-classes (A-C) may be set up among 

simple verbs which can occur in ditransitive clauses on the formal 
basis of the possibility of omitting the indirect object.
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Sub-class A:
With di transitive simple verbs of this sub-cl-as-s (e.g. 

wula Tto put on*) the omission of the indirect object produces 
an acceptable transitive clause with a complete change in the 
basic meaning, as the following pair of clauses illustrates:

(1a) Akye ewula Kofi teladee
(Akys has put on Kofi a dress)

(1b) Akye ewula teladee
(Akye has put on a dress)

The difference in meaning between the ditransitive clause (1a) 
and the resultant transitive clause (1b) may be expressed in 
terms of the result of the verb action described: in the case of
the ditransitive clause (1a), the verb action results in Kofi 
(the referent of the Indirect object) wearing a dress, whereas 
in the case of the transitive clause (1b) the verb action results 
in Akys (the subject referent) wearing the dress.

Sub-class Bs
With ditransitive simple verbs of sub-class B (e.g. kile 

*to show, disclose*) the omission of the indirect object results 
in an acceptable transitive clause without changing the basic 
meaning. The following pair of clauses illustrates:

(2a) Akye shile Kofi ezukoa ne
(Akye has shown Kofi the money)

(2b) .Akye shile ezukoa ne
(Akys has shown the money)

Both the ditransitive clause (2a) and the resultant transitive 
clause (2b) indicate that Akys disclosed the (hidden or stolen) 
money to somebody, who is specified in the ditransitive clause 
(2a), but is unspecified in the transitive clause (2b).
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Sub-class 0:
On the other hand, with ditransitive simple verbs of sub

class 0 (e.g* bsle 'to bring (as a gift)1) the omission of the 
indirect object results in a transitive clause that is simply 
unacceptable or only marginally acceptable, as in:

/ \  * * r e * r(3a) Akye ersle Kofi teladee
(Akys has brought Kofi a dress)

(3b) * Akys erele teladee
(Akye has brought a dress)

When the indirect object is omitted from the ditransitive clause 
(3a) involving a ditransitive simple verb such as bsle 'to bring 
(as a gift)', the resultant transitive clause is hardly accept
able as the unacceptable clause (3b) confirms.

The criterion of the possibility of omitting the indirect 
object will equally be applied in sub-classifying complex verbs 
and verbal groups capable of occurring in ditransitive clauses*

Sub-class A: Ditransitive simple verbs
Three sub-sets (i-IXl) may be distinguished among simple 

ditransitive verbs of sub-class A.
Sub-set A*i: Verbs of Adornment

- Members of this sub-set constitute a closed set of six 
dynamic verbal forms, each of which has a stative verbal form. 
The following list gives the dynamic verbal form at (a) and the 
corresponding stative verbal form at (b) and the noun word with 
which each pair of verbal forms habitually collocates as direct 
object:
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Verbal forms Noun words
(1a) soa 'to wear/carry 

on head’
(1) Icy els ! hat *

(1b) zo 'to be wearing/ (il) 
carrying on head*

eyene 'firewood'

(2a) he da 'to put on' (1) edanls 'cloth'
(2b) heda 'to be wearing'
(3a) kye 'to put on, tie* (X) fals 'ladies' belt*
(3b) bye 'to be wearing1
(4a) bo 'to put on, tie* (I)

(IX)
duku
abotile.

'headlcerchief * 
* turban *

(4b) bo 'to be wearing' (ill) abamo 'beads for 
twins *

(5a) mo 'to put on, tie' (I)

(II).

siale

abelako

'women’s - loin 
cloth’

'old men's 
loin cloth'

(5b) mo 'to be wearing*
(6a) wnla ’to put on* (1) teladee 'dress'
(6b) wula 'to be wearing' (11)

(ill)
(IV)
(V)

mgbolaboa
ngeba
asomadee
ndweabane

'shoes * 
'ring' 
'ear-rings' 
'necklace'

It is to be noted that in the case of the first pair of
verbal forms (1) soa/20, the stative verbal form (1b) zo 'to be 
wearing/carrying (on" tlie head) * is morphologically related by 
suffixation as well as phonologically related by Type B stem- 
initial mutation to the dynamic verbal form (1a) soa 'to put on/ 
carry (on the head)*. Of the remaining pairs of verbal forms,
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the stative verbal forms (213-513) are only phonologically related 
by Type B mutation to their respective dynamic verbal forms 
(2a-3a); and the stative verbal forms (4b-6b) are neither 
morphologically nor phonologically distinguished from their 
dynamic verbal forms (4a-6a).

Yerbs of adornment are characterized by the following 
properties:

(i) The dynamic verbal form in each pair of verbal
forms can occur in a ditransitive clause as well as in a 
transitive clause, but the stative verbal form is only used in 
a transitive clause. Thus with the first pair of verbal forms 
we. shall find:

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

And also with the second pair of verbal forms keda/heda we 
shall find:

(5a) Akys eheda Kofi edanle (ditransitive, dynamic)
(Akye has put on Kofi a 
cloth)

(5b) .Akys eheda edanle (transitive, 11 )
(Akye has put on cloth)

(5c) Akye heda.edanle ( ,f stative)
(Akye is wearing cloth)

Alcys soa Kofi kyele (ditransitive, dynamic)
(Akye puts on Kofi a hat)
Akye soa kyele (transitive, " )
(Akye puts on a hat)
Akys zo kyele ( ” stative)
(Akye is wearing a hat)
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(ii) Transitive clauses involving the stative verbal 
forms have constructional analogues in which the subject and 
object are permuted. Thus alongside (5c) above, for example, 
we shall find:

(5d) sdanle heda Akye/ye
(there is a cloth on Akye/her)

And also with the stative verbal forms (4b) bo and (6b) wula 
we shall find the following pair of clauses in which the (a) 
clauses are transitive and the (b) clauses are the corresponding 
analogues:

(6a) Kofi bo abotile (transitive, stative)
(Kofi is wearing a turban)

(6b) abotile bo Kofi/ye/o ti (analogue ” )
(there is a turban on 
ICofi/him/his head)

and (7a) Kofi wula ngeba (transitive ,f )
(Kofi is wearing a ring)

(7b) ngeba wula Kofi/ye/o sa (analogue n )
(there is a ring on Kofi/ 
him/his finger)

In the constructional analogues, for example (6b-7b) above, the 
noun phrase following the stative verbal'form may be a proper 
name, a pronoun or a genitive construction in which the possessive 
nominal is in genitive relation with the possessed form of a 
corporal inalienable noun specifying the body-part where the 
article of adornment is worn. With particular reference to 
the stative verbal form wula, it should be noted that when it
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collocates in such analogues with subject noun phrases whose 
referents are articles of jewellry, it may be replaced by the 
stative verbal form la ’to~be (lying) onr” (whose corresponding 
dynamic verbal form is da) * Thus alongside (7b) we shall find 
with la:

(7c) ngsba la Kofi asa/o sa
(there’s a ring on Kofi's/his finger)

The suppletive stative verbal form la is obligatorily followed 
by a genitive construction*

(iii) With members of this sub-set, the dynamic verbal 
form occurring in a ditransitive clause and the stative verbal 
form occurring in a syntactically-(as well as semantically-) 
related transitive clause may be handled In terms of the causa
tive/non-causative aspectual distinction* Thus with the first 
pair of verbal forms soa/zo, we shall find:

(8a) Akye ezoa Kofi kyele (ditransitive, causative,
(Akye has made Kofi put dynamic)
on a hat)
* #(8b) Kofi zo kyele (transitive, non-causative

*Kofi is wearing a hat) stative)
(iv) Ditransitive clauses involving the dynamic verbal 

forms have fa-paraphrases. Thus alongside (8a) above we shall 
attest the fa-paraphrase:

(8c) Akye eva kyele (ne) ezoa Kofi 
(Akys has put a hat on Kofi)

It is to be noted that the Indefinite nominal object in the di
transitive clause ('8a) may, in the correspondin*g"fa—paraphrase 
(8c), be post-modified by the definite article ne ’the1*



Sub-set A. II: Verbs of Medication

Members of this sub-set also constitute a close set* of 
six verbs which, unlike verbs of adornment, can only occur with 
dynamic aspect. Almost all verbs of medication may collocate 
with the noun ayile 'medicine', and in the list below only those 
nouns are supplied with which a particular verb specifically 
collocates:

1.
2 o 

%  

4°

Verbs of medication
bia fto bathe, wash1
tua 'to insert in anus '

■igua !to pour into nose*
sela 'to give enema*
twi *to daub, besmear*
noa/(no) 'to make drink*

Noun words

dazia

dazia 
szakpa 

(l) nzule 
(il) nyefonle

'pepper*

‘pepper* 
'Guinea grains 
‘water * 
'breast-milk1

Members of this sub-set are characterized by the following 
properties:

/ \ 2 Ci) As a rule, they can occur in a ditransitive as
well as in a transitive clause and in either clause only with
dynamic aspect. Thus with items (1-2), we shall find the pairs
of clauses:

1* The verb gua also collocates with the noun word asela
'snuff , but usually in a transitive clause.

2. The ditransitive use of verbs of medication is, as a rule,
socially conditioned in the sense that the verb action is 
performed by an adult (e.g. mother) for a child or a 
healthy person for a sick person.



. (1a) Kofi o ze ebia ye ayile (ditransitive, dynamic)
(lit. ICofi's father has hathed 
him (with) medicine)

(1b) Kofi ebia ayile , (transitive )
(Kofi has "bathed medicine) 

and (2a) Akye edua Kofi dazia (ditransitive " )
(lit. Akye has inserted in 
Kofi's anus pepper)

• (2b) Akye edua dazia (transitive n )
(Akye has inserted pepper 

in her anus)
With the morphologically-related pair of verbal forms 6. noa/no, 
however, the suffixed verbal form noa is used in a ditransitive
clause and the verb stem no in a transitive clause, as in:

/ \ * * * * 0(3a) Akye snloa Kofi nyefonle (ditransitive, dynamic)
(Akys has given Kofi breast- 
milk)

(3b) Akye snlo nyefonle (transitive !I )
(Akve has drunk breast-milk)

It was noted above, as a general characteristic of ditransitive 
simple verbs of Sub-set A, that with such verbs the omission of 
the indirect object results in an acceptable transitive clause 
which represents a complete meaning difference.

With the verbal form noa/nSwa/ 'to give to/make drink'
(which is morphologically different from all other members of 
the sub-set in being marked by a causative suffix /-w&/), how
ever, the omission of the indirect object results in an unaccept
able clause. fhus alongside (3a) above, for example, we shall 
never find, with the omission of the indirect object, (3c) below:

(3c) * Akye enloa nyefonle
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(ii) lake verbs of adornment, verbs of medication can 
occur in syntactically-(as well as semantically-)related 
ditransitive and transitive clauses which may be handled in 
terras of the causative/non-causative aspectual distinction.
Thus with items (5-6) we shall attest the related pairs of 
ditransitive and transitive clauses:

(5a) Saneba enloa Kofi ayile (ditransitive, causa-
(Saneba has made Kofi take tive, dynamic)
(some) medicine)

(5b) Kofi enlo ayile (transitive, causative,
(Kofi has taken some medicine) dynamic)

and (6a) Akys ehwi Kofi ayile (ditransitive, causa-
(Akye has daubed Kofi (with) tive, dynamic)
medicine)

(6b) Kofi shwi ayile (transitive, non-
(Kofi has daubed medicine) causative, dynamic)

Verbs of medication are, however, different from verbs of
adornment in that the verbal form occurring in the ditransitive
clause and that in the corresponding transitive clause (whether 
the verbal forms are identical in slmpe or morphologically 
related) are both of dynamic aspect.

(iii) Ditransitive clauses involving verbs of medication, 
unlike those involving verbs of adornment, do not have fa- 
paraphrases. Thus alongside (6a) above we shall not find:

. (6c) * Akys sva ayile ehwi Kofi
(Akys has daubed Kofi (with) medicine) -

We shall, however, attest such serial verbal constructions as 
(7a):
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(7®.) meva ye ayile 11 e mehwi ye
(lit* I’ve used his medicine and dauhed him with it) 

which also involves the verb fa, hut such constructions are not 
interpreted as fa-paraplirases of ditransitive clauses; and 
alongside (7a) we shall not find the potentially correspondent 
ditransitive clause:

(7b) * mewhi ye ye ayile ne
(I’ve daubed him (with) his medicine)

(i-v) The direct object in transitive clauses with verbs 
of medication may be front-shifted by topicalization, if (a) the 
direct object is the noun phrase ayile ne ’the medicine*, (b) the 
transitive clause is in the habitual tense, and (c) the subject 
is the impersonal 3rd person plural.pronoun bs ’they*. Thus 
alongside :

(8a) bsno ayile ne
(they drink the medicine) 

we shall attest by topicalization:
(8b) ayile ne beno

(lit* the medicine they drink it^fe*/ dc'n^k ike.

Such clauses as (8) are used to express directions as to how to 
administer the medicine in question.

Sub-set A.Ill: Verbs of Cognition
Membership of this "sub-set is‘represented by “the item 

kalcye, which may mean either (i) ’to remind* or (II) *to remember* 
Characteristics of the members of Sub-set A*III include:

(i) In its first sense, the verb Icakye can occur in a
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ditransitive clause and in its second sense in a transitive 
clause, and such a ditransitive clause and the syntactically- 
(as well as semantically-) related transitive clause may be 
handled in terms of the causative/non-causative aspectual 
distinction:

* * + + +(1a) Akys shakye Kofi alobole edweke,
(Akys has reminded Kofi of a 
sorrowful matter)

(1b) Kofi shakye alobole edweke
(Kofi has remembered a sorrow
ful matter)

(ii) Verbs of cognition characteristically take a finite 
clause object (or sentential complement) introduced by the 
subordinator ke fthatT, as in:

(2a) Akys shakye me k£ shema obaho
■ (Akys has reminded me that she would leave tomorrow)

(iii) With verbs of cognition the indirect object as well
as the direct object (whether a noun phrase or a finite clause) 
can be omitted without changing the basic meaning, fhus along
side the ditransitive clause (1a) we shall attest, with the 
omission of the direct object, the acceptable transitive clause 
(1c) below:

(1c) Akys shakye Kofi
(Akys has reminded Kofi)

And also alongside the complex sentence (2a) we shall attest, 
with the omission of the finite clause object, (2b) below:

(2b) Akys shakye me
(Akys has reminded me)

(ditransitive, 
causative, dynamic

(transitive, non
causative, dynamic
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It should be mentioned that a transitive such as (1c) 
above, in which the nominal object is human, may be two-ways 
ambiguous; that is, in addition to its meaning exemplified in 
(1c), the transitive clause may also mean: ’Akye has remembered
Kofi’, the source of this ambiguity being the two possible 
meanings of the verb as indicated above.

(iv) Ditransitive clauses involving verbs of this sub
set do not have fa-paraphrases. Thus alongside the ditransitive 
clause (1a) above we shall not find:

(1d) * Akye sva alobole edweke ehakye Kofi.

Sub-Glass B: Ditransitive simple verbs
Three sub-sets (l-IIl) may be distinguished among di

transitive simple verbs of sub-class B.
%

Sub-set B.I
Members of this sub-set include: 1. biza *to ask (about)’

and 2. kile ’to disclose (hidden or stolen article)’. Their use
* • _. 

may be illustrated by:
(1) Kofi ebiza Akys edweke ne

(Kofi has asked Akye (about) the matter)
*  *  +  &  &(2) Kofi ehile Akye ezukoa ne

(Kofi has disclosed to Akye the money)
Characteristic properties of members of this sub-set include:
■ •- - (i) Verbs of this sub-set usually take a definite object

noun phrase as exemplified in (1-2) above.
(ii) With verbs of this sub-set the indirect object as

well as the direct object can be omitted without changing the 
basic meaning. Thus alongside (l), for example, we shall attest, 
with the omission of the indirect object, the transitive clause
(1 a) *
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* *  *(1a) Kofi ebiza edweke ne
(Kofi has asked about the matter)

Both (1) and (1a) indicate that Kofi asked somebody about
the matter in question, the person of whom the matter was asked
being specified in (l), but not in (1a).

.And with the omission of the direct object we shall attest
the equally acceptable transitive clause:

dt>) Kofi ebiza Akye
(Kofi has asked Akye)

which, like the ditransitive clause (2), indicates that Kofi
asked Akys about something.

(iii) Bitransitive clauses involving verbs ofthis sub-set 
have fa-paraphrases; and corresponding to the ditransitive clause
(1) above, for example, we shall attest the fa-paraphrase:

* * r f *(1c) Kofi eva edweke ne ebiza Akye
(Kofi has asked Akye about the matter)

Similarly, alongside the ditransitive clause (2) above we shall 
find the fa-paraphrase:

(2a) Kofi eva ezukoa ne ehile Akye
(Kofi has disclosed the money to Akye)

We might distinguish the above fa-paraphrase (2a) from the 
following ditransitive clause with the verbal group fa kile !to
show, exhibit for inspection1:

* * * * *(3a) Kofi eva ye buluku fofole ne ehile Akye
(Kofi has shown his new book to Akye)

Clause (3a) involving the verbal'group is not interpreted'as 
the fa-paraphrase of a di transitive clause involving the di tran
sitive simple verb kile *to show1; and alongside (3a) we shall not 
attest the potentially correspondent ditransitive clause:
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Sub-set Ba II
Members of this sub-set include: 1. die ’to collect , 

take from1, 2. kile ’to show, to point out1, 3* biza ’to ask 
(of)1, and 4* ssls ’to beg for’.

Their use may be illustrated by:
(1) yelie me pone ko

(he has colie cted from me a pound)
(2) yehile eyevole ne adenle ne

(he has shown the stranger the way)
(3) membizale ye edweke

(l asked him a question)
(4) Akys zslsle nrenya ne ezukoa 

(Akye begged the man for- money)
Characteristic properties of members of this sub-set (B. II) 

include:
(i) With ditransitive verbs of this sub-set the direct 

object (as well as the indirect object) can be omitted without 
changing the basic meaning. Taking (1-2) as examples, we ‘Shall 
f i n d s  with the omission of the direct object, the acceptable 
transitive clauses (1a) and (2a) respectively:

(la) yelie me
(he has collected from me) 

and (2a) yehile e5revole ne
(he has shown the stranger)

(ii) Ditransitive clauses involving verbs of this sub-set 
do not have fa-paraphrases, and alongside (4) above, for example, 
we shall not find:

(4a) * Akys sva ezukoa ne szsle nrenya ne.
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Sub-set B.Ill
Members of this sub-set include: 1. gyakyi ’to leave (to,

for)*, 2. ka ’to say, tell’, 3. kile ’to teach, give lessons in’.
Their use may be illustrated by:

(1) egya gyakyile me ezukoa
(my father left me (some) money)

(2) yeha wo edwske
(he has told you (an important) matter)

(3) Akye kile ys mgbondabule 
(Akys teaches us Arithmetic)

(i) like members of sub-set B.I-II, the omission of the
indirect object produces an acceptable transitive clause; Thus 
alongside (3) above, for example, we shall find (3a) below:

(3a) Akye kile mgbondabule
(Akye teaches Arithmetic)

. (ii) Members of this sub-set do not.share the other 
characterstics of members of Sub-set B.I—II; that is, they do 
not allow the omission of the direct object nor do they have 
fa-paraphras es-

Sub-class C: Bitransitive simple verbs
.Bitransitive simple verbs of sub-class C include such verbs 

of ’giving’ as 1. sie ’to leave (for)1, 2. bele ’to bring (as a 
gift)’, 3'« kys ’to give (as a gift)’, 4* nwa ’to remit’ and 
5* maa ’to give (as a gift)’, and 6. kile ’to show’.

(i) As already mentioned, with such verbs the omission 
of the indirect object results in a transitive clause which is
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either unacceptable or only marginally acceptable. Thus with 
item (l) sle Ito leave (for)1 we shall find the ditransitive 
clause:

(1) s mo ziele me ales
(mother left me (some) food)

The omission of the indirect object from such a ditransitive 
clause as (l) results in a transitive clause which is simply 
unacceptable:

(1a) * e mo ziele ales
(mother left (some) food)

(ii) Verbs of this sub-set usually take an indefinite 
object noun phrase as in (1) above.

(iii) Ditransitive simple verbs of this sub-class co-occur 
as auxiliary verbs with the verb fa ’to take’ as the principal 
verb in the ditransitive verbal groups:

(1&) fa sie ’to keep for’; (2a) fa bsls ’to bring’;
(3a) fa kys ’to forgive'; (4a) fa nwa ’to send';
(5a) fa maa ’to give'; and (6a) fa kile ’to show,

exhibit for 
inspection*

(iv) Ditransitive clauses with verbs of this sub-set may 
have fa-paraphrases, but such paraphrases are to be distinguished 
from ditransitive clauses involving the corresponding verbal 
group. Thus alongside the ditransitive clause (1) above, for 
example, we shall find the fa-paraphrase:

(-113) e mo vale ales zfele me
(mother left (some) food for me)
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which is to he distinguished from the ditransitive clause (2) 
"below with the verbal grou-p fa sie ’to keeo for’:

(2) e mo eva Akys buluku ne ezie ye
(mother has kept Akys’s book for her)

Alongside (2), which is marked by a co-referential relation 
between the possessive nominal Akys and the clause-final indirect 
pronominal object, we shall not attest the potentially corres
pondent ditransitive clause:

(2a) * s mo szie Akys ye buluku ne 
Hi transitive clauses involving sxich verbal groups (la-6a) are 
not interpreted as fa-paraphrases.

In spite of the common characteristics noted above, there 
are differences which justify the setting-up of at least three 
sub-sets (l-IIl) among ditransitive simple verbs of sub-class C.

Sub-set C.I
Members of the first sub-set include items (1-3): 1. sie

’to leave (to, for)1, 2* bsls ’to bring (as a gift)’ and 3* kye 
’to give (as a gift)*.

Their use may be Illustrated by:
(5) oziele me nzule ne bie

(he left me some of the water)
(4) ICofi srele Akye syene

(Kofi has brought Akye (some) firewood)
(5) eyevole ne ehys Kofi buluku

(the guest has given Kofi.a book)
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(i) Ditransitive clauses involving verbs of this sub
set usually have fa-paraphrases. Thus corresponding to (5)
above, for example, we have:

/ \ * * * * **(5a; eyevole ne eva buluku ne shye Iiofi
(the guest has given the book to Kofi)

In such fa-paraphrases, the direct object noun phrase occurring 
after the first verb word fa ’to take’ is usually definite, 
although it is Indefinite in the original ditransitive clause 
as in (5) above.

In spite of the identify of the verbal elements, such a 
fa-paraphrse as (5a) is to be distinguished from the following 
di transitive clause (5b) which involves the verbal group fa leys 
’to forgive 1:

* + + * *(5b) eyevole ne eva Kofi etane ehye ye
(the guest has forgiven Kofi for his offence)

The ditransitive clause (5b) differs from the fa-paraphrase 
(5a) in at least two respects: (i) the possessive nominal
(e.g. Kofi) occurring In the object noun phrase is co-referential 
with the clause-final Indirect pronominal object; and (ii) along
side a ditransitive clause such as (5b) we shall not attest the 
potentially correspondent ditransitive clause with a simple 
verb such as:

(5c) * eyevole ne ehye Kofi ye etane
Sub-set Q.II
The second sub-set Includes item (4) nwa 'to remit, send 

(as a gift) *, the use of which may be illustrated by:
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\ *  * * *(6a) siane Mala, menwa egya ezukoa
(every month., I remit my father money)

(7a) onwanl e me edanle
(he remitted me cloth)

(i) With members of this sub-set the direct object can
be omitted without changing the basic meaning. Thus corresponding 
to (6a-7a) respectively we shall find with the omission of the 
direct object:

(6b) siane biala, menwa egya
(every month, I remit ihy father)

(7b) onwanle me
(he remitted me) ■ ' ' ■

(ii) Bitransitive clauses with members of this sub-set, 
unlike those with verbs of sub-set G.I, do not have fa-paraphrases, 
and therefore such a ditransitive clause as:

(8) ovale sdanle ne onwanle me
(he sent the cloth to me) 

can only be interpreted as Involving the verbal group fa nwa 
•to send to1.

Sub-set 0.Ill
Members of this sub-set include items (5-6): 5. maa ’to

give (as a gift)’ and 6. kile ’to show, teach’, as exemplified in:
/ / -(9a) omaanle Kofi pone ko

(he gave Kofi a pound)
(9b) omaanle me ayile ngakyile nsa

(he gave me three different kinds of medicine) 
and (10a) wohile me nrslebe

(you have taught me sense/a lesson)
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(i) Vex’hs of this sub-set co-occur as auxiliary verbs 
with other principal verbs than fa 'to take’-in ditransitive 
verbal groups; the first item maa usually co-occurs with 
'service1 verbs like (1) to 'to buy' or (5) tone 'to sell' as 
in the ditransitive verbal groups (1a) to maa 'to buy for1 and 
(^a) tone maa 'to sell to', whereas the second item kile co
occurs with verbs of communication like (3) ka 'to say' and
(4) kenga 'to read' as in the ditransitive verbal groups (3a) ka 
kile 'to say to, tell* and (4a) kenga kile 'to read to'.

(ii) like ditransitive simple verbs of sub-set C.II, 
verbs of this sub-set do not have fa-paraphrases; and conse
quently* ditransitive clauses with the verbal groups fa maa 'to 
give1 and fa kile 'to show, exhibit for inspection' such as:

(11a) yeva buluku ne yemaa me -
(he has given the book to me) 

apd *(l1b) yeva ye buluku ne^yehile me
(he has shown his book to me) 

are not interpreted as fa-paraphrases of ditransitive clauses 
involving verbs of this sub-set.

(iii) Yerbs of this sub-set, unlike those of sub-set C.II, 
do not allow the omission of the direct object. Thus alongside 
(10a) above we shall never find, with the omission of the direct 
object, the transitive clause (10b):

(10b) *wohile me
(you have taught me)
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2. Ditransitive Complex verbs
The complex verbs we are dealing with here are

analyzable as verb (usually of CV structure) plus a noun phrase,
which may be regarded as the object and is usually indefinite
and inanimate. Clauses involving such complex verbs can admit,
between the verb and the nominal object, an additional noun
phrase which (in the case of most ditransitive complex verbs
is usually human or animate) may be regarded as the indirect
object. Thus with the complex verb bo swoks 1 to make a promise1
we shall find the pair of clauses:

* *
(1) Kofi bole ewoke 

(Kofi made a promise)
(2) Kofi bole Akye ewoke 

(Kofi made Akye a promise)
of which (1) may be regarded as a transitive clause and (2) as 
a ditransitive clause. It is to be noted that the first syllable 
of the noun phrase object in such a ditransitive clause as (2), 
as also in the c ase of a ditransitive clause with a simple verb, 
has regularly a high tone, irrespective of its low tone in 
isolation in the transitive clause (1).

Like ditransitive clauses with simple verbs, ditransitive 
clauses involving complex verbs may be related to their corres
ponding transitive clauses in terms of the causative/non-causa
tive aspectual distinction, as exemplified by the following pair 
of di transitive and transitive clauses with the complex verb 
kye shone !to starve, to fast1":
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(3a) Akye hyele Kofi shone 
(Akye starved Kofi) 

(3b) Kofi byele shone 
(Kofi fasted)

(ditransitive,
. c aus ativ e, dynami c) 
(transitive, 
non-causative, dynamic)

It is to be noted that the complex verb occurs with dynamic 
aspect in the causative ditransitive clause as well as in the 
non-causative transitive clause.

Unlike ditransitive clauses involving some ditransitive 
simple verbs, ditransitive clauses involving complex verbs do 
not have fa-paraphrases; thus alongside (3a) above we shall 
never find:

(3c) * Akye vale ehone hyele Kofi

Classification of Ditransitive complex verbs
As in the case of ditransitive simple verbs, three sub

classes (A-C) may be distinguished among ditransitive complex 
verbs on the same basis of the possibility of omitting the 
indirect object (or the dative reflexive object in the case of 
complex verbs of sub-set A.Il).

Sub-class A:
‘With ditransitive complex verbs of this sub-class (e.g. 

kye ehone ’to starve, to fast’), as with ditransitive simple 
verbs of sub-class A, the omission of the indirect object results 
in an acceptable transitive clause with a complete meaning 
difference, as the following pair of clauses illustrates:

(1a) Akye hyele o ra ne ehone
(Akye starved her child) 

(1b) Akye hyele ehone 
(Akye fasted)
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The meaning difference between the ditransitive clause 
(1a) and the equally acceptable transitive clause (1b) may be 
expressed in terms of the person who experienced the pangs of 
hunger: in (1a), it is Akys’s child (the indirect object
referent) who was made to suffer the pangs of hunger, whereas 
in (1b), it is Akye herself (the subject referent) who suffered 
the pangs of hunger.

Two sub-sets (l~Il) may be set up among ditransitive complex 
verbs of sub-class A.

Sub-set A.I
Members of this sub-set include:

1. kye ehone 'to starve; to fast1
2. kye nvoninli ’to take a photograph of;

to have one’s photograph 
taken1

3. bo anyiemgba ’to disgrace; to be disgraced’
4. bo bosea 'to lend; to borrow’
5. bo kake ’to impose a fine on; to

incur debt’
Characteristic properties of members of this sub-set include:

(i) With complex verbs of this sub-set the causative/non- 
causative relationship is statable for corresponding ditransitive 
and transitive clauses. Thus with item (4)> for example, we 
shall find:

(1a) Kofi bole Akye bosea (ditransitive,
(Kofi gave Akys a loan) causative, dynamic)

(1b) Akye bole bosea (transitive, non-
(Akye took a loan) causative, dynamic)
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And also with item (5) we shall find the following pair of 
ditransitive and transitive clauses between which the same 
syntactic (as well as semantic) relationship holds:

(2a) bebo eysvole ne kake (ditransitive,
(they have imposed a fine on causative, dynamic)
the stranger)

(2b) eyevole ne ebo kake (transitive, non-
(the stranger has incurred a causative, dynamic)
debt)

(ii) The verbal element in complex verbs of this sub-set 
is restricted to the mono-syllabic verbs: (i) kye (items 1-2)
and (ii) bo (items 3-5)*

Sub-set A.II
Members of this sub-set include:

1. ka elalee ’to dream*
2. .fa eya ’to,get angry, to be annoyed’
3* bo nzekue ’to gossip’
4» bu mgbonda ’to think (about)1

Their use may be illustrated by the following paradigm with 
item (1) :

(la) Kofi hanle Akye anwo elalee
(Kofi dreamt about Akye)

(1b) Kofi hanle o nwo elalee
(Kofi dreamt about her)

(1c) Kofi hanle me nwo elalee
(Kofi dreamt about me)
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(i) As mentioned in the introductory chapter (see 
complex verbs (verb + alienable nouns) of Group B.Il), complex 
verbs of this sub-set characteristically admit an indirect 
object noun phrase which may be a genitive construction con
sisting of a possessive nominal in genitive relation with the 
possessed form of the inalienable noun nwols * outside, self1.
Such indirect object noun phrases involving the reflexive 
marker nwols is provisionally termed reflexive dative.

And as the above clauses (la-c) show, the subject and the 
possessive nominal in the reflexive dative are not co-referents.

.With item (1), but not the others, we shall also find
alongside such clauses as (la-c):

* * * * *(1d) Kofi hanle nwols elales
(Kofi dreamt about it)

(ii) With complex verbs of this sub-set the causative/non
causative distinction is not statable for ditransitive and 
transitive clauses in which the verbs may occur.

Sub-set B
With ditransitive complex verbs of this sub-class, the 

indirect object can be omitted without any change in the basic

It may well be that the Indirect object (or reflexive 
dative) and the direct object in such clauses constitute

i

a genitive noun phrase functioning as one nominal object 
in a transitive clause.
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meaning of the clause. Thus with the complex verb kpa kyels 'to
beg* entreat* we shall find the ditrans.itive clause:

(la) Kofi kpale Akye kyels
(Kofi begged Akye)

as well as the equally acceptable transitive clause:
*  *(1b) Kofi kpale kyele 

(Kofi begged)
and both clauses express the same notion that Kofi begged 
somebody, who is specified by name in (1a) but not in (1b).

Among ditransitive complex verbs of sub-class B, two sub
sets may, on formal grounds, be .distinguished. It should be 
mentioned, however, that members of this sub-class are by far 
the most numerous and the sub-sets distinguished are by no 
means exhaustive.

Sub-set B.I: Discourse or Communication verbs
Members of this sub^set include such 'discourse* verbs

1. bo ewoke 'to make a promise*
2. . bo amanee * to give news *
3. to agyiba 'to trick, deceive*
4 * bu ei’ele 'to give/quote a proverb*
5. kile bo *to explain*
6. ye ayels 'to praise*

weld, as such communications verbs as:
7.. kela nrelalee 'to send a message*
8. kele kelata 'to write a letter'
9* ye tengilamo 'to send a telegram’
10, fsle telefuu 'to give a ring'
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The common characteristic of both discourse and communication 
verbs is that-they can take finite clause object introduced 
by the subordinator ke ’that’, which, as a rule, is non-omissible. 
Thus with items (1) and (7) we shall find:

(1) egya e"bo Akys ewoke ke obado ye sukiilu
(father has made Akye a promise that he’ll send her 
to school)

(2) egya ehela Akye nrelalee ke orela
(father has sent Akye a message that she should come)

Sub-set B.II; Performative verbs:
1. ye mo 1 to give thanks1
2. ye amasiela ’to give thanks (for hospi

tality) ’
3° ye akoaba ’to make welcome*
4* biza ahe/anlu *to bid good morning/evening *
5* ye awosi ’to bid good evening (in

reply)’
6. da ase ’to give thanks’
7. kpa kyels ’to beg, entreat*

intransitive clauses involving the sub-set of complex verbs 
here termed ’performative * verbs have alternative stereotyped 
formulae which are usually verbless sentences consisting of 
the object noun phrase with or without a following particle.

The formulaic expression, which may substitute for di
transitive clauses with items (1-3)? may be a one-word 
sentence consisting of the nominal object. -Thus with.item. (3). ■
we shall find alongside the di transitive clause:
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(1a) meye wo akoaba
(i bid you welcome) 

the formulaic expression:
(1b) akoaba/akoaba o

(welcome)
The formulaic expression used in place of ditransitive clauses 
with items (4-6) usually consist of the nominal object followed 
by a vowel particle, as in:

(2a) yeda wo ase
(we give you thanks)

(2b) ase a
(thanks)

The use of item (7) may be illustrated by:
(3a) yskpa wo kyels

(lit. we doff (our) hat to you: we beg you)
(3b) kyele a le e

(lit. here is our hat)
Among the remaining ditransitive complex verbs of s utnclass 

B, four other sub-sets may be set up along some rough semantic 
parameters.

Sub-set B.Ill: Attitudinal verbs
1. se nyiane ’to respect, to be bashful1 

’to show pity’2. se anwuvone

Sub-set B.IV: Verbs of Abuse or Offence
1* ye/bo aholeba ’to insult, abuse’
2. bu anyehoanle ’to look askance at
3* wo safule ’to insult, abuse1
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4* si amgbu ’to scoff, sneer*
5* ye e tane *to offend*
6. ka sya * to annoy'
7- wa amonle *to curse’
8. ye amunwio *to maltreat*

Sub-set B«V: Verbs of Predication
1» wo aguyla !to give injection1
2. bo sili ’to give vaccination*

Sub-set B.VI: Verbs of games
1o wula golu *to score a goal*

Other complex verbs of Sub-class B
h to kele ’to give a blow’
2, *

**
to etu ’to shoot a gun*

3. sua ehane ’to set a trap*
4® yia adenle ’to meet (at station)*
5® sele adenle 'to ask permission to leave
6a su naa * to pour out (drink)'
7. to duma 'to give a name*
8« ka nrohoa *to make (child) merry by

play!'
9® tua kake ’to owe’

1 0 . tua kake ’to pay wages; to punish*

Sub-class C
Complex verbs of this sub-class do not usually allow the 

omission of the indirect object and include:
1* to esonle *to make accusation*
2* die atofols Ho wed*
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3® fa ekpole 'to hate1
4* ys sysvole 'to entertain guest*
5* ye nzonle 'to identify by a marlc'
6. ye asiane 'to cause mishap'

With item (1), for example, we shall find the ditransitive 
clause:

/ N * » *(1a) Kofi edo me ezonle
(Kofi has made an accusation against me)

but not:
(1b) * Kofi edo ezonle

3° Ditransitive verbal groups
The following general statements can be made about 

verbal- groups which can occur in the type of construction which 
may be regarded as di transitive-*

(a) The auxiliary verb in ditransitive verbal groups
is restricted to a closed set of eight verbs which as simple 
verbs can occur in ditransitive clauses. They are (with cross- 
references to the sub-sets to which they belong): 1* die 'to
collect* take from' (B.II), 2, gyakyi 'to leave to, for1 (B.Ill), 
verbs of 'giving* such as 3- sie 'to leave for' (C.l), 4. bels 
'to bring to* (C-l), 5* kye 'to give to' (C.l), 6. nwa 'to 
remit, send to'.(C.Il) and '7® maa 'to give to1 (C*IIl) and 
8* kile 'to show to' (C.IIl)®*

And as indicated above, all these auxiliary verbs (except
1. die) can co-occur with fa 'to take* as a principal verb in 
the verbal groups:
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(2a) fa gyakyi 'to leave with* (3a) fa sie ’to keep for'
(4a) fa bsls 'to bring to' (5a) fa kys 'to forgive'
(6a) fa nwa 'to send to' (7a) fa maa ’to give/

hand to'
(8a) fa kile 'to show, exhibit for inspection;to introduce tc
Verbal groups involving fa as the principal verb are distin
guished as 'verbs of giving'.

The auxiliary verbs (7-8) can co-occur with principal 
verbs other than fa: 7* maa 'to give/hand to' usually co-occurs
with simple verbs (e.g. (i) to 'to buy' and (ii) to 'to throw1) 
as in the verbal groups:

(7J) to maa 'to buy for'
(7*Il) to maa 'to throw to', 

and 8. kile co-occurs va th principal verbs which may be either 
simple (e.g. (l) kenga 'to read') or complex (e.g. (Ii) fete 
zols 'to broach') as in the verbal groups:

(8j) kenga kile 'to read to'
(8»Il) fete zols kile 'to broach to*.

Verbal groups involving 7« maa as the auxiliary verb are 
designated as 'sex’Vice verbs' in contradistinction to verbal 
groups involving 8. kile which are regarded as 'communication 
verbs.

The verb 1. die Ho collect, take from* as an auxiliary 
verb is restricted to the principal verb sa as in the verbal 
group sa die Ho deprive, rob of*.
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(b) It was noted above that in ditransitive clauses 
involving a simple verb or complex verb, the normal ordering of 
objects is 'indirect object before direct object*' In a di tran
sitive clause involving a verbal group, the direct object 
(occurring after the principal verb) normally precedes the 
indirect object (occurring after the auxiliary verb), as the 
following example with the verbal group to maa 'to buy for' 
illustrates:

(1) yedo buluku ne yemaa Kofi
(he has bought the book for Kofi)

With the verbal group sa die 'to deprive, rob of, however, 
it is the alternative ordering that obtains; that is, the 
indirect object (occurring after the principal verb) precedes 
the direct object (occurring after the auxiliary verb), as (2) 
below illustrates:

(2) yeza Kofi yelie bultiku ne
(he has deprived Kofi of the book)

As a rule, then, ditransitive clauses with verbal groups 
replicate the ordering of objects - i.e. 'direct object before 
indirect object' - characteristic of the fa-paraphrases of 
ditransitive clauses with a sub-class of ditransitive simple 
verbs.

(c) Ditransitive clauses involving verbal groups are
like ditransitive clauses with complex verbs in not having 
fa-paraphrases•

(d) Unlike ditransitive clauses Involving either simple
or complex verbs, ditransitive clauses Involving verbal groups
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do not have corresponding transitive clauses which may "be 
related in terms of the causative/non-causative aspectual 
distinction.

(e) Generally speaking, ditransitive verbal groups are 
loose collocations, except fa kye which is a close-knit 
collocation*

We might, at this stage, compare some English di transitive 
clauses with their Hsema equivalents involving verbal groups.

In English we shall attest a ditransitive clause such as: 
(3a) he sold me the house 

in which the ordering of objects is ’indirect’ before direct
object’. We shall refer to English ditransitive clauses such
as (3a) which are characterised by this ordering of objects as 
’standard structure’, hi transitive clauses such as (3a,) above 
have a prepositional paraphrase:

(3b) he sold the house to me 
in \h.ich the direct object occurs before the indirect object 
which is preceded by a preposition.

Hie Ezema equivalent involving the verbal group tone maa 
’to sell to* is:

(4a) yedone sua ne yemaa me
(he sold the house (and he gave it) to me)

in which the ordering of objects is the same as in the English
prepositional paraphrase (3b) above.

With the verbal group sa die ’to deprive, rob of* as in
(2) above, the ordering of objects is also the same as in the 
equivalent English clause which has no. prepositional paraphrase.
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On the basis of this comparison, we might say that the 
auxiliary verb in Nzema ditransitive clauses with verbal groups 
corresponds to the English prepositions ‘to, for, with, of*.

Classification of ditransitive verbal groups
Ditransitive verbal groups may be sub-classified on the 

basis of a number of possible criteria, which include:
(i) the ordering of objects which they favour;
(ii) the type of verb which occurs as the auxiliary '

verb within the verbal group; or alternatively, 
the type of verb which occurs as the principal verb;

(iii) the type of collocation, whether loose or close-
knit, which the verbal group exemplifies;

(iv) the possibility of omitting the (auxiliary) consti
tuent involving the indirect object;

or (v) the underlying structure*
Some of these criteria may produce the s ame results. To bring 
the description of ditransitive clauses with verbal groups in 
line with those Involving simple or complex verbs, the same 
criterion of the possibility of omitting the auxiliary (or 
principal) constituent Involving the indirect object is used to 
distinguish two (rather than three, as in the case of ditran
sitive simple or complex verbs) main sub-classes (A-B).

Sub-class A: Bitransitive verbal groups
With ditransitive verbal groups of this sub-class (e.g. 

toa kile ‘to report to1) the omission of the auxiliary (or 
principal) constituent involving the indirect object results in 
an acceptable transitive clause without changing the basic 
meaning. Thus alongside (1a) below:
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. . * * *(1a) Kofi edoa me ehile egya
(Kofi has re-ported me to father) 

we shall attest, with the omission of the auxiliary constituent, 
the acceptable transitive clause:

(1b) Kofi edoa me
(Kofi has reported me)

Both the ditransitive clause (1a) and the resultant transitive 
clause (1b) are alike in their basic meaning and indicate that 
Kofi repiorted me to somebody, who is mentioned in (1a) but not 
in (1b). In respect of the possibility of omitting the indirect 
object, then, ditransitive verbal groups of sub-class A function 
like ditransitive simple or complex verbs of sub-class B. Four 
sub-sets (I-IT) may be distinguished among ditransitive verbal 
groups of sub-set A*

Sub-set A*I
Members of the sub-set include: 1. tone xnaa *to sell to1

as in:
*  *  *  *  *  *(1a) Kofi edone Akys sua ne emaa me

(Kofi has sold Akye*s house to me)
(i) With members of this sub-set an indefinite inanimate 

object is pronominalizable. Ihus alongside (1a) above, we 
shall find:

* *  *(1b) Kofi edone ye emaa me
(Kofi has sold it to me)

We might distinguish the ditransitive clause (1a) above from 
the transitive clause (2) below which involves the verbal group 
tone maa ! to sell for/on behalf ofT:
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(2) Kofi edone Akys sua ne emaa ye
(Kofi has sold Akye’s house for me)

The above transitive clause, which contains two objects, is 
different in that the possessive nominal Akye in the first 
nominal object occurring after the principal verb is co-refe- 
rential with the second pronominal object occurring in clause- 
final position after the auxiliary verb*

And loosely, one might say that the transitive clause (2) 
above presupposes that Kofi sold Akye’s property with the owner’s 
consent or approval, whereas the ditransitive clause (1) may 
not have such a presupposition.

(ii) The structure underlying ditransitive clauses 
involving verbal groups of this sub-set is referable to a pair 
of transitive clause and (possibly) a fa-paraphrase both of 
which may be attested in surface structure. Thus the structure
underlying (1) above may be regarded as derivable from:

(1.1) Kofi edone Akye sua ne
(Kofi has sold Akye’s house)

(1.II) Kofi eva Akye sua ne emaa me
(Kofi has given Akye’s house to me)

We might include in this sub-set the verbal group ksls (kelata) 
maa ’to write (letter) to1, as in:

*(3a) mehele kelata mehomaa Kofi
(lit. I’ve written a letter and gone and given
it to Kofi* I’ve written a letter to Kofi)
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This verbal group has the distinctive characteristic of re
quiring the itive-ingressive aspect marker in the auxiliary 
verb word. Secondly, alongside (3) we shall attest the 
synonymous ditransitive clause:

(3b) mehsle Kofi kelata
(Ifve written Kofi a letter) 

as well as the transitive clasue:
(3c) mehele Kofi

(I've written Kofi)
Thirdly, all three clauses (3a-c) may be followed by a Ice 
1 that'-clause:

(3d) mehsls kelata mehomaa Kofi ke ommaba
(I've written a letter to Kofi that he shouldn't 
come)

Sub-set A,II: Verbs of Gommunication
Members of this sub-set which may be designated as verbs 

of communication are more numerous and include:
1. toa kile 'to report to *
2. ka (edweke) kile 'to say/tell to*
3* ka (nohale ne) kile 'to speak (the truth)

to'
4* bo (adals) kile 'to tell (a lie) to'
5* bo sole kile 'to mention to'
6* fete sole kile 'to mention to'
7. to (nwora) kile 'to tell (a story) to'
8, kenga (kelata). kile 'to read (letter)...to'
9* ye (nvoninli) kile ' to show (film) to'

Their use may be illustrated by the following clauses with 
items (1-2):
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*  *  *  *  *(1) Akys edoa Kofi ehile eyevols ne
(Akye has reported Kofi to the guest)

(2) eyevols ne eha edweke ne ehile egya
(the guest has reported the matter to father)

Verbs of this sub-set have the following characteristics:
(i) Verbs of this sub-set are characterized by kile

as the auxiliary verb.
(ii) The principal verb occurring within verbal groups

of this sub-set may be either simple verbs as in item (1) or 
complex verbs as in items (2-9)•

(iii) The structure underlying ditransitive clauses 
involving verbal groups of this sub-set are also referable to a 
pair of transitive clause and a fa-paraphrase which cannot be 
attested in surface structure. Thus the structure underlying
(2) above, for example, may be regarded as derivable from a 
pair of clauses of the type:

(2,l) eyevols ne eha edweke ne
(the guest has reported the matter)

(2. Il)*e5?'svole ne eva edweke ne ehile egya
(the guest has shorn the matter to father)

(iv) Generally speaking, verbal groups of this sub-set 
denote verbal communication.

We might perhaps group together items (1-3) which are 
different in’being capable of taking a ke 'that'-clause as in 
the following example with item (3):

(3) yeha nohale ne yehile me ke odaye a ovale a 
(he has told me the truth, that he took it)
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Sub-set A*III: Verbs of Deprivation
—  Membership of this sub-set is represented by the item —
1* sa die 'to deprive, rob of; to take from', and its use may
be illustrated by:

t \ * * * *(1a) Kofi sza me elie ezukoa ne
. (Kofi has robbed me of the money)

(1b) nrenya ne eza Kofi elie o gonwo raale ne
(the man has deprived Kofi of his girl friend)

(1c) bsza o ye ne belie sua ne
(they have taken from his wife the house)

Characteristics of members of this sub-set include:
(i) Members of this sub-set are different from all 

other ditransitive verbal groups in favouring the ordering of 
objects: 'indirect before direct object'.

(ii) With verbal groups of this sub-set the omission of 
the principal (rather than the auxiliary) constituent results 
in an acceptable clause without changing the basic meaning.
Thus alongside (1c) we shall find, with the omission of the 
principal constituent containing the Indirect object, the 
acceptable transitive clause:

(id) belie sua ne
(they have taken the house)

(iii) The structure underlying a ditransitive clause 
such as do). above is referable to a pair of clauses one of 
which cannot be attested In surface structure and none of which 
is a fa-paiaphrase:

(ic.l) * bsza o ye ne
(they have got hold of his wife)

(lc.Il) belie sua ne
(they have taken the house)
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Sub-c3a ss B
- With verbal groups of this s\ib~class the omission of the 

auxiliary constituent containing the indirect object results in 
a transitive clause which may be acceptable but represents a 
slight meaning difference or is simply unacceptable.

Three sub-sets (i-IIl) may be distinguished among di
transitive verbal groups of this sub-class.

Sub-set B.I; Verbs of Service
Members of this sub-set include:

1. to maa 1 to buy for*
2. to/fuandi maa ’to throw to1
3* kye maa ’to catch for1
4* kela maa ’to order for1

Their use may be illustrated with items (l) and (4) by:
(1) Kofi edo sua emaa o ye Akye

(Kofi has bought a house for his wife Akye)
(2) nrenya ne shela teladee emaa o ra ne

(the man has ordered a dress for his child)
And with the omission of the auxiliary constituent from (1), 
for example, we shall find the acceptable transitive clause:

(1a) Akye edo sua
(Akye has bought a house)

The ditransitive clause (1) above indicates that Kofi bought a 
house and gave it to his wife for her own use; the resultant 
transitive clause (1a) is, however, different since it indicates 
that Kofi bought a house, possibly for his own use or for some
body else1s.

Characteristic properties of members of this sub-set 
include:



(i) The auxiliary verb occurring in verbal groups of 
this sub-set is restricted to maa which as a simple verb can 
occur in a ditransitive clause#

(ii) Ditransitive clauses involving verbal groups of 
this sub-set are more readily referable to an underlying 
structure derived from a pair of transitive clause and fa-para- 
phrase both of which may be attested in surface structure.
Thus (1) above may be regarded as derivable from a pair of 
clauses of the type:

(1»l) Kofi edo sua
(Kofi has bought a house)

(l.Il) Kofi sva sua emaa o ye Akye
(Kofi has given his wife Alcye a house)

(iii) Verbal groups of this sub-set denote the performance 
of a service*

Sub-set B.II: Verbs of Giving
Members of this sub-set include:

1* fa nwa Tto send to 1
2o fa bele 1 to bring to *
3* fa gyakyi * to leave with1
4. fa sie 1 to keep for’
5* fa maa Ho give to T
6* fa kile Ho show to, to exhibit for 

inspection; to introduce to1
Their use may be illustrated by the following clauses with items
(1) and (6):
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(1 ) Kofi eva 1111151x1 ne snwa Saneba
"(1 it* Kofi has taken the book and"sent it to 

Saneba* Kofi has sent the book to Saneba)
(2) Akye sva ye edanle fofols ne ehile Kofi

(Akye has shown her new cloth to Kofi)
With verbal groups of this sub-set, as with those of sub-set 
B. I, the omission of the auxiliary constituent results in an
acceptable clause which represents a slight meaning difference*
Thus the omission of the auxiliary constituent from (1) above
produces the acceptable transitive clause:

(1a) yeva buluku ne
(he has taken the book)

In relation to the original ditransitive clause (1), 
which indicates that Kofi sent the book to Saneba, the resultant 
transitive clause (1a) merely states that Kofi took the book 
without any indication that he sent it on.

Characteristics of verbal groups of this sub-set include:
(i) Verbal groups of this sub-set are characterized by 

the agentive verb fa Tto take1 as the principal verb, and as 
already mentioned ditransitive clauses involving verbal groups 
of this sub-set are not interpreted as fa-paraphrases.

(ii) Ditransitive clauses involving verbal groups of 
this sub-set are referable to a.pair of transitive and ditran
sitive clause, of which the latter may not be attested in 
surface structure. Thus the structure underlying (l) may be 
regarded as derivable from;
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(1.I) Kofi eva ‘buluku ne
(Kofi has taken the hook)

(l.Il)*Kofi enwa Saneba buluku ne
(Kofi has sent Saneba the book)

Sub-set B.III
Membership of this sub-set is represented by the item 

5’ fa kys ?to forgive’ and its use illustrated by:
(1) mefa wo stane mekye wo . . .

(I forgive you your offence)
With verbs of this sub-set the omission of the auxiliary consti
tuent results in a clause that is simply unacceptable. Thus 
the omission of the auxiliary constituent from (1) produces 
the unacceptable clause*:

(la) * mefa wo etane
(l take your offence)

Characteristic properties of members of this sub-set 
include:

(1) In ditransitive clauses with this item, the 
indirect object is usually a personal pronoun, and the possessive 
nominal in the direct object is co-referential with the indirect 
pronominal object.

(ii) This item is the only close-knit collocation among 
ditransitive verbal groups, and has the nominal!zation fakye

’forgiveness1:
(2) fakye fa kpale ba sua zo _ .... , ... ...

(forgiveness brings happiness into a town)
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TYPE 7: RELATIONAL CLAUSES (S V C)

Hie typical verb in a relational clause is the copular 
verb, which is stative. Relational clauses are exemplified by;

S V G
(1a) nrenya ne / Id / kpole

(the man is fat)
S V C

(1b) sube ne / ye / fs
(the soup is nice)
S V C

(1c) me ze a / le / Kofi
(my father is Kofi)
S V C

(id) me ze / wo / Bolofo
(my father is in Axim)

On the basis of the type of co pular verb characterising a 
relational clause, we distinguish four main sub-types of 
relational clauses; (i) relational clauses containing the 
copular verb le/li/ ’to be, to be Identified as’ and exempli
fied in (1a) are distinguished as identifying; (ii) those like 
(1b) which involve the copular verb ys/n'e/ ’to be, to have the 
essence of being, to have the attribute of being’ are distin
guished as attributive; (ill) relational clauses exemplified 
in (1c) and involving the copular verb le/ls/ ’to be, can be 
equated with, to be identified as’5 which is always preceded by ' 
the vowel particle are classified as equative; and (IV) re
lational clauses exemplified in. (id) and involving the locational 
copular verb wo ’to be in, can be found or located in, happens 
in, exist’ are classified as locational relational clause.
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The element of relational clause structure which necessarily 
follows the copular verb is here referred to as the mompieman1t. 
leaving aside for the moment equative relational clauses (sub-type 
III) and locational relational clauses (sub-tyre IV), the comple
ment in an identifying (sub-type i) relational clause may be A) 
a noun phrase, B) a numeral and C) an adjective, whereas in an 
attributive clause (sub-type Ii) the complement may be a numeral 
or an adjective.

The following structural frames may, therefore, be set up 
as the characteristic sjmtactic contexts in which the identifying 
copular verb le and the attributive copular verb ye can occur:

Subject Copular Verb Complement
A) houn phrase le noun phrase
3) iloun phrase 1e/ye numeral
c) Moun phrase le/ye adjective
A) Complement noun phrase

For a description of noun phrases functioning as
complement in identifying relational clauses, the following
binary features, arranged in a hierachical order, may be
set up -
I. Definiteness: Defini te/Indefini te
II. Animacy: Human / N on-human
I I I . Sex: Male/Female
IV. Humber: Singular/Plural
V. Location: Locative/Hon-locative
VI. Time: Temporal/Non-temporal
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B) Humeral complement
The category of number with its two terms of 

singular and plural is also stated for cardinal numeral 
complements occurring either in an identifying or 
attributive relational clause#

C) Adjective complement
For adjective complements in identifying or 

attributive relational clauses the following features 
may be set up:
I# State: Contingent/Pssential
II# Pluralizability: Pluralizable/Hon-pluralizable

Sub-type I: Identifying relational clause
Identifying relational clause may be exemplified by 

the following:
(1a) nrenya ne le eyevole

(the man Is a stranger)
(1b) nrenya ne le kpole

(the man is fat)
The copular verb le 'to be’, which occurs in the above identi
fying clauses is stative, and the particular form which it 
exhibits in (la-b) is the positive continuative form. It has a 
corresponding positive durative form de, as in:

(1c) nrenya ne tsde kpole
(the man is still fat)
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The copular verb le fto be1, then, belongs to the sub-class of 
stative verbal forms whose positive continuative tense form is 
phonologically related by stem-initial consonant mutation to 
their corresponding positive durative tense form. It is suggested 
that in the lexicon, the positive durative tense form de, which 
may be regarded as the base form, should be listed.

The common negative form for the positive continuative 
form le and the positive durative tense form de is written as 
nle, as in the negative polarity clause (id):

(id) nrenya ne snle kpole 
(the man is not fat)

In the positive active tenses, the identifying copular 
verb is complemented by the suppletive verbal form ye Tto become1, 
as in the following paradigm:

(2a) nrenya ne sys kpole (positive, perfect)
(the man has become fat)

(2b) nrenya ne etsysle kpole (negative, ” )
(the man has not become fat)

(2c) nrenya ne ysle kpole (positive, past )
(the man became fat)

The stippletive form ys is also the form which the identifying 
copular verb exhibits in imperative mood clauses:

(3a) ye koonwu _ (positive, 2nd. pers*
(do be quiet) , sing, imper.)

(5b) mmaye koonwu (negative, 2nd pers.
(donTt keep quiet)- - sing, imper.)
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In the descriptive statement which follows, brief comments will 
be made on the relevance of the binary features to the syntax of 
the identifying relational clause involving the copular verb de.

I* Definiteness: Definite/indefinite
There are clear formal criteria for distinguishing 

definite from indefinite noun phrases.
Definite noun phrases include:

proper names of animate beings, e.g. Kofi, Akye; 
names of non-human animals personified in folktales, 
e.g. Kendeba 'Spider1;
geographical names of places, e.g. Bolofo 'Axim', 
Nzandels 'Ashanti1;
deictic place adverbials* e.g. sk.e 'here', nehane, 
'there';
names of the months, days of the week; 
deictic time adverbials such as sns 'today', shema, 
'tomorrow';
noun words post-modified by a determiner (e.g. the 
definite article ne 'the', the deictic determiners: 
syeka 'this', ehendes ne 'that1; or the non-deictic 
determiners: biala 'every', bie 'a certain') or by 
an adjective;

VIII) a .genitive construction (e.g. with the possessed 
form of an inalienable noun as head noun).

Indefinite noun phrases include:
I)...._. -personal pronouns; - • -
II) an unmodified noun word other than members of

I-IV above.

I)
II)

III)

IV)

V)
VI)

VII)



Syntactic criteria which distinguish definite from indefinite 
noun phrases include:

(a) in a genitive construction -with an inalienable 
noun .-as the possessed noun, definite noun phrases 
require the prefixed possessed form of the inalie
nable noun:
(4a) Kofi abo

(Kofi's under part)
(4b) Kendsba abo

(Spider's under part)
(4c) sua ne wo Bolofo abo

(the town is under Axim)
(4d) sua ne wo eke abo

(the town is under this place)
(4e) nrenya ne wo sua ne abo

(the man is under the house)
(4f) ezukoa ne vea o sa aboi

(the money is under his hand)
In a similar construction, an indefinite noun phrase co

occurs with the possessed root form of the inalienable noun:
(5a) me gyi o bo

(I am standing under it)
(5b) megyi sua bo

(I am standing udei" a house)
(b) And as already mentioned above, in a transitive 

clause a definite object noun phrase, if animate, 
is always pronominalizable; but, if inanimate, may 
or may not be pronominalizable. Indefinite object 
noun phrases, animate or inanimate, are not prono- 
minalisable.
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In respect of the feature specification of ’definiteness1, 
three types of structural relationships between the subject noun 
phrase and the complement may be set up as the characteristic 
property of identifying relational clauses, and presented as: 
Structure I- Definite copular le Definite
Structure II- Definite n Indefinite
Structure III. Indefinite 11 Indefinite

In addition, it should be noted that a definite proper 
name and an indefinite personal pronoun cannot function as 
complement in an identifying relational clause.
Structure I. Definite copular le Definite

Structural relationship of this first type may be
exemplified by the identifying relational clause:

/ \ * ' * + + +(6) Kofi le belemgbunli mgbanyima ne mo ko
(Kofi is one of the chief’s elders)

In the above clause (6), the definite subject noun phrase
is related to the definite complement noun phrase as a member to
a class, and the semantic interpretation of the clause may be 
glossed as: fKofi belongs to the class of people who make up
the chief’s council of elders’.

' In addition to class-membership, structure I may aLso be 
used to express possession. In such possessive constructions, 
the definite complement noun phrase is a genitive construction 
consisting of a proper name, a definite noun phrase, or a pronoun 
in genitive relation with the noun-head edes ’own1:

(7a) edanle he le Kofi sdee
(lit. the cloth is Kofi’s own: the cloth
belongs to Kofi)
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(7b) edanls ne le eyevols ne sdee
(the cloth, belongs to the stranger)

(7c) edanls ne le me sdee
(the cloth is mine)

The above relational clauses are possible answers to the 
question:

(8a) edanls ne le nwane sdes?
(the cloth, whose is it?)

Alongside (8a), we shall also find the verbless version vh ich is 
marked by a final particle:

(8b) nwane edanls e?
(whose cloth is this?)

which may elicit the corresponding verbless answer forms:
(9a) Kofi sdee o

(it’s Kofi’s)
(9b) eysvole ne sdes 5

(it’s the stranger’s)
(9c) me sdes 6

(it’s mine)
Other relational clauses which exemplify the definite/definite 
agreement are:

(10a) nrenya ne le sonla kpale 
(the man is a good man)

(10b) edweke ne le edweke moo ohia a
(the matter is an important one)
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In (10a), there is human agreement between the subject noun 
phrase and the complement noun phrase, and in (lOb), there is a 
corresponding non-human agreement.

Structure II. Definite copular le Indefinite '
Identifying clauses exemplifying structure II are 

favourite constructions for expressing a person’s function or 
profession:

(11a) Kofi le dwinvole
(Kofi is a goldsmith)

(11b) ■ o ra ne le sofo
(his son is a priest)

Identifylng clauses expressing a profession have constructional 
analogues, which involve ■ the verb di 'to engage in’. Thus along
side (11a-b), we s hall find:

(12a) Kofi di adwinli
(Kofi Is a goldsmith)

(12b) o ra ne di sofo
(his son is a priest)

Identifying clauses exemplifying structure II may also express 
place of origin:

(13a) o ye ne le Bolofonli
(his wife comes from Axim)

(13b) . o hu ne le Sandenli
(her husband Is an Ashanti)

(13c) nrenya ne le G-hananli
(the man is a Ghanaian)
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Identifying clauses expressing place or country of origin have also 
constructional analogues, which are semi-transitive clauses 
involving the stative verbal form vir 'to come from' followed by the 
geographical place name as the locative adjunct. Thus correspond-

t

ing to (l3a-c) above we shall find respectively:
(14a) o ye ne vi Bolofo

(his wife comes from Axim)
(14b) o hu ne vi Uzandele

(her husband coines from Ashanti)
(14c) nrenya ne vi Ghana

(the man comes from Ghana)
Identifying relational clauses may also be used to express 
membership of a clan:

(15a) egya le Tweanli
(my father Is a member of the Twea clan)

(15b) Kofi nee Akye le Ahwea
(Kofi and Akye are members of the Twea clan) 

Identifying relational clauses of structure II, which express 
profession, place or country of origin, or membership of a clan, 
also exemplify class-membership.

Identifying relational clauses may also express kinship 
relationship:

(16a) Akye nee Ama le mediema
(Akye and Ama are sisters)

(16b) Akye nee Ama le mszeamra
(Akye and Ama are siblings of the same 

father)
(16c) Akye nee Saneba le mehola

(Akye and Saneba are co-wives)
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In the above relational clauses (11-16), the definite subject 
noun phrases and the indefinite complement noun phrases agree in 
number (singular or plural) and also in the feature ’human'. 
Identifying relational clauses may also express status or age- 
group:

(17a) Kofi tsde kpavole
(Kofi is still a young man) .

(17b) Akye le belera
(Akye is a young woman)

(17c) Akye nee Saneba le mbelera
(A!eye and Saneba are young women)

(l7d) Akye eye erelera
(Akye is now an old woman)

In the above clauses (I7a-d), the siibject and complement noun 
p3r ases concord not only In number and human, but also In the 
biological gender of sex.

We shall also attest an identifying clause of structure II,
in which the definite subject noun phrase and the indefinite
complement noun phrase agree not only in number but also in the
feature ’non-human’

(18) edweke ne eye edweke
(the case burned out to be a different case)

Structure III. Indefinite copular le Indefinite
Identifying clauses exemplifying structure III may

be illustrated by:
(19a) sonla le sonla

(man is human)
(19b) medame (noko) mele sonla

(I (too) I am a human being)
(19c) o le nrenya

(he is a man)



Identifying relational clauses exemplified in (I9a-c) express 
moral quality.

II- Animacy; Animate (human/non-lmman)/inanimate
Ezema, unlike English, employs other criteria than 

the 3rd person singular pronoun to distinguish animates (e.g. 
eyevols fguest, stranger’ and twea ’dog1) from inanimates (e.g. 
skponle * table f, and sua ’house’).

(a) As noted above in the section on transitive clauses, 
in a transitive clause a definite object noun phrase 
whose referent is animate is always pronominalizable 
whereas a definite object noun phrase.whose referent 
is inanimate may not be pronominalisable, as the 
following examples further illustrate:

Akye elskponds sysvols ne 
(Akye is looking for the guest)
Akye elskponds ye 
(Akye is looking for him)
Akye elekponde twea ne 
(Akye is looking for the dog)
Akye elekponde ye 
(Akye. is looking for it)
Akye elekponde skponle ne 
(Akye is looking for the table)
Akye elekponde 
(Alcye is looking for it)

With a complex verb such as maa zole 'to lift up1 
(consisting of the simple verb maa and the local

(20a)

(20b)

(21a)

(21b)

(22a)

'(22b)



inalienable noun zols) a definite animate noun 
phrase is pronominalizable by ye and the inaliena
ble noun retains the (possessed) root form zo: 
(23a) Akye emaa sysvole ne zo

(Akye has lifted the guest up)
(23b) Akye emaa ye zo

(Akye has lifted him up)
(24a) Akye emaa twea ne zo

(Akye has lifted the dog up)
(24b) Akye emaa ye zo

(Akye has liftted it up)
A definite inanimate noun phrase is, however, not prono- 

minalized and the inalienable noun is realized either as the 
(possessed) root form zo or the absolute form zole:

(25a) Akye emaa skponle ne zo
(Akys has lifted the table up)

(25b) Akye emaa zo(le)
(Akye has lifted.it up)

(c) Animate and inanimate object noun phrases are
clearly distinguished in the following (b) clauses 
which are relatable by pronominalization to the
corresponding (a) clauses:
, . ^ ^  /  /(26a) Kofi skpa sysvole ne anwo

(Kofi has passed the guest)
(26b) Kofi skpa 0 nwoi

(Kofi has passed him)
(27a) Kofi skpa twea. ne anwo

(Kofi has passed the dog)
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(27b) Kofi ekpa o nwo
(Kofi has passed, it)

(28a) Kofi ekpa sua ne anwo
(Kofi has gone past the house)

(28b) Kofi ekpa nwole
(Kofi has gone past it)

(d) A fourth possible distinction,, on formal grounds, 
between animate and inanimate noun phrases may 
be illustrated by the following sentences in which 
the antecedent noun phrase is marked off by a 
slash from the post-modifying genitive relative 
clause introduced by the relative pronoun moo 
1whose (or who)’:
(29a) eyevole ne/moo anwo (o nwo) eye evinli la...

(the guest/whose person (who his person) 
has become dirty...)

(29b) twea ne/moo anwo (o nwo) eye evinli la...
(the dog/whose outside (or who its outside) 
has become dirty...)

(29c) sua ne/moo nwole eys evinli la...
(the house/whose outside has become dirty...) 

As the above examples-.show, with an animate noun phrase 
as the antecedent (2 9a-b), the possessed inalienable noun nwoIs 
’person, outside1 occurring within the genitive relative clause 
is'realized as the prefixed possessed form anwo (or the possessed 
root form nwo in a genitive construction with a possessive pro
noun); with an inanimate antecedent noun phrase (29c) only the 
absolute form nwole of the possessed Inalienable noun is possible*



It is also to be noted that within the genitive relative 
clause, the absolute form zol s ’top’ may substitute for nwo Is 
with--an inanimate-antecedent noun phrase, as in:

(30a) sua ne / moo zols eye evinli la
(the house/whose top has become dirty)

With an animate antecedent noun phrase we shall never
attest the possessed prefixed form azo or the genitive construe—
tion o zo:

(30b) * eyevols ne / moo azo (o zo) eye evinli la. 
Semantically, we might say that inanimates can, but animates 
cannot, be possessors of zoic ’top*.

There are, therefore, formal reasons for distinguishing 
between animates and inanimates and for sub-classifying animates 
by means of biological sex, into human and non-human. Sex among 
humans is lexically Indicated by the adjectives (1a) nrenya 
’male’ and (2a) raals ’female’, as in:

(31a) rale / (at of ole) nrenya ’son /(bridegroom)
(32a) rale / (atofole) raale ’daughter/ (bride) ’

whereas among non-humans the corresponding sex-differentiating 
adjectives are (1b) nyinli ’male’ and (2b) bels ’female’, as in: 

(31b) akole nyinli ’cock1
(32b) akole bels ’hen’

In an identifying type of relational clause, the subject 
noun phrase and the complement must concord in terms of the 
animacy feature animate/inanimate. Thus we shall attest:

(33a) nrenya ne le eyevols
(the man is a stranger)

(33b) Kofi le aboloba
(Kofi is an educated person)



(33c) o hu ne le sonla kpale
(her husband is a good person)

(33d) ewols ne le swobile
(the snake is a spitting cobra) 

which exemplify animate concord between the subject and comple
ment noun phrases. There is a corresponding inanimate concord 
as in:

(34a) edweke ne le edweke moo ohia a
(the matter is an important matter)

(34b) ye edanls ne le Kzandels aboka
(his cloth is an Ashanti kente cloth)

By contrast with the acceptable clauses (33-34) above, 
the following clauses are unacceptable, since there is no anima'i 
concord between the subject and complement noun phrases:

(35a) * skponle ne le aboloba
(the table is an educated person)

(35b) * twea ne le sonla kpals
(the dog is a good person)

III. Sex: Maie/Pemale
The following clauses:
(36a) * Kofi le bslsra

(Kofi is a young woman)
(36b) * Akye le kpavols

(Akye is a young man) 
are unacceptable, since there is no subject-complement concord
of ‘biological or natural sex gender although the subject and
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complement concord in respect of the feature human. The above 
clauses serve to show that in an identifying relational clause 
subject-complement concord of sex is necessary. One may assume, 
however, that such restrictions are not language-specific.

IV. Number: Singular/Plural
As already mentioned in Chapter 5, Nzema has a 

two-term number category: singular and plural, and a number of
nouns and adjectives exhibit morphological number-variation.
In an identifying relational clause, subject-complement concord 
of number is necessary. We shall, therefore, attest the following 
clauses in which there is singular/plural contrast between the 
(a) and (b) examples:

(37a) nrenya ne le eysvols
(the man is a stranger)

(37b) menli ne mo le nyevole
(the people are strangers)

(38a) o le Seraanli / Sandenli
(he is an Nzema / Ashanti man)

(38b) bele Nzema / Nzandele
(they are Nzemas / Ashantis)

We shall not find:
(39a) * nrenya ne le nysvols

(the man is strangers)
(39b) * ole Nzema / Nzandele

(he is Nzemas / Ashantis) 
in which the subject noun phrase, which is singular, does not 
concord in number with the complement which is plural.
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V. Location: hocative/Non-locative
As noted in the section on complex semi-transitive 

and semi-transitive clauses, noun words or phrases which 
denote location function as locative adjuncts in such clauses; 
non—locational noun plr ases cannot function as locative adjuncts*

In identifying clauses, a locative adjunct functioning as 
complement usually selects as subject a noun word or phrase 
capable of functioning as a locative adjunct*

(40) she le abiales
(this place is a bathroom)

It is to be noted that (40) above preserves the definite/inde
finite relationship of structure III*

Time: Temporal/lTon-temporal
For immediate purposes, we shall distinguish three 

main groups of temporal noun phrases:
G-roup A: Time 1 WHEIT1 Adjuncts
Two sub-sets may be distinguished;
(Troup A* is Deictic temporal nouns
Members of this closed sub-set can serve as a reponse to 

a non-disjunctive interrogative involving the Q-item kenle nzu 
fwhent; they denote a point of time and their meanings contain 
a deictic reference to ’this, ’next* and ’last*. Members of 
the sub-set include:

,1. ene 1 to das’", this day*
2. shema tomorrow, next dayT
3* anloma fyesterday, the previous day1
4* anloma ansi ’the day before1

(lit. fthe back of yesterday^



Group A,II: Names of the days of the week
Members of this closed sub-set may he post-modified hy 

the article ne 'the* when used in answer to a kenle nzu 'when'- 
question:

(41a) erale kenle nzu?
(when did you come?)

(41h) membale Mole/Kenlezile/Dweke/Maanle ne
(i came last Sunday/Monday/Tuesday/Wednes-

day)
(42a) bewole wo kenle nzu?

(on \hich day were you horn?)
(42b) bewole me Kule/Yale/Pols

(i was born on a Thursday/Friday/Saturday)
Group B: Hames of Festivals
Members of this group include:

1* Bolonyia * Christmas '
2. ICundum 'Kmadum Festival*

and may occur in such a genitive construction as bolonyia ne anu 
'during the Christmas' which can serve as an answer to a kenle nzu 
'when'-question:

(42c) eyiale Kofi kenle nzu?
(when did you meet Kofi?)

(42d) menyiale ye Bolonyia ne ami 
(I met him during Christmas)

Temporal nouns of this group, like those of Group C, may be 
post-modified by the determiner biala 'every1.
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Group C: Durational temporal nouns
Durational temporal nouns include:

1. kenle ’day1
2. dapene ’week1
3* siane ’month1
4• evole ’year’

and are usually post-modified hy a cardinal numeral when they
serve as a response to.a non-disjunctive interrogative involving
a Q-element consisting of a durational temporal noun plus the
Q-item nye ’how many’, the verb word in such an interrogative
being either cLL or nyia ’to spend’:

(43a) slile kenle/evole nye wo Abolokyi?
(how many days/years did you spend in 
Europe?)

(43b) menlile kenle/evole nsa
(l spent three days/years)

Durational temporal nouns denote a measurable length ot time*
Temporal nouns of Group A*I are regarded, on formal

grounds, as definite as distinct from all other temporal nouns
which are indefinite.

In an identifying relational clause, deictic temporal
nouns of Group A.I may function as subject and co-occur with a
complement noun phrase which involves temporal nouns of the other
groups. Thus we shall find:

(44a) ehema le Mole
(tomorrow is Sunday)

and (45a) ens le Bolonyia
(today is Christmas)
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"botli of which exemplify the definite-indefinite relationship, 
the indefinite temporal noun functioning as complement being a 
member of G-roup A.II (55a) or Group 13 (45a). In normal speech, 
the copular verb in such constructions can be deleted. Thus 
corresponding to (44a-45a), we shall attest:

(44"b) ehema Mole
(tomorrow (is) Sunday)

(45b) ene Bolonyia
(today (is) Christmas)

A comparison of (45a) and (45b) shows that, in such reductions 
as (44b-45b), the first low-tone syllable, of the complement 
noun word is realized as a high tone having assimilated the high 
tone of the deleted copular verb.

With a complement noun phrase involving members of G-mup C,
we shall attest:

(46a) ene le ye kenle nsa
(lit. today is its three days: ii^s three
days today)

and (46b) shema le ye evols ko
(itTs a year tomorrow) 

which may be regarded as exemplifying the definite-definite rela
tionship. The copular verb is not deletable in this type 
of identifying clause.

33. Numeral: Singular/Hural
As a rule, in an identifying clause there is number 

concord between a cardinal numeral functioning as complement and 
the subject noun phrase or pronoun. The cardinal numeral (s) ko 
ToneT fxxnctioning as complement co-occurs with a singular subject
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stnd is regarded as singular; all other numerals are regarded 
as plural and when they occur as complement select plural subject 
noun phrase or pronoun, as in:

(47a) o ra nrenya le ko
(lit. her son is one. she has one son) 

(48a) ye mraale le bulu
(lit. his women are ten. he has ten wives) 

In identifying clauses such as (47a-48a) in which the subject 
is a noun phrase, the copular verb is also deletable in normal 
speech. Thus corresponding to the above clauses, we shall 
attest:

(47b) 0 ra nrenya ko
(her son (is) one)

(48b) ye mraale bulu
(his wives (are) ten)

As noted above, with the deletion of the copular verb, the 
first syllable of the (numeral) complement assimilates the high 
tone of the copular verb.

We shall also find identifying clauses siich as the (a) 
example below in which the subject Is a pronoun:

(49a) ole bulu
(lit. it is ten: there are ten)

(49b) bulu 
(ten)

Clauses like (49a) or the corresponding one-word sentence (49b) 
may be used in response to a non-disjunctive question involving 
the Q-item nye fhow many1 sxich as ole nye s? ’lit. it is how 
many? how many are there?’ or to report the findings of an
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enumeration, if the objects enumerated are inanimate. If 
animate, the resrjonse (to the appropriate question: he I e/3.ue
ny s s? ’how many are there?*) or the report will be:

(50a) bele/lua bulu 
(they are ten)

(50b) bulii 
(ten)

It is to be noted that In (50a) where the reference is to 
animates, as distinct from (49a) which refers to inanimates, 
there is subject—complement concord of number and the stative 
verbal form lua ’to be* is possible as a free variant of the 
copular verb.

Similarly, the question: o muale le nye e? ’how many
are there in all?*, in the case of Inanimate objects, may elicit 
as an answer the identifying clause:

(51'a) o muala le bulu
(there are ten in all)

And the corresponding question: be muala bele/lua nys s? ’how
many (persons) are there in all?’, in the case of animates, 
may be appropriately answered by:

(51b) ye muala ysle/lua bulu 
(we are ten In all) 

which is additionally different from (51a) in respect of the 
repetition of the plural pronoun ye.

Another type of Identifying clause whose complement noun 
phrase involves a numeral may be exemplified by:

(52a) eyeka le wo nsa
(this is your third (time))
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This type of clause, in which the complement noun phrase consists 
of a possessive pronoun in genitive construction with a numeral 
does not favour the deletion of the copular verb as in the case 
of (47"b-48"b) above, and has a constructional analogue which is a 
minor or verbless sentence consisting of the complement noun 
phrase plus a final vowel particle e>

(52b) wo nsa ©
(your third (time))

G. Adjectivei Contingent/Essential
Por adjective complements the feature ’state* with

■Aits two terms contingent/essential is stated. Adjective comple
ments occurring after the identifying copular verb l_e are regarded 
as contingent in contradistinction to adjective complements 
occurring after the attributive copular verb ;ye which are regarded 
as essential.

Semantically, contingent adjectives are understood as 
denoting states or qualities which are contingently (or tempora
rily) associated with the referent of the subject noun phrase, 
whereas essential adjectives denote states or qualities which 
are necessarily (or permanently) associated with the referent 
of the subject noun phrase.

Plurali zabi1ity s Pluralizab1e/Non-plurali aable
Adjective complements are further distinguished in terms 

of pluraliaable/non-pluralisable. Pluralisable adjectives are 
those which exhibit morphological number-variation and concord 
in number with the subject noun phrase in an identifying clause

1. see Chapter 4*



or the noun the;?* modify in a nominal piece, whereas non-plura- 
lizable adjectives are invariable in respect of the tvro terms 
singular/plural within the category of number and do not con
cord in number.

Generally speaking,contingent adjectives are pluralizable 
or non—pluralisable, whereas essential adjectives are non- 
pluralisable♦

In the following identifying clauses, in which there is 
subject-complement concord of number, the (a) examples are 
singular and the (b) examples are plural:

(53a) baka ne le.kpole 
(the tree is big)

(53b) mbaka ne mo le mgbole 
(the trees are-big)

(54a) o ra ne le 3c ole ole
(her child is fair)

(54b) o rara ne mo le ngokole '
(her children are fair)

Other contingent adjectives which exhibit morphological number 
variation include (1) tendenle/ndendenle ’tall*; (2) ksnlema/ 
ngenlema ’beautiful, nic1; (3) koasea/ahoasea ’foolish’;
(4) sikals/azikalq ’short’; (5) eky ii/ngyiky1 ’small’; (6) 
ezinraa/nzirenzira ’short’; (7) kahelee/kekahelee ’hard, stiff’; 

k°onwu/ngungoonwu ’quiet’.
lion-pluralizable contingent ad jectives may be non-derived 

and include such ’colour1 adjectives as (1) bile ’dark’ (2) fufule 
’white’; ’size’ adjectives: (3) nretee ’small1, (4) belane



’fat, big’; ’direction’ adjectives: (5) bsne ’left’, (6) fema
’right’; ’state’adjectives: (7) fo.fole ’new’. (8) dsha ’old’,
(9) afliols ’fresh (of fish)’, (10) doma ’fresh' (of corn)’,
(11) aguane ’fresh (of coconut)’, (12) evinli ’dirty’, and 
’quality* adjectives: (13) kpals ’good’ and (14) stane ’bad’.

Non-pluralizablecontingent adjectives may be derived, 
such as (1) wu-lira ’rotten’ and (2) we-1 era, which are formed 
from verbs (underlined) by the suffixation of -liray-lera; 
others such as (3) ndondo ’toasted’ and (4) ngyehye ’roasted’ 
are formed by the prefixing a nasal consonant to the reduplicated 
verb (i.e. tondo and kyehye respectively).

The following clauses exemplify non-pluralizable contingeht 
adjectives:

(55a) 0 ra ne le bile
(her child is dark)

(55b) o mra ne mo le bile
„ (her children are dark)

It is to be noted, as a characteristic feature of the identifying 
copular verb, that in the active tenses it may be reduplicated in 
a plural context, as in the following positive perfect tense 
examples: (56a)

(56b)

and (57a)

(57b)

o ra ne eye kpanyinli 
(her child has grown up)
0 mra ne mo eyeys mgbanyinli 
(her children have grown up) 
me edanls ne eye evinli 
(my cloth has become dirty) 
me ndanle ne mo eyeys evinli 
(my cloths have become dirty)
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Co-ordination of identifying clauses
A co-ordinate, conjunction of identifying clauses involving 

contingent adjectives as complements may be reduced, the comple
ment in such reductions being realised as a sequence of adjectives 
The co-occurring complements in the co-ordinate construction are 
restricted to adjectives which denote (A) colour (e.g. 1. bile 
’dark1, 2, kokols ’fair’); (33) height (e.g. 3. tendenle 'tali’,
4* esinraa ’short') and (C) size (e.g. 6. belane ‘fat’, 7. knole 
’big, fat’, 8. ekyii 'small, little’). Thus corresponding to 
such co-ordinate conjunctions of identifying clauses as:

(58a) nrenya ne le bile eza ole tendenlei 
(the man is dark and he is tall)

(59a) ole kokols eza ole belane
(she is fat and she Is short)

we shall attest:
(58b) nrenya ne le bile tendenle

(the man is dark (and) tall)
(59b) ole kokols belane

(his wife Is fat (and) short)
A comparison of the (a) sentences and their corresponding (b) 
reductions show that in the reduced clause the first syllable 
of the second adjective complement has a high tone If the prece
ding syllable (i.e. the last syllable of the first adjective 
complement) has a low tone.

The conditions which favour this kind of reduction are:
(i) the subject noun phrases must be referentially ■ 

identical;
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(II) the verb in the co-ordinated clauses must be the 
same identifying copular verb;

(ill) the adjective complement in the second conjoined
clause must not be an adjective denoting size which 
can also function as an adverb (i.e. such adjectives 
of size as kpole 'big (or very)' and ekyii ’small 
(or little)' which can function as adverbs are 
excluded from complement position in the second 
conjunct clause);

(IT) the non-occurrence In the first or both conjunct 
clauses of an (ideophonic) adverb which modifies 
the adjective complement.

The operation of the third condition may be illustrated 
by the relation of the co-ordinate conjunc tion:

(60a) ole tendenle (yes) eza ole kpole 
(he is tall and he Is big) 

to its potentially reduced form:
(60b) ole tendenle kpole 

(he Is very tall)
Clauses such as (60b) above^are not usually understood 

as a reduced conjunction but rather as a straight-forward identi
fying clause in which the clause-final item kpole 'very' functions 
as an adverb. If, however, the adjective complements co-occurring 
in the co-ordinate conjunction (60a.) are permuted, we shall 
attest the corresponding reduced clause:

(60c) ole kpole tendenle
(he Is big (and) tall)
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In respect of the fourth condition, co-ordinate con- 
j unc 11ons su ch as:

(61 a) ole belane tufuu eza ole tendenle wslsdodo
(he is very fat and he is very tall) 

in which the clause-final item (underlined) in each conjunct 
functions as an adverb, cannot be reduced and we shall never find: 

(61b) * ole belane tufuu tendenle weledodo 
(he is very fat (and) very tall)

Identifying clauses with a dative noun phrase
Identifying clauses involving a limited number of adjective 

complements (e.g. kenlema, tnice1) may admit a dative noun phrase. 
■Thus alongside:

(62a) sua ne le kenlema
(the house is nice) 

we shall attest the following clause with a dative noun phrase 
(underlined):

(62b) sua ne ye Kofi kenlema
(the house looks nice to Kofi)

With the occurrence of a dative noun phrase, the identifying 
copular verb Xe Is realized as ye, which may be regarded as the 
corresponding attributive copular verb. The dative noun phrase 
in such clauses as (62b) above refers to the animate or human 
individual who perceives the quality described by the complement.

Finally, the mplement in the identifying clause may be 
the item zo(hane) *30* with anaphoric reference:

(63a) ole zo(hane)
(it is so)

Such clauses may also admit a dative noun phrase with the conse
quent realization of the copular verb as ye, as in:
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(63b) oye me so(hane)
(it seems so to me)

Sub-tyne IIs Attributive relational clauses 
The characteristic copular verb in.au attributive type 

of relational clause is ys /je/ ’to be, to have the essence/ 
attribute of being’, which is also stative, as in the following 
clause in the positive continuative tense:

(1a) she ys syele
(this place is cold)

The corresponding durative tense form is attested as:
(1b) eke tsye sysls

(this place is still cold)
The common present negative form is regular and realised as 
nye/nyje/, as in:

(1c) eke snye eyele
(this place is not cold)

And unlike the identifying copular verb which is complemented 
by a suppletive verbal form in the active tenses, the attributive 
copular verb has the same shape in the positive and negative 
forms of the non-active as well as the active tenses, as the 
following active tense paradigm shows:

1. The attributive copular verb is to be distinguished from
various homophonous lexical items used, for example,
(1) transitively ,as in Kofi ye egyirna ’Kofi does -work’ 
and (2) ditransitively as in Kofi yele Aka mo ’Kofi 
congratulated Aka’,
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(2) Gke slsys syele (positive mogressive)
(this place is he- —
coming cold)

(5a) eke hays eyele ( " future I )
(this place will 
become cold)

(3b) eke smbanys eyele (Negative u )
(this place will not 
become cold)

Numeral complement
The complement in an attributive clause may be a cardinal 

numeral, usually above one, as in:
(4a) be/oys bulu

(they make/it makes ten)
An attributive clause such as (4a) is usually used to express the 
sum of an addition (as distinct from expressing the findings 
of an enumeration by the use of a corresponding identifying 
clause). The related mathematical question involving the Q~ 
item nvs Thow many’ and the attributive copular ‘verb is attested 
as:

(4b) menli/wo debie nnu na sfa m u  eboka nwo a,
(five persons/your five things if you add 
five,)

be/oye' nye-?
(they make/it makes how many?)

It is to be noted that in the case of an addition of animates,, 
there is subject-complement concord of number.
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Adjective complement
Among other items which can function as complement in an

attributive clause - and such items are more or le ss a closed
set - three main groups (A-G) may be distinguished. Group A
consists of such items as fe ’ sweetT and s_e ’hard1, which can
function as adjectives. Members of Groups B-C (e.g. szulols
’frightening; fear’ and sysls ’cold* respectively) may be
regarded as adjectives when they occur as complements in an
attributive clause, although they may also function as subject
or object noun phrase in other transitivity clause-type, as in
the following transitive clauses:

(5a) ezulole eha Kofi
(lit. fear has affected Kofi* Kofi is 
frightened)

(5b) onde sysls ne
(he doesn’t feel the cold)

In terms of the contingent/essential distinction 
adjective complements (of Groups A—C) which can occur after the 
attributive copular ye are specified as essential and, as already 
mentioned* such adjectives express essence or psychological 
attributes (perceptible by the senses) which are understood as 
necessarily (or permanently) associated with the referent of the 
subject noun phrase, .which may be animate or inanimate.

Group A: Sense-data Adjectives
1. snwonle ’bitter’ Inanimate Adjective
2. na ’sharp; efficacious

(of medicine) ,f ”
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3. aso 'lucky, attended by luck* Animate Ad je
4* fe 'sweet, nice; handsome; 

amusing'
Animaey it

5* se 'hard, difficult; high 
(of price); strong'

n it

6* nde 'quick, fast, smart' i? it

7. nyane 'painful' tt it

8. slomos 'heavy' . tt tt

9(a) aiera 'noisy' it ti

9(b) dede 'noisy' ii «
Group A adjectives express essence and are distinguished as sense-
da-ta adjectives. Items (1-2) denote essential qualities which
can only be predicated of an inanimate noun phrase and are
designated inanimate. Their use may be exemplified by:

(6a) ayile ne ye enwonle
(the medicine is bitter)

(6b) dadee ne (anloa) ye na
(the (edge of the) knife is sharp)

Item (3)> on the other hand, denotes a quality which can
only be predicated of an animate noun phrase and is, accordingly,
distinguished as animate. The following attributive clauses
illustrate its use:

(7a) o nwo ye aso
(lit. his person is attended by luck: he
is attended by good luck)

(7b) Kofi anwo ye aso
(Kofi’s attended by good luck)
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By way of contrast with (6a-b), it is to be noted that the 
animate subject,noun phrase in (7a~b), which is a genitive 
construction, involves either the possessed, root form nwo 
(7a) or the prefixed, possessed, form anwo (7b) of the inalienable 
noun fl-wols 'outside, person1.

Items (4“9) of Group A denote qualities which may be 
regarded as primarily associated with inanimates but are predi
cable of animates and are accordingly termed animacy adjectives.

(i) When the animacy adjectives (4-9) are predicated 
of animate subject referents, they require, as a rule, the 
occurrence of nwo/anwo in the subject... noun phrase. Thus with 
item (2) fe, we shall attest:

(8a) o nwo ye fe
(he is handsome)

(8b) Kofi anwo ye fe
(Kofi is handsome) 

but not (8c) * o/Kofi ye fe
(he/Kofi is handsome)

Its corresponding use with an inanimate subject referent may 
be exemplified by:

(9a) sgyegye ne ys fe
(the chewing-stick Is sweet)

(9b) oye fe
(it is sweet)

(ii) Atrributive clauses involving as complements
sense-data adjectives can, as a rule, admit a dative noun phrase 
irrespective of whether the subject noun phrase contains the 
possessed terms nwo/anwo or not. Thus with item (1) fe we shall 
attest the following paradigm:
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(10a) oye fs
(it is sweet)

(10b) oye me fe
(it is sweet to me)

(10c) o nvo ye fe
(he is handsome)

(lOd) o nwo ye me fe
(he looks handsome to me/he seems enter
taining to me)

(lOe) Kofi anwo ye me fe
(Kofi seems entertaining to me)

It is to he noted that in instances such as (10b) and ('hd-e)
'■'here the possessed form nwo/anwo occurs in the subject noun
phrase, the aninate subject and dative are usually non-co-
ref erential *

(iii) In attributive clauses involving a dative noun 
phrase, the possessed root form or the prefixed possessed form 
of other, usually, corporal inalienable nouns is also possible 
and in such clauses, the animate subject and dative are usually 
co-referential. Thus with item (1) fs we shall find:

C11 a) sns me nloa nu enve me fe
(today I don’t have an appetite)

and _ (11b) e nzo nu ye wo fe
(you like entertaining conversation)

but not:- - ,
(11c)* e n3o nu ye me fe



And with nyane ’painful1, we shall attest:
(12a) o sa ye ye nyane

(his hand is paining him)
(12b) e_ ti ye wo nyane

(your head Is aching you)
but not (12c) * £ ti ye ye nyane

(your head is aching him)
The dative noun phrase in such constructions refers to the
animate individual who experiences the psychological state or
sensation described by the adjective complement.

(j.v) Kon-pluralizable adjective complements
As already mentioned essential adjectives, as

distinct from contingent adjectives, are non-pluralizable:
(13a) baka ne ye se -

(the tree is hard)
(13b} mbaka ne mo ye se

(the trees are hard)
Compare with (l3(a-b)) above, the following identifying clauses
with a pluralizable contingent adjective:

(14a) baka ne le kenlema
(the tree Is nice)

(14b) mbaka ne mo le ngsnlsma
(the trees .are. nice)

(v) Dispensability of the identifying or attributive copular verb
The attributive copular, like the identifying 

copular, verb is dispensable* The dispensability of the identi
fying copular can be seen in the relation of the following pairs 
of structures:



and

and

(15a) ‘baka moo le kpole la 
(a tree that is big)

(15b) baka kpole
(a big tree)

(16a) nrenya ne moo ati le kpole la 
(the man whose head ivS big) 

(16b) nrenya ati kpole ne
(the big-headed man)

The dispensability of the attributive copular verb may be 
illustrated by the relation of the following pairs of structures: 

(17a) bole moo ys slomoe la
(a stone which is heavy) 

and (17b) bole elomoe

data adjectives of Group A the omission of the attributive 
copula requires a morphological expansion of the attributive 
adjective complement. Other pairs of sense-data adjectives 
morphologically-related in this-way are: - - -

(f) fg/felako 'sweet1 and (2) nds/ndsnde 'quick, fast'
(vi) There is a regular transformational relation of equivalence 
between comparative constructions Involving attributive clauses 
and similar constructions Involving identifying clauses without

and

(a heavy stone)
(18a) nrenya ne moo ati ye sje la 

(the man who is wicked) 
(j8b) nrenya atissesebs ne 

(the strong man)
A comparison of (16b) and (18b) shows that with certain sense
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the adjective complement. The equivalence only applies if the 
subject referent of the attributive clause is inanimate. The 
following pairs of comparative constructions, in which the (a) 
examples involve attributive clauses and the (b) examples 
identifvIng clauses, exempti fy:

(19a) aduoba ne ye fs ke dodo
(the guava is as sweet as honey)

(19b) aduoba ne le ks dodo
(the guava is like honey)

(20a) oys se ks bole
(it is as hard as stone)

(20b) ole ks bols
(it is like stone)

i 4

We may handle such equivalence by a general rule:
S + ye + Comp + ke + Noun —---5* S + le + ks + Noun

Group 3: Psychological Adjective complements
Members of this group include:

1. sya ’annoying, irritating’
2. nyiane ’disgraceful, bashful1
3. evele ’tiresome, troublesome’
4 • szulole ’frightening, amazing1
5- ezeleke ’amusing, entertaining'
6. ■ anwunvone ’pitiable, miserable’
7. alobole ’pitiable’
S. abodele ’worrisome, worrying’
9. ahometele ’troublesome, distressing’
10. ahonlenduls ’frightening1
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11. ahunlungalj
12* ahomeka
13- an ilea
14- ah.i

’sickening, "bellyaching1 
'pleasing, pleasant’
1 enter tanning'
'disgusting'

Members of this group are characterized by the following 
properties *

(i) Unlike members of G-roups A and C, most items of
-iG-roup B are nominalizations from simple or complex verbs. The 

following derivational sources of items (3-5) and (7-11) 
illustrate:

Verbal piece Uominalization
3- fs ’ to tire' s-ve-le 'tiresome'
4* ; sulo 'to fear1 e-zulo-le 'frightening'
5* sele 1 to laugh’ e-zele—ke 'amusing'
7. bo rele ’to excite pity1 a—lo-bo—le 'pitiable'
8. te ebols 'to harass' a-bo-de-le 'worrisome'
9- . te ahonle ' to distress’ a-hom-te-le 'troublesome'
10.-, tu ahonle 'to frighten’ a-honle-n-du-1e 'frightening'
11. ka lamlu 'to affect belly1 a-hunlu-n-ga-le 'sickening'

1. Items (12-14) may be Akan loans and, according to
Christaller (1933), are nominalizations or (to use his own 
term) 'infinitives’:
Source ITom inal 1 z a t i on

12. ne home akst ne ho ahd'mek^ 'satisfaction, glad-
(he is pleased with himself) ness'

*13- n'a ni kS (his eye is amused) ani-ksT 'joy, gladness’
14. perhaps an infinitive of hi ahi ’to provoke, excite

disgust, Indigna
tion 1



(ii) Most; members of Group B, like members of Group C, 
have nominal function. Seme items can function as subject in a 
transitive clause involving the verb (a) ku ’to affect, attack’ 
or (b) ka ’to affect, attack', either of which takes an animate 
object noun phrase:

(1a) eya ku ye
(lit. anger is affecting him: he’s angry)

(1b) ssulols sha ye
(lit. fear has affected him: he’s frightened) 

Other items which can fill subject position in (1a) include: 
nyiane. ’disgrace’ (2), szeleke ’laughter1 (5), alobols ’pity’
(7)# abodels ’worry’ (8) and ahi 'disgust’ (14)« Ike .item 
szeleke (5) may also occur as subject in (1b).

The items: sya ’anger’ (1) and ahomeka ’health; happiness'
(12) can function as object after the verb nyla ’to get’ in a 
transitive clause with an animate subject noun phrase:

(2a) nrenya ne enyia sya
(lit. the man has got anger: lie’s angry)

(2b) nrenya ne enyia ahomeka
(the man is happy/has recovered)

The. items nyiane ’bashfulness; respect’ (2) and anwunvone 
’pity' (6) may function as direct object in a (a) transitive 
or (b) ditransitive clause involving the verb jse ’show’ and in 
either clause-type with an animate or human subject noun phrase: 
and human indirect object:

(3a) ose nyiane
(lit. he shows bashfulness, he’s bashful) 

(3b) mese nyiane
(lit. I shovf you respect. I respect you)
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and (4a) ose anwunvone
(he is merciful)

(4b) mese ye anwunvone 
(I pity him)

And the items sya ’anger’ (1), szulole *fear* (4)? szelelcs
’laughter’ (5), and ahi ’envy* (14) may function as direct object
in a ditransitive clause with the verb ka ’to excite, provoke*
as in the following negative direct imperative clauses:

(5a) mmaka me sya
(lit. don’t provoke me to anger: don’t
annoy me)

(5b) mmaka me szeleks
(don*t make me laugh)

Semantically, adjectives of G-roup B denote anotional 
or psychological states usually associated with animates or 
humans which may be due to external, usually inanimate, stimuli 
and are, accordingly, distinguished as ’psychological* (or 
emotional) adjectives.

Psychological adjective complements have similar character
istics to sense-data adjectives (Group A) and in the description 
which folia-/s attention is drawn to such common properties 
and any differences.

(i) Mien rxedicated of animate subjects, psychological 
adjectives usually require, like sense-data adjectives, the 
occurrence of the prefixed possessed form anwo or the possessed 
root form nwo (of the inalienable-noun nwoIs, hut, as a rule, 
of none other) in the subject noun phrase* Thus with sseleke 
’amusing, entertaining’ (5), we shall find, in the case.of an 
inanimate subject:
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(6a) edwsks ne ye eseleke
(the matter is amusing)

(6b) eye eseleke
(it is amusing) 

but, in the case of an animate subject:
(7a) Kofi anwo ys ezelelce

(Kofi is entertaining)
(7b) o nwo ys szeleke

(he is entertaining)
(ii) As in the case of sense-data adjectives, attribu

tive clauses involving psychological' adjectives as complements 
can usually admit a dative noun whether the subject noun contains 
anwo/nwo or not. Thus with eya 'annoying’ (1) we shall attest 
the paradigm:

(8a) oys eya
(it is annoying)

(8b) oye me eya
(it is annoying to me)

(8c) o nwo ye eya
(he is annoying)

(8d) o nwo ye me eya
(he is annoying to me)

And-as with sense-data adjectives, the subject and dative nominals 
are non-co-referential. The dative nominal in clauses such as 
(8b) and (8d) refers to the animate or human individual who 
experiences the psychological or emotional state, whereas the 
subject referent is the external stimulus or cause of the 
psychological state or event denoted by the adjective complement.
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(ill) And also like sense-data adjectives, psych'logical 
adjectives are non-pluralizable:

(9a) o ra ne anwo ye ahometele 
(her child is troublesome)

(9h) o mra ne mo anwo ye ahometele 
(her children are troublesome)

(iv) t/ith psychological as with sense-data adjectives, 
the attributive copular may be dispensable, as exemplified by 
the relation of such a nominal- piece as:

(10a) kakula moo anwo ye evsls la 
(a child who is troublesome) 

to (10b) kakula anwo evsle
(a troublesome child)

Psychological adjectives are, however, different in that with 
an inanimate head noun (e.g. edwsks ’matter*), psychological 
adjectives may take first position (i.e. pre-modification), 
second position (i.e. post-modification) or first/second position 
within the terminal nominal piece.

Pre-modifiers include nvlane ’disgraceful1, svele ’tiresome 
abodels ’worrisome’, ahometele ’troublesome’ and ahi ’disgusting’ 
and may be exemplified by the relation of:

(11a) edweke moo ye ahi la
(matter which is disgusting) 

to (11b) ahi edweks
(disgusting matter)

Post-modifiers include eya ’annoying1, ezulole ’frightening1, 
szeleks ’amusing’ and may be exemplified by the related 

strings:
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(12a) edweks moo ys szulols la
(matter which is frightening)

(12b) edweks ezulole
(frightening matter)

Pre-or post-modification may he exemplified by the relation of
(13):
to (13) edweks moo ye alobole la

(matter which is pitiful) 
to either (13a) or (13b):

(13a) alobole edwske
(pitiful matter)

(13b) edv/gks alobole
(pitiful matter)

(v) tit?! certain adjective complements, ident-i fying 
and attributive cluor es may >-e followed by subordinate nominal 
clauses introduced by the subordinc.tor gm 'that':

(14a) ole kpale ke woande a,
(it is good that you didn’t hear it)

(14b) ole nohale ke woande
(it is true that you didn’t hear it)

(15a) oye (me) nyane ke vroande a
(it pains me that you didn't hear it)

(15b) oye (me) ezulole ke woande a
(it is amazing that you didn't hear it)

Differences between ilentliving and attributive clauses, 
in this type of construction, includes (1) the possibility of a 
dative in the -attributive main clause but not in the identifying.;
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(2) a sentence-final 'vowel particle a, though possible with an 
identifying main clause, is obligatory with an attributive main 
clause; (3) the relation of the ke 1 that *-clause to the rest of 
the sentence is, notionally (but not, syntactically, in ITzema), 
that of a subject of the identifying main clause, whereas it is 
that of a quasi-agent expressing cause in the case of an attribu 
tive main clause* The subject in (14-15) is the indefinite 3rd 
person singular pronoun p 'it'.

G-rouo 0: Adjective complements» ■ H i  II ■ I M  I.I II ■     t

Among adjective complements of this group two sub-sets 
(l“Il) may, on formal grounds, be distinguished as set out below 

Sub-set Q-I: Meteorological adjectives
1* eyele 'cold1
2* wuluwulu 'warm, hot'

-t3• ehyew 'warm'

Sub-set Q.XI: Adjectives of physica.1 condition
4* ewia 'sunny, the sun'
5* ehone 'starving, hunger'

26* nafele 'sleepy, sleep'
37* aniha 'boring, boredom'

1* Filial /w/ marks this item as a loanword, possibly from
Akan (Fante).

2* This item is a nominalization from the intransitive verb
dafe 'to sleep1: n-(d)afe-le*

3* An Akan loanword which is a nominalization from the
structure n'ani aha(w) lit. 'his eye is bored'.
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Meteorological adjectives V, Adjectives of physical condition
(a) The use of the meteorological adjectives (C.l) may 

he exemplified by:
(1a) ene maanle nu ye eysle

(today the weather is cold)
(1b) ene oys eysle

(today it is cold) 
and that of adjectives of physical condition (C.Il) by:

(2a)'* ene maanle nu ye ewia
(today the weather is sunny)

(2b) ene oye ewia
(today it is sunny)

As the above examples show, the use of the 3rd person singluar 
subject pronoun c> ’it' with meteorological adjectives pronomina— 
lizes the subject noun rhra.se maanle nu 'the weather' as in (1a), 
whereas with adjectives of physical condition the same pronoun 
is not related by nronominali sation to a. corresponding subject 
noun phrase and may be regarded as an empty subject* This feature 
serves to distinguish members of Sub-set C.l from those of Sub-set 
a. II.

(h) Secondly, members of Sub-set C.l adjectives are
different from those of Sub-set C.II.in that with meteorological
adjectives of Sub-set C.l as complement we shall find the non
active as well as the active tense forms of the copular ye.
Thus alongside:
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(3a) oye eyels (Continuative)
(it is cold)

we shall find the non-active durative tense form:
(3b) oteye eyele (Durative)

(it is still cold) 
as well as the following clauses in the active tenses usually 
used to make weather reports:

(3c) obaye eysle (Future I)
(it will be cold)

(3d) oyele eyele (Past )
(it was cold)

With adjectives of physical condition of Sub-set C.II we shall 
only attest the non-active continuative tense but not the 
durative nor the active tense forms. Thus alongside:

(4a) oys ewia (Continuative)
(it is sunny)

we shall not find:
(4b) * oteys ewia (Durative)

(it is still sunny)
(4c) * obaye ewia (Future i)

(it will be sunny)
(4d) * oyele ewia (Past )

(it was sunny)
(c) Thirdly, with members of Sub-set C.l, but not with 

those of Sub-set C.II, we shall attest such locational relational 
clauses (or possibly existential constructions) as:
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(5a) eyels wo nu
(lit. there is oold in it: it is cold)

(5h) wuluwulu wo nu 
(it is warm)

There are, therefore, formal criteria for setting up 
two sub-sets among Group C items. In spite of these distinc
tions, members of Sub-sets 0.1 and C.II are alike in not sharing 
the characteristic properties of members of Groups A and B.

Members of Group C have in common the following properties 
which serve to distinguish them from members of Groups A-B.

(i) Members of Group C can function as subject in a 
-1transitive clause involving the verb ku 'to affect, attack1 

which takes an animate object noun phrase, as in the following 
examples with members of Sub-set C.l:

(6a) eyels ku Kofi
(lit. cold is affecting Kofi: Kofi is oold)

(6b) wuluwulu leu me
(i am hot/boiling) 

and the following examples with Sub-set C.II items:
(7) ewia leu ye

(the sun is scorching him)
(8a) shone ku me

(l am hungry)
'(8b) nafels ku me

( I am sleepy)
Transitivie clauses such as (8a-b), in which the subject position

1. As noted above, some items of fror.p B (e.g. eya 'anger1,
nyiane 'shyness’) can also occur as subject in such a 
transitive clause, involving the verb) ku.
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is filled by Sub-set C.II items and the pronominal object is the
first person singular, are usually understood as being- gyrriymous 
with the corresponding attributive clauses involving the cry ty 
yubject:

(9a; oys eh me
(lit. it is hunger(-causing). I an hungry) 

(9b) oye nafele
(l on sleepy)

(ii) kith members of Grorap C as complement, the subject 
position mag/ be filled by a. noun word or phrase capable of 
functioning as locative adjunct in a semi-transitive clause or 
complement in a locational relational clause (Sub-type IV), as in 

(loa) Abolokyi ye eyele 
(Europe is cold)

(■p>) eke ne ys ewia
(that place is sunny)

Clauses such as (I0a-b) have constructional analogues which are 
locational relational clauses in v/hich the subject and complement 
ar e p e rm i ted:

(11a) eyele wo Abolokyi
(there is cold in Europe)

(11b) ewia wo eke ne
(the sun is in that place)- 

Groups A—B items may co-occur with locative adjuncts in subject 
position as in (10a-b); such clauses, however, do not allow 
the typo of analogue exemplified in (I1a-b). Thus we shall find: 

(12a) eke ne ye alera/ezulols
(that place is noisy/frightening) 

but not: (12b) ^alera/ezulole wo eks ne
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Sub-type III: Equative relational clauses
The. following are some examples of the equative type y 

relational clause:
(1a) me ze a le Kofi

(lit, my father is Kofi* Kofi is my father) 
(1b) me busuanli a le wo

(you are my clansman)
(1c) o ye a he ekyii ne

(his wife is the younger one)
In the above clauses, the equative copular verb may be regarded 
as the low-tone item le/lg/, which is always preceded by the vowel 
particle a ; this particle may carry a high tone (1a) or a low 
tone (1b). As in the other types of relational clause, the 
characteristic copular verb in an equative relational clause is 
stative in the continuative tense. Unlike the other oo pular 
verbs, however, the equative copular verb does not have any other 
(non-active or active) tense than the continuative.

Corresponding to the positive clauses (la-c) above, we
shall attest the following negative forms:

(2a) te me ze a le Kofi
(lit. not my father is Kofi. Kofi is not 
father)

(2b) te me busuanli a le wo
(you’re not my clansman)

*(2c) ts 5 ye a le ekyii ne
(his wife is not the younger one)

1. Alternatively, we may regard a + le as one lexical item 
(equivalent to Alcan ne/nye); although graphologically 
separated.
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As the above examples show, a negative equative clause is marked
-iby the clause-initial negative item ts 'not1 which has a high 

tone, and this way of negativing a positive equative clause 
constitutes another distinctive feature of the equative type of 
relational clause.

An equative clause may serve as an answer to a non
disjunctive question involving the Q-itera nwane 'who'. Thus the 
following question involving, In clause-final position, the Q- 
Item nwane and the equative copular verb le/le/s 

(3a) be kilehilevole a le nwane?
(who is your teacher?) 

may elicit as an appropriate answer the equative clause:
(3b) ys kilehilevole a le ye menle Mieza 

(our teacher is Mr. Mieza) 
lie might compare the above question and answer with the 

following question, in which the Q-item nwane is clause-initial 
and the verb is the Identifying copular verb le/li/:

(4a) nwane a le be kilehilevole a?
(who is your teacher?)

and its corresponding answer, which is an identifying clause:
/ \  ̂ /(4b) ye menle Mieza a le ye kilehilevole a

(Mr. Mieza is our teacher)
The equative type of response (3b), which is characterized by the
equative copular le/le/, and the identifying type of response
(4b) characterized by the identifying copular verb le/li/ are
additionally different2 In the following respects: (1) the-'
subject and complement noun phrases in (3b) are permuted in

1o The Akan equivalent is nye
2.> -Both, clause are negatived In the same way by pre-posing

te 'not'.
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(4b); (2) the identifying clause (4b) is marked by a clause-
final vowel particle a which, is absent from the equative clause 
(3b). These differences are referable to the original questions.

An equative clause can also serve as the response to a 
non-disjunctive question involving the Q-item boni 1which’.
Thus the following question in which the Q-item is clause-final: 

(5a) e hu a le boni?
(which one is your husband?) 

may be appropriately answered by the equative clause:
(5b) me hu a le ekyii ne

(my husband is the younger one)
We shall also attest the 'Identification ’ or 'picture* question 
in. which the Q-item is clause—initial:

' y \ * *\oaJ boni a le e hu?
(which is your husband?) 

and may elicit as the appropriate answer the equative clause:
(6b) me hu a le eyeka

(my husband is this one)
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, the use of the Q-item boni 
’which1 in (5a-6a) above indicates, and the appropriate answers 
confirm, that the domain of choice is limited.

The complement in equative clauses
It was noted above that the characteristic complement in_ 

an identifying relational clause may be a noun phrase, a numeral
03? an adjective and that, in an attributive clause, the complement
may be a numeral or an adjective.
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In an equative claitse, the characteristic coraolement 
cannot he an adjective or numeral hut may, among others, be 
(a) a proper name or (b) a pronoun, which classes of items are 
precluded from complement position in either an identifying or 
attributive clause. In what follows, equative classes are 
discussed with Particular reference to their characteristic 
complements.

Proper name as complement
A proper name as complement in an equative relational 

clause may be a personal name, as in:
(7a) me gonwo s5hane a le Kofi

(that friend of mine is Kofi)
(7b) eysvole ne duma a le Aka

(the name of the guest is Aka) 
a geographical name or the name of an inanimate object:

(7c) azule ne duma a le Pra
(the name of the river is Pra)

(7d) ye ayile a le ngyenle
(the medicine for it is salt)

In the above clauses (7-8(a-b)), there is subject-complement 
concord of animacy as well as of singular number.

Equative clauses such as (7a-c) have constructional 
analogues which are complex transitive clauses involving the verb 
stem fsis ’.call* and the unspecified 3rd person plural subject 
pronoun he ’they’; thus corresponding to (7b-c) above, 
we shall find:
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(8a) befele *3 ye vole ne Alta
(lit. they call the guest Aka* the guest 
is called Aka)

(8b) befsls azule ne Pra
(the river is known as Pra)

In equative clauses where the complement is realized by a proper
name, the subject noun plrase, if animate, may be the indefinite 
singular noun sonla 'person1 or its plural form menli 'persons' 
post-modified by a relative clause introduced by moo 'who' 
(enclosed in round brackets).

The singular form may be -exemplified by:
(9a) sonla (moo bays belemgbunli sua nu neavols la)

le Aka
(the person/one (who will be the caretaker of the 
chief's house) is Aka)

(9b) sonla (moo me adwenle ‘wo o nwo zo la) yemo a le Ama 
Kodwo i

(the person/one (whom I have in mind) he is Ama 
Pod wo)

The plural form is exemplified by:
(lOa) menli (moo eha la) a le Edumi, Eaku yss Ama

(the pex’sons/those (who are left) are Edumi, Eaku 
and Ama)

In clauses where the complement is a list of proper names, the 
subject may be realized by the 3rd person plural contrastive 
emphatic (rather than the emphatic intensive or the unemphatic) 
pronoun, as in: .



(1013) bsme a le: Edumi, Kaku yee Ama 
(they are Edumi, Kaku and Ama)

The indefinite subject noun phrases sonla/menli (as well 
as the pronoun bsms (10b)) of human reference correspond to the 
Q-item nwane (singular)/nwane mo (plural) 1who *.

In instances where the complement noun phrase denotes an 
inanimate object, we shall find as head noun of the subject noun 
phrase the indefinite inanimate noun debie ’thing* or its plural 
£orm ninysne * things* corresponding to the Q-item nzone *what*.

The use of the singular form may be exemplified by:
(11st) debie (moo me t± akunlu sra zo la) yemo a le awule 

bolo
(the thing (which I long for) it is rice kenkey)

in which the complement denotes an inanimate object and there is
animacy as well as number concord between the subject and comple
ment. Also with the singular head noun debie * thing1, the 
complement may denote an activity expressed by the nominalization 
of a verb word, as in:

(Hh) debie (moo Aka ze ye ys la) a le kuolera ezule
(the thing (which Aka knows how to do) is arguing)

(11c) ye debie ko (moo medwenle nwoIs la) yemo a le ye 
nza enlo.nls ne
(his one thing (which I think about) it is his 
vjne drInking)

It is to be noted that the emphatic contrastive 3rd person 
singular pronoun yemo ’he, she, it' has anaphoric reference to 
the animate (9b) or Inanimate (Ha5l1c) subject.

With the plural form ninyene ’things’ the complement may 
be realized by a list, as in:
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(12) ninyene (moo yefa yeakpoto amonle ne la) a le
1 1 S 8 ,  j . » »

(the things (which we are going to use for mixing 
the oath) are wine, plantain....)

It would seem that the class of indefinite inanimate head nouns
is open-ended. A possible member is the non-pluralizable noun 
edweke ’matter* which corresponds to the Q-item nzone ’what* or 
boni * what *, as in:

03a) edweks ko noko (moo odaye ohyia kpale la) a le 
(one other matter (which is very important) is 
awie moo Ama kadenla o nwo....
(somebody with whom Ama is going to stay....)

Pronouns as complement
As already indicated, another distinctive property of 

equative clauses is the uossiblity of the complement being 
realized by a pronoun, which may be of the unemphatic Set II
pronouns or of the intensive emphatic set, and In such contexts
there Is subject-complement concord of number and animacy.

In the case of unemphatic pronominal complements, we shall 
attest the f ollowing clauses which exemplify singular number 
concord;

(14a) nuhua ko a le ye
(lit. one of them is he: he is one of them)

(14b) me busuanli a le wo
(you are my clansman) 

as well as the following pair of clauses which contrast in terms 
of singular/plural:
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(15a) me diema a le ye
(he is my brother) 

and (15b) me medieraa a le be
(they are my brothers/sisters)

Equative clauses of the type exemplified in (14-15(a-b)) above 
usually have constructional analogues which are identifying clause 
in which the subject noun phrase and the pronominal complement 
are permuted.. Thus corresponding to the (b) examples, we shall 
find the identifying clauses:

(14c) sle me busuanli
(you are my clansman)

(15c) bale me mediema
(they are my bothers)

We may find in complement position the demonstrative pronoun 
syeka 'this* (which has also nominal or determinative function) 9 

8s in (16a) where it has anaphoric reference:
(16a) asoo ebela kpals ne bie a le syeka?

(is this an example of the good life?) 
and also in the possible answer to an 'identification' question 
with boni 'which':

(16b) me hu a le syeka
(my husband is this one)

Another characteristic feature which serves to distinguish the 
equative from the other types of relational clause is that un
emphatic pronouns can function as subject in the other types of 
relational clause but not in an equative clause.
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Put in conditional clauses marked by the introdvotoipy 
conjunction ss ’if’ and hy a clause-final vowel particle ike
subject may be realised by an emphatic intensive pronoun and 
the complement by an unemphatic pronoun, as in:

(17) se medame. a le wo a..*.
(if I were you....)

The complement in an equative clause may also be an emphatic 
intensive pronoun:

(18) rale nrenya ne bie a le odaye
(lit. some man is he too: be too is a man)

Definite noun phrase as complement
The characteristic complement in an equative clause may 

be a definite noun phrase (i.e. adjective/noun + ne ’the’), as in 
(19a) me ye a le kpanyinli ne 

(my wife Is the eldest)
(19b) Akye 0 se a le sofo ne

(Akye ’ s father is t':) e priest) 
which, as indicated above, may serve as appropriate answers to 
a question involving in clause-final position the Q-item boni 
’which1«

The equative copular verb is not dispensable, unlike the 
identifying, attributive and locational copular verbs.

Subordinate nominal clause as complement
The Nzema texts examined contained many Instances of 

equative clauses in which the complement is realised by a subor
dinate nominal clause introduced by the subordinator ks ’that’.
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Further investigation is required for a description of such rises
Aof the equative clause. For ^resent purposes, a. few textual

examples are provided (without tonal marking) of such equative
clauses in which the ks-clause is enclosed in round brackets:

(20a) ye kolakola a le (ke Ama Kodwo eva
(the resume of our message is (that Ama Kodwo has 
brought
basabasa eyele erado sua ye azo 
(evil doing into this town.))

(20b) me edweks ne adwulales a 1®, (ke bsmaa
(the conclusion of my advice is (that we should 
yegyakyi Ama Tvodwo ehunle ne)
(desist from the killing of Ama Kodwo))

(20c) ye sileals nu a le (ke me nee be keho)
(the end of the matter is (that I will go with them)

q(20d) Mehile done bulu nee ko, oboaleke saa
(I have suggested 11 o’clock, because if .
ysyia ndende ekyii a....
(we meet a little earlier.,..)

(21) o gonwo mo... ctule ye fols* Be sdee a le (ke,
(his friends.... gave him advice. Their (own) 
advice was (that

raale ko sisi nrenya)
(one wife cheats her husband))

1. Ellimah, J.K. (1968) op. cit.
2a Usually written as one word but analysable as o bo a l£ ke

’its explanation is that'
3. Sslev. Essuah, J.A. (1967)* Fa Edweks Kye (’Forgive1)

Accra: Bureau of Ghana languages.
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It was noted above that an identifjring or attributive clause 
may function as the main clause in a complex sentence followed 
by a Ice ’that *-clause or sentential complement, and that the kg 
’that'-clause is differently related to each type of main clause; 
that is, the relationship of the ke ’that *-clause Is notionally 
that of subject to the identifying main clause whereas it is that 
of a quasi-agent expressing cause in the case of an attributive 
main clause.

As a rule, an equative relational clause cannot function 
as main clause in a complex sentence. In equative clauses such 
as (20-21) above, in which the complement is realized by a ke 
1 that'-clause (and for that matter in equative clauses in which 
the complement Is realised by a proper name, pronoun or definite 
noun phrase), the subject noun phrase'and the complement are 
related to each other as the two terms in a mathematical 
equation, in which the rightmost term serves to identify the 
leftmost term (i.e. S = G).
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Sub-type IV: Locational relational clause
The locational type of relational clause may be exempli

fied by:
(1a) o ra nrenya ne wo Abololcyi 

(his son is in Europe)
(1b) egya wo abialee

(father is in the bathroom)
The typical verb in a locational clause is the copular verb wo 
’to be in or at, can be found or located in, to happen in, to 
exist in*. Like the other copular verbs, the verbal form wo, 
which is the continuative tense form, is stative. The durative 
tense form is realised as bp>. Thus corresponding to (1a) in 
the positive continuative tense, we shall find the corresponding 
durative tense form:

(2a) o ra nrenya ne tebo Abolokyi 
(his son is still in Europe)

As in the case of the Identifying copular verbal form le/de
’to be’, the continuative tense form wo is phonologically related

•iby Type B. mutation to the durative tense form bo , which is 
regarded as the base or absolute form and should be listed in 
the lexicon*

The locational copular verb shares a common negative form 
nle with- the -identifying copular-verb (and for this reason the 
two items may be regarded as being in complementary distribution)*' 
The common negative form of (1a) in the positive continuative and 
(2a) in the positive durative tense is realised as:

1, for the b/w mutation before back rounded vowels (e.g. 
bole ’stone’/awole ’stones') see Chapter 2 under
'Consonant mutation'.
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(2b) o ra nrenya ne enle Abolokyi 
(his son is not in Europe)

In the positive past tense, the locational copular verb 
is complemented by the suppletive verbal form wale 'used to be 
in or on', as in:

(3a) nrenya zShane wale Bolofo
(that particular man used to be in Axim)

(3b) sanve ne wale nvoninli ne anzi
(the key was behind the picture a while ago) 

We shall not find the corresponding negative past tense 
form nor the other active tense forms, positive or negative.
The locational type of relational clause is characterized by 
the following properties:

(i) locational relational clauses can serve as an 
appropriate response to a non-disjunctive question involving 
the Q-item ni/nienwu/nisnka 'where'. Thus the question:

(4a) s ze wo ni?
(lit. your father is where? Where is your 
father?)

may be appropriately asnwered by the locational relational clauses 
(4b) owo a'bialee

(he is in the bathroom)
(ii) The characteristic complement In a locational 

relational clause is a noun word or phrase which can function as 
locative adjunct in a semi-transitive clause. A classified list 
of such locative adjuncts has been provided In the section on 
semi-transitive clauses and need not be repeated here. The
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following examples (with cross references enclosed in round
brackets) serve to indicate the sub-sets members of which can
function as complement in a locational relational clause:

0(5a) asopiti wo Bolofo (A. i)
(there is a hospital, in Axim)

(5b) Kumase wo hzema ebo nu (A. II)
(Kumasi is north of Hsemaland)

(5c) Akye wo egyade (A.Ill)
(Akye is in the kitchen)

(6a) e hu wo eke (A. IT)
(your husband is here)

(6b) wo ndelebebo wo moa ( 11 )
(lit. your understanding Is far)

(6c) Aka wo amozi ( 11 )
(Aka is behind)

(7a) Aka wo nu (B. i)
(Aka is a m o n g /(one of) them)

(7b) yewo nwo(le) ( " )
(we are on it)

(7c) Kofi wo baka zo ( " )
(Kofi is in the toilet)

(7d) namule ne wo ye nyunlu (B. II)
~ _ (the village is ahead of'us)
(iii) Between the perfect tense form of dynamic serai- 

transitive 'directional1 verbs (of Group B.III, e.g. 1. ko 
•to go1, 2. bsla 'to come', 3. wolo 'to enter, go into1) which 
denote movement towards an intended location or destination and 
the stative locational copular verb wq a cause-and-effect rela
tionship obtains, as the following examples illustrate:
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Dynamic directional verb Stative locational copular
(8a) Kofi sho Bolofo as a (8k) Kofi wo Boloforesult;

(Kofi has gone to (Kofi is in Axim)
Axim)

(9a) Kofi era eke
(Kofi lias come here)

n (9b) Kofi wo eke
(Kofi is here)

(10a) kusu ne ewolo bone ne anu (10b) kusu ne wo bone ne dnu
(the cat has gone into 
the hole)

(the cat in in the 
hole)

(iv) The locational, like the identifying or attribu
tive,. copular verb is dispensable. This feature of dispensa
bility can be seen in the relation of structures such as (11a- 
12a) below, in which the post-mo.difying moo 1 which’-relative 
clause involves a locational complement (underlined):

to their corresponding ’adjunctive* nominal pieces;
(11b) ebo nu baka

(forest/wild tree)
(12b) eke azua

(houses here)
A comparison with corresponding pairs of related structures of 
identifying cases:

(11a) baka moo wo ebo nu la
(a tree that is in the forest)

(12a) azua moo wo eke la
(houses which are here)

(13a) baka moo le kpole la 
(a tree that is big) 

(13b) baka kpole
(a big tree)



or attributive cases:
(14a) baka moo yei slomoe la 

(a tree that is heavy)
(14b) baka slomos

(a heavy tree)
sliov/s that in the terminal nominal pieces, locational complements 
function as pre-modifiers (I1b-I2b), v/hereas identifying (13b) 
or attributive (14b) complements usually function as post
modifiers*

(v) Semantically, a locational relational clause 
denotes the static condition of the existence of the subject 
referent in a particular piece.

The locational copular verb may also be used to drav/ 
attention to the presence of some thing, as in the follov-ing text:

(15) be sua ne a wp eke la....
(there is your house)

It is to be noted that in such clanses as the above, the copular 
verb is preceded by a vov/el particle a, the follov/ing locative 
adjunct does not refer to a particular place and the clause is 
marked by the clause-final particle la.

Existential cons tructions
It v/as mentioned in the section on complex semi-transitive 

clauses that in Nzema, as in many other languages, existential- 
(as veil as possessive) constructions are related to locatives 
(referred to here as a locational relational or semi-trar ? tive - 
clause). This relationship is oartly attested in Nzema by the
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use 01 the verbal form wo *to exist*, which, may be regarded as 
grammatically and semantically related to the homophonous 
locational copular verb wo Tto be in or at1, in such existential 
constructions as:

(16) Nyamenle wo eke
(lit, G-od is there: there is a G-od/G-od exists 

(17a) nrenya bie nee o. ye wo eke
(there was once a certain man and his wife) 

(17D) agonwole nwio bie wo eke
(there were once some two friends) 

and (18) yewo eke
(lit. we are there: I*m fine)

usually used in answer to the phatie communion question:
(19) wo akpoke nu e?- 

* (how are you?)
We shall distinguish the stative verbal form wo ’to exist* 
occurring in the above clauses (16-18) as the existential copula. 
Existential constructions are synchronically different from 
locational clauses in the following respects,

firstly, unlike the locational copular verb, the existen
tial copula does not, as a rule, have the corresponding positive 
durative tense form bo, although the durative form of (16) 
above may be used as a jocular or ironic comment:

(16a) Nyamenle tsbo ske
(there is still a G-od)

Secondly, we shall not, as a rule, find the corresponding 
negative form of clauses (17-18). Clause (16) is, however, 
different in having a negative form, as in:
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(16b) mbie mo se Nyamenle enle (e)ke 
(some' say there Is no God)

Thirdly, we shall never find the positive past tense 
form of the existential copula.

Fourthly, the locational, "but not the existential,
copula may reduplicate in a plural construction as in:

(20) bedwu azua moo wowo adenle nu la
(when they get to the towns which are 
along the way)

As in the case of the locational copular verb, the 
existential copular verb is usually followed by the item (s)ks 
fthere1, which may be regarded as the characteristic locational 
complement In an existential construction (but Is to be distin
guished from the deictic -place adverbial (s)ke ne 1 there, , that 
pls.ceT, which may fill complement position in a locational or 
semi-transitive clause).

But unlike the characteristic complement in a relational 
clause which, as alreadjr mentioned, denotes a particular place, 
the existential complement sks Tthere] makes no reference to 
a particular place.

Clauses such as (16-18) which are characterizied by these 
properties are distinguished as existential constructions and 
express the notion of the existence (or non-existence) of some 
entity or entities.
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By way of contrast, mention should he made of such complex
sentences as:

(21a) ov/o ke yeko
(lit* it is necessary that we go* We ought to go)

(21b) ov/o ke Kofi ko
(Kofi ought to go)

(21c) onle ke yeko
(we oughtn ’ t to go)

in which the main clause consists of the indefinite 3rd person
singular subject pronoun c> ’’it’ and the verb wo, which Is
homophonous with the locational (or existential) co pular verb
wo ’to be in, exist’. Like the locational copular verb, the verb
wo exemplified in (21a) above is (i) stative in the continuative
tense; and (ii) has a corresponding negative form nle as in
(21c). It is however, different in not having a positive durative
tense form b_o or a corresponding past, tense form.

It is also to be noted, as the characteristic properties
of the type of complex sentence exemplified In (21a~c) above,
that the verbal piece constituting the main clause Is always in
the continuative tense and may be of positive (21a-b) or negative
(21c). polarity; on the other hand, the verbal piece in the ke
’that’-clause is always of positive polarity and may be regarded
as.the habitual tense form (with present or future time reference)
and cannot be any other. Reference to past time is indicated by
the introductory item anee if positive:

(21d) anee owo ke ysko
(it was necessary that we went)

or by anres if negative:
(21e) anres onle ks ysko

(we shouldn’t have gone)



CATEGORY 711: ASPECT

For a description of the verbal piece in ITsema, tile 
setting-up of the category of aspect is analytically necessary 
and marks another dimension of the analysis, in formal terms, 
of this area of the grammar.

Three asoectual distinctions, hierarchically ordered, are 
established with two main terms each, as set out below:

1. Ingressivity: Ingressive/Formal,
2. Stativity: Lynamic/Stative,
3. Causativity; Causative/Fon-causative.

Of these three aspectual features, that of ingressivity
is different in being expounded by the presence or absence of a 
specific morpheme or prefix in the same verb word* The Ingres- 
sivre ■ prefix has two different forms, which are relatable to 
the directional verbs of motion: kg rto go 1 and bsla ’to come'
(or its contracted form ba), and are accordingly distinguished 
as itive-(1 going'-)ingressive and ventive-('coming’-)ingressive. 
Among structures which are characterized by ingressive aspect 
we shall distinguish between emphatic and unemphatic forms.

By contrast, the dynamic/stative distinction as well as 
the causative/non-causative distinction may be stated for pairs 
of verbal forms which are (a) morphologically related by suffi- 
xation* (b) phonologicall3r related by stem-initial Type B 
mutation and/or morphologically related, or (c) identical in



shape. And whereas the pairs of verbal forms which may he handled 
in terms of the dynamic/stative relationship can occur in pairs 
of clauses of the same transitivity type, the pairs of verbal 
forms which may he handled in terms of the causative/non-causative 
relationship occur in corresponding pairs of clauses of different 
transitivity types; that is, causative verbal forms require one 
place more than their corresponding non-causative verbal forms.

The three aspectual features together with the systems of 
their terms intersect. It will be shown, for example, that 
ingressivity and stativity combine in so far as verbs of dynamic 
aspect can, as a rule, occur with ingressive and normal aspect-, 
whereas verbs of stative aspect can only occur with normal 
aspect; and since it is normal for verbs to be dynamic , a 
majority of verbs can ocour with ingressive aspect.

Causativity and stativity also intersect in so far as 
causative verbal forms are chararteristically dynamic, whereas 
non-causative verbal forms may be of dynamic or stative aspect. 
Statistically, verbal forms for which the dynamic/stative 
distinction is statable are limited in number and are included 
among the sub-class of verbal forms which may be handled in 
terms of the causative/non-causative distinction.

As already mentioned in Chapter 4? the dynamic/stative 
distinction is relatable to the active/non-active tense distinc
tion and may be regarded as more fundamental than the causative/ 
non-causative distinction.

1.‘ Although it is convenient to speak of ’dynamic’ and ’stative 
verbs, it woxild be more accurate to speak of verbs of 
’dynamic’ and ’stative’ aspect or the ’dynamic’ and ’stative 
uses of verbs in certain cases (e.g. verbal adjectives).



Aspect j: Ingressivity: Ingressive/Normal

The aspect of ingressivity wt th its two terms, ingressive 
and normal (or non-ingressivei is set up to handle such 
differences as those hetween the following intransitive clauses 
involving the verb stem da rto sleep* with the 1st person 
singular subject pronoun in the habitual tense:

(1 ) meda (Normal, Habitual tense)
(I sleep)

(2a) mekoda (itive-ingressive, Habitual tense)
(I go and sleep)

(2b) mebada (Ventive-ingressive, Habitual tens
(i come and 

sleep)
Clauses such as (1) above are specified as being of normal 

aspect, and all the -tense paradigms discussed in Chapter 4 are 
of normal aspect. In relation to clauses of normal aspect, 
clauses such as (2a~b) are regarded as exemplifying ingressive 
aspect and are characterized by the presence of the prefixes:
(i) !̂ ° So (in order) to . or Tto go end . ...T in the
case of the itive-ingressive (2a) and (ii) ba *to come (in 
order) to ....' or *to come and . ...* in the case of the ventive- 
ingressive (2b). Clauses such as (2a~b), which exemplify 
ingressive aspect, are usually used to indicate a previous going 
or coming required for the action described by the verb stem.

Clauses such as (2a~b) above may be regarded as unemphatic 
forms. Their corresponding emphatic forms are attested as:

(3a) meko mekoda (emphatic, itive-ingressive)
(i go and go 

and sleep)
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(3b) meba mebada (emphatic ventive-ingressive)
(i come and come 

and sleep)
Emphatic ingressive forms such as (2a~b) resemble serial 

verbal constructions in that the first and second constituents 
agree in respect of person, mood, polarit3̂ and tense. In spite 
of this resemblance, hew ever, structures siich as (3a-b) which 
are characterized by the co-occurrence of the ingressive prefix 
in both the first and second constituents and involve only one 
verb stem are not interpretable as serial verbal constructions, 
which Involve two or more verb words and are additionally 
different in not having corresponding emphatic and unemphatic 
forms. And as noted in introductory chapter, verbs in a serial 
verbal construction may each be characterized by ingressive aspect

It should also be mentioned that other directional verbs 
of motion (e.g. (1) wolo ’to go in’, (2) dwazo ’to get up’ and 
(5) nriandi ’to run’) may substitute for the ingressive morpheme 
or prefix occurring in the first constituent of emphatic structure 
exemplified in (3a-b) above. Thus alongside:

(4a) yeho yehola
(he has gone and gone and slept)

(4b) yera yerala
(he has come and come and slept)

we shall find with other verbs of motion:
(4c) yewolo yehola

(he has gone in and gone and slept)
(4d) yedwazo yehola

(he has got up and gone and slept)
• (4e) yenriandi yehola

(he has run and gone and slept)
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Instances such as (4c-e) are different from serial verbal 
constructions in that the ingressive prefix cannot occur in the 
first constituent as well as in the second constituent. On the 
basis of the paradigmatic relationship between (4&-b) and 
(4c~e), we might say that the previous ’going1 and ’coming' 
denoted by the ingressive prefix occuring in the first constituent 
of emphatic forms may be expressed by other directiinal verbs 
of motion.

It was mentioned above that the two aspectual features of 
ingressivity and stativity are interconnected in so far as verbs 
of dynamic aspect majr be characterized by ingressive or normal 
aspect, whereas verbs of stative aspect can only be of normal 
aspect.

But even among dynamic verbs, there is a sub-class which 
includes such simple verbs or verbal groups as (t) fe ’to vomit5,
(2) tia ’to count’, (3) keda ’to put 011 (cloth)’, (4) kends ’to 
wait’, (5) senza ’to change’ and (6) so nea ’ to taste., sample’ 
that can occur with ingressive aspect as the following transitive 
clauses with item (2) in the 3rd person singular positive 
perfect tense illustrate:

(5a) yedia ezukoa ne (Normal)
(he has counted the money

(5b) yehodia ezukoa ne (itive- Ingres-
(he has gone and counted the money) sive)

(5c) yeradia ezukoa ne (Yentive-in-
(he has come and counted the money) gressive)

Another sub-class of dynamic verbs may, however, be distinguished
which are not possible with ingressive aspect and include such



(■JO) tends ’to scold’, (11) die di ’to believe’, (12) bo ’to 
call’ and (13) fa leys ’to forgive’. Talcing as an example item 
(8), we shall attest the following clause in which it occurs 
with normal aspect:

(6a) yedia
(he has walked)

but not the corresponding clauses of itive-/ventive-ingressive 
aspect:

(6b) *yehodia
(he has gone and walked)

(6c) *yeradia
(he has come and walked)

Items (7-13) may be used in an intransitive (7-9), transitive
(10-11), complex transitive (12) or ditransitive (13) clause,
and it would be interesting to Investigate the syntactic and
semantic properties which correlate with the sub-classes of
dynamic verbs that may be set tip on the basis of the Ingressive/
normal aspectual distinction. It would anpearthat dynamic
verbs that can occur with Ingressive aspect denote actions that
can significantly be preceded by a previous ’going’ or ’coming’
in order to perform the action described.

The aspectual feature of ingressivity is applicable to 
indicative, interrogative and imperative mood clauses, whlch may 
be of positive or negative polarity. for convenience, ingressi
vity is exemplified in indicative and imperative mood clauses 
only. Ingressivity together with the system of its terms 
combines with indicative and interrogative mood clauses in a
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different way from that of imperative mood clauses. In the 
case of indicative and interrogative mood clauses, which may 
contain dynamic and stative verbs, the aspectual distinction of 
ingressive/normal is only statable for those which involve 
dynamic verbs in the active tenses (i.e. Habitual (Tense 1), 
Present (Tense 2), Progressive (Tense 5), Future I (Tense 6), 
Future II (Tense 7)> Perfect (Tense 8), Past (Tense 9) and 
Consecutive (Tense 10)), whereas those indicative and interro
gative clauses which involve stative verbs in the non-active 
tenses (i*e. Continuative (Tense 3) and Durative (Tense 4)) are 
of normal aspect only. On the other hand, imperative mood 
clauses, which involve only dynamic verbs, may be distinguished 
in terms of the ingressive/normal opposition.

As a rule, clauses which are characterized by ingressive 
aspect require an animate or human subject noun phrase.

¥e may, however, attest imemphatic ingressive forms such 
as (7) below in which the subject noun phrase is inanimate:

(7) t)6Xe ne ehodo hula.ne anu 
(the ball has gone and fallen into the well)

but we shall not find the corresponding emphatic form:
(8) * bole 116 sho ehodo bula ne anu 

(the ball has gone and gone and fallen into the well)
Semantically, we might say that the voluntary action of going 
or coming denoted by the ingressive prefixes is usually under
stood as capable of performance by animates or humans.

Emphatic and Unemnhatic Ingressives
The description presented here deals mainly with un- 

emphatic register. A word must, however, be said about the
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structural relationship ox unemphatic ingressive forms to their 
corresponding emphatic forms, as exemplified in the following

As the above examples show, the emphatic form is partly distin
guished from the unemphatic form by the occurrence of the 
ingressive prefix (ing. Pre.) in its first and second constituent 
(Const.) elements.

The unemphatic form may be regarded, as transformationally 
related to the corresponding emphatic form by the deletion, 
from the second constituent, of grammatically identical elements* 
Thus if the constituent structure of the emphatic ingressives 
exemplified in the above (a) clauses is represented as:

1st Const. = (ing. Pre^) + 2nd Const. = (ing* Pr©2 + Vb) 
and that of the corresponding unemphatic form exemplified in the 
above (b) clauses as:

Ing. Pre^ + Vb
the derivation of the unemphatic form may be handled by a 
transformational rule of the type:

Ing. Pre,| + Ing. Prep + T b  ^ Ing. Pre^ + Vb (by
the deletion of Ing.

2nd person sxrgular posrtrve dxrect imperative
( 9a) ko kali debie 

(go and eat)
( 9b) koli debie

(go and eat)
(10a) bsla ball debie 

(come and eat)
- j* . * *(10b) bali debie

(itive—ingressive, emphatic)

( » un-emphati c)

(Ventive-ingressive, emphatic)

( tT un-emphati c)
(come and eat)
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It is to be noted that the unemphatic form, as a terminal
string, closely resembles the second constituent of the emphatic
form in phonological shape and the ordering of elements.

This type of reduction can only,take place if the first
constituent is immediately followed by the second constituent.
Thus emphatic structures such as:

(9c) ko sua nu koli debie
(go home and go and eat)

in which the locative adjunct sua nu ’home’ follows the first 
constituent or intervenes between the first and second consti
tuents, cannot be redticed. We shall never attest:

(9d) ko sua nu li debie.
The following clauses are the corresponding negative (Ueg.)

forms of the positive direct imperative clauses (9-10(a-b)) above:
(11a) mmako ekodi debie (Itive-ingressive, emphatic

(don’t go and eat)
(11b) mmakodi debie ( “ 11 unemphatic)

(don’t go and eat)
/ /■ * *(12a) mmaba ebadi debie (Ventive-ingressive,

(don’t come and eat) emphatic)
(12b) mmabadi debie ( 11 ” unemphatic)

(don’t come and eat)
One significant difference between the unemphatic and emphatic 
forms of Ingressive negative direct imperatives Is the realiza
tion, in surface structure, of the 2nd person singular subject 
pronoun (Prn.) e ’you1, which occurs In the second constituent 
of the emphatic form.

The constituent structure of the emphatic form Is repre
sented as:
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1st Const. - (Neg. Pre + Ing. Itcê ) + 2nd Const. - (itn + 
Ing. Preg + Vb) 

and that of the corresponding unemphatic form as:
Neg. Pre + Ing. Pre,, + Vbi

and the stages of the derivation of the unemphatic form may be 
presented as follows:
i) Neg. Pre + Ing. Pre^ + Prn + Ing. Pre^ + Vb — ^ Neg. Pre t

Ing* Pre^ + Prn + Vb (by the deletion of Ing. Pre2)
II) Neg. Pre + Ing. Pre^ + Prn + Vb — £ Neg. Pre + Ing. Pre^ ***

Vb (by the deletion of Prn).
As already mentioned in Chapter 4? the active tenses may, 

on the basis of the occurrence or non-occurrence of the conse
cutive tense form in the second constituent of emphatic ingressive 
forms, be sub-classified in terms of:

a. potential tenses (i.e. Present (Tense 2), Progressive 
(Tense 5) and future I (Tense 6)) which co-occur with 
consecutive tense forms; and
b. actual tenses (i.e. Habitual (Tense 1), future II 
(Tense 7), Perfect (Tense 8) and Past (Tense 9)) which do 
not co-occur with consecutive tense forms.
The following indicative mood clauses in the 3rd person 

singular future I illsutrate the relationship, in the case of 
the potential tenses, of the unemphatic to the emphatic 
ingressive:

(13a) obalio yeahola (itive-ingressive, emphatic)
(he'll go and sleep)

(13b) obahola ( " " unemphatic)
(lie'll go and sleep)
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(14a) obara yearala (Ventive-ingressive,
(lie'll come and sleep) emphatic)

(14*b) obarala • (Ventive-ingressive,
(he'll come and sleep) xmemphatic)

And the corresponding future II forms illustrate the relation
ship of the unemphatic to the emphatic ingressive in the case 
of the actual tenses:

(i5a) okshq olcshola (itive-ingressive, emphatic
(he'll go and sleep)

(15b) okshola ( " " unemphatic)
(he'll go and sleep)

(16a) oksra oksrala (Ventive-ingressive,
(he'll come and sleep) emphatic)

(16b) oksrala (Ventive—ingressive,
(he'll come and sleep) unemphatic)

It is to be noted that in the case of indicative (and,
for that matter, also in the case of the interrogative) mood
clauses, the subject pronoun as well asthe ingressive prefix
occurring in the first constituent Is repeated in the second 
constituent of the emphatic ingressive. And a comparison of 
the emphatic ingressive forms of the positive potential (13-14 
(a-b)) and the actual (15-l6(a-b)) tenses shows that the potential 
tenses are different in that the coroccurring pronominal forms, 
which are referentially identical, belong to different pronominal 
sets, whereas in the case of the corresponding actual tenses 
(as well as in the case of the non-finite consecutive tense) the

1*. Nsema differs from. Akan in this x’espect, since only the 
1st person singular subject pronoun is repeated in Akan:
c.f. mereko makofa 'I'm going to take it' with oreko 
akofa 'he's going to take if.
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repeated pronouns "belong to the same pronominal set - i.e. 
either Set I or Set II. The tense prefixes, in the case of the 
actual tenses, are also, repeated in the second constituent, 
whereas, in the case of the potential tenses, the consecutive 
tense prefix a - occurring in the second constituent may he 
regarded as substituting for any tense prefix occurring in the 
first constituent.

Talcing (l5-l6(a-b)) as an example, we may represent the 
transformational relationship of the unemphatic to the emphatic, 
in the case of indicative mood clauses, as follows:
(Prn^ + Tn. Pre^ + Ing. Pre^) + (Prn̂ , + Tn. Pre^ + Ing. Pre,-, +

Vb) >
Pm,j + Tn. Pre^ + Ing. Pre^ + Tn. Pre^ + Ing. Pne^ +

Vb — ---->
Prn^ + Tn. Pre^ + Ing. Pre^ + Ing. Pne,-, + T b ------ ^

Prn^ + Tn. Pre,j + Ing. Pre^ + Vb 

It is to he noted that in respect of its phonological shape 
and the linear arrangement of constituent elements, the unemphatic 
form of the actual tenses as in the case of positive direct 
imperative clauses (9-10) replicates the second constituent of 
the emphatic form, whereas the unemphatic form of the potential 
tenses has a different shape and constituency from that of the 
corresponding second constituent.

The following paradigms with subject pronouns exemplify 
unemphatic imperative and indicative mood clauses with ingressive 
aspect. As in previous paradigms, only the verb stem da Tto 
sheepT is used in the following examples, of which the (A) 
clauses are itive—ingressives and the (B) clauses* are ventive- 
ingressive s.
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Imperative Mood Clauses i Itlve-ZVentive-Ingressive Asnect

Type of Imperative Positive Negative

(A) kola /kola / mmakoda /mikoda /
(go and sleep) (donft go and sleep)

(B) tala /tala / mmabada /mibada /
DIRECT (come and sleep) (don't come and sleep)

(A) behola/bosla / * ^bsmmakoda/bemgkoda /
(go and sleep, all (don’t come and sleep,
of you) all of you)

(B) berala/ba:la / * *bsmmabada/bemeibada /
(come and sleep, (don't come and sleep,
all of you) all of you)

(a ) maa ohola/mo:la mmaniaa ok oda/mam ok oda/
(let him go and (don't let him go and

INDIRECT sleep) sleep)
(b ) raaa orala/m5rala/ mmamaa obada/m§taobada/

(let him come and (don't let him come and
sleep) sleep)
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Indicative Hood Clauses: liive-VYentive-Ingressive Aspect

Tenses Positive Negative

1* Habitual (A 

(B

2. Present (A 
or

5» Progres
sive

8. Perfect

9* Past

0. Consecu
tive

(B

6* Future i (A 

(B

7* Future II (A 

(B

(A

(B

(A

(B

(A

(B)

okoda /okoda /
(he goes and sleeps)
obada /obada /
(he comes and sleeps)
okala /okala
(he’s going to sleep)
obala / obala /
(he’s coming to sleep)
obahola /obwa:la / 
(he’ll go and sleep)
obarala / oba:ila / 
(he'll come and sleep)
okshola /okoila / 
(he'll go and sleep)
okerala /oka:1a /
(he’ll come and sleep)
yehola /jiwola /
(he has gone and slept)
yerala /jirala /
(he has come and slept)

/  * *  toholale /o::iali /
(he went and slept)
oralale /oralali / 
(he came and slept)
(na), yeahola/ja(w)6la/
((so that) he may go ■ go and sleep)
(na) yearala/jaHa /
((so that) he may come 

and sleep)

on g onl a / opbhna /
(he doesn’t go and sleep)
ombanla /ommanna /
(he doesn’t come andsleep)

ombangonla
(he won’t go and sleep) 
ombambanla
(he won't come and sleep)

r *onrehola /bpb:la /
(he won't go and sleep)
onr e r al a / opa:: la /
(he won't come and sleep)
otskodale /otskodali/
(he hasn’t gone and slept)
otebadale /otebadali/
(he hasn’t come and slepD
yeangonla /japbhna/
(he didn't go and sleep)
yeambanla /jammanna/
(he didn't come and sleep'
(na) yeangonla/japonna/
((so that) he may not go 

go and sleep)
(na) yeambanla/3ammanna/
((so that) he may not 

come and sleep)

1* The unemphatic negative Future I ingressive forms supplfed 
here are taken from Essuah, J*A. (1965); they do nob occur 
in my speech.
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On the basis of. the above paradigms of positive and nega
tive imperative and indicative mood clauses which are character
ized by ingressive aspect, the following general statements of a 
phonological nature can be ma.de ̂

(i) in imperative and indicative mood clauses other than 
the 2nd person singular positive direct imperative, if the 
consonant element of the ingressive prefix undergoes Type
A or B imitation, the stem-initial consonant of the following 
verb stem exhibits the same type of mutation; in 2nd person 
singular positive direct imperatives, however, the conso
nant element of the ingressive prefix, being the absolute 
form, does not undergo mutation, whereas the stem-initial 
consonant of the following verb stem exhibits Type B 
mutation;
(ii) generally speaking, the ingressive prefix has a 
high or rising tone except in 2nd person singular positive 
direct imperative clauses where the ingressive prefix
has a low tone;
(iii) the vowels in the ingressive prefixes, like those 
in the syllable of the tense prefix and subject pronoun, 
assimilate to the vowel quality of the following verb 
syllable.
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The second aspectual, feature, that of stativity, with its 
two terms: dynamic and stative, is set tip to handle such
differences as those between the rains of verbal forms occurring 
in- the following paired clauses:

(1a)

(1b)

(2a)

(2b) 

and (3a)

(3b)

In the above set of semantically-related pairs of semi-transi
tive clauses, the verbal form in the continuative tense in each 
(b) clause exhibits a different shape from that of the verbal 
form in the habitual tense occurring in the corresponding (a) 
clause. In the first pair of clauses (la-b), the verbal form in 
(1b) is both morphologically related by suffixation and phonolo- 
gically related by Tyne B stem-initial consonant mutation to 
the verbal form occurring in (1a).

In the second pair of clauses (2a-b), the verbal form in 
(2b) is only morphologically related by suffixation to the verbal 
form in the corresponding clause (2a).

Kofi tenia ekponle ne azro 
(Kofi sits down on the 

table)
V + * * + +Kofi de ekponle ne azo
(Kofi is sitting on the

table)
+  + * *Kofi gyinla ebia ne azo

(Kofi stands on the chair)
* + + *Kofi gyi ebia ne azo

(Kofi is standing on the chair)
Kofi fea ekpa ne abo
(Kofi hides under t?ae bed)

* *  ̂ *Kofi vea ekpa ne abo
(Kofi is hiding under the bed)

(dynami c, Habitualr 
,Tense)

(stative, Continua
tive Tense)

(dynami c, Habi tual)

(stative, Continua
tive )

(dynami c, Habi tual)

(stative, Continua
tive)
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And in the third pair of clauses (3a-b), the verbal form 
in (3b) is phonologically related by stem-initial consonant 
mutation to the corresponding verbal form in (3a).

The verbal forms occurring in the (b) clauses which are 
phonologically and/or morphologically related to their correspond
ing verbal forms in the (a) clauses are distinguished as stative 
and those in the (a) clauses as dynamic.

The dynamic/stative distinction also accounts for such 
differences as those obtaining between pairs of verbal forms 
which can occtir in related pairs of transitive clauses as in:

(4a) Aloys soa kyele/syene (dynamic, Habitual)
(Alcys puts on a hat/carries 
firewood)

(4b) Akys sso kyels/sysne (stative, Gontinua-
(Aloys is wearing a hat/ tive)
carrying firewood)

(pa) Alcys kye fals (dynamic, Habitual)
(Aloys puts on a belt)

(5b) Aloys hye fals (stative, Continua-
(Aicys is wearing a belt) tive)

and (6a) Aloys mo si ale (dynamic, Habitual)
(Aloys puts on a loin cloth)

(6b) Akys mo sials (stative, Continua™ .
(Aloys is wearing a loin cloth) tive)

As in the- case of (l-2(a-b)) above, the verbal forms in each
pair of clauses (4~5(a-b)) have different shapes. In the case
of (4a~b), the verbal form in the transitive clause (4b), which
is regarded as stative, is morphologically related by suffixation
as well as phonologically related by stem-initial consonant
mutation to its corresponding1 dynamic verbal form occurring in
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(4a)* In (5a-b), the stative verbal form occurring in (5b) is 
only phonologically related by stem-initial consonant mutation 
to its corresponding dynamic verbal form in (5a). Unlike in

shape. By analogy, however, with (5a-b) the verbal form in 
(6a) is accounted dynamic and its corresponding verbal form in 
(6b) as stative.

In addition to the phonological and/or morphological 
features described above, there are other formal properties 
which serve to distinguish dynamic from stative verbs.

i) Occurrence in the Active/non-Active tenses

intersects with the active/non-active distinction set up among 
the ten tenses of the language in such a way that dynamic verbs 
occur in the active tenses, whereas stative verbs, as a rule, 
are only possible in the non-active tenses.

we shall find, for example, the following paradigm.of the 
positive active tensesi

clauses (4~5(a~b)), the verbal forms in (6a—b) have identical

As already noted, the dynamic/stative distinction

Thus with the dynamic verbal form tenia Tto sit1

(7a) otenia ebia ne azo
(he sits on the chair)

(7b) obadenla ebia ne aao
(he will sit on the chair)

(7c) yedenla ebia ne azo
(he has sat on the chair)

(Perfect)

(Future i)

(Habitual)

(7d) odenlanle ebia ne azo 
(he sat on the chair)

(Bast)

But the corresponding stative verbal form can only occur in the 
non-active tenses, as in the following positive indicative clauses
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(Sa) ode ebia ne azo (Continuative)
(he is sitting on the chair)

(8b} piste ebia ne uso (Buratrve)
(he is still sitting on the 

chair)
There are some stative verbs, however, which can occur 

in the continuative but not in the durative tense. . Thus the 
stative verb ze ’to know’ can occur in the continuative tense 
as in the transitive clause:

(9a) oze nrelebs (stative, Continua-
(lit. he knows/has sense. tive)

he’s wise)
but is not possible in the durative tense; thus alongside (9a) 
we shall never find:

(9b) * otese/otsze nrelebs 
(he is- still wise)

In the active tenses, the verb ze Is complemented by the 
suppletive form nwu fto acquire1 as in the following positive 
tenses:

(9c) obanwu nreleba (Future I)
(lit. he will acquire sense)

(9d) onwunle nrelebs (Past)
(lit. he acquired sense)

Unlike the stative verb ze ’to know’, the stative verbal form
Is ’to have, possess, own1 can occur in the continuative as well
as in the-durative tense:

9a) ols ezukoa - (Continuative)
(lit. he has money, he’s rich)

(10b) otsds ezukoa (Bura.tive)
(he is still rich)
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Like the stative verb zjs fto know*, however, the stative 
verb le 'to have*, is complemented, in. the active tenses, by 
the suppletive verbal formnyia !to acquire, get*. Ihus along
side (lOa-b) we shall find:

(10c) obanyia ezukoa
(lit. he will get money, 
he’ll be rich)

(lOh) yenyia ezukoa
(he has become rich)

(10©) onyianle ezukoa 
(he became rich)

In respect of their verbal forms, the identifying copular 
verb le ’to be’ and the locational copular verb wo ’to be in’ 
are more like Is ’to have’ than ze ’to know’; that is, both 
copular verbs (which, as mentioned in the previous chapter, 
are stative) are possible in the continuative tense:

(Puture l)

(Perfect)

(Past)

(11a) ole koole (Continuative) 

( )
(it is big)

(12a) owo Bolofo
(he is in Axim)

as well as in the durative tense:
(Hh) otede kpole

(it is still big)
(12L) otsbo Bolofo

(he is still in Axim)
In the active tenses, they have suppletive forms, as exemplifed
in:

(Past)

(Durative) 

( * )

(11c) oysle kpole
(it was/became big)

(12°) owale Bolofo
(he used to be in Axim)

( 5! )
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In respect, ■•then, of the category of tense, stative verbal 
forms may be defined in a wider sense as those (e.g. 1. gyl ’to 
be standing’, 2. te ’to be sitting’) which are possible in 
the continuative as well as the durative tense; and in a narrowe: 
sense, as those (e.g. 1. so ’to be wearing/carrying on the head’ 
and 2. ze ’to know1) which can only occur in the continuative 
tense.

Semantically, dynamic verbs or clauses involving dynamic 
verbs denote an action, event or process whereas stative verbs 
refer to a state, static condition or quality. And in view of 
the co-occurrence relation between dynamic verbs and the active 
tenses and that between stative verbs and the non-active tenses 
on the other, it would seem that in addition to the temporal 
reference associated with the tenses, the tenses of the language 
have aspectual Implications in so far as they express, in the 
ca.se of dynamic verbs, such notions as activity (which may be 
habitual, present, simultaneous, future, or past) .and state in 
the case of stative verbs*

II) Imperative Mood
As already mentioned, dynamic verbal forms and 

other dynamic verbs can occur in Imperative mood clauses, where
as corresponding stative verbal forms and other stative verbs 
cannot do-so. Thus with the dynamic verbalf orm gyinla ’to 
stand’ we shall find the direct imperative mood clauses:

(13a) gyinla ebia ne azo (positive)
(stand on the chair)

(13b) mma gyinla ebia ne azo (negative)
(don’t stand on the chair)
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With the stative verbal form gyi ’to be standing’, we 
shall never find corresponding direct imperative mood clauses; 

(14a)* gyi ebia ne azo (positive)
(14b)* mma gyi ebia ne azo (durative)

III) Interconnection between Stativity and Ingressivity 
As already indicated, the two aspectual features 

of stativity and ingressivity together with the systems of their 
terms are interconnected in such a way that indicative as well 
as interrogative mood clauses involving dynamic verbs can occur 
with both ingressive and normal aspect, whereas such mood 
clauses containing stative verbs can only occur with normal 
aspect. Thus alongside the indicative clause (15) of normal 
aspect;

(15 ) Kofi soa kyele (Habitual)
(Kofi puts on a hat)

which contains the dynamic verbal form soa ’to put on', we shall
attest the following clauses of itive-ingressive aspect:

(15a) Kofi kosoa kyels (Habitual)
(Kofi goes and puts on a hat)

(15b) Kofi shozoa kysle (Perfect)
(Kofi has gone and put on a 
hat)

as well as the following clauses of ventive-ingressive aspect:
* + +

(15c) Kofi basoa kysle (Habitual)
(Kofi comes and puts on a hat)

r + <
(13d) Kofi srazoa kyele (Perfect)

(Kofi has come and put on a 
hat)

With the stative verbal form zo ’to wear’, we shall find 
such an indicative clause of normal aspect as:



(16 ) Kofi 20 kysle
(Kofi is wearing a hat)

hut not the corresponding clauses of either ibive—ingresvsive
asnect:

(16a) ^Kofi kozo l<ysls
(16h) -kKofi shoso kysle

or ventive-ingressive aspect:
(16c) *Kofi bazo kysle
(l6d) *Kofi erazo kysls
IT) Occurrence in catenative pieces

In catenative pieces, dynamic verbs may occur as
the non-finite verbal form following the catenative verb; their
corresponding stative verbs are not possible in a corresponding
position in such pieces*

For example, the dynamic verbal form tenia Tto sit
can co-occur with the catenative verb _ze ’to know’ as in:

(17a) Akys ze kuloba zo tenia
(Aloys knows how to sit on a chamber-pot)

We shall never find the stative verbal form te ’to be sitting’
in a corresponding position in a catenative piece:

(17b) -*Akye ze kuloba so te
Similarly, the dynamic verbal form soa ’to carry’ can co-occur
as the non-finite verb with the catenative verb wie ’to finish’

(18a) yewie mbaka ne mo soa
(he has finished carrying the boards).

With the stative verbal form iso ’to be carrying’ we shall not
attest a similar construction:
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The non—finite verbal form of the dynamic verbal forms:
(a) so a 'to put on’ and (b) gyinla -*.to stand, stop1, can co-occur 
vd.thin a catenative piece, with the catenative verb nvla !to be 
foncl/in the habit of1, as in:

(19a) wonyia kyels nzoae
(you're fond of putting on a hat)

(19b) wonyia adenle nu ngyinlae
(you're fond of standing in the way)

We shall never find catenative pieces involving corresponding
verbal forms of the stative verbal forms ^o 'to be wearing* and
gyi 'to be standing':

(20a) '̂wonyia kysl© nzoe
(20b) -wonyia adenle nu ngyii
The noil-finite consecutive tense form of dynamic verbs is 

realised in a catenative piece after the potential tense forms of 
such catenative verbs as (a) kponds 'to want* and (b) bo modenle 
'to try*. Thus with the dynamic verbal form gylnla 'to stop', 
we shall attest:

(21a) mekponds meagyinla 
(I want to stop)

(21b) mebabo modenle meagyinla ekponle’ ne aao 
(l shall try and stand on the table)

Stative verbs are not. possible in the consecutive tense 
and cannot co-occur with such catenative verbs in a similar 
structure.

The dynamic, but not the stative, verbal form may follow 
the actual tense form of such verbs as bo modenle 'to try' in 
the type of construction exemplified in:
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(22a) obole modenle ogyinlanle ekponle ne azo 
(he tried and stood on the tahle)

or 111 a clause introduced by ke; a.g in:
* r r , + - *(22b) ohole modenle ks ogyinla ekponle ne azo 

(he tried to stand on the table)
V) Possibility of fa-paraphrases

The djrnamic, but not the stative, werbal form may
co-occur With the agentiye verb fa ’to take * * Thus alongside
(23a) below:

(23a) Kofi soa ye kyele ne
(Kofi puts on his hat)

which involves the dynamic verbal form soa ’to put on (hat)’,
we shall attest the fa- paraphrase:

(23b) Kofi fa ye kyels ne soa
(Kofi takes his hat and puts it on)

With the stative verbal zo ’to be wearing' as in
(24a) Kofi zo ye kyele ne

(Kofi is wearing his hat)
we shall never find a corresponding fa-paraphra^se:

(24b)* Kofi fa ye kyele ne so

VI) Occurrence within verbal grouns :
As a rule, only dynamic verbal forms and other

dynamic verbs can occur, within a verbal group, either as the 
principal- or auxiliary verb such that verbal groups are character
istically dynamic* Thus although we shall attest the dynamic 
verbal form gyinla ’to stand’ as the auxiliary verb in the 
verbal group dwazo gyinla ’to stand up* as exemplified in the 
direct imperative mood clause:

(23a) dwazo gyinla
(stand up)
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we shall never find the stative verbal, form gyi 'to be standing’ 
in a corresponding position within a verbal group and a similar 
mood clause irvo?L.vmg the Suatrve verbal xorm such as»

(25b) ^dwaso gyi 
is clearly xma,cceptable.

And as already mentioned, verbal adjectives (e.g. tenrs 'to 
be straight’)~usually occur as simple verbs in the -continuative 
tense with stative aspect and denote an essential quality or 
static condition, as in:

(26a) nrenya ne anye tenre
(lit. the man's eye is straight* the man is a good 

shot)
Such verbs may occur within a verbal group auch as: 
tn tenre ’to set off1 with dynamic aspect as the following 
clause in the active past tense illustrates:

(26b) nrenya ne nee o nwo amra dule denrsnle
(the man and his relations set off)

VII) Hominalisation
Dynamic verbal forms (27a-c) and other dynamic 

verbs (27d-e) are capable of the type of nominalization formed 
by the prefixation of the vowel prefix a*-, as exemplified in:

Dynamic verb 
27 (a) gyinla 'to stand’

soa(b)

(c) fea

’to carry on 
head1

’to hide’

(d) yia ’to meet’
(e) sande ’to scatter’

Nominalization
agyinla ’deliberation;

suspending in water
asoa ’carrying things;

head-money’
afea ’hiding; conspi

racy ’
ayia ’meeting’
asande ’scattering; dis

persion’
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Corresponding stative verbal forms and other stative verbs are 
precluded from such nominalization.

Classification of Stative Verbs
As it is normal for verbs to be dynamic and dynamic verbs, 

consequently, preponderate, the classification, in formal terms, 
presented here is orientated towards stative verbs.

Croup A: Stative verbal forms morphologically and/or
phonologically related to their corresponding 
dynamic verbal f o r m s : _____________

Stative Dynamic
1.

2.

3.

te(or de) 'to be sitting/ tenia Tto sit/live1
living*

gyi 'to be standing* gyinla ’to stand/
stop*

zo 'to be wearing/ soa 'to put on/
carrying' carry(on

the head)*
Croup B: Stative verbal forms phonologically related to

their corresponding dynamic verbal forms

Croup 3.1 Semi-transitive

1*
2 .

3.
A*

Stative
li 'to be occupying*
lua 'to be walking*

la 'to be lying on*
hoto 'to be kneeling'
vi 'to be from1

Dynamic 
di 
dua

to occupy'

6. vea ’to be hidden’

’to walk, 
proceed’

da 'to lie on’
koto ’to kneel*
fi 'to come out

of ’
fea ’to hide’
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Croui) 3. Ii: Transitive

7 *

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

Stative
hisa Tto be leaning 

againstT
via 'to be carrying’

zoho ’to resemble’
hyia ’to be in need, of’
heda ’to be wearing1

hye 'to be wearing1

Dynamic
kisa ’to lean

fia

soho
kyia
keda

kye

against ’
1 to carry 
(baby)’

’to resemble’
’to need’
’to put on 
(cloth.) ’

1 to put on 
(belt)’

Croup 0: Stative/dynamic verbal forms not
_y distinguished

Transitive verbs of adornment
Dvnami c

1.

2.

Stative
bo ’to be wearing’

mo 'to be wearing’

wula 'to be wearing’

bo

mo

wula

’ to put on 
(turban)’

’to put on 
(loin cloth)

’to put on 
(shoe, 
dress)’

Croup D: Stative verbs with suppletive verbal forms
in the Active tenses

Non-active tense forms
1. le (durative form ds)

’to have’
2. ze (no durative)

’to know’

Active tense forms 
nyia
’to acquire’ 
nwu
’to get/acquire’
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Croup E: Relational verbs
Group S.I: Popular verbs

Non-active tense forms Active tense forms
1. le (durative de) 'to be' ye Tto become’
2* wo ( " bo) . 'to be in' wale 'used to be in'
3- ye 'to be’
4. le ’to be’ (equative copula);

Croup E.II: Reciprocal verbs
5. ya 'to be at loggerheads’
6. di 'to agree with; to suit'
7* zoho 'to resemble’
8. bo ewene ’to border/share a common

border

Croup E.III Verbs of comparison
9* bo ’to exceed’
10. tela ’to surpass’
11. se ’to be equal'
12. asolo 'to be different’

Croup E: Verbal adjectives
Croup E.l: Suffixed verbal adjectives

1. wale (stem wa) 'to be tall/long'
2. zonle ( ” so) 'to be plentiful/many1

Croup F.II: Ron-suffixed verbal adjectives
3. do 'to be hot’
4. pi ’to be thick’
5* tele 'to be broad/wide’
6. kyea ’to be bent/crocked’
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7. tenre 'to be straight1
8. du 'to be dark/black*
9. bolo 'to be red/reddish’

Group G: Verbs of inert perception and cognition which
characteristically take a subordinate noun 
clause introduced by ke 'that1______________

10. kulo 'to like/love'
11. kyi ’to hate/dislike1
12. die di ’to believe*
13* te (o bo) ’to understand’
14. kakye ’to remember’
15. sulo ’to be afraid/timid
16. bolo ’to covet’
17. ze ’to know*
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Aspect 3 • Causativity* Qausative/non-causative

Within the third aspectual feature, that of causativity, 
the two terms, causative/non-causative, are set up to handle 
pairs of verbal forms which may occur in related pairs of 
(A) complex semi-transitive and semi-transitive clauses,
(b) ditransitive and transitive clauses and (C) transitive and 
intransitive clauses, and are dealt with in that order.

(A) Complex semi-transitive and Semi-transitive clauses

to handle such differences as those between the pairs ofv erbal 
forms occurring in the following corresponding (a) complex 
semi-transitive and (b) semi-transitive clauses:

In the above examples, the clauses in each pair are syn
tactically as well as semantically related. Syntactically* the 
members of each pair are related in such a way that the object 
noun phrase in each (a) complex semi-transitive clause recurs 
as the subject noun phrase in the corresponding (b) semi
transitive clause.

The two terms causative and non-causative are set up

(1a) Akye fola Kofi ekponle ne azo (complex semi-tran- 
(Akye makes Kofi climb on to the sitive* causative, 
table) dynamic)

(lb) Kofi fo ekponle ne azo
(Kofi climbs on to the table)

(semi-transitive non- 
causative, dynamic)
(complex serai-tran- 
sitive* causative,

*■ * * * r(2a) Akye tenia Kofi kuloba zo
(Aleye sits Kofi on a chamber
pot) dynamic)

* * /(2b') Kofi de? kuloba zo
(Kofi is sitting on a chamber
pot)

(semi-transitive non
causative, stative)
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fhe verbal forms in the (b) clauses, which, may he regarded 
as the verb stems, are morphologically related by suffixation 
to tiie verbal forms in the corresponding (a) clauses* And m  
respect of the number of places, the suffixed verbal forms 
occurring in the complex semi-transitive clauses require three 
places, whereas the corresponding verbal forms occurring in the 
related semi-transitive clauses are two-place verb steins or 
require one place less than their morphologically-related 
suffixed verbal forms.

It is to be noted that the suffixed verbal forms occurring 
in the (a) clauses are dynamic, whereas the eorrespondong verb 
stems occurring in the (b) clauses may be dynamic (1b) or 
stative (2b).

On these ’morphosyntactic’ grounds, we &iall regard the 
three-place, suffixed verbal form occurring in the (a) complex 
semi-transitive clauses as causative in contradistinction to 
the two-place verbal form occurring in the (b) semi-transitive 
clauses which are regarded as non-causative.

Other morphologically-related causative/non-causative 
verbal forms occurring in corresponding complex semi-transitive 
and semi-transitive clauses are: (1) dwula/dwu Ho make 
descend/to descend* and (2) gyinla/gyi ’to stand, stop/to be 
standing1, of which the members of the first pair are dynamic, 
whereas those of the second pair contrast in terms of the 
dynamic/stative distinction.

By analogy with (l-2(a-b)) above, the dynamic/stative 
pairs of verbal forms occurring in the following pairs of clauses 
between which the same syntactic (and semantic) relationship
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holds may he handled in terms of the causative/non-causative 
distinction:

(3a) Akye kenda edanle ne nyema (complex semi-trar
ne azo sitivê  causative,

(Akye hangs the cloth on the ■ dynamic) 
line)

(3h) edanle ne henda nyema ne azo (semi-transitive, n
(the cloth is hanging on causative, stativ
the line)

(4a) Akye fa edanle ne f ea esumi (complex semi-tran
ne abo sitive, causative,

Jdcye hides the cloth under dynamic)
the pillow)

(4b) edanle ne vea esumi ne abo (semi-transitive, n
(the cloth is hidden under causative, stativ
the pillow)

It is to be noted that the non-causative, stative verbal 
form in the continuative tense occurring in (3b) is phonolo
gically related by Type B mutation to the corresponding causa
tive, dynamic verbal form in the habitual tense occurring in ( 
and the causative verb in (4a) is a verbal group of which the 
auxiliary member fea is the dynamic verbal form of the phonolo 
gically-related stative non-causative verbal form vea In (4b).

By contrast with the morphological causativization 
exemplified in (l-2(a-b)), the causative/non-causative relatio 
ship manifest in such instances as (3-4(a-b)) is provisionally 
termed as phonological causativization.

As already mentioned in respect of causative/non-causati' 
verbal forms which are related in terms of the d ynamic/stativc- 
distinction, the perfect tense form of the (causative) dynamic
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verbal form implies the continuative tense form of the (non" 
causative) stative verbal form, as the following examples
4 T 1 n o  f  *J U  _1_ U1. KJ l J L  C.». W  *

Perfect tense form of the Continuative tense form of _______dynamic ■ the stative _____
(5a) Akys e deni a Kofi kuloba zo (5b) Kofi de kuloba zo

implies/and as a result
(Akye has sat Kofi on a (Kofi is sitting on
chamber-pot) a chamber-pot)

(6a) Akye ehenda edanle ne nyema (6b) edanle ne hen da
ne azo nysma ne azo

implies/and as a result
(Akye has hung the cloth on (the cloth is hanging
the line) on the line)

We shall also find pairs of verbal forms, identical in 
phonological shape-, between which the same syntactic (and seman
tic) relationship holds in corresponding complex serai-transitive 
and semi-transitive clauses, as in the following paired example 
with the verb stem tu ’to expel or leave’:
(7a) Nana sdu Akye sua ne azo (complex semi-transitive ,

(the chief has expelled Akye causative, dynamic)
from the town)

(7b) Akye sdu sua ne azo (semi-transitive, non-
.(Akye has left the town) causative, dynamic)

Such instances may, by analogy with such previous examples as 
(l-2(a-b)), be handled in terms of the causative/non-causative 
aspectual opposition, rThe causative/non-causative verbal forms, 
which exhibit similar phonological shape, may be both dynamic 
as in (7a—b) above or contrast in terms of the dynamic/stative 
distinction as in (8a-b) below:
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(8a) Akys sgua edanle ne skponle ne azo (complex semi—tran- 
(Akye das put the cloth on the table) sitive, causative,

dynamic)
(8b) edanle ne gna ekponle ne azo (semi-transitive*. non-

(the cloth is (lying) on the table) causative, stative)
.And in relation to the cases of morphological causativization 
exemplified in (l-2(a-b)), the causative verbal forms like those 
in (7a-8a) may be regarded as derived from the corresponding 
non-causative verbal forms in (7b-8b) by means of a morpholo
gical process of zero-raodification, and instances such as (7-8 
(a~b)) are distinguished as zero causativization.

The above examples (l—4(a—b)) and (7~8(a—b)) illustrate 
the various ways in which pairs of verbal forms, different or 
identical in shape, between which the same syntactic (as well 
as semantic) relationship holds in corresponding complex semi
transitive and semi-transitive clauses, may be handled in terms 
of the aspectual feature of causativity.

he shall, however, also attest in corresponding complex 
semi-transitive and semi-transitive, pairs of different verb 
words between which the same syntactic (and semantic) relation
ship obtains. The causative/non-causative distinction may also 
serve to handle such cases, which are exemolified in:
( 9a) Akys ezie kysnze ne skponle ne azo (complex semi-tran- 

(Akye has placed the pan on the sitive,. causative,
table) dynamic)

.( 9b) kysnze ne gyi skponle ne azo (semi-transitive, non-
(the pan is (standing) on the table) causative, stative)

and
(10a) Akys edo kyels ne ekponle ne azo (complex semi-tran-

(Akye has put the hat on the table) sitive,causative,
dynami c)
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( 10Td) kyels ne la ekponle ne azo (semi-transitive,non™ I
(the hat is (lying) on the causative, stative)
table)

As in the previous examples, the causative verb stems: sie
’to place’ (9a) and to_ 'to put/place' (10a) occurring in the 
complex semi-transitive clauses are dynamic, whereas the non- 
causative verbal forms : gyi 'to be standing* (9b) and la. ’to
be lying on* (10b) occurring in the corresponding semi-transitive 
clauses are stative; and such stative verbal forms may have 
dynamic verbal forms (i.e. gyinla 'to stand* and da Tto lay* 
respectively) which may be causative in a complex semi-transitive 
clause.

The dynamic causative verb word in such ca^es may be a 
verbal group (e.g. fa wula 'to place in'):
(11 a) me fa sxia ne ~ me wula s sa nu (complex semi-transitive, 

(lit. I place the house in your causative, dynamic) 
hands/care. I entrust the 
house to you)

(11b) sua ne wp e sa nu (semi-transitive, non-
(lit. the house is in your causative, stative)
hands/care. The house is 
entrusted to you)
The causative/non-causative relationship manifest in such

instances as (9™1l(a—h)) is lexicalized in the pairs of
different lexical items: sie/gyi (9a-b), to/la (lOa-h) and
fa vail a/wo (l1a~b) and, by contrast with the other cases, is
distinguished as lexical causativization.
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On the basis of the above analysis, four main groups 
(A-D) may be set up among verbal forms which are related in 
terms of causative/non-causative in corresponding complex semi

cases of morphological causativization. Within Group A, two 
sub-sets (l-Il) are set up on the formal basis of whether the 
non™causative verbal form is dynamic (A.l) or stative (A*II), 
this distinction correlates with the variant causative suffix 
in the c ausative verbal form.

Group B consists of phonologically related causative/non
causative verbal forms exemplifying phonological causativization.

Group G consists of verbal forms of identical shape which 
are .related in terms of causative/non-causative, i.e. zero 
causativization; two sub-sets (i-Il) are distinguished on the 
basis of whether the non-causative verbal form may be specified 
as dynamic or stative.

Group D consists of examples of lexical causativization.

Grout* A i Morphological causativization
Groiip A. I:

Group A consists oxd semi-transitive clause
morphologically related causative/non-causative verbal forms or 

Causative
dynamic

Hon-caus ative dynaraic
Causativesuffix

1. fola /fela / fo /fO /
’to make climb’ ’to climb’

/-la /

2* dwula/gywela/ dwu/gywu/ /-la /
’to make descend’ ’to descend’
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Group A. II
Causative 
dynemi o

3* tenla/tonlS /
’to sit1

4 * gyinia/gy §nlS/

Non-causative
stative

te /ti /
Tto "be’ sitting'
gyi /gyi /

Causativesuffix
/-nl§; / 

/-nlS /
Tto stop, stand1 ’to be standing 

Group B: Bionological causativization

Causative 
dynamic

Hon-Causativestative

5- kenda ’ to hang’ henda ’to be hanging’
6. kisa ’to lean 

against’
hisa ’to be leaning 

against'
7. da ’to lay’ la 'to be lying on
8* fa fea 'to hide' vea 'to be hidden’
9* fa tua 'to stick in’ dua 'to be stuck in
10, fa sia 'to stick in/ 

under
zia 'to be held in'

Group C: Zero causativization
Group C.I

Causative
dynamic Hon- c au s a t i ve dynamic

11. te 'to strike 
down ’

te 'to hit ground'

12, tu ' to expel' tu 'to leave’
13. kponla ’to strike kponla 'to hit ground'

down
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Group C. II:

14* 

15* 

16* 

17«

Causative
r? *rrv> p m  4 pVU VA4.CUJ.JLa. '

bea

Non-caus ative

butu

gua

wone

’to lay 
across'

’to overturn’

’to place/ 
put on’

’to turn
downward1

oea

butu

gua

wone

’to be lying 
across'

’to be lying 
face down’

’to be lying on’

’to be turned/ 
pointing down
ward ’

Group D: Lexical causativization

Causative dynamic Non-causative stative
18,

19*
20.

-Cb )

sie

to
fa wula

’to place on’ gyi

’to put on1 la
’to place in’ wo

’to be (standing)
on

’to be (lying) on1 
’to be In’

Ditransitive and Transitive clauses
The causative/non-causative distinction is set up 

to handle such differences as those between the morphologically- 
related pairs of verbal forms occurring in the following 
syntactically- (and semantically-) related pairs of ditransitive 
and transitive clauses:
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(,1a) Akye noa ICofi nysfonle
(Akys makes Kofi drink 
'breast milk)

(lb) Kofi no nysfonle
(Kofi drinks breast milk)

(di trail s i t ive,
causative, dynamic)

(transitive, 
non-causative, dynamic)
(ditransitive, 
causative, dynamic) 
(transitive, 
non-causative, dynami c)

(2a) Akye soa Kofi kyels
(Akys makes Kofi put on a hat)

(2b) Kofi zo Icy sis
(Kofi is wearing a hat)

It is to be noted that in (2a-b) the non-causative, stative verbal 
form ŝo ’to be wearing’ (2b) is both morphologically rels-ted by 
suffixation and phonologically related by Type B mutation to the 
causative, dynamic verbal form soa ’to put on’ (2a)* The causa
tive/non-causative relationship manifest in (1—2(a-b)) above 
exemplifies morphological causativization.

And also by analogy with the morphologically-and phonolo- 
gically-related pairs of dynamic/stative verbal forms in (2a~b), 
the dynamic/stative pairs of phonologically—related verbal forms, 
between which the same syntactic (and semantic) relationship 
holds in the following corresponding ditransitive and transitive 
clauses, may be handled in terms of the causative/non-causative 
distinction.
(3a) Saneba keda Akye. edanle

(Saneba makes Aleve put on cloth) ‘
(3b) Akye heda edanle

(Akye is wearing cloth)
(4a) Saneba kye Akye fale

(Saneba makes Akye put on a belt)
(4b) Akye kye fale

(Akye is v/earing a belt)

(ditransitive,
causative, dynamic)
(transitive,
non-causative, stative)
(ditransitive,
c aus ative, dynami c)
(transitive,

tive, stative)non-causa
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The above instances exemplify phonological causativization*
Pairs of causative/non-causative verbal forms occurring 

in corresponding ditransitive and transitive clauses, may, 
however, be identical In phonological shape and, therefore, 
exemplify zero causativization* The verbal forms may be simple 
verbs (e.g. wula ’to put on/to be wearing’ and gua ’to inhale’) 
as in (5-6(a-b)) below:
(5a) Akye wula Kofi tsladee (ditransitive,

(Akys makes Kofi put on a dress) causative, dynamic)
(5b) Kofi wula tsladee (transitive, non-

(Kofi is wearing a dress) causative, stative)
(6a) Akye egua Kofi ayile (ditransitive,

(Akye has made Kofi inhale medicine) causative, dynamic)
(6b) Kofi egua ayile (transitive, non-

(Kofi has inhaled medicine) causative, dynamic
The verbal forms may also be complex verbs (e.g. kye shone ’to
starve/fast1) as In (7a-b) below:
(7a) Alcye hvele Kofi shone (ditransitive,

(Alcye starved Kofi) causative, dynamic)
/ \ * * *(7b) Kofi hyele shone (transitive, non-

(Kofi fasted) causative, dynamic)
It is to be noted that with the simple verbs, the verbal form In 
the non-causative transitive clause may be dynamic or stative.
With verbs of adornment (e.g. wula) it is characteristically 
stative as in (5b); with verbs of medication (e.g. gua) it is 
dynamic as in (6b). In the case of complex verbs, the verbal form 
in the non-causative clause Is ^lsually dynamic as in (7b).

On the basis of the above description, three main groups 
(A-C) are distinguished among verbs which may be related in 
terms of the causative/non-causative opposition in corresponding 
ditransitive and transitive clauses. Group A consists of
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morphologically-related causative/non-causative verbal forms -
i.e. morphological causativization; two sub-sets (i-Il) are 
further set up within Group A on the basis of whether the non- 
causative verbal form may be specified as dynamic or stative. 
Group B consists of phonologically related causative/non
causative verbal forms - i.e. phonological, causativization. 
Group G consists of zero causativization which are sub-divided 
according to whether the non-causative verb is stative or 
dynamic, the- latter being further grouped into simple and 
complex verbs.

Group A: Morphological causativization
Group A.I:

Cansative 
dynamic

noa /nOwa /
'to make drink*

Non-causative
dynamic

no /nu /
1 to drink1

Causative
suffix
/-w& /

Group A.IX

Causativedynamic Non-causative
stative

Causative
suffix

2* soa /sOwa / 
'to put onT

£5. /z^ /
'to be wearing'

/-wS /

Group B: Phonological causativization (verbs of adornment)

Causative
dynamic

3. kye 'to put on (belt)'
4* keda 'to put on (cloth)1

Non-causative
stative

hye 'to be wearing'
heda 'to be wearing'
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Group C: Zero causativigation

Group Q.I (Verbs of adornment

Causative 
dynami c

3* "bo !to tie, put on
(turban)’

6. mo ’to tie, put on
(loin cloth)T

Non-causative stative

bo

mo

’to be wearing1

t tr

t n7* wula ’to put on (dress)1 wula 

Group C.II: (a) Simple verbs (of medication)

Causative, dynamic/non-causative, dynamic
8* bia ’to wash’
9. tua ’to insert (in arms)’
10. gua ’to inhale’
11. sela ’to give enema’
12. twi ’to daub’

Group C.II: (b) Complex verbs

13* kye ehone ’to starve; to fast’
14. kye nvoninli ’to take photograph of’; ’to 

have photograph taken’
15. bo anyiemgba ’to disgrace; to be disgraced
16. bo bosea ’to give loan, lend; to take : 

borrow*
17. bo kake ’to impose fine; to pay costs
Group C.II: (c) Verbs of cognition
18. kakye ’to remind; to remember’
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(C) Transitive and Intransitive Glauses
We shall also find pairs of morphologically-related 

verbal forms between which the causative/non-causative relation
ship holds in corresponding transitive and intransitive clauses* 
The following illustrative pairs of 'clauses are in the positive 
perfect tense and involve the verbal forms (l) nua/nu ’to put/' 
to go out* and (2) sea,/se !to make pass/to pass1:
(1a) Akys enlua senle ne (transitive,

(Akys has put out the fire) causative, dynamic)
(1b) senle ne snlu (intransitive,

(the fire has gone out) non-causative, dynamic)
(2a) Akys szea sysvols ne (transitive,

(Akys has made the guest pass) causative, dynamic)
(2b) sysvols ne eze (intransitive,

(the stranger has passed). non-causative, dynamic)

In the above examples, the causative verbal forms 
occurring in the (a) transitive clauses are morphologically 
related by suffixation to the non-causative verbal forms 
occurring in the corresponding (b) intransitive clauses, and 
the causative/non-causative relationship here exemplifies 
morphological causativization.

Other morphologically-related pairs of causative/non- 
causative verbal forms in corresponding transitive/intransitive 
clauses are: (3) ■ siane ’to make re turn/si a ’to re'turn1 and 
(4) benle fto make invulnerable1/be Tto become invulnerable’.
The variant causative suffixes which mark the causative verbal 
forms in the various examples may well represent remnants of 
morphologies,! processes of the formation of causative verbal 
forms that were historically more or less productive.
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The occurrence of each suffix with a particular verb 
stem is, in general, determined by the sub-class of the verb 
stem. Bor example, with directional verbs such as (1) fola/fo 
’to make climb/to climb’ it is realised as /-la/, as /-nlS/ 
with locational verbs such as (2) gyinla/gyi ’to stand, stop/ 
to be standing’ and as /-w§c/ with verbs of adornment as in 
5̂) so a/zo ’to put on/to be wearing’ or verbs, of medication as 
in noa/no ’to make drink/to drink’.

By analogy with the previous examples (l~2(a-b), we may 
also handle, in terms of the -causative/non-causative opposition, 
pairs of verbal forms which can occur, albeit in identical 
shape, in corresponding transitive/intransitive clauses. Such 
verbal forms may be either simple verbs (e.g. tunwue ’to wake 
up’) as in:

(3a) Akye sdunwue syevols ne (transitive,
(Alcye has woken up the stranger) causative, dynamic)

(3b) eysvols ne sdunwue (intransitive,
(the stranger has woken up) non-causative, dynamic)

or complex verbs (e.g. tu ahonle ’to frighten) as in:
(4&) Alcye dule Kofi ahonle (transitive,

(Akye frightened Kofi) causative, dynamic)
(4b) Kofi ahonle dule (intransitive,

(Kofi became frightened) non-causative, dynamic)
By contrast with the cases of morphological causativization

exemplified in (l-2(a-b)) above, the causa.tive/non-causative
relationship in such instances as (3-4(a-b) may be regarded as
exemplifying what we have distinguished as zero causativization.
The term ’ergative* is now generally used to distinguish such
verbs.
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It is to be noted, as a characteristic feature of 
causative/non-causative verbal forms occurring in corresponding 
transitive/intransifive clauses, that such verbal forms are 
dynamic in either transitivity clause-type.

•The above examples (1-4(&~b)) illustrate the possible 
ways in which pairs of verbal forms which can occur in 
corresponding transitive/intransitive clauses may be handled 
in terms of the causative/non-causative aspectual distinction.
On the basis of the above analysis, two main groups (A~B) may 
be distinguished among such verbal forms. C-roup A consists of 
morphologically-related causative/non-causative verbal forms 
exemplifying morphological'lcausativization and Group B consists 
of ergative verbs exemplifying zero causativization.

Group A: Morphologically-related verbal forms
(Morphological causativization)

Causative Bon—causative Causative
dynamic dynamic suffix

1. sea /s(i')ja / se /sx / /-ja/
‘to allow to pass* ’to pass*

2. siane/syan(i)/ sia/sya/ /-n(x)/
*to make to turn back’ ’to turn back’

3. benle/benli / be /bi / /-nl5/
’to make invulnerable’ ’to become invulnerable’

4. nua /ntCwa / nu /ml / /-wa /
’to put out (fire) ’to go off’

It should be noted that, in a transitive clause, items (1-3)
may take a definite animate object noun phrase which, by
definition, is pronominalIsable* Item (4) is different in
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requiring an inanimate object noun phrase and belongs 
to the sub-class of transitive verbs which favour pronomina- 
lization of their definite inanimate object noun phrase*

Among ergative verbs of G-roup B two main sub-divisions 
(I-Il) may be set up on the basis of whether they take an 
animate (B*l) or inanimate (B*Il) object noun phrase and within 
each sub-division simple verbs are separated from complex verbs 
In the case of verbs of Group B. II, two sub-sets are distin
guished on the basis of whether or not the verbs favour the' 
pronominalization of their definite inanimate object noun phrase.

Group B: Ergative verbs (Zero causativization)
Group B*l: (a) Simple verbs which take an animate

object noun uhrase _______ __

1. boda ’to injure, hurtT
2. tunwue ’to wake up*
3* bia ’to wash*
4* sske ’to spoil, pamper’
5* sokoe ’to help set down load’

(b) Simple verbs which take an object noun 
phrase which is a genitive construction 
consisting of an animate nominal as the 
possessor and a body-part name as the 
possessed ___________________________

6. ps ’to cut (somebody’s hand)’
7* tu ’to extract (somebody else’s tooth)’
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8.
9#

10.
11 *

Group

(c) Complex verbs consisting of a verb stem pins 
body—part name (which, may be an inalienable 
nonn as in (8-9) or an alienable noun as in 
(10-11)) such that in a transitive clause the 
object noun phrase is a genitive construction

die enyels ‘to entertain1
tu bo !to exhaust*
tu ahonle ‘to frighten*
te sbole rto harass, bother1
B.II: (a) Simple verbs which favour the pronomi-

nalization of their definite inanimate 
object nonn phrase____

1. bo *to break*
2. bu * to break down, demolish*
5. bondo 1 to dent *
4* tulu 1 to loosen, untie (parcel)‘
5. kolo * to melt *
6. sake 0-p spoil, destroy*
7* te * to tear*
8. sua 1 to tear*
9. yela 1 to burn*
10. doa 1 to soak*
11. kpuke 'to. burst’
12. fiti 1 to hole, make a hole in*
13. ten da 1 to make tangled (thread)*
14* solo ‘to fade(cloth)1
15. minli ‘to lose*
16. gyinla ‘to stopf
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Group B.II: (b) Simple verbs which do not favour the
pronominalization of their definite 
inanimate object noun phrase ___

17-
18,
19.
20. 
21 .

s o 
tu
buke
tukue
sianyi

Group B.II: (c)

’to light’
'to untie (loin cloth)’
’to open (door)*
’to open (box, door)'
’to untie (belt, load)’

Complex verbs consisting of a verb stem 
plus an inalienable noun, such that in a 
transitive clause the nominal object is 
realized as a genitive construction

22.
23.

to nuhua 
tu o bo

'to close, shut’ 
’to exhaust’

Group Cs Additional cases (Verbal Adjectives with 
dynamic use)

24* tenre 
23* kyea 
26. kpo

’to straighten; to become straight* 
’to bend, incline; to become bent’ 
’to bend; to become bent’
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C o n c l u s i o n

This study of the verbal piece in Mzema has been an 
attempt to present, in formal terms, the main grammatical 
categories, an account of the■terms in each category and their 
relationships to each other. And so far as the present writer 
is aware, this study is the first detailed and coherent 
description of this part of the syntax of the language. It 
has not been possible, however, to deal with all the categories 
set up to the same extent, and other equally interesting 
aspects of the verbal piece, for example reduplication, serial 
verbal construction and finite and non-finite clause objects, 
have either received scant mention or been necessarily omitted.

The area of the grammar investigated is complex and 
the number of categories set up is greater than one would have 
to contend with in a comparable study of nominal pieces. The 
verb word as a linguistic unit has a variety of structural 
patterns, and the same verb word may be used in various senses 
and* therefore,enter into a number of transivity clause-types 
or occur with different aspects. The language exploits 
combinations of intonation, consonant mutation and other 
phonological features in addition to such morphological 
features as affixation and choice from possible pronominal 
sets in effecting subtle differences of meaning.

All these complexities confirm Palmer's observation that 
"the most difficult part of any language is usually that part 
that deals with the verb. Learning a language is to a very
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large degree learning how to operate the verbal forms of that 
language .... M (1963i 1) *

It is hoped, however, that this study has contributed 
significantly to an understanding of this area of the grammar 
of the language.-and, in particular, shown the relationship 
of the terms in each category to each other; and, by adopting 
a hierarchical approach, has given a clear picture of the way 
the language works in so far as the verbal piece is concerned. 
It is very unlikely that the findings of this study are 
restricted to the language under examination.
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